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PREFACE. 

On completing this 1st Volume of the Journal of the Bom-
bay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, it becomes the duty 
of the present Editor to briefly notice how far the Transactions 
of 'the Society have contributed to extend our knowledge on 
subjects of oriental research, more particularly' connected with 
the Antiquities, Philology, Geography, and History of Western 
India. While this Society was instituted twenty years subse-
quently to that of Calcutta, and its field of investigation was/ 
necessarily more 'limited, it derived a- healthy activity, from ,r4  

the accomplished character and talents of its President, Sir 
James Mackintosh, who, combining kindness of manner, exten-
sive literary acquirements, and much soundness of judgment, 
was singularly adapted to promote the views of a Society which, 
on his arrival in India, had entered into generous competition, in 
oriental research, with its elddr sister of Calcutta. With all the 
ardent love of knowledge characterizing Sir 	Jones, but 
without his oriental acquirements, Sir James Mackintosh suc-
cessfully promoted the objects of the Society, by encouraging 
all, possessing opportunities of obtainingftrmation, to collect 
and record it : and in doing so, gave an impulse to its4abpurs 
that enabled it to obtain valusible materials for its volumes : 
for, as Sir John Malcolm says of him, " The labours of an in-
dividual can effect little, but the genius that can stimulate and 
direct "limbers, can effect every thing." Three quarto vo-
lumes pil_liohed by this Society, commencing with the year 
1804, arid terminating with that of 1821, met with a most liberal 

   
  



ii. 	 Preface. 

and distinguished reception, among the Literati of England and 
the Continent ; and are now so much in request, as a standard 
work for libraries, that, from the small impression originally 
printed, the volumes are now with difficulty procurable. Under 
these circumstances the Society has resolved, as may be seen 
by reference to its proceedings, that a new edition of the work, 
in three volumes octavo, with a quarto volume of plates, shall 
be published, in London, by Messrs. Longman & Co. provided 
the names of an hundred subscribers be procurable. 

Soon after the institution of the Royal Asiatic Society of 
Great Britain and Ireland, the labours of the then Literary So-
ciety of Bombay merged in those of the now Parent Institution, 
agreeably to the resolutions, moved by the Honorable the Presi-
dent, Sir John Malcolm, and Unanimously agreed to at a 
special meeting of the Society, held on Wednesday the 5th De-
cember 1827. 

1st. That this Society deems it extremely desirable, that 
measures should be adopted without delay for opening a com-
munication with the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and 
Ireland, and soliciting the formation of a connexion with that 
body, in order to give greater efficiency to the Literary and 
Scientific pursuits of this Society, and in the hope of contribu-
ting by such an alliance to the more effectual promotion of the 
common cause in whichthe two associations are engaged. 

2nd. That it be/referred to the consideration of a Special 
Committee, to report for the information of the Society, on the 
best method of accomplishing sttch an union. 

From this period to 1841 all literary cortimunications, for-
warded by members to the Bombay Society, were transmitted 
home ; and have been published in the Transactioi6 of the 
Parent Institution, or in the pages of its quarterly oCtilb Jourr:  
nal. But in ceasing to act independently, by the publication of 
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the literary labours of its members, the Bombay Society dis-
covered that it had lost the greater part of its activity and use-
fulness ; while the Societies of Bengal and Madras were ex-
tending the bounds of oriental knowledge by the separate 
publication of their Transactions. At a general meeting of the 
Society, held on the 10th of February 1841, it was unanimously 
carried,—That a Quarterly Journal, in connection with this Socie-
ty, on the plan of those published under the auspices of the Asia-
tic Society of Bengal, and the Madras Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, be established, and that Mr. Orlebar, the Secretary, be 
requested to undertake the duty of Editor ; and that the Society 
take upon itself the pecuniary responsibility for one year, and 
furnish a copy to each of its members in India. 

In conformity with this resolution, the two first numbers of 
the present volume were published under Professor Orlebar's su-
perintendence : but the state of his health obliging hitia to leave 
India for England, in May 1842, he was succeeded by the late 
lamented Secretary Dr. John Grant Malcolmson ; who, with all 
the natural zeal and intelligence of his character, laboured un-
weariedly to elevate the character of the Society's Journal, to es-
tablish its museum, to arrange its library, and reconstruct its cata- 
logue. Any lengthened eulogium on the character of this es- * 
timable individual would he here misplaced and is unnecessary : 
since the record of his merits, in reference to the Society, will / 
be best seen in the Resolution it has adopkd, "that with a view of/ 
perpetuating his memory, the Society do accord yearly mold me-
dal, to be designated, " the 41colmson Medal," to the author 
of the best papeL presented to the Society on the Natural Histoy 
ry and Literature of India, points on which the late lamented 
Secretary evinced the deepest interest." 

We are yet far from having exhausted subjects of oriental re-. 
• search in regard to India ; and the more we extend our investi-. 
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gation, into the languages, antiquities, and history of the neigh-
bouring countries, we will find them replete with matter of cu-
riositj►  and interest. the origin of a Semitic alphabet, kindred 
with the Paltnyrine and • Sassanian writing, and adapted to 
a language of the Sanskrit family, as seen on the Bactrian coins 
and the inscriptions from Shah Baz Ghari, in the Yeusaf Zai 
country, affords matter for much ingenious reflection and inves-
tigation : and the Hamaiyaric inscriptions; found in the South-
ern coast of Arabia, connected as they are with th'e history of the 
opposite coast of Axum and Ethiopia, are equally subjects of 
deep curiosity. Success has already, I hope, attended both in-
vestigations : and translations of the inscription lately sent fro 
Aden, by Captain Haines, and of those obtained, from lliareb 
or Saba, by the late Dr. Mackell, will appear in an early num-
ber of the Journal: which, with the assistance of friends, and 
the encouragement of the Society, the Editor hopes he will be 
able to regularly publish quarterly. 

J3ombay, 30th June, 1844. 

• 

4./ 
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ART. I.—An Essay on the Vernacular Literature of the Mara-
thas, by the Reverend DR. STEVENSON. 

The Marathas have been long famed throughout India for their war-
like prowess and martial deeds ; and their history has been written 
not only by natives of the country, but has been deemed worthy of 
being transmitted to posterity in a distinct work in our o.vn language. 
It has, however, J fear, been by all, except a few, generally supposed 
that they were destitute of any vernacular literature ; in fact, that the 
nation which, issuing from the Deccan, rolled back the tide of Mahom-
medan conquest, gave laws to the Emperor of Delhi, and disputed 
the sovereignty of India with our countrymen, was little better 
than a horde of barbarians. The literature of the Marathas cannot 
indeed be compared with that of European nations, but they are by no 
means so far behind in literary matters as has often been supposed. 
The Brahminical portion of them can vie in their acquaintance with 
the common stores of Sanscrit literature with the Brahmins of most 
provinces in India : nor have there been wanting instances—as in the 
case of Sridhara, who wrote comments on the Bhagavat—df writers 
who have added their contributions to the general treasui'. The Mara-
thas have, beAes, a literature of their own written in a dialect called 
the Pracrit. This Pracrit, as will fully appear from the specimens 
afterwards to be given, is nothing but the present spoken language in an 
anticoe dress, and without any of the modern additions to the language 
introduced by the Mahomedans. People, indeed, in familiar conver-
sations, call all the spoken languages of India Pracrit ; but this 
dialect, which was probably that used by their fathers three or 

   
  



2 	Essay on the Vernacular Literature of the Marathas. [JULY 

four centuries ago, is so named by way of eminence. The basis 
of the Pracrit, as of all the languages of Northern India, seems 
at first to be entirely Sanscrit ; but I have given reasons else-
where for believing, and hope soon to be able to prove by a 
fuller induction, that there is another aboriginal language of India, 
different from the Sanscrit,.which has united with the language of the 
Brahmins in forming the different dialects now spoken in Hindustan, 
and in the island of Ceylon. However this may be, it is in this 
Pracrit that most of the literary works in repute among the Marathas 
are written. It is also in similar antiquated dialects of Hindavi, Telugu, 
Canadi, Tamil, Singhalese, &c., that literary works in other provinces 
of India are chiefly written, just as if modern 'English writers 
were to adopt the phraseology and style of Spencer and Chaucer. 
It is a 'singular fact also, and illustrative of a general principle 
developed in other parts of the world, that almost without exception 
all these Pracrit works are written in verse. Notwithstanding, how-
ever, this predeliction for the antique, and love of poetic measures, 
the stirring events connected with the rise of the Maratha empire, 
and progress of the arms of their confederacy, excited men to write 
who could not be confined by such trammels. The soldier and the 
statesman in retirement committed their facts and observations to 
paper in the same style that they had been in the habit of rehearsing 
their own exploits, or those of their patron leader, to the select circle 
of friends ; hence the origin of the historical treatises called Bokhars, 
written in the language at present spoken by the Marathas. The 
substance of these Bokhars having been extracted by Grant Duff in 
his history of the Marathas, and my partial acquaintance with them 
having led me to form the idea, that in a literary point of view they 
are of an inferior order,  bounding in dry details, and making too 
free a use of Persian and Arabic words to serve as models of style, 
I shall not here notice them any fart4r. Most of them, I believe, 
have a place in'the Ma4enzie collection of manuscripts, and will sup-
ply materials for those who wish to make more extended and minute 
historical researches. It is to the Pracrit literature, then, that on the 
present occasion we will confine our attention ; it is to this that we 
must mainly have recourse for the history pf mind among the Marathas. 
This is the source also whence the present style of Maratha composition 
must be improved, and a purely Indian Maratha introduced without 
superfluous foreign additions. 
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• It is a singular fact, that most of the authors among the Marathas 
who have written in the vernacular tongue have been Vaishnavas, and 
by .far the greater proportion Bandho Vaishnavas. There is not a 
single Saiva author among them of any eminence ; and yet four-fifths of 
the Brahmins, and others who cultivate literature, are votaries of 
Siva. This does not arise from any inferiority of genius, but from 
contempt of the vernacular languages in the Saivas, and, like the school-
men of the middle ages in Europe; their esteeming no modern dialect 
either worthy or capable of conveying to posterity the truths of re-
ligion and philosophy. The liberal feeling of the Bandho Vaishnavas, 
on the contrary, has excited them to make an effort to communicate 

i their ideas to the people in a language intelligible to all, and to 
break down the barriers which for ages had debarred the populace 
from all access to any more knowledge than a man's particular spiri-
tual guide could or would communicate. They accordingly are the 
fathers of Maratha literature ; and the most distinguished literary cha-
racters that have appeared in Maharashtra have belonged to their sect. 

The oldest Pracrit writer, whose name and writings ha e come down 
to posterity, is Nama ; usually called Nam Deva. He said to have 
been a foundling, and to have been brought up in the family of a tailor, 
whose profession he followed in after life. Nama, as we have already 
seen, was one of the first disciples of Pundalika,* who established an 
ecclesiastic Hinduism at Pandharpur about the beginning of the 14th 
century of our era. His writings consist of moral and religious pre-
cepts delivered in metrical poems called Abhanys. 

The Abhany is a trochaic ode, the verses of which consist of four, 
three, or two feet ; every two lines rhyming with one another, and con-
sisting generally of from four to thirty lines. This kind of verse is 
regulated by the accent of the words, as in English and other European 
languages, and not by the length of the syllables, as. in Sanscrit, 
Greek, and Latin. 	• 

Nama carried out his theories into practice so far as to have his 
household instructed in those branches of knowledge with which he 
himself was acquainted. One of his female slaves, Zana Bai, became 
herself an authoress, and some of her Abhanys have been handed 
down•to posterity. Although but a slave girl, she was a virtuous 

Pundalika Is probably a name of Vishnu adopted by that half Brahminical, half 
Buddhist sage. It is probably the same word as Pundarekaby, under which name also ho is 
occasionally mentioned, and which is undoubtedly a name of Vishnu. 
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woman, nor do even the Saiva Brahmins accuse her of the want of 
any of the proprieties of her sex, although put in possession of an 
instrument' they profess to deem dangerous in the hands of a female. 

The example of Zana Bai was followed by Mukta-bai, the sister of 
Dnanoba, of whom more particular mention will afterwards be made. 
Some of her Abhanys also are preserved. The following, an ode 
displaying no mean talent and acuteness, is a favourable specimen 
of her style of composition. In reading it, it is to be kept in mind 
that its end is to show the superiority of divine knowledge to ritual 
observances :— 

Rili4r rrrzrt 	Erw   	cfret- 

Frq fiwk Erer k-rr0,974 	forruff 

slyly rem rir4 	IN( 4111 mar zrw 
• 

3Tragr 	frrei- 	r %-gr 37,-zr ET 

flew ft24qr §1, 1 31Tr-7*7kt 	AtUr 

zwiikr Auiri Iftit-4 44 44 %-4 Erthia* 

aer 4r 44-q rep.):4 grer4Rti. 	ciFil 01- 

	41Wr 

e 	5w4rt 311 il~r -1.111 4-4 err qr4 	ir'gr 

" Siva taught Brahma the Gayatri, and Vishnu taught him the daily 
" prayers. They then instructed Brahma in the ceremonial of bathing, 
" with the accompanying prayers ; and also in the six shastras, and 
" puranas. For making him an adept in the performance of austerities 
" and all ritual observances, they also initiated him into the way of per-
" forming the different kinds of sacrifice. But if divine love dwell in 
" my breast, I am necessarily pure, and all creation subject to me. And 
" how should my body be free from ceremonial defilement, unless I 
" reverence Brahma, who is lord of all the holy places ? To 
" know what may be known was laid down as the thing essential ; 

   
  



• 1841.) Essay on the Vernacular Literature of the Marathas. 5 

" afterwards works were enjoined. First Vishnu initiated Brahma into 
" science, and then imposed on him the three kinds of ceremonial 
" works. To know what may be known is the essential thug. What 
" means then that term works ?" 

Thus inquires Mukta-bai Dnanoba, one of the most celebrated 
Pracrit writers, who was a fellow disciple with Nama of Pundalika. 
His father was by birth a Brahmin, but soon after his marriage, before 
he had any family, became a Sanyasi, and bid adieu to the world. 
The head Sanyasi of the establishment at Benares, whither he had 
gone, shortly after, in his way to visit the holy places in the south, 
stopped at Alandi near Fanelli, the residence of the young Sanyasi's 
wife, whom he saw performing her worship with great intensity of 
mind. Without knowing her, or the state in which she was left, he 
gave her a blessing, promising her four children. An explanation 
ensued, the result of which was, that the old Sanyasi started imme-
diately for Benares, and sent back his brother to his wife. The 
Brahmins would however neither receive him nor his children into 
caste, till Dnanoba and his brothers had convinced all the learned men 
at Paithan that he and his brothers were under the special protection 
of the deity. Dnanoba composed not only Abhanys, but a commentary 
also on the Bhagavat-Gita for the sake of those who did not understand 
the Sanscrit ; a work in great repute among the Marathas, but now 
in some places as difficult to understand as the original. He and 
his two brothers Sopaudeva and Nivrittee were reckoned incarna-
tions of Vishnu, Brahma, and Siva ; and their sister the incarnation of 
Brahmi. 	 • 

All of them were authors, but Dnanoba by his superior glory 
has obscured the splendour of all the. rest. The date of the Com-
mentary on the Gita mentioned above is Salivahana Salea 1212. 
A. D. 1290. If then we allow fifteen years to have. elapsed since 
the introduction of the Beclectic system of Pandintrpur,—only a 
reasonable tine to permit matters to proceed so far as to give birth 
to such a work,—the rise of the Bandho Vaishnavas may be dated 
a quarter of a century earlier than we ventured to do in a former 
paper, and so we may assign their origin to the last quarter of the 
thirteenth, instead of the beginning of the fourteenth century of our era. 
The above mentioned date I have ascertained from two or three 
different manuscripts, all of which agree ; and as it comes so near 
my former computation from the genealogy of Sridhar's family, con- 
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tained in another work, I think considerable confidence may be 
placed on it.* 

From this time onward, such moral odes as we have already de-
scribed seem to have been produced by several authors, some of whose 
names have been handed down to posterity. One of them, Atmanaya-
ka, a collection of whose Abhanys I have seep, was a Mahar,—a class of 
people, who, though not properly outcastes, are not permitted to 
have any communication even with the lowest caste into which re-
gular Hindus are divided, and are either the descendants of the abo-
riginal inhabitants who were not received into the Hindu association, 
or of persons who, at some later period, had been expelled from society. 

Some time, also, after Dnanoba, another famous writer, called Ek-
nath, flourished. I have not seen any of his larger works, and cannot 
determine more nearly the particular time at which he lived. His 
?host celebrated work is a translation of a portion of the Bhagavat. 
He was a Bandho Vishnava, and got into difficulties with the Brahmins 
about his caste, on account of the attention he paid to a religious 
Mahar in supplying him with food as he passed his house on a journey. 
He wrote also Abhanys, some of which reflect very severely on idol-
atry ; and remind the scripture reader of some passages of the old 
Testament ; and the classical student of Horace's delicate satire on 
Priapus. Some of his lines on the subject were quoted in a former 
paper. His preceptor, Janardan, was also an author ; but of his 
writings few have come down to posterity. 

Sridhar, a learned Brahmin who commented on the Bhagavat, and of 
the same religious profession, is the next author of eminence that 
appeared among the Marathas. His most famous works were a life of 
the Pandavas ; a life of Ram ;and a life of Krishna ; called respective-
ly the Pandava-pratapt, thb Ramvijaya, and the Harivijaya. The 
last mentioned work was finished Sal. Shake 1493 ; so that the 
author must . have flourished rather after(  the middle of the fifteenth 
century of our era. If Sridhar had any higher obj6ct than mere 
literary fame, he probably intended to propagate the tenets of his sect, 
and the name of Panduraug, by associating them with the popular 
legends current among the Hindus. The following description of the 

• The author of the Dalai Vijaya, a historical record of the sages formerly mentioned, 
makes Nama Dnanoba and Kabir eotemporaries ; but no dependance can be placed on what 
he delivers in regard to the date of events that happened long previous to his Own time, 
and the genbalogy above referred to, which he has preserved, is a much more certain guide. 
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God Siva was no doubt intended to throw covert ridicule on him and 
his worship. It is introduced as spoken by the mothers of Krishna 
to frighten the infant deity into propriety while puliirg, because 
she would not fetch down the moon to him for a plaything. . It is as 
follows :— 

Tel e;10.5uil 	EIRN5 ror rg:it wit 1110 
AST ITZTIEJT (4%11z ErtqlT ,411tVi 
RiT4 ITftrt .v41 1Tir citiq 	:4-4q19T 

rk-r4 Era-  ga- 	qrt qzt-th-T xir /irk 
=iskehcoi ill 	i Mt Picoci,e. Tztit 

liVQ1 	 Tr-494 crigm 
Itolirti -4111w Trzr 9E4 t‘irci ffft 

TA-k .* ccatraT err6-4 ftff-dr 
,44141 	 010;1 	Titq qt k1 /4* 
	tA irk 	aTr ark 

zWTI' 41 chicoilni 

fftft 	 frwa-  Wkrzfr PT IA 
"After this Krishna lay rolling on the floor. His mother then 

' called out—Holloal what a terrible mis.shapen fright is that stand-
" ing at the door ; the monster has got five heads, and a long pigtail 
"hanging down his back ; he has got a third eye, which sends forth 
" flames, and there is a continual dripping of water from his head, 'A 
"fearful ascetic I declare! The moon is glaring on his forehead, and 
" he has a blue throat ; he has parched gram in his hand, and his body 
"all covered with ashes; he has an elephant's skin for a mantle, and 
"a tiger's hide wrapped round his loins. The very sight of him is 
"tormenting! Up Krishna, flee in silence and hide yourself! The,  
" yogi is standing outside red tvith rage as fire, a very devil of devils ; 
" he seems as 4 he would 'cram all the three worlds into his fist, and 
" make off with them I" . 

The metre of the above specimen is that in which most of Sridhar's 
works are composed, and is called the Vovi. It is 'a loose Trochaic, 
arranged in stanzas of four lines; of which the three first rhyme with 
ene another, while the fourth does not. Each line has font., feet, but 
the inherent short vowel of the different letters is expressed, or 
suppressed, just as the verse requires. • 
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The .neat Pracrit writer of eminence is Tuka Ram ; the contem-
porary of the great Sivaji, and the Kaber of the Marathas. Tuka 
spares neitlier Brahmin nor Gosain, but lashes all with his unsparing 
ridicule. The influence of his works among the middle classes of the 
community is greater than that of all the Shastras and Purans put 
together, and his writings have been mainly instrumental in preserving 
among the Marathas some rational motives on the subject of religion 
and morality, notwithstanding all the attempts of bigotted Brahmins 
to render them the passive slaves of an inane and seductive ceremonial. 
He, however, was the last writer of A bhanys in ridicule of superstition. 
The Saiva Brahmins under the Peshvas soon monopolized all 
power and influence, and it did not suit their polidy to unsettle 
people's minds in reference to subjects on a belief in which so 
many of their caste depended for a livelihood, and therefore future 
authors were obliged -to pursue a different course. The original of 
the lines in ridicule of the Gosains, a paraphrase of which was formerly 
given, is as follows :— 

Wixer TWA. 	aTrrer eiI4,4;1 u4.  
Errft-ff 	sttr ffiT cliki i fiT alTru 
arprt   ;ienfTrifrf if4t crr4r' 
nr xeir 74 irrr Nit 	'thrr 

" Brother—we have become a Gosain and abandoned everything, 
Patel—build us here a Chapel, bring plenty of bluing and tobacco, 

Provide daily food for gee, and send a sister to serve me. 
Tuka said, that such devotion resembled the mask worn at the Saturnalia." 

The justice of these lines will appear evident to every one who 
remembers that at Puna there is a suburb containing many splendid 
temples and commodious mansions, all built by the Gosains from 
the profit of .their merchandise ; and that it is inhabited by families 
of their profesion, whose only mark of t scitism is the yellow colour of 
their garments. 

Raindas, the spiritual guide of Sivaji, may be mentioned, also, as a 
Pracrit author : he composed a dialogue on the Hindu religion, called 
Das-Bodh, for the instruction of his illustrious pupil. He was 
born S. Shake 1530, and died 1603, or A. n. 1681. 	 • 

Vaman, a writer also belonging to the same era, possesses a good 
deal of fame as a Pracrit writer : he translated .a part of the Bhagavat, 
and composed other treatises illustrative of the Hindu religion. He 
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wrote in the Sama Shoka, a sloka constructed according to the. com.-
mon rules applicable to Sanscrit compositions, and also having the two, 
three, or four last syllables of one line rhyming with an equal number 
of the preceding. 

After Vaman comes Moro-Pant, the most popular of all the 
Pracrit writers with the Brahmins. Though a Vishnava, he was a 
Bhagavat, or liberal Vishnava, and wrote poems in honour of other 
gods, as well as of Vishnu. His verses are generally written in the 
Arya measure, in which the time of every line is the same ; counting 
a long syllable two times, and a short syllable one. His works are 
very voluminous : he wrote in imitation of the Ramayana and Bharata, 

las well as on miscellaneous subjects. It is said that he was first a 
clerk, and sat up a whole night to find out an error of two annas 
(three-pence) which had taken place in the annual accounts of his 
employer : his master or his wife—for here accounts differ—represented 
to him, • that if a similar intensity of mind were directed towards 
divine things, he would rise to the highest rank in a future world. 
From that day he abandoned the world, and devoted himsel to religion ; t 
but instead of idling away his time like most who adopt t e Vairagya, 
he employed himself in composing the above mentioned Works. 

Amrit Rao was a contemporary of Moro-Pant's. Both flourished 
in the reign of Bolaji Visvanath, usually called Nana Saheb, who 
founded the Peshva dynasty at Puna in the beginning of the eighteenth 
century of our era (A. D. 1712). He wrote in what are called 
Padas, long lines of about 60 syllables, but as I have not seen any of 
his works, I cannot give any particular description of them. 

The same remark is applicable to the works of Ram Joshi of Solapur, 
who flourished in the reign of the first Baji Rao, a generation later 
than the preceding author ; and to those of Anand Phandi, who wrote 
songs and hymns in praise of the second Baji Rao and Bapu Gokla, in 
the beginning of the present century. There are several other names of 
considerable Otte among the 1Vlarathas, as "Raghunath Pandit, Sadasiva 
Mamkesvar ; and some poets are alive even at the present time, 
though none of equal fame with those we have mentioned. Relative to 
all of jhese our limits will not permit me to be more particular. The 
Bhakta Vijaya by Makunda Rao we formerly noticed. 

The songs composed in praise of modern heroes, and of the fair 
sex, I am told; would form a large collection if brought all together, 
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and vie in the figure hyperbole with similar compositions in any other 
nation. One which I accidentally saw demonstrated to the satisfaction 
of the author and his admirers, that nothing could stand before woman; 
and that not only had great and learned men fallen before her, but 
.even Gods and Rishis. Such compositions are called Lavanya, and 
form, with other things, an important index to the national mind. All 
the descriptions given by Ward and other Christian writers of the 
licentiousness of many Hindu customs and religious rites are flattery 
compared with the exposures made by these unblushing native painters, 
Who boldly approach subjects and ideas from which the mind of a 
European instinctively turns away, and which, indeed, could not be 
expressed in our language. • I am fully aware of the imperfection of 
this sketch of Pracrit literature. If, however, I should be instrumental 
in paving the way to future inquirers, my great end will have been 
gained. I should wish to see the attention of learned natives directed 
to a selection of some of the best of the pieces abovementioned, for the 
purpose of having two or three volumes accurately printed, with an 
index of difficult words for the sake of beginners. The study of these 
authors would improve the style of Maratha composition, which is in 
danger at present, from an almost exclusive attention to foreign lite-
rature. To a learned native the English is needful to open up to him 
a storehouse of ideas ; but the Pracrit must be studied in order that 
he may be able to diffuse beneficially among, his countrymen the 
knowledge he has acquired. 

I I.—Dr. Nicholson on the Island of Perim. 
Dr. Nicholson, Civil Surgeon at Surat, having permitted the fol-

lowing valuable paper on theJsland of Perim to be published in the 
Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, it will 
be useful to insert all the information jet before the public on this • 
most interesting subject. \ This.  information is as yet vtry scanty, but 
when it is known that it is so, there is no reason to fear that this rich 
field of research will be much longer neglected. The interest excited 
in all parts of the civilized world by the recent discoveries in, the 
fossil remains of the Sub-Himalayan regions, give an additional im-
portance to the history of those found in our own neighbourhood, and 
a strong inducement to spare no pains to identify and describe the 
fossils, and to compare them with those illustrated in so admirable a 
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'manner by Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautly, and Lieuts.. Baker and 
Durand in Bengal, and by Dr. Buckland and Mr. Clift in England. 

In anticipation of the importance to Science which theise remains 
are likely to attain when better known, it may be worth while to men-
tion the dates of the various communications on this subject that have 
appeared. The first discovery of fossil bones in North Western India 
was made by Dr. C. Lush, of the Bombay Army, and is noticed in a 

paper entitled "Geological Notes on the Northern Conkan and a 

small portion of Guzerat and Kattywar," published in the Journal of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 60, December 1836. This paper 
was received by the Bombay Medical and Physical Society in May of 
the same year, and was communicated to the Calcutta Journal on the 
17th August following, in a letter from Dr. Morehead, the Secretary, 
to Mr. James Prinsep, the conclusion of which is as follows :—" I am 
"further directed by the Committee to request, that in the event of• 
" Dr. Lush's paper not being adapted for the pages of your Journal, 
"you will be kind enough to return it to me, that the Committee 
" may adopt other measures for giving publicity to th inteesting 
" facts which it contains, and the merit of the discove y of which 
"rests solely with Dr. Lush." The part of Dr. Lush's paper in 
which he announced this discovery, together with Baron Hugel's 
note (who, it will be observed, did not visit the Island,) and Mr. Full-
james' interesting paper, both published in the Journal of the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal for June 1836, constitute the whole of the informa-
tion we possess on Perim. Baron Hugel also forwarded a communi-
cation (now first published) to the Secretary to the Bombay Asiatic 
Society in June 1836, together with a collection of specimens. The 
specimens are not of great value, but. the collection will soon be 
increased by other contributions. Valuable collections have already 
been presented to the Calcutta Museum, and sent to Europe, by Baron 
Hugel, Mr. Fulljames, and oilers, and a few are in poisession of the 
Geographical society and of private individuals here. 

JOHN G. MALCOLMSON. 

Extract from Dr. Lush's paper on the Geology of the Northern 
Conkan.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, December, 1836, 
pages 768, 769. 

"The next point at which I found conglomerate rock was at Gogo 
in Kattywar, where masses of rock containing shells are dug out from 
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the beach, the upper portions having been carried, away by the 
encroachments of the sea. This information will, I hope, be soon traced 
up by the'South Eastern to the Western coast of Kattywar. I before 
observed that the rocks at Baunagar are trap. Now these conglo-
merates appear to contain fragments of a great variety of mountain 
rocks, always excepting trap. This circumstance affords suspicion 
that the trap was thrown up subsequently to the deposit of the con-
glomerates. I say merely suspicion, as I know of no evidence of 
upheaving, nor the nature of the strata at the points of junction. 
Those between Gogo and Baunagar are either obliterated by extensive 
degradation, or concealed by deposits of mud. 

" The island of Perim, in the Gulf of Cambay, afforded me a better 
opportunity of examining the conglomerate than the denuded beach of 
Gogo. 

" Perim is about three miles in circumference. About half the 
1  island, proceeding round the Western side towards the Southernmost 

point, consists of strata of conglomerate 'rock, much acted upon, but 
forming cliffs in several parts to a height of about 30 feet above the 
sea, the upper strata being of compact sandstone,—all perfectly hori, 
zontal. The conglomerate contains shells and other fossils, some 
undoubted bones, '&0., which have been forwarded for identification to 
Calcutta. 

" Fine sand, partly from the decomposition of these rocks, but 
chiefly, perhaps, thrown up by the tides from the opposite coast, appears 
to have been blown by the South-west monsoon so as to form dunes of 
very singular aspect, mostly rounded at the top. In one place a sand-
bill has a quadrangular platform ike summit. These sand-mounts 
seem to have formed a barrier to t farther encroachments of the sea. 
There is a valley to the Eastern s e of the island, partly in turf, and 
some part cultivated open to the sea, where one may walk with a firm 
footing, while the sandy dunes of thechigher level give way in every 
direction." 

" Proceeding from the south point towards the Eastward (the open 
valley), layers of Kankar are met with below the sandstone : beyond 
this is a low cliff of sand,—the valley completing the circuit. 

" In the hope that some of our members stationed in Guzerat will 
carry on the investigation of the fossils, not only of Perim, but of 
other parts of the formation in Kattywar, I have hastened to lay 
before them this imperfect sketch, without waiting for a report on the 
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nature of the fossils found, or presuming myself to offer any'opinione  
or to draw a conclusion on that part of the subject." 

" Discovery of Fossil Bones in Perim Island in the Cambay Gulph." 
(Reprinted from the Journal of the Calcutta Asiatic Society, May 
1836.) 

" The following notice of the interesting discovery of this new 
deposit of fossil bones has been obligingly communicated to me in a 
letter from the Baron Hugel, dated at Bombay, the 17th April. 
Although its publication anticipates the arrival of the specimens them-
selves, it would be an injustice to Science and to Dr. Lush to delay 
for a moment so important an announcement. The acknowleste-
ments of the Society are due, both to the discoverer, and to the Baron 
Hugel, for the preference given to our museum for their preservation. 
I hope the circumstance may lead to fresh exertions in the valley of 
the Nurbudda, where doubtless much still remains to be explored.—
J. PRINSEP, Secretary. 

"You will receive shortly a few fossil bones from Perim Island,  • 
in the Cambay Gulph. Dr. Lush has the merit to have foux4 them, 
but without exploring them at all. I had no time to go over from 
Surat where Dr. Lush showed me them. I requested him to send them 
to you through Mr. Wathen. One is an imperfect bone of a mastodon 
or elephant, another the head of a boar unknown, and one belong-
ing, I think, to a Rongeur' ; but what induces me particularly to 
wish them at Calcutta, is, that there is a horn in its matrix, which, 
connected as these fossils must necessarily be with those of the Nur.. 
budda, might belong to that species of Bos mentioned in your Journal : 
it is decidedly not of a Buffalo. I was so anxious to reach Bombay 
that I could not possibly go to Perim myself. I did however manage 
to send a boat over, and I received yesterday 41 pieces of fossil 
bones : the greater part belonging to the Mastodon latidens, of 
which the teeth in a perfect state did not leave any doubt ; some of • 
the bones are of an immense size, one fractured piece of the tusk 
measuring from the centre to the outside of the circle 51, which gives 
10A inches diameter, or 34 inches in circumference : some of them 
are in the same hard matrix you will see imbedding the horn ; some 
evidently rolled by the sea. There are some curious teeth among the 
fragments I possess, and two triangular shaped pieces similar to the 
horn of a rhinoceros : the teeth are however too large to belong to 
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that animal ; I may perhaps send the most curious specimens 
round to you ; but I am at this moment too much pleased with my 
discovery `to part with them. It appears that the island abounds 
with fossils, and it is a clear proof either that the Nurbudda must 
have found only lately its way to the Cambay Gulph, or that some 
other revolution must have separated that little Island from Kattywar. 
Having no opportunity to leave this for either Persia or the Cape, 
I may still perhaps be able to go to Perim and Gogo, to trace the 
fossils on the main land of the Peninsula." 	 " HUGEL." 

" Since the above was set in type, and just before striking off the 
sheet, I have been favoured with the subjoined information from a new 
coroespondent, Lieut. Fulljames, which I hasten to make known 
through this Journal, while I venture to assure him of the thanks of 
the Society for his projected exertions to enrich its Museum. Who 
will not become an enthusiast amid such discoveries ? It is but four 
years since the existence of strata containing fossil bones was denied 
in India, or at least supposed to be confined to Assam and Ave. We 
are proud to think that this Journal has been in some measure the 
humble means of stimulating the search which has been thus crowned 
with success in so many quarters.—En. 

" On my arrival,in this part of the country in the month of April, 
I heard a report that some bones turned into stones, as the natives 
called them, bad been discovered on the Island of Perim in the Gulph 
of Cambay, and in latitude 21° 39'. 

" I lost no time in going there to see if the report of fossil remains 
was correct, and although I do not pretend to be a geologist or know 
much about fossil osteology, still I consider my labours most amply 
repaid, by my first visit to the Island, for I obtained a most perfect 
specimen of the teeth of the mastodon ; one also that, I think belongs 
to the palaeotheruim ; and he femur, vertebrae and many other bones 
belonging to mammiferous animals nowextinct. 

" Being well aware from the perusal of your scientific Journal, 
how highly, and I might say justly, remains of this sort are prized, 
I shall take the liberty of forwarding to the Society for their acceptance 
a box containing specimens of these fossil remains. 

" The formation in which they were discovered is a tertiary con.' 
glomerate, composed of nodules of sand-stone, indurated clay and a 
small proportion of silex cemented together by a yellow clay ; most of 
the fossil remains have been exposed to view, by the sea having washed 
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• off the upper part of the matrix, but still they are firmly attached to 
the rock, and the only way they were to be obtained, without breaking, 
was by stone-cutters carefully working all round them ; Urge quanti-
ties of petrified wood were lying about in every direction. 

" The following is a list of the strata as they appeared to me, com-
mencing from the surface, viz. 

1st.—Loose sand and earth. 
2nd.—Conglomerate, composed of sandstone, clay and silex. 
3rd.—Yellow and whitish clay, with nodules of sandstone. 
4th,—Conglomeraie as before, 
5th.—Siliceous sandstone with a few fossils. (Calcareous—Ed.) 
6th.—Conglomerate. 
7th.—Indurated clay more or less compact. 

. 8th.—Conglomerate, in which the best, and I may say, nearly the 
whole of the fossil remains have been discovered. 

" The deepest strata of conglomerate are about 3 feet, but they 
generally do not run more than 18 inches to 2 feet, and for the most 
part lie horizontal. On the Western side of the island however, the 
strata are much disturbed, being fractured, and dipping at an acute 
angle to the East ; on the Southern end of the island sandstone 
appears below the fossil stratum of conglomerate, dipping to the North 
at an angle of 25 degrees. 

" There is a tradition among the inhabitants of Gogo, that the 
island of Perim was formerly joined to the main land by means of a 
stone bridge, which has, in the course of time, been destroyed ; 
remains of some buildings are still to be seen, running into the sea in 
the shape of piers, &c. It must have been a very stupendous under-
taking, for there is a channel now between the land and the island, 
qf the depth of 75 fathoms and nearly 500 yards in width.* 

" On the island there are the remains of a considerable fort, and 
buildings of Hindoo arclkitectuie, for I observed in an old temple that 
had tumbled down, the broken figure of Budha rudely sculptured in 
a sitting posture ; also the remains of a large tank, wall and bauli. 
Among the other curiosities of the island are two elephants cut out in 
the rock ; they are covered now by the sea except at very low water ; 
one is•finished, and I should say, measured,  about 10 feet long by 8 or 
9 feet high. Capital fresh water is procurable, on the island, 20 feet 
below the surface ; it is found below the stratum of sandstone. 

• See Extract from Mr. Lumsrletis letter, page 20. 
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" I will here enumerate the varieties of specimens of fossil remains, 
which I think have been found :—Teeth of mammoth ; ditto masto-
don, palredtheruim, hippopotamus or rhinoceros, and a number of 
other smaller animals. The head of some large saurian animal ; part 
of a tortoise ; ditto of elephant's tusks. Femurs ; vertebrae ; and 
other large bones ; one shell in siliceous sandstone, and the half of a 
deer's foot. With this vast variety before me, it 'requires a person 
much better qualified than myself in the art to say to what particular 
animals the different specimens belong, and I therefore forward them 
with the hopes of hearing the opinion of the scientific in Calcutta. 

" It has occurred to me, on reading over the Journal for August 
1834, that the conglomerate in which the fossil remains in the valley 
of the Nurbudda have been discovered, is very nearly similar to that in 
which the Perim fossils are found ; and if my conjectures are correct, 
we shall be able to trace the formation along the whole line of the 
Nurbudda valley, and the greater part of the Kattywar coast. Should 
such be the case, and I have but. little doubt •in my own mind that it 
will be so, what a vast field has thus been thrown open for discovery 
and research ; I still hope to see my conjectures fulfilled with regard 
to finding Coal in the Rajpipla or Kattywar ranges of hills before the 
lapse of many years. 

" Not wishing to take the credit to myself of having been the first 
person to discover these remains, I should mention that I believe Dr. 
Lush was the first ; he having, I understand, found a tusk of some 
animal on the Island. 

" During a second visit to the Island, I was accompanied by three 
other gentlemen, who have most kindly given me permission to forward 
any part of the specimens so obtained, that I think may be acceptable. 

" Doubtless on further research and on breaking, up the stratum, 
more perfect specimens of1bones will be discovered ; for I must men-
tion that all till:me sent were covered at high water, the highest point 
of the island not being fbove , 60 feet higher than hig,h water mark : 
the length of the island is about 1i miles to 2 miles, and in breadth 

to mile ; large sand hills are formed on the South-west side, and 
it is inhabitated by about 12 houses of coolies, who cultivate bajri 
there during the monsoon. A light-house has been established there 
for some years, and kept, up by the Government, of tvhich a serang 
and five lascars have charge ; the expenses are defrayed by levying a 
duty on all boats passing. 
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• " Should I be able to make any further discoveries; either in fossil 
remains or as to the formation of the Kattywar hills; I shall • trouble 
you with a further communication ; that is to say, should`you consi-
der the present worthy of occupying any part of the pages of your 
interesting Journal. 

" GEORGE FULLJAMES." 

Extract from a letter from Baron Hugel, to the Secretary to the 
Bombay Asiatic Society, dated 5th June 1836. 
" I received the other day from Mr. Williams, Political Commis-

sioner for Guzerat, a collection of fossil bones from Perim Island, 
from which place I requested his having the kindness to procure me 
some, as I was at Surat with him, when Dr. Lush brought from thence 
a few specimens of petrified bones. The collection he sent me consisted 
of 44 pieces, and as I think that the Asiatic Society at Bombay would 
not object to give a little place to some of them, as the highly inter-
esting fact of the mass of fossil remains in that little Island is worth a 
closer investigation, I take the liberty of sending 25 pieces to you. 
I think that when placed in the rooms they will most likely induce 
travellers in that direction to collect more of them. I have numbered 
them and made a little description of them, which is however a very 
superficial one :—the immense quantities of fossil remains found lately 
in different places in India would make it very desirable that a gentle-
man at Bombay would take up this highly interesting study ; many 
extinct and entirely new genera of quadruped: have been discovered, 
some of which have not even left a representative existing in the world 
in a living state. I am confident that great discoveries could be made 
at Perim, which, as a little Island (now), offers a highly interesting 
fact in the possession of these fossils : I anticipate that they will be 
found in Kattywar too, and the Island may have been formed either by 
an earthquake or by a sepangion from the main land through a rush • 
of water. 

" I am sorry that my time then did not allow me to inspect the 
Island myself, and I regret that even now •I am obliged to break off 
without being able to'enter more fully on the subject. 

" Believe me, my dear Sir, with my best wishes for your health and 
happiness in this part of the- world, 

" Yours very truly, 
5th June 1836. 	 • " HUGEL." 
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List of Fossil bones from Perim Island in the Gulph of Cambay : 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, Pieces of the Tusks' of Mastodon (Gigas Elephis 

lati-dens)-  °having found too the teeth of the animal on the same spot, 
there can be no doubt of the animal. Those pieces must have been a 
long time exposed to the tide and ebb, as they are partly perforated by 
a kind of serpula. 

6.—Bone of the foreleg (the lower joint) of Mastodon gigas. 
7.—Fragment of the bone of the leg of the same animal. 
8.—Fragment of the shoulder blade bone of the same. 
9.—Vertebrte of ditto ? (N. B. at all events of a smaller individual.) 
10.—Fragments of the scull of the same. 
11-14.—Shapeless fragments.  
15.—A very singular formed fragment like petrified wood. 
16.—Shapeless bone with a singular shining substance on it : in the 

matrix is contained a black substance like Umbra. 
17.—Here a fragment of a petrified tusk is a second time petrified : 

the calcareous fossil is surrounded by a hard sandstone. 
18l. Most likely fragments of bones of Mastodon, the matrix 
19 singularly marked and perforated by the above mentioned 
20 serpula. 
21 	, 
22 	Pieces of a large ruminant. I think the bones easily referred 
23 to this genus through comparative anatomy (Bos, I think). 
24 
25.—Pieces of the horn of a stag (Cervus). 
My own collection Contains fragments of Rhinoceros, and larger 

fragments of Stag (Cervus), and of the horn bone of Bos. 
This gives till now only four kinds of animals : two Ruminants and 

two Pachydarmita. One jaw with teeth in my possession is new 
to me." 	 1 

c 
A Deseciption of the Island Perim, 

With a few Remarks on its Geological Formation.
4  

By Dr. 
Nicholson, Bombay Establishment. 

This Island lies at the Western side of the Gulph of Cambay, at the 
distance of about 24- miles from the coast of Hattywar, in 212-35 of 
North Latitude, and 72-26 of East Longitude. It extends in length 
from North-West to South-East about one mile and a half, and the 
greatest breadth is short of a quarter of a mile. 
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The greatest part of it is covered with hillocks of sand, as will be 
seen by a reference to the plan of its surface (No. 1) ; leaving in the 
centre and extending to the Eastern side, only a few acres of light 
cultivable soil, consisting of a mixture of vegetable earth and sea sand; 
and I think there is little doubt, but this patch of soil on which the 
natives grow a little Badjree during the monsoon, in the course of a 
few years more will be entirely overwhelmed in the continually 
encroaching sea of sand. 

The sand hills are from 10 to 50 feet in height (forming a sort of 
amphitheatre inclosing on all sides but the East the few acres of cul-
tivated lands) ; they are blown up in long undulated ridges in a di-
fection from West to East, and in consequence of owing their elevation 
to the prevalence of strong Westerly winds, they are steeper at the 
Eastern extremity than to windward :—the ridges are separated by 
little windroads or valleys, sometimes reaching right through the 
sand ; but in general sloping up gradually towards the East, and, like 
the hillocks, terminate abruptly. 

The tops of the hills are covered with the species of alepias com-
mon to sand tracts in other parts of India, which, togethetwith a few 
neem trees, whose flattened tops serve the natives as store houses for 
their straw, one or two goond trees and some bear bushes, and a group 
of mangroves on the Eastern shore, compose the list of Perim's trees. 

Pea-fowl wander among the hills, living chiefly on the berries of the 
asclepias ; there are also some bastard florikan, with the common shore 
birds. 	 • 

On the Western side of the Island stands the light house, from the 
top of which the plans accompanying these notes were taken ; at the 
foot is a small Bungalow for the accommodation of visitors : both are 
situated on the South-West corner of a ruined fort, the remains of 
which extend right across the Island ; in the middle of this, on a sand 
hill, stands the village of Pesim, consisting of about*  a dozen huts, 
built on the edge of a large square built tank, now nearly filled up 
with drifted sand. The Fort (of which the West face and gateway to 
the height of several feet are still standing, and the ruins on the East 
side are quite discernible) has had the largest half of its space from 
the West side buried deep in the sand hills. That there must have 
been some accumulation of sand on the Western side at the time this 
Fort was erected is quite evident, as, for the purpose of strengthening 
the walls, stone slabs set on edge and ten or twelve feet long, are in- 
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serted, at every five or six feet,-  into the wall at one end, while the 
other "is buried in the sand ridge inside.. The places where these stones 
have been.cut out are visible all over the shore, and the stones consist 
of the conglomerate or breccia containing the fossil remains found 
here : there are also two monolith elephants (one of them in ruins, the 
other standing) on the beach, cut out of a stratum of the same breccia, 
which were probably meant to ornament the gateway of the fort ; at 
least the natives have a tradition attributing these as well as the other 
works of former days on the Island to a common origin. They say 
that Makra Goil, a giant of the Kattywar tribe, or family of Goil, fled 
hither on some disturbance taking place in that country, towards the 
end of the thirteenth century, that he erected the Fort just mentioned, 
and was afterwards slain by Tohgruck Shah, king of Delhi, and was 
canonized by his countrymen ;* who, in order to prove that he really 
was a giant, point out his Tomb at Gogo above 17 feet long, in the 
form of a common Mussulman grave ; but unfortunately for the credit 
of their tale they forgot that the giant would in all probability be a 
little more corpulent than an ordinary sized man, for which only they 
allowed in the breadth of the tomb. 

From the light house, Luckagam Lohara, on the point of the North 
bank of the Nurbudda, bears E. N. E. distant about fourteen miles. 

Gogo in Kuttiawar N. W. by N., distant about 8 miles. 
The South Western point of Kuttiawar S. W. by S. 
This Island consists of alternate strata of recent sand-stone and 

conglomerate or breegia, as shewn at the Southern extremity of it, 
which ends in a cliff made by the action of the sea, with its ruins 
forming a sort of talus at the foot of it. The upper strata are very 
pliable, and consist merely of compact sand with thin Payers of hardish 
sand-stone imbedded (see plan 2nd). By looking at the low water plan 
of the Island (No. 3rd), it will be seen that at the ebb tide a narrow 
slip of shore is uncovered at the Northern extremity, from which 
gradually increasing in breadth it extends on each side and expands in 
a pyriform manner at the Sbuthern end,' where the shore left by the 
tide extends about half a mile from the land. If a line be drawn South 
West from the light house, and another due East across the shores, 
the space included on the South sides of these lines is that occupied 
by the alternate strata of . conglomerate, best denominated ossiferous 
breccia and sand-stone, ' and ,in this formation are found the mime- 

See extract from Kr. immailen'a letter, page 25. 
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• rous fossils of terrestrial animals, which have of late directed attention 
to this litte Island ; and as the matrix is much softer and more yield-
ing than the included fossils, the latter are gradually denuded by the 
action of the sea, and are easily discovered by their glossy black sur-
face, in contrast with the brown calcareous earth in which they are 
embedded. This matrix contains besides numerous spheroids of com-
pact sand stone (varying in size from that of a pea to that of a large_ 
orange), few angular fragments and numerous teeth of various animals. 
I have only discovered one oyster shell, and no human bones. 

Mr. Lumsden kindly allowed me to have possession, for some time, of 
a large collection of these fossils, and in all probability the largest col-
legtion that can ever be made at one time, as it is the harvest of the 
great length of time that must have elapsed, while the sea slowly 
released these fossils from the stony bed in which they had been 
inclosed ages before ;- during which three strata of the same breccia 
(superincumbent) have been entirely washed away, as well as several 
of the sand stone already described.-' • 

The fossils just mentioned were found on the surface et the rocks 
quite black and polished by friction, having none of the calcai-eous earth 
adhering to them, when attention was first drawn to these curious 
products of the Islet. Now they must be assiduously sought for, and 
then quarried out of a tolerably hard rock. In the collection there 
were the skull and upper jaws of a Mammoth (Elephas primigenius), 
or Mostodon ; the lower jaws apparently of the Hippopotamus, the 
entire skull of a species of deer or antelope ; a fresh water ' turtle, and 
many enormous teeth, and other bones. 

The surface of the ossiferous rock is every where broken into large 
holes, as if the subjacent stratum had been, wasted away beneath and 
the rock fallen in, and in these hollows the fossils are 'often found. 

We might form a tolerably correct estimate of the degree of waste' 
to which this breccia is subjwpt in a given time, could we place any 
reliance on the tradition which' assigns the origin of the two monolith 
elephants on the shore to the before mentioned Makra Goil ; one of 
them has been broken to pieces, either by the hand 'of man in search 
of treasure or by the violence Of the sea in the course of its everlasting 
work.of destruction, but the other still stands, nearly perfect, and but 
little corroded: it appears to be in the act of kneeling on the body of 
a man. 

On the Eastern and South-Eastern part of the shore, are also 
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found large masses of petrified wood, all of which appear to have been 
rolled and transported hither from a distance ; yet this worn appear-
ance might result from the disinterring operation of the sea in the 
same manner as with the fossil bones, but I could discover none of it 
imbedded in the rock. 

It may be as well to remark here, that during each monsoon im-
mense quantities of drift wood, as well as numbers of human and other 
bodies, are cast ashore on the Island ; and are often partially or 
entirely buried in the sand and mud by the agent which landed them, 
and are then swept off again ; many of them in all probability to add 
to new deposits of a similar nature to that just described, which doubt-
less are in continual progress of formation—nor is it at all improbable 
that hereafter, human remains may be found in these new deposits, 
mingled with the fossil remains of species long since past away from 
the living ranks of nature. I am led to this remark, because at 

'present the fossils after being relieved from their bed of breccia are 
washed off the rocks together with recent organic and inorganic 
matter of all descriptions, and perhaps in this way we may account 
for the apparent anomaly, when, though rarely, the bones and 
exuviEe of extinct species are found promiscuously with recent ones in 
formations considered as subsequent to this disappearance of the 
former. 

I have met with a breccia very similar to that of Perim in a very 
distant part of the world, but differing materially from that in the 
quantity of bones coltained in it, so as to constitute it a real bone 
breccia. While making the tour of Sicily in 1836, my friend Mr. 
Goodwin, of Palernmo, British Consul General in that Island, directed 
my attention to the cave of Santo Ciro under Monte Grifone, in which 
the bone breccia is deposited ; and as it is in some measure connected 
with our subject, I shall qu&e the opinion of Dr. T. Christie on the 
formations in this cavern, and on those of Syracuse :—" There can be 
no doubt that the extinct quadrupeds existed at a period long posterior 
to that in which the Mediterranean began to be inhabited by its present 
species of mollusks, radiata and zoophytes ; and before the last great 
convulsion, which raised a great part of Sicily above the level of the 
sea, the smooth water-worn surface of the cave of Santd •Ciro, 
and of some of those at Syracuse, and the numerous holes left by per-
forating marine mollusks (lithodomi), force upon us the conclusion 
that these caves were long under the surface of the sea, and that 
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at a period long posterior to the formation of the lime-stone beds con-
taining shells of existing species, for we find these beds at Santo Ciro 
below the bone breccia?,  and at Syracuse they actually form the cliffs 
in which these caves are situated ; not only however were these 
caves long under the sea, but they continued so for a great length of 
time after the bone breccia had been deposited in them,—of which 
we have ample evidence both in the cave of Santo Ciro and in those 
of Syracuse. In the former we find distinct traces of stratification in 
the breccia, and above it is a thick bed of clay containing a few 
bones which could only have been deposited by tranquil water. In 
the breccia of the latter, we have still more positive proofs, for in it 
we find sea shells, and its surface has been worn down by the waves 
and has been perforated by marine animals, and since that period these 
caves have been all raised up above the level of the sea into their 
present positions." 

The cave of Santo Ciro (which I frequently visited) is situated 
about two miles to the South East of the City of Palermo in the scarp-
ed i  Northern face of Monte Grifone, and immediately above the 
monastery from which it borrows its name, about 180 fee above the 
level of the sea, which is now distant nearly two miles on he North ; 
and it does not appear that the relative situation of sea and land have 
been perceptibly altered, within the period of authentic history, al-
though the natives have a legend that the sea or rather a fresh water 
lake, in ancient times, covered nearly all the interjacent flat between 
the cave and the sea which now forms part of the plain of Palermo. 
This lake called Movdolced, much reduced in sire, still occupies a large 
space, but is gradually being filled up by a vegetable moss or bog like 
growth, and becoming dry land. 

As I believe that hitherto no attempt at an explanation of the formation 
at Perim has been made, and having formed some conjectures on the 
subject I do not think it can bit  productive of any harm to state then?, 
nor however erroneous these views may hereafter prote to be, can 
they be detrimehtal to the researches of others more conversant with 
the science of Geology and therefore more competent to describe. 

By looking at the Chart No. 4, it will be observed that Perim is 
nearly opposite to the mouth of a very large river, the Nurbudda,; to 
this river in particular, together with the other streams emptying 
themselves into the Gulph of Cambay, I am inclined to attribute these 
deposits of ossiferous breccia. 
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As it is probable that the mainland of India, in common with other 
parts of the world, prior to the existence of man, was inhabited by 
many species of animals now no longer existin4 ; and as the extensive 
alluvial deposits found on each side of the Nurbudda and other rivers 
prove to us that the country through which they flow must in the 
course of ages have had its surface considerably raised by the agency 
of these waters alone independent of any other cause, we may imagine 
that the floods that occurred in remote times, were, from the extent of 
surface they then covered, and the greater rapidity of their currents 
from the greater declivity of their courses, of a much more destructive 
nature than they are at present, and would therefore bring down occa-
sionally large quantities of the materials necessary for forming the 
breccia of Perim, and which they would discharge into the Gulph of 
Cambay, then of course much deeper. Thus one stratum of breccia 
would be formed after a great storm or inundation, and in the interim 
between the subsidence of this and the occurrence of another stratum 
of muddy sand forming the stone which alternates with the breccia, 
would be thrown down. 

There are at present three strata of breccia having beds of sand 
stone between them, and increasing in thickness the lower they lie in 
the cliff, at the Southern extremity of the island, and a fourth cropping 
out, on the shore from beneath white sandstone, much exceeding any 
of the higher ones in thickness and spreading over a large extent of 
shore. It is out of this layer that the two elephants' figures on the 
shore have been cut, and they are above five feet thick ; while the 
uppermost layer of breccia is not above three inches thick and gradually 
gets thinner till it disappears towards the West. Taking it for a mo-
ment for granted that my theory of their origin is correct, the differ-
ence in the size of the strata is easily accounted for in this manner :—
when there was a greater depth of water, a large quantity of matter 
Would be borne along and the depositscbe less. 

In our own era many 1  destructive floods have occurred in different 
parts of the world somewhat calculated to corroborate the idea here 
advanced, such as that in Java, mentioned by Raffles in 1699 and 
another 1821 ; that in Scotland in 1829 ; and those which occasion-
ally occur in all countries, the rivers of which are periodically liable 
to floods. 

The breccia being formed, in order to cause Perim to emerge from 
the bosom of the sea, and thus display the works that have been ear- 
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ried on in her depths, we need only have recourse to the agency of some 
internal convulsion of the earth by which so many parts of the world 
have been heaved up, and some even in our own time ; and perhaps 
some traces of such a convulsion may be recognised in the shape of a 
deep fosse or canal, extending midway up the channel between Perim 
and Kattywar past Gogo to the mouth of the Baunagar river. In this 
canal the water is from thirty to forty fathoms deep, though on each 
side of it the depth is only twelve fathoms, which is the general 
depth of the Gulph of Cam bay. 

I regret that there was no opportunity for me to examine the shores 
on each side of the Gulph, but several masses of conglomerate, some-
thing like that of Perim, were lying about at Gogo. 

I have never heard of strata of ossiferous breccia having been noticed 
in any part of the world, alternating so regularly with other strata as 
those of Perim ; and I have no doubt that many and valuable facts 
might be elicited from a scientific examination of this Island, particu-
larly with regard to extinct races of animals,—the remains of which 

t.,i 

 might be found to predominate in the lower strata, and gradually 
giving place to more recent species in the middle strata till ey disap-
pear altogether in the highest. A discovery of this nature on one spot 
would certainly tend to throw considerable light upon the history of 
these animals which have ceased to exist in the world, and thus add an 
important step to that branch of Geological Science. 

Of course a discovery of this kind can only be looked for, if it should 
be found that the breccia has been deposited in the different strata at 
long intervals of time. 

At the bottom of the hill on which the light-house stands, there is a 
well, to examine which I eagerly hastened, under the idea that, being 
sunk through the rock, it would afford a view to some depth of the 
structure of the island, but its interior was sheathed in masonry. 

• 
Extract from a letter dated Surat, January 4th, 1841, prom J. Grant 

•Lumsden, Esyr., Bombay Civil Service. 
" THE island of Perim is on the Katiawar side of the Gulf of 

Cambay, distant from the main land about.3 to 31- miles, and from the 
port of Gogo about 7. Lieutenant R. Ethersey's recent survey and 
chart of the Gulf, makes the latitude of the light-house on this island 
21° 35' 22". I had no means of ascertaining the exact longitude, but a 
map of Cary places it in 72.26 E. The island itself lies in a N. W. by 
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N. by E., S. E. by S. direction. It is about six miles in circumference ; 
in length rather more than two and a half, in a right line between the 
two extreme points, exclusive of the reefs. A great part of the Island 
is covered by a continuous range of Sand Hills, resting on a scanty bed 
of black soil. While these hillocks appear to form a barrier against 
the sea along the whole of its Western face, and are continually en-
croaching on that side from the drift occasioned by the prevalent winds 
in the fair season, the eastern side of the Island is comparatively free 
from sand, and its soil affords a scanty subsistence to villagers who 
visit it from the neighbouring main land at the conclusion of every 
monsoon, and reside there until the approach of the next rainy season. 
When I visited the Island, I found no traces of cultivation,' as not a 
single shower of rain had fallen during the monsoon of 1840. Peafowl 
are found among the low brushwood on the sand hills. I took the 
following bearings from the light-house. 

The port of Gogo in Katiawar bore N. W. half N., distant about 7 
miles. 

The extreme western point of the coast of Katiawar, visible on a 
clear day, bore S. W. by south. 

luCkee-gaom Loharra, or the Northern headland of the Broach 
river on the Eastern shore of the Gulf, bore E. N. E. Whilst anchored 
in 9 fathoms clear of the bar at the entrance of this river (the Nurbudda,) 
the ebb spring tide during its greatest velocity ran past, as well as I 
could judge, about five miles an hour. 

I mention these bgarings, because I have heard it supposed that 
the fossil remains of Perim, which have only been discovered on the 
Island in one direction, had originally been carried out to sea by the 
stream of the Broach or other rivers, and left by the force of the tide 
upon the strata in which they are I  now found imbedded, I believe 
that these strata' are what are called conglomerates, resting on a coarse 
sand stone, which forms the basis of till Island, and of the neighbour-
ing reefs. The reefs in quest* are composed entirely of this con-
glomerate, and being very flat, are laid bare by the receding spring 
tides to a considerable distance, especially in a direction South, and S. 
by E. from the light-house. In this latter direction they extend sea-
ward for at least two miles, from the base of a low bluff in which the 
Island itself here terminates. It is upon this part of the reef, which 
also sweeps round the Island in a South West direction, that the 
fossils are discovered, and as. yet upon no other. Here too, fossilwood 
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is found in great quantities, as well as animal remains. The bluff 
above mentioned exposes distinct horizontal strata of conglomerate, 
supporting the black soil of the Island, and lying over beds of sand 
stone. At its foot are detached masses of both of these rocks ming-
led indiscriminately. It is said (by the serang) that the reefs are 
continually encroaching on the Island at this point, not from the 
violence of the spring tides which cover it at intervals, but by the 
action of the heavy rains during a favorable monsoon, by cutting 
through the bluff and detaching masses of the conglomerate and sand 
stone, which are afterwards removed by the tide. Here and there 
on the reef itself, shelving masses of sand stone appear to have 
faced their way from beneath the superincumbent platform of that 
composition of which the reef is composed, and which I have called 
conglomerate. This appearance is found to occur chiefly in the imme-
diate proximity of the Island. One of the specimens which I have 
sent, and which will be easily distinguished, conveys a very fair idea 
of the appearance of the fossils as they are found lying upon this reef ; 
some of them have a high natural polish, others appear as if Icorroded 
by long exposure, and partially destroyed by the force 0.  running 
water. It would appear, that to the same power we owe their slow 
exhumation, as they are occasionally discovered entirely embedded in 
the rock. But if this is the fact, I shall presently give some reasons, 
when I allude to certain legends related of this Island and its former 
masters, to prove how slowly this process of the wear and tear of the 
sea must be carried on. 

The first legend to which I shall allude relates, that Perim was 
formerly joined to the neighbouring Coast of Katiawar. This belief, 
.which is a very prevalent one among the maritime population in the 
neighbourhood, and may have originated in the existence of numerous 
and very intricate reefs which the ebb of the tide discloses between 
Perim and the main, especiallyein the direction of the port of Gogo. 
But the Serang.irreharge of the Light on Perim gave me information, 
which it may be useful to repeat in connection with this legend. The 
nearest part of the Katiawar coast lies about due West from the light-
house, leaving a channel between three and four miles in width. This 
channel on either side is shallow, the water never beyond eleven 
fathoms over a rocky bottom, every where rising into reefs and ridges, 
which exhibit the same formation as the Perim flat reefs already 
described. Towards the centre of the channel, however, the soundings 
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deepen suddenly to 35 fathoms, with a bottom of stiff yellow clay. 
Through this extraordinary pit or nulla at the bottom of the channel, 
the tide runs with very great velocity. This depth of water equals 
what is found in any part of the Gulf of Cambay, between the coasts 
of Katiawar and of Goozerat. It shoals abruptly, I was informed, at 
either extremity of the pit or nulla to 14 fathoms, one extremity (as 
pointed out to me by the Serang) bearing from W. by S. to W. S. W. 
from the light-house, the other about W. N. W. From the latter a 
channel is traced by soundings, which passing by Gogo, leads to the 
entrance of Bhownuggur river, about 19 miles* to the northward of 
Perim, and which is well known to the Perim men, and to the fisher-
men and mariners navigating the Gogo coasting craft, by the name 
of the former river. It even bears that name to the spot where, as 
indicated by the soundings, it terminates in the abrupt descent of the 
pit or nulla which I have attempted to describe. It is right to add, 
that this information rests exclusively on the authority of the Serang 
in charge of the Perim light ; but he is a sharp and clever man, well 
acquainted with the depths of the water in the Gulf, and not very 
likely to• be in error. 

The second legend might lead one to surmise that some alteration 
had taken place in the level of the reefs of Perim Island, since the end 
of the 13th or commencement of the 14th century, or that the sea 
has been in reality gradually encroaching on the land since that period. 
The greater part of the Island has been surrounded by a rough fortifi-
cation, containing within its area many traces of Tanks and other large 
buildings, the masonry of which is now entirely in ruins. Tradition 
universally ascribes these works to a powerful Rajpoot chief, named 
Mackra Goil, an ancestor of the present Thakore of Bhownuggur. 
The truth of this is confirmed by the, historical researches of the late 
Colonel Walker, Resident of Baroda, regarding the origin, ancestry, and 
actions of the principal Katiawar cjiefs. It appears that Mackra 
Goil retired to the Island of Perini, where he built the fort alluded to 
about the close of the 13th century, and that he was slain in battle by 
the troops of the first Tougluck t or Togrulshah of the Kulgean $ 
dynasty of Delhi about the year 1300. These buildings are con-
structed entirely of blocks of the same conglomerate and sandstone 
found in such quantities on the island. It is evident that the neigh- 

This distance I think rather underrated. 
t The first Touchluck-Ohiapeiddeen. 
I See Ayeen Akbery, Vol. I., page fri, Table 4. 
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bouring reefs, which must have furnished the former material, have 
been quarried in many places, and large angular blocks are met with, 
which look as if they bad almost been chiselled the preceding day: 
Especially on that part of the reef where the organic remains are 
principally discovered are these indications numerous, but most fre-
quently are they close to the low water mark spring tides, and of 
course it is only during these tides that the spot I mean to indicate 
can be visited. Here, then, at a part of the reef bearing from the 
light-house. South and by East, and distant from it more than two 
miles, near to low water mark spring tides, are two large stone Ele-
phants, cut with their pedestals out of the solid rock, and which have 
nevei been moved apparently from the spot where they were first 
worked : a sketch of .one of them was made while standing on the 
other (which is close by) by Dr. Nicholson, a rough copy of which, 
with its dimensions,* I have the pleasure of sending you. Though 
exposed to the fury of the sea for the last five centuries, unless the 
level of the reef has been lowered within that time, or the lieight of 
the water-level has been raised, it is still but little the worse for wear. 
The other is broken, and is not so perfect. I think we have some 
grounds for placing faith in the tradition that these, as well as the 
other traces of man's abode upon the island of Perim, are to be attri-
buted to Mackra Goil. The fort was destroyed after his death ; and 
who so likely to be the author of such works as the only sovereign who 
ever resided upon the island? I am not aware that any person of con- • 
sequence has since resided there, with the exception of a great Surat 
merchant who retired there for a short time about 80 years ago, to 
escape from the tyranny of the reigning Nawab. Legend, besides, is 
not unfrequently a good substitute for authentic history in this country. 
The memory of facts is preserved, though wrapped up in fable. But, 
where collateral proof is not wanting, as in the present instance, we are 
warranted in reposing some confidence on a general belief, which 
neither draws uzon our credulity, nor is altogether unattested by docu-
mentary evidence. But whether to Mackra Goil, or to some other 
person, these relics of other times are due, it is clear that either they 
have wonderfully survived the fury of the tides and monsoon tempests 
for five centuries, or that the level of the reef is not the same as it was 

feet. 	inches. 
* Length from head to tail 	  7 	 6 

Breadth of back. 	  4 	 6 
Height from forefoot to shoulder 	 
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when they were cut out of it. If the former, it is strange that a spot 
should be selected for these and other works (for traces of the chisel 
are clearly visible in many parts adjoining, and two blocks of several 
tons weight are shaped into angular forms and lying near); it is singular, 
I repeat, that such a spot should be selected, which is only uncovered 
twice during the 24 hours, and at the period of spring tides. 

The best time for discovering good specimens of these fossil remains 
at Perim is during the monsoon. At that time a trusty agent might 
be very successful. Heavy rains then wash away the thickdeposits of 
mud left on the reef by the tides, which makes the search for fossils 
during the dry season difficult, and success precarious." 

Note on the discovery of Fossil Bones of Mammalia in Katia-
war, by Captain Fulgames. 

CONSIDERING that the Island of Perim had once formed part of 
the main land of Goelwaur, a district of Katiawar, and that there was 
every probability of fossil remains being discovered on the Coast, if 
not inland also, I took the first opportunity in my power of ascertain-
ing this interesting fact, and it is with much pleasure that I am able 
to state that fossil remains are not only to be found along the Coast as 
far as Gopnat Point, but some distance in the interior also. 

In the month of May 1837, I examined the coast from Gogo as far 
• as the mouth of the Setroonjee river, which takes its rise among the 

hills to the Westward its chief source is from a hill called " Seetroon-. 
jee ke phar," hence the name of the river ; but now better known as 
" Pallytana," from its famous Shravuck temples. 

At the village of Thulsar, 5 cos to the south of Gogo, I found some 
few fossil remains, though chirfly in a very imperfect state, being 
greatly decomposed, and bared from the matrix by long exposure to 
the action of the sea and atmosphere. The swell during the South 
West Monsoon is particularly heavy on this coast, while the devastating 
effects of a strong tide must greatly assist in the work of destruction. 
Persons who have not visited the Gulf of Cambay during spring tides 
can form very little conception of the irresistible force of the first rush 
of the tide, but if you can imagine a wall of water, three or four feet 
perpendicular in height, and extending across the Gulf as far as the eye 
can reach, approaching you at the rate of twelve miles an hour, and 
with a noise that cannot fail to give you notice, if it does not alarm you, 
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.
you may then have some conception of its power. A boat to be caught 
in this, broadside on, is certain destruction, and many boats as well as 
lives are yearly lost by this destructive agent. 

The strata on the coast at Thulsar is similar to that in which the 
fossil remains on Perim are found, though perhaps not quite so com-
pact or hard, but lying horizontal as at Perim. In the small hills 
around Thulsar the same conglomerate occurs, but from exposure to 
the atmosphere, without the effects of the sea and tide, it has become 
very hard ;0,large fragments are found close to the village, and inland 
as far as I went. From the appearance of the country, and these small 
rounded Hills, generally of a conical form, I should be inclined to 
attribute their formation to volcanic agency. 

At the village of Moorchund, a few miles inland, the formation 
is the same; these Hills are generally bare of Jungle, while in the 
valleys between, very dense jungle exists, chiefly the "Kakra " or 
Bastard Teak tree, and the Bher bush, and such like, with abundance 
of grass, and in most seasons water. In a nullah at the bottom of one 
of these hills I discovered a large bed of Fuller's earth, which the 
natives use for whitewashing their houses ; it is also sold asn article 
of medicine, it being considered by the natives extremely beneficial to 
ladies in the family way, and is generally used by them. 

While hunting in these Jungles some years back, I remember cross-
ing one of these conical hills which was quite bare, and covered with a 
soil resembling very fine ash dust that had been suddenly quenched 
with water, and made the same noise under the horse's feet when 
going over it; and on my last tour tried to find this hill but was not 
successful.  

Between the villages of Lekurka and Kutherpoor still following 
the Coast, trap rock appears about one mile inland ; between the 
villages of Soochea and Mannar, a soft conglomerate rock appears 
similar to the Thulsar strata. •In the bed of a large nullah to the 
South of the village of Mannar, trap rock again appears. At 
Chotah Gopnat'Point, which projects some distance into the Gulf 
from the general form of the Coast, the strata is similar in all 
respects to the Perim formations, and here I found the most perfect 
specimens of fossil remains that I discovered on the Coast ; and had I 
been able to spend a sufficient time here, I have no doubt but that I 
should have been amply awarded. 

From thence to a village near Tullajah, a trap rook again appears, 
a 
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jungle disappearing, and where not under cultivation, yielding a scanty 
grass. Cotton and Badgree are grown ; the latter is particularly fine 
in these Districts. 

The village of Tullajah is situated on the Southern bank, of the 
Seetroonjee Nuddee, and near the foot of a conical Hill, on the top of 
which is a pagoda ; to the N. W. a range of Hills runs away to the 
Westward, all of trap formation. This conical Hill from a distance 
particularly strikes the eyes, appearing as a large Pyramid rising out 
of the plain. The hill in question has been in olden times a place 
of great strength : the remains of a wall and gateway are still to be 
seen, and some old iron guns are still lying about. The Temple is 
now the only secure place, a strong stone wall is built round it, but 
evidently of recent date; the rock on which this Temple is built 
looks like a large mass of bloodstone. 

The lower part of the hill rests on Basalt ; about midway laterite 
appears, in which strata are the evident remains of its having in 
former years been the refuge or abode of some Brahminical sect : 
the caverns and excavations with which the hill abounds are numerous, 
chiefly facing the Northern and Western sides of the Hill. There 
is one large room measuring 29 paces by 23 paces in height ; it 
is about 20 feet with a flat roof ; this has originally been supported 
by four large square Pillars, as may be seen by the marks in the 
ceiling, and also on the floor. There are numerous others, but much 
smaller, some of them have been used for cooking, some for sleeping 
rooms, but by far the greatest proportion are reservoirs holding the 
purest rain water, arid small channels are cut all over the hill for 
conveying the rain water into these reservoirs as in the caves of Kanary 
near Bombay. Not an ornament or an inscription of any kind could 
I discover, though I hunted long and diligently for them ; still some 
other person may be more fortunate, and I really think it worth the 
while of any person who can spare the time to explore them. 

The Seetioonjee Nuddee \ takes its rise in the Seetroonjee ke phar, 
and falls into the Gulf of Cambay above Gophat Point; this 
bill or mountain is better known as the " Pallytana Hill," on 
which so many splendid Shravuck Temples are built and still build-
ing. The stone of which these temples are, built comes front, Gopnat 
Point, to the Southward of the Seetroonjee Nuddee. It is there 
quarried to a vast extent, and sent in the rough to the town of 
Pallytana, where every stone is cut and fitted, and the Temple put 
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together, with the exception of cement ; it is then taken down, every 
stone being marked and carried by now gunnies" or Bamboo Koolies 
up the Hill ; the distance they reckon to be three cos. To form some 
idea of the difficulty of the ascent, I should mention that two large 
bricks are considered a good load for a woman to take up ; chlman is 
taken in cloth bags, and every thing that is required for building, 
excepting water, which they get from Tanks or Koonds on the hill ; 
these temples are surrounded by a high wall, and an Arab guard in 
kept up for. the protection of the valuables belonging to the different 
Temples. 

At Girnar, report says there are a race of men similar to Cannibals 
that dive in the Hills ; the same is said of Pallytana ;—at and around 
Pallytana lions abound, and these I rather suspect are the Cannibals. 

To the West of Gogo, and near the remains of some Jain tombs, I 
found other fossil specimens in a similar formation to that of Perim 
which was being quarried for building purposes at Gogo ; the rock 
lies close to the surface and in thin layers, with seams of indurated 
clay between each. To the North of the Gogo creek, though only a 
few yards wide, not a sign of rock appears ; when to the South it is 
one continued bed. It may not be out of place here to mention, that 
in boring for water close to the bunder at Gogo, after passing through 
many different strata of conglomerate, a bed of sandstone 35 feet thick, 
a stiff black and bluish clay was met with, similar to the London clay, 
and holding balls of Septaria ; this clay was never passed through, 
though the bore was carried to a depth of three hundred and fifty-six 
feet.* 

At Chumaree, about twenty miles from Gogo, and lying North West, 
some conical Granite Hills rise out of the plain composed of large 
boulders, heaped one above another ;—these Hills diminish in size, 
from the N. W. to the S. E. A soft fine grained sandstone appears 
below these Granite boulders, ffie hills themselves dip from the West 
to East, the last scarcely appearing anything more than a mound of 
earth. To the South of these there is an extensive salt plain, with 
numerous small nullahs all falling into the Bhownuggur creek. 

GEO. FULLJAMES. 
June 8th 1841. 

• Compare this important fact with that mentioned in Mr. Lumsden's letter, of the bottom of the 
deep channel between Perim and Kattiawar being composed of a stiff yellow clay, while the 
shall& edges of this singular " pit" is composed of the fossiliferous conglomerate. 
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COUTTO'S DECADE VII.—BOOK III.-CHAP. X.. 	• 

Of the famous Island of Salsette at Bassein, and of its wonderful 
Pagoda called Canari ; and of the great Labyrinth which this 
Islaisl contains. 

Communicated by the Revd. W. K. FLETCHER. 

THE City of Bassein is the largest, and comprehends more Territory 
than all the others of India, because towards the East it extends to the 
Forts of Assarim and Manora, which are about eight leagues, and con-
tains rich Villages yielding great revenue. Towards the North it ex-,  
tends to the River of Agacain, and towards the South to the River of 
Bombay, or even a little further to another arm which is called Carania, 
as it makes between the one and the other a small Island in which we 
have a Castle of that name. The River which surrounds the Island of 
Salsette has two branches ; that to the North is the River which runs 
along the City of Bassein, and continues its course to the South in 
several windings ; and about half way, in a place distant about three 
leagues, the Portuguese established a Colony called Tannah, which is 
the residence of about sixty Portuguese, who possess in that Island 
their Villages, which are very productive. Here the River has two 
very narrow passages, and a person can ford it at low water from the 
Country of the Moors to the Island of Salsette ; near these passages 
there are two Castles seated on a rock over the water to defend this 
pass. The river then continues its progress to the West about three 
leagues, and forms the beautiful Harbour of Bombay, which extends 
itself to the sea more than half a league in breadth, where all the Ships 
from Portugal and other Countries ride in from its good soundings, 
having no sand bank nor any other impediments ; and before it reaches 
the sea it extends one arm towards the South, which makes the Island of 
Caranja, and another towards thh North which is the Island of Bandora. 
From this mouth of the Bombay river4t directs its course to the North 
Coast about four leagues until it enters the Harbour of Bassein, and 
leaves the Island of Salsette on the sea side, which Is reckoned to be 
fifteen leagues in circumference, and two in breadth. 

In the centre of this Island there exists that wonderful Pagoda of 
Canari, thus called from its being supposed to have been the .work of 
the Canaras. It is constructed at the foot of a great Hill of Stone 
of light grey color ; there is a beautiful Hall at its entrance, and in 

'the yard that leads to the front back door, there are two human 
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•figures engraved on the same stone, twice as big as the Giants 
exhibited on the Procession of the Corpus Christi Feast in Lisbon, so 
beautiful, elegant, and so well executed, that even in Silver they could 
not be better wrought and made with such perfection. The front 
door has some cisterns hewn out of the same rock, which receive the 
rain water, and it is so cold in the summer, that there is no hand that 
can bear it. From the foot to the top of the Hill there are more 
than three thousand small rooms like cells, cut out of the same rock 
in the shape of snail shells, and each of them has a cistern with the 
same water at the door ; and what is more to be wondered at is, that 
there is an aqueduct constructed so ingeniously, that it passes 
through all the three thousand apartments, receives all the water 
from that Hill, and supplies it to the cisterns that are at the doors of 
the rooms. 

This Pagoda was inhabited by many Joguees, who lived there on 
the alms that were given them by the people of the Villages. The 
Chief of them was a hundred and fifty years old, whom the Priests of 
St. Francis, who first came to the City of Bassein, made a Christian, 
and called him Paulo Raposo. They also baptized another Jbgnee, by 
the name of Colete, who had more reputation than Paulo Raposo, and 
was named Francisco da Santa Maria. He lived afterwards as a good 
Christian, to the great satisfaction of these Priests, became an 
Evangelical Preacher, and converted several of his Brothers, and other 
heathens. This man lived after his conversion five years, and it may 
be said according to Similo, that he did not Hy, more than those five 
years. The first Priest who resided in this Island, and converted these 
Joguees, was called Fre Antonio de Porto, of the order of Menorites, 
—a person of virtuous and exemplary life, who penetrated into all the 
secrets of this Island, which were many. 

In this said Pagoda, called Canari, was consecrated a Church dedi-
cated to St. Michael, and while ke stayed there, he was informed of the 
novel, wonderful

] 
and intricate labyrinth not to be compared to any 

in the World ; and as an account of it will be entertaining, I shall 
give a brief relation of it. 

During the residence of the Revd. Fre Antonio de Porto in the 
Church•of St. Michael, he was told by the Christian whom he had 
converted, that there was a labyrinth in that Hill whose end had never 
been traced, and it was moreover stated that it extended as far as 
Cambay. The Priest, desirous of getting in to see this wonder and 
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the magnitude of this work about which so much was said, took one 
of his companions, and collected twenty persons with arms and match-
locks to defend themselves against wild beasts ; and some servants to 
carry the necessary provisions for the journey, viz. water, rice, biscuits, 
vegetables, &c. and some oil for the torches, which were taken to light 
the place, in order that they might see their way through ; and they 
also took three persons, provided with bundles of strong ropes for the 
purpose of laying alongside of their way as they proceeded, as was 
done by those who entered the labyrinth of Crete. Thus prepared, 
they entered the caves by an entrance about four fathoms in breadth, 
where they placed a large stone, to which they fastened the point of 
the ropes. They travelled through the caves for seven days without 
any interruption, through places some of them wide and others narrow, 
which were hollowed in the rock, and on each side they saw small 
chambers like those in the Pagoda above mentioned, each of which 
had at their entrance a cistern, but no one could say whether these 
cisterns contained any water, or how they could receive any, for in all 
these passages they could not discover any hole, crevice, or any thing 
which could throw any light on the subject.. The upper part of the 
building was cut out of the same rock, and the walls on each side of 
these roads were done on the same way. The priest seeing that they 
had expended seven days without being able to find any opening, and 
that the provisions and water had been almost consumed, thought it 
necessary to return, taking for his clue the rope, without knowing in 
these windings whether he was proceeding up or down, or what course 
they were stirring, as they had no compass for their guidance. 

As I was talking with some old Hindoos about it, they asserted that 
through that road a person could go to Cambay and even the country 
of the Moghuls and the Town of Agra, and that this road in former 
times was much used and fregtiented, of which mention is made in the 
Books of ancient Hindoos, that there aire numerous roads like this, con-
structed under ground in selieral parts of Cambay, and the Deckan, and 
that beyond doubt this road was the work of that powerful Hindoo 
king called Bimilamenta, who above one thousand and three hundred 
years since bad ruled over the East, from Bisnagur or Bengal 
to the Moghuls' Country, and even Ormuz. It is recorded.in their 
books, that he lived three hundred years, and reigned more than 
one hundred. The natives in all their narratives mix many fables 
and fictions in order to give honorable origin to their Monarchs, as 
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we have frequently said ; they accordingly assert that Bimilamenta was 
a Hindoo, a wise man, and gifted with good sense, and was a native 
of Magor, Cedepur, and Patan, where he was leading a religious life, 
and to whom it is said appeared an idol of ancient Hindoos, called 
Ambani, and it revealed to him many treasures and delivered to him 
several laws, which he was required to cause to be observed by those 
Hindoos who lived without them, wandering in the deserts like brutes, to 
maintain them in proper order, and unite them in one common tie 
and interest. This he accordingly did, built for them Towns, formed 
Villages, and established colonies, and he was chosen by them as their 
King. The munificence of this man, recorded in history, is astonish-
ing. It is affirmed that he made these labyrinths, and caused an 
immense number of Pagodas to be built with admirable art, and that 
those of Canari and Elephanta were his works. While I was writing 
on this subject, some wealthy Banian Merchants of Cambay, who have 
dealings at Goa, called on me, and having spoken to them about it, 
they replied that it was all true ; adding that they had read the Books 
which treat of this subject, and that they with their own eyes had seen 
also some celebrated Pagodas in the Deckan, Cambay and Magor, built 
by this king, and on the gates of each of them there was an inscription 
which ran thus—" This Pagoda was ordered to be built by the king 
Bimilamenta," which they read several times, and if it be so, the 
stone over the Gate of the Pagoda of Elephanta, which was sent to 
king D. John III. had no doubt these words, though no one could be 
found to decipher them. It is written also, that he caused many 
beautiful tanks to be excavated, and some of them so large, that they 
might be called great lakes, with which all these countries abound : and 
to some of them peculiar virtue is ascribed, such as the one in midway 
between Bassein and Agassain, where the Church of Nossa Senhora 
dos Remedios stands, in which the Priests of the order of St. Domin-
gos reside. This Lady has performed so many wonders and miracles, 
that all the Walls of the Church are covered with picture; representing 
them. In front of this church is the Tank to which they attribute so 
great a virtue, that they affirm that any person that gets into it will 
be healed of any complaint they may have, and the Priests watch it 
with so.great care, that they never allow any Hindoo to approach it, 
for fear of their performing any superstitious ceremonies. 

To return now to the labyrinth—having seen that these priests tra-
velled through it seven day without taking any rest, except at dinner 
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and sleeping hours, they must have travelled at least six leagues every 
day, which in seven days would amount to forty-two leagues ; it 
appears to me therefore, that what the Hindoos say—that it reaches as 
far as Cambay—may be true, because the Island of Salsette at most is 
only four leagues long, and the labyrinth is in the centre of the Island. 
To say that the roads could have many windings, and be so intricate as 
to make them spend seven days, is impossible : the Island (as I said) 
being very small and narrow. Be that, however, as it may, the cause 
of its not being known is the great apathy and want of curiosity on 
the part of our Portuguese Nation. To this day no Vice Roy or 
Governor of Bassein, or any other person, has taken means to ascer-
tain these secrets which it is so desirable to know. This would not 
have happened with any Foreign Nation, who are so much more wise 
and curious than we, not only as regards things like these, but others 
of less importance, which they do not leave alone until they are sifted 
to the bottom. This work may certainly be reckoned one of the 
wonders—and perhaps the greatest in the world. 

In the Island of Salsette there was also another Pagoda called Ma-
napazer, which is also cut out of solid rocks, in which lived a Joguee,• 
very famous amongst them, called Ratemnar, who had with him fifty 
Joguees, whom the inhabitants of those Villages maintained : and the 
Priest Fre Antonio de Porto being informed of it, went to him ; but 
the Joguees of that Island had so great a fear of him, that no sooner 
they saw him than they left the Pagoda and went away to the inte-
rior. This flight cannot be ascribed but to some Divine Power which 
they found the Almighty had bestowed on his servant, for no human 
being could frighten fifty men when they saw only two Friars clad 
in sacks, and bearing no weapon with which they could offend them. 
The Priest entered the Pagoda, fonverted it into a Temple dedicated to 
Nossa Sra. de Piedade. A Royal College was subsequently established 
for the Island of Salsette for the (reception and education of the 
children of all the people converted to Christianity, to which the king 
D. Joao granted the revenue and property formerly 'nelonging to the 
Pagoda, and it is now administered by the Priests of the order of 
St. Francis. 
• Having spoken to some very old Christians, and those first that 
were converted by the Priest Fre Antonio de Porto, and having seen 
the House of Manapazer, one of them who was said to be more than an 
hundred and twenty years of age, and who spoke well the Portuguese 
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•language, could write and read, and was reading the Flos Sanctorum 
and the Lives of Saints, assured me that there was no doubt that the 
Canari Pagoda was ordered to be made by the Father of the Prince St. 
Josaphat, whom Barlao converted to the Christian Faith, with the view 
of shutting him up there in consequence of his Astrologers having fore-
told that the Prince would profess the Christian religion. Thus his 
birth and life, according to their scriptures, as to this day the Hindoos 
recite in their songs, corresponds so much to that of St. Josaphat as 
we have in his Legends, that I was surprised at what they related to me 
of him ; and as an account of it will not be uninteresting, I shall detail 
it here as 'briefly as possible. 

It is written in their books, that a king who reigned in all the East 
(and I think this king must be the same called Bimilamenta of whom I 
have already spoken, and is said to have ordered the Pagoda of Canari 
to be built) had a very beautiful son, who the Astrologers, in conse-
quence of the day on which he was born, foretold would become a 
Saint, and despise the kingdom of his father, and turn a Joguee. 

The Father with this news became very uneasy, and wishing to avert 
it, ordered him, as soon as the child was weaned, to be shut up in a 
Palace which he had caused to be made for the purpose, of admirable 
workmanship, well enclosed and guarded, that he might not have any 
communication except with persons appointed by the king, and that he 
might never see things that could occasion him any pain, grief, or 
sorrow. There he remained till the,age of eighteen, when he requested 
his Father's permission to see the Cities and Towns, which was accord-
ingly granted. And as he ,was proceeding surrounded by his domes-
tics, he saw a lame man walking with a crutch, and having asked what 
it was, they replied that it was common in the world to have maimed 
people, lame, blind, and with other defects of this nature. On the 
second occasion when he went out, he met a very old and decrepid 
man leaning upon a staff, and trsmbling ; and the Prince, struck with 
this sight, enquired what it was, they answered, that it was in conse-
quence of the An having lived a great many years. Another day he 
met a corpse going to be buried, accompanied by the children of the 
deceased lamenting the death of their Father, and his attendants having 
told him, what it was, " how," said he, " I and all of us will thus die ?" 
they having replied that it was the common lot of men, because all were 
born to die, he was seized with melancholy, and while this idea was 
preying on his imagination, it is paid he saw a Joguee, who having held 

1, 
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a conversation with him, persuaded him to despise the world and to lead 
a solitary life. And as he was uneasy and had more liberty, he con-
trived means to disappear and wander through the world. About the 
manner in which he made his disappearance many things are said, mix-
ed with fables, as is customary with the Hindoos on all such occasions. 

This Prince, they say, went to the Island of Ceylon, taking with him 
a great number of Joguees, who were his disciples, and he fixed his 
abode in that Mountain which is called Adam's peak, where he lived 
many years leading a holy life. And being about to quit that place, 
his disciples, who were to remain behind, requested him to leave them 
some token to preserve his memory. He accordingly is said to have 
pressed his foot against a stone, and left his footprint on it as if it were 
some soft wax, which is worshipped and respected for that of our father 
Adam, and is held by all in great veneration, as I have mentioned in 
chapter XX. of Book VI. of my V. Decade, wherein I give an account 
of this footstep very circumstantially, and show how this Island of 
Ceylon is the Tapobrana of Ptolomeus, and in which I detail many 
curiosities, such as no author has treated of. this person is called in 
their scriptures by many different names, but the chief is Drama Rayo, 
and subsequently when they took him for a Saint, they called him 
Buden, that is to say, Wise ; for whom all the Hindoo people through-
out all India have erected many costly and magnificent Pagodas, and 
in their Legends a great many -wonders are related of him, which I 
omit merely not to tire my readers. 

COUTTO'S DECADE VII.—BOOK III.—CHAP. XI. 

Of the very remarkable and stupendous Pagoda of Elephanta. 

Communicated by the Revd. W. K. FLETClilt. 

THIS remarkable and above all. stupendous Pagoda of Elephanta is 
situated in a small Island about halfe  a mile• in circumference, which 
marks the Bombay River, jut when it is about to enter the Sea from 
the Northward. It is so called, on account of a great stone Elephant in 
the Island, which is seen on entering the River, and is said to have 
been built by a Hindoo king, named Banasur, who became master of 
every thing from the Ganges inwards. It is affirmed (and so it appears) 
that immense sums of money were expended on this Pagoda, and that 
millions of workmen were employed on it for many years. The site of 
this Pagoda extends from North to South ; is nearly open on all sides, 
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•particularly to the North, Fait and West, and the back of this temp'e 
lies to the South. The body of the Pagoda is about eighty paces in 
length and sixty in breadth ; it is all hewn in solid rock, and the upper 
roof, which is the top of the rock, is supported by fifty pillars, wrought 
from the same mountain, which are so arranged as to form the body of 
the Temple into seven naves. Each of those pillars is twenty-two 
spans square, and from the middle upwards is eighteen spans round. 
The stone of the Mountain where this Pagoda has been carved is of 
a grey colour, but the whole body inside, the pillars, the figures and 
every thing else had formerly been covered with a coat of lime mixed 
with bitumen and other compositions, that made the Pagoda so 
h:ight, that it looked very beautiful and was worth seeing ; and not 
only the figures looked very beautiful, but the features and work-
manship could be very distinctly perceived, so that neither in silver 
or wax could such figures be engraved with greater nicety, fineness or 
perfection. 

On entering the Pagoda; to the right hand there is a chapel with a 
gate sixteen and a half spans broad, and fifteen and a half high.) With-
in the chapel there are many idols, and in the middle there is oie seven-
teen spans high, with a large and beautiful crown on the head, so nicely 
made, that it appears to have been painted rather than carved in stone 
with the chisel. This figure has eight hands and two legs; one of the 
right hands holds a sceptre with a snake round it like that of the 
Mercury. Over the top of the sceptre there are three small idols of a 
cubit each : one of the left hands supports in i is fingers three other 
idols of the same size. To the left there is another large idol, with a 
cymitar, and over it another very large one, with the body of a man 
and the head of an Elephant, from which I think the Island took its 
name. In this idol they worship the memory of an Elephant, whom 
the Hindoos call Gazes, of whom they relate many fables; near this 
idol issues from the rocks a stqpe seat in which is seated an idol with 
one body and three heads, each of them having one hind except the 
middle one, which has two, and in the left hand holds a book. To the 
left of this idol there is the figure of a woman three span-high—her 
left hand resting on the shoulder of another small figure of a woman, 
and tha right hand twined round another even smaller figure. Imme- 
diately above this idol there is another mounted upon the head of an 
Elephant, and near this another on the neck of another idol. 

Two paces from the chapel towards the meridian this Pagoda begins 
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to widen eleven paces towards the West, thence to proceed towards the 
South another eleven paces, and returns again towards the West eleven 
paces, where there is, to the right hand, a chapel hewn in the rock 
seven and a half feet high and sixteen broad, with a gate twenty-six 
spans high. In the middle of this chapel there is an idol in a sitting 
posture, twelve spans high from the waist upwards, with a very curious 
and beautiful crown on the head. It has eight hands and two legs, and 
with one of its right hands and another of the left spreads over the 
head a canopy of the same stone, and there is above it in the air a sort 
of barrack, with many male and female idols one cubit each on it. In 
the second right hand it has a two-edged sword, and in the third a 
small idol hanging by the legs. The fourth right hand with a part of 
the arm has been broken by the frolic of the soldiers of the fleet that 
visited the place, as is nearly the case with everything else. In the 
second left hand it has a a little bell, and across the shoulder a large 
collar of many little human heads strung together, and all hewn in the 
same stone and engraved on the neck itself. In the third hand it has 
a kettle with a small idol on it. The fourth left hand, with the arm, 
is broken. On both, sides of this idol and throughout the chapel there 
are thirty small idols standing. A few paces from this chapel to the 
right hand, which lies to the South, there is a square room ten paces 
long and as many broad, hewn in the rock, and so constructed as to 
admit of a person walking all around it, and has a door on each side of 
the square ; and this room is entered into by each of these doors which 
has a ladder of five steps, and in the middle of this chapel there is a 
square stone seat of twenty-four spans, where there is a figure of an 
idol so very dishonest that we forbear to name it. It is called by the 
Ilindoo Linga, and is worshipped with great superstition, and it is 
held in such estimation that the Canarese Hindoos used to wear such 
figures about their neck. A Canarese king of sound principles and 
justice, abolished this shameful custom. 

These four gates of this house, the sockets of which still exist, 
were never opened except once in the year, on the day of its greatest 
festivity, to show in what veneration they held the idol in question. 
At the entrance of this house there are two beautiful giants twenty-
four spans high. Ten paces from the chapel going towards the 
meridian there is another chapel with a beautiful porch of mosaic 
workmanship, twenty-four feet broad and twenty-six high. In the 

-middle there is an idol sixteen spatis high, with four hands and two 
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legs, and one hand round another idol of a female figure. To the left 
of this idol there is another of equal size, and below it another small 
one with three heads, four hands, and two legs, and around all this 
chapel inside there are many other idols. From this chapel to the 
West there is a cistern of very excellent water, the bottom of which 
has never been found, as it is commonly said, and it is therefore like 
what is said of the fountains of Alfeo and Arethusa. 

Here ends the western wall, which is that of the right hand of the 
body of the Pagoda. Returning hence to the West there is a chapel 
very curiously worked, fourteen feet broad and eighteen long. In 
the middle there is an immense idol, with crossed legs and a very beau-
tiful rown on the head, and on both sides there are many Pagodas 
of men and women, and some on horseback. Thence the Pagoda be-
gins to extend towards the East, where there is another chapel like 
the others, and from beneath it issues an idol from the waist upwards, 
very large, with five faces in proportion to the body, with crowns on 
the heads, and twelve hands, with whioh it supports a stone seat, over 
which there is another immense idol, with one face, six hands, and tWo 
legs, having one of the right hands over the neck of a women, also 
very large, sitting by him, and on each side of the idol there are others 
of nearly the same size, seated on the same seat ; and in the body of 
the church there are about a hundred more idols of the figure of men 
and women. Proceeding thence towards the meridian, there is ano-
ther chapel with a giant-like idol sitting in the middle of it, with a 
crown on the head, and with four hands and two legs, having on each 
side a large idol, one of the figure of a woman and the other of a man, 
besides many other idols that there are in the chapel. 

Here ends the eastern wall, which is that of the left hand of the 
Pagoda. At the end of these two eastern and western, walls of the 
Pagoda there are three large chapels. That in the middle which lies 
more to the interior is thirty feci broad and sixteen long. From the 
pavemant of this chapel issues a body from the waist upwards of so 
enormous size, ttiat it fills the whole vacuum in length and breadth of 
the chapel : it has three large faces, the middle one looki to the north; 
the second to the west, and the other to the east. Each of these faces 
has twcr hands, and on the neck two large necklaces, wrought with 
considerable perfection. These figures have on their heads three very 
beautiful crowns. The middle one, which is bigger than the others, 
holds in one hand a large globe, and whatever it had in the right 
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hand cannot be discovered, as it is all defaced.. The face on the right 
side bolds in the right hand a cobra di capello, and in the left a rose 
called Golfo, which are produced in large lakes. At the entrance of 
this chapel there are two Giants standing on each side of an idol ten 
spans high. The second chapel which is to the right side is nine-
teen feet broad, eleven long, and thirty high, and has in the middle of 
it an immense idol with four hands and two legs, as all the others, 
and a beautiful crown on the head, and above it there is another of 
the figure of a woman twenty spans high. Throughout the whole 
of this chapel there are many other small Pagodas. To the right 
side of thiS chapel there is a gate seven feet high, and five 
and a half broad, which communicates with a dark square chamber 
ten paces broad and as many long, and there is nothing in it. 
Turning to the other side of the middle chapel there is another twenty-
three feet long, and thirty broad, having in the middle another idol 
twenty-two spans high, with four hands, and standing upon one leg 
only, with a beautiful crown con the head, which rests on that of a 
Bull. The ancients believed this idol to have been half man and 
half woman, because,it has only one breast like the ancient Amazons, 
and has in one hand a cobra di capello, and in the other a looking-glass. 
In this chapel there are more than fifty idols. To the left side of 
this chapel there is a gate six spans high and five broad, which com-
municates with a room nearly square and very dark, where there is 
nothing to be seen. With this ends the edifice of this Pagoda, which 
is injured in many parts, and whatever the soldiers have spared is in 
such a state that it is a great pity to see thus destroyed one of the 
most beautiful things in the world. It is now fifty years since I went 
to see this extraordinary Pagoda, but as I did not enter it with that 
curiosity with which . 1 might luive done now, I did not remark many 
things that do not exist now ; but I recollect finding there a chapel, 
which is not seen now, open all throtigh the front, about forty feet 
long, and along the Rock thWe was an elevated place, of the length 
of the Rouse, like our altars both in breadth and height, with many 
remarkable things on it : among them I recollect having remarked 
the story of Queen Pacefac with the Bull, and an Angel with a drawn 
sword turning out from underneath a tree two very beautiful figures , 
of a man and woman, both naked, as the holy Scripture represents 
our first ancestors, Adam and Eve. 

When the Portuguese took Bassein and its dependencies, they went 
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to this Pagoda and removed a famous stone over the Gate which 
had an inscription of large and well written characters, which was sent 
to the king, after the Governor of India had in vain endeavoured to find 
out any llindoo or Moor in the East, who could decipher them. And 
the king, D. John III., also used all his endeavours to the same pur-
pose, but without any effect, and the stone thus remained there—and 
there is now no trace of it. 

On the side of the Hill where the Pagoda stands, about two stone 
throws to the East, there is another Pagoda open in front, and the roof 
is supported by many pillars beautifully executed, of which only two 
now exist, and are nineteen spans high and twelve thick. This temple 
is forty-three paces long and thirteen wide, and at one side there is a 
small room most beautifully worked. There they worship the God-
dess Paramisori. This Pagoda, which is now entirely destroyed, was 
the most stupendous work of its size. 

In another hill of this little island towards the East as regards, the 
great Pagoda nearly in the middle, there is another Pagoda which form-
erly admitted of an entrance by a gate which had a marble porch 
very curiously executed. This pagoda has a large hall and three 
rooms in the first, to the right hand ; there is nothing now left ; the 
second has two idols seated in a large square seat. One of these idols 
was called Vethala Chenday, with six hands and only one head, resting 
on two smaller ones on each side of it. 

Both this large and the other small Pagodas are known from the 
writings of the Hindoos to have been the work of a Canara King called 
Banasur, who ordered their construction, as well as of some famous 
palaces near them where he resided, of which even in my time there 
were some marks, and many ruins of cut stones and large unburnt 
bricks. These palaces, or this city which is said to have been very 
beautiful, was called Sorbale, and the hill where the Elephant Pagoda 
stands, Simpdeo. A daughter 4the King called Uqua, who dedicated 
herself in this Pagoda to perpetual virginity, lived here for many 

a. 
years. The ancients say that during the time of King Banasur, gold 
rained once for the space of three hours at Elephanta, and it was there-
fore called santupori, i. e. golden Island. I do not relate many particu-
lars connected with the Pagoda, as they are so many that they cannot 
well be particularized, and will tire the readers. 
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COTTON CULTIVATION IN THE BOMBAY 
PRESIDENCY. 

The Bombay Presidency has long exported large quantities of cotton 
both to Europe and to China. Some of this, usually quoted in price 
currents under the names of Surat and Broach, brings higher prices than 
any other cottons cultivated in India by the natives, and the best 
Surats are often quoted at prices only a little inferior to the great mass 
of short staple American cotton. Both brokers and manufacturers 
have frequently given very favourable reports on the quality of this 
cotton, but much of that exported from Bombay is the produce of 
Mahratta countries in the interior or Central India. 

Attempts have long been made by the East India Company, both 
in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies, to improve Indian cotton. 
A cleaning machine was sent out, and a cotton-farm established at 
Raudaterra, as early as 1794. Foreign seeds were dispatched, 
instructions on the culture of cotton were distributed, and rewards 
offered for the improved specimens of it. But as the produce of these 
provinces still continued inferior to what was required by the manu-
facturers, cotton-farms were directed to be established in 1829 ; those 
in Guzerat were placed under the superintendence of Mr. Finey, after 
his decease under that of Mr. Martin, and the experimental farms in 
the Deccan, Candeish, and Dharwar, under Dr. Lush. The cotton►  
grown at the several farms having been sent to England, was reported 
on by experienced brokers, and the results prove that the cotton of 
these provinces can be much improved ; for though these experimental 
cottons had been injured in the process of cleaning, probably from-
inexperience in the use of the sawgin, they are described as being 
worth from 6id. to 9id. per, pound. There is no doubt that in suit-
able soil, and with the careful culture of the Broach districts, the im-
proved processes of American agriculture would produce still greater 
improvement, and at all events a greater return of cotton per acre. 

Keeping in view the principle stated under the head of Bengal, it 
would be desirable to have the experience of the American planters 
extended in the Bombay presidency over as wide a surface of country 
as possible. The best cotton districts are widely separated from each 
other, and at opposite points of the Bombay territory. These are 
the southern Mahratta country, about 16° N. lat., where the experi-
mental farms were established, because presenting tracts considered by 
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Dr. Lush well suited for the purpose. Guzerat and Cattywar are the 
districts where the well kpown superior cottons are already grown by 
the natives ; in consequence of which these were selected as the sites 
of the northern experimental farms, and much favourable lands for the 
purpose is found between the latitudes of 21°  and 24° North. This 
part of the country was the site of the experiments of Mr. Assistant 
Surgeon Gilders, in 1816-17, who, having observed the causes which 
led to the failure in the attempt to introduce the cultivation of Bour-
bon cotton into the western districts, considered the obstacles to have 
been exclusively of a physical nature. Ile at the same time stated, 
that both the soil and climate of the districts lying between the Suber-
mnttel and the Myhee promised a favourable result. The cotton 
grown by Mr. Gilders was considered at Bombay fully equal to any 
produced in Bourbon, and in London as the best specimen that had 
been imported from Bombay raised from Bourbon seed. It sold for 
15d. per lb. With so much sagacity had Mr. Gilders selected the site 
of his experiments, that fifteen years afterwards Dr. Burns collected 
seed from trees growing apparently wild. These being sow1i, pro-
duced plants from which the cotton was pronounced equal to he best 
from New Orleans. The cotton grown at Laberkowa, within two miles 
of Mongrole, though confined to a space of 200 beeghas, or there-
abouts, is so highly valued, that on the spot it will fetch six-sevenths 
of a rupee per maund more that any other kind in that part of the 
country ; yet the natives say 'they frequently use seed from Guzerat, 
or auy part of the country. The superiority must, therefore, depend 
either upon peculiarity of soil and climate, or excellency of culture. 
One point only of the latter is related, but that is one of great con-
sequence. For instance, the people are in the habit of carefully ex-
tracting the cotton alone from the pod in the field ; and this is, pro-
bably, of considerable importance, as some of the American planters 
are of opinion, that the staple oft  Indian cotton is much injured after 
it is collected, by being allowed to heat when piled up, often for a 
long time, before it is cleaned. 

As the poorer soils of India have been found to suit the American 
cottons better than the black soil, and this' latter to agree with the 
indigenous cotton, it is desirable in the Bombay, as in the other Pre-
sidencies, to include, in the experiments, both the black and the other 
soils of the country. Though the cotton is good, and very abundant-
ly produced, the chief difficulty seems to be the shortness of the sea- 
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son for ripening the cotton, conveying it to the outports, and ship-
ping it before the accession of the rains. This might probably be ob-
viated by earlier sowing ; perhaps, also, by bringing forward the crop 
by irrigation, and for this the rivers in the northern parts of Guzerat 
afford great facilities. The profits attending the culture of cotton 
appear to be considerable, as Dr. Lush says he is " convinced that 
the grower and the merchant may get ample profit when the best 
India cottons are at 5d. per lb."—Royle's Productive Resources of 
India. 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS, BOMBAY OBSERVATORY. 

These observations were made almost entirely by the two Assistants at the 
Observatory, SANARDHAN PANT and KERU LUXOSIAN. The time is the 
Observatory mean time, calculated from transits of several stars observed 
every day. The Barometer is a standard barometer, by ADIE of Edin-
burgh, lent to me by Mr. G. BUIST. The detached Thermometer is by 
NEWMAN, of Regent Street; but little dependence can be placed on the re-
sults, on account of there being no room in the building adapted for thermo-
metric observations. The wet bulb is a small Thermometer, which bulb has 
been kept wet by repeatedly dipping its bulb wrapped in cotton. The wind 
has been noted by the laseer watch at the Lighthouse, and I am indebted to 
Mr. HAY MAN for being allowed to copy them. 

I have added a graphical representation of the barometric curves for the 
21st April, May, and June, by which the form of the curves and the period of 
MiainSIIM and minimum will be understood by inspection. 

A. B. ORLEBAR. 

21sT APRIL .1841. 

• 

g 

S 

Thermometer. 

W
et
 B

ul
b

..
  

4 c 
REMARKS. 

Attad. Doted. 

• 
A. M. 0 29.989 81'I 81•2 721 N. N. E. An arc of Cumuli moving from th S. W. 
.. 7 30.010 811 811 74.2 
.. 8 124 806 83.0 74.0 N. W. 
.. 9 .034 84•9 84.0 7411 
.. 94 •037 05•2 851 751 
.. 10 130 861 85-7 7311 
.. 104 135 86-2 86.4 705 
.. 11 •030 89•3 801 700 

12 •012 861 861 7811 
P. 31. 1 29.909 851 801 781 
.. 2 143 800 803 78.0 The Cirri which predominated, gradually 
.. 24 '938 831 861 77.8 gave place to Rain Clouds. 

3 .930 861 861 781 • 
.. 34 124 831 861 77-8 
.. 4 112 851 95-4 781 
.. 44 110 800 831 77.3 

5 •909 841 841 771 
.. 0 -913 331 803 771 N. N. W. 
.. 7 .126 800 821 761 

8 -979 WO 804 761 
9. -998 800 82.3 701 ) 
94 -992 821 821 751 	 Lightning to the East. 	• 

.. 10 30.000 821 82•4 700 

.. 
104 
11 

110 
- 112 

82•4 
803 

821 
821 

761 
761 • Clouds gathering. 

.. 114 -004 821 804 701 
12 29197 8TO 821 741  

A. 31. 
.. 

1 
2 

.990 
2 113 

8140 
821 

801 
821 

731 
700 	 

S. Lightning and thunder. ) 
Heavy Rain. 

3 9.994 81•6 811 
.. 34 180 81'4 8111 76•1 
.. 4 172 81.2 81.5 700 	 Clearing on the West. 

44 '900 801 81-1 761 
.. 5. *979 801 809 761 W. N. W. Overclouded by Cirri and Cumuli. 

....—:. 6 -976 801 801 701 

.. .. Z/1182 831 805 701 MEAN. 

* The above is a curious example of a conflict between the South-west and North-west winds. 
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21sTMAY 1841. 

. 

E  

• 

g 
,, 

 

Thermometer. 

Attila. Doted. 
F. 
b! 

 

r
y 

14.01tAILKS. 

A. Al. 0 30.011 860 860 771 8. W. 
.. 7 84'0 $.CI 77.8 
.. 8 864 851 78.5 
•• 0  '009 80'3 84.4 760 
.. 9,1 int 870 801) 781) 
... 10 *OM 87'5 87'3 780 
.. 1041 +OW 8711 8711 78.3  
.. 14_1 '076 880 87,9 765 

12 'owl 881 88'4 781 W. 
I': II. 1 .040, 868 86) 793 

2) .0201 WO 99.5 769 Nimbi prevailing. 
.. 261 '010 8160 869 70'4 
.. 3 "002 80'0 89.8 	80.5 • 
.. 89.0 865 79.9 
.. 4 880 865 791 

88.3 889 7911 

1 A .979 881 868 *4 
1/80 87.5 861 790 . 

6 .924 8
5.0 

 760 
7 30* 85.0 

88 
880 760 .) 

. 8 111 868 865 17.7 
•• 9 '020, 866 863 77.5 
.. 10 ae 863 85.0 771 Clear. 
• • '034 843 84.8 27-2 
.. 11 1128 8411 8411 77.2 
.. 

01 

12 1101 867 84.3 67.3 
A. M. 1 .0081 83"? 862 77.2 

.. 2 .011 868 84.7 769 

.. 3 2 868 8311 *1 

:
1801101 831 

al 
83.7 
83.7 

7163 
7011 e 

Nimbi hiereatang. 

.. 47, 831 83.0 *5 
5 1 11001 83'o 883 79.3 
0 1360121 . 885 ail - 7013 

. .. 	_ . 	._ 

*018 868 88•3 783 Manx. 
e    
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ERRATA. 

The proof-sheets of the first article not having been submitted to the 
author, either when the paper first issued from the press, or when it 
was re-printed, some errors in it require to be corrected. The Sanscrit 
words have not the long vowel marks, but this most readers will be 
able to correct for themselves. 

Page 2, line 24, et passim, for "Bokhars," read " Bakhars," 
„ 	3, „ 3, et pakm, for " Bandho Vishnavas." read" Baudho-

VaiTnavas." 
„ 	3, „ 19, for " Nama ;" read " Niima 
„ 	3, ,, 25, et passim, for " Abhanys." read " Abhangs." 
JP 	3, in note, for " Pundarekaby," read " Pundarika," 

5, line 5, the three first words should be joined to line 4. 
,, 	5, 	6, omit " who" 
„ 	5, ,, 24, read, " Sopnrideva and Nivritti" 
„ 	5, ,, 29, for " Salea" read " S' aka" 
ff 	, ,, 2, for " mothers" read " mother" 
,, 	8, ,, 2, for " Kaber" read " .Kabir" 
„ 	8, ,, 	of the Marathi, for " TP1-4" read " 
„ 	9, ,,1, fir " Shoka," read " Sloka," 

9, 	22, for "Bolaji read " 13111Aji" 

)3 	9, ,, 33, for "Mamkesvar," read " Minikes' var," 

9 
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ART. I.—The Dowry received by Kashivan.—An Extract from the 
Rig-Veda, illustrative of the state of Dindu Society, twelve centu-
ries before the Christian Era.—By the Rev. De. STEVENSON. ja 

IT is a singular fact in the philosophy of the human mind, that nations 
have turned their attention almost to every branch of literature before 
they have engaged in historical researches.. Accordingly we find in 
Greece, that heroic poetry had been brought to its highest perfection by 
Homer, tragic by Aschylus, and lyric by Sappho and Anacreon ; that 
legislation had been carried as far as ever it was carried in the an-
cient world, by Lycurgus and Solon ; and that Thies, Anaximander, 
and Pythagorus had founded schools of Philosophy before Herodotus 
the father of History arose. Had the progress of the human mind met 
with a sudden check in Greece, before the first of historians had con-
ceived the idea of his immortal work,—had the Persian expedition, for 
example, succeeded, and Grecian liberty been nipped in the bud, it is 
extremely probable that we should never have had a Grecian history. It 
was the exciting and glorious events connected with the repulsion of the 
Persian hosts, poured by their Monarchs into Greece, which fired the 
breast of the patriot Ionian historian. Had that war terminated differ-
ently, had Greece become a province of Persia—as it afterwards became 
of Turkey,—would Herodotus have been moved by a like ardour to open 
up the hitherto untrodden path of History, in order that he might record 
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the triumphs of the barbaric spoiler of the land of liberty ? Orhad he 
recorded them, would his history have won the plaudits of universal 
Greece assembled at Olympus, and been handed down with exultation 
and pride to an admiring posterity? But with all the great names we 
have already mentioned, and many others of kindred fame, the litera-
ture of Greece could not have been held in contempt, though she had 
never produced a single historian. The case which we have supposed 'in 
regard to Greece, and which there happily is but a supposition, is what 
has actually in a great measure taken place in reference to India. The 
Brachmano -Indian tribes, had certainly in very early times made great 
attainments in literature and the arts, but Were soon checked in their. 
progress towards higher degrees of perfection by foreign invasions, in-
ternal'dissensions, and above all by a short-sighted system of civiliza-
tion which narrowed the field for the action of genius, and cramped the 
powers of the mind by drawing too strong a line of demarcation between 
the different grades of society. Nothing then which can be considered 
as possessing the least claim to the designation of history, has been 
handed down to us by the Hindus from the ages that preCeded the Chris-
tian era, nor many succeeding centuries, It is in their national litera-
ture, therefore, that ,we must trace their mental developement, and the 
history of Society among them. While studying with this object in 
view some of the ancient Writings of the Brahmans, I lately fell in with 
a curious fragment, an unpublished portion of the Rig-Veda; which seems 
to the to throw a good deal of light on the state of Indian Society' at 
the time that. it was written. The author, Kakshivan, son of the sage 
Dirgitatamas—whose relation to the king of Kalinga is mentioned in the 
eighth chapter of the 4th book of the Vishnu Puran, as translated by 
Professor W ilson,—w as the fifteenth person in descent from the patriarch 
Pururavas. Parasurama, the great defender of the' Brahmans, was the 
fourteenth in descent from-  the same Patriarch, by another branch of 
the  family.. Heaccordink to' Bentley's Hindu Astronomy—lived 
about twelve centuries before thet ;hristian era, and consequently our 
author must have flourishrt about the same period or a little later. 

The extract referred to is as follows :- 
1.—" I fill up with all my heart the measure of no common praise to 

the son of Bhavavya, who dwells in the' land of Sindhu, who has ena-
bled me to, perform a thousand Moon plantsacrifices.; who ik indestrueti-
ble, and desirous of deathless fame. • 
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2.-1 Kakshivan, have lately received from the glorious bounteous 
sovereign, who requests our blessing, a hundred golden Nishkas, a 
hundred swift running horses, and a hundred bulls, and have, in conse-
quence, spread his deathless fame throughout the heavens. 

3.—The ten chariots conveying as many wives, and drawn by dark 
bay horses, given by Svanaya, and stationed close by, with a thousand 
and sixty cows, I, Kakshivan, have brought home before the decline of 
the same day, in which. I received them. 

4.—The forty bays yoked to the ten chariots lead the way, at the 
head of the herd of a thousand cattle, and the well girt attendants stea-
dily bring along the road the horses that convey the gold. 

5.—O 1 my beloved brothers who are desirous of renown, and have 
collected around me with your cars conveying the moon-plants like a 
crowd of merchants, all the aforesaid donation I have accepted for your 
benefit, in all its particulars, with the eleven yoked chariots and a herd 
of cows worthy of the gods." 

I.—From this extract it appears that there was no distinction of caste 
at the time it was written between the Brahminical and Regal or Ksha-
triya families. Kakshivan, it appears from the context, was the son of 
Usik an Kshatriya female, and Dirghatamas a Brahman, and his wives 
are all of the same description as his mother, and yet he is one of the 
great Rishis of the Vedas. From 'the 'Vishnu Puran also it appears 
that nothing was more common than such ir.termarriages. Parasura-
ma himself, the great defender of the Brahmans, was born of an Ksha-
triya mother. Several even of the Brahminical family are clearly trace-
able up to Kshatriya ancestors : thus according to the Vishnu Puran, 
the famous Angirasa Brahmans -were descended partly from King 
Rathinara, and partly from King Harita. The equally famous Kenya-
yana Brahmans are lineal descendents of King Pura. Kanva was the 
son of Apratiratha a younger son of Rantinara, and adopted the Brah-
m*inical profession while the deseendqints of Tansu, the elder branch of 
the family, continued to exercise the sovereignty :—just as in some of 
the principalities in tiurope the eldest son succeeds his father in the 
Government, while some of the younger members of the family enter 
the Church. It was not till a later period, and after a long struggle, that 
particular families usurped to themselves the sole privilege of being 
considered Brahminical. 

2.—We see from this extract, that at the time in question the Ilindus 
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were chiefly a pastoral peoplo. if , it is not a narrative of fact.s, the 
author must at least have paid some attention to probability, in refer-
ence to the state of society in the age in which he, lived!  Had then 
there been any general cultivation of the soil, in what one place were a 
thousand and sixty cows to find pasturage I Besides, while we have a 
hundred breed bulls, and a hundred horses for the chariots and attend-
ants, we have no oxen for plowing the fields, nor any provision for the 
purposes of agriculture. There are ten chariots for the ten ladies, but 
one conveys all their wardrobe, and provisions apparently for the whole 
company, Owing to the changes that have taken place in the Nishka 
it is. impossible to say with much certainty what its true value, was. 
The weight called Nishka is equal to four Mashes, and most probably 
that weight of gold was the original golden Nishka here mentioned. If 
so, the whole sum of pioney given.  didnot exceed five hundred rupees : 
but even supposing it to IMve been treble that sum, and the Nishka equal 
to a Suverna, this was but a small sum. of money when compared with 
twelve hundred head of cattle,,and a hundred horses, Gold, then, it is 
to be inferred, could not have been very plentiful. Flocks of sheep were 
either in no account, and thought unworthy of forming a part of a royal 
donation, or they were not.so abundant as herds of cattle. Indeed, in 
the context when the author requires to refer to the sheep or the goat 
for a simile, he speaks of the flocks of Gandhara—probably the modern 
Candahar. 

In conformity with this view of the subject it may be worth while 
observing, that the concluding prayer of the first part of the Sama 
Veda, 	0 Savita, upholder of all things, give us for our portion the 
possession of cows and horses; "--implying that wealth then mainly con-
sisted in the possession of these. 

3.—We observe that at this period daughters were not given in mar-
riage till they were grown ulp. This is fairly inferribte from the cir-
cumstance of the wives of Kakshivan being immediately sent home with 

,him, and the fact that they were th.own up is expressly stated in the con-
text k shoving that in this iespeCt also,, as well as ift the institution of the 
rules of caste, the Brahminical Hindus have departed from the custom 
of the first founders of their nation. 

4.—I may farther observe, that this extract proves the point that the 
Rishis are the real authors of the hymns of the Vedas, and not the there 
channels by which they have been transmitted, as usually asserted by 
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modern Brahmans. in this.Epithalmlitm, Kakshivan, without the least 
• hesitation, mentions in the text his own name, and that of his father-

in-law ; 'plainly declaring himself to be the author of this eulogy on royal 
beneficence.  

5.—It appears farther from this passage, that an intoxicating bever-
age was used in the most sacred rites of the ancient Brahmans. The 
moon-plant sacrifice here mentioned, and at which the hymns of the 
Santa Veda are chanted, is the most sacred of all the Brahminieal rites. 
it has different names, owing to lesser differences in the manner of its 
performance, but' it cannot take place without a liquor produced by the 
fermentation of barley mixed with water, and the juice of the acid Ascle-
pins • or moon.:plant. This liqUor is decidedly inebriating in larger 
quantities, land exhilarating in smaller. It is called in one place of the 
Sama Veda " the intoxicator of the divine sage Sukra," and often men-
tioned as exhilarating. it is said " to twine -around the flame of the 
sacrificelChewing it be Inflammable and to contain alcohol. 
• I perhaps ought to apologize to the Society for the brevity and other 
`imperfections Cif this paper, but as they have non,  got both a Magazine 
and a Museum in which to store up every thing valuable, however small, 
that comes in the way of any one, I have felt the more einboldeneq to 
present this small pieceof antiquity for their acceptance. 

H.—Inscriptions from Palitana.Communivaied by Capt. La GRAND 
JACOB. 

PAtrrANA is one of thefive holy places of the JaIns; the other four 
being, Arbudha, Girhar, Satnel-sikra in Behar, and Chandragir in.  the 
Himalaya. A very distant antiquity is assigned to these temples by 

' Colonel Todd, on the authority of local traditions and a Mahatma 
which he procured on the spot. But all monumental evidence to their 
ancient history has possibly been destroyed in the rivalry of two op-
posed sects, whose cause has been espoused alternately by different 
Rajahs, who have etch annihilated whatever might support the cause 
of their rivals ; and thus all records of remote -date have been effaced. 
Or more probably this absence of ancient inscriptions is owing to ",the 
buildings being chiefly of free stone, the decomposed surface of which 

• Santa Veda, part I. Prapathaka IY, Moat' 5, line 3. Por the legend of Sakra's intoxica. 
. Ikon, and driukiug, the ashes of his don-in-law, see Atatsya Puratut. 

t Saina Veda, Part I, Prapathaka VI, Dasati 8, liu.o 4. 
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peels off, to the destruction of inscriptions, though these are most fre-
quently engraved on tablets of compact limestone or basalt." 

The following inscriptions will connect the history of the temple 
from A. D. 1526-27 to A. D. 1596-97. They were taken from appa-
rently the most ancient temples on the hill, and are on the right and 
Ieft of the entrance. 

The second inscription is peculiarly interesting, as contributing much 
to the history of Akbar's attempt to raise a new religion on the basis 
of a toleration of all existent religions. General Kennedy, in introduc-
ing this important fact to the notice of oriental historians (see BIntbay 
Literary Transactions, V. 2), does not seem to have been aware of 
the information which maybe gathered on this subject from the Jesuit 
writers. The toleration; protection, and even support Which these mis-
sionaries then found in the illoghtil Court, and their own misconcep-
tions of Akbar's patronage, form so complete a parallel with the sub-
stance of this inscription, that the publication of it must throw much 
light on an obscure but most interesting portion of Indian History. 

The two last- inscriptions are in so bombastic a style, that it was 
difficult to translate them so as to be, intelligible and at the same time 
to preserve at all the character of the originals. 	A. B. 0. 

• • 
No. 	Translation of the Inscription on Stone on the most ancient of 

the Palitana temples.—By captain Le Grand Jacob. 

Tan manner of constructing the temple of the-great and ever to be 
praised Adeswurjee is here exactly written-He is our God, and the 
Master of all thinks. 	• - 

This temple was begun in the reign of Buhadoorshah, Son of Mah-
mood Shah, King of Goojrat, in the year Sumvud 1582, by Dosee Kur- 

A. D. ma Sha, the Agent of Mujad Khan, Dewan of the King-
I526-27, dom. The Sutrooniyu Hill is also called Chiturkot Narnor. 

It is necessary to record that the temple of Adeswurjee Will be con-
structed altogether 16 different Mmes : this of Dosee Kurma Sha is 
the 7th. Question--where is it erected ? Answer—on the Palitana. Hill 
by one strong in the Jain faith, and for the ornament of the sacred 
mountain. 

Throughout Goojrat, and in the opinion of all persons of consequence, 
this hill is the choicest of all hills ; whoever offers up his prayers upon 
it will be supremely happy and prosperous; its trees are like the Kul-

* Todd's western India,. 
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puwAsli, and it resembles the golden hill of Meroo ; indeed it is the 
. best of all spots for a temple of the Jai ris : every one who sees it becomes 

delighted, and he that dwells there has all his sins pardoned. The Raja 
of the bill was Sree Koomb'hajee, who was a mighty man, and like 
Agusht Rooshee, who was born from Koomb'h, and who swallowed up 
the ocean, so this Rajah devoured all his enemies. His son Sungma 
Sing was victorious in wax—his grandson Rajmul was more hardy 
than any other Raja in battle.-Rajmul's son Rutun Sing was worthy of 
the throne even as a Deu, and brave as a Lion. , In his reign lived the 
founder of the temple. 

Account of the Family of Dosee Kurmah Sha. 
ON the ,hilil of Gopaba resided a Jutee named Bupb'hut, who had 
retired from the world for the purpose of penance and devotion ; 
thither went Dosee Kurma. Sha •with his wife: the Ascetic in-
structed them in wisdom, and convinced him that money and eves life 
were things of no moment—Lail his race were persons of renown and 
chastity. His Pedigree is as follows—Surundew's son was Ramdew 
and his Lak'ha, his son was B'huwunpal and his K'hetoo, who was the 
father of Nursing who had two wives, Tdradew of noble birth and 
Leloo very religious; their descendants were all prosperous; the first 
son named Rutun Uksh was worth"100 crores of Rupees, he resided 
at Shee Chiturkot, his wife was extremely virtuous, and be had two sons, 
Manuk and Heera ; the third brother's wife was a treasure of wisdom, 
she had one son;,  the fourth brother was named Dusrut, whose wife was 
full of faith and devotion, their son was named Kelarl another brother 
was named Bhoj, whose wife Was universally accomplished, their son 
was Madunjee, endowed with a patient disposition, penetrating intellect, 
and sound wisdom; he had one sister named •Veera: Dosee Kurma Sha's 
first wife was Kupoor Devee, and second Kumat de; his sou was named 
Soorijee Purbhakur. • Such is the pedigree of Dosee Kurma Sha:—now 
is to be recorded the consecration ofIthe.Lord of the Jain faith. In 
the reign of Sree Rajah Ruttun Sing, gifts were distributed and honors 
paid to holy men agreeably to the Shaitres—Sree Dosee Kurma Sha 
was much beloved by the Raja. Whoever will listen to the account of 
the Chitturkot hill will have all his sins pardoned. He obtained by his 
wisdom, honor from the King and from all the numerous learned men of 
Goojtat : his Patron, the Dewan.Mujad Khan, was as brave as the Lion 
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of the wilderness : in his service he obtained much honor and wealth : 
he came to Palitana to erect the temple of Adeswurjee as a place of re-
fuge for all the brave anti the good of the earth, with great pomp and 
festivity, dancing and singing, according• to the instruction of his spiri-
tual guide, with the melody of various instruments—the chureh, the 
chung and mirdung, the meree, the weena, the wasna, the nalruch-
na and the soorta ; every body being dressed in their best attire of 
their clothes and jewellery, elephants, horses, carriages, palkees, all 
joining in procession : thus at an auspicious moment on Thursday 6th, 
orthe dark half of Wuesakh, in the era of King Vikramajeet, 1587, the 
consecration of the shadow of Adeswurjee took place. All the great, 
learned and holy Pundits, and the most intelligent men 4:4' the assembly 
aided in the 7th consecration of this temple. Thus in the Kulyoog 
epoch, this temple was erected the 7th time by permission of the King, 
that every one of the Jain faith might, by coming to Palitana, obtain 
happiness for his soul. May the family Of Dosee Kuttna Sha be ever 
happy and prosperous; such a Work as that he has performed was never 
before done or ever ivill be; since though under Mahommedan rule still 
the force and weight of his character gratified both Xing and people, 
and thus the consecration of the temple was permitted. The fame of 
Dosee Kurma Sha, inhabitant of Chitturkot, is spread throughout the 
world as the full moon shines over the earth; the various bands of 
Pilgrims who visit Palitana are filled with delight at the view. 

111•••••.....1.1 

No. 2._.. Translated by A. B. Orlebar, assisted by Venayaka Shastra. 
• SAWITAT/01q To Om. 

1.-•-May they who are fortunate and wise, and may ye also be blessed 
by the most excellent first of princes, ,the son of Marudeva the croco-
dile of the sea of pleasures, who expandeth the lotus like the Sun by his 
rays received on the water boil plant in greater and greater power as 
he ascendeth higher and higher in the firmament ; who, happy in his 
many conquests, bath become Otmipotent. 

2.—May ye be blessed b)9tim who loveth his iotus birth in the wity 
ter of the hero family of Siddhatha, who is the mansion of glorious 
light, the price Vardaman ; whose words were swollen with sweetness 
as they declared the nature of birth, life and death, as they purified the 
world, and like the Ganged even an asylum for devotion. 

3.,-As the moon rising from the sea, so from his chair was the 
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blessed Sudama, a treasury of great wealth, Whose feet are worshipped 
•• by crowds of the children of Vasu. And his (spiritual) children, like 

the voice of the deified Viraprabhu, happy in ennobled joy, support his 
glory even to tlik day, 

4.—After him were the two priests saint Susbliita and Supratibudha-
pats ; whose disciples, like the light of the sun and moon, were in this 
world named Kautikians. 

5,_Ainong them was the holy Ganadivipa Saint Vajra, reverenced 
by the Vajrians, the root of the Vajri branch as the Himalaya of the 
Ganges. 

6.—In his chair as the pearl of day in heaven arose the teacher Saint 
Vajrasena ; and his disciples were Naga, Indra, Chandravrita and 
Vidiadhara4 

7.—From these were born four families, named after each of them, 
and amongst them the Chandra family pre-eminently shone. 

8,—Among these were born many who were honourable in the 
world, and like suns dispersed the proud darkness. 

0.--Ainont; ,them there followed in succession the sainted Sagat-
chaudra Sur's, by whom the bracelet of religion.was assumed iu the 

r 
 

year 1285. 
10.—Next in the same Gun followed the Hemavimala Suris, and in 

their chair came the Anandavimala. 
11.—In the year 1582 a felicitous dwelling for the pure practice of 

religion was happily erected for the sake of the (right) way on account 
of the relaxation (of discipline) by the famed Moon-race, swelling with 
sweetness like the clouds which, utterly expelling, the heat, again 
restore pleasure to the earth. 

12.—Their chair delighted the minds of men, by the rise of the lotus, 
and was adorned by the lotus-sitter, Vyiya, Dana, and Munisha, as the 
stream of the river of the Immortal Gods by the Swans. 

13.—And when their felicity which robbed Hari of all his pride, 
their beauty more excellent than thatttof Kumbha's husband, and their 
warmth which was stWen from the friend of the hundred-petalled flower, 
were seen for,many days by Madhuripu, by the Lord of Heaven, and 
the warm-beamed One ; they three .overburdened with the great-
ness of the shame turned milk-sellers. 

T4.—By the benevolent friends of Huvivijaya, the prince of great 
leen, their pulpit was covered with a roof and also was floored with 
beautiful chunaut ; it became the support of the felicity of those who 

411 
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are-great in the. fulness of light and most glorious. It was 'a place 
most beautiful to-behold. 	 • 

16.--The mighty .Suris were honorably summoned by the fortunate 
Shah Akbar from Goozerat, And they came to the beauteous land 
called Mevut, bearing lotus flowers in their hands, and dispellitig from 
the senses as suns from the heaven all darkness from the senses in 
the crowds (of hearers), expanding like the all beauteous lotuses. 

16.—They exalted Futepoor above the earth of present joys, to 
heaven's height, 	ith lovers' joys the eyes of many a Swan in 
the year 1639; for truly they bore in their hands a forest of lotus 
flowers. 

17.—He whose commands were as garlands on the heads of princes, 
the blessed heroic Emperor Akbar, the destroyer of sin, proclaimed by 
beat of the great -drum a truce of six months in all lands, For delight-
ed was his heart, when gladdened by the words of that (holy man.) 

18.—Through his -counsel, the Emperor Akbar, loving his cour-
tiers, remitted the right of heirship, the tax, and the Sujij. 

19—With a mind free from fear through his exhortations, as a flood 
of water cleansed from mud by the Stryehnos Potatorum, the merciful 
emperor, who ever embraced, the righteous laws of Government as a 
dear wife, remitted the taxes, which other kings of the earth cannot' 
remit, for the love of their people. He released also bulls and oxen, and 
birds and slaves. 

20.--Gladdened by his eloquent language, in -comparison of -which 
ambrosia is but vanity, the blessed Akbar, Emperor of the world, with 
a .ie •trt full of joy, after remitting the taxes both in kind and money, 
gave to the Jams for their love sake, that beautiful tirth, the mountain 
Shatruejaya. 

21.—Rejoiced by his discourse, he with a wise and kind heart 
made a library full of learning, like the dwelling of the Goddess of 
speech. Anxious to comply wkth his zeal, the emperor, in his pure 

. 
mind, continually regarded the itesence of the Saints 3S a great sub- 
ject of rejoicing. 

22.—The mind of the imj\attial lotus like moon, -the emperor Ak-
bar, being expanded by his discourse, as the mud-born plant by the 
light of the sun, the emperor became celebrated by the kood and per-
fect mendicant priests throughout all lands, as having a loving Mind 
to the Arhats, even as Saint Shrenika, ruler of the earth. 
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23.—A.t the exhortation of the Saint;  even the robber. Meghaji ceas- 
•ed his perverseness, worshipped his feet daily, as the bee does the 
lotus flower. Many with delight at his words, which guide to pla-
cidness and pleasure, forsook their old principles and took on them-
selves the name of religion. 

24.—At his preaching in Guzerat and in- other lands, in the famous 
Kshetras, wealth was profusely expended in building. And on Shat-
runjaya mountain, the holy men. with the assistance of crowds of peo-
ple from G.uzeratand Mewat, and Mahrashatra erected a Pash.. 

25.—The all enlightened Vijaya sena nuningra chundramas,. (or 
Vijaya send, the moon of the lords of Memis) triumphs--the friend of 
the opening night lotus who expelled the thick darkness by many 
words, and mhde his pulpit as the placid sea. 

26.—What can be said more to the praise of his glory than that 
he threw the bragsters into a dreamless sleep. even while alive.. 

27.—The lotus-born Prince had taken prosperity from the uneven. 
weaponed, splendour from the 'husband of the Lotus, glory from. the 
husband of the mountain Goddess, the brightness of his full orb from 
the husband of the Nymphia esculenta, the might of sacrificial fires. I 
from the earth's 'support, profundity from the treasury of waters, and/ 

toso had lie given them his body.. 
2S.—And they by holy Akbar having been. graciously and hospi-

tably invited to holy Mullabhapoor Purander, accompanied by multi-
tudes of deities, holy and wise, adorned the city, as playful swans adorn 
the honied sweet-smelling lotus-forest. 

29.—Openly in the court of holy Akbar they sliewbd the most ex-
cellent Arhat to be the Almighty God, by a multitude of arguments, 
and the boastful twice-born chieftains were dazzled by the light of the 
victorious reasoning ; as thieves confounded by kings. 

30.—In the court of the holy emperor Akbar, they conquered with 
many evident arguments, the argumentive, as lions conquer the mad 
elephants, and they erected on the nor& side a holy high pillar bright 
as Keilas, to gratify th? desires of the all-wise. 

31.—That which was given in the presence of the fearless Harivi-
jaya and royal priests by the holy Emperor Akbar, the P.rince of the 
ear* was for the love of him. By his man-like mind was all that 
done to which let the earth be witness. That letter termed a Orman 
has been in holy manner promulgated in every quarter. 
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32.—.Moreover (in it was written) that cows and bulls and buffa-
loes, both male and female, should never be led to the house of death ; 
that the whole tax upon the dead should be remitted, and that slaves 
should on no pretence be made. 

33.—All these benefits were graciously conferred for the joy of his 
people by Akbar, the Lord of the world, whose mind was a tree which 
drank from the bright cloud of his glory. 

34.—Honored by the son of Chote Begun], the Supreme Lord of 
the world, happy in the overflow of purity, felicitous in the fufl ex-
pansion of the flowers of "virtues, they make the mighty plain of Gu-
zerat ever a source of ennoblement to its inhabitants, and the dwelling 
place -of glory ; as garlands ois the necks of lotus-eyed damsels. 

No. 3.—Translated ley Bull Gungadhu): Shashi. 
FURTHER there was a Goldsmith Sreshti Sllri Shewraja, in the Ukesa 
race, the lotus of the Abhor line and of virtuous mind. His son was 
Sindhar ? whose son was Parvatta, whose son Was Kitla, from whom 
descended Vagha. His son was the illustrious 13all born by Rajai. 
He had a consort by name Sullasini, as Pudmapatit has Padma—Te-
japal was the offspring of this pair, as laija is cf Indraui and thQ lord 
of the Suras,delighting Sumanas,f and pleasing the minds of his parents. 
As Kam (Cupid) has Rati for his consort, Hari has llama, and 
the lord of Gouri (MahadeO,) has Gouri, so he had Tejalada, whose 
form was the most beautiful. This couple shone by the lustre of en-
joyments, evinced great attachment to their Gonrie, and paid honor 
to Suparwas t like Papalomi (the life of I ndra) and the lord of the Tri-
dashas. Having his mind exalted with piety by the nectar nullify-
ing instructions of Vijaya Sana, the chief of the Minds, who was a 
full moon over the ocean of resignation, an elephant among the devotees 
of Bahir Vijaya ? anti who shone by the lustre of good fortune and 
prosperity, he (Bali) became attached to those acts which are dear to 
virtuous men, such as congregational worship, pious gifts, and the re-
pair of the temples of Jina. This Ttjapala, the Gollismith, dedicated with 
great rejoicings the auspicious Suparonva Bharta 'and Ananta Bharta 

* Vishun, as the husband of Padma, which is one of the names of Lach.mi. 
+ Here is a simile founded upon a play of words that cannot be translated —The son of 

Indra delights the Sumanas or Gods, while the Prince delights the learned men, which ie an-
other meaning of the word. 

Here is another untranslatable play upon the word Suparva. In the case of lndra sad 
Indrani it signifies the inferior Gods, but in that of the king and his wife it means festivals or 
Hely days. 
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in the year 1646, on a day on which the planets were favourable, 
He first constructed the temple glittering with precious stones, gold 
&c., affording pleasure to the sight. Here also others willing to turn 
the wealth acquired by their arms to good use • erected temples in suc-
cession ?* At this holy place, an opulent man by name Sadhu Karama 
constructed a temple- in the year 1588 to Mumraja, purified by delight. 
Seeing the Vihara (temple) of Bhagavan old, Tejipala eonceived in his 
inind as follows-- When will that good time arrive, when this temple 
will be renewed. Next day that good merchant, while living in the 
excellent and holy 'town of Shree Stambha, had Iris heart :enlightened 
by the advice of his preceptor ; and desiring to make a good use of 
his wealth(he fully made up his mind to bonstruct a Gate to the temple 
of Arhat (Budha) on the auspicious. place Shatrunjaya, which is the 
principal of all great places of sanctity, considering that virtuous nets , 
done there contributed to happiness and prosperity of men, that virtuous 
man, for securing great bliss and delight to the line of his ancestors 
caused repairs to he made to the old temple of Arhat in the most hal-
lowed Tirtha of Vemalachala ? 

This temple pierces the celestial vanit by its steeple, its pinnacle  
glows with golden goblets ? With a height of 52 cubits, with no mean 
pride it ascends to conquer the grandeur of the heavens. In this 
dwelling place of the Arhat there glitter 1245 goblets which surpass 
the cheeks of the elephant of grids (Airavata) as so many suns in vari-
ed forms overcome by the exceeding glory of the lord and reduced to 
be his slaves. In this abode of Jina, there are 21 lion,s collected as if 
to signify they were ready to destroy at once all the obstacles, which, 
like elephants, have rooted out the tree of happiness in this world, 
where four Yoginis. adorn the Jina's house as if four points of the 
compass subdued by his prowess had assembled to serve him—Where 
also' (eight) Dikpalas are resplendent as if the virtues of the ascetics 
had assumed forms and were in attegdance. Seventy two orbs of the 
moon of Jiendra adorned the Deve—Kalika (?) As if the buds of 

a 
seventy two creepers; round which the dependants of Jina are hover-
ing about like black-bees, were filling the world with their perfumes. 

In this house of Jina there are four handsome windows like the 
mouths of Virinchi (Brahma) for the creation of the Universe.• In 
which temple there are four ascetics, as if deities had assumed a form 
and had come to visit the Lord's House. In this house of Jinendra, 

• Here one Woks seem wanting. 
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there shine thirty two female figures; whose forms surpass that of 
Indra's Mistresses; and who as it were, are the queens of kings, that 
have recognized the Jina as their Lord by his characteristics ? There 
are also thirty two excellent artificial and enc4anting portals—methinks• 
they are the grand and handsome looking swings of the antelope-eyed 
beauty of the teeth of the founder of this holy place. In this house of 
Jina shine 24 elephants of the height of mountains, as if twenty four 
forests had assumed the shape of Elephants and had, come to pay their 
devotions to the Lord. As if Indra, with the lords. of the different 
points of the compass, had come to pay their devotions to their 
ben. factor ; there are seventy-roar pillars to this temple of Jinedra 
as high as the Lord of the- mountains. This noble edifice of 
great delight, Alas constructed in the year 1649, 	by the assist- 
ance of Jasu Thakur, and a clever mason, called Rama, by the vir-
tuous and noble-minded son of Bailee. on Shatrunjaya. Seeing 
this building which is compared to the temple on the holy place,. 
Ashitapada, whose mind wou1.1 refrain front experienciug j ! nety 
this 'temple ? Standing on the hill of Shatrunjaya, called Nandivur-
dhan, like the house of four virtuous Lords of the Earth, wit lob has 
delighted the whole universe, ever afford you the objects of your 
wishes. Knowing the great expenditure of wealth in the construction,  
of this te:nple, which always cools the eye by its column of lustre, 
men say that by this expenditure Tejapala has exhausted the trea-
sures of the delire-yielding tree. 

Tejapala made a pilgrimage for virtue in the year 1650 to Sha-
truujaya ; and he 'caused the preceptor, the lion of learned men, call-
ed Bahirvijaya, to consecrate the temple, on an auspicious day.. 
As a crowd of lotuses is delighted to see the orb of the sun, as the 
current of the great watery basin is transported with joy to observe 
the luminary with nectar beams, or, as a flock of Peacocks is over-
joyed when it beholds a very high cloud, so are all delighted on be-
holding this temple. A temple Witt four entrances was constructed by 
Shriramaji to afford delight; a s4ond, 'high and etoble was built by 
Jasu Thakur; a third temple, a handsome one, was the work of Kim-
jaraji ; and the foUrth, which is the most beautiful, is made by Mule 
Shrishreshthi. May this ed'fice, attended by four temples on Sha-
trunjaya, and having its beauty blended with these colunIns of light 
pervading the universe, long remain happy like Indra attended by the, 
lords of the celestial regions ( ?) 
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rids specimen of the skill of the excellent carpenter, byname Vesta, 

Should be particularly and. often visited;  being the work of an 'artificer 

under whom•Vishvakarmas though skilled in the craft; wishes- to 

be a pupil, in order ,to become celebrated in architecture.. May this 

elegant eulogy, full as it is of figures, like a woman embellished with 

ornaments, composed by. i'Iamavijaya, a 'black bee on the lotus-like 

feet of Kamalavijaya, of acute Mind and of virtuous course of life. 
Thus is the eulogy on the Adis-ha Mula , Prasada;ati ornament to Vi-

malachala, constructed by 'Tejapale, the Salta of Sauvarnicas,--hap-

pineeis,—Kiraya Ntlayce Sagarce, one of the oceans of innate wisdom, 

wrote this, and it was engraved by the sculptors Mahadev and Nana. 

III.- --Climate rf Nagpore. 

IN the Journal of the AstaTic Sociwry OF BENGAL for 1833, there are 

two interesting papers on the Climate of Nagpore;—the first by Dr 

Gennes, of the Madra's Army, the other from the pen of the Seeret4ry 

Mr. JAMES PRINSEPt  in whose hands Dr. WYLIE, now Superintending 

Surgeon'at Madras, .had placed the copious Repisters kept by himself 

and Captain LLOYD (of the Bombay Artillery) between the years 

1820 and1830. The latitude of Nagpore is about 210 10' N., and the 

longitude 79Q 15' E. ; it therefore forms a good interniediate station' 

with which the observations at Calcutta, Madras and Bombay may 

be compared ; and from its importance as the capital of the Berar 

state, and its connection with the great inland districts in whiCh much 

of the Cotton exported from Bombay is groWn, every observation on 

its climate, especially on the quantity and distribution Orrain; is of im-

portance. Dr. LuoLow who succeeded Dr. WYLIE as Residency sur-

geoi), has favored the Secretary wit14 the following table' exhibiting the 

fail drain during each season front 1833 to 1840. Froth November 

to May hardly any rain falls at Nagpore, and Dr. LUDLOW was -occa-

sionally absent during these months, and so far the table is imperfect.; 

Mr. PRINsr.r's table drawn' up from Dr. WYLIE'S and Captain 

LLOYD'S Observations, is therefore inserted. It is only necessary to, 

adds  that, as might be expected from its geographical position, the 

barometer at Nagpore has a smaller rise and fall during the year than 
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fhift of Calcutta, and a greater than that of Madras ; and that the 

/lint) annual temperature is as follows :---. 

At Sunrise hi the open air 	 69.5 From Dr. Geddes's tables. 
Minimum Temperature 	  69.3 by Captain Lloyd. 
At 9 A. M. in the House 	  80.5 by' Dr. Wylie. 
At noon 	do   80.3 (Tatty used in last months ?) 
At 2 P. M..    81.1 by Di. Geddes. 
Maximum Temperature 	89.4 by Captain Lloyd. 

-At 6 P. M...do........ ............ 	........ 84.2 by Dr. Wylie. 
- At 8 P. M...do    80.2 by Dr. Geddes. 
Mean of Maxima 	  ‘9•2} by Captain Lloyd. And Minima... 	  82.7 

From the mean of the Maxima and Minima, and from the pair of 

observations at 9 A. M. and 8 P. M., it may be assumed with tolera-

ble confidence, that the mean temperature of Nagpore does not differ 

much from 80 Fahr., which is nearly 2 degrees higher than that of 

Calcutta, and 1. lowtr than that of Madras.. By Colonel Cuur.Ezv's 

)barometrical measurements, Asiatic Researches, vol. 18, Nagpore is 

900 feet above the level of the sea. 

TABLE I. 

Fall of rain at Nagpore, registered by Dr. WYLIE. 

(Lloyd) 
MONTH. 1814-15 1826 1827 1828 1829 1830 1831 1832 

January ... 2•30 0•46 0•11 .. ... ... ... 
February 	- 	- 	- - 	- 	- ... ... 0-50 1.21 0•76 . ... 2•91.• 
March 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- ... ... 3.84 0.71 T49 1757 ... ... 
April 	- 	- 	- 	- - 	- 	- ... ... 1.01 6•06 0.0C ()%k ... ... 
May - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- ... 1•10 0.21 1.55 ... F31 ... ... 
Juno 	- 	- 	- c- - 	- 	- 0•2;i 22.23 6•2C 8•37 8.07 8•15-i 13•76 8.01 
July 	  7.0t 12.01: 14•9: 9•33 15.94 7.10 7.22 14.49 
August - 	- 	- 	- - 	- 	- 14.7:: 18.5( 7.51 W07 7•89 7.06 14•5t- 3•46 
September 	... 	I 	. 7.36 8•1: 16-3'. 9.41 6.32 4.7b 11•9 7'77 
October 	- 	- 	- 2.97 0.04 WO( 6.4( 8.22 1.9t 7.24 ... 
November 	- 	- 	• 0.45 1%1 2%1 0.2( ... .,. 2.27 ... 
December ..... 	- ... ... 0•12 ... 0•50 ... 8.24 ... 

Annual Total... 32%1 65%1 53.91 4&61 50.21 33.01 65%1 37.14 

In the Monsoon.... 45224411 46.44 30.75 54%6 33.73 321 62•0( 
... _ 	_ . --- 

Verge oI 3 Years 	kti•1ll inches. 

* Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, note 2d. p. 546. 
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Register of the Pluvinmetet kept at Nagpre by H. C."Ludloiv, M. D. Residency r.Suigeon. 

1533 1834 1835 1838 1837 1838 
— 

- 	1839 1840 
Day Night Day j Night Night Day Night Day Night Day 

— 
Night Feby. Day !Sight Day Day Night 

Total. 0'20 , ... ... 

--  A pril •  
_ — 

0'49 0-38 
" • " • 

-- 
'" 0•49 

... ... --Total. ... 0'85 

May 
— 

12 ... 0-80 
14 ... 030 
18 : . . 0•2 

21 ... ... ... 1.78 
27 ... 0•3 ... 18 

1833 1834 
— 

1835 
.-.-- 

1836 1837 1838 1839 1840 
Day Night June Day Night Day Night Day Night Day

' 
Night Day Night Day Night Day Night 

8 . • 
... ... ... 
... ... 2•74 

. .. T.. 0-30 ... H. ,,.. ii:07 0...is 2.93 '03 .. . 0,15 ... ... ... ... . : : : 0:1.4 0421 
15 .. ... ... 008 .;.. 145 0:03 0'06 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0144, 
175. ... ... 0-06 0:53 •80 0-10 0-11 ... .".. 0:90 041 ... ... r  1•89 
• 2t ... ... ... 0.16 •10 1.40 .22 ... ... ... ... 

.Af 	. ... . .. 0.40 ... .... 0-06 .. :.. . to . ... 014 O:ia 
20 

0-03 0-22 
22 ... :13 er14 ... . . ... ... .. 0- 78 . 0- 0 5 0-06 0-04 ... ... ... 
23 .. '5 1•34 ... 0.08 010 • • 24  ••• ... .: ... 0'30 .. 668 0-35 : : ::: 45:1i1 .. ::: :: 

28 . ... 0-08  . . . .. 04:14 ... 0'04 '... ... 
.2 9 0:21 ... 2.82 1:03 .. ... ,... . -27 1.. 0.60 	0-32 1.-27 ... .. .. 

' 0-21 0.47 5.34 7.54 1.88 3-17 4-58 1•94 1•9 0.05 4-44 5-92 3'53 2-41 0-28 6'52 , 0.21 .. 5.34' ... 1'88 ... 4-58 ... '1.9 ... 4-44 .... 3-53 ... 016 

Total. 0'63 '... 12-88 ., . 5'03 .. 6'52 ... 1-14 ... 10-36 . . 5'94 .. 615 

• 
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July 

18113 1634 10.3a 1111(1 1J,i 

Day Night 

18 

Day 

• 

Night 

13.19 

Day Night 
- - 

10-el 

Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night I Day 	Night 

••• ••• 1 013 1.54 018 020 04 
2 ••• 008 ... .•• (0-04 
3 ••• ••• 0-87 ••• •.• 
4 ••• ••• 0-29 .•• 0130 1.17 
5 
6 

8 

0-2.4 
• •• 	0-03 
• .• 	

• • .• 

1.28 
0-13 
14 

(M58 
032 
1.2 

••• 
••• 
4. 

••• 

6::i) 
••• 

028 
0-93 
0.23 

1.3 
3-42 
E•53 
046 

••• 

••• 
••• ••• 

••• 

.•. 
1.07 

1.27 
2-70 

0.13 
011 
0.60 
2.42 

0.07 
((94 

10 648 ••. 
••• 011 0-12 

1•45 0-24 
••• ••• 

••• 
0.24 
0.83 

11 
12 

049 	2:4.7 
5.50 0-58 038 648 

.•• 
••• 

005 
060 ... 

••• 
••. 

037 
1.14 

0.70 
0.28 

- 0.97 
0.49 

2:12 
*89 

13 0:30 033 1.22 ••• 0-03 010 ••• 0-90 .U.51 
14 
13 

002 
6 is I 	..• 

015 
210 

0-14 ••• 
••• 

••• ... 
0-243 

0-15 
019 ••• 

.•. 
1.02 

••• 
••• 

16 ••• 	••- (P20 0'35 ... 0.70 • •. 0.29 0-8f) 
17 0-03 0.38 0-52 0.07 0-09 0-241 • •• ... 0.53 .0•11 
18 0-67 075 0.14 ..• 1)-09 
19 
20 0-05 i 	• • • 

0-58 
... 

0:08 
0.32 ••• 

038 
• 

034 
0-58 

022 033 
0.67 

1.40 
019 0.57 014 

014 
... 

21 013 ... 0.22 ••• ••- .• • 0-26 017 ... 0.83 
22 025 ••• ••• 0.28 041 0.47 
23 ••• zai•I 6.4 1.18 0.416 0.22 41'33 

• 24 0-011 042 0-03 ..• ••• 0.05 2.64 •• • 0-03 1-25 0-18 
25 1•05 0-05 2-18 ••• ••• 025 •1• 034 0.37 1.418 0.35 
28 2-9J 013 ••• 015 095 0.64 0.04 0'03 11-i 3 
27 
28 
29 

030 	1.78

abo 

I 
0.98 

.... 	• 	... 0-75 045 
0.12 
..• 

••• 
••• 
•.. 

0-12 
0-14 
0-23 

*40 
0'70 

0-3 

0'54 
0-56 
• • • 

042 I.. 0-02 
••• 
••- 

... 

0-47 

0-03 

30 i 0.57 015 • •• 043 ... 047 14.4 
31 008 003 0-72 ••• 1.32 •.• ... 018 0•06 •••• 

3.44 '11.92 11-92 8-48 2-63 58 2-41 8- 4 5.57 064 1.88 3-10 9-36 8-98 9.69 11.43 
3.44 11.92 ... 	2.63 ••• 2-41 5-57 ... 1'88 • •• 069 

Total.  ... 486 ... 20.40 ... 	3-21 ... 110.46 ... 12-21 ... 008 ... 18 34 ... 21.14 
1633 1(534 1633 1834 1837 1838 1839-  1.840 

Aug. Day Night Day Night Day 
; - 

Night 
• --- 

Day 
- 

,Night Day right Day Night Day Night Day Night. 

I 0.70 10.12 010 
• 015 ••- 

0.45 15 ... 
... 

0-99 
1.16 

0,70 
0-16 

-•- 
0-OS 

1.39 
018 0-30 ••• 0-38 0-07 ... 	• 

4 0.03 0.58 

6 
08470 
0.03 

020 0.06 
0-10 

••• 0.-;48 
0.82 

049 0.08 
1-23 

0-53 
( 41-15.2 

7 0.08 *04 0-13 018 ••• ••• 0.07 tt.."1.4 
8 • • •.. 0.32 0.52 ••• .• • ••• 0-03 ... 	• 
9 

10 
••• 0.08 

u•80 
0.12 
0u5 142 0.52 c:i1 

0-46 
011 

(.. 
11•78 

11• 
•• 1.12 

••• 
0-40 , 0-86 0-11 	1.57 0-11 

13 ••• 	••• -80 0-04 *10 	... 113 0'03 02.8 
1-

•
6(1 

•. 
/4 
IS 

018 
:.. 	028 .•• 

0119 ,',.• 0.55 
-... 

1.71 -• 	• 
• 

••• 

16 
17 
18 

0.10 	... 

•-• 	••• *21 van 

.20 
020 0:12 

0.12 0.03 0.3 
0.31 
0.61 

029 
051 

••• 
0-49 
0'93 0-78 

••• 

6.7,7 
19 ••• . 	••• 

0-as 
0.38 
0.15 

0:25 
0.12 tm•to 

0.20 
+•23 

019 0.90 
••• ••• 

*12 
. • . 

• 
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-1.583 	1834 	1835 	1836 - 	183T . , 1838 	1839 - 	1840 • 
-- -- - - 	- 	 
Aug. Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night 
..- 	 - 

	

21 	. 	.- 	01 	... 2 	1.56 1•70 ... 	.. 	0-21 0-22 - 	- 01 -- -0 ... 	. 	. 

	

22 	0:60 0•68 0 92 	... 	010 010 	... 	... 	0.12 	... 	... 	... 	... 	. 	212 0;9 

	

23 	1.30 	.. 	0-18 	... 	0-20 	0-32 	... 	... 	... 	... 	• • • 	- 	!._ 	11.7 	.- 

	

24 	.. 1-30 ... ... 0-82 1'90 ... . 	. - - 0766 016 0.62 9-03 

	

2.5 	9-08 ... 	..-. , 0-12 0•72 0-35 0:23. 	0:18 0.:11 	- 	... 	... 	... 	012 019 

	

29 	. ... 	... 	110 1.13 0-14 	... 	0'12 	, 	247 	- 	_.... 	... 	2.40 011 • 
27 ... ... 07.  12 018 0.03 1-4 ... ... 4.41 118 ... .... 
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IV .1 On the Coral Islands and Coral Banks of the Red Sea, and 
• • 

	

	on the improvement If th ? knowledge of the organization of small 
bodies by the aid (I f the Microscope.—By Professor Ehrenberg. 

Tan discoveries of Dr. Ehrenberg of Berlin, in the history of Infos& 
ria and the Polythalamia tribes of animals which are only visible with 
the aid of powerful microscopes; and the astonishing fact brought to 
light, proved and magnificently illustrated by him, of their remains 
forming great rock formations in various parts of the world, have de. 
lighted the general enquirer, and have elevated the German Naturalist 
and traveller to a level with the first Philosophers of the age: Mr. 
Weaver, an eminent English Geologist, has recently given a sketch to 
these researches, with the view of drawing the attersion of English 
Naturalistafto a suhject, which "involves no less than an investigation 
" as to what extent minute organic bodies, invisible to the naked eye, 
" may have contributed to the production of all limestone formations, 
" whether of an age posterior or anterior to the chalk, descending thus 
" to the primary limestones." This sketch he commences by an out-
line of Dr. Elirenberg's earlier researches, concerning the Coral tribes 
in general, and those of the Red Sea in particular, which gave origin t 
his new views of the structure of the Polythalamia, and of the for f 
motion of the rocks in which they abound. 	 111  

At the instigation of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Berlin, by-
Ehrenberg visited Egypt, Syria, Arabia, and the Eastern declivities of 
the Highlands of Abyssinia, in the years 1820 to 1826, and devoted 
many months to the investigation of the Coral animals of the Red Sea. 
The results of these researches were given to the world in two papers 
published by the Berlin Academy in 1833 and 1534. The first entitled 
" Contributions to the Physiological knowledge of Coral animals inge-
" neral, and in particular of those of the Red Sea, with an attempt to 
$4 classify them according to their Physiological distinctions: the 2d 
" On the nature and structure of theC"ral banks of the Red Sea." These 
works, besides the results of observatiOns made at nearly 156 different 
points of the Red sea.and descriptions of no less than 110 of its coral 
animals (or three times the number formerly known,) contain the most 
important general views, and a critical examination of the labors of for. 
mer Naturalists. 

Many abstitcts and sketches of these papers have appeared in tn. 
lisp Literary and Scientific Journals, but neither have yet been translae 
ted or given in such a way to die English Student, at to edible him t* 
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use them in his own researches. Having, therefore, procured Copies'of 
'these papers, and the assistance of a Well qualified iranilator, the Editor • 
thinks that he cannot do timore acceptable service to the causirof Sci-
ence in India, and especially in Bonhay, than to put it into the pow& 
of ail whose duties carry them to the Red Sea 'Or Persian Gulf, or whet 
reside near our own 'shores, to read these observations! On a future 
occasion he may introduce his readers to the more recent discoveries* 
of the German Professor, mi the composition of Chalk rocks and Chalk 
*Bari by invisible organic bodies ; an investigation founded on these re—
Searches on' Coralline animals, and on the structure of Egyptian Rocks, 
and on vi Lich the 	stone of Luckput-bonder in Kutch, and of the 
hills of Sci»de ,:tifford the best means of• studying and of making new 
observations; He has, in the Mean time, selected the paper on the. Coral 
Islands of the Red Sea, as being of most general interest. 

V.—On the nature and formation of the Coral islands and ' Coral 
.Mnks in the fled &a. By C. Ehrenberg% —Read in the Royal 
Academy of Sciences of Berlin on the 22d of %larch 1832, and re-
vised 'aildininted in February 1834. Translated by Reed. C. Menge. 
I. 	On the general impressions concerning the tire of Coral banks, 

and the metamori.ho•es of Curds. 

THE natural philosophy, and more particularly the natural history,' of 
Corals, of which the fine red Coral so well known as an ornament is but 
e single torm and the most inconsiderable part, cannot but be extreinety 
interesting; they are reckoned among the most •numerous, the most 
curious, the most unknown, and the most influential forms of organic 
life. Masses. of lime-stone which are produced by -them when mixed 
ebb layers of thrills, sometimes form high ridges of monntains, and 
sometimes cover the soil to a considerable distance, and their fossil 
remains serve the attentive Geologist. as marks of the cbalges and the 
epochs of the formation of the different parts of the earth. But these 
reinaiits of Corals which are much admired in • Ifieerslogy, and used 
for intim' *tent purposes, are found only in a state of decay, without life 
And in fragments.. Par more interesting do their forms appear to the 
traveller Who touclies the coasts of the South-sea, and sees them alive 
in their de ellings, which extend to enormous .distancecs. There the 
Sower-like animals of the vegetable Coral stems vie in the brilliancy of 

• The sea around Bombay itself abounds in Corals, easy of access, and which may be an-
died in their native habitats by any who walk along the shore of Back-bay at low water. 
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their Colours with our most beautiful flowers, and if the refraction of 
. the light on the water did not kinder the view of a larger surface under 

the water, the mass of what is beautiful, living and flower-like which 
covers the shallow ground of the sea, would present the picture of our 
gay meadows and fields in spring; ,yea, he who has seen the heaths of 
Circassia in Asia would be reminded of the carpet of tulips which 
spreads to a very great distance, and forms, under favourable circum-
stances, an enchanting and fairy counter-part of our beautiful little 
gardens. 

Although it is4impossftale for us to have such an extensive view over, 
the fields•pf Zaophytes which are commonly called Coral banks,,as we 
have over the gardens and fields of our common plants, yet even travel-
ers, who do, not as professional Naturalists examine and delight in the 

construction and the taws of the forms of organic bodies by, confront-
ing and comparing them systematically, will be most agreeably surpris-
ed and enchanted by the rich variety of firms awl hues of these living 
flowers, which are sometimes of metallic brillianey, sometimes of the 
most delicate tints. These inhabitants of altogether another world, pass 
like the pictures of the Kaleidoscope before the eyes of the ISinisman, 
who either walks along the shallow coast, or in a calm sails 'slowly it 
his boat over Coral banks. He sees clusters of shrubs and bushes 4:07 
and arotind masses,  of stone apparently polished, which, themselves 
shining with brilliant metallic hues, indicate somethieg more than mere 
masses of rock. 

However, he who sails in a small vessel during a calm, enjoys a tap* 
pier and richer ‘iew of these inhabitants of a new and-to hint uuknown 
world, upon the luxurious Coral banks of the high sta, than, he who tra-, 
keels along the coast, where the unequal depth of die sea produces only a 
few crippled specimens of this kind. At length, much excited and burn-
ing with curiosity, lie steps into a boat,, and endeavours. in a shallow 
place to lay hold of some of the most beautiful of these forms, in order, 
to examine them more minutely. The crew who on such occasions Oh,  
Tingly assist, or he hidself step out into the watery but as soon as they 
touch the ground of the Coral banks all those brilliant colors which an 
instant before beautified this- spot, gradually disappear. The shrub-, 
like brilliant red object, which a moment before had so vividly excited 
the attention arid admiration of the traveller, is taken up out of water a 
in:own insignificant mass, and upon otantination it is found that the 

• et 
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form whieh appeared just now so graceful, delicate and gay to the eye, 
is a hard limestone. rough and covered with a thin brown slime. J The 
traveller faneies he has been mistaken, and repeats his exertions' and 
labours with no better success, till he is persuaded that here a change 
has taken place, which he, according • to the turn of his mind, either 
tans a miracle and ascribes to enchantment, or esteems a remarkable 
phenomenon worthy of laborious and accurate examination.. 

The traveller who prosecutes his researches in the South-sea is more 
and more amused with this enchanting world. He observes here in the 
Coral bed a splendid living creature of a fie' y red or brilliant emerald.  
green colour, covered with numerous variegated threads atal fringes 
very much like a large purple Pioni. 

If approached within a short distance it seems to disappear, and in its 
place we find only a shrivelled, fleshy, shapeless grey mass. It was a 
sea-anemone, of which some appear to be 2 feet in diameter, and 
suddenly contract themselves to within half a foot, and sometimes 
inches.t 

Small fishes, which are scarcely a few inches long at d never grow 
larger,of a splendid gold, silver, purple and azure colour, play round the. 
flower-like corals, like the colibris (Humming birds) in America, which-
play round the flowers of tropical plants. Curiously formed ettalp,  
(Aplysice) without any shell, of a beautiful colour, gnaw the leaf like 
arms of the mollusek, just as caterpillars and garden snails gnaw the 
leaves of plants. Particularly interesting are certain forms which 
appear so perfectly like the leaves of mushrooms, that every traveller's 
attention is immediately directed• towards them.. They are found with 
long aculeated sea-hedge-hogs, gaping giant shells of various colours, 
eiliated porcelain shells, and others buried in sand between the Coral 
stems, they appear in the water of a brownish and sometimes glaring 
red color,. with a beautiful green dice, which sometimes has a- red ring,. 
and sometimes radiated brown stripes. If they are touched, their splen-
did colours vanish, and if exposed to the air, they appear like petrified 
leaves of mushrooms without tv trace of life, and merely covered with a 
Very thin slime of a brownish colour, which can scarcely be scrapedoff 
with a -knife, and the experienced observer alone perceives the ruollusck 
which forms this large fungus form stone which is sometimes a foot in. 
diameter. 
• These strange metamorphoses are facts long ago known . and noted 
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demi. in the 'annals of ntattkind4' The ancient Greek., who were only 
• Acquainted with the flue red Coral of the Mediterranean, which was 

much valued, called these eat And delicate bodies, which are clanged 
into stone if roughly touched, and which they believed to be plants—,  
Virgins of the Sea, K.1.4a or Kol,Cn ithos, from which, as linguists have 
observed (I ei:isles ad Metam. IV, 749) afterwards, the ancients have 
formed the word Curalia and Comilla, We can easily imagine that 
Ovid, the Latin poet of metamorphoses, did not overlook these remark-
able and strange changes. The following verses of his prove it: 

"sic et Curtdium. quo primum contigit aurae 
" Tempura durescit: multi, fuit herba stMuudis." 

" As the Carali um a(so, as soon as it touches the air is suddenly changed 
" into a stone ; it was a soft plant in the sea." Afterwards Pliny (taart, 
-c. 25, and xxxtr, c. 2,) gives a fuller account of these changes, and de-
rives the word Curalia from the Greek word Kovat (the act of cutting 
off) because theeare cut off under the water; however neither is this 
derivation correct nor the above probable. Pliny mentions the Soldiers 
of Alexander the Great, and King Juba II. as authorities for the sud-
den petrifaction of Corals. Solin observes that Metrodotus called 
-the Corals Gorgia from the Orator Gorgias in Thessaly (according WI  
Pliny in Sicily) who reached an age of 109 years, or (according 
Pliny : vtt, 44,) of 108, or (according to Cicero de senectute, c. 5,) off' 
107, as if they were petrified by age, which was afterwards probably by 
metonomy changed into the known word Gorgonia, a name given by 
Litme, and other modem writers to the Horn-Corals ; although on the 
tontrary, the Gorgones produced petrifaction by their appearance, and 

call' only ' the red Stone. Coral , as ft precious 'atone Gorgonia 
(L. xxtvit c. 10.), Ovid telli us (Met. tv. 749) that Perseus, after he 
'had killed Gorgo, put her bead upon'sea-plants, which in consequence 
became immediately ' petrified, and which now_ becotne petrified 
as soon as they are exposed to the air. Perhaps Ovid's Poetical 
dress' has given occasion to authov of later times to call them 
Gorgonia instead of Curalia, for he himself does not give them that • 
name. 	Dioscorides at the time of the birth of Christ, men. 
tions the Ccrtils (Kopf/awe) • among plants. and iddeth, thcCorals 
are, as generally known, sea-plants, which are also called petrified trees' 
(Lithedendre). Before Dioscorides, already Orpheus mentions them, 
perhaps 1200 years before Christ, if the work is not written by a more 
recent Orpheus, and speaks of them as peculiar minerals; and praises: 
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the effect, of the KovitaXt1a0 against the bite of scorpions and' ser-

pents. Likewise. Theophrastus, disciple of Aristotle, says in his book 

on Mineralogy 20 years before Christ;, " also the Curalium (KoeCei-

Atop) is like a stotte.of a rt- d colour, and grown on a root (irsCeilaCer 

perhaps reCtOvet PT In the Zoology of Aristotle the name is not 
found. 

The earliest notice by an eye witness respecting the sudden petrifac-

tion of the soft Corals, which I have ;net with—for all the notices of 

this circumstance given before this, are evidently not authentic, and 

only front hearsay, as they speak of the cutting off Coral- (a thing 

quite impossible)--.is given in Moneontlye Journal in the year 1630, 

which has likewise reference to the lied Sea, and which, as Strabo and. 

Pliny bad already observed, abounds in Corals. Monconnys' words, 

as it appears to me, have been frequently copied by modern authors 

without mentioning the source, although they hate al,kways altered and 

added several things, because the wonderful is more liked than the truth., 

This trench traveller gives in his Journal the font wing account 

" After dinner we caught in the Red Sea the species of petrified mush-

" rooms, sh,  Its and all sorts of shrubs which are above described, and 

" which are found in abundance in long tracts, because the sea is there, 

" so shallow, that, one can, as in a well, distinctly see all that lies on 

" the bottom, and the ground is completely filled with such plants of 

" various c..lours. which at a distance appear like purple, and make me 

believe that they have given the sea the name of the lied .Sea." • 

" Curiosity induced me to step myself out of the boat and walk for 

more than a mile along.the shore, where I amused myself for several 

" hours in gathering a great quantity of such shrubs, fungi and shells. 

" The fungi are hard anti grown on the sand ; I could not feel any with 

'f my fret, although I frequently tried it, and those that were taken up 

" are red and hard ; but in order to whiten them, they are laid on the 
" shore, where they are washed 1)4 the waves and dried by the sun, and 

" thus become white. As long as these shrubs are imperfect or not 

" quite ripe, some of them are \ like the moist mtAhrooms growing .on 

" old trees, and others like the granulated feet of the, sea-spider ; they 

" are soft, and so full of water that one can strain them like a wet 

• This remark is not without prejudice, because the h, ownish tint of theTang and .orat plaint, 
0 neither purple nor peculiar to the iced-sea. Th.! Red s..a is remarsabie rather on account of 
its depth than on account of its shallowness. as generally only a small strip of the coast *ad. 
the Coral banks form shallow place; of which I shalt afterwards given fuller account. 
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it sponge. ""In this state they are of all sorts of 'colours : blue, 'violet, 
• 4‘ grey, brown, green, white,' which has a wonderfid effect." * 

So far Moneonays. Butifthe account of this traveller is attentively 
perused again and again; there exists almost no doubt that he himself 
had only observed the hard Corals, and that the acc•nont of these bodies 
being at first sought, has been received from the mouth of the Arabs who 
accompanied him. 

As far as I am aware, the first authentic account of the soft Corals is 
given by Haas Sloaae in his Journal. lie was made PreSident of the 
Royal' Society in London, and at the end of the 17th century (1695) 
visited Madeira and Jamaica and published a large *ell known work in 
2 folio vols., with many prints rather harshly executed. In the first part 
of this work, page 55, he says that the Star-stones (Lapiddes astroite 
Astratze)when young are soft; and on plate 21, fig. i to 3, there are prints 
of one of them with the name Lapidis astroitis sive stelldris primordia 
(young of the Star-stone.) Butt be thinks that very different kinds of 
various species of the Star-Corals aretholy various degrees of perfection 
of one and the same soft fir m. and represents a petrifaction froth Eng-
land as the most perfect of them. Ito th.4 f rst idstatice he says the Starr  
stones are jelly like as the white of Mo egg or star-shoots! and aftet-
worls they become °Roque. But there is no doubt, that this travellet 
noisiook the leather COrals, which neve' become hard, for young, still soft 
stone-corals; and already in the year 1776, Ellis and Solander justly 
consider the drdwing made by him to he that of the Wart-Zottuthe 
(Aleyonium 	 or Slanomihifera mammillosa.) • 

Nearly a whole century af er Menconnys (1720), the celebrated 
divine Thomas Shot* visited the East and the Red-sea, just at the time 
when the observations of' Count Mar,igli resuect hog the vegetable nature 
of Corals excited much interest in France. Fancying, as he did; these 
bodies to be of a vrgetable nature, he mistook the well-known rays of 
the animalcula for small roots, and advired the wise economy of nature 
in their loving more itunterous than the simple stick roots of .conionon 
Oaths- _Although this traveller aftei a minute examination gave a de- 

• In reference to this remade, the Mediciust-Assessor Dr. Brockman, in Wolfenbuttel, in-
serted. in the year Flak a sin dl Esso in the WI volume of the A to Natwie °visa awn under 
the title—Lophiss magi/urines %arts matt which however contains nothing new or inter-
esting; besides. as tile authur was not informed of the observations of /eyes mei and others. it 
is below the standard of perfection hi which the science had already attained. perhaps on ac. 
coudt of the didictuty of comma 'cation at that time. tie has printed a fragment of the Fun-

seen 
 Agaticat :Ms. and copied t110 text out ot Moriemnye Journal.. It is probable that he bad 

a traveller from the Red tins who gave Mtn a similar account. 
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tailed description of a great number of the Coral species of the Red 
Sea, still he does no where mention that they are at first soft and then 
grow hard. He writes as follows 

" What is wanting in Botany (on the Arabian Coast) respecting 
" the various classes of common plants, is supplied by the abundance 
" of sea-plants, as there is, perhaps not a second place which contains 
• such a quantity of them as the Seaport of 'for. While sailing 

" slowly over the surface of the water I sew such a variety of Ma-
" drepores, Tanges or Alges, and other marine vegetables, that I could 
" not forbear thinking them a marine forest, an expression which Pliny 
" before me used."' 

" To this comparison I was led more particularly by the branching 
Madrepores, for I saw several from 8 to 10 feet high, some of them 

" grew pyramidically like Cypresses, others extended their bralches 
" like Oaks, not to mention the infinite number of others, which like 
" creepers spread themselves over the bottom of the sea." 

" To these branching species one may add the marine fungia, brain-
" corals, star-corals and other forms of Corals, ,wh:ch sometimes form 
"aggregates and masses of extraordinary magnitude, and are used in 
" or, not only for mortar, but also as a valuable material for building 
"houses. The proper marine fungia are always found on the Rock 
4‘ with a sort of small root, and their furrows, unlike those of the mush-
" room, are on the top." t 

‘"fhis species of Coral, as likewise the brain-coral, always appears 
" to retain in its form a certain peculiar formation ; it is true each of 
" the Other kinds of Corals has its peculiarly formed little stars and 
" marks,. by which it can be distinguished, but that is only on the sue-
" face. For as they have not the least sign of roots, they can but be 
" considered shapeless masses of coral-substance, which as they grades 
" ally grow, adopt the form of the rocks, shells and other formations, 
" with which they came in contact,/ whilst these give them their forms." 
Shaw, Vovaue Traduct. Franc. T. II. p. 85. 

Lib. mu, c. 25. blascuntur et in mad frutices arboresque, minores is ricr-ti 0. Rubrum 
claim et tutus Orientis Oceanus refertus \est sylvi,An Mari veto Rub o sylvas viceroy. laitrituS 
maxime olivam fel-einem baccas et eumpluat, fungoa qui mile taerimutairtur 111 
Frotivura ipe. uum magnitude ternarum est cubitoimm- caideulis refertn ut via prosnicere 
sari truism sit leneti plerumoue ip-ov invadentibits. 

t From this one may easily perceive that Shaw has not found the pt'operfiee funfitt, Orhe 
tau-t have mistaken f them the sticking thistie-Ci rill which is somewhat sincilair (Crayophyl-
ha laccra)., which after him only ,avigny 1, s observed flair suer iu u ttS3eir. Whet he called 
brain-coral was evidently 31aeandra labyrinthica, and yvhat he called star-corals were illaieral' 
sorts of the species Astraea and Facia. What Shaw calls Sladreporeb are generally species dr 
Heteropora. • Thut it appears that the Coral banks near Tor were very similarly inhabited.  in 
the year 1720 as a century afterwards-in the year 1823. ' 
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It is quite extraordinary, that Peter Forskal, who in the year 1742, 
was sent by the Danish government to accompany Niebuhr to Arabia 
and the Red Sea, as Zoologist And Botanist, and whom we have found on 
many occasions an accurate and unprejudiced observer, should have 
been deceived like Sloane before him, for he also mentions that he has 
seen Corals grow bard in the air. He says in his descriptio animaluto 
&c. p. 132: 1‘ His in locis observator curiosus plura detegit paucis 
" diebus, quails toto anno alibi. Scopuli saxa littorea hie pretiosa 

sunt eruditis, incommode navigantibus ; Tureis praesertim, qui altum 
more timent et inter Insulates proficiscantur. Magna putatur seientia 

‘i neaten baee brevia prospicientis et evitantis. Discernuntur elonginquo 
48  eolore ex albo-virescente; grato (mulls otiosis spectaculo ; opposite 
" Iittoribus nudis, aretiosis et tristibus. Usque addecem Orgyas vidi 

haec saxa stingentia. Dum aquit extrahuntur, supreme parte invenl-
tr 

 
runtur mollia inde magis magisque gartilazinosa ; fundus est lapis 

" solidus." 

From this last remark, so generally and plainly expressed,we cannot 
but conclude that Forskal either has observed that the soft Corals grow 
Lard in the air, or he must have noticed that the tender sprouts and top 
pals of the stone-corals are always soft, the middle part cartilaginous, 
and the bottom part which is in the.sea as hard As a stone. But al. 
though I well remembered the words of Forskal and had his book with 
me when on the voyage in the Red sea, still I never could understand 
this remark of his. 

I found all genuine stone-corals under the water up tb the,list points 
always hard, as likewise the Dutch traveller Linsehoten mentioned be-
fore me in they ear 1599 respecting the Mozambique-Channel, and in the 
dear 1702 Mr. Strachan respecting Ceylon, • and the more accurate 
examination of the upper stars in Mar-corals, even when they are dry, 
proves this truth so clearly and convincingly that there cannot be any 
doubt about it. 	 • 

Of Obese we-found' alio a great many leather and sponge-eorals, - 
which are always soft and never become stone. It is probable that 

* LitleChsteet attyst Celt eseeells ;Ilairos de India 1. e. $ tams de India) sent pour In plats 
part e tor 	. 	 . couleur nuireollattehe et verde, borri .let a. yotr—cwt; tells 
us. that iu -ay lass the elag 	St. Tayues Was wrecked upon cows. 'ilistoire de tans- 
Vivian de J eau Hotghttes tie I htsetv.t Amsterdam Pgai p.149 Strarbaa watts, as follows • 
" Tetelm 'Ise les tuf C .r.1.0 are ma sater weer, utey a. e young. than whet. they are ripe. yet 
have obser:ed a slime upon theta al .40 whet, they are under water,-which I supplysejbabll 
lithfdaarr Whina Petrii100. 	 p. J7,43, AM."' 

• 
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Forskal basbeen led astray by some of these branching sponge-corals„ 
perhaps a'species of the Lobularia, of, which there are many very ,wide, 
spreading, some of them when they are extended (especially Lob, lepto-
'cladus) are very much like the branchy Madrepores in magnitude, form 
and color; and it is likely that he himself would. not have published 
this notice respecting them, which he left hi writing, but Niebthr did 
not venture to omit it, having found it in the manuscript of the author. 
It is true.  the Skinny extended basis of the Lobularia, through the con-
traction of the whole, appears to be harder than the flexible points, and 
as the ends of the branches are thinner, they are in consequence also 
more flexible'and even softer than the stem of Polypea which is rather 

• thick. Perhaps these relations, together with the novelty of the thing,. 
and the haste ivitli-which a traveller passed' by, may. have contributed 
to lead Forskal astray. • It is also likely that the remark noted down 

'in the beginning; was not the-result of his own observation, but a com-
munication of the crew, which was to remind him to examine the mat: 
ter himself at some future period. Besides Forskal calls the submarine co-
ral.,rocks, coral-tnountaies (montes Lytho phyti,) w hich cannot be said 
of petrifaction; and the expression he uses in the description of comls--r 
legi in montibus Djedda septintrionalibus, clearly does not mean to 
say-1 found them upon the mountains near '• Djedda," but.  upon the 
subMarineeoral-rocks there. 
s • Only in the present time through the exertions and the success of the 
late highly distinguished and accomplished Jules Cesar Savigny, one of 
the most industrious and learned publishers of- the Description de 
l'Egypt, who unfortunately in consequence of his voyage to Egypt lost 
his sight, the attention of the public has been directrd• towards the soft 
coral-animals of the Red-sea, hitherto little noticed, which it is possible, 
by their similarity with those that beCome stone, have given rise to all 
those metamorphoses and ancient accounts respectieg their being petri-
fied in the air, In consequence(  of these researches and accounts which 
were given by Savigny, in the years 1799, 1809 and 1801, Lamarck 
formed a new family of collets which he called Folypes (tabuliferes);  
and Schweigger, who had au opportunity to examine the specimens of 
Xenia in the Museum of Hittites in England, which Lord Valentia had 
brought front the Reti-sea, published in the year 1819°(Observations 
from Pidlosoph. Voyages, p. 91), a fresh and very particular.statentent, 
that there is a family of coral-like Zoophytis without' a lifeless sub. 
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stance: which contain sometimes animals like Anemones, sometimes • 
'like Hydrae, and run parallel with the ltone-corals (p. 100..) .,What 

Seltweiager only ire a few broken- sentences hinted at and presumed, 
and Savigny, probably. on account of his superficial observations, never 
has described in detail (as will appear from the drawl ors, although beau- 
tifully executed), that I hope I have placed beyond doubt by many . 
new observations in my former paper, and therefore- do not repeat it 
here, but intend in fowler& treat of it in a more special manner. 

As in ancient times, so only. a'abort time ago, a very respectable tra-
veller has entertained those ideas of their being metamorphosed. Johtk 
Barrow, It celebrated voyager,and Secretary of. the Board of Admiralty, 
11 tifopinion, that the islandsin the Pacific are formed by coral-animals,. 
Which he di>scribe§ as jelly-like worms, which are soft and pliable like 
wag, and only grow hard like a stone when life is extinguished." , 

Barre* recommends the survey of the Maldives near. CeylOnit 
which according to Lim Batuta are 2,000 in number, but according' to 
Peyrard de Laval, 12.000. Also Captain Beechey is of opinion that he 
lately saw COral. animals engaged in filling up lakes. 

This experienced observer of coast and sea is of opinion, that the inntry 
nimble isles of the South sea, some of which'  re extensive and inhabited-, 
hie been formed by the building,: of these little creatures which rise 
froin'ithe bott tn- of the-sea. and gradually grow hard ; and consequently 
allows, that they have a remarkable influence upon the formation of the 
stirfatee of the earth. The importance which the Coral-animals have 
acquired by 81101 a rt'latiou to the numerous isles of the South-sea, in 

tti* In the (1o, man .1.errnal das Ailalanit 1882. Nor 16 and 18. we Soil the following account 
given by him in 1831. at a meeting of the Geographical Society in London. %Obese Vice heed-
dent he is. However it is not luffilisised in the, 1st Vol. of the Journal of that Society. He 
says "Of all the revolution,. produced by Volcanoes upon the surface of the earth, none ia so  

remarkable and so little known until the present Omens that which elevates parts from the 
" bottom of the Occaii unto its surface or only a tittle beneath, which are afterwards by the plass 

tic labors of smell Infirm iderabie creatures. which have scarcely received a piece in the 
.1,Cla•islli•ation of the grand system of nature. changed into fen tile soil. 'We know very little 
" of their physical orgattiettion and the means by Which they execute their gigantic buildings, 

and have given their locreffible activity the term of instinct, but which, like Hunter, I prefer 
"let call the spur of necessity. 

" It would appear quite Incredible that these smt)il jelly.like worms. should hove produced 
" thousands of islands and acres of land in the Atlantic, bet especially in the P amide and Indian 
" Ocean,. If t hey had not beergas it were alanys seen actually engaged in this work. If one is 
" aware, that these small neaf pities of dal,arl!Ons matter a hen they erehrettglit up out of the. 
"Pecan, are soft and pliable like tsar, aid tee,  me es hard as a st. ne when the life of these 
" small animals Is extiogath•Ifell. one can scarcely entertain a Marla dont* I espeeting.the mode 
"of their occupation during life. Yea ! the increasing minter of islands, and their gradual 
"growth, cousst no !mixer remain sitbjeeted to a doubt, but this work progresses slowly and 

" fille110.1-sand, the Observallohlittre still too new ane too few." 
t The recent sirevey of theae islands aftor,exi exciffient opportunitieS of studying the tor. 

ffiation of laud byCot tlanimele.and it is to he regretted that • o little has yet been euintanniealed 
tethe.publie by the intelligent officers employed. Capt. Moresby is understood to have conP-
Intenicated sense of his observations to 'Mr. Darvfn for publication in his work on Coral Island** 
on Which he has been long engaged. 
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Ilke inatiftet with litany ether travellers- AO the present linter,. is iif toO 
great and universal sta interest?  that it should not. be  a very proper * 
object of the mere 'special natural philosophy to investtigate and dorta 

4 • lOpe-  these relations in a more accurate manner. 
'On 'my voyage I took care to observe not only the 'Corals and'the 

general impression their forms make upon the imagination, but also 
more particularly the buildings of Corals in the Red Sea, and what I 
have been .enabled to discover in company with my late friend Dr. 
Pemprich; who died in the midst of tide .occupation on the coast of 
Abyssinia, I am happy now to coMmutdeate4  
• The further communications which follow immediately those that 

were mole herd last year, are divided into two parts, '-is. into a &lama 
IlistoriCal enquiry into the influence am-al-animals upon the surface 
of the earth, to'which are appended my own observations and those of 
Dr. Hetnprich on the coral-banks of the Red sea; and into a systema-
tical treatise, which more accurately explains the view which was given . 
last year, of the families and species of coral-animals, newly arranged 
throughout, according to physiological principles, and which distite• 
guishes by short descriptions, those specimens which we observed in the 
Red Sea, and which are also found among the specimens in the King's 
Musearn, with all which I am perfectly acquainted. 	 • 

As the latter, the systematical parts, serves the former, the craico-
histutical, as a basis, and therefore should be the first, is not well adap-
ted for a lecture, 1 begin to give a short historical view of the nature 
and tumefied of coral-banks as hitherto known.* 

(To be continued.) 

Extracts from Proceedings of the Geological Society, London. ' 
A letter, dated Madras, July 1840; addressed to John Taylor, Esq., 

Treas. G. S., 14 Mr. Fredertck Burr, on the Geology of Aden on the 
coast of Arabia, was afterwards reed, 

The promontory of Adeo, eighty miles eastward of the Straits of Baba-
s:amlet, consists or bold cluster of volcanic rocks with lofty jagged peaks, 
and is connected with the mainland by a low isthmus. Its extreme length 
is about six miles, and its breadth is about three miles, and fhe tams& of 
the highest point is about MG feet above the level of the-sea. The loftier 

411  To avoid repetition, the systematical part of this lecture has now been blended witjt the 
lets special systematical view given last year, as they are printed at the same time. 	• 
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ertionr of the •pt emontory Ore wholly volcanic, 'anti' the lowerare partli 
• volcanic -and -partly. consolidated sea-sand. The most interesting portion 

of the district is so immense, nearly eircnlar crater, situated at the extre-
mity of the promontory next the main laud, and it the centre of which, 
open a flat little raised above the sea-level, stands the town of Aden. The 
diameter of the crater :is about one and a half mile, and it is surrounded on 
all sides but. the eastern with precipices chiefly composed of lava, and ris-

ing from 1000 to 1776 feet in height. Although the crater appears at first 
sight 'almost perfect, Me. Mire says, it has been affmted by some rode 
shocks which have cleft it entirely 'iln•ough from north to south, forming 
two rents, known as the nortluftm and southern passes. • The portion to the 
hest of-the fissures, and called the Gebel Shunsam, rising to the height of 
1776 feet, stands entire; but that to the east has evident'y undergone * 
partial subsidence, attaining to not more than half the height of the wes-
tern side, and for the distance of about half a mile it has been broken down, 

allowing the seato co ne almost close to the two and form a little bay ; 
but the direction of the original outline of the crater is indicated by the is-

land of Seerah. situated in about the middle of the gap. 
To the northward of this great ceder is an immense mass of lofty and 

jam(' volcanic products, probabiy the remains of stnafler craters. 	• 
The prevailing rock is a dark brown or chocolate lava, generally of a very 

cellular structure. About the middle of the east side of the great crater, 
it contains a very thick mass eutuposed of alternations of greenish porphyry 

slightly lamellar in structure, and of red ochreous clay. Near the norther 
pass 'Mr. Burr noticed a granular rock, or volcanic breccia. The inclination 
of the beds is generally le from the crater. 

Notnerotts perpendicular dykes intersect the volcanic rocks, and are 

harder and more compact than the beds they traverse. Small veins of cat- 
cedony also occur. • 	 • 

Dr. Malcohnson, Bombay Army, showed Mr. Burr some specimens 
of black and green obsidian obtained on the promontory, but the conditions 
under which they exist Mr. Burr was prevented from ascertaining. 

Tire deposits of consolidated sea-sand occur more especially near the 

northern pass, towards the base of the volcanic ridges. The stratifi•ation is 
diagonal, and this arrangement Mr. Burr conceives to have been produced 

by the drifting of opposing currents. 'de flat line of coast on the northern 

part of the prornoutory,•the author says, is evidently a raised beach, and the 
consolidation of the sand he assigns to that action of a tropical sun upon the 
calcareous materials. The stone incloses numerous shells and corals of 
species existing in the Arabian Sea. 

• 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE    . 

27TH JANUARY. 

Donations to the Library.—Nos. 17-21 'Wight's bermes planta4 
rum. by Governittent—Maleolinson's Fossils of the Eastern portion of. 
the Great Balsatic district of India, by the author--Translation of two 
Copper Suumids, by H. B. Crockett., 

Donations to the Musentn.—A Chinese Rocket, by Capt. Ramsay--. 
Snakes and Scorpions from Aden, by Col. Dickenson. 

10TH FEBRUARY. 
The resolution to establish a Quarterly Journal was carried unani.i. 

tnously, 	 . 	 • 
Donations to the Lebrary.—Coptain Fitzzerald's Memorandum son. 

the operation of removing the wreck of the Equitablet  by Government 
ti ial for a libel against the Emperor Napoleon, by J. C. 

Steuart, Esq. 
Captain Ramsay ; IL G. Gordon, L. C. C. Rivet", and C. J. 

'Erskine, Ems., were elected Members. 
10TH MARCH, 

Donations to the Library.—Adam's third Report on Education ire 
Bengal and Behar, by 'GOvernmwit—'41. B. Crockett, Esq. was elected 
Member. 
The Rev. J. Wilson, D. n., Rev. G. Pigott, J. G. Malcolmson, Esq.,-

Dr, Morehead, Lieut. W. Montriou, and the Secretary were appointed 
Curators of the Museum for the present year. 

14TH APRIL. 

Donationslo the Library by the Court of directors.--Sir Francis 
PaIgrave's Ancient Calendars and Inventories, and documents illus.,  
trating the History of Scotland—Sir H. • Nicholay 's Privy Council of 
Eioglaild—Excerpaa a Rotulis Flown in Torsi L undinensis asservatis 
Ileorico tertio rege—Records of Caernarvon flotuli chartarum in 
turri Londinensi asservioi—IiiquisitiOnnin in lei° Trot. Caneellarise 
Ilibernensis asservatanuin—Report on the public Records 1837—Ro-
tuloruin cane( ilatim 

Donations to the Museum. - Preparation of the bones of the human 
Ear, and Insects, by Dr. Barrington—Specimens of Mohammedan ar • 
chitecture, by Mr. Lumsden, C. S. 

Elected Nemberi.—Rev. W. R. Fletcher, and T. S. Burke, Esq. 
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12TH MAY. 
- The Rev. Dr. Stevenson read his paper on " The Dowry received 

by Kashivan." 
Donations to the Library.--Appendix to the Report of the Com-

mittee of Public Instruction, and the Acts of New South Wales 1839, 
by Govermnent—Dr. Ochterlony'st Mineralogical Report on a por-
tion of the districts of Nellore, Cutldapah, an(f Guntoor, by himself—
Tst to 20tH volumes of the Pamphleteer, by Col. Griffiths. , 

Donations to the Library by the Government.-,-A view of the Evi-
dence before the House of Commons on the petition of the East India 
Government for a redress of grievances—Dr. Wallioli's report on the 
Calcutta 'Botanical Gardens—Dr. Falconer's report on the Botanical 
Gardens at Seratopoor,—Miglit's Illustrations of Indian Botany,vol. 2, 
part I..-Wight's Ieones Plantarum, vol. 2, part Il.."--Royle on the pro.-
ductive resources4d India—Ancient Laws of England, published by the 
Commission on the public records. Ati the AstronondicalSoriety.--Their 
memoirs, vol. H.—Rein:tail's Geographic d Ahoulfedn, by the, author, 
Von Hamner's Falkner Klee, by the authoii-.Magnetic Observations at 
Trevandrum, by Mr. Caldecott. 

14TH J91.1t. 4 	, • 
Donations to the Museum...-4. trimurti, and a collection of mineral 

principally illustrative of the quartz family, by Lieut. Blake. Gypaum.  
front, below the passes between Kirmanslia and Bagdad, by lion. T. 
Dunlop. 

A portrait of Col. Sykes was presented by Col. Lester, and the So= 
ciety directed that it should be framed and hung up in their rooms. 

11TH AUGUST. 
• Donation to the Library.—Romano's Tesoro Britanico, by T. Bow. 

man, Esq. 
Donations to the Musputn.—Twelve Specimens of English coal, anti 

six illustrative of the Alum manufacture in Cutch, by J. Bowman, 
Esq. 

8TH SEPTIRMBEH. 
E1'cted Members.2.13. A. R. Nicholson, A. Campbell, and L. b. A. 

Blane, E-qrs. 
Donations to the Library.—Frere's Translation of the Frogs of Aug. 

tophaties, by IV. E. Frere, E-q.—IIrett's Surgery in India, by the Bom-
bay Medicallioard—Statistics of Western Australia, by the Governor of 
Western Australia—Translations from English Scientific Elementary 
treatises, by H. H. the Nuwab Shams oul Ocunrah Bahadoor. 
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Donations to the lilu,seum.—The present current Coins of Egypt 
complete with the exception of three gold coins,by Lieut. James Young, 
I. N.—Specimens of the Coal and the rocks associated with it, from 
Trarancore, by T. Bowman, Esq. 

To it. 13. ORLE13.4R, Esq. 
Secretary of the Bombay Asiatic Society. in Bombay, 4.c. 

BERLIN, PRUSSIA, Jun 18, 1841. 
SIR, 

Some weeks since I had the pleasure to receive your kind and esteem-
ed letter dated April 1, a. e., and I am highly indebted to you and to 
Messrs. the Curators of the Bombay Asiatic Society's Museum for the 
acceptance of my proposal. I hastened to pack up for you two boxes 
of minerals, containing 400 specimens, viz., 260 minerals and 140 pe- 
trifactions. The boxes are sent to Stettin, and will be forwarded from 
thence to the given address in London by the first vessel. 1 hope they 
will arrive in Bon-1;1v in good order. 
• Permit me, Sir, to make some remarks on the things sent. I had 

wished, that you had given me some notices on your Museum, and on the 
manlier of your collectums. Some collections are made more for the exte-
rior lustre, others more for ,the view, others more from a scientific point 
of view, containing riot only such minerals which have a rich splendour, 
but also such .which are remarkable by their interior chemical cow posi. 
lion, or by their interesting form. Some coteetions wish only ape. 
cimens of a great size, others more in a minute form. 'So.ne cones. 
tions are limited to minerals ; others to petrifactious ; others interest 
themselves for Mineralogy and Geology. It is also very difficult to 
make a first invoice without knowing the manner of collecting, and the 
wishes of his friends. 

However, Sir, I have done my best to make my invoice so that it 
may give you satisfaction. I have not sent more than 4 specimens 
at the most of the same sort, not tailing known whether it may be de- 
sired by you to receive more of them. The iirt 100 specimens 
are front Sweden; they. are a result of the great travels 1 made in 
this lote:esting country, and thi7 cannot be procured finer. They are 
distinguished less by their exterior splendour, than by their chemical 
cempesition,by their containiug the most rare substances, Pike Eberium, 
Lainhanium, Tantalum, Yttrium, Lithian; &c. Then you find a nunt-
her el things flout. -Bohemia; some of these are riot so good as I had 
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wished, hut' I had them not better at the time. I think to !flake, in 
summer a Tourney to Bohemia, and if j.should succeed to collect . 

a.very fine stock of minerals, as I have no doubt, then I shall send its 
the autumn a third box to you. The rest are minerals from Bavaria 
and other parts of Germany, and from Norway, and an addition of pe, 
trifaetions. I hope,.Sir, that the whole wilt give you satisfaction, and 
that you may regard it like a rich enlarging of your mineralogical Col-
lections. 
. I request you, Sir, to send me in return in minerals from the East 

Indies, what you may think are just and equitable or equivalent. I am, 
in the possession of one of the greatest and most beautiful collections 
of minerals Are have in Europe, but I am exceedingly poor in the mine-
ral productions of your large and unknown country. Every interest-
ing iminerat will also be desirable to me, and being in,relation Of. 
exelmnge with the greatest part of our collectors, you may send a number 
of specimens' or the same sort, supposing that this sort is remarkable. 
'Being a scholar of the celebrated Mr. Mobs, I do occupy myself parti-

cularly with Chrystallography, and consequently CantrsTAtfuzpn spe-
cimens are particularly interesting and desirable to me. I do not occupy 
myself 'with.  Geology, and in general I do not collect petrifactions ;--hut 
if you have any remarkable thing unknown in Europe, I shall be thank., 
fully obliged for its communication, 

I wish particularly the following things :— 
A rich and beautiful suit of the crystallized minerals of the Zeolite 

family from Poonah, viz. Apophyllithe xx, Poonahlite xx, Henlandite 
xx, S,tilbite xx, Chabasite xx, Laninontite xx, etc. etc.—Red Turtna-
line xx, from Benares and from Bengal. A suit of Diamonds from 
Golconda, in their different crystallizations..,—Such a suit of the Dia-
monds from Borneo. Zinkon xx,from the Circars.—Sapphire xx, Cor-
Adams xx, Zirkon xx, etc. from Ceylon:—/ndianit (Bowmen) from 
the Coast of Coromandel. Tin Ores from Banco Island.—Cheyeabrul 
xx, Chryeolite xx, Ruby xx, etc. etc.—Buit also every other interesting 
mineral will be desirable tome, and I repeat, that yet; may send me # 
number of the same sort, which perhaps you may have abundantly. 

Send the return in a sailing vessel---(not per Steamer), that.t.lte ex-
peaces may be as low as possible. 

I wish particularly to augment my relations of exchaose witb your 
country, and I request you, Sir, if possible to communicate ko the 
Members of your esteemed Society the following address.:--. 
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Tenintur, junior, in Berlin; Ptuesia,.eare'of Mr. H. Pontop-
pidan in Hambuigh, offers to every Scientific gentleman, who is ao  
friend of Mineralogy; an exchange of fine and well crystallized minerals 
from Europe, and particularly from Germany, Norway, and Sweden, 
for stick. mineralogical productions of the East Indies. 

Perhaps you would have the • goodness to put those lines in your' 
highly esteemed Journal, and ir should be highly indebted to ;you. for 
your complaisance. 	- 

Should you be acquainted With some scientific gentlemen, or perhaps 
th .to in le public collection et museum in your country, f. i. •at Cal, ' 

Oita, Madras, Singapore, etc. etc., . Which you may think able mid.  
'Willing ter enter into such an exchange with 'ma, then I shetild be highly 
indebted to you for the communication of their addresses to me, and of 

flietu. 
took. the confidence to put into one of the boxes tmicepies 'One 

If My -.--pamphlets Monography 'of Chabasit," the "onO.  for.:, you, •the 
citlier`for your Society.,. h request you to accept the 'Ora as a mark 

,ofirestieet and cansideraticin,and, tO,present• thit other in' my name to 
esteemed 'Society. 

1 hope, dear Sit,-lo hear from ,you, and' I flatter myielf, - that the first 
estayef exchange wili.be-tekated very often: ' I request.yoirto 'agree 
the expression of respect and consideration, with which' I have the honot 
to remain, 

• Sir, 
Your most :obedient. Servant, 

Da. FR. TARINANi junior. • 
, • Address 

DR; FR. TAMICAN, junior, 
Berlin, Prussia. 

Care of 
H. PONTOPPLDANI  in Hamburg. 

Or 
Mr. ED. NICOL, in Stetting  

Or 
Messts. Fa. BORT4 and Co., in Danzig.0 
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METEOROLOGICAL onszavezzozes, soaussi wassueltemoint. 
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91 TliE 

BOMBAY ' 

BRANCH ROYAL    . 

JANUARY-1842.. , 

ART. I.---,Inscrz!ption on a block of black stone-to the left of the east-
ern entrance of Ray Khimgdr's Mahal at Girnar. Communicated 
by Cap LTA GRAND JACOB, translated by BALL GANGADDAR SIiAS. 
TRI, Esq., . 

The first verses of this inscription have baffled the endeavours of the , 
translator to understand them : with regard, to the whole he has 
attempted to give a liter@ translation ; but he offers to the public the 
sense as he has understood it. Under such circumstances some 
will perhaps consider that we have hot 'acted wisely in publishing it. 
But when it is considered that the Indian history of Guzerat is in much 
obscurity, and that monumental testimony to history is of the utmost 
value, we hope that the publication of such fragments will stimulate 
the zeal of our correspondents to greater exertions. We take this 
opportunity of mentioning that our museum possesses coins of only 
four of the Indian Sovereigns of Guzerat. One is new. No doubt 
some of our friends will furnish us with the means of examining what 
has already. been accomplished in the 4ster presidency for us; in 
order that we also may do our part to facilitate research. 

4. Let us praise Ambicti, whose fame- has spread through the uni-
verse; and,  whose son conquers elephants in the form of obstacles, 
and like MAcaudaja plant, grants and fulfills the petitions addressed 
to him. 5. Let us sing of the famous lord of mountains= and the 
gods of whoni Indra is the chief, will attend the men who are busy 

   
  



l5 	Inscription on a Brock of Black Stone at Uirnar, 

in the practice of pious rites and virtue. • 6. That king of mountains 
—Raivat, incomparable ornament to the kingdom of Saraushtr°a, em-
bellished by various places of sanctity, gardens, rivers, forests, de-
lightful places, and numberless other conveniences provided by kings. 
7. Do not, 0 mountain of the gods ! indulge vanity; for how many 
like the sun, and moon, the creators of delight, are not set to revolve 
by thee ? There shines with glory, one mountain, Raivat, by the sight 
of which human beings laying aside all the revolutions of the heart(dis-
tresses or doubts) attain supreme felicity, happiness, and prosperity. 
8. On this mountain is established the race of Hari, whose branches 
extend far and wide, (which') is the depository of the grandeur of the 
gods ; and the pure offspring of which Achyut, Bala and others, being 
themselves freed from sin, shed pure influence over others. 9. In 
this race of the younger chief of Yadus, distinguished for formidable 
bravery, there was a famous family known as Yadavas, overflowing 
in streams of virtues, in which flourished Mandalika, before whose 
feet bowed all kings, and who constructed the temple of Nemi with 
large golden leaves. 10. There was the king Navaghana, the son or 
Dipa, who delighted in the assembly of venerable men ; pleased.  his 
subjects with showers of rain descending from youthful clouds; had 
eyes like Sarasa (bird) and was amiable by his reputation. 11. Ma-
hipala Deva was the lord of the earth, whose royal'son was Dipada 
—whose slavery was accepted by the law of the gods and the desire—
yielding tree of heaven. He was the maker of the edifice of Soma-
lathe in Prabhasa. 12. There was also lihangara, lord of the earth, 
who was a Khangara (fire) on the tree of the enemy's dominions, 
adorned the prosperity of his royal house ; and served as a stream of 
water poured by a golden vase over the Mundane plant. 13. The 
king Shri Jayadeva Sinha, whose eyes were moistened and intoxicat-
ed with the stream of the enjoyment of the bright pleasures afforded 
by earth; the magnitude of whose glory dazzled the enemies; and 
whose feet were washed by the fluid radiating from the gems on the 
brilliant crowns of kings who humbled themselves before them. 14. 
After him flourished Makala Syta, the lion in destroying the ele-
phants in the form of enemies; whose glory was partaken by the 
sun; and who shone like a beautiful Hansa`on the lotus-like mind 
of the virtuous. 15. After him was born king Melagadeva, who 
acted like a black-bee on the lotus-like feet of Bhava (Mahadevet, 
and was possessed of excellent personal accomplishments. (A foot is,  
here omitted). 16. There was, king Mahipiladeva, 'wonderful with, 

   
  



Palitana inscriptions. 	 . 96 

the glory shining over his feet which resembled the brow of Udaya, 
the eastern hill.; who shone over other kings, overcome by tributes 

. that had been imposed upon them ; as the sun shines over mountains 
illuminated by his rays spreading in all directions ; who destroyed 
the hostile kings, and resembled the sun ; who expels darkness in de-
stroying the gloom of immorality. 17. His son Mandalika shines and 
creates terror to enemies as a lion to elephants. His fame having 
plunged in the heavenly rivers, has crossed the circuit ofthe oceans, 
18. There flourished after him Mandalika, under whom kings of 
kings had taken refuge. (The rest of this verse is inaccurate.) 

79. The arm of Mandilika is resplendent — a time post of the ele-
phant like victory, the bridge of the ocean of happiness, the moon 
emanating from the churning of the ocean of bravery, the eastern 
halo of the rays ofglory, the mitigator of widowhood to the queens of 
his enemies. 20. 0 hostile kings ! I could give you some good ad-
vice. Look, what is before you. This is the dust agitated by the 
foot steps of the horses of Mandalika, which overspreading the earth 
cast a gloom over all. 0! leave off rashness and accept the service of 
Mandalika. 21. It is but a display of the wisdom ,of Brahma that he 
has created the Divine cow, the gem, and the trees of rough and 
woody structure; for having seen Mandalika so devoted to liberality, 
what occasion can there be for producing them 

ART. II.—Inscriptions from Palitana. 
No. II. Inscriptions recording the benefactions of the Emperor Rkbar to Pali- 

tana and to the Jeans. 

ifmr: .4zrkiittrwr:9-: 
trwritqlrzr:OTT*4:ffl: 
trt4rk-c :Err 

rfilmrif4iTiqrgiieitg tel 9A-K: 
4sirtsitp-nt.ctAliaptitA14q.- 

. 	 sfinTIT- 
49:614 	414ff ow4t-re4-4: ErrzirrtcR-Rsimwrpftri-qm- 
srl: 	

• 	
rwt K4-441i4m$4114,1- 

Ervitrft 	3rrtruTrap-ki-47crwer:ERVcRt 
pginwrirrANT: q44-14101qat,r4{-for- 

At. 

KfK read Kra, read w, 'at read 
R ATITItif : read grfirK: Arillivt read 
• 

   
  



fray' 

tgrPlivcr  
ETRIxarralsmr 
	trr 

xTkia 

B"PrVilnilicrr 

+14r4r1W4Trffq 

••• • 

sTirow: 
trr-cwirrati'r t  	4rr 
ark: Owiirruniq' cr. lqr 

mcrIt4Kfr 

97 	 Palitana Inscriptions. 

AirRIFt-Fira; qr1V,k-fkilk f4.0mkTir4Tr-sq-droczrr: k Fr- 
ff-i-prwir9e4 Irzzykimt-(7fik 	mr=i 41 [Rik; rkiesfk- 

wrwrare4f4t g-ta:rozTTNITT44 wrrd-q (TA-  0.- 
Wt4.1-4-m 	- 	Wq"ff :7\9'41'4.141 rfrorT: Wkltfifi•We 

iir 	Vick Tit 
Fititff:(-irvqr9 -14Trgrf)) : I, o rmrti 	1 <rift : 

YET: 	elzrTkrrtkrri4F- Ffk:reTrzmirq-riirWT 
Vcz 	*TILkft#r*TrIgMarti-frOPIAt Er9AWF4T- 

4miliket : ikkirgiftrrIT: ‘0, cgrratmwqdrri4iiklzrt 
trE:TarrfkAltlifirazil% VIRT- 

Fgarttf ct I1-  to14) 	(k. FrilTrgt#ftViTrir<Otk-trgt4Turfk 
seAltTreWilMitiklfcii 	411: IrEritrtqffilff491t,:,R:Er:wr- 
iirpitirir mranwrxprrWrprpraircr-43-11cTrAzr: (ks, 

WT:CrWiTIWNififffkT/A1/7 pikaffku4kidly4 .4r-- 
741.4 	i finTriim-Erba7rffraritiviTart4qt rivrq : frmw. 

falefrpTit,144ErKre* k 13 .kAir;Okirarfr.ftrnTrATTTfrar: 
CfrTt 4171971TetaTTEitoTWittli9rekitn437( 1fl- 	4191 vi-44-4- 
emifigiirTrwt irtr:firlakIlkskTvtirer-4)imizrk tk 91: 

vt it< read qt 
sram read wrt, VITRA read grad, 1114T =: should be om- 

itted 
( 45,:rt flit read fzer Rr7tr 	kk In lacuna supply 

.kv in lacuna supply Mil 
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• 
c07 	 5(InfiT91M 	411 ki Fjk9 H srt 3firT9T4W- 

1Trifik 	kEITIT5T: jiEsi 	 4T.41 i iker- 

tpi 	01 	I MKTU417-477414.1 I •'k-41 I 	— 

Firer Tr 	9TRIRK: ch 	144, fa- 

z1714iT-itrictqFilirg• 

RTIN•st.iri4 TINA-9T-t-q;r-4Titaufirwm-K-49scrrff.c,zrwdT" 

z 	TallillciWPTITTNAFFI 	ti I ti 	yrr te:v 	friki"9-q*- 

Plik 	Trirtlf-d-rmurn--4, 	w‘,r-e*Err-fxry 1,4 Irr-EmKairk-rewi.- 

R. 041-t 	0-11% ezlirlff4q41.- 
tripTutiftpik:Tffr RT(.9.411MT-64-f:refftrft tiaftrr- 

WM: 	WfraiWKsItikTlii%a‘ti 	a i 	W-4)-ra—swaq.-4to-i- 

r-dw#Aiin,74ifrqt 0 Ercrrnalfka•ikTtit 1-kkui I 	tikiFIIRT:4- 

at3r4 	I vi !Tut q •grzr4+:44qa 	;1/4' 	Ercti*Ditunnfrartfk: 

X11 	f~ .F:SPrsik cisiTaTKPFT4471Titri4xf 	qcogicifbr- 

fr4Z!tt. 	FS 	; ciw* fkworfraiwwirarffrffTrriii--4-qr- I 

s. 	+4 i‘ • A*Ang. 410111-clsciacTIT*: 

92114f61Wk7111:14-1. 
ivErmt ii-fiwurczNI-1-4-4trrr4tIr'rNgt ,sI 	ti Trfirdrzrft- 

qq-tWitittviirtra AWT: WITrATITIVile441 	I kriti I tikt TT- 

aritrkgTATI 	-A k I1,o 	NR-Fxrir iszr 1,4g.9-4.41.10T— 

kl in lacuna supply VIA 1-4UTFff, 3t read Alf, in lacuna supply 
84rt9KTIt 	 • 

is% the lacuna appears erroneous, T.,4N read ‘4.4T. 
lacuna appears superfluous. 

.ke lacuna should be omitted. 
/0 in first lacuna supply lira- 
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rvilirE4 	grAiTATiiitlqi Rctirrekircitsit: 
eiill-arffkritufiirlritth 	ffecrIirrawrwiqcreitvict 	: 
tc;ArktErwwii 	cb I 4:1‘TKUCTic.54-4 "Iii 41 	4 ICI ttcs1 "iWM- 

MiliT91415, 	ricso tittoirz cuicluiTewqff:qt arkErx_ 

NVirqtrkintialik4: 	4P4rviikiTgrp-riwIre.641-41taT- 
Ast.;4111:41T Wseiftrfrwrck:1-.1-11wfaTzi, 	rwri-  gr-frniv.7- 
41-q-k-mm-9-4trOpiiiiiret44 MrzfirVnT: 
l'4.144t 	IM9AIKT-Giturral 	m Id RI 	rffTrk s4-117refnT- 
at fZ 	otiTiv6MT: I:irl"Te4iTekritet:trkii7;411qt4„,rit 
frrirkellfEri-sr 	r4i k-re,ro L 

ERTIRTITPMW(1z17:KftKiltf+471-A: '4441- 
41-4q4-ci 	9TWitortnt  es,,Tzrr 4ri'Prrrgir' ftwratr-dinTrr- 

Ai rd 	11i ZQ 9-,i17171TTR*31-T.G411-fril:Krti 	sifcci rcfrArKfriT 
4.0f9-4 ; 1- 1 q 	116; 	 

Tit04 ,k1, 	coftiic AirrffAVAT: eitiftqk61•111(il k 0 

.1-tki 1a 1 	ftwErtT,,rsr-ccrAtru zr41-IrribmwtuNtErfr- 
Ai tuilcsitiir 9---4%-ftAtriqrmrit 	RTrq-imukrtti 	41. t- 

urd0 ii-stErirc, 	11i oti 	rtq' iftrillwriT(Ttffr %-TW- 
tizt4i1p.8tektTr: 	444-11rerff-tiqviii tir: 
46.6-01 ti 	fFW4N i-4-o-rtf4 I N cicikorrsril 	 kcir*.ritqqiii74K- 
wr4fiRrtir4rEptiol'm 	-q107:1'41={-k--49-474-ai;4ti 
-41 	ai   fdCH 	14, 41 it ecwireTtlit•- 
arTriTurriTirwrivir "OR 	14; d ii*I0 col 

a for tft : read few 
for WITtil read wirir-w, Ink  read irj: 
*INN read voftr-TW. 
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No. III. Inscription commemorating the benefactions of the goldsmith njpal 

• to the temple of Palitana. 

• ram' 311-4,7qtrior4smigiks;iiticripre 5zitr9frAmi.siczr 
tlivIMAIroMaInnie 9144114ekr‹.*TffizifffftfP7FK: Wr- 
ofcil,T1 	1 i h ckITWITAVIErnftTON: k WITV4-1031Tfil'Ve-T 
q-4. mat 	FOR   si 	NC; jilt* 

tkr4ilf<TWIT:pfffik-s4474-4:917trill'a 	I 	qtft 

Fd" 	k cps i 4(k=:mrikftfti{-Ni4Uiciiio0,ilititiraRrzra- 
rfra-ftrya: irm-liT4T7i#1-crorfarituN94-41.-4--Zmit414-fri 
iracrciffilkocra:4---41: 	ktivtglitfkkriikeTTTrurt 
WErtiii4;rvigia-Arirrurt ielTnErcrrguriwyrurt WITtlq- 
fkmiraVINTroTt 	qrftgltrqrptrtrrfiTFdk-Ptgr: is 
EfirpRTT911r4M1TPIT4 v:114911-rWi  iquiN.:15,VIT 41U ct- 

w4trOrffetesiira. 	tkiikt,i; II IT ':r1Wr 1=eZVvi9T)4 T4- 
91TtcTipisillSrt  	 kvk etaRtior-/ 
w;,reirot: a 0  AT-4-r-Tritim*irarzTir t4twK•  '°4;rt 

trizrwtiwitiitscrnrcrugfrf-dPfRIt 3T-Ir;OppriA'aiwocittrtr-
A-11.4a:fkzi witircoAliirarr4----94-rwRITTRF: S3 Z zifit- 

wrIwrirftrmktilitivitett 	z L 	•=leoFtrrw- 
k-s .  K144ftiotil 	(TA t k RIWT*511111-41-Itkii 41.1 TM 

q'ttfrIANEW Inft"%--(A•tifriigerErrq, zr-Ir t*im-fWarqkr4 
3ttc:kitrk"4'4•1ft4ichT;4Fkfrfffr"  Kr4TIT:Erdicrififc: 

• 
‘ /88: 	 lt°4:11: 	s yk ilia: 3:, V. tivIlfen. 	q vrImEm-R 	•• 41,11T 
t 1,14 	V) 4-4 	\k ITTill 

lit Ivilrrill: 

103462 	• 
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vit,-,1r(44Tiffitafrq, 	 TF-4*- 
iirgi3l7FrffalIN 	(41-0-#TT: 13 us 31111:17trliCittel 

ktrtTR-ot iiiiikzitrjm.wrgr4 .crTisrq kf."4 

trik 	towrri7,741-4.41 cT ;44-ff, 

AfTiimm 	i 	d 7riirrciir s; 	(Rel.; 	r- 
ik7r, 	&TaTritritrilftT9TT- 

wri-krwrffitffriTrrfilw: \tTitk4TiralTaWli-
`k V cc kktfT: ife41:5PITI1I:q7crarti Et3faTit9WTT:t74 

L u4rr's 	i) a 	rq,f443fkawftirucrrq.. 
Od.  KT.T i- xlrizTifitiMPT:4101T 	furrik,117,TrarN.ffmtia- 
qw 	zwitrA.    fieg\reqrwt- 
ffr: sr-arii\\ 	r+ 11E14 	cc 0 Krikgr<ITt9RWe 	siTF- 

	

ITITS4414: lekezIrzfrffr war 	41.'4-I i 4431.1" 	̀k sx l tui 	1.'94171'- 

4A 	r;-ck Tet4rtitqfrawrtrF4wr-471" rrffcrW:19-af#9T- 

kwwon-qt itvffkr"GrittR'kia:44-Tta : 	Kri4- 
zrqq-minreurf#44,4q19-  14€410-avrIt fts`clTirrekii 

zriVil-MVAq#1V,Tffitqqf : allil‘Tir:ftIrrznwr : sr- 
aq : 	ti"q-rwr:fii.zriTrifkr:friurff" crttlr- 

R tx1171111-41"cfr: urarcr4r14&-F -ft-Futrmrrr rnititzrr- 

	

r9-4f9.*Irrqumi'rwr : c-% 	rl 1.1 aTilick9.41 ul Pi KT- 

*FaTrwrwwrfiztrirr(rfur rwtilAliqmlexiiikfurrqr 
q Doubtful. 

-8 
o 111;11IT 

k VAT: 

tit Tftvectior: 

fwe 

RITI:11344 
kk Doubtful. 
101 VTf41 

tt vfita 

k .*IT:SiTTNITtItlir4T 

e'f:f 
vt: 1:Iftff444  

t9, VqT: 
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ilg7rfrratri8'e'.mrik 	Tr-4N-V-4ATW tfttrr f4.1 
ITIfkle° 	9N-rittrq r-94:1-NATF-4ktInTTiVVITTrffr : 

'Ergrw : 	kTiAT441-: mrra.Kfr(r"mtrrAITItklrrik- 
ftiTur 	: kio<lia"rwrirmrAfrtarzoiti 	: ckz 

e 	 evrtrac9art-q- 

Ifaremrtirr: trr.ritarrfk9rwrr-friiirwrik* 
turcfra,AinfM't-Ert-IN;NiN: 	;4,4rr444411fr-41  
Ipt+e's.ilDffftsgitacizr, wtsvailfi; 	 rr tfktiti 	- 
rtruarikT: 	uu : wrIrtiq'fkriri-tq' Wzr 	ofkar t 
q#14)Tioxf tit 	: ffialltia41 	41 ri WI 41 cm.; wgrveRrzrif*-4q- 
iotAi 	 0,O ftika.  zirsrlwr- 
r trfffrzfiCi 	4141 F :   : TifdST "t1lb8141t 	1:4- 
qtrr 	t1 /4  srf4Tztfmciiaiiiltf 	4kr: qrTirdtit- 
T-417F-44.:liwrr: krwa-4.  : Fire5c441 .gTififF9144419tV9-4:4' 
fr4q: MM.  : 	4iziqmnk:11, 	ars51Rrdti, 	I itc; QT- 

ri4aa 	tx4i'air4r4Terragr or,*- 
Filkrzir 31:6;41trf4riTugt40-4-4-elatrr 	TiWor- 
ttffritaTifaiitK• or449pciilii-ciifkcift-4Fmr1-4*-(Erra. frol- 
chtliMitel 9ft ill 	FatIrc-91-atii-gengT19-  : 

	

Terrlmtrak-vq-(t1 	 
kiztrwo 	kqtm-Tfrqbvittzt fv-44:1004,01-4,rocIA 	qsT 

wximetroicre44Ntrftrr 	8'4imtstqk44-014.1q1-,  

ko Doubtful 
tit ;,4T-4 

2 

triiTVIT 

wwligt 
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arm-fitart 	 4144: 3T*VttTgrtCOTr- 
firllptzrtMffqt-T, srlTaRT:11AqusiitctITc4dAqcif ‘Ns f-

rditql6M-frrefta7E11*-71a4;gfreq9,itsItifkAiqc4' UM

silTftT:44":14VMTITRitoti ri:iq41(ffrrqZIFF444Wrc.‘rAirtovalT 

17-40iTqmiTififipTi7rart II 4r II L II gr Trq I 

ART. III, — An Essay on the Language of the Aboriginal Hindus. 
BY TUE REV. DR. STEVENSON. 

After carrying the study of the languages of continental India and 
the island of. Ceylon to some extent, the student is apt to imagine 
that they are all mere corruptions of the Sanscrit, the language of 
the literature and religion of the Brahmans. A more critical exam-
ination of the subject, however, at last convinces him, that there are 
many words in common use, especially in the languages of Southern 
India, that cannot, after making every allowance for corruption, be 
derived from the Braminical tongue. He also finds that a great 
many of the words derived from the Sanscrit are used only by Brah-
mans, while others of the same meaning, but of a different origin, are 
constantly substituted by the common people. He farther observes 
that there are several SansCrit letters which are never introduced into 
the spoken languages of India, or which if introduced, none but Brah-
mans can pronounce. Thus t  (ri) is by the common people always 
converted into ft (ri), or It (ru), and the next three letters never enter 
into any of the spoken dialects ; R. (sh) and (ksh) are changed to At 
(k), 	(kh), or it (s). Innumerable combinations of letters, such as 

(sht), iti (kr), it (rm), &c. are uniformly deprived of one of their 
members, or have a vowel interposed between the two consonants ; 
and in the south of India several letters are used that are not found 
in Sanscrit. It is true that in all countries the pronunciation of the 
vulgar differs from that of the educated, but this difference usually 
appears least in the most chartoteristic sounds of a language. Thus 
in English the two- sounds of th in that and in thin, both unutterable 
to a German or a Frenchman, are yet enunciated as correctly by 
every peasant, as by any lord; while no instruction can teach the 
uneducated adult, the polite pronunciation of the m in aid de camp,. 

frqPrinfra 
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or of the n and of in sansfroide ; words which belong only to the Ian-
gusg8 of the higher classes in England, while on the other side of 
the channel they may be heard flowing with all their peculiar grace 
from the mouth of every peasant. 

The existence of all of these circumstances, suggests the enquiry 
whether the words entirely foreign to the Sansctit are mere vulgar 
terms, used at random in every particular province, without any con-
nection with those used in other provinces, or whether they are the 
same or nearly so, in all the different spoken languages of India. A 
connection has indeed by many been shown to exist among the north-
ern languages, and their relation to each ether traced; and the same 
has been done in reference to the languages of the South. I am not 
aware however that the boundary line has been crossed, and the re-
lation between the northern and southern family traced any farther 
than to shew that the Sanscrit enters largely into them all. That 
part of these languages, which is not derived from the Braminical 
tongue, has never been traced through the spoken languages of India. 
Yet if we can trace a language wholly different from the Sanscrit in 
all the modern dialects, after separating also the easily recognized' 
importations by the Mahomedan conquerors of India, it will seem to 
follow, that the whole region previous to the arrival of the Brahmans 
was peopled by the members of one great family of a different origin. 
That family may have been divided into different branches ; one of 
these may have preceded the other in their migrations, yet oneness 
of language would seem to point to oneness of origin, especially 
since both history and tradition are silent as to any wide spread in-
fluence exercised in ancient times, by any foreign tribe except the 
Braminical. I call the Brahmans a foreign tribe in accordance with 
indications derivable from the cast of their features, and the colour of 
their skin, as well as from their possessing a language which none of 
the natives of India but themselves can even so much as pronounce; 
and the constant current of their own traditions, making them 
foreign to the whole of India, except perhaps n small district to 'the 
north-west upon the Ganges. Even in the time of Manu, the whole 
country to the south of the Vindhya dountains and Nerbudda river, 
was inhabited by menowho did not submit themselves to the Bramini-
cal institutions, and among whom he advises that no Brahman should 
go to reside. 

Our enquiry then is in reference to the language spoken by these 
aboriginal Hind6s, before they were subjected to Braminical influeneke• 
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Of this we mean to collect a few fragments yet to be found in an, or 
nearly all the present spoken languages of India. It may be neces-
sary first of all, however, to state more explicitly that these languages, 
like those of modern Europe, may be divided into two great families, 
a northern, and a southern. The members of the northern family, 
while differing essentially from the Sanscrit, and agreeing with the 
southern in general grammatical structure, borrow most of their 
vocables from the Braminical tongue. The Hindi, which probably 
contains the most, is estimated by Mr. Colebrooke to have nine-tenths 
of its vocables of Sanscrif origin, and the Marklii which contains 
the fewest has at least four-fifths of its words derived from the same 
source. In the southern family again, Sanscrit words are of rarer 
occurrence and enter less into the common language of the people, 
except in the Singhalese, which from the influence of the Pali, chief-
ly derived from the Sanscrit, and the language of the Budhistical 
erature, has nearly as many words originally derived from the San-
scrit as the Hindi itself. 

The northern family may be considered as embracing the Hindi, 
with its dialects of Panythi, Brij Bluisha, arid Hindostani ; the Ben-
gali; Ale Gniarathi; the Marwari; and the Maritthi. The Uriya may 
be considered as a connecting link between the two families, though 
inclining perhaps somewhat to the Northern. The Southern family, 
is generally said to consist of the Telinga or Telugu, the Canarese 
or Carnatica, the Tamil, and the Malayilim. There are however be-
sides these, two other languages spoken in small districts on the Ma-
labar Coast, the Kokani inclining to the northern, and the Tulu be-
longing decidedly to the southern family. The Singhalese also may 
be considered as a branch of the latter family, as well as the language 
of the Maldive islands. 

The allied languages of Cutch, Scinde, and Affghinistan are plain-
ly derived from the same original as the languages of India, though 
now abounding more or less with Persian vocables. The Nepalese, 
an Indian language, connects the languages of India with that of 
Tibet ; and the Assamese another/ forms the link between them and 
the language of Burmah. The numerous rude tribes inhabiting the 
hills and forests of India, have each a language‘of their own, of some 
of' which small lists of words only have hitherto been published. The 
languages of the Malayan peninsula, and of Java, and the adjacent 
isles, though containing many words of Indian origin, are probably 
indebted for them to Indian traders, conquerors, legislators, and di- 
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vines, to whom the inhabitants owed, in ancient times, their civiliza-
tion and literature. I have not the materials to enable me to embrace 
the whole of this extensive range of languages, and must confine my-
self chiefly to the Hindi, Bengali, Gujargthi, Marithf, Telugu, Car-
natica, Tamil, and Singhalese. Yet if it be considered that these are 
the languages of at least nine-tenths of the inhabitants of India, and 
will carry us in one unbroken line from Dondra head to the Himalayr 
an mountains, and again in another line from the Brahmaputra river 
to the banks of the Indus; we cannot err much in applying conclu-
sions drawn from them to the other languages of the plains, confessed-
ly so similar in their vocabulary and construction to one or other of 
them. Larger and more numerous catalogues of the words used by 
the hill tribes would require to be compared with one another; and 
with the languages of the inhabitants of the plains, before any cer-
tain conclusions can be drawn from them. In those already publish-
ed there is rather a striking resemblance to the languages of the In-
dian peninsula. Should I be favoured with catalogues of the langua-
ges of more of these tribes, I may probably again resume this subject 
in reference to them ; and I am sure the conductors of our journal 
would welcome such contributions made by any, who have opportu-
nities of furnishing them for publication. 

I. There is then a great resemblance in the grammatical structure 
of the, abovementioned eight languages. 

1. In the inflection of nouns. 
All are defici-mt in the number of cases required to mark the dif-

ferent relations of nouns, and supply the deficiency by particle?, 
placed after the root or some of the cases. 

In the letters that characterize the principal cases, there are several 
striking analogies running through most of the languages. Thus 
the letter n is a very general characteristic of the Genitive Singular. 
It enters into the Gujarithf common genitive aT ai( 7, (no ni nun); 
the ancient Marathi genitive 	(cheni), now usually contracted 
into 	(che) ; and into the Tamil w  (in) ; in all of which it runs 
through all the declensions. It is found also in the fw (ni); of the 
first of the three declensions in Telugu, and in the ziw and I'm' (ana 
and ina) of the first and fourth of the four Canarese declensions. It is 
singular that in the Turkish the termination of the genitive ung 
should afford so near a parallel to the above ; and that we should have 
the remains of such a genitive singular in mine, and thine; and the Ger-
mans in mein, dein, and scin. Again the letter k enters extensively 
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in these languages into the Dative Singular; Thus we have in Hindi 
(k0), in Bengali It (ke), in Telugu .generally (ku), in the 'Cana-

rese second declension * (kke), and in the Tamil r(ku). The Hin-
di Genitive in zgi qrl (kei ki ke) may be a contraction of the Telu-
gu Wig (yokka); and the common change of IF to a gives us nearly the 
Singhalese 71 (gai), and the Tibetan 7E1 or it (gye or ge). The Ma-
rathi r-(/it) of the Dative is the same as the Afghan itn. (hi) used for 
pronouns, and nearly the same as the Tibetan Tif (la). The simple 
lengthening of the short a' of the Nominative into ati in Marathi, for 
the Dative and Accusative as is common in the ancient dialect, 
is the same process as that frequently employed in the Singha-
lese for the formation of the Accusative. The common Dative 
in the Singhalese is w (ta); and in Pashtu tf (ta); and in the old 
Marathi dialect, the Accusative frequently, and sometimes the Da-
tive is formed by the termination R (te). In none of these instan-
ces is there an agreement with the Sanscrit, and coincidences so 
numerous and so minute, could scarcely result from mere acci-
dent, and therefore are probably the remains of the language spoken 
by the Hindus before they came in contact with the Brahmans; in 
which the affixed particles marking the relation of nouns were 
probably like our prefixed words for, with, concerning, all signifi-
cant when separated, and the varieties now discoverable have 
been produced by the dropping in one language one syllable, and 
in another, another. That this is not mere theory may be seen in the 
old form of the Marathi Dative, art (bigi) derived from the verb 

(ldgane), to come in contact with; where we have their pres-
ent Dative, and that of the Pashtu pronouns, and the Dative in the 
Tibetan language in the first syllable MT (ld); and in the second syl-
lable the common Dative in Canarese, by simply changing the vowel 
into that with which it is most often interchanged, giving us (ge); 
and by changing the consonant into its sharp we have the 	(ki) 
of the Telugu, and the chain of the analogy with the other languages 
mentioned above, established. 	That this word at 	(litgi) itself 
may be derived from the Sanscrit) is no objection whatever ; for it 
may have been derived from alroot common to many languages, and 
be just as independent of the Braminical tongue as our own word 
lug. 	 1 

2. In turning from the noun to the verb we observe that the sec• 
and person singular Imperative is the root, or shortest form to which 
the verb can be reduced ; the letters of which in regular verbs appear 
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in all the Moods, Tenses, and Persons: This is so common in other 
languages that I should hardly have noticed it, had it not been that 

. it takes place after every allowance, in only about one half the con-
jugations and half the tenses in Sanscrit. 

3. The Present Tense in common use in them all, contains the 
Present Participle, as a constituent part of it. In the Singhalese, 
Telugu, Carnatica, and Tamil, that is in the southern family, the 
Present Participle Active receives the signs of the persons as affixes, 
to form the Present Indicative. In the northern family generally- I 
believe, as in the Hindi, and with a Negative in Gujarathi, the Present 
Tense is formed by the participle, and the Substantive Verb as in our 
form I am reading. In the Marathi, both forms are used according 
to the sense. 

4. All of these languages, unless perhaps the Singhalese, agree in 
using an aorist, which denotes, Past, Present, or Future time, as the 
sense requires. In many of them, however, it is mainly confined to 
the ancient dialect, and only used in popular speech, as explained 
under the next head. 

5. To the abovementioned aorist a Negative Particle may be af-
fixed, so as to form what is called the Negative Verb. In the northern 
family the vrt or w (nd or na), which expresses the negation is affixed 
to the signs of the persons, and never disappears. In the southern 
family on the contrary, the sign of the negation intervenes between 
them and the root of the verb, so that the w (a) which was probably 
the original sign of negation, is in some of them, as the Canarese, en-
tirely lost, and this negative verb becomes shorter than the affirmatives 
In the Japanese and Turkish languages, which follow the same plan 
the n or z in the former, and the m in the latter never disappear ; and 
even in the Tamil, the lengthening of the vowel before the signs of 
the persons, gives notice of the presence of the Negative Particle. 
To the observations under this head the Singhalese seems an excep-
tion, having no affix which it adds to the verb to deny the existence 
of the act. 

6. In all of these languages the Past Tense of the Verb is marked 
by affixes and not prefixes as in the Sariscrit. In the Canarese the 
common sign is •< (d)e agreeing with the Turkish ; and in one dia-
lect of Gujarathi it is 11 (dh). In the Tamil it is w or (t or d), as 
in our own tongue. In the Telugu it is always It (t) agreeing in this 
with the German, though the German has also the prefixed redupli-
cation, which allies it to the Sanscrit and Greek. There is one word 
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common in the ancient dialect in the Marathi, which seems to me 
to furnish the key to all the discrepancies observable in the forma-
tion of the Past Tense in the modern Indian languages. It is the word , 
fikrYik4.  (didhale), the past tense of the verb k (de) give. in the South-
ern Gujarathi the w (dh), has been retained, and the v (1), dropped. 
In the Canarese and other southern languages which abhor aspirates, 
it has been reduced tow (d), or changed to w (t). The common Ma-
rathi and Bengali have dropped the IT (dh), and retained the V (1). 
In the Northern Gujarathi and Hindi, the liquid w (1), has been 
changed into its fellow liquid w (y), while in Urdu even this is usu-
ally dropped. Although only this one word in Marathi retains the 

(dh), pure before w (1), it exists in the corrupted form of w (t) in 
several words of very common occurrence in the language. 

7. Almost all of these languages agree in forming an Infinitive of 
very popular use, by adding the same letters that are used for the for-
mation of the Dative Singular of nouns. The Tamil makes the slight 
change from 7„ (ku), to v (ka). Such a form of Infinitive I need not 
say is quite unknown in Sanscrit. 

8. All of the verbs in these languages are naturally destitute of a 
Passive voice. Awkward attempts by those who translate from the 
Sanscrit and European languages, have been made to supply its place 
by a Past Participle, and the verb to go in the Northern, and the 
verb to fall in the Southern family, but such forms never enter into 
popular speech, except in the neighbourhood of European stations. 
The natives have various ingenious ways of making up for the want 
of the Passive and say in their peculiar languages on the Ganges, in 
Maharistra, and in the Carnatic, I have eaten blows, instead of I have 
been beat. When other expedients fail them, instead of saying it is 
reported, they say people report it; using the Third Person Plural Ac-
tive instead of the Passive. 

9. In all of these languages, there is a great deficiency of verbs 
which is supplied in the popular speech by using nouns with the 
verbs, do, give, take, &c. 

10. In the construction of these languages, either the Accusative, 
as in the Tamil, is occasionally used for the Nominative, or more gen-
erally as in most of the other languages the Nominative, especially of 
nouns denoting things without \life, is used for the Accusative, or the 
Nominative and Accusative are the same; thus all, more or less, 
frequently disregard the distinction between the two cases. 

Such are the most important particulars that my partial acquaint- 
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mice with several of these languages has permitted me to observe, as 
running through the whole, or nearly the whole of them, but they 
are surely sufficient to establish among them a strong family COO. 
nection ; and when it is remembered that for none of these character-
istics are they indebted to the Sanscrit, it seems impossible to ac-
count for such a similarity of grammatical structure in languages ' 
spoken by people having so little intercourse with one another, as 
for ages the Hindu inhabitants of the north and south of India have 
had, unless we suppose it to arise from their all being' originally of 
one family, and possessing one primitive language, the grammatical 
structure of which may be in some measure gathered from these their 
points of agreement. That Braminical influence has modified the 
grammatical structure, and introduced into the northern languages 
some affixes for those in former use, especially in the inflexion of nouns 
need not be denied ; hut the general structure of all has certainly re-
mained unaffected, as there is about as much analogy in the con-
struction of a Hindi or Marathi sentence, to the Syntax of Sanscrit, 
as there is in that of a French or English. sentence, to that of the 
Latin. Indeed upon the whole there seems more agreement in the 
construction with the Turkish than with the Sanscrit. And perhaps 
the original language of India may be the connecting link between 
what the Germans have termed the Indo-Germanic family, and the 
Turkish family of languages. 

H. 	Having considered some of the points of agreement that the 
spoken languages of India have to one another in their Grammar, and 
argued from this consideration their common origin, I now proceed 
to bring forward some specimens of agreement in their vocabularies.. 
Our task here is much more difficult, as the Sanscrit roots have such 
general meanings often attached to them, that by a little straining al-

. most any thing can be deduced from them. It is probable also that 
the Sanscrit has adopted many words from the vernacular languages, 
which did not originally belong to it, and that it has been thus en-
riched by the spoils of the vanquished ; just as the Latin of modern, 
Europe has many words unknown to cicero and Quintilian. We 
must however at present go on the supposition that all words found 
in Sanscrit Dictionaries are Sanscrit, and avoid as much as possible 
words which might seem derivable from Sanscrit roots, though this 
last consideration is of less importance, as the roots are not words, 
but the formations of Grammarians. The blanks in the following 
Catalogue may often be the result of my ignorance, especially in the 
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Bengali and Gujarithi, where I had but limited materials to work 
on ; and indeed when I could connect the Hindt with the Marritki, and 
that again- with theCanarese, I felt lese concern about the interme-
diate steps, considering that I had established sufficiently the analogy 
between the languages of the North and South. My authority for the.  
Hindi, is Hunter's Dictionary, Calcutta 1808 ;- for the Marathi, Moles-
worth's, Bombay 1831 ; for the Telugu., Campbell's, Madras 1S21 
for the Canarese, Reeve's, Madras 1832 ; for the Tamil, Rattler's, Ma-
dras 1834 ; for the Singhalese, Clough's, Colombo 1830 ; for the Ben- 

Marshinan's Englibh and Bengali Dictionary, Serampore 1828 ; 
for the Gujarithi, a small vocabulary printed at Bombay, and oral 
information. 	Except in this lest instance, where I had no other 
alternative, I have never inserted meanings on my own authority 
and have generally given the very words of the explanations I found 
in the abovementioned Dictionaries, respectively, even when evi-
dently synonymous, rather than run the risk of corrupting by endeav-
ouring to harmonize them. I have sometimes been obliged a little 
to abridge them for want of space, and this is all the liberty I have 
taken. I have confined myself to-  forty primitive words, all expres-
sive of such ideas as men must use in the infancy ofsociety, or in the 
first stages of civilization, and which retain their places in a lan-
guage from- daily use, more firmly than any others. On these 
however many others depend. Thus for example I found by enumer-
ation that No. 10 has given, as depending on it in the Hindi Diction-
ary, 12 words, in the Mar4thi 40, and in the-  Tamil 30, after separat-
ing carefully all words agreeing in sound, but not in meaning. Should 
each of the 40 words, in the following Table then have as is proba-
ble, on an average other 5 dependent on it, this will make the com-
parison extend to 200 words. A few of the most important of these' 
derivatives as in No. 10, are occasionally exhibited, especially when 
they are useful for showing the connection between the different lan-
guages; but to have inserted them all, would have swelled this paper 
to too great a length, and to my mind at least would not have placed 
the connection between the different languages in so forcible a 
light, as by a few primitives brought together, as is here done, con-
nected in one' table. In order to simplify the subject as much as pos-
sible, I have used only the DeOnagarf, and Roman Alphabets; I may 
therefore, after all the attention I have paid to ensure accuracy, have 
made some lesser mistakes in converting the words of the languages 
of Southern India, and writing them in characters differing from those 
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an which they are usually written, especially in the.Tamil..I.feet con- 
fident,..however, • that- these :errors will- be found of a nature nOtnt, alt 

. affecting the general .  resemblance.  of :the words in which they may 
Occur, to those with which they are compared. In -conclusion I wish . 
it particularly to be borne in mind that this paper claims no higher 
charatter,lhan that of anlbssay. Fully to discuss the-  subject would' , 
require a volume, and much more:time. than I can at present spare;. 
new Words and new analogies, `as,the subject isprosecuted, constant= 
ly presenting,therimeives, all leading to .the same general conclusion: 

o. 
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LIST 0 

NOETHYRN FAMILY. SOUTH/MN FAMILY. 

Hindi. Bengali. Gujuratbl. Marathi. Telugu. Carnatiea. 

/ WIT. 
fit& 

an elder sis- 
ter. 

Mgr, aril', 
apa aba. 
sir, sire, 

i cr• 
aPPll- 

a father; an 
elder sister. 

War. 
apps. 

a father. 

2  

— 

Iffq; 4117. 
bap ; IAA 

father ; 
sir, sire. 

virci ; arr-41-  
ban • baba 
father; 	. r; sire. 

gra ; grr 
bap • IA 

father; sire. 

arm ; IPIT, 
Trcr. 

bgp ; baba, 
baps. 

father; sir, 
sire. 

III. 
baba, 

father, 

gift; In. 
baba, 
baba, 

father. 

....- 

3 
tr. 

khuclfi ; 
father's 
younger 
brother. 

WC 
kakka. 
father. 

VC 
kakka. 

an  uncle, 
a father's 
younger 
brother. 

4-Mf ; WI- 
tr. 

kalta ; kaki 
pat: uncle; 

aunt. 

WI41.  ; 	Wt.- 
*Y. 

Italia ; kaki 
pat: uncle ; 

aunt. 

%'TWI'; 	%7- 
tfr 

kfilta ; kaki ; 
pat  : uncle  ; 

aunt. 

4 krit.  
Of. 

the heel. 

qtr. 
edf. 

the heel. 

tztr. 
edf. 

the heel. 

Cr-i. 
. ed. 

spurring 
with the 

heel. 

N721; TT-
K. 

a  d, 	9  • a 
u  . ecia. 
lu, 

a foot; to go. 

Kit 
acii. 

the foot. 

5  TI'Z' ; UT. 
pet; Pot ft ; 
the belly, 

the womb ; 
the stom- 

ach. 

W• 
pet. 

the belly : 
the womb. 

qr. 
pet, 

the belly.  

iii. 
pot.. 

the belly ; 
the womb ; 

the sto- 
mach. 

T. 
pi,lta ; 

I the belly. 

erlt, ill. 
poste, 
pode ; 

the belly. 

• 

/ 
Clef.

6 	 komtf. 
FrOt ; fa 

it 
kunbf, kul-i 

a mbf. 
a husband- 

man. 

a branch of 
the 3rd. 

. 	caste. 
.••• 

WWI• 47 s> 	• 
kullagin- 

to 
ell 

 dig 
tl • 

slightly. 

re.. 
a farmer. 
TWit I 7

4 • `'s 	'•• kullagiso. 
to loosen 
the soil. 

tiluO• 
kinahf. 

a husband• 
man, the 
caste of 

cultivators 
of the soil. 

$1,411- 
kuubf, 
an agri- 

culturist. 
cul ava. 

a harrow. 

   
  



SOUTHZUM FAMILY. 

Tamil. Singhalese. 

arIT- 

% 
span; 
ap5m. 

father; sire. 

8PIT. 
apps. 

a father. 

(TIT% 
p5pan. 

holy father. 
baps. 

holy father. 

‘sun. 
kudappa. 

Pat. uncle. 

att. 	arlt. 
adj. 	adi. 

the foot. 	the feet. 

4k. 
perm. (by ;  sic 

bear achild. phachh; 
h-f'', 	bad. 

petta pilaf. the belly ; 
own child, the womb. 

ku/ambu. 
clay, loam. 	ITC 

M% 	kumbar, 
ko/4 a kombaru. 
plough- 	a paddy 
share. 	field.  

• 
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WORDS.  

Resumes. 

I. TERMS MARKING RELATIONSHIP. 

No. I. The Telugu and Markt)/ give us the Ara-
mean dbba unchanged. .5 and Obo are used 
among the Siberian Tartars: See Klaproth's, 
As. Pol. The Coles S.W. Bengal use apai; the 
Himalayan Lepchas abo ; the Murmis aba, and 
the Simbas amba, the word used by the Todas on 
the Nilgherry hills for mother is aph. 

No. 2. The Turkish Baba is found in Bengali,  
Mar. Car. unchanged. The Greek /ramie, Italian 
papa, are evidently the same as the Tamil Plipcin 
though this last seems confounded in the Diction-
ary with ParOpcin, the Tamil corruption of Brah- 
man. The Sanscrit 	dimba comes so near the 
Himalayan amu, ami, amo, and the Marathf and 
Tamil ayi, the word for mother, that it is unsuited 
to our purpose. 

No. 3. Kaka and kaki are used by the Coles; and 
in a little different sense, the former in Persian.  
The Singhalese and Bengali are similar but pecu-
liar. 

PARTS OF THE HUMAN BODY. 

No. 5. Compare here the Persian .6:04, put, the 
liver, and the Arabic e112-: the belly...The connec- 
tion with the San. tC peta, a large basket, is too 
remote to suppose this word derived from it. The 
Hindi petkabeta, and Tamil petta-pillai for own 
child are very analogous. 

III. TRADES AND PROFESSIONS. 

No 6. In t:e Persian we have t.$y Kui or 
Koi a farm, and A. 	Koilu a rustic, nearly con- 

nected; and more remotely the Sanscrit Ku, the 
earth, 5- Kumbha, an earthern pdt, and PAM 
a potter. 
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LIST OF 
NORTHIIRir FAMILY. 

• 
Bowen EAR FAMILY. 

Hindi. Bangali. Gujurathi. Maxathi. Telugu. Carnetica. 

7 
tr4r. 
koli ; 

a weavers 
[see the 

first Tamil, 
and first 

Mar. mean- 
ing.) 

CA.'. 
a ko/i. 

they are 
known 

chiefly as 
hunters and 
plunderers 
on the S. of 
Gujarath. 

tl-a. 
ko/i. 

a spider; a 
Koli ; they 
are hunters, 
plunderers, 
fishermen, 
and some 

are agrieul- 
turista. 

tom- 
kolla. 

plunder. 

toftl. 
kolhgn. 
the hill 

country of 
the Koles, 
S. W. Ben- 
gal. A Kole 
and a rob- 

ber are 
there syno- 
nymous in 
the plains. 

*Z. 
kolu. 

plunder. 
tif4. 
kolli. 

the act of 
killing. 

8 

at 

cattle. 

i 

Ilbor ; aTsa. 
at 

clhor. 
cattle ; i. e,cattle, 
cows, and 
buffaloes. 

a-c. 
clhor. 

i. e. 
oxen and 
buffaloes. 

k1k'w ,,. 
torralu. 
cattle. 

dom.  

house 
a cow 

vi'si't t. 
dorri. 

a cattle 
pound. 

9 Te .,_. 
OM! ; 

a poney. 

ar. 
to . 

a poney. 

TZ. 
tail. 

a poney. 

n. 
tat 

a small 
breed of 
horses. 

q, ffs. 
tattu, tette- 

va. 
a poney. 

qt,  Tr'- 
T. 

Latta, 
tatavani. 
a poney. 

10 
WITT. 
kla. 	. 

oblique. 
NTT; 

fill. 
protection ; 
a skreen. 

arc4r. 
One. 

to hinder. 

NTT. 
ad. 

oblique. 
amps, 
601. 

a skreen. 

Kr*. 
ficlo. 

across. 
K3 

ficl. 
interven- 

Lion. 
NM. 
aclae. 

hindrafic\e. 

alTT41. 
Natl. 
across. 
NTT. 
Q. 

protection. 
WNW • 
atilthal. 

hindrance. 

aTT5. 
aclamu. 

transverse. 
ail'. 
and 

protection. 
Entl % .. 	• 
acictangki. 

hindrance. 

l

hindrance. 

ar1-7, • 
ackla. 
trans- 
verse. 

aTTT., 	a.-C..3.  
044 
kattu. 
to put a 
skreen  

81171T- 
j. 

aclganike. 

li 
34. 	' 
ubh ; 

oppressive 
heat. 

al% 
6b. 

sultriness. 

evr. 
ubba. 

oppressive 
heat. 

Of. 
abbe. 

oppres- 
sive heat. 
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• 

WORDS. 
' 	A 

SOUTHERN FAMILY. 
REMARRE 

Tamil. 
• 

Singhalese. 

No. 7. •  The Koll or Kole seems to be a branch tirtigul. 
koliyan. of the aboriginal family, subsisting in various parts 

a weaver of of the country. 	In the hilly regions in the interi- 
the Pariah or they are known as huntsmen and plunderers • cb Pm 

caste. kollaya. on the sea-coast as fishermen ; in the plains on 
ti4kt. 
kolairur. 

huntsmen. 

plunder. the Ganges and near Cape Comorin as weavers, and 
in the Deccan, on the Mahadeva hills, they have 
settled down to cultivate the soil. 	This word 
must not be confounded, as is sometimes done, with 
04  Cooley, a porter. 

419'. 
torravu. 

a herd of 
IV. DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

Nos. 8. and 9. 	If any animals can be said to be 
I v54{, 

tavalam. cows, a flock, a indigenous to India, the breed of cows with the 
WE. herd. hump between its shoulders, and the small breed 
totti. of horses called Tattoo, certainly belong to the 

a pound. number, as they are to be found abundantly, and 
quite naturalized in every part of the country. 

9''1,• 
tatu. 

a country 
poney. 

• 

V. NATURAL STATES AND SUBSTANCES. 

I 

No. 10. 	This root KR ad in the sense of a- 
cross is evidently the original word from which the 

at
WIT,:  

am, 
across. MI'. 

others are derived. 	The Sanscrit arr in the sense 
of overcome and eic going about, 	&c. seem 

KITzt aClaYa• quite different words, and enter into the Indian 
adkatn. a prop. 

lanimages in the derivatives air an upper room 
enclosing. 

hiding. 
sqvt:  

faclam. 
hindrance. 

Mal-N • ao„iy, 
obstruction, 

' 
&c. There is also an Indian arc At, the same ap- 

,parently as NZ Ad. Compare also the Arab. ) 4) i 
and English aid. 

No. 11. The Sanscrit word WM ushna various-
ly corrupted, but never losing the 01, or changing 
it only to 9', is found in most of the languages, 
and in a different shade of meaning from this 
word, which seems derived from a different root. 
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LIST OF 

. 

) 
NORTHERN FAMILY. SOUTHERN FANfLY. 

Hindi. Mangan. Gujuratbi, Marathi. Telugu. Carnatica. 

12 
0-. 

thand. 
cold, calm. 

3.I 97. 
thanta. 

cold, cool. 

tti". 
thand. 

cold, calm. 

fful. 
tana. 
cool. 

ff7uf. 
tanna 

cold,calm. 

47 rtigll. 
thand, 
(AIM. 

cold, calm. 

13 
WI% 
kach. 

crowded-  
ness. 

Tri 11-431. 
vchchn 

pichchagu. 
to be 

thrown into 
confusion. 

Wel.. 
kachcha- 

pachi. 
confusion; 
jellied- 
state. 

Wes. 
kac hpac h.. 

crowded to- 
gather. 

chlivi. 
kactiv ach. 
crowded 

state. rrI. 
gachaci• 

a thicket. 

14 
. 7u. 

kora. 
raw, new. 

wkr. 
kfira. 
raw. 

Ch.'. 
koro. 

raw, un- 
bleached. 

Av. 
kora. 

raw, un- 
bleached. 

tu. 
kora. 

unbleach- 
ed. 

*It 
kora. 

defective. 

15 rel. 
a flood, a 
string of 
animals. 

k7. 
rel. 

a flood. 

rel. 
exuber- 
ance. 

a.W, 
al. 

a wave. 

are. 
al. 

a wave. 

16 W. 
kangkar. 
gravel, 

• fit.
kangkare. 
gravel; 

hard sand. 

W. 
kangkar. 

a nodule of 
limestone. 

4.41'l 	T. 
kangkar, 
kfingkar. 
gravel. 

%ITV. 
kfingkara. 

gravel. 

W. 
kangkara. 

gravel. 

17 
71. 
uttu. 

plaits of 
cloth. 

• 

all it. 
oti. 

the robe 
gathered up 

to form a 
lap. 

sift. 
odi. 

the lap. 

gil'. 
°VAIL 

to cast 
things into 
a corner. 

18 
AI. 
op. 

polish; 
beauty. 

/ ailtr. 
polish. 

c.
1  

*cr. 
polish. 

alIcl. 
oppu. 

elegance; 
beauty. 

371P7. 
oppa. 
well 

polished. 

19 • 
M. 

kanthal. 
a pack sad- 

dle. 

*Tin% 
kant halmu . 
a pack sad- 

dle. 

Vt. 
kantti. 
a pack 
saddle. 

chl6 . 
kfithi ; 

a saddle. 

choltl. 
kanthil. 

a pack sad- 
die. 

   
  



Rammum.. 

No. 13. The Tamulians confound the ch and a) 
so that the Sanscrit .11')(s4  and U3T7 are corrupted 
into the same word. Our Tami) word then is 
equivalent to Kachangal. 

No. 15. This word in Marfithl means an over-
flowing abundance; and when on the Bali Prati-
pada, the Kunbis pray to have Bali's Kingdom 
restored, and all its accompanying blessings, the 
word by which they express these is kF. 

No. 16. 4i4t  in Sanscrit mean's buttermilk 
mixed with water, and for the Hindi t-4-‹ the 
Sanscrit is chest. The conversion of Reph into a 
nasal is, I believe, unprecedented, and therefore the 
word, though near, is still different, from the Sans 
Grit, especially as the nasal keeps its place in all 
the languages. 

No. 18. This seems a genuine aboriginal Indian 
word, probably connected with the Persian Le 
and Sanscrit Wel, the former word meaning both 
water and beauty ; but the latter not used figura-
tively. The Singhalese to form the verb requires 
the auxiliary to do. 

• 
SOUTHERN FAMILY. 

Tamil. Singhalese. 

cam. 
tan. 
cool. 

kasengal. 
the state of 

being 
squeezed. 

tar 

kur
fr

rai. 
defect. 

alai. 
a wave. 

*",k tr. 
koradus. 
unripe 
grain. 

ral. 
a wave; a 

flock. 

tWZ(, 
	 a 

kangkam. 
crude 

arsenic. 

a recess. 

alTq. 
opu. 

smooth- 
ness,beau- 

ty. 

41tr. 
odokkuva. 
a place in 
the waist 

for money, 

4V. 
opti. 

glittering, 
v. polish. 

twFiT, 
kanclalam. 

a pack sad- 
dle. 

a. 	• • 
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LIST OF 
NORTHERN FAMILY. SOUTHERN FAMILY. 

Hindi. Bangali. Gujurathi. Marathi. Tniuga. 	Carnatica. 

20 

_ 

WI-17. 
kivir. 

a lathe with 
slings at- 

tached 
at either 
end for 

carrying 
baskets, 
" 	&c. 

Tr*. 
kavari. 

a piece of 
wood made 
for being 
placed on 

the should-• 
er to carry 
burdens 

with ropes 
at each end 

ttdqt. 
kfivar • 

the baskets 
in which 
Ganges 
water is 
carried 	• 
about. 

4,141̀11 • 
kavari. 
a split 
bambu ' 

with ropes 
attached 
attheends 
for carry- 
ing bur- 

dens. 

chill. 
kavar. 

a lathe for 
carrying 
burdens. 

&c. 

•-• 

rt• 
kurnf 

a scoop. 

1 2 1 
tct7f. 

korane. 
to scoop. 

WieW. 
korraku. 

to gnaw; to 
grind. 

• 

*KT 
korabu. 
to scoop 

out. 

3i•ii. 
kurnf. 

a scoop. 
triqr. 
kodna; 

to bcoop. 

ctifq44.. 
koyaru. 

to scoop. 

22 
UM 

chile!) ; 
a stamp. 

UM 
chhap. 

a stamp. 

eT4. 
chhapo. 
a stamp. 

BM. 
chhapa. 
a stamp. 

qTcff. 
chap* 

an impres- 
sion, 

$ 

917. 
chap. 

a stamp. 
9114.  
chapi. 

a Boor mat 

23 
stir. 

jhopadf ; 
a hut. 

%qt.: 
jhupatli. 
a hut. 

ticrt. 
jhopulf. 
a hut. 

$1.1ciff. 
jhopodi. 

a hut. 

*qt. 
jopatli. 

a tent; a 
hut. 

24  
Zit. 
tatti; 

a skreen ;  a 
matted 
shutter. 

Zit. 
tatti. 	, 

a blind 
made of 

split, barn- 
bus,i &c. 

1WIT. 
tatya. 

a bambu 
mat. 

ffIrW. 
tadaka. 

a tatty ; a 
straw blind. 

etit. 
tatiki. 

a tatty or 
blind. 

25 

I 

4r. 
pot; 

a bale, 

44. • 
pole. 

a sack. 

4g-5. 
pottamu. 

a small pa- 
per bag. 

tor. 
pouttan-
a paper 

bag. 
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WORDS: 
•Sotrrnent• FAMILY. 

REMAnics. 

. 	. 	. Tamil; :Siiighitlesc. . 
. 	.. 

, 	VI. ARTIFICIAL PRODUCTIONS.. 	. 

No. 20. 	Something like the Kavar is used in 
li, kfivari, 
a4iece of 

'It g 1. 
kavandan. 

Wood with 
ropes at 

a bullock is 
yoke.' 

' 	• England by the Milkmaids. 	It is an. exceeding- . 	. 
tached, &O. ly common contrivance for carrying light bade hi 

India. 	' 

korrabu: 

21. The 2nd Pers. Sing. Impt. of the Singha7  
lese verb is used the better to shew the analogy; 

From the Sanscrit tfr to cut, comes 0, .corrupt 
. 	.. 

WS. 
nibbling, as knrutu. ed in Hindi to ftt, so that.it is not likely that this 
a mouse. A 'rasp. word is derived from that root. 

, 	 . 	. 
No. 22. The Sanscrit 115 means among other 

TA. 
0140. 
a straw 

- 

• .. 

things to. reduce to powder, a meaning never ap, 
plicable-  in - the vernacular tongues. 	If the Saes- 
erit is not misinterpreted, -our word must be • dif-
ferent. It is possible however that the sense given 

I 	mat. 	' is borrowed by the author of the Dhatu Manjari 
. 

. 	. 
from a hasty induction of words in the vernacti- ,  
lar tongues, and that he should have given the 
idea'of stamp, impression, &c.  

. 	I „ 	 . 

' 	 . 

fife. :TIT- 
teci., 

allitreen.' 
0441 ' 

a ceiling, a 
ship's deck.  

. 

. 	. 

M.,,  .. ...M.1.1.=.  

• 

• potii. .... podiya. . 
-full sacks 

or bags: . 
a bale.  

. 	- 
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LIST OF.  

NORTHERN FAMILY. SOUTHERN FAMILY. 

Hindi. Bangali. Gujurathi. Marathi. - 	Telugu. Camatica. 

26 TIZTT. 
mots. 

a bundle. 

r. 
muds. 

a package. 
irmr.  
motya. 

! a porter. 

;Tit 
motte. 

a burden ; 
a bundle. 

.1.4:5.. 
mu4clavu. 

a bundle of 
money, &c. 

127 
T. 

theva. 
a stone set 
in a ring. 

4 
theva. 

a deposit. 

4?r, 
thevane. 
to place. 

28 
gto144r. 

kanvancla. 
diffident. 

41.11106. 
kanvatii. 

sympathiz- 
ing. 

Wr949'. 
kanikarmu. 
sympathiz- 

ing. 

Al 	chk. 
kanikar. 

pity. 

29 

I— ;UT. 
mots. 

fat. 

ifiZT. 
mots. 
fat, 

iiift. 
moto. 
large. 

Itzr. 
mots. 

large,great. 

:Fr. 
in*. 

handsome 

/34:k • 
mudurth 

full growth. 

30 
47Z47. 
Atka]. 

conjecture. 

W47. 
atkal. 

conjecture. 

air. 
ata. 

it is report- 
ed. 

WAS. 
atkal. 

conjecture. 

BP FM. 
atkal. 

conjecture. 

eakrre sa • 
acisatu. 
conjec- 
ture. 

— 

31 
3.41-k-TI: 

ubhar6v6. 
to overflow. 

UTf• 
ubuku. 

to overflow. 

7.1f• 
ubuku. 
to over- 
flow. 

31117i. 
ubharna. 

to overflow. 

\IMO. 
ubarane. 

to emit pus 
copiously. 

32 
37Er. 
ulata. 

turned over. 

3Frt, 
ulatane. 

to turn over. 
a'Ft 
ulat. 

turned back 
as a wheel. 

, 

3t7. 
uralu. 

.to roll. 

ks,u. 	. 
ur u 11 . 

to roll, to 
turn 

round. 

___—.._ 

%smolt. 
ulatfinfi. 

to overturn. 

-- 

041. 
ulati. 	i  

turned over. 

t 
.. 

33 A-4 V1". 
kach kach. 
altercation. 

, 
<al 41'4 , AT 

Tr. 
kach kach, 

katkat. 
wrangling. 

411404. 
kach kach. 
altercation' 

crwis 	. 	. 
kachche. 
a dispute. 

teazing.  

Trey, 
kat- 

kateyu. 

• 
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:WORDS. 
SOIMITRK FAULT. • 

lizsuax.. 
. 	 . 	 , TsiniiL Singhaleso. 

• 4-41* 
• filiclichO. 
a bundle. 

' 

' 
• 1  . 

. 
1 	TifIB'': • 

tavattal. 
a conceal- 
ing, a.stay- 

ing. 

1 

. 
• VII. QUALITIES • 	• 

Vull..1 co.  ciolcht4. No. 28. 	The roothere is the Telugu-  4-1 . as 
kannarali. 

. a melan- 
kanakal. 

excellent. 
a noun meaning the eye, and as a verb to see to re-
ard. . Thence thesis adjectives seem to be dedv- cho•ly event.. 

ed. The Sanscrit W°1 means the facet of a gem; • ,, 
*IF • el '114.• and ca'atf the pupil of the eye is more probably 

mottaimita. 
the total. 

. 	monvat. 
beautiful. 

. 
adopted from this than itself :the root. 	At any 
rate no adjective, similar to those in the vernacu-
lar language derived from any of these words, ex- 

• ists in Sanscrit. 

.... - ' VIII. Aers. 
' No. 30. 	The Telugu are is here again.cleariy 13 M. 

ubukal. the root of these Words. 
overflow- 

ing. 
No. 31. 	Compare here the Latin Uber. 

No. -M. 	The English Whorl, Sanscrit, req. a 

. bracelet, and 1.F At circle, may al/ have li dis- 
urula•. 

a wheel.. 
 . cant connection with these words. 

, w  * 

• . 	 • W4TV . 
katfiliam

if:  
. '. 

disputation. •
. 

• 
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LIST OF 
NORTHERN: FAMILY. SOUTHERN FAMILY. 

Hindi. Bangs% Gujurathi. Marathi. Telugu. CIUMIMICIL 

34 
Tr WK.. 

kar kar ; 
immoderate 
laughter. 

th 4Chl. 

karkar. 
sound of 

drums, &c. 
ch 1  t S. 
karkar. 

a rattling 
noise . 

q't 414' 
karkar. 
a crash. 

4719% 
karayinu. 
violence. 

41\1  f • 
karaku 
exertion 

joy. 

4-,., ,,,, 
karaka • 
a crash. 

gosillt  . 

karakar 
a crash. 

35 
FTA. 

gudgudne. 
to rumble, 

111114• 
guclgucii. 
the noiso 
made by a 
hookah. 

'V 441I• 
gucigudna. 
to rumble. 

4/4141. 
gagadav6. 
to rumble. 

*,16',P,  
gut gut. 

the noise 
of boiling 

water. 
431  4,01 

gudgudf. 
a small 
hookah. 

4,0.341.  
gudgudf. 
a bubble 
bubble. 

36 
W 
j cjna. 
to join. 

joda. 
a pair; a 
pair of 
shoes. 

41 -4r. ' 
WTh k. 
jodo. 

, a pair. 

*174. 
jodne, 
to join. 	' 
*Tr. 
jocifi• 

a pair; a 
pair of 
shoes. 

ft.  

joib. 
a pair; a 

pair of 
shoes. 

to unite. 
 

WITT. 
jodisu. 

4 ,,  
loclu. 

a pair; a 
pair of 
shoes. 

11 vT. 
joda. 
a pair. 

37 

— 

38 

Ti'. 
thek. 

support. 

w-f. 
thekavu. 

to support. 

trxr . • 
tekarnu. 
a banner. 

et. 
teke. 

a banner ; 
an em- 
brace. 

2a,1. 
tekane. 

to place on 
a support. 

. 

a 

EM. 
phara.V6L  

turn round. 

c 

rec. 
piri. 

to separate 
one's self 

from 
another. 

RFT. 
piri. 

to sepa-
rate one's 
self from 
another. 

trii,41. 
phirang,. 

to turn; to 
return. 

Ill 	. 
phirane. 

to turn ; to 
turn away. 

39 4F9T. 
bolana. 
to speak. 

w. 
bal. 

speak. 

;km-  
bolavii. 

to speak. 

41m? 
boil.u. 

to boast. 

I c.1 	. 
bolane. 

to speak. 

;11,5F41? 
bolavisu. 
to bless. 
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WORDS: --,.....-- 
14OUTIMIRN FAMILY. I 

chsaiwl. 
kargarapu. 
a rattling 	°hut' 

kardar. sound like  
thunder. 	teasing. 

. REMARKS. 

Nos. 33,34, 3:1. The reduplicated form of these 
words is characteristic, and skews the close rela-
tion they have to one another ; otherwise the two 
first might be easily enough traced to Sanscrit 
roots,- and their belonging to the primitive Indian 
tongue not so evident. 

Tamil: 	Singhalese. 

frfltr  • 
kuuuku4i. 
a hookah. 

choc u. 
a pair; a 
paw of 
shoes. 

• 

No. 36. I do not know any instance of the con-
version of TT to 7; so that this cannot come front 
the Sanscrit elf, which besides is a common 
word in many of the languages. Another sin-
gularity is the use of the term meaning a pair, as 
a specific word to denote a pair of shoes, but not 
any other specific pair. 

taw. 

a being 
stayed. 

38. 	This resembles in form the Sanscrit prepo- 
sition cRT>  and the Greek meet. It agrees better 
in meaning with Mt  though its being used as a 
verb, and inserting the 1 after the first consonant 
are characteristic. In the northern tongues both 

	1 

 gift and iThI 	ar% extensively used by the educat: 
ed, but never confounded with this verb. 

J.  

pinru; 
retreat. 

peral. 
'overturn. 

gli7. 	91 01. 
bola 

a brief ex- a familiar 
planation. term of ad- 

dress. 
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OF 
—"r — - 	 , 	.. 	. 

NORT/StRN FAMILT. 
. 

$91.1TIMAgt FAIGITT• • 
. 

• . 	. . . , 

40 

POI. * 	livigtili. Gujurathi. .Marathf. 	, - TAtug.i.- Carnatigt. 

moda, mod ana• 
• . 

. 
: 

.. 	....p .  ...-7 	, 
mud. 

: 	mos 	. 	, 
modane. • 

' to bend. bend. to break • to ., to.,b,reak 
4 . 	-, 	- . bend: 	s: ' to pieces. 
, . 

:, • .... 

41' ,814. 

	

aFtr. 	,- 4 

	

- abab. 	• 
4t-qr.1  

:, AK: 
tt : 8TH: ., 

abbabba.t-• 
• . 
' 	• 

' 	she,' 	' 
Interjection 
. of scorn. 

Interjec. Of . surprise. 
Inter. of 
wonder. 

1 

Inter: of 
wonder 

and def. g 
. 	- 

c 

I 

• 

I  c. 
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. • WORDS. 
• SOIMitItZt FAUILL, 

• 
TaMii. 	1 Singhalese. 

• ....m.  
rk t 

• • . 

Irefflii. 
' murt inatlanvfi. 

. No. 41. I have added thiS interjection as run-1  

to break. to squeeze. 
. • • , 	 • 

. 
zittt 

, fling in somewhat different Senses through the len-
gutges. 

. apt aNr. 
Inter. of apoyi: 

grief. alas! oh! 

• 
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IV.—Weehave great pleasure in re-publishing the following' Circular 
of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries, for which We are indebted 
to a distinguished member of that body now prosecuting researches in 
this Presidency. 	• 	. 

" THE ROYAL   OP NORTHERN ANTIQUARIES, 'founded 
with a view to increase and diffuse the knowledge relative to the 
Antiquities of Northern Europe, has endeavoured to attain its ob-
ject by the publication not only of the most important ancient MSS. 
of Northern literature, together with translations of, and commentaries 
on theM, but also of works illustrative of other objects of archaeology. 
Of late years, however; the Society has turned its attention to those 
countries, of which the -early history may be said to be of great im-
portance to northern Europe, as well as likely to receive light 
from it in Awn. The Society, therefore, has endeavoured to enter 
into a correspondence with learned men and scientific bodies in those 
countries, in the hope that the scientific advantages resulting from a 
steady and mutual co-operation will be found to be reciprocally be-
neficial. 

The Society has already experienced that such a mutual co-opera-
tion tends to the happiest results,—and is therefore desirous to effect 
such an intercourse With Societies and learned men in Asia. 
For this purpose the Society has appointed a Committee, the object 
of which is to endeavour to throw light upon the relations- which have 
existed of old between the North of Europe and Asia. 

The inhabitants of the North of Europe belong to the stock of 
nations, which spread itself from the banks of the Ganges to the 
Atlantic Ocean. It is but natural, therefore, that there should be 
corresponding points between the various languages, which have had 
one source in common. Much has been done of .late years towards 
finding out and proving such relation or coincidence ; from these 
researches, however, the Old Northern Tongue has been excluded, al-
though it is the only ancient Gcithic language which we possess entire, 
and which in fact may still be called a living tongue; and although 
both in a grammatical and lexicographical point of view, it exhibits 
so many discrepancies from the other Gothic languages, and so many 
points of resemblance with the old languages of India and Persia, 
that it is well worthy of a place in our disquisitions on comparative 
philology. 
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the Old Northern tongue is preserved in its purity in the ancient 
poetry of the Eddas, in which is also preserved the Old Northern 
mythology, which has long been supposed • and partly ascertained to 
have much in common with that of India and Persia, and wherein 
Buddhism also seems to have left its traces. At all events, these are 
subjects which lay claim to our serious attention, and to such a care-
ful and close examination as will lead to a definite result. 

But the Committee intends also to turn its attention to the prac-
tical life of these nations, whether public or private. It is not only 
the ancieut forms of Government, Worship, Ceremonies and Rites or 
Architecture, which should be considered ;.—but also Domestic life, 
Arms, Utensils, whether of stone, bronze, copper or iron ; Ornaments, 
not only those of metal, but such as were made of emboli, glass, etc. 
On all such matters a clear light will be thrown by a comparison 
with Asiatic antiquities.. 

Fro:n a remote antiquity commercial relations existed between 
Asia and the North of Europe. Abundance of Cufic coins and 
other matters are frequently discovered in excavations, which would 
seem to lead to the inference, that such Commercial intercourse exerted 
no unimportant influence on the North, and likewise on the countries. 
from whence the intercourse originated. 

Such in the outline of the plan this Committee intends to follow 
in order to attain the object it has in view. But this it cannotleffect 
alone and unaided. It wishes therefore to invite scientific societies 
and learned men in Asia to enter into correspondence with it, and 
to co-operate towards the attainment of an object, which is of the 
greatest importance to the common interests of science. Such a con-
nexion may take place by a reciprocal interchanging of Dissertations 
inserted in the Transactions of the learned Societies in both countries ; 
but chiefly by zealous researches on bosh sides, and by communication 
of all important facts—as well as by a mutual exchange of antiquities • 
and writings of like import. Such a connexion, moreover, would 
afford other advantages to the learned of Asia and Europe, and would 
greatly facilitate the circulation of the various works of science which 
from time to time are published." 
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V.—Ehrenberg on the Coral Islands and Banks of the Red Sect. 
(Continued from page 72.) 

Of the general nature and formation of Coral Banks as 
hitherto known. 

IT appears that Mr. Strachan, an Englishman whose name is not much 
known, had discovered in the year 1702 • in Ceylon, that the coral-
animals were able, by mere activity, to form large masses of rock. 
" There is a great quantity of a kind of white coral upon the shore be- 

twixt Galle and Matura—the Hollanders building houses and walls of 
" it. Therearegreat banks of the said coral, and betwixt' and upon these 
" grow others until it is become like a rock for thickness. These branches 

are not softer when they are young than when they are ripe, yet 
" I have always observed a slime upon them when they are 
•t under water, which I suppose is the substance which petrifies." 
Before him, Linschoten merely observed in the Mosambique Channel, 
1689, that the corals appeared as masses of rock, and from the sim-
ple account he gives, it would appear that the term coral-rocks had 
been generally applied by seamen to the rocks of the South Sea, as 
early as the middle of the 16th Century ; but I have not found proofs 
for it elsewhere. It is true don Juan de Castro mentions, 1540, two sorts 
of corals in the Red-Sea, but he did not think them identical with the 
banks which he calls rock. t In the year 1780 the ingenious and cele-_ 
brated John Reinhold Forster of Dirschau near Danzig, who died as 
Professor in Halle, and who, with his son, had accompanied Cook on his 
second voyage round the world in 1772, first directed the attention of 
the public to the influence of the coral animals upon certain islands of 
the South-Sea. From his own observations he was persuaded that they 
greatly co-operated in the formation of many isles. He thus expresses 

his opinion in his "Notes upon a voyage round the World.," p. 20—" All 
" islands in "the various seas which we !have crossed, may be properly con-
" sidered submarine chains of mountains, whose summits rise above the 

• Some observations on Coral made in Ceylou.—Philos. Transactions, vol. XVII., P. p, 
1248, 1702. 

t The same author speaks of red and whit/ corals in the Red-glw, and Flarant von Poischlx 
1598. also mentions red corals there, as Pliny had done before him. I have exchanged the 
Sicilian red corals in Massava for their weight in gold, a sufficient proof that they are not now, 
to be found them What may those red corals have been ? According to Polselfiz, p 658, they 
were as thick as an arm I hollow and porous ; consequently they must have been tuff corals, 
and not red corals. I have brought with me from thence a few specimens of the black coral 
celebrated from ancient times ; they are of the Antipathes Isidis Plocamos, a form hitherto, 
not scientifically known. 

Tk red Coral of the Red Sea is undoubtedly the Tubipora Musiealis (T. Ruberrima of 
Ellis) which abounds on its shores; at Tejoura, and at Aden, from which there are speci-
mens in the Museum, collected by Captain Young I. N. The solid red Coral of commerce 
(Corallium Rubram) is a production of the Mediterranean. It w imported into Bombay, 
but in small quantity.—Editor. 
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water :" and in the part which is superscribed " System of the forma-
tion of Islands," page 126, he divides islands into 3 classes, viz. 1, Sand 
hills ; 2, mountainous islands with coral banks ; 3, mountainous islands 
without coral banks. According to him, all islands of the 2nd and 3rd 
classes show, with scarcely a single exception, plain vestiges of a for-
mer violent change of their surface by fire, or rather by Volcanoes ; 
but all flat islands which belong to the first class, grow in the Sea, or 
rather are the works of polypes, being raised by lithophytes from the 
bottom of the sea, and gradually spreading as they approach its 
surface, He thinks the banks built by coral animals always encircle 
a sea with abundance of fish, but their circles have frequently many 
openings. The bank, he imagines, is built by the worms perpendicular 
like a wall, until a little beneath the surface of the water. The waves 
drive sand, shells, sea-weed, and fragments of corals upon it, which raise 
the wall, until at last it rises above the water. The sea continues to 
accumulate firm particles upon it, and the waves and birds carry 
thither the seed of plants which grow o n the shore : some of these, 
when they die produce mould, and if a cocoanut—which long retains 
the power of sprouting—should be driven upon it, it will become a 
tree, from which splendid forests of cocoanut-trees will afterwards 
spring. Forster adds—" The worms which build the bank appear to 
" secure their dwelling by instinct from the fury of the wind and the foam. 
"ing sea : they build their coral banks in the tropics, where the wind 
" almost always blows from the same quarter ; and so raise their habi. 
" tations, that they-form a sort of a circular wall, separating a part of the 
"sea where the breakers are not so high as in the rest of the ocean." 
However, this latter remark betrays an , imperfect knowledge of coral 
animals. 

Forster's observations of the formation of islands in the South-Sea, 
are ingenious and original, but not always correct. In flit year 1814 
they were again brought into notice by Captain Flinders, who was of 
the same opinion as Forster—being least° it by observing a small island 
in the Torres Straits between New Holland and New Guinea called by • 
him Half-way-island. He himself saw that the islands there were lying 
near each other in different gradations of formation and perfection.. 
Some of them were finished, but still uninhabited ; others rising above 
the surface of the water, but as yet void of vegetation : and there were 
others again which were covered with water by every flood-tide. 
He writes as follows :—" It appears to me that when the animalculm 
" which form the corals in the depth of' the sea cease to exist, their 
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4,  buildings stick together, either by something adhesive in themselves 
4• or by some peculiarity of the sea water. When the interstices 
4,  are filled up with sand and fragments of corals, which are also ad- 

" hesive, a rocky mass is produced. Future generations of these animals 
" build upon this rising bank, and when they die, contribute to its spread 
4,  and growth. The surprising instinct of these inconsiderable animals 
4,  is exhibited in thecare which they take to make the first gradations 
" of their building perpendicular. When their rocky wall, especially in 
" places where the winds continually blow, has reached the surface, it 
4,  forms a parapet, near which, protected against the wind, they can 
4,  rear their young without interruption."--With the same instinctive 
foresight, they build the side of the coral bank which is exposed to the 
wind from the open sea, generally, if not always, very high and nearly 
perpendicular, so that it sometimes rises-  from the depth of 200, 
and perhaps more, fathoms. It appears necessary to the existence 
of these animals to be constantly covered with water, for they 
build only in the crevices of the rocks which are filled with water at 
low ebb : but coral, sand and other fragments washed upon it by 
the waves, stick to it, and thus form a strong mass as high as the 
flood-tide. Fragments above this height, which are scarcely covered 
with water, lose their cementing property and remain scattered—thus 
forming a hilloct upon the top of the rocks. The newly finished bank 
is soon visited by birds; marine plants take root upon it, and mould is 
formed : a cocoanut or pandanus fruit is cast upon its shore ; land birds 
resort thither and carry to it the seeds of plants and trees. Every high 
flood-tide, and still more every gust of wind makes an addition to it v. 
it gradually becomes an island, and last of all, man comes and take pos-
session of it. Peron stated his opinion far more exactly than Captain 
Flinders ; fully agrees with both the above mentioned, and bad been 
formed from observations made on the occasion of Captain Baudin's 
expedition at the same time with that of Captain Flinders ; but his lively 
imagination ascribed to coral(hnimals such a share of influence upon 
the formation of the surface of tlie earth , in thet tropics, that be men-
tions 245 islands and portions of land which he supposes to be wholly 
or in part the productions of coral animals, and which he fancies these 
microscopical creatures have built from the bottom of the sea and 
formed into extensive table lands. Peron examined the island of Timor 
more particularly ; which, with its mountains, he ascribes solely t the 
work of coral animals, and compared to which, the most stupendons 
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buildings of men are only inconsiderable and paltry. Peron believed, 
at that time, that all volcanic elevations of rock and land must have 
great irregularities in their surface , and as he did not find this in the 
coral islands visited by him, he clung firmly to the opinion, that the 
sea must formerly have covered them ; but left it to others to explains 
how this could be possible—contenting himself with stating what he 
considered the fact.—Peron's Voyage, vol. is., p. p. 165 to 192. 

After Peron, Adalbert de Chamisso was most assiduously engaged 
in the examination of coral banks during his voyage round the world 
with Captain Kotzebue, in the years •1815 to 1818, and to him we 
owe the first fully detailed description of the coral banks of the South. 
Sea, and a more systematic description of their formation. With the 
cold penetrating eye of a naturalist, separating that which was :pro-
bable from that which was possible, De Chamisso observed in a very 
particular and ingenious manner the island Radak, and described it 
in a warm lively manner : he gave in one view a much more 
perfect and vivid description of the general formation of such islands 
than either Forster or Flinders. What De Chamisso has described in 
detail, p. 30 and p. 106 of his " Notices of a 1froyage," we find 
at page 187 comprised in one picture, which indeed is not dissimilar to 
that drawn first by Forster, and after him by Flinders, but which 
contains much originality in a natural manly Manner ; it is 
all from his own experience, and nothing borrowed for Abe- 

. sake of ornament. The following is a sketch:of this picture. " The 
fact that coral islands appear in rows, and that there are many in. 
some, and few in other places, in the same sea, leads to the conclusion. 
that coral animals have erected their buildings upon shallow places 
or on the summits of submarine mountains, which they increase in 
height and breadth. The larger kind of coral animals appear to 
prefer the more agitated parts of the sea ; this circumstance ctuses shells 
and fragments of corals to be thrown over the wall raised by them, 
and thus prevents them from buildinein the middle ; this accounts 
for the circumstance 6f the exposed side first reaching the surface. 
At low water these banks gradually become dry near the surface. 
The coral animals then cease to build, but the waves wash shells, 
fragments of corals and sea urchins between the rows of coral, and 
thus by the cementing sand produced by friction being acted upon 
by the sun, forms one solid mass as hard as a rock. This gradually 
increases by the same means?  and grows in size until it at last be- 
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tomes so high, that it is only covered by high flood- tides. In, the 
dry season the sun heats the mass of ruck to such a degree, that 
it splits in many places and comes off in layers. The waves pile 
theseflat stones upon each other; coral rocks and limesand are thrown 
upon them in a similar manner. The limesand forms, and offers 
to the seed of trees and plants growing ohlshores, a fertile soil, so that 
its white ground is soon overshadowed with trees ; this is sometimes 
accelerated by the arrival of full grown trees, which have been 
washed by torrents from their native soil, and find here a resting 
place after long wanderings. With these arrive small animals, such 
as lizards and insects, to be the first inhabitants. Before the trees 
unite themselves into a forest, seabirds make their nests upon them, 
stray land birds take refuge in the bushes, and when all is completed, 
man comes, takes possession of the fertile soil produced by withered 
and rotten leaves, and calls himself lord and proprietor of a new 
world." Besides this, Chamisso gives a full description of the circular 
formatidn of coral rocks. 

An excellent essay on the sa me subject was written in the year 
1823, by Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard, upon a voyage of discovery 
with Captain Freyeinet ; it was read in the Acadamie des Sciences 
at Paris in 1824, and is printed in Annales des Sciences Naturelles 
4825. The opinion of both these learned men is, that the influence 
.of coral animals upon the formation of islands in the South Sea 
has been exaggerated, and that the phenomena which have been given I. 

 
as proofs, are often erroneous, in consequence of their having been au-
rperficially examined. This remark is the more important, as it agrees 
with what is maintained by Leopold von Birch in his 'description of 
the Canary islands, 1825 ; in which he criticises and compares, in a most 
accurate and scientific manner, the geological accounts of all travellers 
in the Soul Sea. 

Peron was very sharply reproved by his countrymen for being 
bigotted to his own opinion, totprove which he injured the truth by 
making quotations and appealing to authorities, which were found-
ed upon superficial observations. Quoy and Gaimard do not think that 
the Society Islands, New Ireland, the Lousiade and others, are built 
wholly or in part by coral animals, but that all of them have a diffe-
Tent rock for their foundation, similar ,to that of other known islands 
-and continents : slate, sandstone, limestone, and eved granite, are found 
upon the various islands of the South Sea. Slate is found even in 
Timor, from which they imaginC that many of the South sea islands 
have been produced by volcanoes. 
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' The above mentioned writers describe the manner in which Litho-
phytes 'build their dwellings upon foundations already existing, of a 
different nature from their own ; and they also point out what cir-
cumstances contribute to their growth and elevation, and what do 
not. 

Further, they endeavour to'prove that there exists not one island of 
any consideration constantly inhabited by man, which is entirely built by 
coral-animals ; and that these little creatures do not build perpendicu-
lar walls from the bottom of the sea, but only form layers and crusts 
of a few fathoms in thickness. 	• 

They say that the polypes which produce stone, increase where 
there is constantly high temperature, • and where the bottom of the 
sea is cut up in eaves enclosing shallow and quiet water, where they 
are not disturbed by high waves or the trade winds. They build upon 
submarine rocks, but do not form them ; they merely cover them wholly 
or in part. All circular coral banks of the South Sea, according to 
their opinion, depend upon the foundation on which they build. Masses 
of madrepores, are only met with in sloping and shallow cliffs ; whilst 
in agitated places, specimens of a globular shape are seen scattered. 

Again, it is true, they admit the fact which has been often told by 
seafaring men, that' there are coral-banks in the South Sea, which 
rise like walls from a depth which cannot be fathomed ; but Quoy and 
Gaimard contest that these perpendicular walls are not wholly formed 
by corals. 

I 	Because the beautiful colours of coral animals can only be prd- 
duced by the influence of light, which does not exist at a great depth. 

2. Because at a depth of several fathoms, none of these animals 
are seen to grow, much less can they exist at a depth 1000 or 1200 feet. 

3. Because in this case these animals would be theeonly crea-
tures that could live in all depths, under every pressure of water, in 
every temperature. 

4. The sea at great depths is always in motion, and breaks with 
tremendous force agalhst the banks, even if not put in motion by wind; 
now if coral animals build in places not exposed to strong winds, 
which is a well proved fact, it is certain that the steep walls in the 
teeth of winds cannot be erected by them. They rather build in shallow 
places or where they can find a shelter, and thus contribute• to dimi-
nish the depth of the sea which already is not great. 

.5. 	All those walls which people say have been built ' by coral ani- 
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mats, have clefts in them, through which the sea can flow. If those 
circular perpendicular coral banks were built throughout by coral 
animals, these openings would not be so deep, for coral animals build in 
solid misses ; and could they build up from the depth, these openings 
would not be formed, whereas they are found in all these walls with. 
out exception. 

Their reasons for considering it improbable, that any considerable 
inhabited island has been built throughout by coral animals, are the fol-
lowing. 

From the examination of the island of Timor, especially near Coupang, 
no proof whatever can be gathered for its being formed by coral animals 
as Peron asserts, however interesting and surprising the influence of 
corals upon it may be ; but it appears plainly that slate rock with veins 
of quartz, in which even gold and copper are found, and masses of vol-
canic rock, served them as a basis for their building; and calculating the 
thicknesp of the crust of coralr, we found it to be only from 25 to 
30 feet. 

Again, the Astrem, which alone can cover extensive plains, begin 
between 26 and 30 feet below the surface of the water, and build up to 
its surface. Anchors and sounding-leads have never brought up frag-
ments of it from a greater depth. The branehy madrepores, which 
never form dense and firm strata, live in a greater depth--50 or 80 
fathoms ; and Retepora as deep as 100 fathoms, which we ascertained 
ourselves. 

John Barrow lately directed the attention of the public to the des-
cription by Lieutenant Kendal of one of the Shetland islands, which is of 
a circular form, inclosing a sea, and still shows volcanic activity ; at the 
same time he hinted at the similitude of the coral islands in the Pacific,* • 
which he mentioned on former occasions, whose volcanic basis is, by 
the surprsing activity of the small coral animals, transformed into fer-
tile Islands. (Journal of RoyeGeographical Society, Vol. I., London 
1830-31, page 62). If we compare these variqus accounts of learned 
circumnavigators anal naturalists, we are immediately struck with their 
contradictory statements, upon which, however, I do not here enter far-
ther, but proceed to state my own observations. 

With regard to the formation of islands and rocks coated with corals, 

• I was not able to meet with these words in Mr. Barrow's works. Perhaps he has 
the honor to b e the first who published that volcanoes were the basis upon which coral banks 
la the South Sea are erected. Perhaps he only expressed this supposition verbally. 
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these naturalists confirm • the accounts of their predecessors, one of 
whom was Forster. For this purpose they examined to their entire 
satisfaction, the, small island of Kera in the bay of Coupang near Timor. 

According to an account of De Blainville, in his interesting essay on 
Zoophytes (Dictionarie des Sciences naturelles, Article Zoophytes,1830, 
page 95) Professor Reinhard, who was some time in India, does not 
believe that Quoy and Gaimard were correct : he rather approves of the 
representations of Forster and Peron, but gives no particular reasons 
for it. 	 (To be continued.) 

VI.—Note on the destruction of the Adansonia digitata and other 
trees, by a species of Lamia. 

THE rapid destruction of the large Adansonia ,in Colaba, which has 
been noticed by many of the residents in Bombay, has been effected by 
the larvae of a species of capticorn beetle ; a correct representation of 
which, in its several stages, is given in the accompanying lithograph 
executed at Madras, from a drawing made by Professor Orlebar. This 
beautiful tree was apparently vigorous and free from disease in August 
1840 ; and it was not till the end of October that I observed, that one 
of the principal branches was bored by numerous round holes. In 
January this branch, which Mr. Buist ascertained to be 13 feet is 
circumference, fell, and a few days after I examined it, and found the 
part which had given way penetrated by irregular cavities filled with 
gnawed wood. These cavities were of considerable length, and varied 
from 11 to of an inch in width : most of them were empty, but after 
cutting away part of the wood, I found several to contain the large 
grub, figures 1 and 2. These were of various sizes, and correspond-
ed more or less nearly.to the part of the cavity in which they were 
found. The destruction of the substance of the branch was gret, and 
with the extreme softness of the wood and the weight of the top; ex-
plained the fall of the branch. The cvsalis was found at the same 
time, and an injured specimen of the perfect insect was given me by a 
horsekeeper. The petlfect insect (figs. 5 and 6 ) was drawn from a 
specimen brought to Mr. Orlebar by one of the students at the Elphin-
stone College, whose curiosity had been excited, and who searched for 
it several days. They have since been found  abundantly on this 
and other trees in the island. A copy of the drawing was sent to Lon-
don, and was examined by the Rev. Mr. Hope, President of the Ento-
mological Society, who favored me, through Dr. Royle, with • some re-
marks regarding it, which he also submitted to the Entomological So- 
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ciety at one of its meetings last w inter, ( Annals of Natural History, 
February 1842.) The following is an extract front his letter :—" The 
" Lamia is Lamia sentis of Linneus, and some have confounded La': 
" mia rubus with it, which is an error. I lately mentioned, in a paper 
" to the Entomological Society, that the ravages produced by Lucanus 
" and Lamia, must cause great destruction in an Indian forest, and re-
" gretted that I could not substantiate the facts. Your letter gives 
" ample evidence of the powers which these minims oftreation possess, 
" and confirms my previous view." 

The almost total destruction of this great tree, which is 44 
feet in circumference, in little more than a year, is a very 
remarkable fact, and certainly does afford a strong confirmation 
of Mr. Hope's views ; but the . destruction of the tree, which 
he proposes as a means of checking the evil, does not seem to be re- 
quisite, as the trees in the neighbourhood do not appear to be attacked, 
—disease, if it may be so called, spreading from the part first af-
fected, like an ulcer, one branch falling after another as the decay 
extends round the trunk. The bark is left untouched, except 
by a few round holes, caused, I believe, by the full-grown insects 
eating their way out. Probably trees having hard wood are not 
liable to be attacked. I extracted many years ago, at Hyderabad, 
a similar grub from the Horse Raddish tree (Hyperanthera Moringa) ; 
and many fine graft Mango trees were destroyed or injured at the same 
time, in the neighbouring station of Bolarum, by a similar insect. The 
gardeners endeavoured to get rid of the evil by cutting into the tree 
and removing the part attacked, but I believe, without much success, 
as it was not discovered till the round hole made by the perfect insect 

eating its way out, showed that it had already, made some progress. 
The cocoanut trees in Travancore and Malabar are often destroyed • 
by the young leaves of the head beim devoured by a grub, probably of 
the same family. I have hear4 that this insect is eaten by the natives.* 
A distinguished naturalist, Mr. F. D. Bennet, in his Narrative of a 
Whaling Voyage round the world, mentions, that at the Island of Timor 
a wooding party from the ship " brought him the Larvae of a 
*6  gigantic beetle, which had been found in the trunk of a tree. It was 
" of that kind usually eaten by the Malays, and which, when preserv-.  
" ed in sugar, is also esteemed a delicacy by the Chinese. Its body 

• This custom is not peculiar to the East, if we may judge from the name of a sinew com-
mon in the North of Europe, Lamia dilis, 
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44  is soft, of a delicate wbiteness,.and, in addition to the normal ment 
• 44  bers, . has on the back a series of false feet, similar to those that, ob. 

tain in the Cerambyx family of beetles." 
The name given by Linneusto the insect found in the Adansonia is 

Cerambyx ,sentis not Lamle sentis, as mentioned by Mr. Hope,—the 
genus Lamia having been separated from the great tribe of insects 
classed by Linneus under the former name. He mentions that the 
" larvae of the Cerambyces bore through the inner part of, trees, pull-
" veriting the wood, and are transformed into perfect insects in the 
46  cavities thay make." 

A similar observation is made by La Marck regarding the whole fa-
mily,which he has divided into ten genera: "Tour ces insects,sont phy-
tiphages, et dans le plupart les larves ne vivent que de la substance da 
boil : elles font beaucoup de tort aux arbres, surtout celles des grandes 
especes." It is remarkable, however, that in the edition of this celebrat-
ed. work, now in course of publication by Dr. 'Milne Edwards and M. 
Deshayes, while the Leptura, and other genera are said to live on the 
substance of trees and the roots of living vegetables, theLamias are men-
tioned as being found on trees and other plants. It would be interest-
ing to ascertain what species attack particular trees, and whether the 
same species are found in different parts of India. As the Adansonia is 
most probably not a native of this country, it is not likely that the 
insect is peculiar to it, and indeed they are found on different trees in 
the neighbourhood, although the great' softness of the wood of the 
Baobab tree appears to render it the favourite nursery for the young. 

It is useless to repeat the old' assertion of Adanson regarding the 
antidiluvian age of this tree, to which Mr. ',Yell has given a very ab-
surd notoriety. There are some interesting remarks on this subject in 
the Bon:hew Times of the 8th June last, where it is stated, on the au-
thority of Dr. Wilson, that the tree was introduced by the Portuguese 
from the Mozambique within the Last three hundred years. This is 
not improbable, but it would be desirable to have some particulars as 
to the authority on which it is stated, as it is very likely that a tree 
so remarkable, and in some respects so useful, and which abounds 
along the shores of the Red Sea, was introduced at an earlier period. In 
a note accompanying the fruit of this tree received from Lieut. Blake, 
7th Regt. N. I., it is mentioned that it was introduced into Mandoo, the 
ancient capital of Malwa, amongst the ruins of which it still flourishes, 
by the Kbiljee race of Kings ; probably therefore between 
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A.-D. 1404, when Hoshung Shaw, the founder of the dynasty, re; 
moved the seat of government to Mandoo, and 1502 when the King-
dom began to be diamembered. It is there called the Khoiosani 
In Ceylon and the South of India it is known under the name of the 
Ethiopian Sour Gourd or Tamarind (Imli), for which, last it is used as 
a substitute, as it was in Egypt many centuries ago. 

Large Adansonias are found along the roads of many modern can-
tonments in India, where they could not have been planted 50 years 
ago ; and the Colaba tree, although hasteninr,  to decay, has, increased 

So rapidly during the last 18 months, as to have pushed down a wall, 
beyond the inner line of which it now projects considerably. , 

The concentric layers of this tree are very remarkable, but have no 
connection with the annual rings of the trees of temperate climates ;. 
yet it would be satisfactory to ascertain their real nature,, and also 
their number, in trees the age of which can be ascertained. , 
Bombay, 30th June, 1842. 	 JOHN G. MALCOLMSON. 

valuable collection of Iron ores from Malwan and Gotney, 
in the Rutnagherry district, presented to the Geographical Society by 
C. A. Elphinstone Esq., having been arranged in the Museum of the 
Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, we insert two official 
reports respecting the first mentioned ore, which, we believe, will be 
new to most of our readers, although they have already appeared in 
the proceedings of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce. - 

. 

Extract of a letter from the Honorable the Court of Directors in 
the Public Department, No. 31, dated the 20th November 1839. 

Forwarding a Specimen of 	Para 48th. We transmit as a number in Iron ore, found at Mal- 
wan near the Sea, in or. 	the packet, a report by Dr. J. Forbes Royle, 
der that its properties 	on this specimen of iron ore, which appears may be ascertained by 
the Court. 	 to be of good quality.— 

Report on a specimen of iron ore from Malwan in the Southern 
Conan, by J. Forbes Royle, M. D. 
Ores of Iron, as is well knot n, are extremely diffused throughout 

India, as in the Himalayas, in the Rajmahl Hills, in the Mysore and 
Carnatic, and also in the Sichel Hills, especially hear Neermull. 

The ore of iron which has been so extensively worked in the Porto 
Novo works, in the district of Salem, occurs there in low hills and in 
great quantities at the surface.—It is the magnetic oxide of iron 
combined with quartz—The ore varies much in appearance according 
as the grains of quartz and oxide of iron are large or small, but the 
proportion in which the component parts unite is nearly uniform, that 
is, about 48 of quartz and 52 of oxide of iron are found in 100 parts by 
weight.—The oxide itself consists of 72 per cent. of iron with 28 of 
oxygen.—The ore is prepared by stamping, and then separating the 
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quartz by washing or winnowing.—The fuel is charcoal, upon which 
the ore is laid, without flux, the bellows are plied for four hours when 
the ore is found to be reduced ; it is taken out while yet red hot ; it is 
cut through with a hatchet and sold to the blacksmiths, who forge it in-
to bars and convert it into steel.—It is forged by repeated hammering 
until it forms an apparently unpromising bar of iron, but which the 
Hindoo converts into steel of the best quality.—To effect this, he-
cuts it into small pieces, of which be puts a pound more or less into a 
crucible, with dried leaves of the Cassia Aurieulata, and a few green 
leaves of Asclewias gigantea, or, -when this is not to be had, of the, 
convolvulus laurifolius.—The object of this is to furnish carbon to, 
the iron. The crucibles clayed over, and about 20 or 24 in number, 
are built up in the form of an arch in a small furnace and charcoal 
heaped over them.—The blast is kept up for about 2+ hours ; when, 
cool, the crucibles are broken and the steel taken out which is of most 
excellent quality, but the native process is so imperfect that of 72 per 
cent. of which the oxide is composed only 15. per cent. of iron is ob-
tained. 

In the Sichel hills or Neermull Range where Hornblende slate 
occurs resting on granite or quartz rock, magnetic Iron ore is also 
found, from which is made the woatz steel employed for ages in making 
Damascus Sword blades. The minute scales of iron ore are diffused 
in a sandstone looking gneiss or micaceous schist passing by insensible 
degrees into Hornblende Slate.—This reduced to a sand is washed in 
shelving depressions, and the heavier particles thus retained are smelted 
with charcoal in small furnaces. The iron obtained has, according to 
Mr. Malcolmson, the remarkable property of being at once in a per-
fectly tough and malleable state. 

As the accounts of these two ores are adduced for the purpose of 
comparison, it may also be stated for the same purpose, that almost all 
the celebrated iron mines of Sweden consist of common magnetic iron 
ore, while those of Orendal in Norway consist of the granular variety 
or which is commonly called iron sand. Siberia, Elba, Sweden, and 
the Hartz yield the most powerful magnets, which are also found in 
some of the mountains of Central India. 

The Swedish bar iron, prepared entirely from the magnetic iron-stone 
of Dannemora, is smelted either alone (or mixed with limestone if it 
require any flux) with charcoal ; and in most of the countries of 
Europe where charcoal is usually alone 'employed, the process is very 
similar to the Swedish.—In England less rich ores are smelted with the 
assistance of different fluxes, and coke for fuel ; but the process is more 
complicated as well as the apparatus, but is made profitable from the 
application of science and great practical skill, as well as from the 
occurrence of iron ore in the vicinity of coal. 

The native steel of Gisemhartz is prepared directly from the ore 
nearly in the same way as common bar iron—no flux of any kind is 
necessary, and the fuel, which is charcoal, does not on an average ex-
ceed in weight 1-5th of the ore. 

The specimen of Bombay iron ore submitted for examination is 
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dlscribed as being found in a rocky soil in the town of Malwan in the 
Southern Concan. The spot is close to the sea, and the ore is dug out 
in quantities at a very small depth below the surface. There is ano-
ther mine (formerly worked it - is believed) about 4 miles north of 
Malwan. 

This ore has been examined by Mr. Tennant, Lecturer on Mineralo-
gy at King's College, and has been seen by professor Daniell and also 
by Mr. Lonsdale, Assistant Secretary of the geological society. 

It is different from the Salem ore, and also from that of the Neer-
mull Range, in as much as it is but slightly magnetic, while they like 
Swedish ores, are highly magnetic, and attract iron filings. This is of 
the kind called micaceous or specular iron ore, and generally occurs 
in primary rocks in Scotland, England, Norway, and especially in 
the Isle of Elba, also in Saxony, in Bohemia in beds of Mica Slate, at 
St. Gothard, &c. An ore very similar to that of Malwan occurs at 
Tavistock in Devonshire, and at Dunkeld in Perthshire—Mr. Ten-
nant has specimens something like it from Brazil, in which gold is 
found, and which appears to be mechanically disseminated through the 
ore. 
' The specimen of ore sent consists of a very large proportion of the 

oxide, with reddish granular quartz (that is granular quartz coloured by 
iron,) disseminated through it.—The proportion cannot be ascertained 
without destroying the specimen, and therefore several of different 
degrees of richness ought to be submitted to examination in order to 
form a correct idea of the value of the ore. The oxide, or more properly 
peroxide consists of iron 69 parts, and oxygen 31, in every hundred, 
and is therefore very nearly as rich as 'the magnetic iron ore, which 
consists of peroxide of iron 69, and of the protoxide of iron 31 parts. 
It may however contain other impurities, which will be revealed to 
chemical analysis. It is probable that both magnetic iron ore and 
common specular iron ore may be found in the vicinity. 

The value of this ore will depend not only upon the facility of ex-
traction and of transport, which appears to be great, but also upon 
the richness of the ore, which cannot be judged of by a single hand.  
specimen, as the best are usually selected. Information should also 
be communicated respecting the existence of any flux, such as 
limestone in its vicinity, as this might be required. Also on the com-
parative scarcity or abundance of fuel, of which charcoal is the most 
eligible for this ore. 

As the Malwan iron ore most resembles that of Elba, among the ores 
which are worked in Europe, it may be mentioned that the process 
adopted somewhat resembles the Indian method, as the ore broken into 
small pieces is heaped upon a bed of charcoal in a very simple 
reverbatory furnace. When the whole has been glowing hot for some 
time, the pieces being now soft and at a welding heat, are, by the 
dexterous management of the workmen, brought in close contact with 
each other by means of an iron bar. They are then lightly hammered 
while still in the furnace, and thus the whole mass acquires sufficient 
compactness to be removed to the anvil without falling in pieces ; it is 
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now hammered with a gradually increasing force, the earthy impurities 
are thrown off, together with the scales of black oxide, the lump is 
divided into pieces of a convenient size, which, by repeated heating 
and hammering, are drawn into bars. This iron is of excellent quality, 
and about 50 to 75 per cent. are obtained out of the ore, but owing 
to the scarcity of fuel, the ore is embarked and taken to the mainland 
to be smelted as it was when Strabo wrote. 

Common specular iron ore generally yields an excellent malleable 
iron, but somewhat hard, and also a good, but not the very best, cast 
iron. 	- 

The second kind of specular iron ore, called more specially micace-
ous iron ore, is found in the general way to smelt more easily than 
the preceding, provided a sufficient quantity of limestone is added to 
it by way of flux. The iron that it affords is some times cold, short, 
but is well fitted for cast ware. 

Report by Da. GIBSON on the Iron Ore found at Malwan. 
Dapooree, 28th November, 1840. 

In obedience to the orders of Government I proceeded in October 
to Malwan. 

Having arrived there, I made enquiry as to the seat of the Iron 
Ore, whereof specimens had been furnished to me 9 years ago. I 
found that several veins existed in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the Kutcherry. Not more than three of these veins were 'visible 
on the surface. Of these, two were opened by me. I found the 
breadth in each vein to vary from 4 to 6 inches, and from these the 
Ore was broken out vertically from between the rifts of the quartz 
rock wherein it was imbedded—the other side of the vein being often 
formed of sandstone. 

I was unable in any case to trace a vein to a longer extent than 8 
feet on the surface. Beyond that extent the rock dipped consider-
ably below the surface, and from the want of proper mining tools I 
could not break up the veins to a greater depth than 18 inches. The 
specimens sent will many of them shew the full breadth of the vein, 
and will moreover be found frequently to exhibit the appearance of 
lumps of solid metal. 

On the depth to which these veins extend will the value of the 
deposits depend. I could not learn tjat such veins were found in 
other parts. Analogy and presumptive evidence will lead to the belief 
that the veins at Some distance below the surface may be at least as 
rich as those which appear superficially, and this belief is further 
strengthened by observing the immense blocks of quartz rock which 
abut into the sea, particularly on the side W. S. W. of the Kutcherry. 
These in their fractures, both horizontal and vertical, appear as if they 
had been jointed by Iron which had rusted away under the continued 
action of salt water, and therefore the probability is strengthened that 
at some distance from the surface, large veins of the pure ore may 
be found. As to the productiveness of the two veins opened by we, • 
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I may state, that by the labour of a man and boy employed for three 
days, and having for tools only a pickaxe and crowbar, I raised about 
1200 lbs. of good ore. 

Of this quantity I deemed that about 200 lbs. might be sufficient 
for the experimental purposes to which it was intended to be applied 
by the Hon'ble the Court of Directors. A second portion of the ore 
I made aver to the Assistant Assay Master, as that Gentleman wished 
to test its value for the fabrication of the finer description of tools, 
and I knew that no one was better able to do so. 

The third and larger portion I made over to a member of the Cham-
ber of Commerce in Bombay, who was most desirous immediately 
to try its value, in the home market, and to ascertain its feasibility by 
the great Iron Furnaces in Scotland. Along with Iron Ore specially 
reported on, I have also forwarded a considerable quantity of the red 
or Ocherous Iron Ore found in great quantities throughout the Kon-
kan, but especially towards Malwan and Vingorla. Also two speci-
mens of very rich Ocherous Ore found at the village of Gotney in 
the Rutnagherry Zillah. These latter were kindly handed to me by 
A. Elphinstone, Esq. The village is situated on the Ghats and at a 
distance from water carriage. 

As to the common Red Ore of the country it seems to prevail 
throughout, and in the Malwan and Vingorla districts, there are many 
settlements of smelting establishments ; but these are on a small and 
miserable scale, and if we can credit the returns and the appearance 
of the workmen, they earn but a bare subsistence. The process they 
follow differs in no respect from that followed in other districts, where 
this Ore is found, and consists in roasting, pulverising, and afterwards 
smelting the Ore. My main object in noticing this red ore is to point 
out its great abundance, the extreme facility with which it is dug out, 
and its proximity to the numerous navigable creeks which intersect the 
Konkan. An analysis of the specimens of it, which have been for-
warded, will shew whether it is likely to be of any value as a dead 
weight for export. 

The more pure and rich ore now specially under report being found 
so near the surface as above described, it may be asked why it has 
never been worked by the natives ? The fact is, that it is too refractory 
for any heat which they can apply, and appears to be tangible only by 
the heat of our more powerfpl European! furnaces. 

In conclusion, I may, for the guidance of the practical Geologist, 
give a sketch such as my limited knowledge enables me to do, of the 
• Geological features of the district in which this ore is found. The 
surface presents a wide table of lateite formation, in some situations 
level with the sea, and in others swelling into small rounded hills 
generally thickly wooded, or into bare elevated plains nearly destitute 
of soil. 

Below this lateritious crust appear in some situations, or in the 
Ramghur district, immense veins of Talc associated with and running 
into quartz rock, and having an angle upwards of450  with the surface of 
the ground and a westerly dip. 
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This Talc is excavated by the people, and made up or rather shaped 
out into Cooking Pots, Eating Dishes, &c., and in this way a trifling 
traffic is carried on—such vessels are valuable to the Chemists, as they 
are said to be capable of resisting the most intense heat. 

I find on referring to Captain Herbert's survey of the mineral pio-
ductions of the Himalaya, that a trade is carried on in vessels made of 
this stone to the extent of 40,000 piastres, equal to about 81,000 
Rupees. Further Captain Herbert states, that in the Himalaya, as well 
as in Ireland, Talc, when existing along with primary rocks, has been 
found to be associated with Copper Ore. 

3. In situations where the overlying laterite had from some local 
cause (qu : the, prevalence of lime ?) been completely disintegrated 
into a pastry red clay—below this, I remarked extensive beds of 
white and soft pipe clay looking:substance, originating possibly from 
the extensive decomposition of quartz rock. I have not yet leisure 
to examine this substance; nor can I yet say whether it can be turn-
ed to any account in the arts—but specimens of this and of all the 
other minerals found in that 'part of the country have been sent to 
Dr. Heddle for the museum of the Geographical Society. Sand-
stone, I have not observed in the district, save in detached masses 
associated with quartz rock and bright Iron ore. 

The lowest formation visible is this quartz rock very bard, and in 
many places curiously mottled by the outlines of what seem at one 
time to have been solid nodules imbedded in the more liquid surround-
ing rock, but are now of one substance with it, varying from it only 
ia colour. 

This quartz rock is remarked by its nearly vertical forms in the 
beds of the deeper rivers, and appearing • extensively below the 
laterite on the sea shore. 

On the whole, the district seems well worthy an attentive examina-
tion by the Geologist. 

As the nature of my duties afforded me an eligible opportunity for 
examining the Teak plantations of the Southern Konkan, I deemed 
that I should be acting in accordance to the wishes of Government 
by visiting these, and for the inspection of such portions of the said 
Plantations, as I could not conveniently visit in person, I detached 
a trust-worthy Peon of the Garden's Establishment, accompanied by 
a Karkoon, whom I had (with permission of Government) hired for 
twp mouths for the purpose of assisting/in the examination of alluvial 
soils, and as I had no further use for his services in that branch of 
enquiry, I turned then? to account in the examinations of plantations. 
As both this man and the Peon bad been employed with me in the 
Northern Konkan and Petti country, on similiar duty, they had some 
experience on the subject—the results of the Examination made, and 
observations arising out of it, will be found in Report No. 2. 

(Signed) ALEXANDER GIBBON, 

Supt. Bot. Garden. 
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ART. I.—Girsar Inscriptions. 
THE 	following extract of a letter from Captain JACOB, Political 
Agent Katyawar, addressed to the Secretary, will explain the reasons 
for republishing those of these inscriptions which formerly appeared 
in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal :— 

" My DEAR SIR. 	 " Bajcote, 4th July, 1842. 
" I enclose the Geernar Rock Inscriptions, most carefully compared, 

" the joint labour of Mr. WESTERGARD, a young Brahman protege 
" of mine, and myself. They may be depended on as perfectly 
" accurate. Mr. WESTERGARD will be in Bombay about the time yea 
" receive these, if not before, and has kindly undertaken• to correct 
" the proof sheets. I should be very glad to see our Society the 
" first to give them to the world in their perfect state;—perfect only 
" as far as the Goths and Vandals of the country have left them, of 
" course I mean." 

• 
ART. IL—Inscription copied from an ancient Tablet, found at 

Ntigpizr, (Nagpore) with the same in modern characters, accom-
panied by a Translation, and with some remarks, by the REVD. 
DR. STEVENSON. 

THE copy of the Inscription I now lay before the Society, with a 
transcript in Devanfigari,_ and a translation of the greater part, was 
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received some time ago by L. R. REID, Esq., Chief Secretary to 
dovernment, from Major WILKINSON, Resident at Nagpore, and by the 4  
former gentleman committed to me to decypher, and translate* 

It consists of two parts, the former containing seventeen lines, and 
the latter three. It is the former only that I have decyphered and 
translated. There are in it a few breaks at the ends of some of the 
lines ; but as they are small, it is not difficult from the connexion to make 
out the sense. The latter has to o considerable lacunce in the middle 
of two consecutive lines ; and besides from what I made out of it, con-
sisting apparently of nothing but an eulogy of Shiva, I did not deem 
it worthy of the examination it would have required to make anything 
like a full translation. The character in which it is written seems 
about ecouple of centuries more modern than that of the former in-
scription, which is intrinsically of considerable importance, as afford-
ing direct proof that up to a period comparatively recent, the Bud-
dhist ascendancy was maintained in the East of India. 

The tabldt from which the transcript is taken, was probably originally 
attached to a building destined for Buddhist ascetics'by a Sovereign of 
that faith. The country over which the Sovereign ruled is called Urisi,* 
most probably Orissa, which is full of Buddhist antiquities, and where 
a powerful dynasty reigned in ancient times. The Sovereigns whose 
names are mentioned in this Inscription, are Surya-Ghosha, Kutsa, 
Udayana, and Bhava-Deva. Although none of these kings are' men-
tioned in the list given by STIRLING in his account of Cuttack, yet he 
omits, as he tells us, thirty-two kings of the Kesari race ; and 
these may yet be found among them. It is also to be observed, that 
his principal authority—the record kept in the temple ofJagannath—
was only commenced in the eleventh century, and that it says nothing 
of any of the previous sovereigns being of a different religion, though 
from this inscription, written by a Brahman, it evidently appears -that 
the three last at least of the qbove-met/Itioned kings were Buddhists ; 
and that in the temple record it is expressly said, that the last of the 
Kesari race of kings was driven from his throne on account of a dispute 
with a Brahman. Most likely, then, all the previous Sovereigns were 
Buddhists, and with a change of dynasty there was also a change of 
religion, and a persecution of those who adhered to the ancient faith, 
as disaffected subjects of the new sovereign. Probably, also, most of 

• May not this mean "the many PM ?" 
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tlmse splendid-  temples, for which Orissa is famed, were reared by these 
'sovereigns. The famous Black Pagoda at least must have been so, as 
the principal figure above the principal gateway, as drawn in the 
Asiatic Researches, VOL. xv., p. 330, is a Buddha : nine Buddhist 
sages are ranged under it, and nine more on each side of the door-
way. In STIRLING'S account, these are said to be the nine planets. 
It may be so, but then they were so represented by Buddhists ; for 
the .Braininic,a1 figures to represent the planets are quite different. 
The modern Hindu sovereigns of the Ganga race to whom these 
works are ascribed, probably only repaired them, and converted them 
from Buddhist to Braminical temples,—a thing that has happened 
to many Jain temples in Gujarat and Central India,—to one only a 
few years ago. 

The Inscription is written in lines of modulated Sanscrit prose, by 
a Brahman; so that it would appear that even then, by their astro-
logical knowledge and usefulness in transacting business, the Brah-
mans were climbing the ladder of that ascendancy to which, in a 
century or two after, they attained. 

The date of the Inscription is unfortunately not given in figures; 
but the two words Shivo Jehlti, which follow immediately 	the 

abbreviation, for Samvat, I have no doubt contain the date, which is 
therefore 711, or A. D. 657.* This conclusion also harmonizes both 
with the style of the letters, as compared with those of an earlier and 
later date in PRINSEP'S Alphabets, and also with the state of Eastern 
India, as described by a Chinese traveller of that age, as so well, 
illustrated by Colonel SyxEs'in his late paper on the state of An-
cient 

Although the general tenor of the Inscription is obvious and deter-
mivate, several minor difficulties have presented themselves, in ex-
ecuting the translation. Not having the original to refer to, I have 
net taken any liberty with the transerip?, nor even with the Deva-
nagari substitutes, except, in one or two obvious instances, where there 
could scarcely be any doubt that one similar letter had been put by 
mistake for another. In other instances, where no sense seemed to 
result from the letters as they stood, I have made the best conjecture 
I could in forming the translation, leaving the Devanagari unchanged. 

• stavo is plain, and Jvala in the Kosha le synonymous with Agnijivha ; and in the Siatiti 
Agin is said to be Saptalivhah ; also in Itig-Veda 1. Ashtaka 	&dhyaya 26. Varga. 
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These difficulties have, fortunately, relation only to:some words, in the 
profusion of epithets heaped upon gods, and heroes, and not to the 
general scope, or to the important points on which i have based my 
remarks relative to itsBuddhistical character. 

ADORATION TO THE TRIAD. 
1. Thou, the god of surpassing wisdom, the possessor of the ante- 

lope-ruling (moon,) the bearer of the terrible barbed trident, the 
invincible sender of victory, the vanquisher of armies, eomest for 
our salvation, seated in thy, easy chariot, conquering and slaying 
(our foes) ; often celebrated as our deliverer, thou always presentest 
thyself full of good qualities. Now let the goddess held in his hand, 
and him the holder of the goddess of prosperity, the father distin-
guished by his crest, the destroyer of pain, the fascinator of the world, 
preserve you. 

2. May he preserve you, who is lifeless, yet living ; confined, yet 
moving every where ; the elementary principle of the world, yet 

being of a tranquil disposition ; visible, yet altogether invisible ; who 
delivers the world from fear, and yet is the cause of fear ; who re-
ceives without emotion the intense fire of Cupid's radiant shafts, and 
yet is the father and mother of cities and their inhabitants ; whose 
measure has been ascertained, and yet who is immeasurable. Let 
him who is the darkening waterless fog, and at the same time the 
thunderbolt- irradiated water-distilling cloud, preserve all in every 
place. 

3. The Sovereign Lord of Urisi (Orissa) crowned with a tiara 
and garlands, adorned with rubies, and from uninterrupted ever-in-
creasing acts of merit incapable of falling into sin, was Sax SURYA 
Girosua, who, like the sun, embraced all in his one circle, virtuous 
and holy, famed throughout the world, active and truthful 

4. Armed with a sword and mace, his rapid march humbled the 
earth. Greatly prospering, and served by the wives of his enemies, 
resplendent with ethereal radiance, he diffused a dazzling lustre in 
every part of the world. Surrounded with heroes, praised by the 
dark goddess as endued 'with the mind of Bhishma,r_and himself dis-
tinguished for a magnitude equal to that of Bhima and Mahodara, 
illustrious and ever prospering, he took captive all he met. 
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5. • At length he, the refuge of the good and bad, having begged 
permission to attend at the feet of the divinity, obtained freedom 
from worldly existence in the highest heavens ; and in addition, per-
fect union with the Deity. 

6. As an overjoyed hero standing behind the flash of his sword, 
was LAKSBMT, whose most delightful mansion was the breast of the 
world-sustaining lord, and into whose pure ocean fame entered as 

• 
natttrally as a bullock the plough. 

7. With the weapon that cleaves the temples of the drum-bearing 
furious elephant, she in one open, breath-dividing battle-field, after 
another, with her well-sharpened keen-edged sword coursed during 
night, hither and thither like a lion, who with his claws procures what 
satisfies his appetite. By her heroism a heroine, and connected with 
s heroic family, she attaches herself to such, as the brilliant safflower 
to the sides of the lakes. 

8. Her beloved son having died by falling from a lofty eminence 
in the place where he resided, KuTsA,—a most excellent person, a very 
Indra,—after passing through many births in which he performed 
mighty and famous actions, became lord of the earth. But the love 
of the Creator, and devotion to the pervading energy of the universe, 
converted him, and made him regardless of the business of the world, 
and a man wholly intellectual. 

9. Having, therefore, seen that the only way , to lay hold on the 
unfading star of life was by crossing the ocean of this world, he, as 
an ascetic (Yati,) went over the awfully resplendent, invincible, 
Himalayan mountains, to the sage's (Muni's) established seat. 

10. After having for a long time journeyed patiently, enduring 
privations, the associate of bears, and ravenous beasts, the lord of the 
earth married one of the Pandava family, and a child called UDAYANA 

1
3eing born to him, he had the happinels of possessing a son. 

11. When he bad obtained union in the heavenly mansions, (his 
son,) the royal holder of the divine treasures, who hurled afar the 
foe-terrifying discus, who through fear of the destroying god and 
infernal pains restrained his own spirit, who cherished his own power-
ful host, and destroyed the multitudes of his foes, and every where 
inspired silence, became the incarnate deity who sustained the weight 
of the earth. 
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' 12. The 'settler of his subjects, the conferer of merit,' the deity that 
carries on the affairs of the •world, such was BLIAVA-DEVA his-fourth 
son. 

13. He, marching forth armed with a dagger, and weapon re-
sembling the nails of the hatid, went into the field of battle, tearing 
his foes to pieces, and like a roaring lion destroying his enemies, those 
furious elephants. 

14. How should it be that through pain the serpent that bears 
the world should cast its earthy load from its head, and that its fore-
head should no more be able to perform its appointed task, and to keep 
the world steady ? No more could the king do so, who held the place 
of the pole, to which the yoke is attached, was a mountain to sustain 
his subjects. 

15. Without levying, any capitation tax, or traversing the pro-
vinces, distinguished as, the unexampled cherisher of the 'earth, he'  
was a very Vishnu (husband of Lakshmi.) With his friend, the be-
loved Girimulthe, dear to his heart, and ever agreeable, by whom as 
by fresh flowers, the universe [was perfumed,] the sovereign of 
the world, the-supreme king, having adopted the path of religion as 
an ascetic (Yati,) wandered through Turu,• exerting his mind in the 
study .of holy science, rooting out his vices, and every day resem-
bling the full moon. His undecayed body like a heap of yellow 
gold, at last assumed a dark red colour, till all the hateful fuel of 
passion being consumed, he- became wholly glorious for the welfare 
of men. 

16. Fulfilling all the desires Eof the sages], every where raining 
down blessings, no stain was anywhere to be found, nor fear of ca-
lamity. 

17. Distinguished for his beauty among the people, pleasing the 
eye, in gifts excelling Kama, and in wisdom Brihaspati, speaking 
mildly even to his enemies, celt-brated in the Jagati measure, beloved, 
and even named blessed. 

18.. By 	the naked ascetics (Nagnagana) [were • supported.) 
Whose disposition ever sweet, increased to such a degree as not only 
to refuse ordering the destruction of human life, but constantly to 

♦ This must be Turan or Tartary, and since his grandfather crossed the Himalayas, he pro-
bably did so too. Perhaps Tibet might be included under this name, and avaa to the Grand 
Lama one object of the pilgrimage. 
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sustain himself by water, so that he might be considered as attaining 
the supremacy of the serpent 'race (who live on water,) though not 
like them double tongued. He was at the same time fortunate, and 
a rewarder with the five different jewels of his victorious troops. 

19. He possessed the depth of the sea, and the stability, of things 
on the dry land, and of the human body sustained by its seven mem-
bers, the benevolence of descendant of the Sun (Karna,) so that by 
merely presenting themselves suitors, ever obtained their request. 
His fame and majesty were equal to those of Raghu. Whenever 
he, with his warriors, would go into the battle against towers, and 
horses, he inspired his foes with anxiety, whereby war-sprung vora-
cious indifference to life seized the far-famed goddess Durga. 

20. By whomsoever this his land, and the house of the sage (Su-
gata) shall be protected by virtuous and strenuous efforts, to him let 
there never be any danger of falling into the regions of Pluto (Yama,) 
inhabited by venemous serpents ; but on the contrary, let his delightful 
habitation be where are collected those distinguished for their know-
ledge of the Veda, and for acquaintance with all the modes of chant-
ing its sacred verses. Let it be peaceful and honored for sacred science. 
And even should he be born in a low and vicious family, let him, 
when sufficiently old, become a devotee (Brahmachari,) and awakened 
to devotional exercises take refuge in the most ancient of beings. 
The virtuous (sovereign) having become a perfect Buddhist sage 
(l3oddhisatva,) obtained renovation. 

21. This is the much ornamented spot adorned with lakes, wells, 
garden lands, halls, small dwellings, and sacred trees with num-
berless suckers, surpassing all former splendour,—a delightful 
cheering place, friendly to man, flowing with the water of life. 
Let this abode of the illustrious conqueror of the passions (Jina) 
refrain ever glorious. 

This eulogy, composed in excellent rhetoric measures, desired by 
his family, his fortunate dependants and friends, was composed by 

"" o 
Blitiskar Bhatta in the year (Shivo Jvali) 711. D  0 Q Thus [de- 

parted he] who was nothing less than the friend of all (Vishnu,) 
contemplating the goddess of eloquence and prosperity, as she re-
sembled a drop of pure water, resting on the leaf of a lotus ; and at 
the same time guarding the life of man. 
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ART. III.—A Collection of wordy from the language of the Todas, the 
Chief Tribe on the Nilgiri Hills. Communicated to the Society by 
the Rev. DR. STEVENSON. 

THE following collection of words was made by the Rev. Mr. Grei-
ner, of the Mangalore German Mission, while residing for a season on 
the Nilgiris. The comparison with the other languages of the Indian' 
Peninsula, and with the Sanscrit, was made by the Rev. Mr. Weigle 
of the same Mission, and by the help of Meninski, Klaproth's Asia 
Polyglottica, the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and Indian 
Dictionaries, I have carried the comparison partially to the other Indi-
an languages, and even to languages beyond the confines of India. The 
general results of these comparisons are the following 

1. The language of the Todas is a sixth kindred Indian Peninsular 
language; the Telugu, Tamil, Canada], Malayalim, and Tulu being 
the other five. All of these languages have but one origin ; and an 
intimate connection both in grammatical construction, and in the voca-
bles that are t6ed, runs through them all. More especially the points 
to which I adverted in a former paper, the use of n to mark the gene-
tive singular, of k to mark the dative, of t or d to characterize fre-
quently the past tense of verbs are all found in the language of the 
Todas.* 

2. The language of the Todas has a strong resemblance to the lan-
guage of other Indian hill tribes; especially to that of the Brithoes, 
a tribe inhabiting the mountains of Scinde, and like the Todas, men of 
fine features and having an evidently Caucasian cast of countenance; 
so much so that the Todas have been mistaken for a Colony of Greeks, 
and the Brithoes for one of Jews. 

3. Beyond the boundaries of India the Turkish, Siberian and Per-
sian languages furnish the greatest number of analogous words, espe-
cially of words expressive of the common; relations of life, and denoting 
objects with which men in atlimperfeet state of civilization are ac-
quainted. 

4. Words derived from the Sanicrit seem to have been commu-
nicated to the Todas by the inhabitants of the neighbouring 
plains, and are usually such as express ideas connected with a higher 

* I here take occasion to correct an error in my Essay on the language of the Aboriginal 
Hindus, published in the last No. of the Journal. The Tamil under the lath head is said to 
differ from the other languages of India in not using the nominative for the accusative, 
whereas it agrees with them. 
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state of civilization, or are the names of objects naturally foreign to their 
mountains. 

5. Several words are found almost entirely the same as those expres-
sive of the same idea in the Mongolian and Celtic tongues ;—languages 
spoken by tribes so different, the one in physical structure, and the other 
in geographical location; and the instances to which I refer are such as 
could not have been the result of accident, but must have arisen from a 
connection at some previous period of their history. Thus, the word 
Gurri for sheep, which in Canarese is Kurri, is almost the same as the 
Irish Kaora, of the same signification. Arl, a star, approaches very 
near to the Irish Reall ; Tata, fire, to the Celtic Tan ;1' Torn, food, to 
the Celtic Torth, a lo'af; and again Kul, the foot, has a strong resem-
blance to the Canton Chinese Koh ; and Noi, a dog, to the Mongolian 
Nokoi ; and Mata, the head, to the Tibetan Mago ; and Anaga, the face, 
to the Tibetan Ngo. 

There are also strong traces of a remote connection with the 
Semitic languages. Thus, the pronoun An for I, is almost the Ani 
of the Hebrew, and Ana, of the allied languages. Duru, to burn, 
or as in Canarese Uriu, is not only nearly the Uro of the La-
tins, but also the Hebrew aur. Mata, the head, is nearly the Arabic 
umlou.• maatas the face. Owing to the want of types and compositors 
for the Southern Indian languages, it has been found impossible to ex-
press the words of those languages in their 'native characters. Mr. 
Mceghlin's schenie for their expression in Roman and Greek letters 
precedes his catalogue of words. It is from his MS. that alt that fol-
lows, not included in crotchets, relative to those languages, and the 
Sanscrit, has been taken. 

NOTES RELATIVE TO THE ORTHOGRAPHY. 

1. The expression of Sanscrit letters in English characters [being 
nearly conformed to the system of Sir William Jones] will, it is hoped, 
be intelligible without explanation. The Linguals [or as they are call-
fid by the native grammarians CerebrIlsd are expressed by Italics, 
likewise the hard I cm, of the Balbodh.) 

2. Three Greekletters have been used to express three letters that 
are peculiar to the Southern dialects, and chiefly to the Tamil. They 
are (1) a very soft sound between 1 and r, the final of the word Tami X. 

• Beta, a mountain to Ben ; the t in this and in the word for fire being converted in the 
Celtic to its nasal ts. The word Mega, a son, especially in the Canarese form Mega, is but a 
small remove from the Gaelic mak. Surely after this the McPherson and the McGregor. of 
our Highland glens need not hesitate to claim as Scotch cousins, the inhabitants of the Indian 
Peninsula. 
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III—NOUNS OF RELATIONSHIP. 
1.—Aph, mother; Tulu appe ; Georgian deda. 
2.—En, father ; Tulu amme ; Himalayan Linba amba ; Mongolian 

ama ; Georgian mama. 
N. B. In many Indian languages Appa means father, and Arita 

mother. So that in the Toda and Tulu languages the meanings are 
reversed. The Georgian has a similar reversing of the common mean-
ings of Dleda and Wiwi. 

3._0/era, a husband; Canarese alu, a man; Malayala, ula, the 

head of a family ; Turkish er, a man ; Arabic 	wali, a friend, a 

a prince ; Yenneseyan* alut, a wife. 
4.—Dujma, a wife ; Yenneseyan dachaiin ; Tibetan chhumgma. 
5.—Ono, elder brother ; Can. anna ; Tam. annen ; Motoriachf or-

gaeda, brother ; Lepcha anun. 
6.—Okena, elder sister ; Can. akka ; Tulu akke ; Maratthu aka ; 

Tungusian aki, a brother ; oki, a sister ; Mongolian egechi ; Lepcha 
anon, eldest sister. 

7.—Uraveda, younger brother ; Tam. uria, belonging to. 
8.—Oraveda, younger sister ; Tam. uravor, related persons ; Arab. 

I. ji arum, origin, stock ; Motorisch hedia, a sister. 

9.—Meya, male child ; Can. maga, a son ; Mal. magan ; Tulu 
mage ; Lat. mas, a male ; Gaelic, mak, a son ; Tibetan miha, little man, 
and maga, sou-in-law ; Brahui mar, a son. 

10,—Kuya, female child; Mal. kunyu (Sans. %Mr kanya.] 
11.—Amona, mother's brother; Mal. amnion; Telinga mena- 

mama ; Marathi, mama; Arabic, e,t umm, a mother; Lepcha, 

12.—Mami, elder' brother's wife ; Can. inami; Mar. mami ; 7'ib. 
Rmomo. 

ILL—PARTS OF THE BODY. 

1.—Boi, mouth ; Can. bai ; Tam. viii ; Persian 	poz ; French, 

houche ; Pers. 4.0„,., 	bosi, kissing ; Tib. hO, a kiss ; Braid, ba, the 

lip. 
2.—Kona, eye ; Can. kannu ; Tarn. kan ; Brhhtii khan. 

• A name for several languages of Siberian tribes Hying on the Ifennesey river. 
$ A Siberian language. 
f A Himalayan language. 
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3.—Kommunu, face ; Mal. koma, cheek. 	• 
4.—Anaga, cheek; Mal. annakka, palate and inside of the cheek; 

Tab. ngo, the face. 
.5.—Moi, whiskers ; Mal. nisha ; Mar mishi ; Tibetan sma-ra ; 

Pers. aye  moy, hair. 
6.—Mebhoi, upper lip; Can. melvai ; (lit. upper mouth.) 
7.—Kiboi, under lip; (the Tam. kiX, Can. kel, &c. means under.) 
8.—Kavi, kaphi, ear; Tam. kevi; Can. kivi ; Brahui khaff; Mar. 

and Rind. kan ; Sans. egoi karna. 
9.—Konagoda, eye brows ; (i. e. kona, eye, and goda, a cover.) 
10.— Kei, hand, (same in Can., Tamil, &c.) Pers. and Arab. 6,45' 

kef; Sans. *I kara; Yenneseyan kehar; Siberian, ki. 
I 1.—Beveda, thumb ; Tam. perviral, (the great finger) ; in Tel. vein 

is finger, hence veda; Can. beralu ; Mar. peren, joint of a finger. 
konveda, second finger, (lit. eye finger ; and in Tam. 

kanirr11, i. e. as in German, pointing finger.) 
13.—Polveda, third finger; (perhaps snake finger, Tam. pambuveda.) 
14.—Ponveda, fourth finger ; (lit. gold finger ; the idiom in Ger-

man is the same) Tam. ponviral. 
15.—Chinanda veda, (lit. small pointing finger); china in Tam. and 

Can. means small ; Mal. chundole, pointing finger. 

16.—Utura, gums; Tam. and Tel. iru; Pers. s 1 arab, root of the 
teeth. 

17,_Kuta, the lock of hair on the head called in most Indian lan-
guages jata ; Mal. kuduma. 

18.—Mira, hair ; Tam. mayir ; Armenian mu ; Pers. s 	moy. 

19.—Mata, head ; Mal. mita, face ; Mar. ;VW matha ; Tib. ma- 
go, head ; Arab, 	maatas, the face. 

20.—Konrula, the bulb of the eyp ; (Can., Tam. &c., kan, eye, and 
nrulu, orb, globe.) 	4 

2 t.—Papa, teeth ; Tam. pallu ; Tel. pandlu ; Can. hallu ; Tula 
pallu ; Lepcha apho. 	 • 

22.—Nopu, tongue ; Tam. nakku ; Mal. na, and navu ; Can. nal-
ige ; Samojeidan nawa ; Georgian nin a. 

23—Kol, foot ; Can. Tam. Tel. Mal. Kat. kalu ; Mongolian, 
kod ; Pers. kallub, the ande; Mar. 	khot, the heel ; Canton 
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Chinese, Koh, the foot ; Finnish, kok ; Tib. rkang. 
24...-Pella, the belly ; Brrihui, pid ; Hindi and Gujarattes 	itZ 

pet ; Singhale,e phaddh ; Can. potte; Mar. pot; Tib. phob; Canton 
Chin. fat ; Pers. ,x.) , j  put, the liver. 

25.—Najagudi, the breast; Mal. nenju. 
26.—Ura, nail ; Tam. ugira ; Can. and Tutu uguru ; Tel. goru. 

IV.—MISCELLANEOUS NOUNS. 
1.—PaXa, milk ; Tam. and Mal. pal ; Can. palu, or halu ; Afghan 

poy,  , Sans. 4114 pays. 
2..,Tata, fire ; Tula. to ; Mal. ti ; Samojeidan to and ti ; Moto- 

risch tuck ; Celtic, tan ; Pers. & tigh ; Sans. ANIQ tejas. 
3.—Bakha, smoke ; Can. poge ; Tam. pugei ; Eng. fog and smoke. 
4.—To. a door ; Mat. ta, a lock. 
6.__Mukali, a three legged table; Can. muru, three, and kal, foot. 
6.—Taraga, a plate ; Ma/. talika, a dish. 
7.—..Nei, ghee, melted butter; Tam. and Can. the same. 
8.—Bena, butter; Can. benne ; Mar. loni. 
9.—Barri, roof of a house ; Tam. pugam, outside of any thing. 
10.—Gurri, sheep ; Can. kurri ; Irish Kaora; Turk. koi; Mong. 

goni, koni ; Georg. chhuri. 
1.—Kas, money ; Tam. the same. 

12.—Ten, honey; lam. ten ; Can. jenu. 
13.--Malurdate, rain; Can. male; Tarn. malei. 
14.—Min, a star ; Mal. min, something bright, a star ; Eng. 

moon. 
15.—Arl, a star ; Irish reall. 
16.—Keta, a star ; Sans. -in a planetary node. 
17.—Min, a fish ; Can. minu ; Sans. j i mina. 
18.—Pula, a bird; Tam. pul ; Eng. fowl; Lat. pullus. 
19.—Nir, water ; Can. niru ; Tel. nine ; Tul. ni ; Brah. dir ; Sans, 

wilK. N. B.—This w ord has probably been introduced into the • 
Sanserit from the languages of Southern India, as probably others. 
have been. 

20.—Tenka, cocoanut; Tarn. tenkai ; (lit. sweet fruit,)Nal. tenga ; 
Can. tenginakai. 

21.—Buttu, sweetmeat; Tam. and Hind. mittai. 
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22.—Mijti, lightning ; Can. minchu ; Tam. minnal ; Tel. merussu. 
23.—Avipi, avala, love, desire; Tam. aval, to desire; Mar. wiqq 

avad, love. 
24.—YelaXa, night ; Can. eralu ; Tulu. irlu ; Japanese yoru. 
25.—Bagalu, day; Can. and Tam. pagal, Mod. Can. hagul ; Yen- 

niseyan, heg. 
26.—Nalada, day ; Tarn. nal ; Tel. nadu. 

27.—Sammata, power; Sans. RTMET 
28.—Melloka, heaven ; Tam. and Can. mel, mele, upper and 

*TV 
29,_Churi, a knife ; can., Mal., Hind. &c. the same [Sans. %it] 

30.—Tikamukhu, steel ; Turk. 	chaqmaq ; Can. and Mal. 
chakkamukhu. 

31.—Kabina, iron ; Can. id ; Brahui, ahin. 
32.—Tegina, cocoanut oil ; from teng and yena oil, both common 

to all the Southern languages. 
33.—Bara, a line in the hand ; Tarn. varei, a line ; Can. baraha, 

writing. 
34.—Kunga, a bell; Mal. kinkini. 

35.—Bala, value; Can. bele; Tarn. vilei; Hind. and Mar. -OM 
bol. 

36.—Bisma, poison ; Sans. Hind. Mar. &c. fqq, 
37.—Nara, small ribbon ; Tel. Nada. 
38.—Tosha, leather ; Tam. tol ; Tel. tau ; Can. togalu. 
39.—NusXa, thread ; Can. and Tam. nulu. 
40.—Barosh, a year ; Sans. a r  of which corruptions are found 

in all the Indian languages. 
41.—Are, half ; Tulu are; Can. ara ; Sans. elli. 

42.—BisXa, the sun ; Tam. veyil ; Can. bille, white shining ; Pers. 
al, bilk, a spark of fire. 4  

43.—Tagala, the moon; Can. tingalu ; Tam. tingal ; Siberian, 
thyles ; Tibetan zla ; Mar. inn', a live coal; 1 ngl, ingle, a fire. 

44.—Arasa, a king; Can. arasu; Tam. irasen ; Sans. Tmr. 
45.—Beta, a mountain ; Can. Betta ; Celtic, ben ; Motarisch, bija ; 

War. la bet, an island. 
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46.—Kotu, a cliff; ['Sans. V.] 
47.—Bakatu, a cliff washed by water ; Can. bari, a well, i.e. and 

kotu. 
48.—Nelada, a valley ; Can. nelada ; Tarn. nilam, a field ; Heb. 

nahal, a valley. 
49—Ana, an elephant; Mal. ana; Can. ane ; Tam. yanel. 
50._-Kara, a bear; Tam. and Can. karadi ; Pers. , lu kari,fierce, 

impetuous ; Brahui kharma, a wolf ; Mar. 	TT karada, coarse hair. 
51.—Ira, a buffalo ; Can. yerme ; Tam. irumei. 
52.—Karu, young buffalo ; Can. karu; Tara. kattra. 
53.—Danam, cow ; Can. danam ; Sans. ill. 
54.__Yelta, bullock ; Tarn. yeruttu ; Can. yeltu; Armenian yesm. 
55.—Nari, fox, jakal ; Can. nari. 
56.—Noi, dog ; Tam. na, nai ; Can. nai ; Mong. nokoi, and nogai ; 

Japan innu ;Murmi* nagi. 
57—Kotti, cat ; Engl. cat, kitten ; Tam. katti, young of any ani- 

mal; Arab cj  11S kuttan, a biting animal ; Hind. .Ti• kutta, a dot ; 
N.2 

Mar. wV kutra, a dog. 
58..J Poti, a hog ; Tam. paaci ; Tulu panji ; Can. pandi ; Samoje. 

den paras ; Lat. porous; Tib. phag. 
59—Popo, a snake ; Tam. pambu ; Can. pave ; Concani Marathi, 

povo, a young snake. 
60.—Moja, moji ; fog; Tarn. Can., Tel. manju ; Mal. manyu. 
61.—Pa, a lake; Tam. paikei ; Hind. pani, water; (Sans. xpf 

drinking.) 
62.—Tora, food ; Mal. and Tam. choru, rice ; Tioetar. khoru, bread ; 

Pers. 1.) ju. khora, eating; Celtic torth, a loaf. 
63.—Uli, an onion ; Tam. Mal., and Can. the same. 
64.—Adige, a cooking vessel ; Can. adige ; Tarn. adu, to cook. 
65.—Nadawadati, behaviour ; Can. nadawadike. 

V.—ADJECTIVES. 
1.—Prita, friendly fp Sans. it ; also other Indian languages. 
2.—Ket, bad; Can. kedu, and kettu. 
3.—Wollodi, unwell; Mal. olla ? 
4.—Bavu, old ; Tulu para and palaye; Gr. iraAcuos ; Mar. 

• The Murmts are a Himalayan tribe. 
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a hobgoblin (considered as an old man.) 
5.—Busa, beta, new; Can. posa ; Tam. putu. 
6.—Nija, true ; Sans. Mai. 

VI.—PRONOUNS. 
1.—An, I ; Tul. and ancient Tam. yan ; mod. Tam. nan ; Can. ma-

nn ; Mal. ngan ; Tibetan nga ; Heb. ani ; Chaldeau and Arabic 

1) 1 ana. 
2.—Ni, thou ; Tam. ni ; Tulu i ; Brahui ni , Mingrelian zi ; Chinese 

zen. 
3.—Ata, ita, that ; Can. atanu, itanu ; Lat. iste, ista ; Marathi to, ti ; 

Brahui ed ; Tibetan de; Sans. gn% this. 
4.—Yarizon, who ; Can. yaru ; Tam. ar. 

DECLINATION OF AN, I. 
Gen. ; nana, or yana ; Can. and Brah. nana ; Tib. nyayi, 
Dat. ; nanka, or yenka ; Can. nange ; Tam. yenakku ; Tulu yenku. 
Instrum. ; natiata, yenata ; Tam. yenodu. 
Acdus.; yenama; Can. nannannu. 
Am, we; Tam. nam ; Can. naw ; Mar. amhi ; Brab. nan. 
Nam, you ; Tam. nir ; Can. nivu ; Brah. num. 
Atam, they; Tam. atangel ; Can. atangalu. 

VII.—CONJUGATION OF YEPPENO, TO BE. 
PRESENT TENSE. 

TODAr CANARRSS. 

.......—.• 

TAEIL. TOLD. 

Sing. 1 
2 

3 

Isken, 
Yet ten, 

{ Yetatti, 
Yettaji, 

iruttene, 
irutti,* 

iruttene, 

irukk,ren, 
irukeral, 
irukkeran , ,  

ippuve, 
ippuva, 

ippuve 

Plur. 1 
2 
3 

Yetapemi, 
5 Yetapini, 
1 Yetappi, 

Yettaji, 

irutteve, 

irruttire, 
iruttare, 	- 

irukkirem, 
irukkirir, 
irukkirnr, 

ippuve, 
ippuvar, 
i ppuver. 

PAST TENSE. 

Sing. 1 Yetten, idde, irunen, itte, 
2 Yetti, iddt, it unti, itta, 
3 Yetata, idda, iruntan, itte, 

1 Yetern, iddevu, iruntom, itto, 
2 Yeter, id d iri, iruntir, ittar, 
3 Yetaji, iddaru, iruntar, itter, 

• Brahui ares, thou art ; areri, ye are 
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Per•  fect Tense.—Yettatenenk, I have been. 
Future Tense.—Yettappeni, 1 should be. 

1. Illpeni, I am ; 2 ulpia, thou art ; 3 udi, it is. 
N. B.—This is a second form of the verb to be, in all the southern 

languages, just as in Turkish the roots fin and 01 assist each other in 
the substantive verb. 

VIII.—LIST OF VERBS. 
1.—Asanka, (impersonal) it has become ; Can. aitu ; Tans. ai ; Tulu 

andu. 
2.-_Yelta, to say ; Can. annu, ennu ; Tam. evpu. yelten, I say, yel. 

tita, something said ; Can. heliddu. 
3.—Noda, see thou ; Can. nodu ; Tam. no.kiratu. 
4.—Ankera, to sit down ; Tam. unakkar. 
5.—Arpeni, I know ; Can. ariutteni ; Tam. arik kiren ; Tulu arpe. 

Arste, having known, Can. and Tam. aritu ; Pers. 4) 	arwand, 
proof. 

6._13ara, to write; Can. bareyu ; Tam. varei. 
7.—Wokha, go, ada wokha, thither go ; Can. alli hogu ; Tam. po; 

Engl. walk; Arab. v1,5 waksh, motion.—Poici, it is gone; Can. hoi.. 

tu; Mal. poisi ; vulg. Tam. pochchi. Pokem, let us go. 
8.—Wo, come; ida wo, here come; Can. illi ba; Tam. va ; Hind. 

idhar ao ; Heb. bo ; Bodaji, boji, he came; Can. bandanu ; Tutu batte, 
Gr. flanks, to go. 

9.--Yerria, to grind ; Can. arigu ; Tam. arei ; Arab 1., yarra, 

hard smooth (stone) 
10.—Pekidi, to be down ; Tam. padu-kiratu. 
11.—Geppini, make you; anageine, nut made; Can. geiu, and Tam. 

jeyu, to make; Gr. revvaw. 

12.—Tikaji, found ; Can. tikku ; and. sikku to find; Hind. and 

Mar. thikan lagana, to find ; Arab 	thakf, finding. 
13.—Dippeni, to sneeze ; Tam, tumpal. 
14.—Pendakken, I hear ; Tel. vintunanu. 
15.—Tetvo, bring ; probably tegadu ba of the Canarese, usually 

tegadu konduba, having acquired come. This is the fora of phrase-, 
elegy for bring used in Tamil, Hindostani, and all the Indian langua• • 
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ges, and even in the language of Tibet. Tamil Kondu v a ;'Hind. 
lekar ao ; Tib. khur shog. 	 • 

16.—Tuvin, to spit out ; Tarn. tuppa. Kiratu. Mar. iziw 
thukane ; Sans. MI imitative particle. 

17.......Phtidu, let go ; Tulu budu ; Can. bidu ; Tam. vidu ; Hind. 

and Mar. 14V1T, sending away; Arab. a  parting. 

18.—Madi, to make, Can. madu ; Tulu rnalpu ; Engl. made ; Tib. 
byed-pa. 

9._Hdapini, I drink : udappini, I drank. Can. and Tam. kudiu, to 
•drink..Uduja, hast thou drunk : Can. kudya. 

20.—Tina, to eat ; Can. tinnu. 
21.—Palta, to stick, to lay hold of ; Can. pattu : Tani. and Mal. 

pattruka, or pappu. 
22.—Yerpeja, thou hast washed; Can. yerapu, to wash. 
23.—Mecl4tti ; to cover ; Can. muchehu ; Tam. mudu ; Lat. 

.amictus. 
24.—NasXa, to walk ; Can. and Tam. nada, nadia. 
25.—Btaa, to strike; Can. badi, bodi. 
26.—Badaka, to live ; Can. baduku. 
27.—Keda podagX, to be destroyed ; Can. kettu hogu, (pogu) from 

ketto—bad, and hogs •ar poga,—to go. 
28.—Duru, to burn ; Can. uriu ; Lat. uro ; Affg. wur, fire ; Kurdish 

ur ; and Heb. ur, fire. 
29.—Apkija, hast thou cut.—Kei apd vodaji, (lit. hand cut not- 

must) you must not cut your hand ; Tam. apu, to cut ; Tulu bodiji, 
you must not ; Can beda ; Tarn. venam. 

30.—Tirijya, hast thou finished ; Can. tiridya. 
31.—Keva, to sit ; Can. kudru ; Tam. kuvpu. 
32.—Vorga, to sleep ; Tam. urakkani ; Mal. orakkttm : perhaps 

Can. yeragu, to bow, lie down. 
33.—Tigelti, it is sweet ; fan. shi ; Mal. and Tam. ti ; and Tel. 

tipu, sweet. 
34.— Pulajti, it is acid ; Can. and Tam. puli, sour. 
35.—Muri yeda, to offer up a petition ; Can. more idu. 
36 —Bisu, to lose; Mal, venunnu, a thing lost ; Can. bisadu, bisu, to 

..lose: 
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37..—Bippi, hast thou thrown ; (a kind of cawsal from Can. bilu to 
• fall.) 

38.—Poyom, poXu, to beat ; Can. podeyu : Tam. pudeikka. 
PHAASES.—Kel piyestoin, let us speak, also arpedorn.—The first' 

seems the causal of kel, to hear i. e. let us make ourselves heard. 
• The secotkl, the causal of ari, to know ; i. e. let us make our-

selves known. 
Bisla gayodi, the sun shines. Nexe gasti, the moon shines. 
Atam baskema yedumma, they have said they will come ; baskenta, 

futwr of the verb to come ; Can. baru ; Tutu barpem. Yedumma, they 
have said, connected perhaps with Can.and Tam. evpu to say. 

Boddia, art thou come ? Can. bandia ; Tulu battia. 
Atam yen eda poiskka ; lit. they what having said went ? i. e. what 

did they say before they left ?—Yen, what is ? Can. yenu ; Tam . 
yennan. 

Attanagei, so make it. 
De udi gasji, God has made existant, De is the Sans. 4  used 

throughout India. Udi. Can. untu ; Tulu. and Tarn. undu, a participle 
from ul, to be ; gasje, past tense of gei, to make. 

Kelodisuppi, he has not asked : Can. Tam. Kela, to ask. 

PARTICLES. 
I.—Ani, now ; Can. ani, day ; Hind. abhi, now. 
2.—Yel, where : Can. yelli. 
3.—Inka, inkasa, here; Tam. inku : Mar. ikade. 
4.—Irri, hither; Can. illi ; Hind. idhar ; Tib, Nadir. 
6.—Inna, what ; Can. yenu ; Tam. yenna. 
6.—An, thither ; Can. allige. 
7.—In, hither ; Can. illige. 
8.—Yer, yerjan. inside ; Mal. ipa ; Tam. idei, within ; Tib. nangan. 
9.—Terige, again ; Can. tirugi. 

10.—Bek, behind ; Mal. veiyuka ; Tan. veiXkal, stay behind ; Engl. 
back ; Pers. pesh. 	• 

II.—Imara, this side; Can. i merege: 
12.—Amara, that side; Can. a merege. f Tara. marunga, side. 

13.—MaduOi.a, before ; Can, munde ; Tam. muduka. [Sans. 3R1411 

14.—Kadaga, near to ; Can. kadege ; Tam. kadei extremity ; Mar. 
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*11, near ; Tel. ikkade, this way ; akkade, that way ; [Sans. **i the 
side.] 
15,—Atonon, so much ; Can. ashtu ; Tulu. ata ; Tam. attanei ; Hind. 

itana ; Mar. itake: Mal. tona, much. 
16.—Yetatom, how much ; Can. yeshtu; Tula yeta ; Tam. yetane 

Tib. Chitsam.  , 
17.—Ber, quick ; Can. bega : Sans, ail 
I 8. —Yava khalma, always ; Can. yavagalu. 
19.—Yelolma, all : Tam. yellaritn3 : Can. yellaru : Georgian qwelani 

Engl. whole. 
20.—Ila yeda, to-day ; Can. indu ; Tam. iepu ; Tib. dering. 
21.—Pedaka,to-morrow ; Tel. repatiki. 
22.—Berner, after to-morrow ; Can. bere, another, and Tam. meram, 

time. Mar. 	purva, day after to-morrow ; Hind. parso. 
23._-Abherner, day after to-morrow. 
24.—Muner, before yesterday : Can. monne, from Can. munde, or, 

Tarn. mun, before ; Tib. madang, yesterday. 
25.—Ammuner the day before yesterday. 

ART. IV.--Translation, from the Persian, of the Kissah-i-Sanitin; or 
Bistory of the Arrival and Settlement of the Peorsis in India. By 
Lieutenant E. B. EASTWICK. With afro Annotations by the Rev. 
JOHN WILSON, D. D., President of the Society. 
I have given a brief summary of the contents of the Kissah-i•San-

jan in the preface to a Sermon entitled " The Doctrine of Jehovah ad-
dressed to the Plirsis," published in 1839 ; but as the document is the 
most important of the very meagre accounts possessed by the ParsIs 
of the settlement of their forefathers in this dountry, I lately begged 
my friend Mr. Eastwick, who has just been admitted a member of our 
Society, to render the whole. into English. This he has most readily 
done, and that with an accuracy and ability which may lead us to 
desire many similar contributions from his pen. I have added a few 
notes to his translation, which I have marked with the letter W. The 
Zaud type here used, is from a fount lately prepared by the American 
Mission Press. 

J. w. 
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° 	In the name of God the Merciful and Beneficent ! 

Praise* be to the name of the God of Wisdom. 
My soul unceasingly repeats His praises, 
Night and day I offer to Him thanksgivings, 
For my soul is made joyful by His praise. 
In season and out of season I speak not but of Him; 
He who appears to the world, Lord of the East.t 
Powerful is He, and mighty everlastingly : 
The eye of His creature is through Him filled with light. 
He is the universal refuge and protector, 
He is the merciful, and tbe forgiver of sins. 
He hearkens ever to those who cry to Him. 
He shews the way of justice and faith to the wise. 
Cherisher of the poor and support of the world is He ; 
He bestows pardon and blessings on sinful man. 
He is our eternal guide ; 
Friend of our secret hours and remover of our difficitli ies. 
In thee, 0 God ! is perfect power: 
Thou art the King, and thy empire finds no decay. 
Thou art the Lord of Lords ! 
Wonderful, fearless, incomparable ! 
From clay didst thou form man by thy power, 
And infuse into him joy and happiness. 
Thou dost convey the seed into the womb, 
And dost impress the water with form : 
Thou givest the seed form and body, 
And conveyest to it the faculty of sight. 
Thou hest given the manifest power of speech, 
And hast bestowed on man an invisible essence: 
Thou hast imparted to his eyes the power of seeing, 
And to his ears the faculty of hearing. 
Thou hest given him a tongue to utter words 
That he may move it in the repetition of thy name. 
Thou hest given him the power of smelling perfumes, 
And feet that he may stand withal. 

a * In the introduction to most modern trtirsi MSS. and publications, the 
praises of God are recited, as in this instance, much in the form adopted by 
Musalmim writers. This descriptions of the Deity thus given, far excel those 
eontained in the Zand•Avasui.—W. 

t 	t. t2 t.) I • in the originial. 	t • " The west; but often used 
12.  

by the poets for the east ; and also for the Sun." Richardson's Dictionary. 
The allusion above is evidently to the Sun, which, it will be observed, the 
author of the Kissah.i.Sanyo, trrtkes synonymous with the Deity.—W. 
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Then hut strung thirty-two pearls* in one necklace, 
And hast gi4en to us the poWer of taste. 
So perfectly has the world been forined 
That ,One could surrender life for the Artificer. 
In the souls of lovers: liou hast infused bitterness, 
And hast given relief to their suffering and pleasure. 
Thou .bast formed the two worlds over Chaos,.. 
And bust made man the ruler over creation. 
Verily the Godhead beseemeth Thee ! 
Wisdom hath testified to thy works. 
Wherever my tongue utters thy 'infinite praise; 
It is exalted by thv thanksgivings. 
My neekis_bound with the cord of thy lOv.e.r: 
Wherever it draws' there t hasten:'... 
I have no choice but to obey my. Lord, 	.  • 
Since I am ever filled with the 'zeal of obedience. 
Eternity is the attribute of, God alone, . 
Since He is ever without •equal. 
Thou hast created the Universe : 
By thy .command the world was formed. 
Man was formed by Thee of clay and sand, 
And Thou didst confer on him the stewardship. 
Thou art the unchangeable,  One ! 
And Thou dost render me assistance. 
Thou liast nor equal nor compeer: ' 
Aud.all creation rose at lily command. 
Ifeiven and Earth were created by Thee, 
And man was formed by Thy power. 
Batman has brought his soul .to Thy Court ; 
In this world his heart is enlightened by Thee. 
Fill' thou his heart with the true faith 
And free his soul from the bond of grief. 
Keep him always in the faith, 
And. by Thy grace enlighten his soul. 

have no benefactor beside Thee 
And my hopeln both worlds rests en Thee. 
0 Thou merciful One! forgive my Sin, 
And my tongue shall repeat Thy praises. 

' Thou protectest my lielplass.liteand licapest blessings on thy creatures 
To whom shall I turn if. Thou' iepellest me ? 
Where shall I betake myself since there is 'nomblike Thee? 
I am ashamed of the imperfection of my praise, 
1 have no.part.in  this . knowledge, 
I come before Thee deprecatingly, 

.8ince- thy empire is eternal. 

.1* The teeth ! 
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A ssiseme, 0 Supporter of the world, 
„ Since I am the humblest of Thy creatures. 

I will have no point of adoration but Thy house. 
What acceptable thing shall I offer to Thee ? 
in life I seek Thy aid,• 	 • 
Since this body will not accompany me hereafter i 
Al the last Thou• wilt. restore my body, 
What is there dreadful-then -in death. ? 
When my spirit shall'  o to *Pat adise, 
I will keep Thy name on my lips. 	• - 
When my spirit separates from the body .  
Send•. Thou an angeltbme, 
But an angel of the inhabitants of Heaven; 
That my soul may be enlightened thereby. 
Those sins of which am ignorant 
Do Thou, out of Thy mercy, forgive. 
What excuse shall tbe.aged Balt man offer, 
Since he has failed greatly in obedience ? 
Bat forgive his sins, and free 
His soul from secret fears. 
Accept Thou the words of my. prayer,=mereies 
Since I have experienced from Thee diierse. 
0 Lord thou knowest my secret thoughts, 
Why drivest Thou me vainly to and fro.! 
My salvation in this world is from. Thee, 
Why should I seek the favour of-others ? 
My youth is -gone, and.  my  old age arrived.: 
The cypress tree of my life approaches.Paradise. 

• The aged Bahman is the most-abject of the.lowly : 
Aid Thou me, arid support me always. 
Thou art my God in both worlds : 
I am weak and-powerless; but Thou art my stay. 
Wash the sleep of forgetfultiessi 0 God, from my eyes, 
And free me from,inignity." 
According to the manner of my sinfulness, 
Judge Thou me not,. 0 good Lord I • . 
Of Adam only, sin is produced* 

• t J • 	(•-• 	- 	LS"' 
"from Adam nothing but sin 

/lath come." The doctrine here taught •is evidently derived from the Jewish 
scriptures, probably throagli the medium-of the Musalmiia writers, whose 
style is imitated in this introduction. It is the dogma of the Zand-Avasta, that 
neither original depravity, nor sin, attaches to man at his birth. Thus we have: 
•.ssloy.J..8.0Jel-6.6, • 60,44 J.7 )00-0  •0-106 J0-0 (y 

.04301..thu04.12_0-14, 	. pt ...00.043)1,431-tj • E-u:2 j 	rt, 
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Shew me how to believe in Thee. 
In Thy Court I lift up my cry, 
That Thou wilt not write my name among sinners. 
If Thou wilt bless thy servant 
I shall be exalted in both worlds. 
I had begun lo reflect regarding Thee, 
And again I had renewed the consideration : 
I beseech Thee, 0- giver of prayers, 
That Thou wilt turn on me the face of thy mercy ! 

The Tale of the Arrival of the Believers in the True Faith in 
Hindustan from Khordsdn. 

Hear now a wondrous tale 
Recited by the Mobeds and the faithful ! 
Should I speak, the relation would be impossible : 
Should I write it,. no paper would contain it, 
Yet will I endeavour to repeat somewhat thereof : 
If the words of it be a hundred I will utter at least one. 
I have beard from a wise Dastar, 
From one ever famed for goodness, 
Who had so read the Zandavastit 
That he could repel the followers of Ahriman. 
The eyes of the men of his city were fixed on him, 
For the faith was ever enlightened by him. 
In these times his order was over all : 
He it was who arranged the affairs of the faith. 
Whoever enquired of him in matters of religion, 
In obeying him executed what was due thereto. 
In the city which he inhabited 
He rejoiced with his heart and soul to impart instruction. 
He related this tale according to the tradition of the faithful, 
And recited the secret legends of the true believers. 
One day he acquainted me with this story : 
He pierced the pearl of intelligence excellently." 

yaozhddo tnashydi aipi zathem, pitied ha yaadulao Zarathustra, yd deka 
Iliudayacnis—" For the man pure upIT birth, 0 pure Zoraster, [is] this excellent 
Bliz.dayaeni. religion." Vandidad, fargard V. This dottrine is defended by Do-
sabhai, the author of the Talim-i Zartusht, lately published under the aus-
pices of the Pirsi PanchAyat. It is opposed, however, by Aspiinditirji Framji, 
another contraversialist, who has come forward in defence of the Zoroastrian 
faith.—W. 

* An overstrained metaphor, for accomplishing any new 
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He it was who gave me the relation : 
And for that, may good abide with him everlastingly. 
As he made the relation to me, so I repeat it : 
I recite the legends of the faithful. 
In the days when reigned Gushtasp, 
The heavenly Zartusht revealed the faith. 
In the Wasta* he prophesied what would happen. 
He said—An oppressive King will rise among you ; 
Three times will the true faith be broken ; 
Thrice will it be trampled on and overthrown : 
The name of that Shah shall be Situingarl 
Through him the faithful shall be brought to despair. 
Be attentive, for I speak of what concerns the faith. 
'Twas thus the faithful were brought low : 
Sikandar Sit:1h appeared in the latter days ; 
He burned the books of the true revelation.$ 
For three hundred years was the faith brought low, 
For that time were the faithful oppressed : 
Then for many years the faith found protection. 
When king Ardashir§ had assumed the sceptre, 
Again the true faith was restored, 
And its excellence confessed through the world. 
The guide sent by God was Ardai Viraf, 
Sent from Heaven and possessed of all excellence ; 
And after that the inhabitants of Heaven 
Again broke through this ordination— 
Again they interrupted the good faith. 
On all sides an evil report of the faith arose. 
After a time when arose the king Shtthpor,. 
He again rendered the faith illustrious. 

* Or, Avesta. 
t Or Sikandar (Alexander.) 

According to the general traditions of both the Musalimins and Pirsis, 
Alexander the Great and his successors destroyed all the books of the Persian 
religion on which they could lay theirhands. Edal Ditru, the present chief-priest, 
of the Ilasamis, tho larger sect of the Pfirsis, denies the fact. (See 211aujazcit-i-
Zartusht, pp. 21-23). His opinion he supports by making an indefinite refer-
ence to the Parhad-Nionah, a work which, hosays, was composed by a Mobad 
in the days of Ardeshir Bibegin, about 450 years posterior to the death of 
Alexander ; to the Dabiatiln ; and to tho Sluiristein, a work somewhat similar 
to the Dabistdn, composed in the reign of the emperor Akhbfir,—the author of 
which declares that the ghost of Alexander himself appeared to him in a dream 
and declared that he was innocent of the crime laid to his charge. Such con-
clusive testimony as that last mentioned; it is of no use to impugn.W. ' 

§ Art.° shir Babegan. 
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When the faithful Azarbad Mahrasfand, 
Girt up his loins for the sake of the good faith, 
He formed brass of seven materials, 
And poured thereof upon his body. 
He rernoveotall the difficulties of the faithful, 
And again restored ita former splendour. 
From Shfik Shfilipur to Yezdajird, 
The faith retained its dignity and honor. 
Then the days foretold by Zartusht arrived, 
And men sought in vain for the true faith. 
When a thousand years from the time of Zartusht had elapsed 
The star of the true faith reached its zenith. 
When the kingdom went from Shah Yazdajird, 
And the enemy of the faith had seized his ihrone, 
Then the power of man was broken : 
Alas ! that land of the faith was laid desolate, 
Then were all those dispersed 
Who had fixed their hearts on the Zand and Pazand : 
Then the faithful and their Dasturs altogether 
Concealed themselves on account of•their faith. 
Their abodes and residence, their gardens, halls and palaces, 
All these they abandoned on account of the faith. 
A hundred years they abode in the mountains. 
When their state had arrived at this, 
At last for the faith of his people, 
A pious man gave this counsel : 
He said to his friends—Behold I in this place also 
To tarry is difficult from fear of the enemies of the faith. 
The faithful with their Dasturs to a man, 
Then departed to the city of .Hurmaz." 
After they had sojourned in that land fifteen years, 
They began to experience oppression from the enemies of the faith. 
There was among them a learned Dastur 
Who was skilful in reading the stars, : 
He examined the ancient tablets and saw 
That destruction was approaching (if they tarried there): 
He saw that it was right to leave that land— 
That it behoved them now to depart, 
Otherwise they would fall into) the snare ; 
Their understanding would be vain, and their efforts futile. 
They resolved it would be better to fly from doe wicked Dews 
And betake themselves to the confines of Hind. 
From fear of death, and for their faith, they all 
Betook themselves to Hindustan. 
When they had brought down their ships to the Ocean 

• The island of Ormus.---.W. 
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They raised their sails aloft : 
a Their wives and children they placed in the vessel- : 

Swiftly they sailed towards Hind. 
When the ships arrived thereat, 
They dropped anchor at Dib :* 
They disembarked and fixed on a spot there : 
There at length they took up their residence. 

t The faithful remained there nineteen years 
At last the astrologers made augury. 
An aged Dastur Saw in the tablets of the stars 
What he.thus related to his enlightened friends :— 
From this place it behoves us to depart 
That we may seek out another abode !t 
All rejoiced at his word, 
And they sailed swiftly towards Gujark. 
When they arrived in the Ocean 
The calamity of a tempest fell upon them. 
All the Priests of the faith were filled with fear : 
They remained in that stormy sea confused with dread. 
They pressed down their faces in prayer: 
They stood up and wept piteously. 
They said-0 wise God ! aid us in this jeopardy : 
Rescue us this once from the impending woe 
0 Glorious Bahramt come to our assistance, 
Remove this difficulty and make us glad. 
Depending on Thy goodness we fear not this storm, 
We tremble not in our souls thereat 
Thou art the Hearer of those who. cry to Thee : 
Shew Thou the right path to the wanderers from the way. 

* Or Diva, an island a little to the south-west of the peninsula of Kalifs-
war.—W. 

f " A writer professing to follow the authority of [this passage of) the 
Rissah-i-Sanjdn," says Mr. Romer, in his Illustrations of the Zand and Pablivi 
Languages," (innocent,I am bound to add, of the egregious anachronism), grave-
ly informs his Pirsi readers, that it was the persecution of the Portuguese 
which compelled their ancestors to quit Diu, an event, we have seen, 'that 
occurred about the year of grace 717." Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society , 
No. viii, p. 360. The writer to whom6dIr. Romer here refers, is pro-
bably the late dastur Aspandifiril Kiimdinji of %rock 'the author of 
the Eadim Tdrikh PdrsSlioni Kasar. Ile says of the Piirsis at Diva, that 

ILliOnailtWinfatrliql ut et1.414:4 	ova 	-goalld fel ilott ;Milk 
" On account of the government of the Firangis, the practice of religion could 
not proceed."—W. 

j One of the Waal Izads'or 
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If we escape frbm this sea to the shores of Hind, 
And arrive there with joy and gladness, 
We will kindle on high the flame sacred to Behratn,* 
The Rescuer from danger and Preserver from peril : 
We agree to do this in honor of God, 
For there is none to befriend us beside Him ! 
By the blessing of the glorious flame of Behram 
They all escaped with gladness from that danger : 
That moment their prayer was accepted, 
And.God in their need rendered them aid. 
A gentle gale arose breathing heavenly light : 
That stormy .wind departed before it. 
When the helmsman lifted up his voice 
In praise of the holy God, and steered out of the whirlpool, 
All the Dasturs and the faithful who were in the vessel 
At once directed the ship into the clear sea. 
Fate then ordained that thereafter 
They all arrived at Sanjan.t 
In that territory there was a good Raja 
Who flourished there in righteousness. 
His name was Jitdi 116nii,t 
Who was liberal, wise and prudent. 
A Dastur went before him with offerings, 
Selected for his learning and,  understanding. 
He blessed him and said, 0 Rai Rayan, 
Grant us a place of abode in this thy city : 

* The A'tish-Behrnm, or fire of Bahram, is found only in six of the 
temples of the Pirsis of India. One of these temples is at Udlitviithi, north of 
Daman ; one, at Nausiiri; two are in Bombay ; and two in Surat. The A ash 
A daran, (literally the fire-of-fires), the other so--called sacred fire worshipped 
by the Zor utstrians in this country, is to be found in most of the villages 
which they inhabit. 

-1-  It is from this place, the first at which the Pirsis settled in India, that 
this historical tract receives its name —the Kiss Ih-i-Sanjan, It is situated on 
a creek, anciently of the same name, alliout 24 miles south of Daman, and 
about 4 or 5 miles inland. In 1839, in 'company with the Rev. James Mitchell 
of Puna. I paid a visit to it, with he view of collecting any traditions respect-
ing the Pirsis which might be afloat in its neighbourhooi. It now contains 
only one or two Parsi dwellings. 16 the' neighbouring village of Nargol. 
probably a part of the original SanFin, which was represented to us to be very 
extensive, there are still a considerable number of Pirsis. We could learn 
nothing from them, but the traditions embodied in this tract.—W. 

$ This is probably a corruption of the Hindu. name Jayadeva. The 
prince was probably subordinate to the Rajput King of Champaner, or per-
haps Pavan, formerly the Hindu capital of Gujarat.--W. 
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We are poor, and have sought thy protection. 
t. We have arrived in thy city and at thy abode. 

We have arrived here by reason of our faith. 
We have heard that in this place is one 
Of Oirtuous acts, descended from the kingly Rayan, 
Whose fame perpetually extends through Iliad. 
We hope to find refuge in thy city and land, 
And that thou wouldst look favorably on us. 
From what we heard of thee we rejoiced, 
And auspiciously have we arrived in thy presence, 
Now have we come to thy city, 
And by our hopes in thee have escaped the wicked. 
All the followers of that excellent Prince 
Rejoiced in their hearts, and were glad at this discourse. 
When the Prince beheld the faithful, 
He was suddenly filled with fear : 
His heart began to fear for his crown 
Lest they should devastate his country. 
The Rai was filled with apprehension at their dress : 
He inquired of the Dastur their secret observances. 
He said at length-0 pious I)astur, 
Tell me first the secret of your affairs. 
What then is the nature of your faith ? 
What is it manifestly and in secret ? 
First let us know this faith of yours, 
After that we will prepare your abode. 
The next condition is, that in order to remain here 
You abandon the language of your country— 
That you give up the language of trim 
And acquire the language of Hind. 
The next condition regards the dress of women, 
Which must resemble that of the women of this laud. 
Fourthly, these weapons and this armour 
Must be laid aside and discontinued. 
Fifthly, when a son is married, 
The marriage procession must be at night. 
If these conditions are accepted by you, 
Our city is open for your reception. 
When the Dastur heard all these wordy from the Rai, 
Being without resource he accepted the proposals. 
Then the old Mobed ohms addressed the Raja: 
Hear, 0 illustrious Prince! what I relate of our faith : 
Be not thou afraid of us, 
No evil will result from our arrival here. 
We will be friends to all Hindusta►i : 
We will scatter the heads of thy enemies. 
Know for a certainty that we worship Yortlan. 
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On account of our faith have we fled from the unbelievers : 
We have abandoned all our possessions : 
We have encountered difficulties in a long journey : 
House, and land, and possessions we have at once abandoned. 
O Prince of excellent fortune ! 
We are the poor descendants of Jamshld : 
We reverence the moon and the sun: 
Three other things we hold in estimation— 
The cow,* water and fire. 

• This reverence for the cow seems to have been insinuated to please 
the Hind(' Rlja.—E.—This is an opinion not uncera n.naly entertained by our 
countrymen. The cow or bull, however, would appear to be essentially an 
object ofreverence according to the Parsi religion. It is several times alluded 
to as such in the Zand-Avastii. Thus, the twenty-first fargard of the Vandidad 
opens with the words 	 v, le" 	neme9e-t& Gilocpenta, 

" Salutation to the exalted Bull." In this section, there are very 
curious notices of the supposed influence of the Bull in removing evils, and 
promoting the fertility of the earth. There are probably, in connexion 
with the6e matters, some obscure references to the constellation Taurus. 

In the Maujaziit-i- Zartusht of Edal Darn, the learried chief-priest of the 
Rasamis, to which 1 have already alluded, a work dedicated to that liberal 
Pftrsi Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy, and said to he published at his expense,—
there occurs a passage of which the following is a translation : —" There is a 
consecrated white bull called by us Warshio........ which they keep in readi-
ness for some time. Afterwards, two careful Mobeds having cleansed and 
consecrated, and dried, according to the laws of religion two brazen pots, 
collect together into the first the urine of the white bullock, and into the 
other ace, or pure water, and they keep the mouth of the vessels covered. Af-
terwards these two Mobeds having taken them to the place for performing 
the Izashne, and the half of the night Irwin; passed, they commence the reci-
tation of the Vandidad, Izashne, and Vispard [which together form the larger 
liturgy of the Parsis]. At the dawn, when these two Mobeds cease from the 
consecration of the urine, they tie the mouth of the vessels with a clean cloth, 
and keep them separately in a pure place. Afterwards, if we keep this pure 
twine and pure water in a bottle or in a clean vessel for the space of ten years, 
then they will remain as they are without smell and without injury ; while if 
a Jud-din [person of another faith j were to keep the same urine in a vessel, 
it would be injured in ten or fifteen (lltys, and an e vial odour would proceed 
from it, and if water were kept for many days, insects would be produced in it. 
Wherefore, observe, with the eye of wisdom, that as water, in ten or twelve 
days, becomes bad, so this urine and water, from the blessing of the cere-
monies of our religion, is not injured for the space of ten years, but re-
mains in its original state. It ought to be certainly known that all this good- 
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We worship* fire and water : 
Also the cow, the sun-and moon. 
Whatever God has created in the world 
We pray to, for He has selected them. 
This belt, composed of seventy-two threade' 
We bind on with the solemnity of vows. 
Our wives when they are in their courses 
Look not on the sun, or water, or on the moon : 
From fire and water they remain at a distance, 
Since those things are of the essence of light. 
From all things they carefully abstain 
In the light of day and the darkness of night : 
They abstain till their courses are completed. 
When they have purified themselves they look on fire and the sun. 
Moreover the woman who bears a son 
Must observe restriction forty days— 
The same restriction as a woman in her courses, 
And she must remain retired and in seclusion. 
When a women bears her son before her time is fulfilled, 

ness is owing to our holy Zand-Avasta. It ought to be known also, that this 
circumstance is mentioned in the first book of the Wajarkartl." 

According to the Vandidal, religious ablutions are generally to be per. 
formed with cow's urine. Many atonements aro also made by potations of 
this boverage.—W. 

• • 	LA; 	in the original Persian. Dr. Hyde says that the 

ParsIs of India never allow their adoration of the elements to be charac-
terized as parastisli. The text of the Kissah-i-Sanjiin in this place, is one of 
some hundred testimonies which could be adduced to evince his mistake. 
A considerable number of them, along with many illustrations of their 
warrant by the Zan,' of the Vandidad and litur4ies, I have brought for-
ward in a work now in the press, entitled " The Parsi Religion as contained 
in the Zand-avastd, and propounded and depended by the Zorastrians of 
India and Persia, unfolded, refuted, and contrasted with Christianity." 

The Kustl, or sacred cincture by which the loins are girt. I have 
never heard any rational explanation of it as a symbol from the Parsis. Tho 
samo remark is applicable to the Sadra, or sacred muslin shirt. The form and 
texture of the latter, however, evidently stow that it is intended to be the re-
presentative of a Coqt of Mail. The Satins and Kusti together, are the panoply 
in which the Parbis beltevo that they can successfully resist the assaults of 
Abriman, the evil Principle. Edal Diru, in his 3Iaajazat.i-Z trtusht, says 
" that the Sadra and Kiati preserve the soul from the calamities accruing 
from Abriman ;" that the " souls of dead children," are prevented by them 
" from becoming devils, Khavis, and .1ins," " while many of the souls of the 
Jud-dins become devils, Khavfs and Jins." pp. 4, 8.—W. 
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Or when a dead child is born to her, 
She is not permitted to go abroad or move ou_t,• 
Nor is she allowed to converse with any one. 
That woman must observe a. strict abstinence— 
For forty-one days she must abide therein I ' 
Thus whatever were their observances and rites, 
The same did that Dastur recite to the Raja.* 
When the mysteries of the faith were unfolded, 
And the pearl of intelligence had been well pierced : 
When the Hind Raja had heard the words of the Dastur, 
And his heart had been filled therewith ; 
Then did that good Prince command them . 
That they should abide in his land. 
He ordered that their men of rank and age, 
Of good disposition and wise of counsel, 
Should examine the land minutely, 
And when they found a vacant spot, should inform the Mobed thereof. 
A place in the desert was fixed upon : 
It was a pleasant spot, and there they fixed their abode. 
They found that spot acceptable, 
And they raised a city where had been a desert : 
It was then but forest land and uncultivated : 	' 
When they, with their wives and old men, disembarked. 
When the Dastur saw the soil was good 
lie selected the place for theii residence. 
The Dastur named that spot Sanjan, 
And it became populous as the land of Iran. 
There they sojourned with repose and happiness : 
Every one betook himself to his own pursuits. 
One day when they had business with the Raja 
They all went before him glad of heart. 
The Dastur said to him—O son of Princes ! 
You have given us an abode in this region. 
It is now our desire to place in this land of Hind 
The sacred fire of Bahram. 
It is necessary to clear the land for three farsakhas 
That the affair may be properly conducted. 
Let no stranger approach the spot : 1  
None but the wise and faithful may draw near. 
There let no enemy of the fait appear, 
Then the worship of the sacred flame will be riglitly observed ; 

* The Parsis have summed up the information given to the Ritja in 
sixteen Sanskrit Shlokas, which are commonly circulated in a somewhat cor-
rupted form in the Gujarati character. The substance of them, I have 
given in " The Doctrine of Jehovah addressed to the Parsis."—W. 

• 
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Lest any one should lift his voice therein, 
And a hindrance should occur in our worship. 
The Rai replied—I grant permission 
I am free from this request as I comply with it ; 
1 agree to it from my heart, 
For I desire such a shrine to be reared during my life. 
What is better, 0 wise men, 
Than at once to commence the undertaking. 
At the same time the Rai gave the order, 
He gave up a place to the pious Dastur : 
At the same time the Prince, that Hindu Raja, 
Cleared the ground in every direction : 
To the distance of three farsangs he removed the enemies of the faith : 
Within that space none remained but the faithful. 
No one remained there to the distance of three farsangs, 
None except the men of wisdom. 
Round about were placed the vessels used by the Dasturs, 
Shining brightly like the sun. 
Night and day watches remained there. 
Thus by the order of Yazdtin was the affair ordered. 
In that time all were wise, 
Every one was skilled in the affairs of religion. 
On the appointed days and months they held solemn feastings— 
They prayed and gave abundant donations. 
The faithful were delighted in their own affairs, 
And thus firmly established their faith. 
The Prince also, Jadi Rana himself, 
Sent abundant offerings of every description. 
In those times all the government 
Was transacted by the hands of the faithful. 
All their affairs were prosperous, 
Inasmuch as they had brought with them the tools and skill of XhuritsLI. 
Several families also of the Dasturs of the faithful, 
Of righteous behaviour had arrived there. 
With them also were several alchymists, 
To whom success was given by the favour of God. 
Many implements and much furniture they had brought with them, 
And they kindled the sacred fire wording to the rights of the faith. 
As the faith prescribes, did those ancienebasturs 
Place three sacred fires full of exceeding light. 
In those times they were3learned in the faith, 
And executed the matters of religion wisely. 
in these times God only knows what is the faith: * 
However one thing is certain, that the faith must be observed. 
In that land all the faithful and their Dasturs 

* I would recommend this liae to the consideration of the Ptirsis.—E. 
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Held a festival, solemn,. 	and exhilarating 
• Thus three hundred years more or less passed,  away, 

And many men flourished there. Whose number is uncertain. 
The faithful were dispersed through •Hindustin 
Wherever they pleased they selected their abodes. 
Some.went with their whole property to N.ausari ; 
They removed there pleasantly and fortunately : 
Some turned their faces .to Bithltanir 
Others betook themselves to Baroch. 
Some went towards Baryao : 
Every one sought a different abode. 
Some arrived at the city of Anklisar. 
Some assembled themselves in Cambayef.* 
Every one found repose in a different direction. 
Much happiness and property they enjoyed, 
And thus they passed two hundred years. 
In that time in the eity"of Sanjan, 
Those families of the Dasturs which had remained, 
On them fell the decree of fate. 
I know not what became ofthem. 
There was a Dastur young in goodness, 
And possessed of the talent of eloquence— 
The name of that Dastur was Xltushmast,.-- 
Whose actions were always those of righteousness ; 
'The name of his son was Klinjistaii, 
Who was obedient and dutiful to his wish. 
It was always his duty to perform the Yazish,f 
Since he was always vers'd in the rites and in ,the 
He was also well skilled in the Yazish, 
And remained constant at the Arwisgah. 
That holy person was held in high repute, - 
And may herejciiee in the delights of Paradise I 
In this,  manner seven hundred years had elapsed, 
When heaven became inpropitions in the following 	All these lines 

manner 	 • are very obscure, 
Suddenly the world became narrow to him, 	}and appear en• 
And fortune every where oppreSsW, him. 	• • I tirely 	uncon- 
After certain years in the lapse--of,time 	

1

j nected. 

The Shah heard of the I:taiga Satijan. 

1 * All the places here Mentioned are "ail/recognized on the tinaP of 
Gujarat.--W. 

f 	..9 -ts _u 	Yams, in Zand, the sacrificial rite, corresponding 

With the Sanskrit 44  Yejna, sacrifice—W. 
The " muttering" .tit meals.—W. 

fl The beard on which the Parsis place the vetisels they use in their reli-
gious ceremonies.--E. 
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After five hundred years had elapsed from the arrival of the faithful in 
Hinde, 

Islam was introduced into Chatnpanir. 
A good Shah was born with fortunate omens: 
In that City he was enthroned. 
His name was called Sultan Mahmud :* 
His subjects called him the shadow of God. 
When after certain years he was informed 
That there was a prince in the direction of Sanjan. 
His vizier Banaz Khan said one day, 
That thus hash the fortunate Shah ordered : 
' Proceed with an army to Sanjan, 
That the land may be brought under subjection.' 
At the order of the Shah Sultan Mahmud 
Forth came the warriors like the spreading of smoke, 
All his army clothed in armour, 
The Eagle unclosed its pinions. 
When Alaf Khan had moved his army thence, 
He advanced on the populous Sanjan. 
News was brought to the Hindu Prince of that host : 
He was told that from every quarter his foes were assembled. 
There were two thousand chosen horsemen 
Selected from that numerous host by their noble leader. 
When the Raja heard of these tidings he was dismayed. 
After a time he again recovered his senses. 
He then called all the Mobads to his presence— 
All the faithful and the Herbuds. 
That good prince said to them-- 
What counsel give ye my faithful friends ? 
My ancestors exalted you ; 
They lavished favours upon your people : 
In this my difficulty it behoves you to exert yourself, 
And to lead the way in battle. 
If ye recollect the benefits conferred by ►ny ancestors, 
Do not refrain from shewing your gratitude. 
Then the old Mobad, responded to him, 
Fear not, 0 prince, on account of this army. 
All of us, as long as our lives remain, 
Will scatter the heads of thy foes by thsmsands. 
Our custom in battle is known to all : 
We give not way as ►.ong as our lives continue. 
One man of us will never turn back, 
Though a millstone were dashed on his head. 
When the Prince heard his words, 

* This is Mahmud Shah, suruamed Ilegada. The time referred to was 
about 1t07, A. D.W. 
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He bestowed on him a dress of honour of divers pieces. 
In those times there were among the faithful 
Many who were fit for war, both young and old; 
They reckoned up the number of believers, 
And fourteen hundred were entered on the roll. 
Instantly the young men bound their saddles on their horses ; 
The horsemen stood armed in mail 
In that place the whole body of the faithful 
Drew up their ranks before the Raja. 
The dawn rose on the darkness of night, 
And the-lamps of the stars were concealed in the cave of gloom.* 
And now when Alaf Khan with his horsemen 
Put on their armour and descended to the plain, 
They placed their embroidered saddles on their steeds ; 
They raised their banners on the backs of elephants ; 
They saddled their horses for the battle ; 
The plain was rendered. narrow by reason of their elephants. 
The leaders arrayed their troops ; 
On all sides they prepared the weapons of war. 
When they had drawn up their squadrons on the plain, 
They Tilew the brazen trumpets of war. 
Thus was each army drawn up in array : 
On one side the host of Islam, on the other that of Hind. 
Day and night they were engaged in strife ; 
The speed of their horses through much labour grew slow. 
The two leaders on either side like dragons, 
Exerted themselves like leopards. 
The world grew dark as pitch with clouds, 
From which rained sword and javelin and arrow. 
On either side many were slain : 
Every where the dead lay in heaps ; 
None succoured them or came to their aid. 
Such Was the order of God regarding them. 
Around through the hosts none were visible; 
All had fallen in countless numbers. 
Flight then arose among the army ; 
None recognised another therein. , , 
That pious leader said to his friends! 
" I see none of our Hindu friends around us, 
(For the Hindus fled from the battle, 
None but the faithful remained ,,there.)' 
Now is the season of battle, O.my friends ! 
Let us go into the contest like lions ; 

* This is perhaps intended metaphorically, for the hope tho army of the 
faithful inspired.—E. 
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Let us make a simultaneous effort ; 
„ And let our swords and arrows drink the blood of the foe." 

Who was the first of the faithful who entered the battle ? 
His name is related to have been Ardashir. 
That instant did the celebrated Ardashir 
Impel his rapid charger across the plain. 
He leaped forward and suddenly penetrated the ranks of the enemy, 
Grasping in his hand a steely spear.* 
He stood on the plain with the javelin in his hand ; 
He girt on his mail, and bound on his sword. 
First the arrows rained on all sides : 
The armour of the warriors was rent in the battle. 
The world-illumining sun was concealed : 
Who could tell whether it was day or night ! 
The rays of day were obscured by dust, 
Caused to rise where man struggled with man. 
You would have thought the world was darkened with pitch, 
In the midst of which the arrow points glittered like diamonds. 
Of those who carried javelin and wielded mace, 
But few remained of thousands. 
Earth and sky were dark and obscured; 
The ground was painted like a tulip with blood of chiefs. 
Blood flowed in fountains from the bodies of the slain : 
Heads were cloven in pieces with the sword. 
Calamity overtook the lives of men : 
Each moment death received its guests. 
The heroes were clothed from head to foot in iron : 
The bright blood shone like the sun. 
On each side incessant flew the darts : 
The dark blood dropped on the plain continuously. 
The javelins quivered in the breast of Kaus, 
The life of Tarau's was reached through his mail. 
From the blows of the heroes none turned away : 
Every weapon demanded blood. 
The earth was plated with the iron shoes of the horses : 
It flowed with blood up to the knee. 
Three days and nights thus continued the battle, 
That the hands and feet of those who fought waxed weary. 
On all sides glittered the lightning of tiT sword : 
Heads were scattered before the trenchant blades. 
In that contest Islam matt overthrown : 
It was cast down in the battle with the Raizada. 

* What can be in more execrable taste than this, to describe the warrior 
putting on his mail after acquainting us that he had entered the battle; that is 
the vsrepov irporepov indeed ! !—E. 
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Alaf Khan fled in the darkness of night : 
He forgot both the road and order : 
All his army were discomfited. 
They fled from before the face of Ardashir : 
In the battle many of his enemies were slain : 
The issue of the contest was glorious. 
All his women and his equipments 
Fell together into the hands of Ardashir. 
Again the two armies shouted for the battle:• 
Earth was again filled with commotion 
By the singing of bells, and the blast of the trumpet : 
Many heads were smitten with confusion. 
Again Alaf Khan prepared for the fight : 
The brazen drum was again in motion.t 
The noble leader Ardashir 
Again made his appearance in swift career. 
He cried to that excellent Prince— 
" They are a hundred warriors to our one : 
Behold now our actions in this extremity, 
Since their army has re-appeared in greater numbers than before, 
We will either yield our lives or take that of our foes : 
We prepare for the battle with this resolve: 
In this fight may God befriend us, 
Since he always removes our difficulties." 
At these words those who heard were glad, 
Many hearts were freed thereby from pain. 
They then all put on their armour 
And descended to fight with the Khan. 
Then the illustrious Ardashir 
Bound to his saddle the noose of war. 
He entered the ranks like a lion : 
On his waist was a sword of Hind, and a dart was in his hand. 
Loudly he shouted-0 ye fugitives, 
Why are ye timorous in the slay of battle! 
Where now is your leader? 
What is his employment and name ? 
The chief of the foes appeared and said : " I am he, 
Who spills in one blow the blood of my enemies." 
Beneath him was a steed namrd Sulak. 
He came towards Ardashir swiftly : 

* here again the connection seems entirely lost, for we are not told how the 
army of Alaf Khan, so lately described as in utter rout, rallied and returned to 
the battle.--E. 

The original 	The drum, like a hawk, began to fly"--than which I do 
not recollect ever to have suet a more inappropriate simile.-11. 
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He came to oppose him grasping a javelin : 
• On all sides he glared like a furious lion. 

He shouted once to Ardashir— 
" Now, 0 noble foe, guard thine own, 
For a combatant has come to fight with thee: 
Now then display thy skill in war." 
Ardashir shouted to him in reply— 
" Thy equal in fight has come against thee also." 
They both fared in the battle like lions: 
They were satiated with the blood of each other. 
At last Ardashir obtained the victory : 
He cast hint down from the back of Sulak : 
He cast his noose and drew him towards him: 
He dismounted from his steed and cut off his head. 
When Alaf Khan beheld him slain, 
His heart was filled with grief. 
He gave orders that the men of Fars and the Hindu Prince 
Should be slain and not permitted to live. 
His army followed him full of vengeance. 
He spurred on his steed to the battle. 
The clashing of the swords arose incessantly : 
Blood was poured in streams on the earth. 
When the two armies joined in battle, 
Blood poured from their bodies like the sea : 
Waves of blood arose. 
On all sides was the destruction of men : 
No place remained which could contain an ant. 
But what can any one devise without the command of God ? 
Then approached the termination of the life of Ardashir, 
He fell, and the end of his days arrived. 
A dart reached his waist, 
And transfixed him suddenly. 
His body was weakened with wounds, 
For a fountain of blood spouted from each limb. 
Ardashir fell headlong from his saddle: 
His army became confused when they lost their leader. 
Alas! for that noble chief! 
Destiny at last cast him down. 
When evil fortune arises, in that seasons 
The hard stone becomes soft as lead. 
Had he fought with tin times greater vigour, 
What could it afail him since his destiny was adverse ? 
On both sides many warriors were slain— 
The noble, the illustrious and the good. 
Then fell too the blameless Hindu Prince : 
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The army was turned to disarray. 
Alas ! for that excellent Prince : 
Ile fell, and his city became desolate. 
At last the army of the faithful was scattered. 
There is a mountain in Hindustan named Bharut ; 
Many fled thereto from terror of death. 
The order of God is irrevocable. 
Twelve successive years elapsed 
During which the royal fire itself was neglected. 
Then after a period by the command of God 
They set forward, themselves and their families: 
They carried with them the sacred flame of Bahrain: 
They. proceeded in the direction of Bansadah. 
When the people of Bansadah heard thereof, 
They carne forward to meet them courteously. 
They arrived there with three hundred horsemen, 
And with many honorable men : 
They led them into the city with much respect. 
Thus was their grief alleviated. 
The city of Bansadah rejoiced at their arrival, 
And thus were they supported. 
Thereafter from that place the descendants of the faithful, 
From every clime where believers were to be found, 
Proceeded for the service of the Shah 
Both women and men, young and old.* 
As in former times in the celebrated Sanjan, 
Every tribe of believers flourished 
In the same manner afterwards in Bansadah: 
They arrived from all quarters with abundance of wealth. 
After this when fourteen years had elapsed, 
The Heavens became prosperous to them. 
In that time one among the faithful arose : 
There was none to equal him in those days. 
He appeared there, and exhibited righteousness : 
Many miracles were wrought by him. 
Dhewudt was his name, and he resembled the blessing of marriage, 
For he brought encouragement to thh faithful. 
In the latter times that man of excellent qualities 
Renewed and extended the truC faith : 
If any one had not the Kusti or the Sadra, 
He himself contributed the sums necessary to be' expended— 
Well did he arrange the affairs of the faith: 
None ever came to him under affliction, 

* The whole of this passage is very obscure, and appears corrupt. 

f This appears to be a mistake; for, as below, the name should be Dawar. 
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That he did not relieve his distress, 
. And did not afford consolation to his heart. 

In those times many of the race of the faithful 
Were confirmed in the faith by his means. 
My tongue is unequal to the description 
Of the advancement of religion to be ascribed to that man. 
One year he thus formed a determination, 
And proceeded to the fire-temple. 
Then he prepared a feast 
In the fire. temple of the city of Bansadah. 
In the month of Azar and the day of Azar, 
Was that feast held. 0 my brother I 
With all the faithful and the Dasturs 
That enlightened benefactor of the faith proceeded to the fire-temple. 
In his sight all performed the Sijdah : 
There they'all performed worship. 
Then one and all, with joy and gladness 
Returned back from the temple. 
Two or three months elapsed after this, 
When that good person formed a design in his heart. 
One day he assembled all the multitude 
And spoke to them regarding that fire-temple: 
He said—" I wish for the Shah of Silas, from thence 
I wish my friends to conduct him here. 
If I daily see the countenance of the Shah, 
Much benefit will be derived therefrom. 
Besides, eve),  year in journeying to the fire-temple, 
I experience much pain, and that by reason of the distance ; 
For in that month much rain falls 
And much time is occupied in the journey ; 
Therefore my friends what is better than this 
Than that I should go there with certain persons of discretion, 
And bring the sacred flame of Bahrain 
That I may behold it daily : 
Our dignity and fortune will be increased thereby, 
And the hearts of the faithful will be made glad." 
All rejoiced at his words 
And proceeded thither from Bansadah.* 
With much honor they brought the sacred flame : 
They prepared for it a magnificent temple : 
They did homage to the Shah of the true faith :t 
They all accompanied the procession. 
Day and night Ins worship was performed 

* Above it is said they brought the flame of Bahrain to Bassadab, which Is 
evidently a mistake.—E. 

f I. e. to Bahram.—B. 
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By those appointed to that duty. 
The name of the first was Nakin Ram : 
His actions were always those of piety. 
The name of the-second Dastur was Kurshid 
His father's name was Kiyam-uddin Jawid. 
The third Dastur was Janiyan. ibn-i-Sair, 
Who was always attentive in devotional offices. 
Their families and their tribes were with them, 
They all attended on the Shah of Iran ;* 
With much zeal and ardour they abode in his service: 
They were established with much splendour and dignity.. 
Those three nesters arrived at Nausari 
With all their tribes from the distant journey. 
And in those days the pious Dawart 
Gave assistance to the worshippers of the true faith. 
I offer my blessing to him in this world, 
And tray peace be his resting place hereafter! 
Unnumbered blessings and thanksgivings without end 
Be offered to God the cherisher of his creatures, 
That he directed my tongue in this fitting task, 
And by his mercy opened to me a concealed door 
May Gad in both worlds bless exceedingly 
The Dastur who revealed to me this tale. 
I am that poor person minted Bahram, 
Whose dwelling is the town of Na.asari. 
Know too, that my father is Kaikobad, 
And that his heart rejoices in the remembrance of the Shah of Iran.. 
His father was the Dastur Hurmaztlyar 
May hisplace be in light among angels I 
Know, my friend, he bore the title of Sattjani, 
For he was instructed in all wisdom 
From that wisdom he got the title of Sanjan, 
Since he showed knowledge in affairs of religion. 
They gave him also the name of the Dastur of the faith, 
All affairs connected with the faith were expounded by him.. 
His abode was in the city of Nausari. 
If you reckon you will find two hundred years have elapsed from his 

time. 
A hundred thousand blessings slid laudations be upon him 
And on all these who accept the faith 
By the blessing and the commandlof God 
I have thus related the history of this family of men. , 

* i. e. on the flame sacred to Babram. 
f A layman, particularly skilled in the Law, and observant of religious- 
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When the men of the faith read it, 
This work will bring a blessing upon me, 
May more than hundreds of thousands of blessings rest 
On that good person! benefactor of the world.' 
May Anoshirvan return my spirit, 
And obtain pardon for my soul from Yazdanl 
Praise be to his spirit everlastingly—. 
Everlasting joy attend his soul! 
Nine hundred and sixty-nine years have elapsed of the era of Yea- 

dejird.t 
Now that this history has been recorded by the pen; 
In the month of Farwadin, and the day of Khurdar, 
These verses were completed aright. 
I have written and finished this history: 
By this undertaking I have sought the favour of God. 
I pray a blessing from the reader of this book 
That my earth by water may be purified thereby. 
May his soul with mine go to Anoshirvan, 	. 
That whatever be his will may befall me. 
I have related this history according to my knowledge, 
As I have heard it from my ancestors. 
I have accomplished this work unaided by any instructor, 
And thus have the flowers of this garden been reared. 
(Lord of bounty a fortunate age)t 
Gives the year of this work and it was written in spring. 
When I looked on this story I said within myself, 
On considering this account of the faithful, 
0 reader, when you look on this good performance, 
Pay to me the applause that is due. 
Praise without end and countless thanksgivings 
Be on Yustast the pious ! 
And may this favor be granted in thee by the mercy of God, 
That you give to my soul the blessings of eternity ! 

Here ends this tale of Khurasitn. 

The end of the book. 

.1••••••00•••••••••••• 

On the day of Wah-minu-asman, in )he month of Ardibihieht, in the 
latter end of the elevep hundred and twenty-ninth year of Shah Yaz- 

* i. e., Zartusht 
This Axes the date of the fissalt-i-Sanjan, at 1599, A. D.—W. 
This is the date by letters.-.a fanciful usage observed by Persian writers. 
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dejird, in the season of winter,* was written this book by the believer 
in the faith, the slave of God, the Mobad and son of a Mobad Darab, son . 
of Fararourz, son of Minuchihr, son of Garshasp. From the reader 
a blessing is asked for me who am a sinner. 

E. B. EASTWICK, Lieut. 
Mahabaleshwar, March 16, 1842. 

* This is the date of the transcription, A. D. 1759. 

ART. V.—Notes accompanying a Collection of Geolo gical 
Specimens from Guzerat. By Professor A. B. ORLEBAR. 

To the Curators of the Bombay Museum. 

GENTLEmEN,—IN hopes that the accompanying collection of rocks 
from Guzerat may facilitate further researches,' beg to submit. them to 
you vi ith the following notes and section, without which they will be 
nearly valueless. 

The district from which principally they are collected is that known 
to the natives by the name Charotra, which is bounded on the west 
by the Subureauttee, on the south by the Gulph of Cambay, and on 
the east by the Mhye. A line from Ahmednuggur to Morassa, curved 
northwardly, bounds the district whence my collection is made. The 
surface is one vast plain, which is bordered by hills, which, commenc-
ing north-east of Ahmednuggur, run in'a semicircular direction through 
Bonpal, Morassa, Malpur, Verpur, and (as I am informed) to Balasinor.. 

These hills are composed of sandstones and quartz rock in horizontal 
strata. The tops of them appear all to be on one level, and ascending 
one which embosoms the town of kalpoor, I seemed to be on a table 
land, stretching out in every direction, but broken up into countless 
patches. The sides of these hill are always steep, rising in cliffs from 
the level plain below. I did not visit Virapur of Balasinor ; but from 
my extensive view at Malpur, and from the identity of all which I ex-
amined south of that place, I do not doubt but that all the specimens 
from hills in that direction will belong to the same series. 

The lower beds of this formation are expdsed in the beds of the 
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streams, which are very deep, and expose very fine sections of this 
• sandstone, as in the Hautmuttee at Ahmednuggur, and in the Wartuck 

at Mohunpur. 
The different beds are of very various structure. The upper beds 

are generally a very compact quartz rock (I. I.) The hills north of 
Mehdasan (between Roopal and Morassa) are entirely composed of 
this, and about one hundred feet high. The stratification is, as usual, 
horizontal, but the beds have been divided by cleavages inclined to the 
south, at an angle of about 70°, so as to give every appearance of 
highly inclined stratification. The hill at Bakrol is also very high 
and is entirely of the quartz rock; arid one cliff shows a beautiful 
veining of a lighter coloured quartz. At Malpur is exposed, in a quarry 
and hill, quartz beds, sandstone beds, again quartz, and again sand-
stone. The lower sandstone is of various colours, various hardness, 
and in beds of various thickness. It frequently abounds in mica, so as 
to approach the character of mica slate. But these beds are all small 
grained. It is sometimes beautifully variegated. It occurs variegated 
also at Poore!, (a village between Mohunpoor and Ahmednuggur,) and 
also at Ahmednuggur, where it is underlain by a deep red sand, con-
taining little pebbles of quartz. At this place also the variegated 
sandstone overlies quartz rock. Above the town the fine sandstones 
are overlain with coarser sandstones approaching the character of 
conglomerates. And at Rhupal we find a very coarse large conglo-
merate composed entirely of quartz fragments and pebbles. At 
Mohunpoor the quartz rock alternates with the loose red sand. These 
facts are sufficient to show that this great formation of sandstones, 
conglomerates, and quartz rocks, in which quartz and mica are the only 
apparent minerals, is very various both in character and order. 

The whole of this formation is covered with the sand which forms 
the soil of the Charotra. It abounds in mica. It is generally quite 
loose, without a pebble in it. In the southern part of the Charotra the 
sections of the rivers expose no other jormation. The banks of the 
Mhye, composed of it, are more than one hundred feet high. Its strati-
fication is generally htrizontal, but its lower strata in the cliffs of the 
Mhye at Dewan are highly irregular and contorted. Between it and 
the older sandstone above described, there is at Ahmednuggur a gravel 
bed containing fragments of quartz, and at Mohunpoor its lower bed, 
immediately over the quartz rock, is full of similar large fragments. 
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This upper sand also surmounts the trap at Mohunpoor and itursole. 
At the former place the upper strata are, a loose sand horizontal, then. 
horizontal beds of conglomerate, and, lastly, irregular strata of sand 
containing pebbles, filling up the hollows in the depressions of the trap. 
At Hursole also the lower strata are a coarse conglomerate. 
• Trap occurs also at Satimba, where it is covered with the black soil. 
This is the only spot in which 1 found black soil, excepting near the 
banks of the Mhye. 

From enquiries I made with regard to wells, I am inclined to sup- 
pose that the black soil alternates with the sand. But the black soil 
certainly overlies the upper or newer sand ou the banks of the Nur-
budda above Broach. It may be as well to observe here, that this 
upper sand and the black soil forms the surface not only of the 
Charotra but of the whole low land from Wallah to Dhanduka below 
the Kattiawar high lands, of the fiat eastward of Ahmedabad to Verna*« 
gaum, and of the district between the Mhye and the Taptee. 

Granite is exposed at Morassa, and is overlain by the newer sand. 
stone, whose lower strata are a very coarse ' conglomerate of trap 
pebbles. 

Mica slate is exposed in a stream between Mehdejan and Bakrol. 
One rock only remains to be described. It is a rock of very 

various appearance, on which the town of Caparwanj is built. The 
specimen is exactly the same as the one in my possession of the 
laterite in the southern Mahrathi country between Belgaum. and 
Dharwar. 

The point, however, most worthy of the attention of geologists, 
is the existence of veins of lime. These veins reticulate, in every 
direction, the trap and the older sandstone, but never enter the newer 
sandstone. At Hursole and Mohunpur, the veins which come to the 
surface are cut off when they meet the sand. The sand immediately 
overlaying the trap abounds with ftankar pebbles. These pebbles are 
not like those distorted convretions which are found elsewhere In 
India, and seen►  formed by the)  lime, around roots, &c. &c., but are 
little rounded pebbles. They are found throughout Guzerat, both 
in the sand and in the back soil. The horizontal veins are generally 
the thickeait. 

The veins which pierce the older sandstone have so united with 
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the red sand, as to give all the appearance of brick and mortar. At 
tiohunpur they had thickened under the quartz rocks. At Ahmed. 
nuggur, under the town, the sandstone beds are bent upwards in 
a curve ; below them are sandstone beds in their usual hori-
zontal position ; and between them, filling the space thus formed, 
is a mass of lime. 

Returning to the trap at Hursole, broad veins, approaching the 
character of dykes, terminate in beds of lime which contain fos-
sils. The fossils are a melania, pianorbis, limnea, and eyrene. 
These beds are near the river in a spot where the upper sand has been 
removed. They in some places contain large pebbles of trap; in 
some places they have the character of travertin. 

GOGO.—G og o is built of a conglomerate which is found on the 
shore. A good section is exposed south of the town, and from the 
only fossiliferous bed of this the specimens were taken. Conglo-
merates and sandstones alternate. The sandstone between Gogo and 
Rntnapoor, a village to the S.E. of Gogo, contains selenite. The . 
eon around Gogo is a loose dark soil, abounding with fragments of 
the conglomerate. This soil is bounded on the north west by a low 
range of trap hills, a little south of the village of Seedeysir. It is eo 
deep that an exposure of fifty feet does not show its depth between 
Gogo and Booleysir; but, towards the above-mentioned hills, it lies 
upon trap, and thins off to a thickness of a few inches. This trap is 
penetrated by lime veins, one of which I traced upwards into the 
conglomerate soil. The conglomerate soil is interrupted at Booleysir, 
by e red and white rock, which is sometimes stratified, and which is 
continued in hills of iron gravel to near Boodeil. 

Seedeysir to Warteg is trap, with veins of lime, which, in one spot 
near Warteg, unite, so as to have the appearance of broad white dykes 
in the dark rock. 

In the vast plain of black soil, which extends from Warteg to 
beyond Dhanduka, rises an isolated greep of granite hills: they are 
known as the Chamardi Hills. All which I observed was granite; 
but Mr Jordan of Ahafedabad gave me the specimens of slate which 
he took from the itesternmost bill. Low on the flanks of the granite 
hills lie, in highly inclined strata, beds of sandstone, composed evi-
dently from the granite. In one of these beds I found tubes of 
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limestone reticulating the surface, and passing downwards in all planes 
without order, but all connected. 

The bed of the river at Balawarra is composed of limestone, which 
lies in masses in the neighbouring black soil. 

I observed no other rocks in my route on the western side of the 
Gulph of Cambay. From Dhanduka to Koth, the road is over the 
singular marsh land which extends from the Gulph of Cambay to the 
Runn of Cutch. From Koth the vast upper sand of theCharotra com• 
mences. 

On the eastern side of the Gulph, from the Mhye to the Taptee, the 
same deep sand of the Charotra is overlain frequently by black soil; 
and in one spot only did a rock make its appearance : this was between 
the Nurbudda and the Keem. It see►ns a sandstone. 

The Rajpeeple Hills are seen from Broach, and I thought it worth 
a day to examine the site of the famed cornelian mines. 'The trade in 
them has become lately so unprofitable that the mi►►es have been given 
up, and the excavations have been nearly filled up, so that I had no 
opportunity of examining the strata. The surface of the hills in which 
they are situated are so disintegrated, that I could form no opinion as 
to the nature of the rock.' As the specimens *thew, it is a kind of con-
glomerate ; but from the shape of the hills, I should account them of 
volcanic origin. The plain below is covered with a gravel which 
appears of the same character as the disintegrated conglomerate. This 
plain, as far as the Nurbudda, is beautifully undulated by little hills, 
which abound in iron. 

Below the cornelian hill is the village of Ratnapoor, and in the bed 
of the river is exposed a section of conglomerate and sandstone beds. 
They are inclined at an angle of 700; and, as the section is exposed for 
several hundred yards, must be a portion of a very vast formation. 
The dip is north by west. The e  lowest beds are a fine marl, which 
contained a large angular fragment, of which A. R. is a part. One 
of the beds contained the brdies J. C. The beds are intersected 
by vertical veins of lime. Two of these veins, which were some 
inches broad, I took to be small trap dykes ; lit on examination they 
also have proved to be lime with alumine. 
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REMARKS ON THE ABOVE SPECIMENS. 

IT would be premature to offer many remarks on the structure of the 
above low country surrounding the gulph ; but perhaps a few conjec-
tures may not be useless to future enquirers. 

That the cessation of the cause or causes which produced the lime-
veins may be regarded as an epoch in these rocks, there can be no 
doubt. The lime-veins penetrate the trap, the older sandstones, the 
conglomerates, and conglomerate soil of Gogo, and the conglomerates 
of Ratnapoor ; but never enter the newer sand and conglomerate of the 
Charotra, or the gravel of Ratnapoor. This is observed not in a place 
here or there, but it may be seen in innumerable localities, so aS 
to be quite a striking characteristic of the rocks. That subsequently 
the trap was exposed to considerable action from water is also evident 
from the conglomerates of trap pebbles which form the lower strata of 

the newer sand, whatever rock it may happen to overlie. And also in 

the lower strata of the newer sand, trap pebbles are common mixed 
with pebbles of kankar, which are so abundant as to supply the countt4y 
with lime exclusively. These pebbles, I repeat, have no similarity 4 
the concretionary kankar of the Deccan and Concan : they are strictly 
pebbles. The tnass of the sand itself may have been formed from the 
older sandstone and granitic rocks, which, like the sand in question, are 
characterized by a peculiar abundance of mica. These considerations 
seem to prove that the newer sand was formed by a diluvial action 
upon the trap sandstone and primitive rocks. 

But having shewn that the lime-veins are older than the newer sand, 
ii. follows that the little Ihne.beds at Hursole are also newer. And 
since these lime-beds contain river shells,—of which certainly some, 
and probably all, are identical with those now existing in the rivers of 
Guzerat,—it follows that the sand is pretty certainly very recent. 
And further, since there must, at the tin of those shells being imbed-
ded, have been rivers in Guzerat,—.and since the sand appears to have 
been formed by as  sea, it follows that the present state of things in 
Guzerat must have been interrupted by a flood. The great irregularity 
of the lower strata of the sand seems to shew that the flood was most 
tempestuous ; and the absence of organic remains shews that no mol.. 
!line could endure it. 
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With regard to the origin of the lime-veins, the travertine structure 
of the lime at Hursole seems to prove that it is a deposit from a mineral 
spring; and that it does originate from below, I am led to believe, 
1st; By the great thickness of the horizontal veins in the trap compared 
with that of the vertical veins ; 2d, By the appearance above described 
at Ahmednuggur; and 3d, By its abounding in the lower soft strata 
of the older sandstone, but never penetrating the upper harder strata 
under which the veins frequently accumulate. 

The upper sand never contains any fragments or pebbles of the Ca-
parwanj or of the Rattanpoor red conglomerate; I conclude, therefore, 
that these iron formations are more recent. The Caparwanj rock is 
very various in appearance, but many specimens are identical with those 
of the southern India laterite conglomerate. This laterite conglomerate 
occurs in veins in the pass through the sandstone ridge between Bada-
mee and Dharwar ; and the Caparwanj rock, in many places, has all the 
appearance of lava streams. 

If the Rattanpoor conglomerate is also voleinic, it will account for 
the highly inclined strata of the conglomerates, which will probably be 
found identical with the Grego fossiliferous strata on the other side of 
the gulph. 

The older sandstone may be identical with that described by Mr 
Fraser (Geol. Trans., vol. 1., new series) as occurring at Bhaug ; with 
the sandstone of Bundelcund, described by Captain Franklin ; and with 
the diamond sandstone ridges of the south. They all rest on the pri-
mitive rocks, are all unfossiliferous, all have beds in which quartz pre-
dominates, and all seem to present the same scenery, indicating their 
having been subjected to similar action. 

The whole system, then, I conjecture to be as follows :—The primi-
tive rocks existing, trap rocks Founpleted the general character of 
the country as it now exists. The older sandstone was deposited, 
raised, and subjected to erry)ing causes. The fossiliferous beds of 
Gogo, and the conglomerate Qf Rattanpoor, were formed by the Nar-
budda and other rivers carrying down detritus and fossils into the 
gulph. The lime veins formed. The newer sand and black soil formed 
by a flood. Lastly, volcanic eruptions through Caparwanj, Beerpoor, 
and forming the Rajpeepla hills. 

Thit4onnection between the trap and the older sandstone might be 
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easily determinetrat Mohunpoor, were coolies employed to remove the 
rubbish which now covers their juncture. It is possible also, that, in 
this place, lime-veins may be traced from one of these rocks into the 
other. 	• 

The conglomerates at Rattanpoor should be carefully examined. 
Fossil beds will probably be found. 

The Perim beds have never yet been so examined, as to determine 
certainly whether the fossils are in situ. 

The hills at Balasinor and Beerpoor should be examined, in order 
to connect the above described specimens with these described by Mr 
Hardie, Asiatic Researches, vol xviii. p. 82. 

The existence of the species of river mollusca found in the lime 
of Hursole, whether all be now alive in the river. should be carefully 
inquired into. I have deposited, in the Museum, specimens of the 
melania which I found in the river at Warteg ; but I did not fit.d 
them alive. The limnea appears, certainly, and so also the planorbis, 
to. be the same as those now living. Shells of the cyrene are common 
in the rivers; but I found none alive, although I was informed that 
they live under stones in the shallows of the Nerbudda. It i re-
markable that neither the common unio nor the common pals ins, 
which both abound now in the rivers of Guzerat, was discove able 
in the Hursole lime-beds. 

I have the honour to be, Gentlemen, 

Your's, &c. 

BOMBAY, April, 1842. 	 A. B. ORLEBAR. 

SECTION OF THE CHAROTRA. AS PAR AS DETERMINED. 
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VI.—Note on the Ram Ghat. Communicated by Pro: 
,fesser A. B..011.LEBAR. 

VIEWED from the top of the Ram Ghat, the summits of the highest 
neighbouring 1► ills appear on a level with one another and the observer, 
and seem to- 'have formed one table-land continuous with the plain of 
trap on which Belgium is situated; but which are now separated from 
one another by deep and precipitous ravines. These summits are all 
tabular, but between and in the midst of them are lower hills whose 
summits are conical. All, however, are nothing but the broken edge 
of the great Deccan table, which rises here in a steep escarpment from 
the plain of the Konkan, throughout the line marked by geographers 
as the Western Ghats, but no where more remarkably than in this spot. 

Along the plain of the Konkan, from Vingorla to the foot of the 
Ram Ghat, are found in succession granite overlaid by laterite, laterite 
interrupted by mica schist and hornblende rock, and lastly hornblende 
rock. It is to be observed that the hornblende rock at the base of the 
Ghat is horizontal ; but that in other spots it is inclined at an angle 
of 30° to the south. 

After leaving the hornblende-rock, I eommenced the ascent of the 
ghat over a bill of trap ; the road is there cut through successive beds-
of hornblende rock and gneiss until near the summit, when it finishes 
with trap. 

The beds of. hornblende-rock and gneiss are thirty in number, and 
alternate The dip is towards the west, at an angle of about 60 . 

1 he gneiss is remarkably deficient in mica ; although, in the first and 
lowest bed, there are some few strata of mica slate. The felspar is, 
in general white, but is sometimes flesh coloured. The quartz is 
either white or smoky The rock is frequently in so crumbling a state 
as to have more.of the appearance of a sandstone than of gneiss. The 

third bed contains much green earth. 
The hornblende rock is universally very fine grained, except in one 

series of strata, which form a Ipbordinate bed in the last bed, which 

is of great thickness ; and here )the hornblende is fibrous. The fourth 
bed contains flesh coloured crystals of felspar. 'The tenth bed is not 
a foot thick. There are singular contortions in the twenty-fourth 

bed. The junction of the gneiss and trap is very apparent at the 
lowest bed which is exposed at the higher part of the ghat. The latter 
first appears under amygdaloid, which is decomposing in globes; the 
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trap is then interrupted and gneiss is the superficial rock ; and a few 
." yards farther, is a single globe of basalt resting on the top of the 

gneiss strata. Also in the same bed of gneiss, some yards further, 

a dyke of trap cuts the strata which it has slightly disturbed. 

SECTION OF THE RAM GHAT. 

A A Trap. Bit Gt,eisa. 	CCC Hornblende ILIA. 
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ART. 1. — Note on. Allore and Rohri. By Lieut. E. B. 
EASTWICK. 

The country of Sinde presents but a scanty field for the researehep of 
the Antiquarian, and but few monuments which could prove of use to the 
writer of history. Though traversed by the'classic waters of the Indus 
and trodden by the armies of every invader of Hindustan, scarcely any 
work of bygone ages reminds the traveller of the past, or aids him in 
removing the obscurity in which the early history of this region is en-
veloped. Even the site of the once most celebrated cities of Sinde is dis-
puted, and though perhaps but eight centuries have elapsed since the 
prosperity of Allore and Brahminabad was at its height, no record of 
their inhabitants is left; and vague tradition alone informs us that the moul-
dering heaps we now behold, were once the abode of thousands, and the 
seat of empire. In the Chachnimah and Mausumnfimah we find no account 
of the ages which intervened between the invasion of Alexander and the 
conquest of Sinde by the generals of the Caliphs, except indeed a few 
names of kings and some puerile legends. *e are left without any guide 
as to the natural changesswhich must have happened in that lapse of time, 
and which, if we n?ay argue from what has -occurred more recently, must 
have been of no common magnitude. 	It is therefore vain to speculate 
on the ancient geography of the tracts bordering on the Indus, and to build 
on conjectures which must be purely arbitrary. With reference however 
to Allore, once the capital of the Hindu Rajas whe governed Sinde, 
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• some scanty information may perhaps be collected, and among other 
things it appears possible to fix the date on which the Indus abandoned 
that ancient city and directed its course into a new channel between 
Rohri, and Sakkar. In the small island of Khwaja Khizr, nearly op-
posite Rohri, is a masjid whose appearance bespeaks antiquity. In this 
building is the following inscription :— 

Lite ttg)4) 	L.Mt)t; 	 ,))1i 	yl 

r 
When this Court was raised, be it known, Khizr wrote this in pleasing verse 
That the waters of Khizr surrounded it. 	Its date is found from the Court of 

God. 

If this date re I be correct, the masjid was erected in the year 952 
A. C. about 250 years after the Muhammadan invasion ef India. The 
mistake, if there is any, is intentional, for the literal date corresponds to 
that of the figures: Thus ; 

4 

200 

tf..f = 20 

I = 1 

s = 	5 	trti 6 al., 

e  = 70 

1 

J = 30 

10 

it  341 

But the inscription is corroborated both by tradition and by other cir-
cumstances which present themselves to the local inquirer. The pOpular 
legend tells us, that a shepherd named Bajee, whose hut stood wheresithe 
Mahal of Bijee, one of the divisions of the town of Rohri, now stands, 
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observed at night a bright flame burning at some distance from him. 
Thinking it had been kindled by travellers, he sent his wife to procure a 
plight from it, but as often as she approached it vanished. She returned 
and told her husband, and he disbelieving her report, went himself and 
then discovered that it was indeed a miraculous manifestation. 	Awe, 
struck with what he had seen, he erected a Takea on the spot, and devoted 
himself as a fakir to the religious care of the place. Soon after this, the 
Indus altered its course, and abandoning the walls of Allore encircled the 
ground on which the Takea of Bajee stood, and which is now called the 
island of Khw gja Khizr. 

There is another story to be found in the Chaclinamah which re-
lates thht the Raja of Allore was - desirous of possessing the beautiful 
daughter of a merchant who resided in his city. The unhappy father, 
unable to oppose the wishes of the king, entreated that a respite of eight-• 
days might be allowed to him, and having spent that time in fasting and 
prayer, he wks miraculously conveyed with his daughter and all his 'wealth 
to the island of Khizr, the river at the same time deserting the city of 
Allore, which was thus doomed• to clesoIation for the tyranny of its 
king.. 	. 

However the truth of these tales may be, the existence of the legend 
gives strength to our belief in the genuineness of the inscription. We 
find too, that among the tombs in R.ohri and Sakkar, though for the most 
part they are of the age of Akbar, there are some whose antiquity ascends 
nearly to the date in the inscription given above. In the island of Sati 
opposite the fort of Bakkar is an inscription to this effect. 

LC! et; fr! tJ 	a.`311`4'" 
j114 „f 	wag 	 5)1 	daS ex9 JJ 

Lr"'"C°.?:' L7)45 /In 	J.3)1 	Qty.; 

V.eyud uddin born of a noble house. His soul emoved from this house of clay, 
Unequalled and perfect in wisdom. 	He made paradise his abode. 

When I sought the year of his death my heart responded, 
The Mir, lord of my heart, became an inhabitant of Paradise, 
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Now these words would give the date 384 A. H. as follows : 

wLopo 

384 A. n. 

The appearance of the tomb is extremely ancient, and justifies our be-
lief in the correctness of the date. It is situated at the eastern extremity of 
the island and is. much dilapidated. It seems probable, therefore, that the 
change in the course of the InduS from Allore to Rohri actually took place 
in the year 341, A: II. as given in the inscription in the Masjid of 
Khwaja Khizr, and that soon after the divergence of the stream; the po-
pulation of Allore began to migrate to Rohri, and among them probably 
came the family of Seyuds on the tomb of one of whom appears a date 
only fifty years subsequent to that of the Masjid of Khwaja Xhizr. In 
assigning an antiquity of eight centuries to Rohri and even to Sakkar, it 
will not be thought; that their foundation is carried too far back, for it ap-
pears that several centuries ago they had reached a high state of wealth 
and importance. This is attested by the numerous and costly structures 
erected prior to and during the reign of Akbar, and by the resort of Seyuds 
who emigrated hither from thecinost distant countries. Akbar conquered 
Singe in 1572. A. a and'thatgh nearly three centuries have elapsed, the 
buildings erected during his reign are evidently among (the mast modern 
of the edifices which cover the hills on each side of the river. The 
former Masjid of Rohri bearing the following inscription, will serve as an 
instance : — 
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The Khusrau of the age, the asylum of the faith, Shah Akbar, 
Giver of crowns and subduer of kingdoms. 
The Shah, whose host is as the stars, and whose throne is the sky, 
Defender of the law and leader of the age. 
Whose servants equal Cresars and Emperors, 
Whose nobles are great its the Khan of Tartary. 
The lowest of thy servants, 0 Shah ! 
The chief resembling Jamshld, throne of the age, 
Leader of bright soul, bounteous as the ocean, 
Pillar of liberality and storehouse of benefits. 
Fateb Khan whose blood shedding scimetar 
Laid waste the foundations of injustice, 
guilt this cathedral for a heavenly recompense, 
And in the hope of a more enobled abode in Paradise. 
Heart expanding as the holy Caabah, 
Soul delighting as the gardens of Eden, 
May it continue uninjured by the lapse of ages. 

I sought in my mind fora word corresponding to its date. 
The Khan built this Masjid and bid adieu to life. 

• 
No. 2. Another example will be found in a small domed building, 

which now forms part of.  he Agency at Sakkar, which is of the time of Ak-. 
bar, but of perfectly modern appearance. It bears the following inscrip-
tion:— 

"In the time of the Khalifat of the great Shah, most revered ling of 
kings, brightness of the faith, Muhammad Akbar the king, exterminator 
of infidels, may God establish his kingdom ! 

"This building was erected for good purposes by the noble Muhammad 
Maiisum of Bakkar, the son of Seyud Sifa Tarmazi, for the common benefit. 
of all Milsalraims. — Whoever makes a tomb in this edifice, the curse of 
God, and of the prophet, and of angels, and of the faithful, on him rest ! 
1008. A. H." 

Opposite is another building with these/verses. 

"Sweet spot titat like the gardens of the blest, 
Breat4ies heavenly pleasures to the enraptured breast, 
Mansion of bliss ! thy date let strangers find, 
In hailing, thee the Eden of the mind. 1006. A. H." 

Contrasted with these buildings, the tombs on the hill overlooking the 
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Agency, seem evidently of a far higher antiquity. Among all these ru-
ins there is no trace of any Hindu place of worship. Not even at Allore, 
though once governed by a Hindu dynasty, is there any specimen of 
Hindu architecture to be found. There are some circular towers which 
would seem very ancient, and the tracery and carved work of which is laid on 
to the walls in a very rude fashion, but these are nevertheless tombs of 
Musalmiins from the Kabar in the inside turned towards the Kiblah. What 
is said to have been the Ka and palace of the Rajas, is now a vast mound 
of undistinguishahle ruin. In one place where Mir Rustam Khan, the 
Khyrpore chief, caused an excavation to be made, the wall has been laid 
bare and appears to be of great thickness, about twelve feet as nearly as I 
could guess. The Mir was not rewarded for his labour by discovering any 
thing, and the work was soon discontinued from superstitious motives. The 
distance of Allore from Rohri is about five miles, and theroad passes over 
a bridge to which an undue antiquity has been ascribed by some. There is 
no reason however to suppose it older than the statements of The natives 
would make it, that is, about two centuries. It is plain, that it never could 
have been thrown across the main stream of the . Indus, for the height 
of the centre arch is only feurteen feet, and the whole length of the bridge 
does not exceed six hundred.. Long after the main river had deserted 
Allore, it is probable, that a.small body of water•may have continued to flow 
in the ancient channel, across which this bridge was thrown either by Mu, 
hanunad Maiisum, or some other munificent noble of that age. After cross 
sing the bridge you come upon a small village, containing about sixty 
families, of whom two-thirds are MUsalmans, and the rest Hindus. They 
are subject to little exaction from the Amirs, and find a sale for the pro-
duce of their farms among the votaries of Shakar Ganj Shah. From this 
village an extensive ridge of ruins is to be traced in a north-easterly direc-
tion. In this huge congeries, there is no inscription to be found, or any 
thing worthy of notice, except a picturesque ruin, which bears the name of 
Alumgir's Masjid, and two tents of Seyuds. Who these worthies were, is 
now forgotten, but their navies remain, Shakar Ganj Shah and his Khalifu 
Khutab Uddin Shah. The tomb of the former is aecelebrated ziyarat, and 
the people of the neighboring villages make a pilgrixnagelo it twice month- 
ly. 	It has no dome or edifice over it, but is a plain white sepulchre with a 
neat border of carved flowers resembling the fleur de lys. 	Among the 
ornaments which the piety of the devotees had suspended over the tomb, 
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were some stopples of decanters, but evidently in ignorance of their use. 
For on its being explained to the Majawar, that these ornaments had ori-
ginally belonged to wine vessels, he was greatly scandalized and forthwith 
threw them away, laying all the blame of their suspension on his wife. 
I could discover nothing else at Allore worthy of notice, except two stones 
in the bed of the river, bearing an inscription to the effect, that they were 
set up by Muhammad Maiisum to mark the ancient course of the stream. 
This noble Seyud was the founder of many costly works in the vicinity if 
Rohri. He is buried in the cantonment at Sakkar at the foot of a tower 
ninety feet high, which he erected and which overlooks the country for 
many miles. The person who claims to be his descendant, has already pre-
pared' his last resting place in the same cemetery. At Rohri they pre-
tend to possess a hair and a half from the head of the Prophet,—the Mai 
Mu barik, as it is called. They are set in a gold tube adorned with large 
rubies, and a great deal of mummery is observed in displaying them. The 
Majitwar gave me. the following account of their translation to Rohri :—
"In the year nine hundred and fifty-two of the Hejira, Makhdin Miyan 
Abdidbaki Sadiki, the Majftwar of the Mir Mfibitrik, arrived at Sakkar 
from Istambol, and gave such convincing proofs of the genuineness of Ithese 
blessed relics, that all the great and pious men of the time visited them as 
pilgrims, such as Shah HyderHakini and Mdkhdum Abdalmalak. The of-
fice of MUjfiwar then descended on Haji Muhammad bin Abdulsatir Sa-
diki, who enjoyed it for no less a period than eighty years. After him 
Shah Hafiz Muhammad Izhak became Majawar, and Hafiz Mahummad 
Riza and Hafiz Mahummad Marad, the sons of the said Haji Mahummad, 
and to the descendants of Hafiz Mahummad Izhak the office now belongs." 

IL—Description of a Copper-plate Grantfound at Klirepcitan, 
on the Viziadurga river; with a fac-simile, a transcript in 
Balbodh, and an English transla'iion. In a lette; to the Presi-

dent of the Society : By BALL GUNGADHAR SHASTREE, Esq. 

Bombay, 19th November, 184g. 
MY DEAR SIR, 

1. 	Having been informed, that a Brahman of ICharepatan, a town 
situated on the river of Viziadurga or Gheria, had, some time ago, acci- 
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dentally found a Copper-plate Grant, I succeeded in obtaining the loan 
of it through a friend ; and I have now the pleasure of sending you a 
fax-simile of it, as well as a transcript in Balbodh and an English trans-
lation, for being laid before the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic So-
ciety, should you deem it worthy of the notice of that body. 

2. The four plates composing the Grant are connected, as usual, by 
a ring running through a hole, and bearing the accompanying figure, 
which, froth having the box of Lingam on its neck and a snake twining 
round its arms, would appear to be that of a devotee of Shiva. The in-
scription on the plate is dated in the year 930 of .Shalivahana.. It is pe-
culiarly rich in the genealogies of the princes of the Deccan and Conkan ; 
containing in addition to a catalogue of the ancestors of the Donor, — a 
tributary of the C onkan,— two names of Chalukyas, then holding sovereign 
power in the greater part of the Deccan ; and no less than fourteen names 
of the Yadava kings, whose authority was subverted by a member of the 
former family, about the end of the ninth century. 

3. The records of the Chalukya and Yadava dynasties, already found 
and decyphered, have generally corroborated each other; and the names 
as well as the order of Sue,cessiszn of the kings of those families, have been 
made out on the concurrent testimony of a mass of inscriptions collected 
by Mr. W. Elliott, of the Madras Civil Service, and Mr. W. H. Wathen, 
the late .Chief Secretary to the Government of Bombay. Great deal, 
however, yet remains to be done in completely tracing the lines of these 
kings ; and it is of great importance to procure additional documents in 
support of the facts already brought to light, or in elucidation of the points 
hitherto regarded as doubtful. 

4. In the grant of the Chalukya kings, which I had the honour of pre-
senting to your Society through Professor Orlebar, last year, I verified 
the names of some of the early kings of that race, mentioned in Mr. Elliott's 
tables, in No. VII of the Asiatic Society's Journal, for May 1837. In, 
the one that accompanies these iemarks, there occurs the name of Teilapa, 
who recovered the dignity Of his race from the Yadavas, and that of his 
son Satya Shri, both of which are to be found in 'Par. Elliott's list. The 
accompanying inscription describes the latter king as reigning in the 
Shaka year 930, (1008 A. D.) or one year after his accession to the 
throne, according to the authority quoted above. It also confirms the 
temporary alienation of the power of the Chalukyas in the ninth century, 
and the subjugation of the princes of Riishtra Kuta by Teilapa, as mention- 

   
  



Akila Varsha. 	 1.7. 
. 	8 Indra Raja, (his grandson). 	• 8 

9 Amogha Varsha II. 	 9 
10 Govinda Raja, (his brother). 	• 10 
11 lladdiga, (his paternal uncle). 11 

/ 12 Krishna Raja, (his son). 
13 Khotika, (his brother). 	13 

‘1. / 7 

Govind Raja. 
4 Nirupama, his younger brother. 
5 Jagat Rudra. 
6 Madanogha Varsha, (Amogha- 

<• 	Varsha). • . • 
Akila Varsha. 
Jagat Rudra. 
Indra Nripa. 
Jagat Rudra:. 
Amogha Varsha. 
Krishna Deva. 
Khodviga Deva. 

14 Kiikala, (his brother's son). 	4 14 Kfikala Raja. 

6. 	The first seven names in both lists are no doubt the same. The 
change o(the first into Nandi Durga, and of the 6th prince into Madan,  
gha Varsha; are mere errors 'of the translaibr, and not supported by the 
original Sanscrit. The eighth prince is called Jagat Rudra by Mr. Wathen, 
while his name in the accompanying• grant is Indra Nripa. On referring 
to the original Sanscrit of the Kardla plate, it appears that Jagat Rudra 
is not mentioned there as a descendant of the Yfidava family, but is intro-
duced as the father of Indra Raja ; who being, according to the enclosed 
grant, a daughter's son of Aktila Varsha, there is nothing contradictory 

2 

The accompanying.  Plate. 
1 Danti Durga. 
2 Krishna Raja, (his paternal un-

cle). 
3 Govinda Raja. 
4 Nirupama. 
5 Jagat Tunga. 
6 Amogha Varsha. 

' 	- 

-•<•,3   

Kardla Plate. 
1 Nandi Durga. • 
2 Krishna Raja, his paternal un-

cle. ,ar 
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eed in a copper-plate grant found • at Meritch, and published with a 
translation by Mr. Wathen in No. V. of the Asiatic Journal, for March 
1836. This fact appears, moreover, to be supported by the authority of 
Col. Tod. (p. 2, No. VII. Assiatic. Jour.) 

	

5. 	The names of the Iradava kings of Ittishtra Kuta require tome 
consideration. Those given in the enclosed grant, though agreeing gene-
rally with the list given by Mr. Wathen in p. 105 of No. V. of the Asiatic 
fournal, on the authority of a grant found at Kardla, dated Shaka 894, (or 
A. D. 973),'differ from them in more than one instance.. I give both:  
lists below for the sake of comparison :— 	. • 
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in supposing him to be the son of Jagat Rudra. But Indra Ritja's mo-
ther is described in the Kardla grant as the daughter of his uncle Shankara 
Gana, king of Chedi, and not of Akida Varsha. The easiest way of ac-
counting for the discrepancy, however, appears to me to suppose that the 
name of 97 (daughter's son,) is applied in the accompanying inscription 
to a son of Akala Varsha's son-in-law, not born from his daughter, but from 
a different wife. This supposition is fully warranted by the common use 
of that word. 

7, 	The 10th prince, Jagat Rudra II of Mr. Wathen, appears to be 
the same as the first prince of that name; and the 11th Amogha Varsha 
is another son of his, born from Govindava, another daughter of his un-
cle and father-in-law, Shankara Gana of Chedi ; so that he is a half-bro-
ther of Indra Nripa. Whether he was a brother of this last prin.ce, or 
his son, as stated in the accompanying inscription, we have no difficulty in 
identifying him with Amogha Varsha II in my list. Govind Raja, the 
10th, is a brother of this last named ruler, and the next Baddiga is a pa-
ternal uncle of Govind, and, consequently, another brother of Amogha Var-
sha. Both these names are omitted in the Kardla plate. 

S. 	Some difficulty now presents itself with regard to the 12th and 
13th princes in my list—the two sons of Baddiga. Though both these 
names are to be found in the Kardla grant, yet we have the following ac-
count of their connection with Amogha Vaisha. " His elder brother, 
Shri-Krishna Raja-Deva, having left this earth to seize Indra's kingdom, 
Khodviga D6va, the son of Amogha Varsha, and Kandaka Dttvi, the 
daughter of Yuva Raja, succeeded : a most renowned prince."* The ap-
parent inconsistency between the two plates is satisfactorily explained by 
supposing that Krishna Raija only was'the son of Baddiga ; and Khodviga, 
described as his wr9T (brother)was his cousin, and the son of Amogha Var-
sha born as mentioned above. There can be no hesitation in admitting 
this, when it is recollected that R-ir is used not only for paternal cousins, 
but for more distant relation*,  

9. This view of the liubject derives some support from the opinion of 
Prof. H. Wilson, of Oxford, who makes the following remarks on Mr. 
Wathen's genealogy of the Yfidavas.—(p. 393 No. IV. Asiatic Jour.) 

10. "It is probable that two collateral branches (of the Yaidavas) 

See p. 102. No. V. Asiatic Society's Journal, March 1836. 
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are desCribed, the junior of which intermarried with the Rgshtra Kuta 
princes of Chedi, and exercised an authority, nominally at least, subordi-
nate to the other. Akila Varsha and Amogha Varsha, the last of ei-
ther series,*seem to be contemporaries ; and that the latter notwithstand-
ing his lofty titles, was inferior to the former, is implied in the expression, 
" Meditating on his feet," (Shrimad Akila Varsha Padanudhyfita,) as one 
of the titles of Amogha Varsha." • The modification .that I suggest in 
this theory, is to suppose that Jagat Rudra did not belong to the Yadava 
family, that his name is introduced in the. Kardla plate to connect the des-
cent of Indra Raja and Amogha Varsha II from Akfila Varsha; and 
that the former, instead of being contemporary with the latter, was his 
grandson, who might, without any contradiction, be described as medita-
ting on the feet of his ancestor, Akida Varsha. 

11. 	According to this hypothesis, the names in the accompanying 
grant may thus be connected with Mr. Wathen's list. 

1 Danti Durga. 
2 Krishna Raja, (his paternal uncle). 
3 Govind Rik, (his son). 
4 Nirupama, (his younger brother). 
5 Jagat Tung or Jugat Rudra, (his son). 
6 Amogha Varsha, (his son). 
7 Akita Varsha, (his son). 
8 Jagat Rudra, (his son-in-law). 
9 Indra Nripa, (his son). 

10 Amogha Varsha II, (his son or brother). 
11 Govind Raja, (his brother). 
12 Baddiga, (his paternal uncle, and brother to Amogha Varsha). 
13 Krishna Rik,• (his son). 
14 Khotika or Khodviga, (cousin of Krishna Rao, and son of Amogha 

Varsha II). 	 • 

(c - 15 Kfikala, (his nephew). 
It is with great,fliffidence that I offer the preceding remarks, the truth 

of which can be established or disproved only by future discoveries. It 
is probable that the writer of the accompanying inscription was not 
rightly informed of the pedigree of the enemies of his lord paramount, 
the Chalukya king Satya Shri. 
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12. - The era of Krishna Raja and Govind Raja, the -second and 
third in the above list, is furnished in a copper-plate, found at Van-Dai-
dori, in the district of Nassic, by L. R...ReikEsq.,- and published in No. 
X. of the Asiatic Society's Journal. • According to this dociiiiiii,GoVind 
Raja was on the throne in 730 Shaka (A. D. 808), and in the Kardla in-
scription, the date of Kfikala's reign is Shako, 894 (A. D. -973) ; so that 
placing this last prince's accession about ten years before this time, or in 
Shaka year 884, and making a deduction of two princes, who, being intro-
duced merely to explain the descent of Kikala, never ascended the throne, 
in all probability, we have between Govind and Kikala, ten princes, whose 
reigns extend over a period of 154 years ; giving 15.4 years for the dura-
tion of each reign, whkh does not much exceed the ordinary average. 

13. The capital of these Yadava princes of Itlishtra Kuta, is describ-
ed in the Kardla grant as Mandya Klietc4 which Mr Wathen supposes to 
be the same as Man-Khera in the dominions of the Nizam of Hyderabad. 
No grants by this dynasty have been as yet found in the collections made 
by the late Col. McKenzie. 

14. I now come to the family of the donor, Rahn Rfija. The fact 
of its having been descended from the kings of Ceylon is remarkable on' 
mole than one account. The only interesting circumstances mentioned 
about this chief are, that the authority of his family extended from the 
Ghauts to the sea, and that one of them, Avasara, lent his aid to the ruler 
of Chandra Mila, which Mr. Wathen conjectures to be Tanjore, from 
its 'native name of Chandiwar. 

15. The names of the princes of this family are as follows. 

1 Thalia Phulla.• 6 Avasara 
2 bharma. 7 Indra Rep- 
3 Diyapa Raja. 8 Bhima. 
4 Avasara. 9 Avasara. III. 
5 Aditya,  Varma. 10 Rahu, (the Donor). 

Of these the first is stated to haveenjoyet1 the favouiot grisina.ltija 
(the first) of the ,Yidava race; who reigned in the beginning of the 8th,  
century of Shfilivithan, as shewn above ; so that we have ten of these pet-
ty princes reigning over a. period of 200 years for between 736 and 936 
of Shilivihan). This gives an average of 20 years to each prince ;. and • 
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j 	does: not appear inielf:boyonit..probability, ,.wheivittia...coosidered that • 
the,. sittuttiOn..,of the .'Conklin heinear..frourattraetive•AtkihiTadergi.it 
ever.bieamOre :traniptillhannny4tlier'partizottheyeontitry.? 

--All.theAltreeiSillagewiletieribedin4theItcoottpanyinghtscription,... 
are given ht:perpetuity;#r it. fainili.of'Sisliniani. OCIthe•AVIattai; Mayoras..,  
T0E414;714.  tlinlaurnamentKaikaroli;• Thettillitippeavtole.oittiateCim`. 

•ShantaShinandii• the list; inuSt,obsiously.hay.e.‘-. 
beenisituittettbetnien-the, villigeip,of Bipard4 Maneh‘..andSevaditlkthe:\ 
two: htet 	•asquated •in: the ,grant, are.. on, the-ibankti:: of,,' the river: 
The..?siteinf the,otherAwo':,villages,eannotrbelueasily, made- outs  though, 
therc:nTeiplieeein;.the distrioti;havirir",t1ienames• of Gatins:_atut 
le;- tneittiOnectinithe grantesboutideriesi. 

The language-oftheinteriptions has-nothing. reroarkableAn. 
The:chartieterf•does-  not. differ- much ;from themodern. Balboditi.and'•:the-
only•letterilielonginetO.the.:caiwAlphabetAhat Ifind. are.•:4*. • fOr t'4. 

el' for sr ;.4 for:1,7'44nd' perhaps,:oneor-two other& e 

I. remain, dear Sir; 	• • 
YOurs.mostsineera134,; J II  

BALL GA*OADA,Itsall'Atalt8E4.  
21.StINOventlieri. 18ift • 

TO Tim •Ri0,4•Jotinitr•Issoni.o; 
PresiiinO Of thelMiebity, Brandeoph:;RelyaltAsitaie; 

O 
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Ring .connecting the Plates, .with the image appended to if. 
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Transcript of the Plate in Balbodh. 
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• 
Translation of a Copper-plate Grant, found at Kharepatana on the 

Viziadurga river, bearing 930 Shaka year (or 1008 A. D.). 

Invocation to Shiva. May we ever receive protection from that merry 
humour of Shiva ; who wonderfully smiled, when he saw the skull in his 
hand filled with the pearls which had been scattered from the shells of the 
heavenly river, trodden by the extremities of the toes of his feet, while 
his post-like legs were lifted up and down in dancing; and when he per-
ceived the same skull immediately converted into a living skeleton by the 
immortalizing nectar of the moon contained in his clotted hair. There is 
a race (vunsha) of the lords of Rfishtra Kuta ornament to the family of 
Yaadus; which, (unlike the other vunsha or bamboo) has issued without 
injuring its • ancestors; which admits of no drunkards; is never cross in 
a charitable deed ; is never bent under the burden of tribute ; and is never 
shaken by gale-like enemies. Its roots do not descend to low places, nor 
does it .turn its back in battle, its texture being solid. King Danti Durga 
of this race was succeeded by his paternal uncle Krishna Raja; who was 
followed by Govinda Raja, after whom flourished his younger brother 
Nirupama. This prince was succeeded by Jagat Tunga. Amogha Var-
sha his son, was to his enemies what fire is to a forest. His son Aka. 
la Varsha was followed by his comely grandson, Shri Indra Raja, and from 
him was born Amogha Varsha. His younger brother Govinda Raja, was, 
like Hari, an asylum to the feeling of love, and surrounded by crowds of 
young damsels like the spring. 	His paternal uncle Baddiga,the son of 
Jagat Tunga, became a desire-yielding tree to his supplicants, while he 
was a second Pluto to his enemies. He was, in point of virtuous deeds, 
an image, in Kali Yuga, of the kings of Krita Yuga, and was as mild as 
a Muni. As six-headed god to Shumbhu, as moon to Atri Muni, and as 
Rama to Dasharatha, so was his son Khrishna Raja to himself. After 
this king left this earth by means of Yoga, (?) his brother Khotika, (or 

* Here is a play of words, fo:nded upon the two meanings of " vunsha,'! 
which cannot be translated. The sense of the words employed is given above, 
as intended to be understood ii referenee to the royal rate. In connection 
with the bamboo, with which the royal race is contrasted, the words used 
namely kW, 9q, 4-4 and pa', mean a hill, a black-bee, nature, and a club, 
instead of ancestors, drunkards, charitable deeds and tribute. The rest of the 
allusion may be easily understood. 
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Gyotika) who acquired glory with a wish of displayinggenerosity, ruled 
- the earth. His brother's son Kakala, was a popular king, who had defeat-
ed all the enemies by his prowess. Having defeated this king in battle, 
the lion-like and glorious king Teilapa, of the Chalukya race, descended 
from Yayati, came to the throne. His son Satyfishraya, renowned as 
warrior by his exploits, became after him the master of the earth, and go-
verned it with equity. While this Satyishraya, lord of kings, descended 
from the flourishing race of Chalukyas, was ruling over the surface of the 
earth, (his tributary Rains Raja was master of the Conkan, whose pedigree 
is as follows); The Shilara race of the king of Singala (Ceylon,) derives 
its origin from Jumit Vahana, the son of 	Ketu, the lord of the 
Vidya Dharits, who was preserved by the celestial Gartid (the eagle of 
Vishm1). In this race was born Jhala Phalla, 'nighty In.cleeds, but hand-
some in person, who under the favour of Khrishna Raja (of the Yfidava 
race mentioned above), governed the-tract of country between the sea and 
the Sahya mountains. His son Dharma, as his name implies, was bent 
upon acquiring fame by virtuous actions, and had distinguished himself 
for valour as well as for the foundation of towns and the construction of 
forts.' From him was born Diyapa Raja, who was possessed of all the 
qualities of a conqueror ; and to him, after he bathed himself in the wat 
of the cocoanut fruit, was born Avasara, who comprehended the doctrin s 
of morality, and was celebrated for his grand exploits. His son A'ditya 
Varma resembled A'ditya (the sun) by his glory ; and from him descended 
the virtuous king Avasara, who defeated his enemies and aided the kings 
of Chandra Pura.* From him was born Indra Raja, who was as famous 
for his enjoyments as for his generosity. His fortunate son Bhima, resem-
bled Bhima (the 3d of the Pandvas) in valour, and by his effulgent glory 
had eclipsed the splendour of Chundra Mundala, (the Court of Chundra. 
Nagaru ?) as Rahit does that of the moon. From him was descended king 
Avasara., -who was possessed of great prudence and wisdom, who afforded 
refuge to learned men, and was both handsome and brave. To him was 
born king Rahti, the chief of the virtuous men, who having made himself 
acquainted with ronoralfty, was assiduous in respecting those who had dis-
tinguished themselves for virtuous conduct, and in duly regulating his pas-
sions. This tributary king Shri Rahil Raja, meditating on the feet of the great 

* This passage contains one or two verbal inaccuracies. 
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Translation of a Copper-plate Grant. 	[Apart,  

sovereign Satyfishraya, and assembling his chief ministers and the princi- . 
pal inhabitants of his capital, (commands, as follows). Be it known to you, 
that youth is a morsel, greedily swallowed by the beldame" old age;" that 
the grief from the separation of what is dear, is like the torments of hell; that 
body is constantly being solicited by old age and death ; and that wealth 
and life are as transient as the drops of water on the leaf of a lotus plant 
tossed about by windi, Knowing this, as well as keeping in mind-  the vir-
tuous effects of gifts, and considering the saying of the Muni, namely, 
" Gold is the first offspring of fire, land is the offspring of Vishnu, and 
cows are the offspring of the sun ; and he, therefore, who gives away land, 
gold, and cows, gives away three worlds ;—also keeping in view the good 
of our parents and• of ourselves, and for the purpose of contributing to the 
Panchopacluira worship of Shri Argheshwar, to the repairs of his temple, 
as well as the supply of food and clothing to good devout men, their dis. 
eiples and learned menwe have given on the 15th of Jeshta in the 
Shaka or Shalivahan year Kilaka, 920 years having elapsed from the • 
commencement of that era : —1st. The village Shanta Shmandi of 
which we mention the boundaries. To the east, the creek's of Manigam; 
to the west, the road leading to Baparavata ; to the west, the torrent run-
ning through the burying-ground of Savandala; and to the north, the salt 
river. 2d The village of A'sana Vim ; to the east of which is the Jhara 
torrent; to the south, the river of Karpandi ; to the west, the sea; and to 
the north, the river of Gavahana. 3d. The village of Vadadgula; to the 
east of it lies the hill of Bhoga Deva and the double rock ; to the south 
the torrent of Gwedada ; to the west, the rock of Patsada; and to the north 
the boundary hill of Timana. .Also 1st, Jivaloka in the village of Deva 
Lakshmi; 2d, Akantara in Vyadgarula, and Duhaka in Shaya Palli. These 
three villages &c. bounded on four sides, and free from all royal taxes, 

* The word, TIT of which this is a translation, properly means a booth erect- 
. 	ed for the distribution of water. e But its Marathi synony me 	also means, 

in the provincial dialect of the Sduthern Conkan, a creek or inlet running to-
wards-a river; and as the language of the plate is fatifrom pure, and contains 
more than one provincial term, I am disposed to think thatu the word is used 
in this latter sense. One great reason for this conjecture is, that booths for 
the distribution of water are as unknown as unnecessary in the Conkan ; and 
tbat creeks are usually referred to as the boundaries of villages. 	• 
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. and' from the ingress of the Government people and the military, shall be 
enjoyed, with the exception of any prior grants to gods and brahmans, 
by the learned and the pious descendants of the race of Matta Mayara, 
descended from Karkaroli. 	May this grant be protected as long as the 
sun and the moon exist. This is given to Atreya, the learned preceptor 
that gave us instruction, and was himself a black bee in the lotus-like feet 
of Shrimat Shambhu Guru, who had dispelled the mist of ignorance by 
the diffusion of the light of philosophy, handed down from preceptors to 
disciples in the enlightened race of Matta Mayara ; had removed all ob-
jections by the power of his devotions ; had illustrated the path of heaven 
and beatitude by the communication of spiritual knowledge ; and had ob-
tained, throughout the three worlds, the reputation of having conquered the 
assemblies of learned men. We have also given to them a golden vehicle, 
that has been received from a foreign island, and gold which may be pro-
duced from vegetables except in Chandapura.* We have also assigned to 
the said brahmans a family of slaves, or female public servants; a family of 
oil men ; a family of potters; and a family of washermen;t and have likewise 
allotted to them half of the land of the Jagat Pura, of which the boundaries 
are as undermentioned:—To the east, the dwelling palace; to the south, the 
monkey gate ; to the west, the road leading to Shevata ; and to the north, 
the well on the public road. Out or the fort also we have granted the spot 
formerly known as the mare's ground, for making a garden. This grant 
of mine should be preserved by my posterity as well as other future kings. 
As Mullis have said, " Grants assigned by former kings with a view to 
the promotion of virtue and the acquisition of fame, are like offerings once 
dedicated and become stale, or like mattet ejected from the mouth. What 
good man will take them back ? Many kings, as Sugara, &c. have enjoyed 
the sovereignty of this earth ; to whomsoever the earth belongs, to' him 
belongs the fruit thereof. 	It is not difficult to give once away, but it is 
very difficult to preserve a grant for a long time; for this reason the Rishis 

• 
• I am extremely doubtful about the correctness of this reading. After very 

attentive consideration, however, I was unable to give any other interpreta-
tion to the passage. ki  

f These families were to enjoy their lands rent-free, and in return to serve 
the brahmans. The custom of making such assignments has existed under 

every native Government. 
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have said, that the preservation of a grant is a more pious act than the . 
assignment of it. Rfimchundra having given land, again and again solicits 
future kings: this is a common duty of rulers, and you should protect it from 
time to time. 	He, who, though thus entreated, will resume old grants, 
shall experience the torments of hell. It, is further declared, that he who 
resumes a land given either by himself or by another, becomes a worm in 
filth for sixty thousand years. He who makes a grant of land, remains 
in heaven for sixty thousand years ; he who resumes it or approves of its 
resumption, continues in hell for the same period."-Considering these say-
ings of the Munis, all future kings should covet the credit of having per-
formed their duty of preservation: They should by no means eagerly 
quarrel for setting grants aside. We have set our hands, the own hands 
of Shri Rahfi Raja to this. A grant is purified (ratified) when it is ac-
companied with seals, formalities, precedents, symbols, and the king's own 
hands. May there be prosperity. —Written by Lokaparya, son of Shri 
Deva Pala, employed in the negociation of war and peace. 

ART. In.—Climate of Karrack. 

Bushire, 14th October, 1842. 

To. the Secretary to the Literary Society, Bombay. 

SIR,—Perhaps the accompanying notes of the range of the Thermo-
meter at Karrack for April, May, June, July and August last, may le 
acceptable to the Society. They were kept by myself, and are not very 
neatly written out, but may nevertheless be interesting to any one who 
wishes to have a minute account of the climate of Karrack during the 
summer. 

I may observe, that I have usually marked the hours of the day when 
Tatties were used. "No tattles" are registered at the usual Tatty hours 
when none were used, and wItan no mention is made of whether there were 
tattles or not, then there \ were none. In very hot winds, the difference 
produced on the Thermometer by the air passing though a good tatty 
was 12 or 14 degrees, generally the difference was only 8 or 10 degrees; 
and the difference between the temperature close to the tatty and re-
moved seven feet from it, but opposite to it, in a spacious room was 3 de-
grees. In a corner of the room not in the direct line opposite to the 
tatty, the difference was 5 degrees. 
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As a general rule, when there was wind from any quarter whatever, the 
heat was bearable, and it was only during the calms accompanying the 
wind when it had veered to the east and south east, that the air was intol-
erable. As a general rule, there ought to be three places for .sleeping. 
One a bed in a bedroom with a punkha hung to one of the cross sticks of 
it, to be used when there is not a breath of wind. One a bed on a ter-
race, either with or without .a fly of a tent on it, for sleeping in when there 
are gentle or moderate winds from any direction ; and one in a verandah 
facing the north-west to retire to when it blows a gale from the N. W., so 
as to be entirely fanned by the wind but so as not to be in a draft. In 
the same night according to the variations of the wind, one may be glad 
to resort to all three of these contrivances by turns, and so to obtain rest 
when others who have not made such preparations, pass a sleepless and 
restless night.. 

I send you also a memorandum given to me by Colonel Davies of the 
average range of the Thermometer at Karrack in 1841 during the sum-
mer months. The year 1842 was esteemed cooler than 1841; but the 
months of September and of October till now have been unusually oppres-
sive. From the middle of November till the end May the climate 
both agreeable and healthy, although sometimes about the middle of 
November fevers and colds are severe. This last piece of information I 
received from Colonel Davies. 

I remain Sir, 
Your very obedient servant. 

H. D. ROBERTSON. 

Thermometer at Karach. 
Highest. Lowest. 	 Highest. Lowest. 	Highest. Low. 

January,... 61 ... 49 February... 65 ... 52 March... 69 	56 

6. A.Y. 2. r. st. B. A.M. 
—1_ 

Aver. Winds. 

January  	is 66 59 67 57 
February . . .* 	 69 61 60 60 
March 	  65 67 66 66 • 
April 1st 	  63 69 64 65 N. w. strong. 

2nd . . . ... . 	. 	. . 65 68 65 65 ., 	light. 

3rd 	  64 68 65 651 „ 	moderate. 
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a i• i i - i i t E WINDS •ND WEATHER. 

4 64 -65 66 68 65 651 N. W. moderate gale. 

5 65 67 69 72 70 68A- Do. calm ; sun hot ;  evening, West. 

6 .67 68 71 714, 71 691 South ; warm ; West in the evening. 

7 65 69 72 72 71' 70 , S. Westerly ; light air; West and N. W. 

8 64 71 .73 74 72 71 WI:
i 
 IUnlid ; cloudy ; evening  a calm. 

9 68 70 72 74 72 71 w. s. W. mild ; clear sky; S. W. 
10 65 72 73 75 73 711 N.W

.
W.  :rild4  calm 12; West 2 9. sr. S. 

11 67 72 74 75 74 724 Night, East, mild : noon, Wept, cloudy. 
12 

13 

72 

74 

74 

76 

76 

77 

78 

78 

76 

76 - 

75 

76 

North•East ; cloudy, relaxing ; 12 N. W. 
hottish wind. 

N.W.; calm;  more bracing;  muschitos 
and flies very troubleSome since the 8th;  

. 
12, S. W. squalls ; clear Weather ; relax, 
log ;  night, South. Aver- 

t.!,1,en  
first. 

662 694, 71 721 684,- 69 . 

1 5  9  2  5  9  tv
g

e
e
r
.
- 

WINDS, &C. 

14 70 76 81 
—...... 

.80 78 77 Warm; South; calm 2 h. ;  S.W.;  cloudy. 

15 74 75 80 80 78 771 Do. East ; cloudy ; 12 h. S. W. cool. 
16 74 78 81' 80 76 77i Do. S.W. calm, hazy ;12 N. W. 2 S. w. 
17 74 77 80 79 74 77 N. E. heavy 	dew, 	cool ; 	11 5. W.; 

cool and pleasant. 
18 72 77 80 79 75 77 w. heavy dew ;calm 10 ; S. W. ; pleasant. 

19 
20 

70 
72 

75 
75 

78 
77 

77 
76 

75 
75 

75 
741 

South; heavy dew; cool;  cloudy ; delight 
ut. 

S. 
f 
 E. by E. strong wind 3  cloudy 3 h.;  N 

W. 
21 70 74 76 74 72 73 N. W. gale ; moderate at 3 r. u. ; cold. 

22 68 75 78 75. 73 74 N.w. cold;  delightful; 10 h. strong wind. 

23 68 74 78 76 75 74 W. N. Wi,;alm ; 11 h. East ; cloudy, drops 

24 74 77 81 79 75 77 wi'
ii 

 Natty. calm; 9 h. N. E. cloudy,. 2 b. 

25 74 77 82 82 80 80 N.12 h. N. E. 3 h. 8. W. pleasant. 
26 ' 76 78 86 82 81 802 N. and N. W. 4 h. S. W. bottish Willa. 

27 78 82 83 011 79 804, S. strong; sun observed with dust;  muggy,  
28 75 81 85 1 83 78 8(4 wd. Wr.Ncaelsfli s b. strong from N. w. 
29 75 ' 79 82 80 75 80 Strong N. W. all try ; delightfully cool. 
30 75 77 84 82 81 80 N.W.modemte; cool; strong in afternoon. 

Aver- mai 
' 

77  7
9 77iage. 7, 

 79i 

Aver- 
tti, 07 731 76 752 74 73.1 
Brat. I 
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MAY. 

w 
0. 

u 
a F. 
K 4  

* 
e. 

i 
.: .. 

___ 

enn 

. 

WIND .!..ND WRATIIER. 

----, 
1 	80 81 85 84 82 82 strong; N: Wester; hottish. 

2 80  82.  86 83 80 • 82 lic" 	do. 	do. 

3 77 80 86 82 78 80 Do. 	do. 	very cool. 

4 76 78 83 81 78 79 do. 	do. 	very coot. 

5 73 74 76 74 73 74  do. 	do. evening very cool. 

6 72 74 78 76 75 75 do. 	do. moderate 4 h. S.W. 

7 68 72 78 75 74 73t Calm, S.W. 1 h. S.W. heavy dew. 

8 71 • 74 82 80  78 77 	Calm ; W.S.W.; warm. 

9 74 76 80 80 78 771. 	Shin. Calm ; W.S.W. ; wont to Bushire 

10 76 78 82 08 78 79 	Bushire. Coln) ; W.S.W. ; 3 h. arrived 

11 75 • 80  83 83 81 80-,13 	47d8,140,i7ito•CoVro.  ; 	
East. 10 h; $. W.  

12 78 80 84 85 84 82
S121

,
!.
w 

 . Variable atl4 calms; 	heavy 

13 79  82  80 80 , 80 80 	,Ship. barrack; iiita. rat N.W. 

114 80 82 83 82 80 81 t• 	Do. 	Strong N W. 	- 

15 80 82 84 83 82 82 	do. 	do., 	do. moderate. 

16 82 84 85 86 84 84 bight and variahte.; tattier. 

17 80 83 84 84 82 A —211 N.W.fog and dust; hot wind. 

18 80  82 84 86 84 83 Do. moderate; very hot wind. 

19 81 83 84 86  89 85 . Calm; N.E. no wind; relating. 

20 84 79  80 82 	84 82 NW.moderate;evening,strong,pleasmit 

21 82 83 82 82 85 83 W.N.w.; cool, gentle, breezo. 

22 84 84 82 82 86 834 N. Wester ; hottish wind after 5 r. si 

23 83 84 82 83 86 S3.4- N West; calinsisoutherly after 5. 

24 82 83  82 82  86  83 
Slept 	on 	terrace 	first time. 	South- 

west and S. Ea* ; itOt wind> ftQiu 5 
r, M. calm. 

25 82 83 82 82 85 83 ?Ached hut on terrace, calm. S. E. 

26 83 83 83 83 85 8311 s.11
i
c.
n
, N

. is 
 Edouth ; and S. W. S. W. 

27  84  83 3 *83  86  8A.I.  
-91 

ILlies.: 	N. W. calm; 10 h. N. W. 
7 h. West; hot •wind 	till 	II 	r. al. 
Thewind always impish from 6 to ;1
,.  s. 

28 86 84 84 84 86 85 Gunfire at 4 h. 	7'.. sunrise at 5 h. 8' 
wind N. \V. moderato., Evening the 
great Shemaul or Northwest wind of 
40 Ave set in at 5. r, at. 

4 
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A 
1-. 
4 
A 

..1 
r. 
M 
C 
0 

pi 
4 

CO 

i 
a: 

Cr 

. 
i 
a: 
41 

a: 
ea 

,.; 0 

.4 

 WIND •Hro WEATHES. 

29 

30 

31 

86 

86 

86 

84 

84 

88 

84 
90 

92 

84 
91 

91 

86 
92 

90 

85 
88/ 

89/ 

Strong gale; hazy. 

Elphinetone. Bushire. Do. 	do. 	sailed 
ship for Bushire at II A.m. very high 
wind during the night, accompanied 
with sand 

No tattles. Do. 	do. high wind during 
the night. The wind at present cool- 
est 	from 6 to 10 r. x. at Bushire on 
the edge of the sea. 

Month of June 1842 Karrack and Bushire. 

Dave. 9 2 5 9 Aver. 
age. 

WIND ie. 

1 86 93 91 91 90 90 Strong N. West wind, very high during 
the night; moderate in the morning; Bu• 
shire. 

2 87 93 91 91 90 90 Do. 	do. 	Do. 

3 86 86 89 89 88 87/ Do. 	do. high all day ; cooler. 

4 84 85 86 86 84 85 Do. 	do. till 12, then moderate and clear 
weather. 

.5 84 
. 

86 87 88 84 86 Moderate 	N. Wester ; 	sailed at 7 A. K. 
from Bushire. Moderate breeze all day 
arrived at Barrack at 6 A. M. 

6 82 83 83 84 83 83 S trung wind began again with alternate 
finking blasts of cold and hot ; evening 
slightly hot. 

7.; c 82 83 84 84 83 83 Very strong N.W. wind with dust like yes- 

irt 
si, 

a 

I  
82 83 83 83 83 83 

torday3ohscuted by the dust; very cool, 
Moderate 	N. W.; very cool ; 	yet 5e clif- 

ference with a tatty and without. 

9,, 
o 

82 84 86 88 86 85 At midnight of Sib S. E.; morn,ng S. W, 
no tatties3 noon West, 4 r. sii.N.W. very 

': 
light ; but day. 

10,, 82 88 88 86 86 86 S. W. 	by 	S. cairn oppressive ; 12 h. no 
tattles S. W. 4th W. cool. 

11;  L 82 86 88 88 88 861- 
2 

Tattles. S. E. 	9 A. sr. evening sailed for 
Bushire 12 h.S.W. no tattles ; 4 h. West 
all night calm. 

12 84 88 83 83 85 85 Tattles. S. 	W. cool ; 9 A. W. W. N W 
light wind; not very hot ; 5 h. S. W. I h. 
N. E. calm. 

13 83 84 83 84 84 

t 

831 2 
Tatties. W. N. W coot ; 10 h. stronger, 4 

h. strong N. W. hot wind ; Cool wine 
after SP. sr. 

14 84 86 84 81 83 84 W. N. W. mild and calm ; cool 12h. hot 
wind light. 5 h. S.W. cool and delightful.  

15 84 84 83 83 83 83 W. N. W. mild and cool ; 4 v. x . S. W 
very cool ; 7 h. li.W. hottish, strong till  
12 P. x. 

16 84 84 84 84 86 84 NW. fine cool 	breeze, veering to West;  
in the evening light breeze. 

17 86 86 85 86 86 86 W. N. 	W. light breeze, very close and 
warm ; night East for 	hoots and S. 1,.. 

18 87  88  89  89  88  88  W.N.W. calm; close and hot; 5 P.M West;  
calm at 9 P.M quite in the last two nights 
very close. The morning delightful. 
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DAYS. Gun 
fire. 

9 	' 
2 

5 9 Aver-
age. 

WIND, &C. 

*.• 

19 89 90 87 79 80. 8 N. W. calm till noon, then strongNorth-
wester; very hot wind ; 12 degrees differ • 
ence of tattles: 

20 83 88 80 86 87 No tattles. N. W. Cool delightful morning;  
breeze moderato all night and very light 
after I p. w.; hottish at 5 P. 11.; wind S.  
E.& S. excessively warm; at Pi r. as. 
breeze from Eastward but perspiration 
flowing in streams, although cooler at 12 

211 86 87 88 89 90 P. 114 wind westerly. 	• 
Fatties. 4 A. M. In 3 P. it. N. E. very op. 

pressiee. When breeze at It cool ; 3 h 
N. W. light very warm. 

22 	' 
eo 1 

88 
Full 

89 
Moou 

84 85 88 Tattles. At 6 P. N. 2181 the S.E. set In again 
ill 12 P. M. then 	the N. W. strong Lir 3 
hours; then calm and heavy dew; at 9 A. 
N. fine N. W. gentle breeze ; strung hot 

23 86 86 84 83 86 N. W. 1 ill 12 P. 	N. 

aJ 
Tattles. Strong N. Wester without change; 

not very hot yet 10,,  difference without & 
with a • tatty, that Is piaci g the thermo-
meter close to the tatty; at a distance 811 

24_ 86 89 84 84 86 difference. 
Tattles. N. W. all night and strong dur- 

ing the 	day ; delightfuily agreeable all 
night. 	• 

25 85 87 85 85 86 Tattles. 	N. W. still fine breeze; c,.ol all  
day and all night and very agreeable. 

26 	I 84 86 83 83 86 Tattles. N. W. still ; fine fresh breeze till  
evening when moderato ; all night plea} 
sant. 	r 

27 84 86 85 89 86 Tattles but no wind. Calm N. W. Ilea 
breeze ; 	pleasant weather till sunset 
when wind changed to S. E. and coml. 
nued till 1 A.N. 0111113 28th; oppressively 

28 84 86 89 88 86 hot ; without wind. 
No tattles. Unlit N. W. from I a. at. till 

6 e. sr. ; warm day & very oppressive 
night; wnd variable from S. to S.S. and 

29 85 86 88 88 86 N. E. till 3 A. N. of the 29th. 
At 3 	A. 11. N. W. pleasant morning—at 

30 86 86 88 88 86 /0 A. N. S. E. & South; very oppressive 
& warm all night while there was a cool. 
feeling breeze too from the South —The 

wind changed to N E. a 4 Aar ,at 8 S.E. riga n,and strong enough to feel cool.The air gives the 
sensation of being loaded with moisture, and from 5 to 8 A. N. there was a dense fogssibscuring 
the sun but not resting on the surface of tile earth. The wind kept at South and S. East the 
whole day and was cool to the feeling, although perspiration flowed profusely. It was at N. W. 
for half an hour at 2 P. N. 
9th, 10th. 11th, 12th. Southerly winds and oppressive 	 1 in June 	In . all 16 days 

20th, 21st. & 22nd, Do. and Easterly; excessively oppressive 	 I 11 days. 	oat of the 40 of 
27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, Ditto 	do. 	do. 	do. 	I 9 days 	theShttnullawes 
1st trid 3rd 4th and 5th July, Ditto 	do. 	dre I continuously. 24 for the N.W. 

2lat Winds very variable apparently inclining to 14. W. during the day. South nod S. E. from 6,  
le 12 r. as. Westerly till 5 A. Y. then variable, then N. W. 
22nd A few ripe figs from ShiklfNafin's garden. 
24th White gmpes.withiq, a few days of being ripe. 
28th Apples and grapes from Bussora; plums, peaches and pears also on 21st June. 
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Eclipse Of the ) Friday.  
Sun on 8 July 

New Moon SI I01t. 	For JULY 1842' 	Full Moon 22d.14h. 5'. 5 Karraek. 

DAYS, 4 9 .9. 5 9 
Aver- 
age, 

. 
WVIDS &c. 

1 86 89 92 92 88 Still the Shurgee or South-First wind & es. 
cessIvely oppressive, although the wind 
is cool to the feelings; 	and the wind is 
strong 	occasionally; S. E. all night ; t,ll 

2 84 86 88 92 88 5 A. M. at N. W. but calm; at 7 then S. 
and S. W. at 5 P. M. to 12 variable; very 
warm all night with little or no wind 
No tatties for 5 days now. 

3 86 88 96 94 89 still S. E, and calm ; excessively warm 
all day ; evening strong S. W. cool breeae 
till 9 P. M. then t flange to N. W.; but calm 
all night and 	very warm. 

• 

4 85 88 86 86 89 Tattles. 	At 5A. M. wind at, W. S. W. 
calm till I P. 	M. 	t!ten N. W. till 9 P 
M. ; hot wind till 10 e. m. 

5 85 89 86 86 92 Tattles. Hot wind; W. by S. at 5 A. el. W 
N. W. at 8 ; 11h. hot wind from N. W 
not oppressive; but hot except for an bout 
at evening. 	The wind was Westerly al 
night. 

c 6 86 90 86 86 92 Tattles. Hot wind; wind W.N.W ; delight. 
ful morning from 4 to 8 A. M.; at 9 hot. 
tish wind; 	pleasant (lay and also night 
wind continuing a pleasant breeze from 
N. W. all night. 

ti 
e 
'Z 
o. a , 

7 85 92 86, 86 90 Tattles. Delightful morning N. W. 	fine 
breeze; wind hellish all day; ono' behin( 
tattles ;evening cool; strong N. Wester 
continued cool tale all night. 

g i 
o 

e4 

8 88 89 85 85 88 Tattles. 	Delightful 	gale from N. 	W. el 
tray and all night quite cool; wind hot 
during the day but delightful by 6 P. N. 

9 86 88 85 85 89 Do. 	do. 	do. 	do. 	do. 	do. 
O 

10 85 88 86 86 89 

	

Tattles. Do. 	do. do. but much more trtn. 

	

iterate, Do. 	do. till 14 A.M. when it fel 
cairn and punka was required till 5 A 
N. of the 	11th to 	16. 

L 11 84 88 85 85 88 Tattles. Charming morning;still and Cahn 
wind N.W. (said to tie the last brelith a 
the Shimal for this year)—wind all day 
a cool breeze at West and delightful even 
log till t2 P. 	M. 

-12 85 88 86 85 88 Tattles. From I' A. ar. to 4 ; calm find op 
pressive (punka), then delightful morn 
leg; wind at West; gent/0 breeze at I p 
N. strong wind N. W. again and hot; 91 
without tattles. 

13 85 87 86 85 88 Tattles. 	The North Wester Continued a 

foie cool breeze ail last night (no Pun 
kha), and same all day to day. 

14 84 87 85 '85 89 Tattles. Stilt the N. Wester all 	day ant 
all night excepting for 3 hours; a S. E 
from DA-. so. to I A. Si. when it was 
very warm; afesrwartle quite cool. 

15 88 92 86 86 92 Tattles. 	Delightful 	morning again ; 	N 
Wester strong with dust; in the evening 
continued a !refill breeze; all 	night quit( 
cool. 

16 85 87 82 84 90 1  Tattles. Delightful morning and N. Wes 

1 
ter still continue.' 	all night, 	coot ant 
strong ; 	from 25th 	Juno till now figs 
every day.—The black came in to day. 
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Winos &c. 

Tattles. N. W. fine breeze. Hales Vacob 
says we shall have It days yet of this 
wind, then 7 days calm from sun rise 
to 11 A. M.. thereafter West wind 011 
day and all night. 44 days till Canopus 
rises and cool weather begins. 

Tattles Do. do. with clouds till 0 A. Si. 
quite cool outside; last night wind ceased 
for 2 hours from 12 to 2; cool all day; 
wind for 3 evenings always hot from 6 to 
10. 

Tattles. Wind bottish all night but not so 
as to prevent sleeping cool in it; very 
high at 12 P.M.; iner ning,eharm Mg breeze; 
cool; high wind all day; not hot, if out of 
the wind the heat Is then felt but in it 
no sensation of heat. Dates half rip• 
for cooking. 

Tattles. Wind still N. W. but weather 
getting warmer ; cool In the wind bat 
out of it heat is fdt. The wind is hot 
in puffs and general'y hot from 7 to 
ld P. M. 3 hours calm on 21 from 10 P. 
M. to 2 A. sr. very warut but not op-
pretsive ; sandflies during the calm tor. 
menting. 

Tattles. No wind this morning but air 
agreeable at 111 A. M. wind springs up at 
W. N. W.; hot wind till 14 P. is, thee 
calm. 

Tatties. The N. Wester evidently dying off; 
till pleasant however and thermome-
ter 62 close to the tatty ; hot wind till 
10 P. at. then cool. 

Tattles. Cehn but pleasant N. W. veering 
to W.; weather increasing in heat but  
still the N. W. wind keeps it cool; night  
rather warm. 

Tattles. Calm weather ,• growing very hot;  
N. W. then le,. and N. E. at 11 r. 
E. the heat very oppressive; came in 
from veranda and slept under the pun-
ka very comfortably ; very hot all nay; 
wind at E. S. E. and it. but almost 
none; very oppressive. 

Tattles. Slept to night on the terrace ; ex• 
ceedingly peasant and gentle airs all 
night ; In the fort the poop e could no 
sleep from tne excessive heat. 

Patties. Pleasant morning but hot atmos - 
phere, \Vind \V. then N. W. slight but 
hot. 

Tattles. Strong N. West wind set in 
after 12 P. a. sky cloudy and sun and 

°moon obscured; hot strong N. W.; ob.igiad 
to descend from terrace at 2 A. sr. on 
account of high wind. 

Tattles. Continued hot all day; close 13 
tatty thermometer 76 degrees; slept In 
veranda to night ; cloudy. 

Wind still strong at N. W. but cooler ; 
delightful all night; clouds at 10 r. m. 
but after that thnecool & veering toS.W. 

Charming morning ; moderate N. Wester 
st111;delightful day and night; the wind 
not hot now in the evenings. 

Delightful again ; wind et N. W. strong,  
breeze; occasional hot puffs ; delightful 
evening and night. 

DAYS. 4 9 2 5 9 
Aver-
age. 

17 84 88 86 86 89 

18 85 87 85 83 89 

19 87 8.8 86 87 90 

• 

20 87 88 85 86 91 

{ 21 88 89 86 87 93 

22 88 90 86 87 94 

23 88 90 86 87 94 

24 88 92 84 88 95 

25 88 92 86 86 94 

26 88 93 93 93 94 

27 88 92 84 88 96 

28 90 92 86 88 96 
a 

29 88 90 86 86 92 

30 88 92 86 86 92 

31 88 90 86 86 92 
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August. 

Monday, 1st New Moon. O 18. Full 21. 5 h. 

Days. 4 9 

..a.....w. 

2 5 ,  9 

.-....--.. 

a ••• 
:4 K 
' e' '4  4  

Winos &c.  

1 88 90 • - • —  • - Cool and delightful morning ; wind strong 
at noon always 	without intermission 
from N. W. 

85 

2 
• Was too ill to attend to the Thermometer. 

3 
Still wind N. W. and delightful weather. 

rho Shurgee (S. E. wind) commenced and 
4 was excessively 	distressing ; heat tho 

greatest yet felt; I was attacked with 0.1 
swelled face (a common complaint) and 
suffered a good deal. 

Jr I ho Northwest wind again set in strong 1  
and cool and delightfuly fresh all night. 

6 Delightful morning; N.W.strong and cool. 

7 88 90 86 85 94 Tattles. 	Do. 	do. 	do. 	, 

8 87 91 87 86 93 Tattles. 	Do. 	do. 	do. 

9 88 91 88 86 94 'rattles. 	Do. 	do. 	do. 	
. 

 
• 

10 88 92 86 86 93 Tattles. Delightful tills r.u., when wind 
died away and changed to East ; °pores- / 

• 
sive heat for two hours ; then cool breeze 
from E., from S E. and S.W. all night. 

11 88 90 92 93 93 No tattles. 3 he Shurgee continues to-day, 
but wind constantly changing; generally 
S. and S.W. strong N.E. at midnight; 

. then delightful S. W. till the morning 
when it became calm; Varb.ble all day; 
light winds and great heat in the day. 

12 87 91 94. 93 93 No tattles. 	N. E. again from 9 to 2 then 
Southwest ; those who slept on terraces 
for the last three nights found it delight-
fully cool ; those in sheltered places and 

• houses dreadfully oppressive; 	light N. 
winds in the morning and very warm ; 
close warm night ;no wind till. 9 ... K. 

13 88 90 91 91 92 No (attics. Wind very hot from N W. 

14 88 100 92 93 94 No tattles. Continued a Northwester all 
night ; pleasant. 

15 89 90 88 80 93 Tattiex. North-wester but not strong; all 
night pleasant.  

16 89 90 . 86 86 0 Tames. N. W. strong ; rode round the 
island this morning and quite cool till 7 
ass the S.E. wind sot in at 7 p.m. cool 
wind and strong all night.  

17 88 90 94 94 
I 
 §4 No tattles. 	Variable winds during the past 

night, chiefly S. W 	arid S. very cool; 
morning still and close, 

18 89 90 90 94 93 No tattles. Mousing again still and close' 
but the night del igitful ; generally S. E. 

. all 	night 1 and E, and S. E. till 1 P.11. 1 
1  

when N. W. by W.; -very oppressive 
. from 6 P.M. ; then cool. 

19 90 91 94 '90 . 94 Tattles. Morning still and close ; at 1 A.U. 
very warm wtnd and variable; oppres-
sive till 1 rat. when a N, Wester sot 

• in; evening delightful; West wind till ' 
, 3 ..as. then close till 3 A.M. then cool 

sit 7 . s s Iv, tn.. elinan • wind P. and 
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In May and June, the heat was as great as in July, and the nights dur-
ing- two months from 15th July to loth September, are at times very op-
pressive and always hot, although a change for the better was perceptible 
about the 2Qth of August. 

ART. IV.—Extracts from the Proceedings of the Bombay 

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

At a Special General Meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asia-
tic Society held in the Library Rooms on Friday the 30th December, 
1842, agreebly to the following Resolution of the Monthly Meeting 
held on the 14th instant :— 

" The Rev. Dr. J. Wilson having intimated his intention to send in his 
resignation as President of the Society, it was resolved :— 

" That a Special Meeting of the Society be convened, for the purpose 
of testifying their sense of Dr. Wilson's valuable services, and high re• 
speet for his character.",  

It was proposed and carried unanimously :- 
1. That a Committee be appointed to draw up an address to Dr. 

Wilson, expressive of the great respect for his character, and of the high 
estimation in which the services which he has rendered the Society, dur-
ing the time he has filled the office of President, are held, — and of its 
great regret at the cause by which it is deprived of a continuance of his, 
able and valuable services. 

2. That the Committee for the above purpose consist of Colonel 
Dickinson, Dr. Kennedy, J. L. Phillips, Esq., C. Morehead, Esq. M. D., 
and the Secretary. 

3. It was further resolved, that to mark the sense of the Society of 
the valuable services rendered by Dr. Wilson in the cause of Oriental Lit-
erature, he be requested to acck-pt the office of Honorary President of the 
Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

4. With reference to that part of Dr. Wilson's letter, referring to 
the copies of Yacna and Visplirad in his possession, that he be solicited 
$o permit them to be lithographed at the Society's expense. 

5. That Dr. Wilson's letter, read at the Meeting, be printed. 
The following is the letter referred to 
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• MY DEAR 	have the pleasure :of forwarding to you for the 
Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, a copy of a work by my-
self, which has just issued from the press, entitled " The Parsi Religion, 
as contained in the Zand-Avasta and propounded and defended by the 
Zoroastrians of India and Persia, unfolded, refuted, and contrasted 
with Christianity."—This work I have 'taken the liberty of inscribing to 
the Office-bearers and Members of the Society, in token of my gratitude 
for the kindness and indulgence extended to me while very imperfectly 
discharging the duties, and supporting the honours, of the Chair, and for 
the warm interest which many of them individually have taken in my la-
tours to disseminate useful, but more especially divine, knowledge among 
the Natives of this great country, whose present social and moral condi-
tion, as well as past history, it is ,one of the principal objects of the Society 
to investigate and unfold. Though the volume is in some degree contro-
versial in its form, it is fully expository of the principles of the Zoroas-
trian creed as -set forth in the recognized standards, the interpretation, and 
commentaries of its past and present votaries, and the notices and allusions 
of classical record and oriental tradition. It contains also several tolera-
bly close translations from the Zand-and other Iranian languages, whibh 
may, in some degree, facilitate their study in the case of those who may 
not hitherto have directed to them their attention. I could .wish that it 
were more worthy your acceptance, but such as it is, it has cost me a de-
gree of labour and research which nothing but a warm and sincere regard 
to the highest interests of the interesting and enterprising class of Natives 
whom it more immediately respects, could have originated and supported. 

-1 am the more gratified in being able at present to send to our Society 
this token of my personal regard, because my unavoidable departure for 
Europe renders it necessary for me,—as now do,—to tender to the So-
ciety my resignation of the honorable office which I have held, through its 
favour, for upwards of seven years. 

In taking leave of the• Society, J•cannot chit express the great gratifica-
tion and satisfaction Which I have enjoyed in its fellowship since the day 
I was enrolled as ene of its Members. The objects which it seeks to 
accomplish are Highly important, whether they be considered as referring 
to the diffusion of literary and general information, and the cherishing of 
a liberal sympathy among the members of our own body during their In-

or the investigation of the languages, customs, religions, an-

:5 
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tiquities, history, and present state of the 'interesting land in which we . 
sojourn, and the 'ether countries of the east which are contiguous to it ; 
and the •study of the diversified forms of the works of God by which we 
are surrounded. The foundation by it of the best and most extensive 
Library in Asia, the establishment of a general Museum, which, though 
long overlooked, now enjoys, in your own concern for its prosperity, the 
highest scientific superintendence ; and the varied and numerous contribi-
tions which its members have made to oriental literature and to science, are 
unequivocal proofs that it neither has been inactive, nor unsuccessful in the 
pursuit of these objects. When I was first called to occupy its chair, I 
took the liberty of briefly reviewing its past proceedings, and glancing at 
the field of its present inquiry. I could willingly now advert to its in-
termediate proceedings, and those of its resident and non-resident mem,  
hers which have been conducted independent of its auspices ; but I have 
not leisure, at this hour, to do them the justice even of a distinct mention. 
Major General Vans Kennedy has with singular ability and acuteness, 
clearly expounded the peculiarities of the six Indian philosophical schools ; 
and ingeniously compared them with the system of the West. The me-
rits of Mr. Wathen have been next to those of James Prinsep in the dis-
covery of the cave character of India, and the decipherment and transla-
tion of ancient inscriptions, the most satisfactory historical authorities of 
the east; Dr. Bird is most zealouily continuing research in the same de-
partment, and will soon favour us with a curious and interesting volume. 
The late Mr. Dickinson furnished us with what we fondly hoped were 
nearly the first fruits of his high attainments, and historical research and 
correct and classical taste; in his critical remarks on the Arabic language, 
and his inquiries into the destiny of the tribes of Israel and the history of 
Armenia. Dr. Stevenson has opened up a very curious subject of investi-
gation in his interesting and learned papers on the Ante-Brahmanical 
worship of the Dakhan ; and he has unsealed some of the greatest mys-
teries Of Hinduism by an acids' translation of the most distinctive por-
tion of the Sims Veda. 1 Colonel Sykes has ltboriously collected and 
philosophically analyzed numerous notices of the state of Society in India 
during the period of the supremacy of the Buddhas, as well as interspers-
ed them with theories, which, established or rejected, must awaken inqui-
ry, as well as aid the arrangement and distribution of facts and circum-
stances which have been already noticed. In the papers of Captain 
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LeGrand Jacob of Katiawar, we have had proof of that exemplary dili-
gence and ability, which, if generally imitated and evinced, would soon 
make us familiar with the antiquities and peculiarities of the different pro-
vinces with which we are more particularly connected.—Along the line of 
march of our army to and from Affghanistan, we have been conducted by 
a most observant guide, Dr. Kennedy, whose pages bear the impression 
of much more than the lively fancy, and the play of wit and good humour, 
by which they are distinguished. —I dare scarcely allude to the last work 
of the late Sir Alexander Burnes, the most enterprizing of our modern 
British travellers, and in whose death our country suffered its greatest 
loss, amid late catastrophies. The Hon. M. S. Elphinstone, formerly 
President, of the Society, has given to the world the calmest and most ju-
dicious digest of the History of India which has yet appeared, and inter-
spersed it with the result of his own correct observations of the present 
state of Native Society. We have lately been joined by several promising 
members ; and our Quarterly Journal, so ably conducted by yourself, will, 
I doubt not, greatly quicken and facilitate their researches. Mr. East-
wick, to whom we have already been indebted for a translation of the 
Kissah-i-Sanjan, and who is the author of the translation of the Zartusht-
Namah in the volume which I send to you, will, I hope, give us versions 
of all the most curious legends of the Zoroastrians to be found in the Per-
sian language. Captain Ramsay and Mr. Glasgow have furnished us 
with the legends of the Kathis, one of the most conspicuous tribes in the 
peninsula of Gujarat; and they may very profitably continue their collec-
tions and translations. The Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and 
Ireland, in noticing in their annual report my own paper on the Jun-
gle Tribes of the Northern Konkan, have strongly expressed their wish to 
be put in possession of articles of a similar nature connected with the se-
veral districts of India. The illumination, conversion, and social eleva-
tion of the natives, I need scarcely observe, are most intimately connected 
with our discovery and consideration of the;, actual state. 

I am happy to be able to inform you that the lithographing from my 
own MS. of twenty-five copies of the Vandidad, in the Zand language, but 
Gujarati character with a Gujarati translation, paraphrase, and comment 
by Aspandiarji Framji assisted by Mulla Firuz and other learned Dasturs 
of the Kadmi sect, as proposed by Dr. Buist and Mr. Pigott, and readily 
acquiesced in by the Society, is now completed. The work forms two 
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neat octavo volumes, and will prove an acquisition very acceptable to the 
Orientalist desirous of studying the sacred books of the Parsis. It con-
tains their doctrinal standards, with many of the traditions from the Pah- 
livi and. Sanscrit, which are supposed to illustrate it. 	It is put forth ex- 
actly according to• the copy which came into my possession. I instructed 
the native who corrected the proofs, to tolerate no departure from 
the original manuscript, even where it might be thought to be . somewhat 
erroneous. 	It is a mere help to a critical rendering and interpreta- 
tion of the Vandidad, and as such only should it be received. The cop- 
ies should be judiciously disposed of, if not sold at cost. 	There has 
scarcely' been time to receive any orders for any of them from Europe. 
One, however, has come to my hands. It is from the Chief Librarian of 
the University of Edinburgh, the Rev. Dr. Brunton. I should like soon,  
to know what the Society intends to- do in: reference to lithographing the 
Tacna, and Visparad, which interspersed with the Vandidfid, complete the 
Larger Zoroastrian Liturgy. Translations into Gujarati of the Khurdi 
Avastfi, or Minor Liturgy have been published by the Parsis themselves. 

I beg to present to the Society two Cufic inscriptions from the South 
of Arabia. I have kept them. by me for some time, in the fruitless hope. 
of being able to forward with them translations. If fac-similes of all the-
unpublished inscriptions in the museum, were from time to time given in 
the journal, no difficulty I think would occur in procuring versions. I also 
present to the Society a copy of the Zartusht-Narnah in Persian, lately li-
thographed on my own account ; and a copy in three volumes, folio, of the 
best edition of tha Greek Leiicon of Suidas. 

It is not without emotion I sever this link which has bound me to of-
fice with the Society ; and I beg to assure the members that I shall ever 
remember with gratitude the kindness which I have experienced at their 
hands. As opportunities are presented, I shall continue to prosecute the 
objects which they have in view, and` seek an early opportunity of dispos-
ing of, in some form or others  the fragmentary collections which I have 
made in connexion with late investigations. If I can be of the slightest 
use to the Society in Europe, or in my contemplated.journey in Egypt, 
Arabia, Syria, and other parts, I beg them to command my services. 

I am, my dear Sir, yours very respectfully, 
Joan WILSON. 
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P. S.-1 have put into Mr. Westergaard's hands the Hamyaric hr-. 
scription from Aden. He has completed the decipherment. It has turn-
ed out to be exactly what it was represented to be.  at our last meeting. 

J. W. 
To J. G. MALCOLMSON, ESQ., M.14, P. R. S. 

Secretary Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

ART. V.—Fac-similes of two Arabic Inscriptions, in the 
Cufic character, from Tombstones in Southern Arabia ; 
presented by Dr. WILSON, Honorary President of the ,So-
ciety, with remarks, translations in English, and transcripts 
in Arabic, by JAMES BIRD, Esq. 

'The Fac-similes of these Inscriptions were lately presented to the So-
' ciety,by, the Rev. Dr. Wilson, without any information being given as to,  

their localities, beyond a statement that they were taken from tombstOnes 
in Southern Arabia. The contents of them are not without interest; as 
the earliest of tliem, No. I, dated Hejra 326, A. D. 938, makes Men-
tion of the tribe of Muzaynat, inhabiting this part of the country ; and 
No. 2, dated Hejra 472, A. D. 1080, states that the person buried was 
the emancipated slave of Mahomed-al-Teflisee, shewing that the intercourse 
which existed between Southern Arabia and Persia, from the middle of 
the sixth century of our era, was still kept up in the end of the eleventh. 
Men appears to have been the emporium of this part of the country 
from the earliest times, being mentioned, by Ptolemy the Geographer, as 
a city of Arabia Felix, situated on the ocean, in the kingdom of the Ho-
meritm, or family of Hamyar, descended from Kahtan, son of the patriarch 
Eber; whose descendants are distinguished from the foreign or adopted 
Arabs of the family of Ismail, among whick the tribe of Muzaynat was 
One, and to which the lady mentioned in inscription No. 1, belonged. 
About the year 	D. 570, the Abyssinians, who invaded Southern Ara- 
bia at the instigation of the Emperor Justinian, anxious to wrest from the 
versions their monopoly in the silk trade, had subjugated Yemen, and 
subverted the Jewish religion in this quarter, substituting in its place that 
of Christianity. Abrabah, surnamed Al'Ashrem, who was the Abyssi- 
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nian General, seeing the advantages derivable from the concourse of pil-
grims frequenting Mekkah as the shrine of the Sabean idolatry, determin-
ed to erect a rival fabric at Sancta, to which pilgrims from all parts of 
the world might resort. To this building, which appears to have been 
dedicated to the Christian faith, not without some admixture however of 
the Sabean idolatry, Abrahah gave the name of the Keleisa, or Church ; 
which was completed in exquisite workmanship, and splendour of decora-
tion, calculated to ensure the veneration of all pilgrims frequenting it. In 
the same metropolis too, was the palace or mansion of the Hamyar kings 
of Southern Arabia, called Ghumdan ; which Masudi, writing in the be-
ginning of the tenth century, A. D., states to have been one of the two 
most famous palaces on earth, and of which the other was the Aiwani 
Kisra, on the Euphrates near Ctesiphon, and of which an arch is yet re-
maining. The former is only of interest in the history of Southern Ara-
bia as having been the probable site of those numerous inscriptions, on 
white marble and stone, discovered in the walls of the houses at Sanaa, by 
Mr. Cruttenden of the Indian Navy, and said by the inhabitants to have 
been brought from Ilfareb, or the ancient Saba. This character, of which 
inscriptions have been found at Hassan Ghorcib near Aden, and at Ham-
tnam and Dis, has been conjectured to be the Hamydric, while others 
have supposed that it bears a strong resemblance to the Ethiopic. Cer-
tain it is, however, that the use of it, in Southern Arabia, preceded the Ara-
bic character called Anbary, and may be the same as the Illosnad, or the 
more ancient character called Ismaeli, or Suri, which was used previous 
to the introduction of the Cufic, in which the two inscriptions now translat-
ed are written. Captain Haines lately transmitted to the Society a copy 
of an inscription, in the same ancient character, as found at Sanaa and 
Hassan Ghorab ; and which he states" to have been taken from a block of 
white marble dug up in the neighbourhood of Aden. The latter was the 
port of this part of the country, and the residence of a Nestorian Bishop 
under the metropolis of Dhafa:, whose metropolitans were ordained from 
Persia, in the time of Cosmas Indicoplestes, about the end of the sixth 
century : from which period the intercourse with Perim seems to have 
been constant and uninterrupted. The surname of Al-Teilisee, used in 
inscription No. 2, shewing that the person mentioned was an inhabitant 
of Teflis in Georgia, would indicate the residence in Southern Arabia of 
Persian families, even as late as the end of the eleventh century; and to 
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. whom the Zeidi sect of Shies, or followers of Ali, now residing at Sanaa 
probably owe their origin. The whole of this part of the country offers 
a wide and interesting field of research for the philologist, and antiqua-
rian ; and as the same traditions regarding the fall of Adam and his expul-
sion from Paradise, with his subsequent residence on the mountains of 
Ceylon, * are known in the history of the Arabs as well as in that of the 
Bauddhas, it may be of some utility in tracing the religious history of the 
latter, to ascertain the nature of that connexion which subsisted between 
Arabia and India from the beginning of the Christian era. : • 

Translation into English of Inscription No. 

God liath borne witness, that verily there is no God but he, and the 
angels, and those endowed with wisdom, who professing the same execute 
righteousness. There is no one but God, the mighty, and the wise. 

In the name of God, the compassionate, the merciful. Be merciful, 
0 God ! to your slave, the daughter of your two slaves, Fatimah daught-
er of Ismail, the son of Ibrahim-al-Muzanee : for as much as she was pro-
fessing there is no God but you, and Mahomed is your slave and prophet. • 
May the peace and blessing of God be upon her, who was declaring your 
unity, acknowledging your supremacy, was continually trusting to your ' 
mercy, and in need of your pardon. Now indeed 	 , and 
departure from friends have conveyed her to you and through which 
separation from her family, the abodes of the living are become sad, and 
those of the dead joyous by her association with them ; when having re-
tired from this world of trouble, and far from the habitations of men, she 
has abandoned both family and property. Be merciful to her, 0 God ; 

* The figure of Buddha's foot which exists at the top of Adam's peak in the 
Island of Ceylon, was identified as a type of our great ancestor previous to the 
arrival of the Portuguese, on the shores of India ; and the Mahomedan 
author Masudi, A. D. 943. makes mention o‘inount Rahwan, on which Adam 
descended when expelled from Paradise, adding that a race of Hindus, in the 
Island of Ceylon?  descended from Adam, derived their origin from the children 
of Cain. The analtgy between these traditions of the Arabs and Buddhists, 
may probably be traced back to that period of early history, whenoboth people 
were Santaneaus ; and,maintained, according to the authority of the .hlefatik-
el-'olum, that the world had no beginning; while they believed in the me-
tempsychosis, and that the earth is constantly declining. 
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pardon her faults and forgive her offences ; make spacious her grave, be . 
her companion in her solitude, and join her to her prophet Mahomed, on 
whom be peace. She died, and may God be nierciful to her, on Sunday 
the sixth day of the month of Raman, in the year 326. 

Transcript of Inscription No. I in modern Arabic characters. 

(...)401)q, 	tz.-41 L12. 1.; 	do:c 	LSI,. r.,..)1 (.4/1 
4—Cr.)) 	 ,11 y v I ,34;23. 	Ls LOU vi..}..11  

1--<4:11  441.1 	L..Cisiit VI 
ji Cs.* 	 s 	vi cam, 	4.1., 100 

tz.„) (!. an 	eL, ait.!))  1).411 (az 	l? „ 	lib)) 

em.,)) 	ttfcmf,,3  	j1.11., Jib 91 wc 

_73 rx,M11 lei:::  Leis/ I, 	itsi 1.41 (1,5)  

exo u.)  

to?. is run 	LB, 	11 ,JI 	at,:t 	lam, 

csll j?, 	11 	Vi 

Translation into English of Inscription No. IL 

In the name of God, the compassionate, the mercifuL 
" But the pious shall be lodged in a place of security, among gardens 

and fountains : they shall be clothed in brocade and satin, and shall sit 
facing one another. Thus shall it be.: and we will espouse them to fair 
damsels, having large black eyes."* 

This is the Tomb of the rodiher of Mahomed-bin-Ikbal, the emancipat-
ed slave of Ahmed-bin\-Mahomed Al Teflisee ; vqto died on Wednesday, 
when six days were wanting to complete the month of Rajah, in the year 
-472. Mali God be merciful to her and pardon her crimes ; and may 
God's peace be on the prophet Mahomed and his descendants. 

* See Sale's Al-Koran, end of Chap. 44. 
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Transcript ofinscription No. II in modern Arabic Characters. 

j11 ,oa)JI ,13 

di,. 	05.44,t t 	 c.44.11 ,01 
ca.! d.e.s.e 1,.; tiro w..ttz jyr.1 1,35 41) 	 t.ao 10)4.44, , 

vg;sI4 .L.1,04..1 Loy), 	 I 44.=•.• ca.? 	I v.ry. jiS1 

141A "11, 1  ke") 	 e1W."" (t .$:;111  =km 4.11.0 )  frt eye 

rt44, 	+III 43.45.0 VIC 	1.sLO 

ART. VI.—Extract from the Proceedings of a Meeting of the 
Bombay Branch of the _Royal Asiatic Society on the 14th 
December, 1842. 

Read the following letter from the Curators of the Museum of &g-
nomic Geology of India, requesting the assistance of the Society and 
its members to carry out the views of the Committee of papers of the 
Asiatic Society and of Government. 

The Curators were authorised to forward to Calcutta, any duplicateS 
that might be considered useful. 

" Siw,—I am authorised by the Committee of Papers of the Asiatic So-
ciety, to forward to you the accompanying Memorandum relative to the 
MUSEUM OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF INDIA now forming, in the 
confident hope that 'you will personally, and through your friends, kindly 
assist their views and those of Government, as far as lies in your power. 

With respect to carriage of Specimens, such small ones as may not ex-
ceed the usual dawk banghy weight, say 500 tolas, may be sent at once, 
addressee to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society, and those above that 
weight despatched by the nearest water carriage, preferring the Steamers, 
if obtainable. 	' • 	 I am, Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, • 
H. PIDDINGTON. 

Curator, Mips. Econ. Geology of India." 

CALCUTTA, November, 1842, 
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• 
• MUSEUM OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF INDIA. 	 • 

The objects of the Museum of Economic Geology orIndia, which has 
been established by Government at Calcutta, under orders from the Ho-
norable the Court of Directors, in conjunction with the Asiatic Society 
and at its Rooms, are the following: They are, as scientific men will per-
ceive, generally those of Economic Geologists in all countries, but there 
are some peculiarities connected with India, and the situations of Euro-
peans in it, which will oblige us to go into a little detail, to explaieto those 
who may not already take an interest in these matters, our wants, our wish-
es, and our hopes of the advantages which may accrue to the community 
from this new establishment. Its objects then are briefly these :- 

1. To obtain the most complete Geological, Mineralogical,, and Sta-
tistical knowledge possible of all the mineral resources of India, wrought 
or. unwrougbt, so as to make them as publicly known as pos;ible ; to shew 
how they have been, or are now wrought, or bow they might be so to the 
best advantage. 

2. To obtain a complete set of specimens, models, and drawings, re-
lative to the Mining operations, Metallurgical processes, and Mineral ma-
nufactures of all kinds, of India, Europe and America; so as to af-
ford to the public information of every thing which can be turned to ac-
count here or in Europe, and perhaps prevent loss of time, waste of capital, 
and disappointment to the Indian speculator. 

3. To furnish the Engineer and Architect with a complete collection 
of all the materials, natural or artificial, which are now, or have formerly 
been used for buildings, cements, roads, &c. and of all which may possi-
bly be useful in this department, whether European or Indian. 

4. To collect for the Agriculturalist, specimens of all kinds of soils 
remarkable for their good or bad qualities, with the subsoil, subjacent rocks, 
&c. and by examination of these, to indicate their various peculiarities and 
the remedies for their defects. 	 • 

5. To collect for Medicl men, the waters of mineral springs, mineral 
drugs, &c. &c. 	 • 

6. And finally, by chemical examinations of all these various speci-
mens, to!etermine their value, and how they may be best turned to ac-
count for the general benefit of the community. 

With objects like these the Museum of Economic Geology may 139 said 
to be placed between the purely scientific geologist and the merchant; the 

0. 
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. miner, the farmer, the manufacturer, and the builder, or in other words, 
the merely practical men, who may desire to know how the knowledge of 
the geologist and mineralogist,—to them often so recondite, and apparent-
ly 

 
so useless, — can forward their views: and its offic.  e, to be, if possible, to 

answer all questions of this nature which may arise, for public benefit. 
This may sometimes be done from books, but the great library must 

be the collections of our Museum, which are in fact a library of examples, 
to which the commentary is the laboratory ; where, aided by the resources 
of the collection, questions may often be solved in an hour, a day, or a 
week, which it would take half an Indian life to obtain the mere materials 
for investigating. An extensive collection, then, is the first requisite, and 
this should, if possible, comprise every inorganic product of the earth from 
which mankind derive any advantage, with every information relative to 
it. 	It will readily occur to the reader, that in India, owing to her infancy 
in some of the arts dependent on these products, as in mining, agriculture, 
&c.; and her singular progress in others, as in peculiar branches of Me-
tallurgy and the like, our almost absolute ignorance of what her methods 
and resources are, the peculiarities of situation in which these resources 
may exist, those of climate, workmen, and many others, we have alm4st 
every thing yet to learn ; and that to accomplish our objects, we cannot be . 
too well furnished with all the knowledge and examples of Europe and the 
Americas, and all those of India, or of Asia. Without these, our pro-
gress must hp very limited ; but in proportion as we obtain them, we may 
hope, without presumption, to see the day when the mines, the quarries, 
and the soil of India may be done justice to, which assuredly, has never 
yet been the case.* In this all classes are so clearly interested, that it 

It is curious to find that upwards of 140 years ago, the ores of the pre-
cious metals were an article of export from the Dutch East Indies ! This is 
clearly shewn by the following passage from Schlutter's • work, as translated 
by Hellot, and published by him under the title of " Hellot sur les Mines," 
Paris, 1753. In Vol. 11. p. 285, Chap. XLVI. " On East Indian Ores and 
their Fusion by the curved, Furnace," he says— 

" In 174, Schluttes received by a private channel twenty-five quintals of ore 
from the East Indies, &c." And again : " These sorts of ores (o4gold and 
silver) sent from India by the Dutch were frequently smelted at the foundery 
of Altenau in the Upper Hartz, but had never been smelted in the Lower 
Hartz. This ore was in lumps from the size of a nut to that of walnut, and. 
by trials it was found that the quintal of 1101bs. contained 1 oz. 8 dra. of gold 
and 31 oz. of silver." 
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would be superfluous to shew it, as it is to shew that the resources of every . 
country are far more readily developed with publio means for investigat-
ing, preserving, and publishing all knowledge' belonging to them, than 
where none such exist. 

It is therefore hoped, that those who may be desirous of assisting this 
great public work, will bear in mind, that nothing, however familiar it 
may be to those on the spot, is indifferent to us ; for if not wanted for the 
institution, it may serve to procure that which is ; and the following 
note is given rather as a general memorandum than as specifying all 
which is desired. The general rule is, that details cannot be too numer- 

• ous, nor specimens too various, particularly if purely Indian. 

DESIDERATA FOR THE MUSEUM OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY OF INDIA. 

Mines and Mining Products. 

1. Specimens of all crude ores, just as found. If possible also, of 
the rocks or matrix in which found ; of those indicating the vein at the 
surface; of the walls of the veins ; of the strata or beds passed through 
before reaching them ; and of the rocks of the surrounding country. 

2. The ores after preparation for the furnace by picking, washing, 
stamping, roasting, &c. 

3. The rejected ores, gravel or stones found with thoseused ; which 
often go under old names, as those of " mother, devil," or the like. 

4. The fluxes used, if any. 
5. Memorandum of the kind of fuel used, samples of it if coal or 

coke, &c. ; names of the trees, as bamboo, &c. if charcoal; and if not too 
far, send specimens. 

6. The roasted or half smelted ore. 
7. The pure metals, as obtained in a merchantable state, of all the 

qualities. 
8. The slags, of all kinds, from the furnaces and smeltings. 
9. Drawings or models (to scale of possible) of atl furnaces, machi-

nery, and implements used in any of the processes, with drawings, plans, 
and models of the mine. Earthen models of the furnaces, &c. may often 
be well made, by the native image makers for a mere trifle. 

10. Specimens of any tools used. 
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11. Traditions, history, and statistics of the mine or mineral products, 
as (1.) How and when found ; (2.) Produce, gross and net ; (3.) Rent 
if farmed, or what tax payable on the product ; (4.) Price of daily labour ; 
(5.) Amount of labour obtainable for a given price; (6.) Estimatedpro-
fits, past and present ; (7.) Reasons for decay or increase ; (8.) What is 
now required to make the mine more productive ; (9.) Copies or notices 
of any books or accounts of the mine ; (10.) Health, comfort, morals, 
and condition of the workmen employed, average of ages, and of life 
among them if thought unhealthy ; seasons and hours of work. Super-
stitious notions, peculiar diseases, &c. &c. 

II. 

Buildings, Cements, Pottery, Colours, Roads, .5-c. 

1. Specimens from the quarries, of all kinds of building stones, use-
ful or merely ornamental. 

2. The same of limestones, shells, corals or other articles, used to 
make lime or cements of all kinds. 

3. Specimens of the strata above and below the quarried stone. 
- 	4. Any fossil shells, bones, fish, plants, insects, or other appearanles 
of organic remains large or small, found in or near the quarries, 4:)r 
amongst the rubbish and watercourses of quarried spots. If specimens 
appear too large to move, please to give a notice, with an eye-sketch, and 
estimate of the expense of moving, and preserve it till- a reply is sent. 

5. Specimens of the building stones or remarkable bricks used in 
any public edifices, monuments or tombs, with the date of their erection if 
known, and a note to say if exposed to weather or protected by stucco, 
paint, or roofs. 

6. Memoranda and specimens of any plants or animals destructive to 
masonry, as boring worms and shells In water, and the like, with.speci-
mens of their work. 

7. Ornamental or stucco-work : specifhens of it, new or old, interior 
or exterior, with the Not account procurable of the materials, preparations, 
and working of 1th!m. 

8. Specimens of stones and marbles, shells, &c. used for image or 
ornament-making ; of earths for pottery, and varnishes of coloured earths 
of all sorts, whether used as pigments or not. 

9. Specimens of peculiarly good materials used for roads, whether 
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ancient or modern, with prices, methods of using them, and other Memo-
rands. 

10. Prices of all the above ; rates of labour, carriage, &c. from the 
rough to the wrought state, and all other statistical details as in the case 
of Mines and Mineral products above mentioned. 

III. 

Agricultural Geology. 

1. Specimens of soils of good, and the best qualities, for all kinds of 
produce, as sugar, cotton, tobacco, &c. 

2. Of infertile soils or veins of earth. 
2. 	Of the subsoil or rock. 

• 4. Of the stones scattered about these soils. 
5. Memoranda relative to the height of these soils above the water of 

wells in the rains and dry season, and of its drainage, shelter, exposi-
tion, &c. 

6. Of any kind of earths, mud, or stones used as manures, as peats 
from the jheels, kunkurs, &c. 

7. Of the deposits (fertile and infertile) left either by the common 
inundations or by violent floods, with memoranda of their effects on the 
cultivated soil. 

8. Specimens from any separate spots, where gravel or stones are 
collected in quantities after inundations or floods. 

9. Accounts of remarkable floods, and average heights of the'rise of 
rivers, of the raising of the soil, alterations in its produce consequent 
thereupon, and all other details. 

10. Memoranda relative to the formation or destruction of river-banks, 
islands, &c. with measurement if obtainable. 	 rc 

11. Samples of all kinds of efflorescent salt-earths, with specimens of 
the different salts prepared from them, prices of preparation, selling rates, 
and accounts of the processes at,d uses of the salts. 

12. Specimens of brine springs, with details of manufactures if boiled 
for salt, and statistics of labour and produce, &c. as in the case of mines. 

Medical Geology. 

1. 	Specimens of mineral medicines of all sorts, whether produced on 
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. the spot or imported, crude and prepared, with notes and samples of the 
process of preparation-in all its stages. 

	

2. 	Of the water of mineral springs, their temperature, incrustations 
about them, account of their uses, and specimens of the rocks or soil in 
which found. 

V. 

Native Metallurgical Processes of Mineral Manufactures. 

1. Exact descriptions of them, however rude or simple they may ap-
pear, with samples of the ores, fuel, fluxes, products, slags, &c. 

2. Models or drawings (to scale if possible) of the furnaces and im-
plements of all kinds ; specimens of these last may be sent. 

3. Memoranda and samples of the earths or sands used for moulds 
in castings, of the crucibles and beds, raw and baked, and of the raw ma-
terial from which made. 

4. Prices of raw and wrought materials. 
5. Drawings of machinery used for turning, boring, polishing, &c. 
In • conclusion : It is not supposed that any individual, unless whoy 

devoted to the research, can supply the whole of the desired specimens, 
or even of -the knowledge relative to any one product ; but any single 
item of the foregoing may be of importance, at sometime, to some one ; 
and it will be the special duty of the Asiatic Society, and of the Curator 
of the Museum, to see justice done to every contribution ; whether relat-
ing to the Geology of India in general, or to this peculiar branch of it. 

H. PIDDINGTON, 
Curator, Museum Economic Geology. 

• t 4. 
The accompanying three lithographs represent fossil leaves, discov- 

ered in the sandstone quarries on the banks of the Khanan river, Opposite 
to the cantonment of Kamptee, by Lieut. Munro, of H. M. 39th Regt. 
F. L. S., who at the request of Colonel Walpole, kindly presented them 
to me. • It is very remarkable, that no fossils had been found in these 

ART. VII. — Note on Fossil Plants discovered in the Sand-
stone rocks at Kamptee near Naggoor. By JouN G. MAL-
coLmsoN, Esq. • 
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rocks previous to Mr. Munro's fortunate discovery, as the quarries have 
been worked for many years, and have been examined by several geolo-
gists, including Dr. Voysey, and Capt. Jenkins the distinguished com-
missioner in Assam. I presume that they must be confined to some 
thin strata in the sandstone, as during a residence of some -years at 
Kamptee, I did not observe them, although my attention was naturally 
directed to the subject, by the numerous fossils I had met with in the 
neighbouring districts. Be the cause of their having been so long over-
looked what it may, it affords encouragement to the re-examination of the 
same rocks which extend over so large a part of the south of India, especi-
ally in the Southern Mahratta Country, and in Guzerat, Eedur, &c. 

In the Geological map of a great part of the Hyderabad and Nagpoof 
countries, published in the 5th vol. of the Transactions of the Geological 
Society of London, I have coloured the Kamptee sandstone, as well as the 
other rocks of the same character extending along the Wurdah * and Go-
davery rivers, as the equivalent of the diamond sandstones of the Ma-
dras ceded districts, and of the sandstone rocks near Kulladgee, Badamee, 
and Atchera, in our own neighbourhood. The truth of these identifications, 
the reasons for which are detailed at length in the paper above referred to, 
has been since confirmed by a report of Major Wilkinson, the resident at 
Nagpoor, addressed to the Secretary to the Coal Committee, Calcutta, on 
the 22d April, 1841. "In Wyragurh, about 90 miles to the south west 
of the city of Nagpoor, there are diamond mines. 	I formerl? visited 
them with Mr. Jenkins, when he was resident at Nagpoor; the following 

* In the Madras Journal of Science for October,1834. I have given a figure 
of a fossil plant, I had discovered some years before in the sandstone of Won 
in the Hyderabad territory, acquired from the Nagpoor Rajah in 1818. The 
hill of Won is composed of sandstone, dipping in all directions from the apex, 
and varying in colour from white to red and yellow. It contains also ferruginous 
grains or scales, either in seams or disseminated through its substance. In a 
fragment of this kind much resembling the Bangnapilly diamond Breccia, a 
.fossil was discovered having a cof.apact structure and deep black colour, and 
it is probably a portion of a hollow, compressed vegetable, the centre of which 
is filled with the sandstone. ' It is the only instance ethatihFs come to my 
knowledge of a fossil having been found in the sandstones of Southern India; 
and as the rock corresponds in Geological position and mineralogical characters 
with the diamond sandstone, the fact is of considerable interest, even if the 
formations were not found to be continuous, as will be stated hereafter. The _ 
specimen is deposited in the Museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Geo- 

. 
logical Transactions, vol. 5. p. 557. 
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. is, what he has written about them.. "The diamond mines of Wyraguth, 
were formerly .colebrated, though now they do not yield sufficient returns 
to render thein.  worth Working. The diamonds were found in. earth 
'which forms sinall hills in the vicinitYof Wyragurh. The spots are still 

• distinguishable where they have been dug up. During the reign of the 
late Raja Raghojee BhOnsla, the mines were worked at a considerable 
expense, but only a very few small diamonds of little value.  were found; 
and they are now entirely neglected."*" 	• 
- But a question of much'-greater iinportsnce here presents itself as to 

the identity of these rocks with .the coal strata of the Bengal Provinces: and 
' of the. Upper Nerbudda, and also with those sandstone rocks of Guzerat, 

Which appear to 'be identical in mineralogical characters, and in their ge.: 
• °logical' relations. If this should prove to be correct, coal will most pro.-

bablY be found in the sandstone ranges of the eastern part of Quzerat, in 
situations sufficiently accessible to render it matter of less regret, that the 
Nerbudda cannot . be rendered navigable- much above Ttilluckwarra. 
The fossd, plants' discovered by Mr. Munro, •are, however, too'imperfeet 
to enable' us to refer' them with certainty to any of the few Indian coal 
plants yet described or figured. They bear,a considerable.resemblance jto  

theGlossopteris clang:icicles of the ,Burdwan coal field, figured by 
'Royle; in his 2d Plate. The narrower leaves may belong to. another spe- .• 
vies, or more probably to a different part of the same plant. • The litho-
graphs were eieented•  under the direction of Capt. Smith, of the Madras 
Engineers; from very 'beautiful drawings by Mr. Forbes; 'but as. Capt. 
Smith -observes,'" subjects like these are very difficult fox pen-work litho-
graphy, and the, people at Madras do'not much practice .chalk." The 
consequence' is.  that the cross hatching obscurei the structure of the fossil; 
especially Nes. 2 and 3. . With: these plant* impressions were found 
not unlike thoseef the large bony scales of the sanroid fish of the orb°. 
niferous.and old red sandstone rocks, especially those of the latter, They 
are, howeVer; too imperfect to justify any (pinion as to their nature, . al-
though, in a subject r% new, no indication should be overlooked. 

4 ItePOrta and abstracts of the Proceedings of the,.Committee for the inveii- 
Aigationef the.coal and mineral resonroes of India and Calcutta, Journal of 
Natural History for July, 1842, p..290. 

NoTE.—In a paper on the Geology of the country between Byapoor and 
ItellarY;by, Capt. Newbold)  published in No. 46' of the Journal of the Asiatic 

v. 
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ART. VIM—Observations on the Comet of '1843 ; made at the 
Astronomical Observatory, Bombay. By DR. BUIST. 

Read 12th April 1E43. 

•• On the evening of the 4th March, a little after sunset a most ex-
traordinary appearance presented itself in the sky, consisting of a vast 
beam of light inclining at an angle of 45° towards the South ; it was distant 
about 35° from the moon, which was to the northward. The right 
ascension was very near one hour ; the end of the tail, which when first 
observed was about 20°, was nearly of the same declination with the 
moon ; the comet itself had set, before its tail attracted notice. The 
tail was single for about half its length, appearing to exhibit a purplish 
black shadow at both edges, such as is sometimes perceptible in the 
bright beams of Aurora Borealis, for which it might, unless from its fix-
edness and position have been readily mistaken. Towards its upper ex- 

Society of Bengal N. S.'the fol.owing passage occurs, " The softer and finer 
varieties of the cream colored limestone found in the vicinity of Tallicotta 
are well adapted for lithographic purposes. Some of the specimens which I 
brought hence, were sent down to the lithographic establishment at St. The. 
nuts' Mount and found to answer. There is also a fine laminar limestone 
found in the bed of the river, with beautiful dendritic appearances between 
the plates. A specimen of this dendritic limestone was examined for me, by 
Dr. Wight, who kindly affords me the following note. " The arborescent ap-
pearance in the slate 1 think an organic remain. At least, I find, when,under 
a high magnifying power, that the black lines can, with the point of a needle be 
pricked off without touching the stone, as if the carbonaceous matter of the 
plant was still there. I feel uncertain, however, whether to call the original 
a moss or fucus, but think the latter.", 

As this observation will probably find its way into other works, with the 
weight which will justly attach to the names of the observers, I think it may 
be useful to remark, that these loarkings are probably nothing more than me-
tallic arborizations, such as abound in this limestone wherever it occurs. 
Fine examples may be seen in the collection of rocks`froni the Southern Mah-
ratta Country, presented by Lieut. Hibbert of the Engineers especially those 
from Wheats. At page 554 of the 5th vol. of the Geological Transactions, I 
have noticed a report of the same kind of fossil plants said to have been found 
in the Cuddapa limestones, but which I ascertained to be mere dendritic mark-
ings on the surface of the strata. 
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tremity it seemed for a few nights to be divided by a thin line of shadow ; 
this was not perceptible after the 10th. 

It had been observed so early as the 2nd and 3rd of the month at 
Madras and various other parts of India, but was not noted at Bombay. 
At Agra it was for a time believed to be an exhibition of Zodiacal light. 
The stars were perfectly visible through all parts of the tail. 

Bombay 4th March 1843. Altitude of the Summit of the Tail 100  pointing S. E, 
" 	 Azimuth of Do. 	do. 	113° at 7h. 151  p.m. id 	 it i‘ 	 Base 104° 

5th March, Sunday. The head was very distinctly visible above the 
horizon shortly after sunset, and left no doubt that it was a magnifi-
cently developed comet. Its splendor was however considerably impaired 
by the light of the moon; on the 5th and 6th the tail of the comet seem-
ed to vibrate pulses of light appearing to shoot out longitudinally every 
15 seconds. This appearance was observed by several individuals simul-
taneously, who were perfectly at one as to the interval of time between 
the purses. There were no more noticed after the 7th, on which night 
they were only slightly apparent. The subjoined observations were made 
at the Bombay Government Observatory, Colaba, Lat 18° 53' 52" N. Lou. 
4b 51' 19" E. by Kera Laxuman C. a young Bramin, one of the assis-
tants, who had been carefully instructed by Professor Orlebar. The in-
strument employed was an altitude and azimuth circle, the length of the 
telescope being 23 inches, with semi-diameter of the altitude and a-
zimuth circles 6.5 and 8.5 inches respectively, made by W. T. Gilbert. 
This was placed on a large stone pillar based upon the ground, and ter-
minating under the cupola of the Observatory, at an elevation of 75 feet 
above the mean level of the sea; the instrument like most of the others in 
the Astronomical Department of the Observatory, is by no means such as 
could be trusted for accurate or precise observations. The altitudes 
given in the subjoined are uncorrected for refraction, and the azimuths are 
measured from the South and not from the North, as the term generally 
means. .The time Oven is Bombay mean time at the Observatory. • • 

The following observations were made at the Observatory on the e- 
venings of 6th, 7th, &c. till the end of the month, at which latter date 

the comet became too obscure to be fit for observation. 	• • 
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Time 1893. Altitude. Azimuth. 
Approx.. 
imate 
length 
of Tail. 

Remarks. 

• 
--- --,--- 

H. 
 I II 0 I tf • I /I 

Mar. 6th 6 51 15 7 1 2 74 99 11 Clear. 
• 6 66 32 6 46 34 75 0 41 • 
• 7 1 44 4 41 20 76 33 31 * 	. 

Mar. 7th 6 46 13 10 27 10 73 16 34 34°  • 
• 7 1 27 7 2 40 74 39 18 • .  
• 7 22 62 2 16 67 76 28 17 " 

Mar. 10th 6 60 18 16 60 61 71 13 6 34*  • 
• 7 11 32 /I 6 27 73 17 46 • 
• 7 82 36 6 23 51 76 12 28 • 

Mar. 11th 6 51 4 17 32 15 70 37 16 0  
V 7 21 14 10 48 46 73 38 19 • 
0 7 5/ 81 4 2 20 76 17 38 r 

Mar. 13th T 21 22 14 8 45 T2 42 21 • 
5 7 35 87 10 66 54 74 4 21 • 
• 7 45 36 8 42 90 76 0 44 • 

Mar. I7th 7 49 18 18 14 15 74 20 63 34°  F013143. 
• 7 62 6 12 34 45 74 36 7 • 
• 7 66 24 11 35 46 76 1 35 0  

Mar. 18th 7 45 21 lb 7 55 73 46 4 • 
• 

• 7 66 27 12 AI 1 74 66 17 • 
Mar. 19th 8 3 29 11 5$ 20 75 28 18 Faint. 	• 

• 7 9 2 ,25 32 33 69 6 Il • 
Mar. 21st 7 21 84 23 17 49 72 4 16 32°  • 

• 7 80 63 21 3 26 72 6 92 • 
Mar. 22nd 7 41 19 19 23 22 73  12  4 Very faint. 
Mar. 24th 7 89 11 21 '3 48 78 6 27 30°  • 
Mar. 26th 7 66 52 18 11 13 74 56 86 27°  0 

Mar. 27th 7 80 28 24 20 33 72 22 16 26°  • 
• 7 38 18 22 37 11 78 12 59  • 

Mar. 29th 7 46 58 21 12 25 74 28 9 28°  Z Observation within 3 min- 
Mar. 30th 7 43 56 22 8 20 73 17 66 21°  5 	utes of are. 

Mar. 31st do, do. do. 20 The Head of the Comet dis-
appearing altogether. 

The Tail was observed till the 4th of April, on which it disappeared also. 
These observations were taken with great care, but the comet becom-

ing obscure towards the end ?of the month, could not be distinctly seen 
in the telescope; the observations about that period therefore, should be 
considered right only within three minutes of arc. t  

ART: IX. Meteorological Observations. 
The Observations in the present number were made at the Magnetic 

Observatory. The Barometer is a standard of Newman ; the readings are 
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. continued as noted from the scale, without correcting for temperature or 
Capillary. The Barometer from which the Observations for May, June, 
and July 1841, were noted, is a standard by Adie of Edinburgh ;- its 
readings are 0.150 higher than those of Newman ; so that assuming this last 
for the true standard, and as such it is now employed, 0.150 must be sub-
tracted from the observations of No. 1 of the Journal to reconcile them 
with the others. The most of the instruments in use till September 1842, 
were the same as those noted by Professor ORLEBAR. 

The term-day observations of July due to the following nutnber were 
lost; the assistants had at this time dropped away one after another, till one 
only remained and he was sick. From the 1st September the hourly 
readings 9catinue uninterrupted, and the means of the month, instead of 
the term-day observations, will be supplied for future numbers after the 
month of August. 	 GEORGE BUIST. 

In charge of the Observatory. 

Magnetic Observatory, Colaba, Meteorological Observations, 21st April 1842. 
>. 
2:' E c. S 

az 

Standard. Thermo. Z 4 ... o e Correct 8z = 	„„. „,, 
a 0  ''''''°"" 

Remarks.  
Wind. 

.---- Remarks. 
Barom. Thermo. Dry Wet. Direction. 

h..'  

2 12 29.832 83,6 81.8 76.8 6.0 29.696 N.W. Clear. 
3 • 29.820 83.2 81.8 76.8 6.0 -29.674 • • o 
4 • 29.888 83.0 81.6 77.0 4.6 22.623 N•w•bYs• „ 
5 • 29,882 82.9 88.2 76.8 4.4 29.687 .. II 

6 • 29.850 81.9 80.0 76.0 4.0 29.707 „ 	and calm. 
7 • 29.876 82.9 83.2 77.6 5.7 29.731 It 	tt 

8 • 29,892 84.6 84.6 78.9 6.4 29.742 N.W. 
„ 9 • 29.946 86.8 86.6 77.8 7.7 29,762 • • I, 

10 $ 29.900 86.3 85.8 78.8 7.0 29.744 . • „ 	Fresh breeze. 
11 	. 29.892 86.9 86.4 78.8 7.6 29.736 • • ft 	It 	.• 

0 • 29.872 • 87.2 87.1 77.8 9.8 29.715 • • ft 	ft 	t7 

1 • 29,844 87.2 86.9 77.0 9.9 29.087 • • „ 	Strong breeze. 
2 • 28.820 87.6 87.2 .76.0 11.2 29 662 • • ti 	with 	SI 	>7 

3 • 29.800 97.7 87.2 74.8 12.4 29.642 . . „ 
4 • 29 796 87.4 .0 72.2 14.8 29.640  . • •• 
5 • 29.790 86.8 86.0 72.2 13.8 29.636 IP. „ . Strong breeze. 

6 . ssoo 95.2 84.0 71.3 12.8 29.649 .. ,, 	Gentle breeze. 
7 • 29,804 84.6 84 77.8 6.2 29.664 N.E. „ 	Fresh breeze. 
8 	,. 29.822 840* 82.9 74.6 8.8 29,672 N.W. . 

ff 	f) 	fl 

9 • 29.8213 88.9 82,6 74.6 8.0 29.680 • • ft 	/1. 	tt 

10 • 29.830 83.6 82.0 74.9 7.1 29.688 • • I, 	tl 	It 

11 	• 29,822 83.3 81.9 76.0 6.9  29.876 . . 1 / 	IP 	7, 
0 • 29.812 83.0 81.6 76.0 6.6 29.667 • • •, 	), 	i. 
I 	• 29.800 	82.9 81.8 	76.1 6.2 29.658 .. 	• „ 	with a few Cirrus. 
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Magnetic Observatory, Bombay, Colaba, Meteorological Observations, 23d May 
1842. 

1  ° ' 
1 g .5  
c "A . 04 

Standard. 4 E 
et P. 
'6:9, 

Thermo. 13 4; 
t N 
ICI* 

' ',5 
'' 
e)  al 

Wind. 
Remarks. 

Barom. Thermo. Dry Wet. Dire:- Force. 

6 29 Gentle 
7 29.830 83.5 82.9 83.1 74.5 8,6 29.683 W. • • Clouded. 
8 29.840 84.2 83.8 83.2 75.0 8.2 29.689 8. .. ,, 	with light rain. 
9 29.846, 84.9 83.0 83.4 75.0 8.4 29.695 .. .. ,, 	and no rain. 
95 29.850 85.4 84.8 84.0 75.2 .29.699 8.8 » .. -• 79 	 » 

10 29.850 86.0 85.2 84.9 75.4 8.5 29.697 • . elt 1 e7 	., 

104 28.848 86.5 85.9 85.8 15,8 10.0 28.693 .. .. 7-8ths Clouded. 
1 1  29.840 86.6 86.1 85.8 76.0 9.8 29.686 S.W. .. 6-8ths 	,, 	ve 
0 29.830 87.0 86.7 86.4 76.0 10.4 29.674 . ,.  
1 29.820 81.8 87.6 86.9 16.6 10.4 29.661 .. 7.8ths 	,. 	1. 
2 29.808 87.9 87.6 87.2 77.01.02 29.649 .. „ „ 3-8ths Cumulcestmtus and 

Cumulus. 
25 29.796 88.2 88.0 87.9 77.6 10.3 29.637 . : • • ,, 	.. 
3 '29.778 88.5 87.9 87.2 77.5 9.7 29,618 w.by s. .. Clear in the N., and W., 

3-8ths 4. umulrestratus 
35 29.778 88.3 87.8 87.2 78.6 8.7 29.619 S.W. • . .. 	'I 	77 	'» 	97 

4 29.768 88.2 87.6 87.2 78.8 8.4 29.669 .. , , Z. Clear 2-8ths Cumule. 
stratus and Cirrostratus 
in N. E. and S. with 
Corti in the W. 

45 29.762 88.1 87.6 87.0 78.6 8.6 29.603 W.S.W. .. „ 	„ 	,, 	,, 
5 29.762 61.9 87.4 86.8 71.8 9.0 29.604 .. .. „ 	1.8th 	„ 	„ 
54 29.764 87.6 81.0 86.3 78.6 7.7 29.607 • • • • Zenith 	clear, 	Cumulus  

and Cumulcestratus in 
N. E. and S. 

6 29.768 87.3 86.8 86.5 76.0 0,6 29.602 w.by s. ..  
7 29,176 88.2 65.2 84.5 77.2 7.3 29.623 w.byN. .. Clear with moonlight. 
8 29.785 85.2 84.5 84.0 77.0 7.0 29.629 ... .. A few clouds in the east. 
9 99.790 85.0 84.1 84.0 76.0 8.0 29.640 .. .. ii 	7) 	,, 
95 29.790 83.9 84.0 83.9 76.5 7.4 29 640 .. ... 

10 29,796 84.8 84.0 83.8 76.2 7.6 29.646 .. • • 
., 	el 	» 

Clear. 
104 29.796 86.7 84.0 83.8 76.2 7.6 29.642 .. • • ,i 
11 29.796 84.6 83.9 83.7 76.3 7.4 29.647 .. • • A few clouds In the S. 

and B. 
0 29.786 84.4 83 8 88.5 76.8 6.7 29.637 .. • • 5 8ths Overcast. 
1 29.776 84.2 83.6 88.2 7142 6.0 29.628 • . • • 7 8ths 	„ 
2 29.764 84.2 83.6 83.2 77.5 6.7 29.616 .. . • 4.8ths 	,, 
25 29.764 84,2 	88.6 83.0 76.t 6.2 29.616 .. .. 6.8ths 	,, 
3 29.764 84.0 833 83.0 76.8 6:2 29.617 • . .. 7.8ths 	„ 
35 29.760 84.0 83.2 88.t 76.7 6.8 29,613 .. •ie SI 	IS 

4 29.760 83.9 83 2 82.9 76.6 6.4 29.613 . . • I 1 "( 	s) 
44 29.772 83.9 83.0 82.9 76.6 6.4 29.625 .. • • Ss 	II 

5 29.788 83.8 83.0 82.8 76.4 6.4 29.641 .., . • ir 	,, 
54 29.800 83.9 83.1 82.9 76.8 6.1 29.652 „ „ i, 
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Magnetic Observatory,.Colaba, Meteorological Observations, 21st June,1842. 

7... 
d o r.; .c „ s  
E t. - 
0  Z E4 St 

Barom. 
d 

a E 
g 2 
lEi.., 

Thermb. 
, 	. 
'• 0  
CA '4 
4 

ti .: 
I 

.. 	r, . 
 un 

. 
Wind. 

Remarks. 
Barom. Thermo. Dry Wet. Direct. Force. 

A. Y. 
6 29.526 82.6 81.6 81.6 79.0 2.6 29.388 W.S.W. • • 8.8ths Numbis. 
7 29.534 82.2 81.8 81.2 78.6 2.6 29.892 w.by N. .. „ 	

11 

8 29.566 82.2 81.4 80.5 78.0 2.6 29.424 W. • • ,, 	,, Light rain. 
9 26.580 82.8 88.8 82.3 /9.1 	3.2 29.486 .. • • „ 	„ no rain. 
9i 29.580 82.8 83.8 82.2 79.0 8.2 29.486 .. • • „ 	11 	f / 	ft 

10 29.658 82.6 81.5 81.0 18.15 	2.6 29.445 .. • • ,; 	„ light rain. 
10i 29.588 82.6 81.8 81.0 78.8. 2.2 29.445 .. • • 1/ 	•• 	II 	11 

11 29.690 82.6 82.3 82.0 79.0 8.0 29.447 w.by s .. „ 	„ no rain. 
0 29.59B 83.0 82.6 82.2 79.0, 8.2 29.447 .. VP 	tt 	11 

1 29.580 82.6 81.2 80.0 78.6 	1.6 29.436 W.byN. .. ft 	2, heavy rain. 
2 29.880 82,8 82.8 82.0 79.5 2.6 29.435 w.by S. . • tt 	„ light rain. 
24 19.580 82.5 82.4 81.9 79.4 	1.5 29.436 .. • • •• 	,, heavy rain. 
3 29.570 82.8 81.6 81.2 79.2.  2.0 29.426 .. • • 8 	i• 	8 	8 
3h 24.570 82.7 81.7 81.0 79.0 	2,0 29.427 N. W. • • It 	24 	,,it 

4 29.570 82.9 82.2 81.6 19.2 2,4 29.426 .. • • „ 	„light rain. 
4i 29.560 82.8 81.8 80.8 78.0 2.8 29.416 N. „ no rain. 
.5 29.660 82.2 81.2 60.S 78.5 	2.8 29.424 .. • • ft 	ft 	tt 	tf 
54 29.566 82.2 81.2 81.0 78.5. 2.6 29.424 S. W. .. „ 	/ / 	tt 	5 t 

6 29.568 92.2 81.2 81.0 78.2 	2.8 29.424 .. • • „ 	>, 	,, 	8 

The above only extend over a period of twelve .hours. Professor Orlebar left Bombay 
for Europe on sick certificate on the 1st of May, and his successor was placed in charge on 
the 15th of July ; at this time there was only a single assistant in the Magnetic and Meteorolo-
gical department of the Observatory : and without losing the day, before or after the term day 
it was impossible for him to attempt the consecutive hourly observations. 

ART. X.- Copy of the Asoka Inscription at Girnar. By 
Capt. L. G. JACOB, and N. L. WESTERGAARD, Esq. 

The following inscription should have appeared at the beginning of 

this number, lAnteit was thought advisable, to defer putting it into the 

hands of the lithographer, until Capt. Jacob could be consulted as to the 

mode of having it executed. The lithographed copy itself has unfor-

tunately not had the benefit of Capt. Jacob's revision, but it is hoped, that 

it will be found to be a faithful transcript of the original. Another copy 
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has been transmitted by Mr. Westergaard to Professor Lassen, and will 
probably appear in Germany, with the advantage of a commentary by that 
celebrated orientalist. The original is deposited, for reference, in the 
library of the Society. 

If any apology were required for publishing a correct copy of the 
most valuable historical monument yet discovered din India, it will be 
found in the following extract of a private letter, dated the 8th April, from 
Capt. Jacob, who devoted a long time to making and correcting the copy. 
Those who take an interest in the subject will find Mr. J. Prinsep's 
papers, and the Journal of Lieut. Postans' Journey, made by order of the 
Supreme Government, at pages 219, 334, 365 and 864, of the 7th vot of 
the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1838. 

"The History of the Girnar Inscription's copyings is first to be seen in 
Prinsep's Journal. You are aware of his attempt to obtain more per-
fect copies than those first made by Capt. Lang, at the instigation of our 
late President. For this 'purpose, Lieut. Postans was deputed to Joo-
naghur, who took infinite pains to secure eXactitude, aided by Capt. Lang 
who was with him at the spot. 

"These copies were forwarded to Calcutta, but reached as the ever to be 
lamented Prinsep was on the eve of departure from the land which his 
genius had helped to illumine. The MSS. and cloth copies rotted 
in the. Calcutta godown. I gave a duplicate copy of the cloth copy to 
your predecessor at Postans' request, for the London (Parent) Society,. 
but never could ascertain what became of it. 

" I undertook to make fresh copies of these Inscriptions for the Cal-
cutta people, and I had been engaged some time in the rock when Mr. 
Westergaard arrived in India. I gave him my present copies, and we 
went over them partly together at the rock. The old Asoka inscription 
you are now about publishing, was I think nearly faultless ; but for the two 
published in your last number, you) are indebted chiefly to our Danish 
brother's labours for the corrut form in which they appear." 

1 • 
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ART. I. —Translation of an Inscription found at Nagpore; 
with a Fac-simile, and Transcript in Balbodh. 
By BALL GUNGADHAR SHASTREE, Esq. 

Remarks on the historical value of the Inscription. 

1. The accompanying Inscription, copied from a stone at Nagpore, 
was sent to me last year by Dr. Stevenson, to whom it had been trans-
mitted by Mr. L. R. Reid. On examining it attentively, I found that, 
though copied with some care, it was inaccurate in many places ; and be-
sides wanting one or two lines at the commencement, had blanks in dif-
ferent parts, in which the letters must have been illegible on atcount of 
fracture or some other circumstance. The part omitted at the begin-
ning, is, however, of no consequence in a practical point of view ; for, 
since the two or three lines that follow contain the customary invocations, 
it could not possibly have reference to any other subject. In regard to 
the blanks, I have filled them up with such tords as were suggested by 
the context ; and it is highly satisfactory to find that with the exception of 
the name of one tag, very little of the important part of the Inscription 
can be affected by any difference of opinion in regard to my conjectural 
readings, which, as admitting of doubt, I have distinguished with a mark 
of interrogation or enclosed within brackets. 

2. It will be perceived from the subjoined English Translation, that 
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260 	Translation of an Inscription found at Nagport, • [Ocr. 

She Inscription contains a kind of eulogy on the kings of the Pramfira 
family, written during the reign of Nara Varma, in the Samvat year 1161 

:or 1105 A. D. The .race whose achievements it commemorates, is 'one 
of the .fonr Agniculas, the account of whose birth or regeneration from 
the sacrificial fire of Vasishta Muni, as given by Col. Tod, ,is repeated 
in the 10th verse ; though. the motive assigned by the imagination of the 
poet to Vasishta for creating new tribes of Kshatriyas, is a desire of tak-
ing revenge on his oppOnent Vishwilmitra, and not the general prevalence 
of heterodoxy and vice all over India. 

3. 	The Pramfiras (more properly Paramfiras according to our In- 
scription),  appear to have acted an • important part in the history of the 
`middle ages of India. I extract the following remarks from the author-
ity just cited, regarding the extent of their territory, the names of the 
principal 'kings of their family, and the capitals to -which their power 
was transferred at various periods.' 

" The Pramfira, though not, as his name implies, the chief warrior; was 
the most potent of the Agniculas. He sent forth thirty-five sacks, or 
branches, several of-whom enjoyed extensive sovereignties. "The world 
is the Pramiras," is an ancient saying, denoting their extensive sway.; and 
the No-hote maroostkulli signified the nine divisions into' which the 
country, from the Sutledge to the ocean, was partitioned among them'. 

Maheshwar, Dhar, Mandoo, Oojein,' Chundrabhaga, Cheetore, 
Aboo, Chandravati, Mhow, Maidana, Parmavati, Omrakote, Bekher, 
Lodurva, and Puttun, are the most conspicuous of the capitals they con-
quered or founded. 

" Though the Pramfira family never equalled in wealth the famed 
Solanki princes of Anhalwarra, or shone with such lustre as the Chohan, 
it attained a wider range, and an earlier consolidation of dominion than 
either, and far excelled in all, the Purihara, the least and last of the Agni-
culas, which it long held tributary. 

" Maheshwar, the ancient. seat of the Hya kings, appears to have 
been the first seat of government of the Prainfiras;  They subsequently 
founded Dharanagar andl Mandoo on the • crest of the Vindhya hills ; 
and to them is even attributed the city of Oojein, the first meridian of 
the Hindus, and the seat of Vicrama. 

" There are numerous records of the family, fixing eras in their his-
tory, of more modern times ; and it is to be hoped that the interpretation 

   
  



1843.] Translation of an Inscription found at Nagpors. 	261 

of yeeundeciphered inscriptions, may carry us back beyond the seventS 
century. 

" The era of Ithoj, the son of Monj, has been satisfactorily settled;' 
and an inscription in the nail-headed character, carries it back a step far-
ther, and elicits an historical fact of infinite value, giving the date of the 
last prince of the Pramitras of Cheetore, and the consequent accession of 
the Gehlotes. 

" The Narbada was no limit to the power of the Pramitras. About 
the very period of the foregoing inscription, Ram Pramar, held his court 
ia Telungana, and is invested by the Chohan bard Chand, with the 
dignity of paramount sovereign of India, and head of a splendid feudal as-
sociation, whose members became independent on his death. The bard 
makes thil a voluntary act of the Pramfiras ; but coupled with the 
Geblote's violent acquisition of Cheetore, we may suppose the successor of 
Ram was unable to maintain such supremacy. 

" While Hindu literature survives, the name of Bhoj Pramfira and 
the nine gems' of his court cannot perish ; though it is difficult to say, 

which of the three princes of this name is particularly alluded to, as they 
all appear to have been patrons of science. 

" Chandragoopta, the supposed opponent of Alexander, was a Mori, 
and in the sacred genealogies is declared of the race of Takshac. The 
ancient inscriptions of the Pramiras, of which Mori is a principal branch, 
declare it of the race of Tusta and Takshac, as does that now given from 
the seat of their power, Cheetore. 

" Shalwahan, the conquerer of Vicramaditya, was a Takshac, and his 
era set aside that of the Tuar in the Dekhan. 

" Not one remnant of independence exists to mark the greatness of the 
Pramfiras ; ruins are the sole records of their power. The prince of Dhfit 
in the Indian desert, is the last phantom of royalty of the race; and the 
descendant of the prince who protected Humayoon when driven from the 
throne of Timur, in whose capital, Oomerkote, the great Akbar was born, 
is at the foot of (the) fortune's ladder ;his throne in the desert, the footstool 
of the Bulotch, en.whose bounty he is dependent for support. 

"Among the thirty-five Sachte of the Pramaras, the Vihil was eminent, 
the princes of which line appear to have been lords of Chamravati, at the 
foot of the Aravulli. 

"The Rao of Bejolli, one of the sixteen superior nobles of the Rana's 

   
  



262 	Translation of an Inscription found at Nagpore. 	tOcT. 

(court, is a Prainira of the ancient stock of Dhar, and perhaps its most 
respectable xepresentative.*" 

4. As the preceding passage is almost the only one in• the Annals of 
Rajesthan, which has an exclusive reference to the Premixes, I have taken it 
entire to shew the result of the investigations of Col. Tod in regard to this 
family. I may state that those of the events mentioned by him, which relate 
to the whole of the period antecedent to the eleventh century of the Chris-
tian era, appear to rest almost entirely on tradition, the only written docu-
ments discovered before the time he wrote, being three copper-plate grants 
found at Ujjayani, two bearing dates between the Samvat years 1192 and 
1200, and one without date4 After acareful examination of their contents, 
Mr. Colebrooke considers them as authenticating the following series of 
kings; viz, Udayaditya Diva; his sou Nara Varma Diva; his son Yasho 
Varma Deva; and his two sons Jaya Varma Deva, and Lakshmi .Varma • 
Deva ; the reigns of these princes extending from the latter part of the 
eleventh century of the Christian era to near the close of the twelfth. 
Col. Tod carries the line retrospectively on the authority of the lliadhu• 
caraghar Marble and Blicoa Charitra, and places the names of Sindhu, 
Munja, Sindhula and Bhoja, before that of Udayaditya, the earliest king 
mentioned in the Ujjayani Plates. 

5. A copper plate-grant, dated Samvat 1267, was found at Piplia-
nagger, in the territory of Bhopal, by the late Mr. L. Wilkinson, the Po-
litical Agent at that place. The inscription upon it, which 'appears with 
a translation by him in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 
July 18364 brings down the genealogy to the beginning of the thirteenth 
century of Christ; following the prince, last mentioned in the Ujjayani 
plates, with the names of Vindhya Varma, Amushyayana, Subhisa Varma 
and Arjuna; and, as the late Mr. Prinsep observes in a note upon it, 
"exactly filling, up the blank between the former prince and Biraal in 
1220." This document also mentions Bhoja, as being the father of 
Udayaditya, confirming the lest of the three names, prefixed by Col. 
Tod to the Ujjayani 	\ on an authority Which might be regarded as 
not altogether decisive. § Another copper-plate` grsan4 found in the 

* Annals. of Rajesthan Vol. I. p. 91. 
Trans. of the Royal Asiatic Society. Vol. L p. 231. 
See page 377. 

§ Two other grants by this same king, Arjuna, dug up at fiplianaggar, ap• 

   
  



1843.] Translation of an Inscription found at Nagpore. 	263 

same locality. by Mr. Wilkinson, supplies the name of Harrischandras  
Deva, the son of Laks4mi Varma, the brother of Jaya Varma. This is 
dated Samvat.  1236, or A. D. 1180. 

6. 	The Nagpore Inscription, now brought to light, contains, as before 
observed, an eulogy written try order of Nara Varma in Samvat 1161, or 
A. D. 1105, descriptive of the glory and achievements of his ancestors, 
and particularly his brother, Lakshmidhara. It will appear to be a doc-
ument of some historical importance, as it confirms the names of Uda-
yaditya, and his, father, Bhoja, mentioned in the various records above re-
ferred to and supplies the names of Bhadra Raja, Bhoja Raja, thimaka, 
and Vali Sinha, ascending upwards from Bhoja in a reverse order of 
time, and carrying the line about 80 years backwards, or to the year A. 
b. , 965, at an average of twenty years to the duration of each reign. 
These names, arranged in the order of time, and connected with those al-
ready found in other grants, will stand as follows. 

1 	Vairi Sinha. 	 /, ,..,..) ic,1,. 4 e
j:„'i, .,,,,,. 

2 Bhimaka (his son.) 	 * of Tht5.4 :c. 
3 .,Raja Raja or Bhoja Rajat (his son.) 
4 Bhadra Raja (his younger brother.) 	(3 SOME4Yie  

5 	Bhoja Deva (his son.) 	 . . . . 
• . E• .RAr5CH .1'; 

Y 
7 Ldkshmidhara (his son.) 	

N 
4;

1
1
OF THE ,:: 6  Udaadity ( a 	his son.) 

• 
•. 

pear to correspond with this, word for word, one later by three and the other 
by five years. 

See page 736, Journal of the Asiatic Society'of Beitgal for August 1838. 

t The first syllable being a blank, either KT, 14, or any, other letter may 
be supplied. This is the exception alluded to in para. first of this paper,. 

?/
„L

11
.
90 *1  

	

8 	Nara Varma Deva (A. D. 1105 his brother.) 

	

9 	Yasho Varma Dbva (A. a 1137 his son.) 
10 Jaya Vanua Deva (his son.) 

	

11 	Laksluni Varma Deva (his brother.) 
12 Vindhya Varma (son of Ajaya Varma.) 

	

13 	Harriscbandra (A. D. 1179 son of Lakshmi Varma.) 
14 Amushyayana (son of Vindhya Varma.) 

	

15 	Subluisa Varma (his son.) 	* 

	

16 	Arjuna (his son A. D. 1211.) 

   
  



264 	Translation of en Inscription found at Nagpore. 	[On,. 

' 	It must be noticed that in this enumeration, we see nothing of Sindhu, 
Mfinja, or Sindhula, placed by Col. Tod before the 5th Prince on the au. 
thority of Bhoja Charitra, &c. 

7. -Though we have two Bhojas in the above list, neither of them 
can, for a moment, be supposed to be identifhl with the famous patron of 
the og nine gems ;" for had either been a lover of literature to any extent, 
the writer of our Inscription, who does not appear to have much regard 
for truth when exalting the merits of the ancestors of his master, would 
surely never have omitted to take due notice of such an agreeable topic. 
The theories of Mr. Bentley and Major Wilford, the former of whom 
places the reign of Rija Bhoja between the years 982 and 1082 A. D. 
and the latter supposes the death of that prince as having occurred be-
tween 977 and 982 at the latest,* appear, therefore, to have been shaken 
to the base by a clear and forcible evidence*  the existence of which could ' 
not have been imagined at the time those distinguished orientalists wrote. 

8. The records of the Pramitra kings, already collected, are also quite 
sufficient to shew how little reliance ought to be placed on the genealo-
gies of the Hindu kings, given by Abul Pazil in the Ayeen Akbari. In 
his list of the Malwa kings, quoted in Mr. Prinsep's Chronological Ta-
bles,t it is difficult to identify even half of the names contained in the 
preceding catalogue. 

9. In such a hyperbolical eulogy as the accompanyin?, no particu-
lar importance can be attached to any of the exploits assigned to the elder 
Pramdras, or to Lakshmidhara. But the defeat of 'Kama, king of the 
Karnatica, by Udayaditya; the conquest of Tripura by Lakshmidham 
and his victories over the Angas, the Kalingas, the chieftains of the south 
as far down as Rama's bridge, and those of the north as high as the 
country of the Turushkas, on the banks of the river Vanku, some stream 
perhaps in Kfisimair, may be particularized as shewing the great extent 
of the resources of the Pramaras at the period under investigation. 

10 	The villages granted' by Lakshmidhara,. and confirmed by' his 
brother and successor Nai'a Varma, are mentioned as being situated in 
the province of Vyarir. The site of this,.I am unable. to fix. I may, 

* See Asiatic Researches, Vol. VIII. and preface to Wilson's Sancrit Dic- 
tionary, page vi. 

t See Appendix to the Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal for December, 
1835. 

   
  



1843.] Translation of an Inscription found at Nagpore. 	26.5 

however, offer a conjecture on the subject. Nagpfir, means a town of ger" 
gents, and is very frequently known to the learned among us by the sy-
nonymous epithet of Vyitlapur. It is not improbable that the ancient 
name of the place was Vyfipur, and that some influential individual or 
chief changed it into the milk significant appellation of Vpilapur. The 
successors of Nara Varma appear to have reigned in Mandap and Nilagiri, 
which affords a proof in favour of Col. Tod's long list of the Pramira 
capitals. 

11. The language of the Inscription, is, as above remarked, ,extreme-
ly pompous and figurative, quite characteristic of the age in which it was 
written ; though considered very elegant according to the modern pervert-
ed notions g our writers, who, like the author of this eulogy, do not 
even scruple to exalt their heroes above the gods, by employing child- 

' ish plays on words and other similar artifices. There is scarcely a single 
couplet in which we have not one or two words employed in a double 
meaning. Its hyperboles, metaphors, and mythological allusions, are so far-
fetched and unnatural, that, notwithstanding all my pains, I fear, some of 
them may yet be found unintelligible to a mere English . reader. 

12. The character, in which the Inscription is written, is what M. 
Priasep calls "Kutila " or crooked, a name given to it in one of the 
grants of the middle ages discovered by him. A line or two at the bottom 
appear somewhat different from the rest, the form of the letters being 
evidently ornamental. . The character, on the whole, is nearly the same 
as that of the Khfirepitan grant,,  and I need not therefore, describe it any 
further. 

Translation of an Inscription found on a stone at Nagpore. 

[ The transcript begins with a part of a sentence, from which Circum-
stance and from the absence of the usual invocation, it appears that the 
first line of the Inscription has not been copied or had been effaced]. 
0 Goddess I may we be blessed with openness, generosity, sweetness, 
deep meditation, and equanimity, which attributes belong to you; and [0 
Sarasvatti, (the gosIdess of speech) do thou also inspire me with thy at-
tributes, simplicity, elegance, unity, and harmony.'] May the lord of 
Lakshini, who is without a second in the three worlds, be propitious to 

1 Wherever a simile or contrast is expressed by a play upon words, I have 
distinguished their secondary sense by using brackets of this kind. [ 

$ 

   
  



266 	Translation of an Inscription found at Nagpore. 	[Oor. 

•you (mankind). The sun and other luminaries shine forth, having an , 
asylum in his imperishable heaven. May good poetry, which abounds in 
Jati and other kinds of metre, as well as in the figures of speech, pathetic ; 
sentiments, and other ornaments, be propitious to us; [resembling virtu-
ous and learned men descended from a goolkace, possessed of noble ae,  
complishments, and capable of feeling poetical charms. May Shiva, who 
is formidable to the towers of his insupportable enemy ;2  who adorns 
himself with ashes, and to whom Kubera does homage, grant you happiness, 
like the Agni race [which is terrible to its foes, is adorned with prosperity, 
and honoured by the kings of kings]. Glory to the lotus-seated Brahma, 
who, like pearls, is produced in the hollow of this oyster-like mundane egg, 
and is honoured by Mahesha [as pearls are by rich men]. May we be bless-
ed with *enjoyment and beatitude by the awful and noble figures of the lords 
of Umfi and llama, one of whom delights in an utter absence of worldly 
desire, a wreath of human skulls, skins of tigers and elephants, and a 

sprinkling of ashes ; while the other indulges himself in passion, and takes 
pleasure in garlands of flowers, apparel, 'necklaces, and fragrant oint-
ments. May Vishnu be propitious, who, like a universal car, has created 
this universe without being different from it, to maintain the Karma Miman-
sa Philosophy? There is a noble mountain, named Abu, which mocks the 

pride of the lord of the mountains (the Meru) by its lofty summits, and 
resembles the blue firmament by its brows composed of sapphire. The cir-
cle.  of the lotuses, waving in lakes on its sky-reaching-peaks, may be com-
pared to a fragment of another mundane egg. Brahma, being desirous of 
ascertaining whether the abode of the gods or that of men was purer, 3  sus-
pended to the• two extremities of this mountain, which, methinks, resembles 
a true balance, the heaven inhabited by gods, and the earth peopled by hu-
man beings ; when the former went up in consequence of the pillar-like 
celestial mountain, and hence was proved to be endowed with greater 
purity. This Abu aspires to he beauty of the universal car, which has the 
earth and the heavens for itsewo wheels, connected by an axis, reaching, 
on the one hand, the expanse of water, and, on the other, the confines of 
space, and appears bending in this rugged career of lifer by being impeded 

2 Tripurksura. 
3. This alludes to the ancient Hindu custom of testing the character of a 

man by weighing him. Being lighter was always regarded as a proof of honesty 
or innocence. 
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in the regions of the stars. On this hill, whose green and pleasant brow* 
were overflowed with the waters of the celestial streams, resided the 
Muni Vasishtha, the chief of those versed in the Vedas ; who, obedient to 
his father (Brahma), carried to the upper portion of the mundane egg the 
river Yamuna, in the forms smoke proceeding from the sacred triad of 
fires, in order to effect a junction with the (celestial) Gangs. His pre-
cepts, like guides,. extricate the car-like triad of the worlds, when, pursu-
ing a wrong direction, it sinks into the quicksand of temporal affairs, bor. 
dering on the great stream of knowledge. Once on a time when Kan-
shika (Vishwaimitra) paid a visit to the forest, and was endeavouring .to 
carry away the cow Nandini, who had delighted him by producing every 
thing necespary for his entertainment, the enraged Muni Vasishtha propi-
tiated the fire by his offerings, and from it came forth Paramara., the true 
conqueror and slayer of foes. His family became an image of those 
of the sun and moon; that, assuming humility and delighting in huge 
armour, faithful banners, and great renown; [these glorying in .having 
given birth to REighava, Vishala.'Varma, Satya Ketu, and Prithu.] 
That is invincible to the race .of the immortal gods, is produce 
from fire, and fond of (polite) assemblies; [these gave birth to th 
kings, Aja, Rama, Nalla, and Bharata.] In this race flourished the king 
Vairi Sinha, on whose royal birth, prosperity, prowess, imperial dignity, 
generosity, and courage, shed a lustre ; while the space before his throne 
was strewed with gems and, rubies, 'dropped from the crowned heads of 
kings, who constantly attended his court to do him homage. While he 
was marching to conquer the remotest quarters of the globe, the regions 
of space, filled with umbrellas of. peacock's feathers shining like emer-
alds, appeared as if choked up with the poisonous respirations proceeding 
from the exhausted Shesha, 4  trembling under the load of the earth, which 
was oppressed, under the feet of the marching train of his lusty elephants. 
His fiery and immortal spirit still survives in the subterranean regions 
in the person of the Viidava fire ; on the earth, in that of the golden 
mountain; in the heavens, in that of the starry firmament; and in the 
horizon, in that ofthegold-coloured arch. He ruled the earth, sham-
ing Indra in heaven by his prosperity; defeating ,the army of his foes in 
hostile lands by his prowess ; and surpassing, by his support of the earth, 
the lord of the serpents .in the regions inhabited by those beings. From 

4 The great serpent that supports the earth. 
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`him was born king Bhima, who gave a new face to the earth; whose 
wrath was cooled by tears flowing from the eyes of the widowed families 
of his enemies ; and the flame of whose valour is still visible in the starry 
firmament, sending down its smoke in the shape of the blue sky. The 
clusters of pearls, projected upwards from 11111.  foreheads of the elephants 
slain by him, though falling down in the shape of stars, have not yet 
reached the earth. Here is a great marvel; to whom shall we re-
late it ? Who will believe it ? This king, though he supported the 
earth, earned extraordinary Lukshimi (wealth), and assisted the pure-mind-
ed, did not resemble Vaikunth (Vishnu) [as he was always irresistible.] 
His son Shri-Raja Raja (or Bhoja Raja), acted as the Pinak-armed god 
(Mahadeva) to the towers of his enemies ; and his fiery spirit, with a de-
sire of protecting this globe, has overspread it in the form of the moun-
tain Lokaloka S. Even in his pleasant excursions, his armies covered 
the earth; the dust, raised by his cavalry, obscured the horizon; and the 
noise of the chains rattling on the march of his elephants, filled the con-
cavity of the basin of the universe. His foes, when they were transform-
ed into gods on being slain by his,  sword, and saw their headless trunks 
surrounded by armed men, became impatient to descend front their celestial 
chariots to combat new heroes, but the heavenly virgins encircled round 
their necks and held them back from returning to the earth. His younger 
son, the renowned Shri Bhidra Rija, was endowed with a fiery spirit, akin 
to the blazing Vitdava, and slew his enemies, brandishing his sword like a 
stream, tossed about by a strong gale of wind. The dust raised by 
the march of his cavalry, assumed the appearance of smoke, which, 
methinks, may be compared to that of the all-devouring fire, as if the 
same proceeded through excavations made into the earth by his elephants. 
His foes regarded him as endowed with the profundity of the ocean, as mani-
fested at the annihilation of the world ; the might of the world-destroying 
wind; the stability of the lord of the tortoises, that supports the earth ; the 
spaciousness of the basin of Vte universe; the brilliancy of the world-con-
suming fire, and the magnitude of the celestial vault. The throne of his 
son Shri Bhoja Deva, who, occupying the pinnIcle,of royal greatness, 
peculiarly adorned this world, was the only refuge to those, who, having lost 
their kingdoms through envy, were obliged to do him homage by lower- 

5 The mountain supposed to mark the confines of the universe, or the space 
illuminated by the sun's rays. 
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ing their heads before his lotus-like feet,' which were kissed by the lustre*  
of the gems composing their crowns. (The next verse, which describes 
the train of the elephants of this king, is rather unintelligible). In the reci-
tation of his praises in the assembly of the gods, Vikuntha (Vishnu) envies 
the four-mouthed Brahma; 	god is jealous of the five-mouthed Hari, 
who cannot bear to see hiniself surpassed by his six-mouthed son. This 
commander of-the heavenly host again grieves, when he sees the superior 
eloquence of the chief of serpents, endowed with a thousand mouths. 
This king having attained the companionship of Indra, the • state was in-
volved in dissentious in consequence of being deprived of its sovereign; 
and at such a period came into the world his son Udayaditya, who sub-
verted thei king Kanra of the Karnataka, that had harassed the earth ; 
imitating thereby the achievement of the great Boar. Though the 
groups of his foes, overcome by the dazzling sun of his glory, met a no-
ble death from him on the field of battle, they derived full satisfaction, 
when they pierced s the orb of the day-star, mistaking him for their ene-
my in the heat of their revenge. The lord ef the serpents having wit-
nessed his victories on a day of battle, closed his eyes in a transport of 
joy; by which he was deprived of the gratification of hearing his prais4 
recited, and the hopeless creature severely reproached his huge boaY, 
which performs the function of hearing by the organ of sight. Shri La-
kashma Deva, the son of that light of the three regions, imitated Prajapati, 
by devoting himself to the protection of his subjects, and, following in his 
Conduct the ethics of Mann, obtained for himself an imperishable renown. 
His marching drum, methinks, meant to proclaim, " 0 lord of the tor-
toises and others ! give ye your combined support to the earth, •op-
pressed under the load of this army. 0 hostile kings ! humiliate your-
selves quickly, or you will be ruined. 0 immortals, whose eyes have 
no power of twinkling, close ye your eyes, or they will be covered with 
dust,". As soon as he began his march, the kings of the east deserted 
their brothers and relations to save themselves; those of the south were 
so terrified that they had no great hopes even of their lives ; the princes 
of the west abandosiedall hope as deceitful ; while the chiefs-of the north, 
in order to avert death, resolved to forsake enmity. When this prince, 

6 This alludes to the belief of the Hindu warriors, that all those who die 
in the field of, battle, penetrate the orb of the sun and pass to the higher re-
gions• 
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'with a view to procure noble elephants, invaded the eastern quarter of the . 
globe, presided over by Indra, fear took refuge in the capital of the king 
of Ganda, as did Indra in heaven with his celestial companions. Hav-
ing conquered Tripuri in a campaign, resembling an ordinary excursion 
of pleasure on some occasion of joy, and haig annihilated his enemies, 
he spent (some time) on the banks of the Godavari; covered with pleasure 
gardens and hills, the beauty of which was enhanced by gentle breezes 
blowing over rivulets. In that sacred stream, whose waves were constantly 
bent upon undermining the hills on its banks, the elephants of the king 
plunged themselves, as if to expiate the sins committed in battle. These 
animals being in their rut, demolished the lower sides of the Vindhya 
mountains, mistaking them for the elephants of the enemy; as torrents rolled 
down from them in the disguise of trunks, while their lofty summits resem-
bled frontal globes, and clouds covering their heads threw down a sprinkling 
of rain, in the form of the temporal juice. While the king was crossing 
these mountains, the hoofs of his fleet horses operated as a hatchet upon 
the rocks hardened by the action of water; while a horde of innumerable 
wild elephants, incited by the odour of the temporal juice, oozing from his 
elephants, sprang up 'and rambled through the forests. The elephants 
of Anga and Kalinga retired from the field of battle, when they beheld 
those of Shri Lakshama Deva, claiming a connection with the guardians of 
the light cardinal points and the love of their mistresses, and boasting of 
a companionship with the regents of the clouds. The praise of being the 
first of Purushas (men,) and the asylum of Shri (the goddess of wealth,) 
as well as that of having supported the earth, and protected it from the 
Bala Vain (7) (the enemies of Indra), is said by the learned men to be 
peculiarly due to Vishnu; but this is an exaggeration. The billows of 
the sea, which reach the sky and the clouds at the world's destruction, and 
are the companions of gloomy„ covering the universe at that period, yield-
ed in height to the elephants belonging to the vassals of Lakshmidhara, 
when they plunged themselvts into the sea. (The next verse which 
follows the same idea is very obscure.) Those pearls which dropped from 
the golden girdles of the ladies of his vassals, while bathing in the sea, 
bestowed upon the waters of the Tamraparni, their peculiar quality (of 

	

7 	This word, used in reference to the king, signifies powerful enemies, and 
as all the epithets are thus applicable to him, the assertion that the praise is 
peculiarly due to Vishnu, is represented to be an exaggeration. 
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4 producing pearls,) which contributes to the support of the king of the.  
Pandyas. This Lakshmidhara on being informed that he had reached the 
bridge, constructed with hills and huge rocks by Miruti and the other 
attendants of Rime, when about to cross the sea, gave no heed to the 
statement, and formed a brite of the elephants composing his retinue, as 
if to invade some other island in the ocean. No sooner had the shouts of 
the van of his three-divided army reached the point guarded by Yama 
(south), than the regent of the west, though holding a snare in his hand, 
became hopeless in regard to the protection of his post from the impend-
ing calamity. While the elephants of the king were quietly drinking up 
the waters of the ocean, each taking one draught, like Agasti, there is no 
telling where fire, the fishes, or the Mainak and other hills were. As to 
Hari, he must have been asleep. None of these knew what was taking 
place. The Mainak and other hills with large fishes, served as boats to the 
marching army, consisting of elephants adorned with pearls, which assum-
ed the swinging motion of the Mandara. (8) When this king, being jeal-
ous of the Yakshas, marched towards the region guarded by Kubera, the 
people of that quarter abandoned their dwellings [as well as their riches] 
In his gardens, he reared, like Punnaga, Areca and other trees, the p 
of fame, which was watered by the sweat dropping from the Browned ford-
heads of kings, whom his victorious arm, eminently skilled in the use of 
the sword, had humbled. After having rooted out Turiskha. Data (a 
Turkish chief) by his victorious arm, he resided on the Vanku, whose 
banks were covered with saffron. He then caused his favourite parrot 
to be taught to recite his praises in a mellifluous voice, resembling that of 
the goddess Sarasvati. On the occasion of a solar eclipse, this victo-
rious king, impressed with pious motives, duly bestowed (upon Brahmans?) 
two villages .in the province of Vripur, and these were exchanged for 
another, called Mokhala Pittala, by his brother Nara Varma Deva, with a 
view to secure eternal good. This king Lakshmidhara, caused this temple 
to be constructed, with figures commemoratiktg his numerous exploits. In 
the Vicrama year 116j. 

0 learned monpbe of good cheer, and examine our sweet composition 
with an acute eye. I bow to that audience, which sheds tears of joy at 
the charms of poetry. 

8 The mountain with which the ocean was churned by the gods, 
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Fac-similuf the inscriptigo. 
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Transcript of the Inscription in Balbodh. 	• 

rarer II srur&rirfrItimufinTiTar-4-4: If 1azi=r7i 

T°rr:  	 rfkialir14 
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-sir=iqr-4-0A04-fiir4f‘t:rcilafq:.4-4' 	4q rmTrcrifirqft 

R.EiTmitr40-4-4 II Wect T44614prikfr-l-PuTrwm-nicliR 

tbr441-7114kiiteird'iri ZIE I lclill14/4W(ERIT)11144 l'0144%rferksgrTiff 

(Tr )c•sq-41. 1191ttfilq(: EnTrrammarnwirrEvnimgrfka•  

wr9i-111.51.4ZAtigitikk: Izriiar (kiffr) 1-1174.  
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4911% kTgrai:IVIiiM, II UERITffikATIWititfilitggerfIVEir 

aa.zurftritigrit: dafkvraffalk---4zr: n eft! Kr 

ITTIrAii941W:MITK'a': 	q-t-s, 	WIII9TzfrRtf:, 

II 8 H kin*AlftrEIT: ruacifffmcliftisfkmilqt-I izfaui 

viir4-writzurrFRN-rizritrft-,:;qravrrrTmuRP-Tg -fga-7,m 

`Ttffra.tK•el(174tif"ri9.TkITara-"ttrff t̀nqclici\rcrd: 
91 Q1 i 1'41 	q siqtartiTeifcliin*FrTtfifitipffcRIT:MT; 7,V,141-412T4 

Warritff: i uctoTT-rwt13-mmqTarg-Turn ratilkamvir-4- 71-4- 

ErRisurf4EiNTRT-4.1/4.--or4 11 ql9T.441411kci19.Riirzruptifcv 

R:Priuriwaiwire(Zifci 	vorra4 111 -uoi 	4uvicwu,k-ti9.-qvir 

gpszi-oTrwrwrk4,44u5 Z6 44 	tErrarti 	04 14 -44t419-: crucimg: 

ii. *ErwkftistikTi.-411qarrk;fir-; 	Tti Kr<r4q.fkl 	*97,e45i1" 

ITINTIlqzr: I ' -hTitivr9.14.4,1i.f-, 4-criTmkr4P4-4q7Erti-kwrrlic 

iggsrlawrIfarTF-trim-d; I I XI; awli-kTERIT-4-41krws: 

worvtaiim-R.: sqnfurilf-Tr: I arthlirif 
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rwilio: II arT141-ittcte-T.(ur:)K,FtriT\ TrfittrwrkiqiC6r 	(s: 

szrr frnTFITP4.41-zr: II tiddH l44K-7fcihTtErraqtrfircrop-al-gar 

1-rwrwgrir/T-44 11 wn-44ziwisnafitw ii:13-tt 4-i 

ot Aq-cs1 411 qwra-, B7prriTrffiv.rcuerKgErik 

FkirMI": -4114 TAT: triMTPTITITATcr8711 IXI I Tfriltit 
wrIT-411-dwrrriv.rzarlk-zEkfrZa-rcrqrwcaftrk-wialiu (.h.) 

wrrirIcr: 1trh:srirlif-crtrm-IITErtrurFruffrcir9-irirwrirw 

trairennwroTrA F-HE 	rs urtrkitT=Tril-4i*zrrrWA: 
krRxriqciirqarTWrritpera- oqrVtTRtrCW:13Tizp-WaV 

tg-f--crEiziir-i7k0:11-.EiNg14171,etikio-iTqlrliOTATATTCAT 
11 
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(erir0: trRetwirriminTrw-d-trw&qi-ggis-efikTi4zwq-Artr, 

E tacio 	irr4grrri kIK I 	4Tare#:; 	nits 
itl 	11:1Trkk 4.149y,  ffr4TV‘irtr: 11XIIMITlittltert 

;ITT: fxtrunrirlw:ftt:446,14ilitit.TFITC: tliquiZ4A41-4c4:1 

irtzATF:itroik411414zrqrfitwm"497iit*440iVirWitil 
cri#: II ftreTer4ITV-174581Wrifgoi-itii4-ciR-ctiNtRiftfl 

TT: II TITPITIV4comuvi4q404171tciarcitvqiirsiT4W11.41t437 

rITWBITurITPrgfzIN H WW: 	ofci riRtg -i4414.1tviqTsw‘ 

01-fiinfira-144440s:srarfweitfrtr4: "X" ffacre4VITEror 

iply-671111PIT q rs 41 	4iirikielq: I IT 

WiRATIT4' IXIWKWe 

iiTitfiTreMT: 1,tectieireq4ctiettsirtte:ifft 

111111+ 	15 Rs 	;454141t1 Kr (Iv( d TATSTEKkiirdakgfainyti 
ciK.1441e411ott1 	 . kral 41401 kfirsrmdtikqrrIT14454:MT 

Kizr417‘417IffitsTMTnniq'ti I Zs 	tpflor4.4V src;Ie 
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AI zrir 
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Frei I rWV-4""rfkITYraWkrurazfrifk:klit:iivi 	- eiTch Ku-44(4144i 
criftlft: 	nafkllxiIptCitkl 41 1  i 	 : kifq 41,1441E41 
;S--4541141-Viele i:WW1qtkfrOraffiair44714:priolirrerrlit( 
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..4-4RTIATfia: karat i 19 ti 41-"41Z87PgrAftit4heM 11 

chit e3+TZT Tr: tfh I 	41 	CreWri4S441190-0.Teri 

4: I Wiftfcr4tErKPAPPETT: 0E1: ;I 	crlt 4,1f.iarNgt fd Si q iv, go 

itZRZR4101,4111 uOtIPTCNATATifiqn#: of 	k04 4fW : 

(V) tiluffq*elirklilralcOtlichci401 fe‘W: i ,stiAiiireti(tOit 

ileillikciDeltiPT4FttcrreAbiTtzliMit4 H 

zilikti 	ClOik ~I 	4r1•4 411.14 c1 	ti 1 q 	 

a4,4kttiC
i
fft fEr: frenat4T: II 	etiiii5iikfr '01 eurm 

rsoqintiPrwrft-cfmwezikisfrr: I I ral kg c 	(4 

ts1I SI um -41TorqrsimittrAitkql—A-4749114 I Telq*K 

Areqqcgligrik+14qiilf14144:Tkitir: II11-Arg)7TMAIITWKT: 

igirfffliMrtyrdt: WeViffITITAITKOrt 4111VT: riri: 
. 	• 1. • 

CriTrVar: 11 WirMffrraftWf/Wirrf4V414` 4111ra 

kgletriticcdtif 	stetp.sh‘q 	40h: 11-4044A 	Mrtch 	C 

rpfutzfFrarrftprzigmforfatreggirtt 144Zrtira: IIiT 

itt-Orithq.:kilrk--a).-Kritirtparnrictaiirs 	.44 smi 	mot 

flsi51-44i1444: zrRtgriefripir4141eMliA4C-44111- 

1;41 isitt 4441 remirwror: II recIlk1 (A) TA 	lel el: kpiTrif- 

TIVRfiTIT: rAxtreif:Tqrtigvki: elmirrornrserfo ilrgrgrft 

tied44 (r) Fr4041-,t i tq qtarciiirfk ild 

SR VI rifiafr9-4V440NkerttAP 41f4rCCI: 4441-Ara 
ett itIcq-4-kcill kg-474km II F4IXIV-r4"141( effil4111. 

4 la rtfP4,(144TNkliftairY4k-liZr: 	ilIthr41:?eftrIr 
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cq 4114 11CM ki 	PiCafiliWrirftkftrPTRCEPUik 	tt ttiwr : qaYkor. 
ZIT: 1 R' 	kisrfattr4ErRPT:turiER: EmErrofira-4417  
4419;4•11qtrii,niqWii kwri4Effire-Prak-m-tririuNrtitrrirr Err 
Ecct 	i M+roc t ftilttritvtrifi-ts.qrifirffIlIN%-1114q7ftWOR 
1411 41 41; it-graff?ffiiigti 	cfrTer&ft8i1M11TI 1 FT,Tilfklf*AINT 
get t 4114t4 	allilltft*:441* 1 ariR40:1#VulluriTturtri 
qmPFErttiv: iitrImpiwwifaTraiTic4,rarrirk-riErt•t.  
w,-arecti4(41F199.4. tit 	izarlidtt I zraifqictirwooloktiff: 
tql‘qAreqq:tomwftfil.: Th-9-41-14(TrfgrTfiretr 11 trkd 

C 	s.5 

effifittiTRDPIrdftri thritivRer-44cIrffmmEr-49-alktsfriamr 
9wrr3Trtr i Mut -41C<V5 trD 	eikirzrirtiAbli:41-417M(T4 
TrRWM-Airerct 	r:it-sr4 : 11 xml-arhilticK 	I r414Pito 	Ai t 
rAzffzitTgerwrcilligsftie4Wcitir4,31RIITINITY44:k 11 'wilt 
gr:frkFrMaritravr197111xlic14-ket ct I 4479,111Ter 
cfr<cfr: 11 zRzT rezperlfticiiRskro'rgritrakciTr47:irollcirawqr 
Wirwrefr41-0iTRIrq 	1 VM1 • I 4irikgrawl,q-eff4A7171TITA.  
les-A *1441 rzi; %.• 	44ERTRTTIkiZER-g6KAT4 1 IT-1 retrtcrtittet 
ffikqufrritizrawrreqtvecrlext(44-4m: tiviiTimrrarsk 
-4-45trilVinOgffickqPrk-Vcrirlittrcrznzigkikctirrkmfext 
ftir#,Tru 1 TTATariti.rceiTtia-: wr-citmi4co\f-ipgirwmire 
Frkgreorlibfiriirow SIX Iikqqrifffi4wqvNtrifZikri* 
4remittv4 	it'icii1411oT4Tiw II e kkkk. 

efrItTr;frrlfrrrot,TATNR-KMN-414-4-4 wzre.put4 
frrtmTzr4tr,trili:ttslitVrrorEk II4-4-414*-itit4imft-a114-
PkTaI I En-411-19-: ErtPrOURkZir-44M.  II. 

   
  



1843.] 	 Barometrical Observations. 	 .T87 

ART. IL—Result of a Comparison of the Observations of nine 
different Barometers, read every 'toff hour, far 24 successive 
hours. By GEO. BEAST, L.L. D. in charge of Bombay Obser-
vatory. 

The present paper was laid before the Society in an enlarged form, at 
the ordinary monthly meeting on the 9th July. It was originally meant to 
illustrate a Chart ai by 21 feet in sizeelon which the Barometric curves 
deduced from the figure tables now alone given were projected. The 
portion of the paper specially alluding to these has been omitted as unin-
telligible without the chart, whose magnitude rendered it inadmissible, and 
which was not capable of being reduced to such dimensions as to permit 
of its being included in this journal. 

An error in the standard Barometer which was then alluded to, having 
been detected by means of the combined observations, has now been cor-
rected by the addition of 00.125 to the reading of the instrument: This 
very nearly corresponds with the interval which exists on the diagrarno as 
well as in the readings noted on the figure tables printed along with it, 
betwixt the readings of the standard and the mean of all the readings of 
the other instruments. The standard Barometer is a large one by New-
man, (No. 58) the same as all the magnetic observatories are supplied 
with, with a tube of 530 diameter, requiring a correction of 4- 0.003 
for capillarity. . The scale is moveable, so that the correction for the rise 
of the mercury in the cistern is effected by bringing in contact with its 
surface the point of the rod to which the scale is attached. The barometer 
marked No. 8, is by Gilbert, and is the same in point of construction as 
those formerly supplied from the Government stores—the scale being of 
brass, the frame of wood. The Royal Society have stated, that no exact 
correction can be given for expansion in instruments of this form, which 
" no scientific olaserver would ever willingly use.". No account has been 
taken of it in the following remarks. The Barometers from No. 1 to No. 6 
are uniform in point of construction. They were manufactured and 

* Report of the Committee on Physics and Meteorology, &c. 1840. Though 
this instrument has been noted in the table, no account has been taken of it in 
the subsequent speculations. 

   
  



288 	 Barometrical Observations. 	 lOcr. 

'brought to Bombay in 1843; the experiment under review having been 
made just after their arrival. No. 7, is by the same maker, and is of the 
same form nearly : it was brought to India early in 1840, and has since 
been occasionally employed in the Deccan as a mountain Barometer. 

These instruments are all very beautiful in point of workmanship. They 
are fitted up with a brass frame, in which the attached Thermometer is 
sunk. The cisterns are of cast iron, with a glass plunger which can be 
screwed up so as to move the: mercury to the top of the tube. The 
neutral point is marked on a short glass tube, enclosed in a cast iron 
sheath, ascending from the top of the cistern. The mercury is on each 
observation screwed up to this. which at once gives the correction for 
rise in the cistern and for capillarity. No correction for temperature has 
been made. The instruments were in this respect subject to nearly the 
same fluctuations of heat; the entire difference betwixt the attached Ther-
mometers in no case amounting to two degrees Fahrenheit: this is equi-
valent to a difference in the Barometer of 0.005. If this be added, some 
of the minor discrepancies will altogether disappear. 

The instruments were numbered arbitrarily, for the sake of distinction 
only, just before commencing observations. The mean of 48 readings of 
No. 4, is 29.699 ; that of No. 7, 29.743 ; the difference between them is 
044.. These are considerably the lowest and highest. Nos. 5 and 6 are 
perfectly coincident, and Nos. 1, 2, and 3, only differ .004 and .006 from 
each other respectively. The greatest of these very little exceeds the diff 
ferences given betwixt some of the mountain Barometers provided for the 
Antarctic Expedition by the Royal Society's Standard; the least of them 
axe less then the disagreements betwixt the crown glass and flint *glass 
Barometers of Somerset House. 

The Sympiesometer which is noted in the table, is not here taken ac-
count of. It 44 a good instrument, by Adie, and has been in my posses. 
sion since June 1840. 

The following tables give Ohe readings uncorrected. The standard is 
36 feet above the mean leyel of the Sea; the other instruments 33 feet; 
there being no means of placing them exactly beside era,. other. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
29.789 29.780 29.792 29.774 29.792 29.799 29.800 
-656 .660 .662 .650 .664 .662 . 78 f

.. 
 

. .124 .120 .130 .124 .1211 .137 . 02 

Steen range 	122 5 r. .. . . 
Maximum dill: 031 

. 	difr.. . 
at

9 	 
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Dismissing No. 7, whose sluggish movements render it liable to sus-•  
picion, the mean height of the whole of the others may be assumed as nearly 
the proper elevation of the mercury for the day ; this was 29.710. 

In comparing the altitudes of the Barometers at 4 o'clock on the morn-
ing of the 20th, which may be assumed as the minimum, or nearly so,-
No. 7, continuing to descend till 5, with the maximum obtained by all the 
Instruments, save No. 2, exactly at 9 oclock, we shall have the following 
result. In reality the comparison ought to have been with the maximum 
of 10 P. M. of the 19th, but of this we have no readings. 

A. u. 
Maximum diff. 054 9 A. m.. . 	 
Mean range 097 4 	 

interval 5 !the 	.. . duff . . 

The following is the difference betwixt the same hour of maximum and 
the afternoon minimum of the 20th, which follows at 5 P. M., at an 
interval of 8 hours. 

• 
1 2 

. 
3 4 5 6 7 

29.780 29 789. 29.792 29 774. 29.792. 29.799. 29.800 
694 .698 .698 .650 .700 .700 .730 
_ - -- - - 

. .088 .082 .091 .124 .092 .099 .070 

The following is the range betwixt half past 11, P. M. on the 20th 
and half past 3 A. M. on the 21st. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 t 
20 	730  29.730  29 736 29.736 29.746 29.740 29.776 

 	.660 .660 .668 .669 .680 .676 .700 
	 .070 .076 .068 .076 .066 .064 .076 
Maximum Jiff. 010=mean range 71. 

But on this occasion the Instruments attained the maximum and min-
imum irregularly, in point of time for example: 

1 
10 a m. 

732 
660 
411. 3  

• • 	Maximum dall .0131ean range 070. 

Five Instruments attained their maximum at part 11, and two at 10 
o'clock,-they had all fallen during a shower at past 10 ; and though 
they all rose again, No 1 & 3 did not attain the altitude they had reached 

12 

.072 

2 3 4 5 0 
11} It• 114 114 114 114 
736 740 736 740 77n 
660 668 660 ir 8 674 700 
JP- 3  413. 3  313. 3  4. 4. i P. 3  

.076 .078 .076 .066 .006 .070 
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'at the earlier hour ; so, in like manner, the morning minimum was 
disturbed by a shower a little before two, and again before four, which 
deranged the hour of minimum of No. 5 and 6, whose lowest point was at 4 
o'clock. With the correction of 125 here applied to the standard, which 
exhibits, notwithstanding its disorganization, much the fewest anomalies, 
it gives very nearly the true range after all. The morning hour of 
minimum noted on the separate record of the Observatory was 3 A. Pc 
on the 20th, and half past 3 on the 21st, as shewn by the standard Baro-
meter, the morning maximum being 9 A. M. that of the eveninghalf past 11. 
—The afternoon minimum hour is half past 4. This gives an &ter, al of 
nearly six hours betwixt the morning minimum and maximum ; of seven 
and a half betwixt the latter and the minimum of afternoon ; of seven be-
twixt this again and the night maximum, and of no more than four betwixt 
the last and the morning minimum. This, of course, strictly refers to the 
day in question, and to that only, though it will probably be found to be 
near that for the month of June on an average of years. 

The mean amount of the ascending range betwixt 4 A. M. and 9 A. M. on 
the 20th, is .097, the maximum .124, the minimum 70; both these are 
suspicious,—the former is the reading of a playful and vivacious instru-
ment, No. 3, which seldom keeps with its brethren, the latter of a high 
set, but very dull sluggish one, which generally falls, behind in all move-
ments whether in ascent or descent ; the maximum difference amongst the 
seven amounts to .054. 

The mean amount of descent, betwixt 9 A. M. and half past 4. P. M. 
on the 20th, is .122, the maximum 137, the minimum 102,—this again 
by No. 7, the greatest difference betwixt any two is .035. 

The morning descent from half past 11 P. M. on the 20th, to half past 
3 on the 21st, is betwixt 70 or 71, according as the Instruments are 
taken by a fixed hour, or by the points of maximum and minimum attained 
at different hours. 

This experiment I expect eo be again able to repeat with a still larger 
collection of Instruments \ after the cold weather sets in; it is tedious and 
troublesome, and worthless, unless the Instruments be cof nearly uniform 
make and of extreme accuracy. This, on the present occasion, was in all 
respects, the case. 
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11C—Observations on the Bactrian and Mithraic 
Coins, in the Cabinet of the Bombay Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society. By JAMES BIRD, Esq. 

In the progress of deciphering the cave inscriptions, on this side of In-
dia, I was led to the study of the Bactrian, Parthian, Indo-Scythian or Mi-
thraic, Sassanian, and Kanaoj series of coins; and was not surprised to 
find proofs of an union between the Bauddha and Mithraic creeds ; par-
ticularly'after the deductions made by Mr. Prinsep on this subject, from 
his examination of the coins andrelics, discovered in the Tope of Manik-
yala.* Thbugh an examination of our small cabinet may not add much to 
the obscure and lost portions of Indian history, it will nevertheless bring 
to light some new types of Mithraic coins ; and is not without interest 
in the Parthian and Roman series : as the Parthian includes specimens of 
the coinage belonging to the Christian kings of Edessa, who were alter-
nately in alliance with the Romans, and with their Parthian contempora-
ries, the kings of Persia. It may be yet further beneficial in extending Ile 
knowledge of numismatics among private individuals in this country ; 
who, having directed attention to the collection of coins and medals, may 
be willing to submit for publication the objects of their research, and thus 
widen the field of inquiry, by having before them, for comparison, stores 
of antiquarian relics, capable of illustrating the past condition and mytho-
logy of ancient India. 

The conquests on the Indus, made by the Greek sovereigns of Bactria, 
the Seleucidce, the Parthian and Sassanian kings of Persia, introduc-
ed into that part of the country, called Indo-Scythia, a variety of coins, 
distinguished by Mythological devices, and bi-lingual inscriptions, some 
of which have been improperly classed, as belonging to unrecorded princes 
of Bactria, while they might be more truly ascribed to some of the Gen-
erals employed under the Seleucidee, and t: the Parthian and Sassanian 
satraps of Persia, In this department of oriental numismatics, notwith-
standing the distilibuished labours of Prinsep and Wilson, there remain 
ample materials for the investigation of others ; and it is yet reserved for 
some one, possessing extensive historical acquirements, on the subject of 

jouflial Bengal Asiatic Society for 1834, p. 338. 
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Uncient times, and with a perfect knowledge of Egyptian and Hindu My-
thology, to appropriate the several coins to the different tribes and dynas-
ties to which they belong. Without presuming that I possess adequate 
acquirements for so great an undertaking, I may be permitted to add my 
mite to the stock of present knowledge on this subject; and if less success-
ful than may be wished, in this investigation, my labours will doubtless 
be received with indulgence, where men of established reputation have left 
numerous locums to be filled up. 

Specimens of ancient Roman coins, in considerable number and variety, 
are to be found in our cabinet; though we are far from being as rich as 
we should be in this department, and are without any of those which have 
been dug up in various parts of this country. The testimony of Arrian's 
Periplus of the Erythrian sea, the knowledge of towns and rivers, on 
this side of India, evinced in Ptolemy's Geography, and the late discovery, 
in the neighbourhood of Coirnbatoor, of five hundred and fourteen Roman 
coins, of the reigns of Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius, af-
ford undeniable proof of the intimate connexion with India maintained by 
this people, during the first and second centuries of the Christian era, and 
at the period of their intercourse with the Parthians. Mr. Walter Elliot, 
of the Madras Civil. Service, who is distinguished by like success and zeal in 
clearing up obscure portions of Indian history, informed me, by letter, that 
of these 514 coins, 134 were of the time of Augustus, 381 of the reign 
of Tiberius, 3 of Caligula, and 5 of Claudius. Roman coins have been 
previously found in the district of Coimbatoor; and the late Collector there, 
Mr. William Garrow, states that a silver denarius of Augustus was discov-
ered in one of the ancient sepulchres of the country called Pandukulas * 
whilst a number of irregularly shaped silver coins, stamped, by means 
of a punch, with various devices, and not uncommon in Southern India, 
were obtained from another of the same tumuli. These remains were with 
good reason attributed by Mr. Garrow, to a race of Pandu Kulas or 
Pandya tribe of Madura ; om of whose chiefs dispatched the well known 
Embassy to Augustus, as related by Dion Cassius, which brought to him 
from India letters written in Greek as stated by Strahof  on the authority 
of Nicolaus Damascenus.f Somewhat more than fifty years ago, many 

• An accountof these tumuli will be found in Vol. M. P. 324, Transac- 
tions Bombay Literary Society. 

t Stra,bonis Geograph. Lib. XV. p. 720. 	 • 
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gold Roman coins of the second century were recovered from the founds 
tion of an old Hindu temple, near Nellore, some account of which will be 
found in Vol. III of the Asiatic Researches. Besides these, several gold 
Roman coins were found, about three years since, in the neighbourhood 
of Sholapoor ; and an aureus of Trajan from Cuddapah, with a solidus of 
Zeno from Madura, was obtained not long ago by Mr. Elliot. 

Many of these Roman coins were doubtless introduced into India, in 
exchange for commercial articles of luxury, exported by the channels of 
the Red Sea and Persian Gulf ; but some were probably brought by the • 
Jewish and Christian refugees, who migrated to Mysore, in the third and 
fourth centuries t and with whose settlement, in India, commei:ced the 
cycle of sixty, which was formed on the model of the Chaldean Saros, 
and dates from A. D. 75. 

The word dinar, to designate the value of a particular coin in circula-
tion among the Hindus, came to be used in Sanshrit, from the period 
when the Roman coinage was introduced into India; and the occurrence of 
this term, whether in inscriptions on antique monuments, or in ancient 
Sanskrit works, will enable us to determine the comparative age of eitIler. 
The principal silver coin of the Roman Republic was a silver denary's*, 
after the model of the drachma, a leading designation of the Greek coinage, 
and Arrian, in his Periplus, mentions that denarii, both gold and silver, 
were among the articles exported from Europe to Barygaza or Broach.* 
In the Sanskrit inscription, from the Bauddha mound of Bhilsa in Mal-
wa, translated by Mr. Prinsep, ( Journal B. A. S. Vol. VI. p. 455,) 
the son of Amuka, subject to the great emperor Chandragupta, presents 
to the five temples of the all respected Sransanas (Bauddhas,) a piece of 
ground and twenty-five dinars, as an offering from the supreme Raja 
Chandragupta: who is not the Sandracottus of the Greeks, but was one 
of the family mentioned in the Vishnu Parana, and who ruled over Ma-
gadha, about A.' D. 427, calculating from the death of Alexander the 
Great, according to the periods assigned foe the Mastrya, the Sanga, the 
Kanva, and Andhra dynasties of Hindu sovereigns. The name dinar 
again occurs in the Raja Taringini, a history of Kashmir, which states• 
Toromana, younger son of Pravarasena,t struck dinars in his own name, 

• See Arriani Periplus Maris Erythrcei. page 28, Vol. I. atm/graphite veterie 
Scriptores Grieci Minores, 

t History of Kaihmir in As. Res. Vol. XVI. p. V. 
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while he was yet only Yava Rajya or associated successor in the' empire. 
This prince was eotemporat7 with Siladytia I. of Gujerat, who lived about 
A.D. 270--80;* previous to whose reign the Sakes, or Indo-Scythian 
tribes, had spread their power and influence throughout western India ; and 
soon after founded the city Valabhipura in Gujerat, which gives name to 
a particular era commencing A. D. 3 i 9. According to the authority of the 
Raja Taringini, the ruler of Vjain in Malwa, about this time was Sri-
man Hersha Vikramaditya, the same as Shapur II, of Persia ; who 
appears to have possessed himself of Sejistan, and other parts of Indo-Scy-
thia ; while part of Western India bore him allegiance under the authority 
of his satraps. Gibbon,- on the authority of Theodoret, states that the 
united forces of Persia and India were present while this Shapur besieged 
Nisibis A. D. 337, during the reign of Constantine ; and that the King 
was obliged to relinquish the siege, and march for the banks of the Oxus, 
as the Scythian tribes, in the neighbourhood of Kabul, had invaded the 
northern part 'of his kingdom. This Shriman Hersha Vikramaditya 
of Kashmir history, who destroyed the Sakas, is no other than Shapur 
who, on the authority of Assemanus, instituted a persectition against the 
Manichean and Christians throughout his dominions. Some of the 
Mithraic coins, and the fresco painting in a niche of the second idol of the 
caves of Bamian, belong to this period. But with these preliminary his-
torical remarks, on the subject of coins, I proceed to illustrate those met 
with in our cabinet. 

BACTRIAN GREEK COINS. 

We only possess three coins of this series ; two of which belong to 
Menander, and the other to Apollodotus. Eleven various coins of this 
class were presented to the Society, by Sir Alexander Burnes, during the.  

" This date is inferred from the copper plate grants of land, written in the 
cave character of the Sanskrit language, and obtained from Gujerat; which 
will be found in page 477, Vol. WI , for 1835, of the Bengal Asiatic Society, and 
Vol. VII. of the same work opage 966. The latter is plainly dated 365 Samvat 
or Vikramditya. era A. D. X309, but Mr. Wathen, who translated the former, 
mistook the date of it for 9 of the Valabhi era; whereas itistdated, agreeably 
to the custom of the Balhara emperors of India, in the 32 year of the kings 
individual reign, or Sridhara Sena who was the predecessor of Siladitya I. 

t Gibbon's Roman History. Vol. III. p.133. In addition to Gibbon's authority, 
the Dissertatio de Syris Nestorianis, in parte secunda Bibliothecte Orientalis, 
page LV. may be consulted. 
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. year 1832, but were subsequently sent to him in England, previous to the 
publication of his works and have been since deposited, I suppose, among 
the archives of the British Museum. Without disturbing the chronological 
data, on which late numismatists have affiliated the reign of Menander 
with the period of the Scythian invasion, B. C. 126, by which the Greek 
kingdom of Bactria was overturned, I may briefly notice, that both this 
King and his successor Apollodotus, prior to the discovery of their coins 
with bi-lingual inscriptions, were placed betwen Euthydemus and Eukra-
tides, or B. C. 220, to 181. The devices of the mummy and feather, 
emblems of the Egyptian godPthah, or the Opifex Mundi, found in con.. 
junction with bi-lingual inscriptions, on the coins of Menander, like to 
those on t1he coins of the Parthian kings, Phraates IV and Vologeses I, 
but not in use before the time of Eukratides and the subsequent Roman 
connexion with the Parthians, must have been adopted when the inter-
course between Egypt and India had become familiar. The occurrence 
of these devices, and of Coptic inscriptions too, on some of the Illithraic 
coins, which date subsequent to the Christian era, seem to confirm the ac-
curacy of those chronologists, who place Menander and Apollodotus 1 so 
down in the Bactrian scale. 

MENANDER. 

	
i 

1. Square silver coin, middle size, head with helmet to the right; 
on the obverse, with a Greek inscription, round the edge BAMIAEflM 
MiZTHP°M MENA NAPIC. On the reverse, an owl, the Athenian em-
blem for Minerva, with an inscription round the edge in Bactrian Pali 
1)EELVIPIII1Ny or Maharaja Rattasa Minanasa. 

2. Square, copper ; middle size, head helmeted, to the right ; inscrip-
tion in Greek BAMIAEOM I A THP°M MENA NAM. Reverse, Me-
dusa's head, the emblem of Minerva, with inscription, in Bractrian Pali 
PE~W}'771p`1~\u or Maharafases Rattasa Minanasa. The first of 
Menander's titles, Maharaja, is the equivilent of the same in Greek ; 
but the second, which has been considered a translation of Soteros, 
has been variously, read by Prinsep and Professor Lassen. Mr Prin-
sep, after discovering the true nature of this Bactrian Pali, read the 
second epithet Ladatasa, or Nandatasa; but Lassen conjectured the read-
ing to be Tadarasa, the Prakrit translation of preserver. Neither of 
their readings have been deemed satisfactory, and I doubt its being 
meant as a translation for Soteros, but is on the contrary the Pra- 
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]crit corruption for Aratta, or Arhata, signifying the venerated. It , 
is not a little singular, Plutarch mentions Menander, was so beloved 
by his subjects, that, on hii death, different cities contended for his 
ashes, and adjusted their disputes by dividing his relics amongst them; 
while a similar story, which is told of Gautama, or Sakya Sinha, is cur-
rent among his Bauddha followers. Professor Wilson, in his appendix to 

.the History of Kashmir, observes that, in the Mahabharat Kerna Par-
va, the Arattas had for their chief city Sakala or Sagala; the same 
which was known to the Greeks by the name of Enthydemia. In the 
Parthian mansions of Isiodorus Characenus it is said to belong to the 
Sam or Scythian.; and under the name of Sagala it occurs in one of 
the western cave inscriptions. The Arattas, under the corrupted Prakrit 
name of Rattas, are mentioned in Mr. Walter Elliot's Hindu inscriptions, 
as having been subdued, by Teila Chalukya, in Saka 895, or A. D. 919. 
Their country was called Kankara ; which Masudi,in A. D. 915, de-
scribes as extending along the Indus, and sea coast of India, from the coun-
try of Khozar in the neighbourhood of the 'Caspian. 

AeoLL000Tus. 

3. Round copper figure of Apollo, looking to the right, and sup-
porting by his left hand his arrow. Inscription in Greek BAEIAEO2 
MaTHP°1 A '1°A/V14.°T°Y. Rev! Tripod, with inscription in Bactrian 
Pali, more perfect than that on the coins published by Mr. Prinsep 
and Professor Wilson. It may be read 	hirli..,..7P11 2u or Maha- 
rajasa. Yadatasa Apaladatasa. A similar coin will be found figured in 
Wilson's Plate IV ; fig. 16, with the Pali inscription very indistinct. In 
our coin the second epithet for /SITHP°M is doubtless Yadatasa, and 
cannot be a translation of the Greek term, but is meant to designate a 
tribe, as in the former coins of Menander. I am disposed to conjecture 
that it is meant to designate the Yadavas ; the tribe from which Krishna 
sprung, which was a northernrone. The coincidence between the legend of 
Krishna slaying the serpent Kaliya, in the sacred river Yamuna, and 
that of the Pythian Apollo killing the snake at Delpii, must be more 
than casual: and, as Krishna's appellations of Govinda and Kesava, in 
Sanskrit, are direct translations of Apollo's titles, in Greek, viz. No-
mios voituoe (the herding) and Evxairne Eukhaites, (well haired), there 
are strong reasons for presuming that the legends of the Hindu Krishna 
have been borrowed from those of the Grecian Apollo. 
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Across the field of this coin, written in Bactrian Pali, we meet with the'  
syllable Kra ; which, written in Greek, occurs on the coins of the Bactrain 
princes, Enthydemus and his son Demetrius., This appellation for the 
Sun, is sometimes written Kralia, as on the coins of the Parthian king 
Vologesis I, who lived A. D. 52; and seems of similar import as Crag 
in Armenian; which Mr. Newman, in his translation of the History of 
Nartan, page 81, says was commonly used by the Armenians to designate 
the holy fire, which the Parsees name, in Zend, Azeran. A curious pas-
sage, in Arrian's Parthics, says that Spartembas, a friend of the conquer-
or Bacchus, dying, left his kingdom to his son Budyas, who after a 
reign of 20 years, was succeeded by his son Cradevas. The resemblance 
of Budyafi to Buddha, and the perfect Sanskrit termination Deva, are 
striking coincidences : and the very name of the deity .Kra Deva, oc-

' curs in the inscription from Nasick, lithographed at the bottom of the pre-
sent plate of coins. It reads Sidham ! Rajino Kshaparatasa Kshatra-
pasanapapanasa,dhipati dinah putasa, upavedatasa, Kradevanya da-
tumitrya daya dhama: navarha, of which the translation is—Be it ac-
complished. The compassionate gift of the sinless Satrap of King 
Shapur, son of the Supreme Lord, the day producer, follower of the 
minor Veda, to Kra Deva, the bestower of Mitra. The new sun, or 
year. The name of Kra Deva again occurs in Inscription XIV, Plate 
XLIV, of my work on the Caves of Western India. 

MITHRAIC COINS. 

	

4. 	Middle size, copper. Standing figure to the left, in cap, tunic, 
and boots, who holds a spear in his left hand, and is sacrificing over 
a fire altar. Inscription Greek, but of which, the usual BACIAE VC 
BA EIAG WN KANHPKI KOPANO part is only visible. R: Figure of 

' of a female to the right, clad in a long vest, and holding in her right hand 
a flower or branch, which is carried to the nose after the manner of the 
fire worshippers : to which practice, Job mates allusion, in Chap. XXX 
v. 26-28. 

If I beheld the tun when it shined, or the moon walking in brightness, 
And my heart hath been secretly enticed, or my mouth had kissed my 

hand ; 
This also were an iniquity to be punished by the Judge, for I should 

have denied the God that is above. 
13 
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Halo round her head, and inscription on the edge, in Greek, NANA IA,. 
the appellation for the Persian Diana, or Nancea of the Maccabees; 
whose temple, at Elymaia, .or Persepolis, Was plundered by, Antiochus 
Epiphanes. This goddess, among the Chaldceaus,,Syrians, and Phoeni-
cians, was the deified moon, and sometimes the morning star, named Boat-
ed Samin, or the Queen of Heaven. ,She watt the same as the Mithra of 
the Persians, the Mylliia of the Assyrians,' and, the,  Witte of the au.-
cient ,Arabs. 

	

5. 	Copper. Standing figure of a Magus, or priest of the fire-wor- 
shippers, who under this form venally represented the Ann; Inscription 
in Greek letters ; of which the first part APO is only legible, but is usually 
followed by the word OKPO, both combined signifying the excellent Sun, 
as APk, or APTA, according to Belden and Hesychius, means great or 
splendid, and OK PO is a Zend or Pali corruption for Arha the sun, as 
rightly interpreted by Mr Prinsep. Reverse, female figure to the left, 
sacrificing over a fire-altar; Nimbus round the heady ,Coptic inscription 
on the edge MAO, which is the Coptic ward 	X mother, and the same 
according to Plutarch as nova the goddess Math, the Egyptian genera., 
and the same as the Persian. Nanaia. 	 , 	, 

6►. Copper. Figure of a Magus looking to the left ; part of the Greek 
inscription ,Ard Ohro on the edge. Reverse, figure looking to the left, 
clad in a loose lunic. Inscription on the edge AOPO, the Zend name for 
fire, and here the symbol for Nanaia; who, whether considered as the Moon 
or the planet Venusi was one of the seven fires, or planets, to which the 
Persians dedicated their fire temples. 

	

7. 	Copper. Male figure riding on an elephant ; inscription on the edge 
in Coptic Greek letters ONAN OPO, meaning the good king, or an ap-
pellation for the sun ; which is sometimes written PA ONAN, OPO, sig-
nifying the min the good king. This inscription has been usually consider-
ed a Pali one, and read PAO NANO PAO, being interpreted King of ma-
ny kings. It is true that Nana in the Pali language means various, and 
manifold;# but here it is the Coptic N8, NE or NS, N OX signifying good, 
applicable to PA,. or PH, the name of the sun : an that this interpre-
tation is the correct one, seems evident from the fact of the reverse of this 
series of coins bearing a Coptic inscription (11A PO Pharo, which has hitherto 
remained without explanation, but is nothing more than the Coptic definite 

" See Pali Grammar by the Rev. R. Clough ; P. 73, 
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I See W 	prpfeepi tp 
or Memorial Verses of the Sankhya Philosophy, p. 
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tirnony of the Bactrian, Parthian, and Indo-Scythian coinage, thatregard-
ing the mythology, and idolatry of the two countries, a system of eclec-
ticism, on the subject of their gods, from the period when the Greeks who 
accompanied Alexander the Great into India, first discovered that the 
Suraseni worshipped deities similar.  in character to Bacchus and Hercules. 
Herodotus, the father of history,* *ells us that the ancient Persians-had 
Neither statues, temples, t nor altars; but Ivorshipped,the expanse of the 
firmament, under the name of Jove, (er the Hindu India,) adding thereto 
as deities, the sun, the moon, earth, fire, water and the winds;, till, in after 
times they copied, Ake Assyrians and Arabians, by introducing, among 
their deities lifithra, or the celestial •Venus ; and the same with Xtinake 
of our Mithraic coins, •whose statues were originally set up by Artax4 
erxes, the grandson • of Ochus ,In; Jeer physical character, this god-
dess ,represented the natural, fecundity, of the earth ; and in her astral 
one, the moon or the, passive influence of the sun; and if hence called, 
on the coins .Mao,., or the mother goddess. She is •sometimes icalledi 
in inscriptions 1)1Yrionyma or the manynamed; and when the, govern-, 
remit of Bactria and countries in the immediate -neighbourhood of the 
Indus, passed from pie power of the Greeks and Parthians, into the 
hands of the Indo-Scythian tribes, the latter appear to have adopted the 
worship of this ,  goddess ; whose name yet survives in Afghanistan, under 
that of Bibi-Arani, signifying in the Pali language, the wise lady. The 
last is .an. equivalent for Projna,. or deified nature; r known !among the 
Bat/de/has as Dharma, the type' of inert matter, hot yet evolved into' 
various forms. • This, is at least her physical character connected with the 
metaphysical theories of generation ; but in bee celestial character, the is 
the Nanaia of the iird-okro coins, the Chinese Tienhow, (the queentf 
heaven) named also Sbinvnoo, (the holy mother,) or the passive principle 
and power of' conception. 	 t • - 

From the few coins and' facts new before us we should not be war-
ranted in,tracing further the connection between the deities of the Greeks, 
Persians, and Indians ; and a more comprehensive series of coins is requi-
site to develope the influnce which the mythologies ef, these countries 
mutually exercised on each other, 'through an interchange of kindFed, sub-
tilties. 

Book 1 Para. CXXXt 
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ART. IV.—A Chemical and Microscopic kxamination of.' the 
Rock Salt of the Punjaub: Thr HERBERT GIRAt7b, M. D. 

1 	.4 IA i n 	 A 	r 

Until 'very recently4ie only accounts we have had of the salt moms,  
tains of the Punjaub, hive been of a geographical and phYsical tharadter 
the most accurately' description of which is that by Sir Alexander Burnet; 
in his travels into Bokhara.' 	4J 	524 	A 	1 I 

Attention however has been lately directed to the geological features 
of this interesting'tange of hills 'by Dr. Jamesdn's report of his Deputai 
tion by G'overnm'ent, to examine the effects of the great inundation of the 
Indus.* So far as regards' the 'geographical and geological conditieM 
of the 'salt*ratige, as' it extends from Jalalpoor • on the Hydaspes, tci 
Mateo on the Indus, this teport is. tolerably complete; but it may yet) 
quire a more extended cffinparisoil.4 the organic remains of the several 
rocks to deterMine how far the limestone which alternates with 'the text 
sandstones and•red marls, ..6-the• sandstone# and marls themselves, land 
the shelly limestone; are the equivalents respectively' te-  the magnesini 
limestone, the new reel sandstone; and the mauschelkaik of Europe. 

• - 	• 	• 	• 	 . • -I 	rt. it 
First report of Dr. Jameson of his Deputation by Government to exit:. 

mine the effects of the great Inundation of the Indus." Journal Asiatic 
Society. No! 1351; 1843. ' 	' 	1 	 IS 

I cannot refer to this paper without directing itteniion' to Dr. Jatneson'i0 
account of the gypsum of Jandpoor, which he conceived would be so import_ 
tent an article of importation into Bombay, and might be moat advantageously, 
used in the public buildings and for making ornamental works.—H. 

- 	 I 	Note by the Secretary, ' 	' " 
A quantity of gypsunqPirre eplatne de Paris) was imported into Bombay- 

some years ago, from. the Persian aulf, where it is found abundantly, but I am t  
not 'aware of the result of the experiments that were probably made with it.. 
Judging from the specimens in the museum, it is not very pure, yet sufficiently 
so for most purposes for which it would be required in this country. Exten-
sive melte of earthy and granular ittlphate Of Dine exist in 'the western parts' 
of Marwar, and selenite occurs in 'various places in Kattiawar, also d found its  
at Dholgaum in the Itajpeepla country, 

The following interesting description of Callabaugh is extracted from the in-
troduction to 'Mr. Elphinstone's Cabool : “'Calla-baugh, where we left the 
plain, well deserves a minute description. The Indus is here compressed by 
mountains into a deep channel, only three hundred and fifty yards broad. The 
mountains on each side have an abrupt descent into the river, and a road is 
cut along their base, for upwards of two miles. It had been widened for us, 
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The salt from these mountains has never been in high repute for its . 
purity, and is unfit for most culinary purposes; this has been attributed 
to the presence of magnesia, although chemical analysis has never 
been had recourse to, to point out the nature of its foreign ingredients. 
There are however many features in its general character and ap-
pearance, as well as matiy points of relationship with rock salt from 
other parts of the world, and with the salt of the ocean that seemed to 
promise to invest with interest its microscopic and chemical examination. 
A large quantity of it has lately been imported' into Bombay, and from 
this Dr. Malcolmson kindly favoured me with some well selected spe- 
cimens. 

As it is usually met with here, the salt is in large amorphous masses, 

varying in colour from white and pink to brick-red; with here and there, 
the,  colouring material aggregated into extremely thin, lanina3 and filling 
minute vesicular cavities. In a moist atmosphere it is extremely deli-
luescent, owing to the presence of chloride of calcium; and, as it dis-
solves, the colouring matter is separated, and deposited in the solution. 
This colouring material is common, in variable quantity, to rock 

but was still so narrow, and the rock over it so steep, that no camel with a 
bulky load could pass ; to obviate this inconvenience, twenty-eight boats had 
been prepared, to convey our largekt packages up the river. The first 
part of this pass is actually Overhung by the town of Calla-baugh, which is 
built in a singular manner upon the face of the kill, every street rising above 
its neighbour, and, I imagine, only accessible by means of the flat roof of the 
houses below it :-as we passed beneath, we perceived window8 and balconies 
at a great height, crowded with women and children. The. road beyond was 
cut out of solid salt,at the foot of cliffs of that mineral, in some placek more 
than one hundred feet high above the river. The salt is. hard, clear, and al, 
most. pure. It would be like chrystal, were it not in some parts streaked and 
tinged with red. in some places, salt springs issue from the foot of the 
rock, and leave the ground covered with a crust attic most brilliant whiteness. 
All the earth, particularly near the town is almost blood red, and this, with 
the strange and beautiful spectple of the salt rocks, and the Indus llowiug in 
a deep and clear stream through lofty mountains, past this extraordinary town, 
presented such a scene of *.ronders, as is seldom to be witnessed. Our camp 
was pitched beyond the pass, in the mouth of a narrow valleS and in the dry 
bed of a torrent. Near it were piles of salt in large blocks (like stones at a 
quarry,) lying ready for exportation, either to India or Chorassan. It would 
have taken a week to satisfy us with the sight of Calla-baugh ; but it threat. 
ened rain, and had the torrent filled, while we where there, our whole camp 
must have been swept:into the Indus" Page 58-60. 
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salt from almost every locality, and has been too hastily referred by' 
Chemists and Geologists to the presence of peroxcide of iron; although it 
is known that other foreign ingredients have in many instances been found 
imbedded in rock salt, such as silica, carbonate and sulphurat of iron, 
which occur in the salt of Zipaguira in Tropical America. Suiphurets 
of lead and zinc in that of Halle in the Tyrol ; while organic matters 
such as lignites, fruits and minute shells, have been found in the salt of 
Williezka in Poland.* 

Since the astonishing discoveries of Ehrenberg, which have not only 
displayed the internal organization of the myriads of living infusoria, but 
have alio brought to light the fossil remains of generations upon genera-
tions of the animalcule: of early geological epochs, microscopic examina-
tions of the aqueous rocks, particularly of those of the limestone family, 
have disclosed such vast quantities of organic remains in positions in 
which the presence of organic matter was least anticipated, that the his-
tory of no rock or .compouud mineral can be considered complete, until 
it has passed under a strict microscopic examination. To this I sub-
mitted the red colouring matter of the salt, and found it to consist al-
together of organic remains.t Amongst a confused assemblage of art-
ter, either too minute in its particles, or too broken up into irregular 
forms to distinguish any' thing like the traces of organization, there 
appeared many bodies which were evidently the remains of infusoria. 
That marked 1. in the accompanying drawing appears to correspond 
with the genus " Synedra" of Ehrenberg; it measures 49  inch in 

length and .1_ inch in breadth. No. 2. resembles, if it is not iden- 

tical with the " Gaillonella ferruginea" (Ehrenberg) the animalcula which 
constitutes, the colouring matter of the iron ochre, and is therefore invest-
ed with peculiar interest as appearing in the colouring matter of this salt. ' 
Each of the moniliform segments of which it is composed, measures 
woo inch in diameter. No. 3. appears to be related to the last, and 

should probably be referred to the same genus. No. 4. is abun-
dant in the salt ; it has none of the characters of fossil infusoria, but 
may possibly 4 the scale of some small fish. It is so perfectly 

Trait6 elementaire de Mineralagie. Par F. S. Bendant, Tom. 2nd Paris, 
1832. 

t The Microscope I use is one of Chevalier's acromatics ; power four hun-
dred linear. 
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ttransparenty that the concentric lines on its surface are only discover-
ed by causing the light from the reflector of the microscope to pass 
obliquely through it. 

The vegetable remains consist of extremely minute filiform bodies 
having the characters -of confervte, and consisting of simple elongated 
cells, attached end to end to each other. (No., 4.) There are also 
amongst these, minute orbicular bodies which appear to be the spores 
of these confervw... (No. 5.) The matrix, in which these distinctly or-
ganic remains are contained, is an aggregation of particles too minute 
and indefinite in form for their nature to be determined; it is probable 
that a great proportion of them are the ova of the infusoria. 

These microscopic examinations were conducted with the greatest care, 
as it was conceived that farther light might be thrown upon a recent dis-
covery by M. Payen* of the existence of myriads of minute crustacea3 in 

• The red colour is observed in the saline water of some springs, as in the 
evaporating vats of Salumba in upper India, described by Mr. Gubbins of the 
Bengal Civil Service in the 7th volume of the Journal of the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, page 363. The following extract is from a memorandum on the 
Maldive Islands by Captain Moresby, I. N. read to the Bombay Geographical 
Society on the 3rd November 1836; but which does not appear in the pro-
ceedings. It throws much light on the cause of the rock salt of very distant 
regions having the same peculiar red colour. 

44  In the Milla-doo Madou Atoll are several islands (10 or 12) which have 
lagoons in them, which the dry land and trees completely surround; in 
some of these lagoons the water in them is brackish; they are not deep (from 
2 to 6 feet) ; the bottom soft mud and very offensive in smell. No live co-
ral grows in these lagoons ; and shells are produced here, which are not 
found in the sea. In some of the lagoons at very high tides and strong 
breezes, the sea sometimes finds its way into them and again fills with water 
what was fast drying up. 

At Markandoo Island which is on the centre and east side of the Atoll, 
there is a lagoon exactly in the centre of the island, which has no connection 
with the sea, nor ever had, the natives say ; it is about one and a half feet 
deep; the water of a deep red velour, perhaps from decayed vegetable matter; 
it is brackish and abounds in small shrimps ; and what is extraordinary, its 
margin is covered with inkngrove trees, which are seldom or never found on 
any of the other other, islands. This lagoon, the natives gal is kept full by 
the rain, and that it never gets dry." 

The red colour of the water no doubt arises from the shrimps or the animal-
CuIm on which they feed, and not on the vegetable matter, to which is to be 
ascribed the offensive smell of the mud caused by the decomposition of the 
sulphates in the brackish water. — 
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the waters of tropical seas and of certain salt lakes, and which have 
been found to be the cause of the red colour of the salt, which may be 
obtained by evaporation from these sources. These crustacean have been 
referred by M. Andoin to the order Branchiopoda. 

In the salt however I have in vain attempted to discover a single ar-
ticulation of these creatures. 

Chemical Analysis. 

One thousand grains of the dried salt with boiling distilled *ti-
ter afforded a clear solution, and a red pulverulent residue. 

1. 	The qualitative examination of the sofution indicated the pres-
ence of the following salts : — 

Chloride of Sodium. 
Do 	of Calcium. 

Sulphate of Magnesia. 

It remained unaffected by the action of hydrosulphuric acid. Nei.. 
ther bichloride of platinum nor Tartaric acid, (the tests still adhered 
to by Chemists for determining the presence of potassa,) gave /the 
least indications. The proportion of lime was determined by means 
of oxalate of ammonia—the precipitated oxalate of lime being converted 
by ignition into Carbonate, from which the proportion of lime, and hence 
of chloride of calcium, was calculated. 

It is always difficult to separate magnesia from the other bases with 
which it may exist in combination. Most Chemists calculate its proportion 
from precipitates afforded either by carbonate of potash or by phosphate 
of soda with free ammonia ; both these processes however are beset with 
sources of inaccuracy for, by the first, the neutral carbonate of magnesia, 
precipitated by neutral carbonate df potassa, is decomposed by the action 
of water in such a manner as to give rise to bicarbonate of magnesia, which 
is soluble in water, and even though the magnesian solution may be 
boiled with an excess of carbonate of potassa, yet a portion of magnesia 
will still remainlir solution. The precipitate also of phosphate of am-
monia and magnesia is liable to the same inconvenince, particularly as re-
peated washings are necessary before it is converted by ignition into the 
neutral phosphate of magnesia. Instead therefore, of either of these 

14 
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lethods, I made use of caustic potassa, by which magnesia is precipitated 
even better than by carbonate of potassa, and in hot water is so sparing-
ly soluble that the loss is too insignificant to be of any importance. 

• 2. In examining the composition of the red insoluble residue 
I found it to remain quite unaltered under the action of boiling nitric 
and hydrochloric acids, proving that it could not be an oxide of iron; 
conceiving it, therefore, to be a silicate of some base, I fused it with car-
bonate potassa and then • by submitting the fused man to the action of 
hydrochloric acid, it gave abundant indication of the presence of iron. 

Hence the 'chemical condition of this mineralized organic matter is,  
identical with that of the iron ochre, and it is siliceous like Tripoli, 
both which are almost wholly composed of infusorial remains. 

The following is the composition of 1000 grs. of the salt:— 
Chloride of Sodium 	966.11 
Sulphate of Magnesia ...... 17.93 
Chloride of Calcium.........14.36 
Silicate of Iron  	1.6 

1000.00 

I find upon inquiry that this salt is much used as an aperient amongst 
the natives of Bombay, and it is probable that from the proportions of 
sulphate of magnesia, and chloride of calcium in its composition, its pro-
perties resemble those of many saline mineral waters ; as those of Lea-
mington in the new red sandstone district of Warwickshire. 

V.—Metrical Translation of the 1st .13o6k (Sarga) of the 
Baghuvans'a, a Heroic Sanskrit Poem, by Kcilidasa. 
BY THE REV. J. MITRAY. MITCHELL. 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 
t 

A few preliminary observations will be of service in rendering the fol-
lowing translation from the Raghuvans'a interesting to English readers in 
general. The remarks now to be submitted will be of the most simple 
and elementary kind, embodying little or nothing that is new to Oriental 
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scholars, but probably not, on that account, the less useful to the class.o9 
readers for which they are intended. 

We may conveniently divide Sanskrit literature into two parts, sacred 
and profane. It is by no means easy in all cases to draw the distinguish- ' 
ing line; but the two-fold division is nevertheless perfectly. just. Gene-, 
rally speaking, the profane portion of Sanskrit literature, when estimated 
by the laws of criticism and taste, is far superior in merit to the part that 
is deemed more peculiarly sacred. The most indulgent criticism can 
scarcely discover any poetical merit in the Vedas and Paribas ; while on 
the other hand the most fastidious taste must admit the beauty of many 
passages in the dramatic, heroic, and pastoral, poetry of the Hindus, 

Kalidasa, the author of the Raghuvans'a, is one of the greatest, if not 
the very greatest, of the profane poets of India. His name is already 
familiar to the literary public, having been introduced to notice by Sir 
W. Jones, in his elegant version of the drama S'akuntala. In attempting 
to form an estimate of the merits of Kalidasa, we encounter, in the very 
outset, a formidable difficulty, in endeavouring to ascertain whether or not 
there has been more than one poet of the name. It is about as certain 
as we can consider any event in Indian history to be, which is recoiled 
merely in books, and not engraved on copperplates or the ever-during 
rock, that Kalidasa flourished at the court of Vikramaditya. Yet it is 
nearly equally well ascertained that Kilidisa flourished at the court of 
king Bhoja; and it is no easy matter to reconcile the two statements. Jones 
fixes his era in the century before Christ; Mr. Elphinstone inclines to 
the fifth century; Colebrooke and Professor Wilson say, at least 900 
years ago.* Professor Wilson, in a later work than the one we have just 
quoted, fairly cuts the knot, by supposing that there were at least two 
poets, bearing the name of Kalidasa. He appears to do so on the ground 
of the great diversity of style, between the writings generally ascribed to 
Kilida.sa and the Nalodaya. The writings of Kfilidasa are in general 
eharacterized,not only by exceeding elegane% but by perfect good taste 	r  
while the Nalodaya, in violation of all the canons of taste, is, as Cole-
brooke expresses it, "a series of puns on a pathetic subject." Without 
entering at length into this question, we shall merely remark, that if Kali-
Alasa had lived at the period when the Sanskrit language had attained the 

Wilson's translation of the Megliadata;  p. vii. 
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highest stage of refinement, and just before its corruption began, be might. 
possibly have been the author of the Nalodaya as well as the Raghuvans'a. 
Such a man, wielding at will the resources of the most perfect language 
ever known, was under a strong temptation to attempt, as in the Nalo-
daya, some of those wondrous feats in versification, from which the good 
taste of the West has not preserved European literature. Poets very fre-
quently (to use the language of Wordsworth,) 

Have felt the weight of too much liberty, 
and of their free choice they have circumscribed that liberty often by 
sufficiently odd expedients.. Besides, it may be questioned, whether 
good taste is a uniform characteristic of the undoubted writings of Kali' 
dime. Some instances might be pointed out of what are technitally 
called conceits, even in his most elaborate works. 

Assuming then the probability of there having been only one Kalidfisa, 
we must admire the greatness and variety of his powers. The commenda-
tions which have been heaped on the play of Siakuntalti„ chew, that in the 
estimation of the best critics, Valdese is reckoned the prince of Hindii 
dramatic poets. Jones has styled him the Shakspeare of India. Two other 
dramas are attributed to his pen, and these are not unworthy of the author 
of S'akuntala. In the Raghuvans'a we have a specimen of heroic, or what 
may be denominated epic, poetry. We have also, the Kumar& Sam-
bhava (the birth of Kumari;) and the Meghadata (the Cloud-messenger), 
beside the Sirfita Bodha, a treatise on prosody, and the disputed Nalodaya, 
all probably from his pen. Probably, the greatest effort of the genius of 
Kitlidisa is S'akuntala. He excels more in tenderness than sublimity, and 
the plot of the drama of S'akuntala affords full scope to the bent of his 
genius. When we speak of the epic poets of India, let it not be suppos-
ed that India can boast of epic poetry of the same kind as that of Ea-. 
lope. The rules of Aristotle would fall with crushing weight alike 'on 
Vyiisa, Valmika, and Kilidgisa. But apart from all factitious .distine-
tions and laws, it must be cow.fessed, that if sustained elevation of thought 
and feeling be deemed essential to an epic poet, Linden must forego the 
title. Very seldom does he give utterance to any very lofty sentiment; 
seldom does he himself kindle, or cause the minds of his readers to kindle. 
His merits, however, are still considerable. We find in the Raghuvans'a, 
exact and elaborately minute descriptions of natural scenery, proving,, that 
$1,1idisa had attentively studied nature, and studied her with a poet's 
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. eye. Tenderness has been already mentioned as one of his excellencies.'  
His comparisons, similgs, sllusions, and figures of all kinds, are most abun-
dant ; they are always at the least pretty, and sometimes beautiful. In 
regard to language, Kfiliditsa ranks exceedingly high in the estimation, 
both of his own countrymen and European scholars. On this point, 'it 
would be somewhat presumptuous for one, whose acquaintance with Sans-
krit is of no long standing, to express any very decided opinion of his 
own. One thing, however, is evident to the merest beginner. The 
style of Kalidisa is elaborate and refined in the highest degree ; the con-
summate skill of the artist is visible throughout ;-the polish indeed is some-
times excessive. 

A good deal has already been accomplished, towards introducing the 
writings of Kalidisa to the notice of the European public. The drama of 
S'akuntala has been rendered into English prose, by the masterly hand of 
Jones. Another drama, Vikrama and Urvasi, has been translated by 
Professor Wilson, in his well known and esteemed work, the Hindu Thea-
tre. A beautiful little poem, the MeghadUta, or Cloud-messenger, 
has been rendered into English rhyme by Professor Wilson. The Kumara 
Sambhava and the Raghuvans'a have been translated into Latin prose lby 
a German scholar, Adolphus Frederic Stenzler. The latter two works 
have been published along with their Latin versions, by the Oriental 
Translation Committee. Reference will be made to the merits of some 
of these works by and by. 

The Raghuvans'a, the first book of which is now offered in a metrical 
English version, consists of 19 books. , The exploits of the race of Raghu 
form its subject. The line of kings, whose history it contains, is a pretty 
long one, but the poet at pleasure compresses the narrative of a' reign into 
a few stanzas, or extends it to several cantos. Eight entire cantos are 
occupied with the history of Rama, the son of Das'arath. In this part of 
his work, Kalidisa comes into competition with the author of the great 
mythological poem the Riimayana. He wiil not suffer bysthe compari-
son. Schlegel and other German writers of high name have been profuse 
in their commendations of the Rarafiyana, but most men will be disposed to 
side with Colebrooke on this question. Colebrooke does not consider the 
Rimayana to-possess poetical merit of a high order, but includes it with 
the sacred poems in general, which he characterizes as " flat, diffuse, and no 
less deficient in ornament, than abundant in repetitions." -From this cep. 
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sure he excepts, and justly, the chief profane poems. No part of the. 
Raghuvans'a, so far as I know, can be pronounced "flat" or "deficient in or-
nament." On the contrary, over-refinement, and a far too lavish use of 
poetical diction and imagery, generally characterize it. 

Into the moral character of the Raghuvans'a, I shall scarcely enter. 
With the exception of the last canto, it is less faulty than might have been 
expected of the production of a 1E11(16 poet. The last canto, however, is 
exceedingly objectionable. 

As a translation of the Raghuvans'a into Latin prose, has already been 
given to the world, it may be asked, what need there is of offering a new 
version of any part .of it. Probably, had the Latin version in question, 
been executed with any considerable degree of spirit and elegance, the fol-
lowing translation of the first canto would not have been thought of. But 
apart from its total want of elegance, the fact that Stenzler's Latin version 
is in prose, is a strong objection to it. With the exception of the very 
highest poetry, as for example that of the Sacred Scriptures, where the 
sublime elevation, or the fervid devotion, , of the sentiment does not re-
quire the aid of poetical measures to sustain it, there is perhaps no species 
of metrical composition in the world, that will bear translation into literal 
prose. What becomes of the fire of Pindar, or the curiosa felicitas of 
Horace, what of the majesty of Virgil, when those writers are presented 
to us in a prose translation ? And what of the nameless and undefinable 
fascination of the music that breathes from the language of every true 
poet ? 

Assuming then, that a metrical translation is preferable to a prose one, 
ought it to be in rhyme or blank verse ? Generally speaking, it can be much 
snore faithfully executed in the latter. Translations into rhyme gene-
rally abound with factitious, not to say spurious, ornaments. The chief 
abjection to a blank verse translation is the difficulty of making it suf-
ficiently musical. In all Other respects it is much preferable to rhyme. 

* 

	

	The stanzas in which the frst, fourth, tenth, twelfth, fifteenth and sev- 
enteenth cantos of the  Raghuvans'a are composed, is called by Sanskrit 
Grammarians, Anushtubh. It may be called the heroin s!.anza of Sanskrit 
poetry. It is far more frequently used than any other in their great 
poems, such as Manu, the Mahabharata and Ramayani, and the Puranas. 
It bears a resemblance to the measure which is called in the technical lan-
guage of Latin grammarians, Iambic Tetrameter. An English reader 
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will understand•  its general construction, if he supposes two lines of the. 
octo-syllabic measure so much used by Scott, thrown into one, with the-
rhymes omitted. In the Sanskrit poets, a shloka or stanza consists of four 
parts of equal length, two of which are written in one line. A shloka is 
in English terms a couplet, with a distinct pause in the middle of each 
line. The following marks will shew the construction of the first four 
stanzas of the Raghuvans'a. 

11) 

.••••••• I,. • 

.•••• 

C) V 

— 	The mark . denotes a short 
„ „ „ syllable. 

Do 	— a long syllable. 
V V 

V V 

„ 

It will be seen from the above specimen that each line is kept rigidly 
to its prescribed number of syllables.. Each half-line consists of, S 
and therefore the entire shloka, of 32 syllables. In this respect the San-
skrit poets enjoy less liberty than the Latin and Greek, who in most 
metres can vary the number of syllables within a considerable range. But 
the Sanskrit poets enjoy very great liberty in regard to the quantity of 
the syllables they employ. The four first syllables in each half-line are 
long or short at pleasure. The last syllable of each line is also long or 
short. 

On the whole, the best idea of the Anushtubh may be. obtained from a 
specimen like the following :— 

E I sing a race from birth stainless; successfill in each bold emprize; 
To ocean's bounds they were victors ; and borne on cars to heaven on 

high; 	d • 
The sacred fire they kept duly; all watchful they in duty's hour; 
Fell on the guilty 'due vengeance ; no suppliant craved their grace in vain: 

The reader who has been accustomed to the rhythm of English verse 
only, will feel a shock at the middle of each line, 'arising from the substi- 
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t tution of a Spohdee for an Iambus in the fourth foot. • But the reader 
who is acquainted with classic metres will recollect the Seaton or Clue 
embus ( limping Iambus), frequently used by Catullus,—as e. g. in the 
well-known ode :— 

Peninsularum, Sirmio, insularomque. 
Ocelle, quagainque in libentibus stagnis 
Marique vasto fert uterque Neptanus. 
Quam to libenter quatn que hetOs inviso. 

In these lines, at the sixth foot, we have the Spondee, and it has the 
same effect on an ear accustomed only to English metres, as in the San-
skrit metre under revieV. 

In the following version of the first canto of the Raghuvans'a, the 
number of syllables which each line has in the original is exactly followed 
in the greater part of the translation. At the 35th stanza a syllable is 
omitted at the commencement, which changes the verse to Trochaic. The 
Trochaic measure is kept up to the 60th stanza. 

The Spondee at the end of the first hemistich of each shloka has not 
been attempted. It does not accord with the genius of the English 
Iambic stanza. 

Occasionally, the pause, for variety's, sake, has been removed from the 
middle of the verse. I am not aware that this is ever done in the original. 

Occasionally also elisions (as they are generally, though not very cor-
rectly, called), have been introduced. In the hands of one who Skilfully 
wields the English measures, elisions tend greatly to the beauty, as well 
as the variety, of the verse,—as in the line of Milton, 

O'er many a frozen, many a fiery Alp,— 

In which there are no fewer than three such elisions. Indeed, justice 
cannot be done,  to our English metres without the occasional use of 
elisions. They have accordingly been sometimes employed in the fol. 
lowing version. 

o 	 6 
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TRANSLATION OF THE 1st BOOK OF TUB RAGIICYANS'A, 

AN HEROIC SANSKRIT ?OEN ; BY Kii.11.1oilsa.. 

The pair like thought and speech' conjoined (that I may thought and speech 
obtain) 

The world's great parents, I invoke,—Parvatf and the Lord supreme. 
But what the sun-descended t race ! the Poet's feeble genius what ! 
Ah ! fondly, on a fragile raft, 1 tempt a wide and stormy sea ;— 

. I can but prove a laughing-stock, aspiring thus to bard's renown, 
As if a pigmy strained his arm to reach the high o'erhanging fruit. 
Yet, since, by ancient bards prepared, a pathway to the theme leads on, 
I pass, even as the thread may pierce the diamond-perforated gem. • 
1 sing a Prace, unstained from birth, successful in each bold emprize, 
Victorious even to Ocean's bounds, and borne on ears to heaven on high; 
The sacrefl fire they duly kept; no suppliant craved their grace in vain ; 
Fit vengeance on the guilty fell ; all watchful they in doubtful hour; 
'Twos but to giVe, they gathered; still, their. measured words to truth 

were given ; 
Victory they sought for glory's sake; for offspring the connubial tie. 
Learning in childhood; next in youth, each worldly task and joy were theirs; 
Hermits in age ; from bodily chains freed by devotion's power at last.. 
Even such was Raghu 's lofty line; even such the poet's mighty theme,— 
For why ? their storied high renown impels me to the fond attempt. 
Then be it heard, heard by the wise, 'twixt good and bad discerning well, 
Even as the quality of gold is tried in the refining fire. 

Vaivasvat, of the Manus seventh,—high-honoured.by the wise was he, 
The mightiest far of earthly kings, like Om the mightiest word of power. 
Pure was his race; purest of all, Dilip beheld the light of day, 
Who shone the first of kings, as shines the moon within the milky sea. 
Broad•breasted, shoulders like a bull's, like Shahs boughs his long arms 

reached ; 
As in its own peculiar seat, the Kshatri virtue in him dwelt. 
With all-surpassing force endowed, with peerless splendour was he graced, 
Towering o'er all on earth he strode, as Meru o'er the mountains towers. 
Nor less his wisdom than his force, with aims that wisdom to beseem, 	• 
And bold his efforts as his aims, and like his efforts his success. 
Stern and yet mild the monarch's mood, he sod before his subjects' eye, 
Dreaded yet loved, like Ocean's depths at once with pearls and 7nonsters filled. 
And not one hair's breadth from the' path, the path prescribed, of holiness, 
His subjects sweikOd ; his chariot tracks with vigilant eye they followed still. IJ 
' Twas for his people's good alone his royal revenues were ta'en, 
As the sun drinks earth's moisture up to pour it back a thousand fold. 
With care his martial force he kept; by twofold means his power preserved, 

• Literany• ward and meaning. 	, t The wolf known Su'rpa-Vans'a. 

15 
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A mind much versed in holy books, and his good bow aye ready bent. 
Secret of purpose, self-possessed,—his thoughts ye gathered doubtfully, 
Till from the issue forth they shone, like quickening rhemories of the past. 
Him, bold in danger's darkest hour, unwearied in each noble deed, 
'Midst all his wealth no avarice swayed, nor pleasure 'mid his bliss enslaved. 
Modest, though wise; though powerful, mild ; liberal, yet careless of display; 
Like a rich garland round him wreathed, his native virtues graced the king. 
Unhurt by pleasure's deadly power, with large capacious mind endowed, 
He saw his years steal on apace, yet rigorous was he as of old. 
He trained, protected, nourished all; his people's father he in truth,— 
Their natural parents gave them birth, all other duties he performed. 
Chastising guilt for order's sake, for offspring seeking marriage ties, 
His labour and enjoyment too became religion, righteousness.* 
Earth's best he gave in sacrtce,—Heaven's best poured lndra back again, 
And thus by mutual interchange, the two sustained the twofold world. 
Unmatched the peace in other lands that flourished in his happy realm, 
No robber's daring deed was known,—'twos heard of as an ancient tale. 
Virtue he honoured in a foe, (like medicine by the sick man prized,) 
Cast off the vicious tho' a friend, (even as ye.would a poisoned limb.) 
Such was he,—sure, combined in him were all the mighty elements, 
For every faculty was bent on every side to scatter bliss. 
Earth, girdled by its sandy shore and circled by its ocean fosse, 
He swayed alone, and calmly swayed, as it had been a single town. 
Sprung of the line of Magadlii., Sudakshini his royal spouse,t 
(So from her gentle nature called) was sweet as holy gifts are sweet. 
Many within his palace walls the lovely dames that owned him lord, 
But Lakshmf t and this fair alone his heart's devotion full received. 
Much longed of Sudakshirti to see another self produced, 
And still he wished, but vainly wished, for long delay had baulked his hope : 
Until at last he went to prove the utmost power of holy rites, 
The burden of his state affairs resigning to his counsellors. 

§ First the sacred rites they rendered, then the pious king and queen 
Sought the sage Vas'ishta's dwelling, by desire of offspring led. 
Seemed they, on the car ascending, (deep and pleasant was its sound,) 
Like the lightning and Air:Wag' on the murky thunder-cloud. 
Lest the holy sage be burdened, small the retinue they chose., 

• There seems a wiference here to thdbBra'hmanical opinion of the four grand objects Of ha-
au pursuit ; religion, power, enjoyment, final anancipation. The king's pursuit of enjoyment 
as as good as the pursuit of religion. 

There is here a play on the words, a thing pretty frequent in this Fovea,. •• Sttelakshinn' was 
as pleasing as the dokshina'." 

t Laksbmi" seems here to mean the Goddess Lakslni ., the wife of Vishnu, the goddess of 
prosperity. 

The measure in the translation bete charges to Trochaic. It differs from the former by the 
omission simply of one syllabel at the commencement. It Is a livelier measure than the fernier. 
The measure in the original in the same as before. 

li The elephant of Inds. 
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Yet their native'port majestic looked a guard around them placed: 	• 
'O'er them played the blissful breezes, breathing Shala odours round, 
Fell the fragrant flow'r-4ust o'er them, danced the rows of forest trees : 
Pleased they heard the peacocks' voices shrill resounding on the way, 
Still, as rolled the sounding chariot, lifting up their heads to gaze : 
Stedfast on the chariot looking pairs of antelopes they saw, 
In whose large and glassy eyeballs mirrored they themselves appeared : 
In a line the cranes were flying, gently murmuring, overhead, 
Like an arch" enwreathed with garlands, baseless, hanging in the sky : 
Softly swept the breezes with them, ominous of good success, 
Nor was face nor raiment blemished by the dust the steeds upraised : 
Sweet the fragrance of the lotus, sweet as their own breath was sweet, 
Wafted from the lakelet's bosom, where the cooling ripples ran : 
Offerings they received and blessings in the towns themselves had reared, 
Where the sacrificial column shewed the recent holy rite : 
Each witli'present of fresh butter crowded the old herdsmen near, 
Whom the royal pair would question of the forest trees around : — 
Theirs was beauty, theirs was splendour, moving onwards clothed in white, 
Like the moon with Chitrat beaming in a pure and cloudless heaven : 
This and that the gracious monarch, smiling, shewed his loving spouse, 
Nothing recited he of the journey long protracted though it was; 
Till at last, with jaded horses, at the holy hermitage 
Of the Rishi, in the evening, late arrived the royal pair. 
From the forest depths returned and moving near the dazzling fire, 
Holy hermits there were bringing wood and fruit and kus'a grass; 
Round the entrance deer were couching, fed on rice with nicest care, 
Seemed they like the Rishi's children, fearless crowding by the gate : 
Here the sages' gentle daughters, watering quickly left the trees, 
Lest they scare the timid warblers from the little water-pools : 
Now the blaze of day was over,—and the ruminating deer, 
Where the ground with rice was sprinkled, lay at ease around the cell. 
By the sacred offering's odour, and the smoke the breeze conveyed 
From the holy fire there blazing, they were purified anon ;— 
‘• Stop the car" exclaimed the monarch, and then, turning to his spouse, 
Gently helped her in descending, then himself alighted down. , 
Lowly did the meek ascetics in obeisance faithful bend 
To the monarch great and gracious and to her his partner dear. 
When the evening rites were ended, they beheld the mighty sage, 
With Arandhatfl: there shining, like the Firetod with his spouse: 
Reverently the mighty monarch and his queen their feet did grasp, 
While with accents kind and courteous greeted them the holy pair. 
Soon each hospitagle office banished all the journey's pain, 
Then the sage the sage-like monarch questioned on his kingdom's weal ; 
He the all-victorious hero, graced with matchless eloquence, 

• t„,  The head era gateway, perhaps whether arched or not. 
tl 	 Spied Virginia. 	 j His wife. 
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(Filly answered thus the question of the reverend awful sage :— 
" * Since thou divine and human harm alike dost ward off skilfully, 
" Success and all prosperity in every point my kingdom bless; 
" Resistless are thy sacred spells, they quell all enemies afar ; 
" Superfluous lie my arrows by,—my darts that never missed the mark. 
4,  Thou throw'st the offering in the fire, a sacrifice of solemn pomp,— 
"'Tis turned into a shower of grain, thsit banishes all want and fear: 
4,  Safe and unharmed my people live the utmost term of human life, 
4,  Thy holy merits are the cause, 'tis thou procur'st our happiness. 
" 0 sage of heavenly lineage born, while thou remain'st my steady friend, 
1,  Joy linked with joy must flow to me, and blessing heaped on blessing crown. 
" Yet what is Earth to me with all its lovely isles, its precious gems, 
44 When never from thy daughter here a child--another self—has sprung? 
, r The Manes of my fathers see the Straddha's offering must expire ; 
tg Scarce can they now partake, but turn in sorrow from the sacred cake. 
44 And all the holy water too, which I have poured, must cease to flow ; 
"Foreseeing this, they drink it now all tepid by their woeful sighs. 
44 Thus purged in soul by holy rites, yet darkened by &failing line, 
44 Splendid yet wrapped in gloom am I, like Lokalokaf the far mount. 
44 The righteousness of holy deeds is blessedness in worlds to come, 
" But double bliss ('tis here and there) spriogs from a spotless progeny. 
,4  Thus thou behold'st me desolate, and mourn'st thou not, 0 holy man ? 
,4 Fast by thy door a cherished plant is barren all and sapless found. 
44  This greatest, crushing, load of grief, 0 mighty sage, I cannot bear; 
" Like a bound elephant am I, vain-struggling the cool stream to reach; 
4,  And thou must point the path to rest, the mode deliverance to attain, 
" Who still in all distress hast proved the saviour of lkshwaku's line." 
The Rishi heard the monarch's words, and wrapped in thought profound 

he stood, 
With fixed eyes, a moment's space,— so in a pond might fishes sleep. 
Through deepest meditation's force his fixed mind beheld the cause 
Why failed file mighty monarch's line, and thus the sage addressed the king:— 
" Twas once, when thou hadst been to pay thy worship to the King of Heaven, 
" And back wert speeding, Surablift beneath the kalpavriksha4 stood. 
o To her all worthy of regard thou paid'st not veneration due, 
" For eager wert thou pressing home to join thy spouse so well beloved. 
" ' l)ost thou despise me' ? /she exclaimed;' be without offspring, till thou 

learn' 
• 
	 • 

• The measure in the translation is here Iambic again, and so to the end. In the original it 
never varies. 

t Lokiloka is enlightened on one side, and dark on the other. The actoint given of it in the 
Vishnu Purina is as follows : 

Beyond the sea of fresh water is a region of twice its extent, where the land is of gold, and 
where no living beings reside. Thence extends the Lokeloka mountain, which is ten thou-
nand Yojanas (80,000 miles) in breadth, and as many In height; and beyond It, perpetual darkness 
invests the mountain all around which darkness is again encompassed by the shall of the egg. 

Wilson's Viak. Fur. p. 202. 
t'Or Riroadhenn, the cow of plenty, who gratifies all the wishes of her owner. 
g. A tree that yields every thing desired. 
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"' My offspring to revere;' even so lighted on thee her withering curse. 
9" Loud sporting were the elephants amid the Ganga's heavenly stream, 
" And nor by thee, 0 king, the curse, nor by thy charioteer, was heard ; 
" Yet 'tis for that impiety that all thy hopes have blasted been, 
" Pay worship wheresoe'er 'tis due, or bid adieu to happiness. 
" To yield the offering needed for Varuna's lengthened sacrifice, 
" Now deep she dwells in Pita's, whoa doors fierce serpents strictly guard; 
" But, monarch, to her offspring here pay withthy spouse the reverence meet ; 
" Hike shall but propitious prove, she too is Surabhf to thee." 
Forth stepped the blameless Nandani from out the wood while thus he spoke— 
The cow whose milk the sage employed to offer holy sacrifice. 
Brown was her hue, all beautiful, soft, polished, like the freshest spray; 
Gleamed on her forehead a white mark, as the new moon in twilight gleams. 
Whene'er she to her young one turned, her warm milk streamed upon the 

ground 
As from al fount,—'twas holier far than water in the sacrifice. 
The dust excited by her hoofs the body'  f the monarch touched,. 
And gave a purity as if the king had bathed in holiest spot. 
Right joyfully the awful sage beheld the beautiful in form, 
And thus addressed his royal guest no longer doomed to blighted hope. 
" Know, monarch, thy deliverance comes, I see I tee it close at hand, 
" Since thus at once, when called by name, bliss-giving Surabhf has come. 
" Living on 'what the woodland yields, her must thou follow step by step, 
" As students science' footsteps track, even so must thou propitiate her; 
" Move onwards, when she moves; when'er she rests, rest thou beside her 

there ; 
" Recline, when she is pleased to coueh ; drink, whensoe'er thou see'at her 

drink. 
" And to the border of the wood, let thy queen also follow her, 
"With punctual care, at noon ; and so, still meet her in the even tide. 
"Thus shalt thou yield her reverence meet, till she shall all .  propitious prover 
" Success attend thee ! Be thou first of all who bear a father's name." 

" So be it " Humbly, with these words, the prudent monarch with his spouse 
Like meek disciple bending low, received his holy master's word.  
Then did the holy awful sage, when even's darkening hour arrived, 
Dismiss the monarch to repose, whom brighter hopes were cheering now. 
All boundless was that sage's power, yet, lest the holy rite be marred, 
Thoughtful, he but the simplest means prepared the monarch to receive, 
He pointed out a hut of leaves; soon entered it 'the king and queen : 
And while the sage's pupils there in holy studies passed the night,— 
Where kus'a grass bestrewed the floor, full sweetly slept the ;oyal pair.' 

• The last three lines correspond to two in the original, the tact shloka of which is in a long-
er measure than the rest or the book. The addition o tone or two longer stanzas at the end is 
frequent. it may be compared to the use of the Alexandrine in English metres. 
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V I.—Botany of the Bombay Presidency. 

The followingnotice, by Sir H. J. Hooker, of the late Mr. Graham's 
Catalogue of Bombay Plants, extracted from the Journal of Botany for 
1841, will interest such of the readers of this Journal as know that work, 
or who take an interest in Botany or in Agri-Horticultural improve-
ment. Of no part of India is the Botany so little known, as of the Bom-
bay territories; but it is hoped, that an improved and greatly extended cat-
alogue will soon be published by a gentleman well qualified for the task, 
to whom much of the value of Mu. GRAHAM'S work is due.—En. 

" A Catalogue of the PLANTS growing in BOMBAY AND ITS VICI-

NITY, spontaneous, cultivated, or introduced, as far as they have been 
ascertained. By JOHN GRAHAM, Bombay, 1839." 

" Besides the late John Graham, Esq, Deputy Post Master General of 
the Bombay Presidency, whose name stands as the author of this catalogue, 
Joseph Nimmo, Esq. of Bombay, has been long known as deeply in-
terested in the Botany of Western India, and with both of them we have 
enjoyed correspondence. The MS. of this work in question was pre-
sented to the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Bombay in 1838, 
accompanied by the following letter, addressed to James Little, Esq. 
Secretary to the Society. 

" Sir, I beg to present to our Society a list of the vegetable prodiic-
tions of the Bombay Presidency, and to signify my willingness, to see it 
correctly through the press, should the Society deem it worthy of publi-
cation. It has been drawn up with great care, through the assistance of 
Mr. Nimmo, and not a single plant is put down which has not been seen 
and examined by one or other of us. I need hardly say that such a list 
is much wanted by all who pay any attention to the study of botany, and 
will save much time and trouble in consulting books and figures. 

I am &c. &c. 
John Graham, 

Member of the .Rgric. and Hortic. Society. 
" The Committee o;:o' the Society promptly and libenlly accepted the 

offer, and the.printing of the catalogue had proceeded under Mr. Gra-
ham's superintendence, as far as the 200th page, when death terminated 
his labours. The remainder has been completed, the preface tells us, 
under the superintendence of Mr. Nimmo, who has been for many, years 
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•a zealous and successful labourer in the same field of science, and who* 
has given the gratifying assurance, that he will continue to dedicate his time 
to the investigation of this hitherto neglected part of India, much of which 
still remains unexplored, and that he will print supplements to their cata-
logue from time to time, as additional species and additional information 
present themselves. Various have ben the assistance and contributions 
received from different sources towards promoting the interests of this 
volume, but acknowledgements are more especially expressed to Mr. 
Law of the Civil Service, together with Drs. Lush, Gibson, Murray, 
and Heddle of the Medical Establishment, with all of whom the au-
thor was in constant correspondence and from whom he received very 
important aid. • With regard to Mr. Graham himself, we learn that he 

.1.  
was a native of Dumfries-shire, and that he arrived in India in 1828, un- 
der the patronage of the late Sir John Malcolm, who was at that time 
Governor of the Bombay Presidency, and that he was honored with 
his friendship, and esteem, and resided in his family until he was 
nominated by him Deputy Post Master General, an appointment he held 
till the period of his death. He possessed a combination of qualities 
which peculiarly fitted him for that Office. The performance of his 1ar-
duous duties, indeed, left him little leisure for the prosecution of his fa-
vorite pursuit; but the few and brief opportunities which were afforded 
him, were eagerly seized and improved ; and one of the objects he had 
most at heart, while Superintendent of the Society's Garden, shortly after 
its establishment, was to store it with an extensive assortment of rare 
wild, as well as useful Indian plants, chiefly collected by himself. He 
expired at Khandalla, the favorite scene of his botanical researches, on 
the 28th of May, 1839, at the age of 34, after only a few days illness. 
The intelligence of his decease was received at eery  station within the 
Presidency with an almost universal feeling of sorrow and regret, and 
his friends have testified their admiration of his character, and their grief 
for his death, by the erection of a handsomeemonument over.  his grave. 

To Mr. Nimmo, this country, Britain, and the Glasgow Botanic 
Garden in partisialf r, is indebted for the introduction of several rare and 
beautiful Indian plants, amongst them the singular Impatiens Sea-
pifiora (W. and A.) in the Botanical Magazine, tab. 5387, the 

. splendid Habenaria Gigantea, (Bot. Mag. t. 3374) the Habenaria 
Goody eroides, (Bci. Nag. t. 3397.) and many others. 
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6 	The arrangement of the work under notice is that of *De Condolle's 
Prodronzus, and the number of species, including Ferns, is 1799, ex-
clusive however of several new plants mentioned hi the supplements, and 
some new genera. The book is much more than a catalogue ; there are 
tolerably copious synonyms, references to figures, remarks on the uses, 
properties, &c. and frequent poetiii and classical allusions and charac-
ters of the new species. That such a publication in the Presidency it-
self will tend materially to promote the study of the Botany of the Wes-
tern side of India, we cannot for a moment doubt ; nor that this stimu-
lus will induce many, who have the inclination and the opportunity, to 
explore the great chain of the Ghauts, (which could not fail to yield an 
abundant harvest) and much interesting country to the north of Bombay, 
particularly Guzerat, Cutch, and the great sandy deserts bordering on the 
Sindy and on Moultan." 

VII.—Ehrenberg on the Formation of the Coral Islands and 
Coral Banks in the Red Sea. Concluded from page 136. 

HISTORICAL ACCOUNT. 

The most ancient accounts of corals being masses of rock, refer to 
those of the Red Sea, and to the dangers said to be incurred near them on 
voyages from North Africa to India, which attracted the attention of na-
tions in very remote ages. It is, nevertheless, surprising, that there are no 
particular accounts of these coral banks even at the present day. It is 
true Forskal's exertions have thrown some light upon the subject, still 
he has not given us a complete description of these phenomena. He 
merely sketched with a few happy strokes the general appearance and the 
extensive distribution of th? corals, • whilst both before and after his 
time, the animals which form the corals have been treated of with little 
detail, and without order. 

* Descr. animal p. xxix. Montes corallifcri aburbe. IrOr usque ad Ghon-
Warn ripas muniunt submarinas densissime post hanc urbem versus meridiem 
rariores evadunt (an desinant plane nescio), ita nautae, quantumvis timidi et 
inexperti jam securis navigent velis nocturno quoque temporw. Suensia li• 
ttora nesciunt Cotallia. 
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In Lord Vaientia's map of the Red Sea and in other geographical and. 
hydrographical papers, many coral reefs are marked; thus some light is 
thrown upon their extent, but they require further illustration and should 
not be confounded with sand-banks. We had many opportunities of as-
certaining, that they were often marked in wrong situations and in wrong 
directions ; we found also that their folIns were generally given incorrectly. 
It appears that those who have been there and have given us an account 
of their voyages, sailed by these cliffs and islands at high water without 
stopping to examine them, sketching the places pointed out to them by the 
Pilots without perfectly understanding them. As only a few havens 
have be'en accurately examined and are perfectly known, they cannot give 
a clear idea of the whole. * As the interest excited by the descriptions of 
the coralr islands in the Pacific is now so great, we feel assured that an 
account of those in the Red Sea will not be unacceptable. 

The stay of Dr. Hemprich and myself on those coasts, enables us to 
give a more perfect description of these banks. We stayed there eighteen 
months, nine months in 1823 and the beginning of 1824, and the other 
nine in 1825. We spent nearly twelve months on board a vessel in that 
sea, sailing almost through the whole of its extent; we saw a great n 
ber of islands and coral banks, and touched at forty-eight different po nts 
on the coasts for the purpose of examining them accurately. We observ-
ed about 150 different islands and places on the coasts, situated in various 
degrees of latitude, besides those which we examined stretching along the 
coast of Sinaitic Arabia, nearly 200 miles in length. We also made a 
collection of the different species of coral animals which we found on the 
coral banks, nearly the whole of which we presented to the Royal Muse-
um; and which contains 110 different species, consequently nearly 3 times 
as many as those collected and described by Shaw, Forskal, Savigny and 
Rfippell together. The knowledge of the formation of corals in the Red 
Sea, thus gained by labor attended with considerable danger, is, 1 trust 
sufficiently accurate, to render the followingi just account of the subject. 

s 

General description of the extent of Coral Banks in the Red Sea. 
• • 

The Red Sea if compared with the Mediterranean, Baltic, and North 
Sea and the Atlantic ocean with their coasts, appears to Europeans to dif- 

* The chart of this sea by the officers of the Indian Navy was not published 
when these observations were written. — Edit. 

16 
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li fer from them in having all its shores encircled with flat rocky banks". 
which just rise to the surface of the water, but are almost always covered 
with it. They are sometimes found at a great distance from land, and as 
they are not easily discernible even when very near, vessels are exposed 
to great danger from them. These banks are always wet even when they 
rise above the surface of the water and become visible ; the Arabs call 
them Shaelie, in the plural Shaebin, to distinguish them from islands which 
they call Gesire, in the plural, Gesirat. With the exception of Suez, Tor 
and Yambo, there are very few havens in the Red Sea which allow even the 
Native craft to anchor near the shore, on account of the flat banks of rock 
which often stretch out a quarter to half a mile, and are covered with little 
water, or are quite dry at low ebb ; it happens frequently that the crew 
cannot even go on shore in small boats owing to the shallowness of the 
water, but are obliged to leave the boats a great distance from land, mak-
ing them fast to rocks and anchors, while they themselves wade a consi-
derable distance through the water to reach the land. When we visited 
these shores the crew usually carried us,,  with our arms and luggage, on 
their backs to the land and back for a mere trifle. 

Besides this rocky beach which is evidently connected with the main-
land, upon which there are occasional hills formed by the sand drifted 
from the shore, there are other flat rocks scattered at small distances in,  
the sea; these being rather lower than the rocky beach, are covered with 
water, and between it and them, there are channels containing one, and 
sometimes two fathoms of water, formed by the waves which break over 
them ; here small vessels may safely anchor. These rocks which rise from 
the bottom of the sea are covered with corals, they form indeed the coral 
banks of the Red Sea ; they are sometimes found in one unbroken chain 
near the coast, sometimes they run in parallel lines into the sea. In the 
most violent storms, vessels which are on the leeside of these coral banks 
may be considered out of hanger, as they may be secured in various man-
ners with iron hooks, chains ropes and anchors.• These reefs are some- 

.. 	times very tong, and v?ssels which are driven by violent winds and some-
times by currents so near them that the rudder and. siails are rendered 
useless by the force of breakers, are inevitably lost, the-  rising surf throw-
ing them against the rocks and thus dashing them to pieces. I shudder 
when I remember the danger to which I was personally exposed when our 
ship Was sailing from Suez to Jedda; we were driven in broad daylight on. 
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. one of these small reefs near Wush, notwithstanding the continued exer-a  
tions of the crew ; three shocks which the vessel received by three waves 
carrying us over the bank, made us every moment expect certain destruc-
tion. Happily there was sufficient water on the reef to bear the vessel, so 
that the fourth wave carried us again into the deep water where we were 
kept in dreadful suspense for three hours, until it was ascertained that the 
vessel was merely shaken but not broken. Sheikh Imam Abdallah, a 
man with snow-white hair, who was on a pilgrimage to Mecca received 
in solemn silence the blessings and the tears of gratitude of 50 persons, 
who ascribed their deliverance to his presence. 

These reefs are most numerous on the Arabian coast, half way down 
the Red Sea. From Tor in the Bay of Suez down to Camfuda in Arabia 
Felix,. all we saw were of the same form ; but this formation of coral banks 
becomes more rare both in the north part of the Red Sea from Tor to 
Suez, and in the south part from Camfuda to Mocha; in the south we saw 
only one of this description a little north from Nakuhs. This the Arabs 
affirm to be the last; they call it therefore Shaeb-el-Chassa. We could 
not ascertain for ourselves that there were, indeed, so few coral banks in 

c

they the southern part of the Red Sea, but the seafaring men told us that  
could sail day and night both from Suez to Tor, and from Camfu to 
Mocha, while no Arab vessel which keeps the coast in view, ventures to 
sail by night in the whole middle part from Tor to Camfuda. As sudden 
storms frequently rise and there are but few secure places for casting an-
chor, broad daylight is required in order to put in to any port. 

The depth of the middle part of the Red Sea is so great that an an-
chor cannot be cast there, and this causes such tremendous waves to rise 
on a stormy day, that no vessel without a deck can resist them. I do not 
recollect to have seen such a rough sea and such high waves in any other 
sea with which I am personally acquainted, and which are the Mediter-
ranean, the Adriatic, the North Sea, the Baltic and the Caspian Sea near 
Astrachan, although I have had many stormy days on the fgur first men-
tioned seas, and make full allowance for the small size of the vessels used 
by me on the Rekl.Sea. 

The highest waves I have ever seen, I found in the deep sea be-
tween Sherm-el-Sheik, the isle of Tiran and Ras Mohammed at the en-
trance of the bay of A kaba, where also according to seafaring men no 
bottom is found at a depth of 100 fathoms. We did not meet with such 
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• 
high waves in the southern part of the Red Sea, although on my return • 
from Abyssinia I had to endure a severe storm for three days. 

I had also sufficient opportunity of ascertaining that there is no want 
of coral banks in those regions, for when we crossed the sea from the A-
rabian isle Camaran to Dhalac, we met with coral banks near every island 
and with several detached coral rocks, nearly the whole of which were 
covered with water, and consequently would be reckoned amongst the 
most dangerous in the Red Sea if they were situated in the track of 
vessels. I am therefore of opinion, that the inconsiderable depth of the 
sea * and the want of high waves rather than the want of coral rocks 
are the causes, why seafaring men sail with greater security in Yemen. In 
this general description of the coral banks of the Red Sea, I cannot o-
mit noticing that in the middle and deepest part of this large sheet of 
water from Djedda in Arabia to Cosseir in Africa, not a single coral bank 
is to be found. On my return from Yemen to Cossier I was on board the 
large Egyptian Brig El-Kandil, which, on account of its having a deck 
and being commanded by a Grecian Captain, sailed on the high sea out of 
sight of land. Contrary winds obliged us to tack for twelve days and 
nights, notwithstanding this, we did not meet with a single coral reef on 
this voyage, the captain steered the vessel towards evening in the direction 
of the Arabian coast, and during the night he sailed into the high sea in 
the direction of the African coast. The only rocks which we saw in the 
high sea was in the latitude of Cosseir itself ; it was the isle Fennatir, con-
sisting of two rocks ; northward of this island more isles and rocks gradu-
ally make'their appearance which allow the entrance of native vessels into 
the bay of Suez only at day-light. In a similar manner do the islands of Ti-
ran and Barkan with other neighboring coral reefs block up the entrance 
into the bay of Akaba ; Fennatir however is no coral bank but consists of 
two small rocks rising above the surface of the water. 

If you look at the shores of the Arabian sea and compare with them 
the coral rocks and isles of the same, you will find that where the water 

• is shallow, there coral links and isles abound, but that not a single coral 
reef rises out of deep water. They are therefore in t 'tater abundance 
in the neighborhood of flat shores, or where it is apparent volcanoes have 

" Don Juam de Castro in 1540 found the depth of the middle of this sou-
thern part only 10 to 11 fathoms. Hist : Gen. des. Voyages 1. 174 ; also Lord 
Valentia in 1804. 
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• produced risings and fillings up of the bottom of the sea. The Arabian 
seamen of Tor told us expressly, that the bay of Suez, in the southern part 
of which there are many large coral banks at some distance from the shore, 
is no where very deep, as they have had occasion to ascertain by casting 
anchors, and more frequently by fishing with angles. According to their 
account, the greatest depth of the bay of Suez in the middle part, does, 
not exceed 50 fathoms ; it is often much less, only 20 to 12 fathoms ; 
farther towards Suez it is only 10, and gradually near the city from 2 
fathoms down to 1 fathom. South of Ras Mahammed a log line of 100 
fathoms deep did not reach the bottom, and deeper measurements were not 
tried. The greatest depth in the large basin or bay of the Pharaoh's 
sea, Birket Firawn, which I myself have measured with a line of 50 fa-
thoms, amounted to 45 fathoms. It is true, from the appearance of Naph-
tha near Gebel Setic (mountain of Olives) on the African coast, (I have 
seen such Naphtha in Tor and observed the rocks of Gebel Setic at a dis-
tance) which is in thee same latitude as the numerons coral banks of the 
bay, the hot wells near Hamam Firawn, and the warm wells near Tor as 
also the mountainous region abounding with black rock, which Burkhardt 
says he saw near Ras Mahammed, but which we did not find, we 111.ve 
reason to conclude that there have been volcanoes, and may still be 
in the neighborhood. It is probable that the reason of there being many 
more small islands and rocks scattered along the coast of Arabia than on 
that of Africa, is that the whole of the coast is of a more volcanic nature. 
That this is the case was an opinion entertained by Leopold Van Buch ; 
and is mentioned at the end of his celebrated work on the Canary islands, 
inferred from the works of former travellers, and which I had occasion 
to place beyond a doubt in a lecture which I delivered at Berlin in the year 
1827, On the character of the Libyan Desert, by adding facts observed 
by myself to what was already known. It is true that the whole Arabi-
an Peninsula presents evidence of former volcanic eruptions which may 
have produced it wholly, or altered its sha'Pe, while none cf these signs 
have as yet been observed on the African coast from Cosseir down to 
Massava, althoueit has been frequently visited by travellers both by 
land and water. It is therefore, probable, that the latter coast has fewer 
coral reefs, and what I saw in the neighborhood of Cosseir, confirms this 
supposition. In the southern part of the Red Sea there is at the present 
time a focus of volcanic activity called Sebahn or Gebel Taer (mountain of 
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'birds, mountain of the monastery). 	Many small coral reef islands are o.  
also found in the midst of the sea, the depth of wIlich is not great. From 

R► 	the middle part of the Red Sea to Cosseir there being no volcanoes, the 
water is very deep and quite free from islands and coral banks. The 
coast near Suez has no coral reefs and is level. 

On the formation and peculiar shape of the Coral Banks of the 
Red Sea. 

All coral banks in the Red Sea have something characteristic. Their 
tops are flat and tun parallel with the surface of the water. They never 
form indented cliffs above the level of the sea. Their tops lie from be. 
tween to 2 fathoms below the surface of the water, and at low water one 
or more small points appear which with every fresh wind are covered by 
waves. These points are but small loose masses of rock of a darkish 
color ; they are never corals but always fragments of a very hard lime. 
stone with a slaty fracture. They often appear to be beacons planted 
there on purpose, and often may be used as such; but we had opportunity 
to ascertain that the greater part of them were no artificial beacons, there 
being numerous similar points close by. The greater part of all such 
coral reefs, of which a few stones only rise above the sea, is a few feet be-
low the surface of the water. We never saw local elevations of the 
height of a couple of fathoms ; we never met with any thing like raised 
mountains except they were islands containing no corals whatever. I 
never could find any fragments of coral on the surface of all the many flat 
and elevated islands visited by me, neither could I see any meadows or 
fields of dead but well preserved coral animals, as Forster, Vancouver and 
Peron found in the South Sea, and which the latter ventured to describe 
not as a volcanic product but as a production of the receding sea. 

The shape of the coral/ banks in the Red Sea is not circular with a lake 
in the middle, as it has been qbserved in the South Sea. The pemiliarity 
of Australian reefs which was first noticed by Flinders, namely that the 
part exposed to the high sea and the breakers is always.higher than that 
to the leeward, cannot be applied to the coral reefs of the Red Sea. It 
is true the sides of all coral banks are irregularly indented ; but we found 
them almost always in straight lines ; we never saw one side of them very 
remarkably elevated, although in the Red Sea too there is a certain regu- 
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laxity in the winds, and the north winds are decidedly the most prevail-
lent there. We never paw the outer edge of the reefs elevated even when 
exclusively exposed to breakers and stormy waves ; on the contrary I 
have often found this outer edge sloping and gradually deepening. This 
is partly the case with the coral bank which forms the haven of Tor, 

The characteristic form of the coral banks of the Red Sea is rather long, 
fringe-like, and tabular. Generally speaking these coral banks form the 
edge of the coast, but they are also found in numbers at a distance of sev-
eral miles from the shore, rising out of the high sea ; still as many as 
we closely examined, seemed to run parallel with the coast, and thus ap-
peared to be connected with it'at their basis. I do not remember to have 
seen a single reef among the number of those examined by us which runs 
at a right angle with the coast; it is true we met with some whose banks 
differed little in length and breadth, but also these sometimes show their 
affinity with those of a fringe-like form, as they are placed together in 
rows and form, one fringe often broken but still retaining on the whole 
the same character as the others. 

The Arabian coral banks besides their being flat, Tong and running pa-
rallel with the coast, have this peculiarity, that the water is extremely sleep 
on the side towards the open sea, so that the depth of the sea sometimes 
exceeds a hundred fathoms. The coral banks forming the immediate 
edge of the coast so as to be united with the shore, have of course but 
one fall towards the sea, which usually is very deep close to the edge. 
The rocks which rise from the open sea have on account of their long and 
narrow shape, properly speaking, only two declivities, one towards the coast, 
the other towards the open sea. The declivity of the broad flat coral 
reef is often gradually sloping. The sea towards the shore is generally 
not very deep, so that larger vessels avoid as much as possible to sail be-
tween the reefs and the shore. However, middle sized vessels and 
small craft prefer sailing between the coral reefs, as the sea being less 
agitated, permits them often for many mile* to make the pest of every 
favorable breeze, and in case a storm should• arise, havens are close at hand. 
On the other hand, they Iose also in speed as they have to follow the 
windings of the coast, and in case of a contrary wind they can make but 
little progress by tacking.• The depth of the water on the outer edge of 
the reefs is, generally, the greater the more distant these are from the 
shore, and sometimes even close to it, the bottom cannot be fathomed. 
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During a stay of seven months at Tor, I became well acquainted with the 
fisherman Maallem Ansaree, (Master Ansaree,) a very respectable and 
experienced old man, who was afterwards created presbyter of the little 
place. He has an excellent fishing apparatus, and I induced him to meas-
ure the bottom of the sea a second time. At some of his experiments I 
myself was present in his boat. The flat top of the coral reef which 
forms the haven of Tor is longer than broad, and is covered in the win-
ter at low water with four feet and at high water with eight feet, but 
in summer at low water often with eight feet and at high water 
with twelve feet of water. It is obvious that the bottom is formed 
by a rock running from the northern end of the Bay in a souther-
ly direction, because on that spot near the fort a modern limestone 
(Tertiary) is found which also forms the edge of the coral bank. 
The haven or the sea within the reef towards the land, has in its greatest 
depth eight to nine fathoms of water. The reef is about three times as 
long as wide, has a gradual and no rapid fall towards the land, but its de-
clivity towards the sea is generally very abrupt, and at a short distance the 
water is 50 fathoms deep. The reef falls in an oblique direction towards 
the shore, but there is no ridge on the side towards the sea, but above 
down to the middle there is a flat tabular plain, and although on the side 
towards the sea the depth of the water increases rapidly, still its declivity 
is not perpendicular. Near the southern point of the reef there is a heap 
of loose stones and fragments of coral, which rises above the surface of 
the water and serves instead of an artificial beacon. 

Of the influence of Geological relations upon the Isles and 'Coral 
Banks of the Red Sea. 

Wherever in modern times, a strict examination has been instituted, 
there it has been found, that the most intimate connection existed be-
tween the islands and the coral reefs, and this we found to be the case in 
the Red sea.. The whole of tfae coral reefs examined by ourselves, with-
out one exception, owe their peculiar shape, not merely to the small petri-
fying animals which we call corals, but more particularly to the geologi-
cal conditions of the coast and the bottom of the sea. We noticed every 
where, except where sand, corals and depth of water rendered all ob-
servation impossible, that the basis of all risings from the bottom of the 
sea, which, when islands were covered with sand, or when coral banks 
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with corals, consisted either of a volcanic product or of a very hard, and ° 
sometimes a soft porous limestone, which was evidently formed from ce-
mented fragments of small animals, but whose special ingredients it was 
impossible to determine. It was evident that these rocks had no direct 
connection with the shells and corals which lived upon Ahern. 

I describe first the islands of volcanic rock. 	We touched only at 
two islands which were evidently called into existence by volcanic activi-
ty, namely at the Arabian island Ketumbul in the southern part of the 
Red Sea, between Camfuda and Gisan. The whole is one indented co-
nic rock,consisting of lava which is partly decayed, and appears to have 
formed the northern edge of a submarine crater which has long been ex-
tinguished. The other island we visited was the Abyssinian island Hu-
akel, which is situated still more to the south and contains mountains. 
I examined them only on the north-west side; they consisted of rock 
something like burnt jasper without lava or basalt. From both I have 
brought specimens of rock. Ketumbul rises about 300 feet, and Huakel 
150, from the level of the sea. Both are encircled by corals which do 
not appear to participate in the peculiarities of these islands. From a 
distance we noticed the volcanic island Gebel Taer or Sebahn, which is la 
mountain of inconsiderable height (only about 150 feet) without any dil-
tinguishing mark. Its centre rises in a peak sloping gradually on the 
west and north side. There are no other volcanic islands in the Red 
Sea, nearly the whole extent of which we have examined. 

The more lofty islands were formed of a very white limestone or lime-
tuff, which we found sometimes hard and somtimes porous, or of a ter-
tiary sandstone; the former sometimes in strata as upon the islands 
Barkan and Sanafer in the north, and Cameran, Belhosse, Dhalac, Mas-
sava and Farsan in the south of the Red Sea. Tiran the largest of these is-
lands is situated at the entrance of the bay of Akaba, and consists of a 
singular and fantastic rock. The greatest mountain on the island is 
barren and very perpendicular towards the no., rising about §00 feet. It 
contains a field of gypsum, covered with a coating of gypsum like Berg-
Will,* which is found sometimes in very large masses, and sometimes in 
the form of a cracked and very soft crust, which gives no firm footing but 
crumbles into white powder. On the side towards the shore it is accessi- 

Mountain Meal. 
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• ble and not very perpendicular. I managed to climb it as far as the. 
middle, but on account of the rock being so soft I found it a difficult and 
rather dangerous task. The lower part of it is a.  conglomerate of sand-
stone, and on the east side there are very hard rocks of a tertiary compact 
limestone. 

Respecting the numerous small and flat islands which scarcely appear 
above the surface of the sea, and which seem so very much like the co-
ral banks, we found that many of those which we visited had a foundation 
of a very hard rock, which is almost constantly under water, while the up-
per parts of the islands were more or less elevated sand hills. We no-
ticed this especially at Reman at the entrance of the bay of Akaba, at 
Samak north-west of Cumfuda, at Ras Kafil at the same place, at Or-
muk and Badie between Loheie and Cameran, and at Sheik Said near 
Massava. On other islands these rocky places became visible and near-
ly dry at ebb tide. There is an almost innumerable multitude of similar 
islands on the Arabian Coast. Many of them we closely inspected; 
they vary so little in their nature from those we above described, that 
we did not think it worth the time, the trouble, and the danger always 
connected with it, to subject them to a particular examination. 

I proceed to describe the shape of a few islands. It is for the most 
part roundish, and they rarely possess creeks; they generally extend in 
straight lines which meet at angles (forming tongues of land) or they 
have undulatory outlines, but others are longish; still we did not find the 
more elevated parts running in a paralellism with the coast, but, as is the 
case with the double island Hassani and Libbehn, they separate from the 
coast in right angles, while the submarine rocks which accompany the is- 
lands run in an opposite direction. 	The two groups of islands Farsan 
and Dhalac, appeared to me remarkable ; they lie opposite each other and 
almost in the same latitude in the southern part of the Red Sea, but they 
are low and probably consi4t of a number of small islands round a larger, 
without the least vestige of Volcanic rock. Again there are three islands 
which have a semicirctIlar or horse shoe-like shape, caused by deep inlets. 
Sanafer at the entrance of the bay of Akaba and BaVe.not far from Ca-
meran in the south, together with Havakel on the Abyssinian coast ap-
pear to be the only ones which approach the shape of a ring. Perhaps 
the lava island Ketumbul may be counted among them, if a few small 
rocks which are in the neighborhood are taken into the landscape. The 
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.two last mentioned islands evidently contain volcanic rocks, and we' 
therefore need not wonder at their kettle like shape, which rather confirms 
the opinion that they have been formed by volcanoes ; but with regard 
to the islands of Sanafer and Badie, this shape alone certainly does not 
authorise us to infer that they owe their existence to similar causes. 
They do not contain the least trace of volcanic rock, although Badie on 
account of the small quantity of land, has a remarkable shape not very 
unlike that of a ring. I walked all over it and saw in some places, at 
ebb tide, the flat limestone which is here so generally met with, but no 
other mineral; the plain which is raised and convex, is covered with 
driftsand and fragments of the same decayed limestone. Sanafer has 
only one deep bay running from south to north, and the limestone rocks 
are more lofty and are divided into two groups • with gradual declivities 
of decayed rock, without any other characteristic. If the number or 
circular islands in the Pacific were not greater, it is not likely that 
travellers would have been struck with the shape, and laid it down as a 
rule for the formation of islands and coral banks, and if their volcanic 
character were not evident, modern travellers would not have expressed 
themselves so decidedly in favor of it, as a different opinion was thin 
generally prevailing. - 

The limestone of the flat and small islands which are often encircled 
by a comparatively very broad margin of submarine corals, differs not 
from that of the more lofty islands. It is often evidently nothing but 
cemented and hardened sand. The colour of this mineral under water, 
or a little above it, was generally ash-grey or blackish, but on all the some-
what higher islands, or even on those which were only a few feet above the 
surface of the water, the colour was brilliant, white and chalky. Some-
times horizontal stripes were seen in it, which seem to indicate a. deposit 
from the water. I have deposited a specimen of this rod in the king of 
Prussia's Museum of Minerals. The larger islands Farsan, Phalac and 
Cameral, * consist entirely of this rock andsa layer of driftsand, with 
a small quantity of mould. This rock loosened in flat slabs from 
rocky banks whict tre quite flooded only at high tide or from submarine 
coral reefs, which are never free from water, were covered with corals • 

" This description of Carneran is not very clear or accurate; that island 
consists of a mass of recent shells of all sizes and of corals cemented into a 
hard rock, wpich rests on a red argillaceous limestone with small shells. Edit. 
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'but were by no means corals themselves. But these stones were often, 
even when of a thin flat shape, so hard that nothing could break them 
but continual and forcible blows of a hammer. But the rocks exposed 

,. to air and sun, though in their nature the same and connected with those 
described above, were generally very soft, or had retained their hardness 
only in a few places. The water has sometimes washed out these lime-
stone rocks so that they are perforated like a net and have very sharp 
corners, which together with the dark colour makes them look like lava- 
stones, though this is not the case. 	On fracture the white colour is 
seen, and the fine fragments of shells, &c. clearly show their real nature, 
but large petrifactions are very rarely found in them. 

There is another characteristic connected with the formation of islands 
in the Red Sea, which is not without influence upon the formation of 
coral reefs. All islands which stood as firm rocks out of the sea, had no 
prominent coral banks on the sea side, but however different their geologi-
cal character was, they were all perpendicular on the sea side, and on the 
land side there was a flat elevated piece of land annexed to it, around 
which corals formed a broad margin. This is the case with the island 
Tiran, which is formed of tertiary rock ; this is the case with the lava 
island Ketumbul ; this also is the case with the islands Barkan, Sanafer, 
Hassani and Belhosse which are formed of "limituff." 	The flat sandy 
pieces of land of the former islands runs north-east in the direction of 
Arabia, but those of Belhosse run south-west in the direction of Africa. 
This seems to show that the sea, which is comparatively deep in the 
north-easterly direction has completely washed away the upper part of the 
island, as far as the rock, which protects, as it were the other flat part 
of the island to a certain distance. 	Such appearances should not be re- 
garded as unimportant when the question is about the formation of coral 
reefs, as they show in a striking manner that their formation may vary 
considerably. With regard to the accumulation of sand, I could not help 
comparing these appendixesof the Arabian islands with the sand fields 
attached to the Abyssitlian rocks, which I have described in my pamphlet 
on the character of the African deserts. Just as in the Abyssinian de-
setts, the prevailing north wind causes the sand to accumulate in the south-
ern part of the mountainous regions, so is the effect of the waves of the 
Red Sea, which cause the sand to accumulate behind the island, i. e. turn-
ed away from the prevailing breakers, as in the above case from the ditec- 
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ti tion of the prevailing wind. 	From this description it is clear that Geo, 
logy has much to do with the formation of the flat islands,. as well as of 
the coral banks of the'Red Sea. 

Of the influence of Coral Animals upon the Rock/ banks of 
the Red Sea. 

Stone-forming coral animals cover the surface of all the rocks in the 
Red Sea beginning at the middle part of the Bay of Suez, but are not 
found on the sands. The first impression of the traveller is, that these 
animals have built the whole of these rocks. 	In the first part of this 
work I 'have described the strikingly pleasing effect, which large fields 
of coral reef have, when seen under favorable circumstances at low water 
and in a 4aiet sea; how they appear like meadows covered with flowers, 
in the midst of which the bark is gliding along, without our knowing indeed 
which of these flowers to contemplate most, and of which to take a draw-
ing and fix in colours, as the next often seems to be more brilliant than 
its neighbour ; and not rarely the most beautiful are beyond our reach, or 
it is dangerous to get out, as the edges of the coral may break and you are 
precipitated into gaping clefts or at least seriously hurt. When disturb-
ed, almost all of them are nothing but a brown, indented, leafed( or 
melon-like limetuff, the examination and contemplation of which is really 
tiresome, although the individual forms appear so wonderful. 

Wherever we examined isolated coral reefs which were always covered 
with water, we found on their surface, which are flat, and have only holes 
and clefts here and there, but are upon the whole pretty even, trunks of 
coral animals and trees of branch corals all alive, mixed together like flo-
wers in the field. Here also some forms always predominated, but never 
to the exclusion of the rest. In this sheet of coral there was nothing even 
similar to our heaths or pine forests. There were madrepora, heteropora, 
millepora, astrece, favia, caryophyllia, maeandrias, pocillapora, and ste-
phanocora, &c. alike large and plentiful, intermined usually, with giant-
shells, pearl-shells, fungia, sea-hedge hogs, fishes and hdlothuria ; and 
upon those thatv/ere dead we found a large number of zoanthinia, ac-
tinia, xenis, and halcyonia, with an immense quantity of annulata and 
turbellaria. Round the foot of the coral trees there was often a white 
limestone sand. 

Separate branches of corals were usually found so firmly adhering to 
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achard rock or to other dead corals, that we required hammer and chisel 
to loosen them under the water; often it was necessary to do this with 
all our might : on all such excursions we wore bathing-dresses. But oc-
casionally these branches of corals could also be moved and loosened 
without force, they were growing upon pieces of dead corals which were 
lying in the sand. I never found more than three generations growing one 
upon another. I have rarely found fragments of much decayed corals 
upon which were other fragments of corals, which had grown after them 
and also decayed, and connected with these a third generation of an en- 
tirely different species in full vigor. 	None of these ever formed high 
:masses, neither do they appear to have been adhering to any rock; and 
this perhaps has been the reason that former generations have perished. 
I have never seen masses formed by the gradual growth of different ge-
nerations one upon another reach a height, which might not be attained by 
a single branch of the same species without a foundation of any extrane-
ous matter. But almost every where on knocking off branches of coral, 
I met with that limestone tuff which forms the bases and' mountains of 
most of the islands, and is one of the general formations of the moun-
tains on the earth. I have never observed in the Red Sea, masses of 
rock, which showed by entire coral branches embedded in them in a per-
pendicular manner, that the sand washed by the sea between these coral 
branches had filled up their interstices, in consequence of which these 
coral branches remained unbroken, only covered with a cement, like pe-
trified trunks of trees or like insects in amber. But yet if this process 
In nature, which is described to be so grand in the Pacific, is really true, I 
must have often seen it in the Red Sea. 

Nor did I by any means find the outer edge of every coral reef, or the 
point which had to resist the whole force of the most furious surge, 
destitute of live corals, but just in these places this animal life was 
thriving in its most pleasing and grand form. But there were usually 
no corals to be found in the other edge of rocky islands, rising pet+pen-
dicular above tie sea from a great depth, the rebounding surge being too 
furious; whilst high wavbs generally flow over the coral ,reef and thus 
lose all retiring force. 

There is no doubt that coral animals contribute to the growth of 
coral reefs also in the Red Sea ; but I am perfectly convinced that this is 
not done in masses and layers. This growth appears to be rather the 
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work of the individual animal and his family. The ease of these corais 
is similar to that of dead plants and trees. The former do not actually 
increase the quantity of mould, not the latter of decayed wood to the 
whole height of their bulk so that new generations would grow upon the 
old ones. A few feet of mould indicate thousands of years and of ex-
tinguished generations : just so a few inconsiderable marks would show 
that hundreds of years had been required to increase the height of coral 
reefs. Besides I am inclined to believe, that coral animals rather con-
tribute to the protection and preservation of the islands than to their 
growth. 

FrOm accurate observation of individual coral animals, I have come to 
the conclusion, that every single coral branch is neither an individual ani-
mal who6e life has a certain central point, nor a common dwelling for a 
number of animals whose age and decay could bring sudden destruction 
upon all. In both cases it would be possible that a coral branch should 
suddenly lose his common life and appear like a dead tree. This is con-
trary to what I have experienced, and consequently all that has been in-
ferred from it is incorrect. The coral branch forms a whole, bound to-
gether by knots according to certain laws, whose parts are a great nhm-
ber of organic individual animals, which cannot separate themselv4 at 
will, but are connected together by parts not essential to their individual 
life. The blossom's of a tree are similar to a coral family in appearance, 
but in their nature there is a great and marked difference between the in-
separate life of the individual blossoms on a tree, and the perfectly sepa-
rate organie life of the flower-like animals in corals. ' Every individual 
animal blossoms in its perfect state, and in the event of a forcible separa-
tion can lose all the remaining parts of his family structure, and by the 
developement of eggs and formation of knots become the author of a 
new structure. The stem of the plant is an essential part of the blos-
som, which, if severed from it, would fade and die, and on the other hand 
the blossoms are not essential parts of th%stem, the life of which would 
not be destroyed in case of their being forcibly separated Prom it. 	But 
the life of coraj animals is never destroyed when the stein is broken and — 
separated, and the individual animals can continue to exist and propagate 
as was proved long ago by the excellent remarks of Cavolini, and as my 
observations of the anomalous forms wherever the coral branches were 
broken, have confirmed again and again. 	This is the reason why it is 
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almost impossible to destroy live corals when under water, enept when 
they are loose and tossed about by the waves, which injure all the indiv-
idual animals, either by grinding or violently knocking them against the 
sand ; or except when they are by an extraordinary accident suddenly and 
completely covered with sand, or left dry by the retreating waters, or are 
boiled by volcanic heat. These observations and inferences render it 
probable, that the opinion so frequently entertained that coral animals die 
in whole generations, in order that other generations may grow upon their 
ruins, is not according to nature, and therefore I cannot adopt it. 

Here I must not omit mentioning a few other things respecting the 
nature of the coral animals which are by no meats unimportant. I no-
ticed upon the coral reefs of the Red Sea immense blocks of living ma-
eandra and fabia. I could not examine them as they were too large to 
be removed, and as I was several times unsuccessful in my endeavors to 

. knock off a piece under water, although I exerted myself to the utmost, 
and called in the assistance of the natives. I could easily believe, that 
Pharaoh might have seen them, that they were ancient monuments of 
thousands of years standing, and of generations shill more remote; for 
many of them measured more than a fathom and some 11 fathoms in dia-
meter, which considering that they are nearly as round as a ball will make 
them immensely large masses. * 

* According to Monsieur de Blainville, (Diet. des Sciences Naturalles, 
Zoophytes p. 94) Forskal is said to have met with still larger coral blocks 
namely of 25 cubic-feet, but this is an error. Monsieur de Blainville translates 
l'on en Sire des blocs, qui ont vingt—cine piedes at qui ne content cependant 
qu'une piastre caet, but Forskal says pag. 131, Lapides 25 pedem ,(unum) 
cubicum aequantes et e littore transvecti (,) emuntur uno piastro reliq. 

But it appears that Forster has seen the largest coral blocks. Adalb. de 
Chamisso mentions p. 187, blocks of coral often one fathom long and from three 
to four feet thick, but Forster speaks distinctly of coral branches upon Tortoise 
island, which are dead, and have been raised by volcanoes above the surface of 
the water, measuring fifteen feet wide. Forster's travel p. 125." Perhaps Bete-
roper& Palmatac is sometimes sdlarge. I do not recollect to have seen i them 
larger than nine feet in diameter, and those were Daedalina. Madreporina 
were only from four to fide fect in diameter. 21taw says tilt he has seen py-
ramidal Heteropora near Tor, from eight to ten feet high,but believe that he 
was deceived by the depth of water : Voyage dans le Levant II. p.86. These 
colossal forms of the Daedalina, which are the most interesting of the species, 
remain frequently quite unnoticed, because it is impossible to get at them for 
the purpose of examination. 1 myself believe that I was obliged to leave un-
noticed many particular species, perhaps genera, of them. 
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These coral banks which are undoubtedly very ancient, frequently 
formed on the outer edge of the coral reefs the uppermost masses, and 
prove, as it appears tome, that in the whole time which was requisite for 
their growth, the coral reef had not risen higher, as no succeeding genera- 
tion of its species has covered them. 	It is very probable that the origi- 
nal stock continues to live in gigantic family mansions; as I at least con-
vinced myself, that in very considerable blocks the inner regularly built 
and deserted chambers of the more concave stars, as for instance the As-
traea dipsacea, reach down as far alS. the middle of the basis, whilst more 
flat stars drive themselves between these at acute angles, and thus prove 
them to be of a later date. I noticed sometimes in such large blocks a few 
curious hollow places which may have been caused by injuries and th‘ 
death of individual animals, but sometimes such hollow places were again 
covered by knots of the next animals and anew called to life. 

I am convinced that only this individual aggrandizement of the coral 
stock, or this extension of family can be called growth of the coral reefs 
of the Red.  Sea. The loose structure of the branchy heteropora, madre-
pora and millepora cause these species to be less regular and at a certain 
height they become less productive, especially in the formation of cells) as 
old trees grow more slowly than young ones. Perhaps the remotest ge-
nerations of the gigantic Heteropora (madrepora) palmata of the Indian 
Ocean may be found in a quiet colossal whole, which remained undisturb-
ed for thousands of years. 

Farther, in the nature of the coral animals there appears to be some- 
thing very unfavorable to parasitic forms of their own class. 	The lar- 
gest coral stems, however old they may be, are free from all parasites of 
their own species, although they are often bored and molested by balana 
and annulata, and sometimes also by bivalve shells. I do not recollect to 
have seen a single instance where a live coral in the midst of another living 
coral stem has developed itself; therefore in museums the largest and most 
beautiful specimens of maeandra, peteroptbra, pocillopora,.&c. may be 
seen in their perfect state. This unfriendly nature of the coral animals 
is certainly not ,c ,small objection to the opinion, that accumulated genera-
tions of them form islands in the Indian Ocean, as nothing of the kind 
takes place in the Red Sea. 

If I express in a few words the general impression, which the obser-
vation of the influence of the coral animals upon the formation of islands 
in the Red Sea has left upon my mind, it is this; that there is not a single 

18 
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island in a state of growth, but that all are in a state of decay, and that 
consequently the corals do not promote the growth of the island but serve 
only as borders and covers to the submarine rock: Thus it appears that 
the corals do only delay or hinder the total destruction of the islands by 
waves, but do not produce new ones. To this may be attributed the 
opinion that coral animals build as high as the surface of the water ; for 
I think that the corals only prevent the islands which are sunk and in a 
state of decay below the water, from sinking still deeper. 

Concerning the formation of the fossil coral strata which are sometimes 
of an immense size, it is not probable that they are the work of these ani-
mals, but merely an aggregation of masses which have decayed after the 
death of the animals ; for no where does such a stratum appear to be a 
compact, well preserved, coral reef. They are thus formed : The waves 
wash fragments of coral from the reefs and accumulate them in deep basins 
until they form thick strata ; volcanoes may have raised these strata here 
and there, as it sometimes happens with shell fragments, and as they have 
raised whole coral banks of evidently a, single layer high above the sea 
and this in good preservation, as described by Forster and Vancouver. 

Historical sketch connected with the growth of Coral Reefs in the 
Red Sea. 

As mention is often made of the growth of coral reefs, and in the In-
dian Ocean whole Archipelagos and thousands of coral reefs are believed 
to be built by coral animals, and finished by winds and waves, so also it is 
true that navigators and the inhabitants of sea ports in the Red Sea, talk 
of coral reefs growing and havens and straits becoming narrower. My 
experience respecting this matter is as follows. In Tor, where the south 
end of the coral reef which forms the haven, was marked by a small 
heap of stones, I was assured by the old navigator Maallem An-
sari, as well as by the oldest man in the small Greek colony, who soon af-
ter died, that during their life time, of which the latter who was about 60 
years of age, remembered full 50 years, that neither had the signal al-
tered nor the coral reef grown higher, nor had any family tradition to 
this effect been handed down. I have also turned ovef the oldest ac-
counts of sea-faring men respecting this very simple port, and found that 
a description of it given by the Portuguese Don Juan de Castro in the 
year 1541, coincides so fully with my own observations in the year 1823, 
that I am inclined to believe that the coral animals have not exercised 
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any consideralile influence in that spot, although a space of nearly afilw 
years have since elapsed, and every opportunity and accommodation is af-
forded at Tor to the increase of these animals. 

In the same way, the description given at that time of the anchorage 
of Cosseir which has also nothing peculiar, agrees fully with its form as 
seen by ourselves at the present time. I also find the description given by 
de Castro of the three islands near Massava, on the Abyssinian coast, and 
of the Port of Massava fully applicable to their present form and condi-
tion. I will not conceal that when I was at Djedda, the inhabitants of 
the place bitterly complained of the encroachment made by the corals, 
which here blocking up the port; also that I found it difficult, because of 
its complicated form, to compare historical accounts ; but at the same time 
while I do not doubt the fact, I am rather inclined to ascribe it to the en-
croachment of sand and the inconsiderate throwing over board of ballast 
which generally consists of coral blocks, and which is constantly done with 
impunity. The remarks which Forskal makes respecting the increase of 
land on the Arabian coast and near Suez, agree with the opinion of sand 
being accumulated. Near Suez there is no doubt that this is the case. 

ART. VIII. — On the occurrence of Quicksilver in the Lava 
Rocks of Aden. By J. P. MALCOLMSON, M. D., Bombay Me-
dical Establishment. 

To J. G. 1V1ALcoLmsow, Esq. 
Secretary R. A. S. 4.c., Bombay. 

Dear Sir, — I have the pleasure of forwarding to you a specimen of a 
stone containing quicksilver in its metallic state. The stone was found at 
Aden about fifteen feet below the surface, about two hundred yards from 
the beach, by the workmen who were employed in making a road from 
thence through the centre of the projected new cantonments. You will 

• 
observe that globules of the metal are deposited on the surface, adhering 
pretty strongly to what seems a coating of carbonate of lime; this would 
at first view lea to the conclusion that the mercury had been accidentally 
lodged there. On further examination with a glass it will, however, be 
found that small. globules are also thickly disseminated in the interior of 
the stone,—almost every cell containing the metal adhering to its side. 
This induces me to believe that the mercury is not a foreign deposit, but 
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kai been secreted or separated from the stone, as other metals are sup-
posed to have been. The stone is lava, and a large quantity of a similar 
description is found in the hills above the town. 

It is a subject of some interest to have this specimen fully and mi-
nutely examined, it being a very unusual circumstance to find qUicksilver 
in lava or in rocks which are supposed to be of an igneous origin. Its u-
sual habitat being sandstone, slate, sand, &c. 

I shall feel much obliged if you will will examine and let me know 
your opinion regarding the specimen, which is quite at your disposal to 
use as you think proper. 

Believe me to be, 
Dear Sir, yours very truly, 

JOHN MALCOLMSON, Asst. Surg. 
Bombay, 24th August, 1843. 	 Bombay Establishment. 

NOTE BY THE SECRETARY. 

The occurrence of native mercury in the volcanic rocks of Aden was 
first noticed by my friend and namesake Dr. J. P. Malcolmson of the 
Bombay Army, in an official report, an abstract of which was published in 
the Bombay Time. A short time after the appearance of this notice, 
an anonymous correspondent of that papers  stated that the quicksilver 
had found its way accidentally into the porous stones near the harbour, 
and that Dr. M. should have been aware of this. 

When Dr. M. was in Bombay, he presented, at my request, some spe-
cimens of the rock to the Museum of the Asiatic Society, with the above 
account of the locality from which they were procured. From that state-
ment it does not seem probable that the mercury could have been acci-
dentally introduced ; still, as Dr. M. has returned to the spot, he should 
endeavour to place his interesting discovery beyond the reach of doubt. 

The rock certainly does contain a little native mercury, which runs out 
on its being broken. There are however brilliant metallic looking parti-
cles which al% nothing more thancrystals of glassy felspar; and a white 
coating in some of the,  cavities which resembles horn mercury, is perhaps 
a variety of hyalite. 

From the extensive mobility of this metal in its metallic state, there 
is very little prospect of its being found at Aden in sufficient quantity to 
justify attempts at working it, even should it be found in a greater quan-
tity than it has yet been. 
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It does not appear at all improbable, that mercury should be found in• 
a porous volcanic rock such as that of which a great part of the south-
western corner of Arabia is composed. 

The granites of Peyrot in France are said to be impregnated with na-
tive mercury, and in the following extract from a paper read before the 
Academy of Sciences of Paris on the 12th June last, it will be seen, that 
M. Leymerie ascribes to a similar source the native mercury discovered 
in the detrital or tertiary clays, resting on the Jura limestone of Larzac, 
and also near Montpelier, where it was known to the peasants from the 
death of trees whose roots penetrate into it. 

"II' suffit de se rappeler a cet itgard qu'a diverses (Toques, depuis le 
depot et la consolidation du terrain jurassique qui constitue le Larzac et 
une partig des Cevennes, la region dont it est question a ete soumise 
I'influence des actions souterraines, qui ont produit le soulevevement de 
plusieurs chaines de montagnes. Des lors, on concoit sans peine qu'a 
une de ces epoques, des bouffees mercurielles provenavt directement des 
profondeurs du globe, ou que Fon pent encore attribuer a une distillation 
de gites deja existant dans les terrains anciens qui supportent les couches 
secondaires du midi, ont pu venir penetrer la masse prealablement re-
vassee et fissuree du Larzac, et ensuite s'y condenser. La plus gr nde 
partie du metal parvenu a travers les marnes jusqne dans les calcaires 
aura bientot could de fissure en fissure, jusqu'a la premiere couche mar-
sense qui, dans le plus grand nombre des cas, devait etre capable de le 
retenir. Ensuite, ce mercure sera venu au jour avec une portion de ce-
IM contenu dans les marnes elles-memes, entre les trenches des couches 
qui composent le talus occidental du Larzac, ou it a pu etre pousse en 
partie, par exemple, par l'eau des cources si vives et si frequentes le long 
de la ligne de contact des assises calcaire et marneuse. Quant au mer-
cure signals a la partie-superieure des marnes tertiaires de Montpellier, 
on peut faire deux hypotheses. II pent resulter d'une action direte de 
l'interieur a l'exterieur, comme celui du Lawac, et la presence du calomel 
natif semblerait le faire croire, et alors nous serions conduits' a rapporter 
le phenomene a lepoque du dernier soulevement des Alpes, lequel a ex-
erce, comme on sait, une certain influence sur les terrains du S. de Ia 
France, oil it s'est manifesto, notamment dans les Corbieres et dans les 
Pyrenees, par l'apparition des ophites, On pourrait, en second lieu, sup- 
poser que le mercure de Montpellier aurait could apres coup a tine epo-
que asset recente du terrain jurassique des Cevennes dans les sables, et, 
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par suite, dans la surface des mares qui ferment le sol ?ondamental de 
cette ville, et alors on pourrait faire reculer l'introduction des minerais 
mercuriels dans le Larzac jusqu'i une epopue plus'ou moins ancienne. et  
la rapporter par exemple au soulevement de la C6te-d'Or, qui s'est fait 
ressentir d'une maniere si prononcee dans le massif jurassique dont it est 
question ".........E Institut. 15th June 1843: Page 196. 

JOHN GRANT MALCOLMSON. 

ART. - IX. Note on a Set of Specimens from Aden. Present-
, ed to the Museum. BY G. Bon., LL. D. 

These specimens were partly collected by Captain Yeadell of the Artil-
lery, and other officers of the Garrison,—partly by myself in April 1840. 

The glassy slag or obsidian is not of frequent occurrence ; it appears 
in veinseor streams running down from the summits of the volcanic peaks, 

$ like recently indurated lava. Near the cantonments these present fan-
tastic and beautiful appearances, the torrent of melted matter seeming 
to have encountered numerous obstructions in its course, and to have been 
split into a variety of cascades, —just as we see exemplified in cataracts, 
whose descent is not perpendicular, where the water has encountered breaks 
and irregularities of surface. 

The greater part of the rocks of the Peninsula of A den are more or 
less vesicular, presenting an amygdoloidal structure. Calcedony, such as 
that presented, is of abundant occurrence. 

The volcanic ashes were found on the summit of the hill near Steamer 
Point, about 500 feet above the level of the sea : they were just under the 
surface, and occasionally mixed with shells.* They bear no resemblance 
whatever to the driftsand to be seen in abundance at the bottom of the 
rocks. 

Decayed shells such as are herewith sent t, are scattered every where 
over the hills near Steamer !i'oint, to a height of at least 500 feet : the 

c leisure of a single morning permitted no further examination. I was at 
first disposed to have believed that they must have bedmarried there by 
birds or wild animals for the sake of the Mollusk. The uniformity of their 
distribution was hostile to this view; and the extreme but perfetly uniform 

' These consist of a species of Pupa, a land shell. 	Edit. 
" Murex lnflatus, a common shell on the coast. — Edit. 
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state of decay in which they were found led to the conjecture, that most 
probably they were elevated from the bottom of the sea, at the time the 
volcano itself emerged from it. The Peninsula of Aden, it must be re-
collected, corresponds, in form and magnitude, very closely with a section 
of one fourth or so of the upper portion of mount )Etna. The Sicilian 
volcano is 10,000, the Arabian one about 2,000, feet in altitude. 

The cone of the former which includes the crater is about ],100 feet, 
the interior of the crater about 600; in altitude. Aden as now reach-
ed may be regarded as a cone altogether; the circumference of sheet 
measured along the ridge of the Shum Shum range, is about four miles, 
that of' lEtna very nearly the same. 

Considering the length of time Aden has been occupied by our troops, 
and the abundance of leisure which the officers must enjoy, it is singu-
lar that up to this date we should know so little of its natural history. Of 
its Fauna and Flora, scanty as these are, we literally know nothing ; and 
very little of either its Hydrography, Meteorology, or Geology. A list 
of questions on these subjects might probably elicit information, which 
does not seem likely to be spontaneously imparted. 

Masses of oyster shells similar to that now sent for exhibition — or 
I have no duplicate— are strewed in abundance along the beach, some of 
them of very great magnitude. They appear to have become united while 
their inhabitants were alive. Masses of cockles are also plentiful; they 
have obviously been cemented after death by extraneous calcareous matter. 

ART. X. — Note on a Series of Persian Gulf Specimens. Pre-
sented to the Museum. By G. BUIST, LL. D. . 

The specimens laid before the Society were collected for me, partly by 
Commodore Brucks I, N. and in part by Mr. Woosnam, Surgeon in the 
Seaostris Steamer, They are chiefly from the Island of Karrack and the 
northwestern shores of the Persian Gulf:ethe precise localities of the 
greater part of them are unknown to me; but a large tract of coast is said 
to be. composed et the same substances as those on the table. 

The salt is not, properly speaking, rock salt, but a mineral found abound. 
ing in the crevices and hollows of the rocks where the sea-spray is driven 
up in high tides or stormy weather, and afterwards evaporated by the sun.* 

* This salt is whitish, without the tinge of red so remarkable in rock salt 
from almost all parts of the world. Edit. 
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• The small portion of coral is from the summit of the island of Karrack, 
which, at the height of 300 or 400 feet above the level of the sea, is said 
to be entirely composed of this substance. The present specimen appears 
to be a piece of the ordinary Madropore, which at this moment abounds in 
these seas. The rocks here seem to be for the most part volcanic. Kan. 
rack itself is described, by Dr. Winchester, as composed of coralline 
sandstone and limestone, plentifully mixed with fossil tubipora. 	In the 
limestone are numerous oysters, cockle, limpet and other shells. (Bom-
bay Geographical Transactions, March 1838.) There are no Atolls or 
Lagoon Islands in the Persian Gulf ; and the knowledge of a mass of recent 
coral, elevated by volcanic agency to such an latitude as the summit of the 
Island of Karrack, would be a curious addition to the stock of facts collect-
ed by Mr. Darwin, on the evidence of alternate subsidence and emergence 
of rocks in the ocean, furnished by the existence of coral beds, and an im-
portant instance of one more of the recent elevations of land in these parts, 
of which the shores of the Red Sea afford such abundance of examples. 

The Selenite is said to be found in thin veins crossing through shells, 
gravel, and sand, impregnated with saline matter. 	These statements are 
given on the authority of gentlemen who have no pretension to Geologi-
cal knowledge, and are, therefore, to be received with reservation. They 
are, at the same time, in perfect conformity with appearances presented 
all along the shores of the Red Sea, especially around the Gulf of Suet. 
At this last place the appearance of Selenite, such as that now exhibited, 
invariably indicates the presence of Sodalite, the surface of the ground 
crisping under the feet like wet soil after a severe frost. In no instance 
have I found this to fail in the Suez Desert ; where the ground Was high-
ly saline, sulphate of lime invariably made its appearance in thin veins ex-
foliating where they cropped out ; extending along to the length of from 
3 to 20 feet, and seldom penetrating, so far as I could observe, without 
the means of making any "very considerable excavations, more than a few 
inches into the ground. Tle veins generally consisted of parallel plates 
of Selenite, which might be sliced down to any degree of thinness that 
was desired. On some occasions, but these were of dare occurrence, 
its structure was fibrous like satin spar, the fibres being nearly transparent 
and horizontal, at right angles to the axis of the vein. 
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ART. XL—Eclipse of the Sun on the 21st December,1843 ; as 

seen from the Observatory, Colaba. By Dr. Buisr. 

In both the Bombay Almanacks for 1843, the time of the commence-
ment of the eclipse is erroneously set down ;--the Calendar published at 
the Courier Office gives 7 h. 54 m. as the hour, that of the Times 7 h. 
26 m., the latter being only a minute wrong. The sun rose bright and 
fiery at half-past six—the sky was every where cloudless and clear ; not a 
film of mist or streak of vapour, beyond a slight transparent haze being 
visible down to the edge of the horizon. In making a fresh adjustment 
of the instrument, an altitude and azimuth circle 18 inches horizontal, 
and 12 of vertical diameter, the instant of primary contact was lost by 
a few seconds; it appears from calculation to have occurred at 7 h. 2.5 m. 
The appearance at first presented was as if a notch bad been struck out 
from the sun's upper limb: the moon itself, the cause of this, being un-.  
distinguishable from the surrounding sky. The defective space was al-
most absolutely black, sharp, and perfectly well defined; the sky itelf 
Was of the deepest tint of blue. As the eclipse proceeded, the moon's 
disk was faintly illuminated—its figure being discernible, but barely so 
from the surrounding space. The sun was at no time sufficiently ob-
scured to permit the moon to be examined without the interposition of a 
shaded glass. • No inequality of light was perceptible, nor any spots upon 
its disk, which was indicated by a faint dimness of appearance barely 
discernible through a coloured glass. When the eclipse was at its great-
est, the visible figure of the sun resembled the moon three days after 
change, only that its light was infinitely more intense, and its limbs per-
fectly well defined, without any faintness or irregularity: the cusps were 
sharp and clear, terminating in the finest points. Professor HENDERSON 

states, in reference to the annular eclipse olb the 15th MaN 1836, that 
"shortly before the formation of the annulus, the cusps were seen to ap- 
proach and to b%lsroken into several parts. 	When they were about 30 
or 40 degs. from each other, an arch of faint reddish light was seen ex-  0 

tending from the one to the other ; this appearance lasted for several sec- 

* Astronomical Observations, made at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, 
for the year 1836. Published by order of H. M.'s Government. 
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'onds, when suddenly a small detached portion o the sun's limb like a , 
string of beads, with dark intervals, appeared between them. At the 
dissolution of the annulus similar appearances were noticed in reverse 
order." 

Though the eclipse of Thursday was scarcely of sufficient magnitude 
to entitle the observer to feel assured that this phenomenon would present 
itself, it was looked for with the utmost attention, and from the extreme 
acuteness and prolongation of the cusps, was at one time expected to have 
made its appearance. The expectation however was not destined to be 
realized: the sharp thin line of light bordering the moon at the period of 
greatest obscuration was unbroken to the end. It is somewhat curious, 
that in observing the total eclipse of the sun, visible in the South of Eu-
rope on the 8th July, 1842, Mr. BAILIE, Vice-President of the Astro-
nomical Society, states, that the beads were as distinctly visible as in the 
annular eclipse seen at Edinburgh in May, 1836—the black string de-
scribed as generally preceding them not having been apparent; * while 
Professor Amy, the Astronomer Royal, in observing the same thing, 
saw from Turin, "nothing whatever of the beads or other irregularity in 
either of the extremities of the sun's limb. The cusps were perfectly 
well defined till they met." t 

The observations were made by three parties simultaneously—one 
with a 46-inch achromatic glass by DOLLAND—a second with a 30-inch 
glass by GILBERT—and the third with an altitude and azimuth circle 
of 9-inch radius, and an 18-inch telescope. 

Observations were made from 6 till 11 A. M. every ten minutes with 
the standard barometer, the sympiesometer, DANIEL'S hygrometer—the 
wet and dry bulb,—the solar and terrestrial radiation, and standard ther-
mometers, as well as with the actinometer. The table detailing these 
is subjoined; the barometrical readings are given without correction. The 
following are the general results : The barometer rose between six and 
eleven from,30.140 to 30.20, uncorrected for temperature. It reached 
its greatest altitude of 30.223 at forty minutes past ten, about an hour 
later than its ordinary\ average. The amount of its, fluctuation was 

I pretty nearly the same as is due to the present period of the year: 
but its actual altitude is considerably greater than it has been any time 

* Report of the Astronomical Society, Nov. to Dec. 1842. Published in 
Atheneum, 7th Jan. 1843; No. 773. 

t lb., 14th Jan., No. 774. 
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for 20 months past; we have no regular hourly observations anterior tc? 
1st September 1842. It fluctuated considerably betwixt 811. 50 m. when 
it reached a height of 030.202, and I lh. when it stood at 30.220—hav-
ing fallen to 30.200 at 9—it rose again, and remained at 30.202 for the 
next three observations. From half-past nine to 20 minutes from ten, 
when, as already stated, it reached its maximum of 223, it continued to 
rise steadily and rapidly, and then, in the course of ten minutes, fell 
00.003, and continued, as usual at this hour of the day, to descend till 
afternoon. The sympiesometer, as it generally does, attained its maxi-
mum of 30.62 more than an hour before the barometer culminated; like 
the other, it fluctuated for a time, rising to the same height as that just 
named at 9h. 20m., 10h. 10m., 10h. 20m., and 10h. 30m., and sinking 
back agaid, being from .61 to .63 at the intermediate periods of 10 min. 
By the system of observing six times every hour for eight hours a day at 
the culminating periods of these instruments, presently in practice at the 
Observatory, it is shewn that there is nothing at all unusual in these 
phenomena, unless the extreme pressure of the atmosphere observable 
for nearly a week past, and the unusually late hour at which this on 
Thursday reached its maximum. 

The thermometer which, in the shade, was 67.3 at 6 o'clock, had be-
fore 8 o'clock risen to 70; at this it continued stationary till 9 o'clock, 
when it began to rise steadily as usual, but with somewhat greater rapi-
dity—at 11 it stood at 73.7. Much in this case is dependent on the 
position of the instrument; another, in a somewhat more airy and ele-
vated position than the standard;sunk by nearly two degrees. A black-
bulbed thermometer, exposed to the sun, stood, at 7 o'clock, at 85; by 
8 it had risen to 113, when it began rapidly to descend, attaining its 
minimum of 87.8 at 8 h. 50 m. It pursued, with great exactitude, the 
course of the eclipse, having, by 10 o'clock, risen to 144, and by 11 to 
162; the latter of these is to be received with hesitation, from the too 
great closeness of the position where the intrument was placed permit-
ting an undue accumulation of heat. 

The solar-radi4ion thermometer pursued a totally different law, hav-
ing stood at nearly the same point at 6 h. as at 10h.-20°, viz. 62°2' in 
the former, and 62° 6' in the latter case: it had fallen to 58° 1' at 10, it 
recovered after 7, but scarcely rallied from that till I from 9. At 11, 
it had risen to 65° 6'. 	From 8 to twenty minutes pass 9, the liquid in 
the actinometer was below zero. The dew point, as indicated by DAN- 
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EL'S hygrometer, receded from 65° to 62.5, being found at the latter at 
6 h. 11 m., and at the former at 9 h. 40 m. The variation in the dampness 
of the atmosphere as indicated by this, as well as bythe wet and dry-bulb 
thermometers, being extremely small—the latter instrument varying from 
4 to 7 of difference, that is, of actual range; it followed with considera-
ble accuracy the progress of the eclipse. 

To the ordinary observer, the most remarkable of all the phenomena 
presented, was the appearance of the landscape around. The more con-
spicuous stars had mostly set before sunrise, so that there were no 
means of knowing whether they might or might not have been seen, if 
in the sky. Objects, particularly white ones, assumed a bluish-green ap-
pearance. The sea, especially towards Malabar Point and the en-
trance of the Harbour, had a strange melancholy hue,—and a large 
vessel, a few miles off, looked like a spectre ship. The Cathedral 
tower, Scottish Church steeple, and Colaba buildings seemed the 
ghosts of what they were by daylight. The atmosphere was pecu-
liarly still, the land-wind having nearly gone to sleep, and the sea-breeze 
not having been awakened. The sky was so cool and the sun's rays so 
feeble, that to be out in the air from 8 to 9 uncovered occasioned no in-
convenience. Shadows of objects appeared ill-defined and ragged to-
wards the edges: this altered during the progress of the eclipse, the sides 
of the shadow towards the South and East being first impaired, that to 
the South and West becoming afterwards affected. The wind was 
throughout the day peculiarly faint and unrefreshing. 

The amount to which light is diminished even in the case of An entire 
eclipse, generally occasions disappointment. In the total obscnration in 
July, 1842, already referred to, it was in no case necessary to use a taper 
to read with, though stars were seen at Turin and other places in the 
neighbourhood. Dr. HALLEY observes, in reference to the total eclipse 
which occurred in 1715.--the last which was visible in London—that no 
one saw more than Capella rid Aldebaran of the fixed stars. The rapi-
dity with which the iris of the human eye adjusts itself so as to compen-
sate in a great measurA for the withdrawal of light, whet: this is effected 
gradually, is such that we are scarcely aware of the amount of loss un-
less•by instrumental observation. 
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q' 	Zenith distance and Azineu h of the Sun and Moon, 21st December 1843. 

Time. Object. 

......-..-- 

Zenith 
distance. 

Azimuth 
from the 

North. 
flour. Wind. Weather. 

, 

Remarks. 

.--A-- ---- 
• A. M. 
H. M. p. 

• . A. M. 
08415. . 

7 24 56 Eclipie begins. Deg. Min. Deg. Min. 6 	0 E.B.E. Light Breeze. Sky Clear. 
7 31 65 °tipper Limb. 77 	3 E. 120 42 E 0 	10 • • 
7 41 15 ()Lower Limli., 40 • .75 • 0 • • 
7 44 15 3) 	• 	• 74 43 . 121 	02 '• 0 	3 u • Sun rise at 611.31m. • 
7 40 21 0 • 	• 73 62 s 123 	30 • 0 - 40 • • 
7.58 22 ) 	• 	• 72 37 • 123 	20 .. 0 	50 ° . 	, • 

6 	0 29 0 • 	• 71 53 • MS 44 • 7 	0 • * • • 
8 	0 3 )) 	• 	0 70 36 . 124 	48 P 0 	10 • ik 

Sutt eclipsed at 7b. 
8 10 IS 0 	• 	• 69 53 • 125 	02 	• 0 	20• • 1 	

25m. 
8 16 10 0 • * 	• 68 51' • 125 	45 	* C so • • 
8 213 42 1) 	• 	0  67 65 * 126 	31 	• 0 1 Thick mist in the 
8 30 34 0 	• 	• 60 08 • 127 	47 • 0 	60 0 ) west. • 

8 	0 E. Sky Clear. 

8 41 46 ()Upper Limb. 63 31 . 129 	13 a 0 	•.10 1 • 

8 44 59 2:. 	* 	* 	i 63 00 . 130 	02 • 0 20 • Faint sunshine. 
, 

S tio 26 0 	" 	a 61 58 • 131 	50 a 0 30 • 
i Middle of 

• 

8 65 50 3) 	° 	• 61 07 • 131 	45 • 0 	40 • 
the E.

) -ellipse at mi. 4010  
9 	0  50  0 	• 	• 	• 60 08 • 132 	33 • 0 	/10 • . Faint sunshine. # 

9 10 26 3) 	• 	• 58 40 • 184 	12 • 9 	1 . • • 

9 20 37 0 	* 	•  66 47 • 136 	10 • 0 	10 • e r 

9 30 2 Iv 	* 	• 55 38 • 133 	49 s 0 	20 • • • 

9 35 '6 0 	• 	0 54 29 • 138 	62 • 0 80 • s • 
9 40 10 1 	• 	• 54 02 • 139 	SO • 0 40 • . 

9 45 81 3 	• . 	• ea 16 • 140 	58 • 0 	6 • • 

9 60 	I ) 	• 	• 52 36 • 10 	0 • i 

9 65 24 0 	• 	• 61 30 • 143 	28 • 0 	11 • Eclipse ends. • 
0 	I I " 
0 30 8 " 

10 10 41 Eclipse ends. 0 	4i • : / 	. 
0 60 

11 	0 
• 
• I 	: 	A . 

{KY-  Tho precise time of the beginning of the'Eclipse could not be observed accurately to 
a second ; therefore the Oslo given may be a few 'seconds Out. The end of the Eclipse Itas 
been correctly observed to a second. 

Magnetic Observatory, Bombay, Let December, 1843. 
4)  

• 
I. 

06 
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Bar. 2 2d. 

.030 

Symp. 21st. 

Bar. 20th .020 

Bar. 21st. 

.030 

.110 

• 

.100 

.110 

.100 
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V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII. 	• 

30.120 	 30.120 

V. VI. VII, VIII. IX. X. XI. XII. 

On the diagram the curves of the barometer and sympiesometer on the 
morning of the eclipse, and that of the former instrument on the day before 
and after, are laid. down to thousandths of an peli—the readings being taken 
for the 21st, six times an hour throughout, and' in like fashion from eight to 
ten on the 20th and 22d. Before and after this, where the movements are re-
presented by striught lines, the readings are only made once an hour. The 
curves of the 21st present to the eye at once the singular fact formerly refer-
ed to.— that of the barometer having continued to rise till within 20 minutes 
of 11 on the morning of the eclipse—that is, for nearly an hour beyond its or-
dinary time,—the maximum of the sympiesometer as usual preceding that of 
the barometer by about 50 minutes. On glancing over the observations made 
at the observatory since the 1st September, 1842, 1 am unable to discover 
that, out of 400 days on which the barometer has been read hourly, this ever 
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¶)ccurred before. My study of them has not been sufficiently careful to enable 
me to speak positively of the fact; but my impression is, that the rise is, with-
in the period specified, unprecedented. It will be intetesting to know whether 
any thing of a similar nature has ever been noticed at other stations similarly 
circumstanced. In the table the scale readings of all the instruments, save 
the aptinometer, are given without correction—in the diagram the barometer 
is corrected for temperature : this has very little bearing on the present occa-
sion on the mere form of the curve, as the thermometer only rangod four de-
grees in all throughout the entire course of the eclipse. 

ART. MI.—Meteorological Observations. 

The Meteorological report given in the previous number of the Jour 
nal consisted of a return of twenty-four hours' consecutive observations 
made on the term days,--the state of the Observatory in respect of the 
number of assistants then employed not permitting continuous observa,  
tions such as to supply the average of the month. The term day ob-
servations of July and August 1842, were lost in consequence of the 
sickness of the only assistant who at that period remained attached to the 
Observatory. Government having subsequently sanctioned the employ. 
ment of Native assistants in place of two of the Europeans originally em-
ployed, the observations have been carried on without interruption from 
the 1st September 1842 to the present time, and the abstracts now sup-
plied present the means of the hourly observations for the month,—get-
ting rid of casual variations and furnishing the elements of the mean 
directions of the barometeric curve. 

It was stated in the last number of the Journal that the Barometer by 
which the observations were noted from May to July 1841, was a 
standard by Adie of Edinburgh, and that its readings were 0.150 higher 
than the Observatory standard by Newman, subsequently employed, and 
assumed as correct:—so thai, in order to reconcile the observations re• 
corded in tilt first number of the Journal with those subsequently pub- 

` fished up to April 1843 (No. V.,) 0.150 must be substracted from the 
former or added to the latter. An elaborate series of Comparisons with 
other Barometers made in January 1843, and given at length in the pre-
vious part of the number, together with a comparison of the Bombay and 
Travendrum observations with each other, led to the suspicion that air 
had been admitted into the tube when the Barometer was originally set 
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up. 	The instrunient having been taken doivn and -inverted, a:bubble was' 
discovered of such magnitude as to elevate the mercury on its, re.:a' diust-
ment,0.100. The tube was not boiled afresh, and some slight vesicles.still 
appear to adhere to it; from this circumstance and from the 'amount , of 
discrepancy Still 'existing between it and the other instruments' with which, 
as already ' stated; it was compared, the total error appearing to exist in 
the present return, is .125=-They have been giv'en as copied, from 
the Observatory records of scale readings corrected for temperature and 
capillarity, but it requires the addition of .125 to make them correct. 
The observations by A die's instrument given before June 1841, require 
0.025 to be substracted-  from them: to render them correct---the instru-
ment referred to is that marked No.. VII. in the list of comparative ob-
servationE. The returns 'which may be supplied subsequent to the ad-
justment of the barometer in June 1843, will require a correction of 
+0.25 only, this will be duly noted on the preface to the 'tables. 

G. 13u in.. 

Magnetic and ,Meteorological Observator#, Colaba,-mean hourly Observations 
for September, 1843. 

s.. 	. 
2: .Y 
E_= 
OA 
ia 

Barometer. 
Corrected . 
to 31 Fah. 

Stand. 
Thor. 

Thermometer. 
le e a 0 

0. o / Remarks. 

. 	. 	 .. 	. 
Dry. i Wet. 

• • . 	. • # 
A. 11 

0.0 29.636 80.6 - 73.8 6.8 This month is generally US cloudy; the 
1.0 .618 80.6 73.8 6.8 sky wing scartely clear, 1-8th. 

.610 80.3 74.3 • 2.0 6.0  
AO .603 80.2 73.9 6.3 Vd. A squall accompanied with rain and 
4.0 .603 	.. 80.1 73.7 6.4 lightning at 9.1i. 45m: 	 i 
50 .607 80.0 73.1. 6.9 23d. 	Another at 5 minutes to'one A. e. 
6.0 .628 79.5 72.3 7.2 accompanied 	with • rain and distant 
7,0 .644 79.4 72.8 6.6 thunder; ceases at th. 15m. A. u. light. 
8.0 .666 80.6 73.4 7.2 sing edntinued in vivid dashes until 
90 .676 81.3 73.5 7.8 10. minutes to illi. A. u. when all gets 

10.0 ..676 81.8 73.9 7.9 °almond wind gentle. ' 
110 .664 82.3 74.2 8.1 29th. 	Squall accompanied 	rain end ,With 
0.0 .648' 82.8 74.7 8.1 lightuing. • 	. 	i • : 

r. it. 
IA 426 83.0 74.6 8.4 • 
to .603 833 74.9 8.4 
3.0 .586 83.2 75.8 7:4 
4.0 .582 83.2 76.2 7.0 • . 
5.0 • .587. •• • 82A 75,7 6.8 

o 
6.0 .606 81.9 . 76.0 5.9 
7.0 .620 81.3 76.0 5.3 • 8.0 632 OM 75.7 4.7 Quantity of rain during the month 9.23.. 
9.0 .642 80.8 75.2: 6.6 

18.0 .649 80.0 74.6 5.4 
11.0 .644, 80.6 .. 74.0. ..6.6 	. • . 

Scan. 29.626 81.3 74.5 . 	6.8 , 
• 

20 
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Magnetic Observatory Colaba, mean hourly Observations for October,1842. 

A 
g i 

g 0  -. a -4 E.- 32 

Barometer. 
Cortocted to 

Fah. 
.----. 

Stand. 
Thor 

Thermometer. I; i kg r„.  a 
" c.  

• 
Remarks. 

-- 
Dry. Wet. 

0.0 29.733 81,6 

..
1
.
4

0
W
W
I
D
0
0
0
 

t—
be

i.D
6,
7
0

b.
iz

te
b
.
  

4-.6 During all the days of this month the 
1.0 .727 81.8 4.5 proportion of the cloudy to the clear 
2.0 .720 81.2 4.6 sky, in its mean state, was not more 
3.0 .718 80.9 4.4 than 3-8tbs. 
4.0- .720. 80.7 F  4.4 $10... 	The lightning struck the H. C. S. 
5.0 .728 80.6 4.4 Coote, in Bombay Harbour at 8 min. 
6.0 .739 80.1 4.3 vies past 4 A. Al., and shivered be, 
7.0 .763 80.2 4.8 foremast from top to bottom ; no live, 
8.0 .782 814 5.8 were lost. 	The thunder seemed mon 
9.0 .791 82.7 6.5 than an hour nearly overhead. 

10.0 .791` 83.9 6.7  
11.0 .771 84.6 as Quantity,  of rain during the month. 	In.. 
.0.0 .745 85.0. 6.9 ches 1.63. 	 , 
P. M. 
1.0 • .725 85.4 7.3 General Remarks.-The troubled appear- 
2.0 .708 85.7 7.1 anco of the sky and the depression of 
3.0 .689 852 6.7. the nasomecer manifested between the 
4.0 .686 85.8 6.7 26th and 31st, correspond with the 
5.0 .695 85.1 65 setting in of the Coromandel monsoon, 
6.0 .706 83.8 65 which commenced with evil:dent Mir- 
7.0 .725 83.2 b.4 ricane on. the 24th day when many 
8.0 .741 82.7 5.1 ships perished. 	The Barometer had 
9.0 .746 82.5 4.7 recovered its unaccustomed level be. 

10.0 .747 82.8 4.7 fore the severe fall of rain and light. 
11.0 .743 82.1 4.6 ning, which occurred on the 31st. 

,......_ • 
11K01.0 00 ,10 090 0n,  A 0 4 

Magnetic Observatory, Colaba, mean hourly Observations for November, 1842. 

r es. ..' .0 . i Barometer. 
ii 4 • , Corrected to 
ea-  " c" 	32 Fah.. 

Stand. 
Titer. 

Thermometer. 
. 

4A. e 
;.; I 
'-' 

Remarks. 
01. 

---6 
Dry. 

......-- 
Wet. 

A. N. 

I
 	

.
  

E
  
s
s
.
.s
sm

tg
r.
 

 .
..

...
.
..
;
.
.
 

 
;..

  
a.k

.:
.w
  is

  
to

t,
  
V
IV
4g
:
N
n
t:
ro
t
.
  

* 	' • . 
0,0 	29.931 73.8 6.2 During the month, the nights were gen- 
1.0 .918 . 	73.8 6.0 erally clear, days about 3.8ths cloudy 
2.0 .608 .74.2 5.4 with circo stratus. 
3.0 .902 73.8 5.6 - 
4.0 .903 78.6 5.5 From 16th to 19th, the days were air 
5.0 .910 73.0 6.2 cloudy and light rain felt. 
6.0 .924 72.3 6.0 
7.0 .940 72.8 5.6 • 
8.0 .967 73.3 6.7 
9.0 .986 ' 73.4 7.7 

10.0 .9115 73.9 8.4 
11.0 .972 	. 1  74.1 9.11 Quantity °train during the month. 	Dr- 
0.0 .940 I  9.1 ches 0.38. 

Y.  M. 
1.0  .916, .

74.8 

i 4.6 9.7 
2.0 .896 74.9 9.8  General Reraerhe. In the morning, during 
3.0 .886 75.8 9.8 the whole of the month, the mean di- 
4.0 .886 \ 76.1 8.7 faction of the wind was East by South 
5.0 .894 75.7 8.2 when it was refieVed by the sea breeze 
6.0 .901 76.0 6.4  nom N. W. 
7.0 .884 76.0 6.2 
8.0 .939 76.7 6.1 
9.0 .947 75.0 6.2 

10.0 .949 • 74.5 6.0 
11.0 .940 74.0 6.3 

..,--.. 
' 

Mean. 29.927 74.4 75 
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Magnetic Observatory, Colaba, mean hourly Observations made during the • 
month of December, 1842. 

• 

Roar. 
Rarometer. 
Corrected to 
'U Fah. 

Thermo. 
Wet 

Thermo. Difference Remarks. 

A. M. e 	, ° 	' 0 I 

0.0 29.839 78.2 71.8 6.4 During this Month, the days and nights 
1.0. .830 77.7 71.1 6.6  were generally clear, only a few wee 
2.0 .821 77.6 72.4 5.1 stratus prevailing. 
10 .812 77.0 70.7 	' 6.3 The days about the 20th and 25th were 
4.0 .814 76.7 70.6 6.1 almost clouded by stratus. 
5.0 .821 76.2 70.7 5.5 
6.0 .844 75.4 69.1 6.3 
7.0 .862 75.1 69.1 6.0 
8.0 .889 76.6 69.7 6.9 No rain duringthe month. 
9.0 .888 78.3 70.3 8.0 

10.0 , .895 79.5 70.7 8.8 
11.0 .879 80.8 70.5 10.3 
0.0 .851 81.9 70.5 11.4 

T. M. 
1.0 I* 	.824 825 71.1 11.4 • 
2.0 .798 83.0 72.4 10.6 
8.0 387 83.5 73.0 40.6 
4.0 .785 83.5 73.6 9.9 
5.0 .786 82.7 73.6 9.1 
6.0 .812 81.3 73.0 8.3 
7.0 .835 80.6 72.9 7.7 
8.0 .849 80.0 72.8 7.2 
9.0 .861 79.3 71.8 74 

10.0 .854 78,5 71.4 7.1 
11.0 .845 783 71.6 6.7 

Mean. 29.835 79.3 71.4 7.9 
I 

ART. MIL-Extracts from the Proceedings of the Society. 

At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic So-
ciety held in the Library rooms on Wednesday the 12th July 1843. 

The Hon. G. W. Anderson, President, in the Chair. 

A large and beautiful Map of the rivers Jud and Haines in North 
Eastern Africa, lately partially explored by Lieutenant W. Christopher, 
1. N. was submitted for the inspection of the members by the President. 

The Secretary laid on the table a espy of the fifth number of the 
Society's. Journal, and it was resolved to continue the palication in the. 

 
same form, as papers were received. 

The Secretary then intimated that agreeably to the instructions of the 
Society, a case of Geological Specimens had been packed and were ready 
for transmission to the Museum of the Economic Geology of India, and 
that another case was nearly ready for the Museum of the St. Andrew's 
Society. , 
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4. The following donations to the Library were then submitted to the 
meeting. 

1. By Government, Copy of 4th Edition of the Law relating to India 
and the East India Company By Government. 

2. By Do. through the Medical Board, Medical Topography of the 
Presidency Division of the Madras Army. 

3. Do. of the Centre Division of the Madras Army. 
4. By Lieutenant E. B. Eastwick, Copy of Easy Lessons in Chinese, 

by S. W. Williams. 
5. By the Right Rev. Dr. Whelan, Copy of a work entitled Aper9u 

General stiff Egypte, par A. B. Clot-Bey. 
6. Vols. 12, 13. and 14 Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society 

of London, from that Society. 
7. By the Rev. J. M. Mitchell, in the name of Major T. B. Jervis, 

A copy of that gentleman's lithographed maps of the Island of Bombay 
and of the Khanat of Bokhara. 

At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society held in the Library rooms on Wednesday the 9th August, 1843, 

The Hon. G. W. Anderson, President, in the Chair. 

The following papers were read:- 

1. Further remarks on silk cultivation in Kattiawar, by Dr. B. A. R. 
Nicholson, Civil Surgeon, Rajcote. 

Resolved, that, with his permission, Dr. Nicholson's paper be for-
warded to the Secretary of the Agri-Horticultural Society, ,for suinnis-
sion to that Society. 

2. *A Letter from Ball Gunghadur Shastree Esq. forwarding an 
Inscription copied from a stone at Nagpore, with a Balbodh transcription 
and an English translation, totether with remarks to illustrate the Gene- 

s alogy of the Dynasty to‘which it refers. This Inscription, which is dated 
in the Samvat year 1161, or A. D. 1105, was receiveti*by L. R. Reid 
Esq. from Major Wilkinson, Resident at Nagpore. 

3. *Observations on the Bactrian and Mithraic Coins in the cabinet of 
the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, by J. Bird Esq. 
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This paper was illustrated by a copy and translation of an inscription,  
from the cave temples at Nassick. 

4. *A Chart of Ob;ervations made on nine different Barometers and 
one Sympiesometer half hourly, for twenty-four successive hours, with 
remarks, in reference to the state of the weather at Bombay during the 
present season, by Geo. Buist, Esq LL. D., in charge of the Magnetic 
Observatory, Bombay. 

5. An Introductory Observation to a metrical translation of the first 
book of the ll.aghuvimse, a heroic poem, by Kalidasa ; by the Rev. J. M. 
Mitchell. 

6. *A Note accompanying a series of Geological Specimens from Aden 
collected by the Author, and Captain Yeadell ; by Geo. Buist; Esq. LL. D. 

7. *AiNote accompanying a series of Geological Specimens collected 
by Commodore Brucks, in the Persian Gulf, by Geo. Buist, Esq. LL. D. 

8. *A Translation from the German of the 3rd part of Ehrenberg's 
celebrated paper on the coral banks of the Red Sea; by the Rev. C. C. 
Menge, received through the Rev. G. Pigott. 

Read a letter from the Secretary to the Geographical Society, dathd 
25th July,. forwarding a further series of specimens of minerals, rocks, 
shells, &c. for the Museum, agreeably to the resolution of that body dat-
ed 6th May, 1841. 

The following books were presented to the Library :- 

1. Transactions of the Agri-Horticultural Society of Western India, 
by the Society. 

2. Memoire Sur le lac Moeris, printed at Alexandria, by the Egyptian 
Society, through Messrs. Frith &Co. 

3. Four papers on the mineral resources of Southern India; by Cap-
tain Newbold, F. R. S. by the Author. 

4. Days in the East, a poem, by Lieutenant J. H. Burke, Bombay 
Engineers, by the Author. 

o TO THE MUSEUM. 

A further very valuable collection of minerals and Geological Speci-
mens from Malwa were presented through the Secretary, by the lath 
Lieut. H. M. Blake 7th Regt. N. I. 

A collection of rock specimens from A den, the Persian Gulf, Cabool, 
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• and a few fossils from Lower and Upper Scinde, were presented by Dr., 
G. Buist. 

A series of specimens from Egypt were also laid on the table by Dr. 
Buist. 

The Secretary pointed out the form of a fossil crustacean from Scinde, 
and of those from Egypt, first taken to Europe by him, which would, 
with other specimens in his possession, go far to prove that the rocks of 
both these countries were posterior to the formation of the chalk. 

At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society 
held in the Library rooms on Wednesday the 13th September, 1843. 

The Hon. G. W. Anderson, President, in the Chair. 
M. M. Etienne d'Quatremere, Member of the Institute of France, 

was proposed as an Honorary Member by Jas. Bird Esq. seconded by 
Jas. Burnes K. H. and Col. T. Dickinson, 

In accordance with Art. ix. of the Regulations,, the meeting proceed. 
ed to an immediate ballot, when M. M. Etieune d'Quatremere was duly 
elected. 

M. M. Chas. D'Ochoa, was proposed as an Honorary Member by Jas. 
Burnes K. H. seconded by Jas. Bird Esq. and the Rev. G. Pigott, 
and duly elected. 

* Read a letter from Mr. John Murray, of Albermale street, dated 
2nd August, declining to undertake the republication of the Society's 
Transactions. 

The Secretary was instructed to communicate with him or Messrs. 
Longman & Co. with a view to recover the copper plates. 

Read a letter from the Honorary Secretary to the Royal Asiatic So-
ciety, stating that the 3rd number of the Society's Journal only had been 
received. 

Duplicate copies were directed to be sent by the first opportunity. 

* At the Monthlypeeting of the 14th June, the Secretary submitted to 
the meeting a proposal by Captain LeGrand Jacob that the Society republish 
many of the valuable papers in the Transactions. 

It was resolved that the Secretary be directed to communicate with Messrs 
Murray & Co. on the subject of republishing the 3 vols. of the Transac-
tions in an octavo size; and that the further consideration of the 'subject be 
deferred till their answer is received. 
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The list of members referred• to in this letter, was sent by the June 
mail. 

The following papers were read:— 

, 1. # A letter from J. P. Malcolmson Esq. M. D. of the Bombay 
Medical Establishment, forwarding a specimen of volcanic rock from Aden, 
containing metallic , mercury, with remarks. 

2. * Chemical and microscopic examination of the rock salt of the 
Punjab, by H. Giraud, Esq. M. D. Bombay Medical Establishment. 

The Secretary laid the following donations on the table, from M. 
M. Chit's. D'Ochoiu- 

1. Copy " Exercices Pratiques L'Analyse de Syntaxe et de Lexigra-
phie Chinoise," par S. Julien. 

2 "Examen Methodique des faits qui concernent le ,Thain-Tehn ou 
L'Inde," par G. Panthier. 

3. " Vindicia Sinica. Derniere Reponse a M. S. Julien," par G. Pan-
thier. 

4- ,411.6ponse a l'Examen Critique M. S. Julien, Insere dues le Ni - 
mho de Mai 1841. Du Journal Assiatique," par ditto. 

The thanks of the Society were voted to the authors• of the papers, d 
to M. M. Chas. D'Ochoa for the works presented by him. 

Copies of the "Vispered " and " Yacni, lithographed for the Society, 
were laid on the table, and it was resolved that copies of the work should 
be presented to the undermentioned Societies. 

The Asiatic Society of Bengal. 
The Literary.  Society of Madras. 
The Kinii Library, Paris: 
The St. Petersburgh Academy of• Sciences. 
The British Museum. 

The Dublin University. 
The Asiatic Society, Paris: 
The University, of Bonn, through Professor Lassen. 
The Berlin University Library. 
The Royal Asiatic Society. 
The Edinburgh University. 

" Printed in No. 6, of the Journal. 
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• The University of Leyden. 
The Cambridge University, and 	 • 
The Bodleian Library, Oxford. 

It was resolved that copies of the " Vandidad " sent to the Bodleian and 
Cambridge University Libraries, by two of the members, should be pre-
sented in the name of the Society. 

The Secretary was directed to present the following works of the So-
ciety to Mr. Chas. D'Ochoa :— 

A copy of each of the Society's numbers already published, and a copy 
of the " Vandidad," " Visparad," and " Yacna," lithographed by the So-
ciety. 

At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, -held in the Library rooms on Wednesday the 11th October 
1842 :— 

The Hon. G. W. Anderson, President, in the Chair. 

The following papers were read : — 

1. On the ruined City of Beejapoor, its Persian inscriptions, and trans-
lations of the latter into English. Part. II. By James Bird, Esq. 

2. On the derangement of the atmosphere between the tropics which 
occurred at the period of the late comet's appearance, by Captain C. Gi-
berne, 16th Regiment N. I. 

The following donations were made to the Library:— 

By Government, Part I. Vol. III. Wight's Icones Plantarum. 

To THE MUSEUM. 

1. A beautiful collection of minerals from an excavation in the lines 
of the Sappers and Miners within the Poona cantonments, by Captain 
F. Wemyss,`Engineers, through Colonel Dickinson. 

2. A large and beautiful slab of the sulphate of life by Col. G. R. 
Jervis, Engineers. 

Laid on the table, a specimen copy of the Collection Oriental. 
Resolved that the Secretary do order it, if not above 100 franks 

per volume. 
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. 	Dr. Burnes then called the attention of the meeting to the approach!" 
ing departure of Col. Dickinson, one of the Vice Presidents of the So-
ciety, and proposed the following resolution, which was seconded by the 
Rev. G. Pigott:— 

" That at the next meeting, it be taken into consideration, how the 
Society can best mark its sense of Colonel Dickinson's zeal and diligence 
in forwarding the interests of the Society. 

Resolved Unanimously that the above motion be notified in the usual 
monthly circular, calling the next meeting of the Society. 

At an Anniversary Meeting of the Society held in the Library rooms 
on Thursday the 9th November : — 

The Hon. G. W. Anderson, President, in the Chair. 

The following papers were read :- 

1. Miscellaneous remarks on the observations now in progress at the 
Observatory, Bombay, in reference to Atmospheric pressure, accompani-
ed by plans indicating the variation of the.  Barometer and Sympieso e-
ter, in reference to this subject, by G. Buist Esq. L. L. D. 

2. Memorandum on the Mahratta literature published at the li ho-
graphic presses of Bombay, by R. X. Murphy, Esq. 

From the Private Secretary to the Honorable the Governor, trans-
mitting a letter from the Secretary to the New York National Institution, 
proposing to open a correspondence with the Society. 

Resolved, that the Society accept the offer of the New York Institu-
tion, and that the Secretary be directed to communicate the same to the 
Private Secretary of the Honorable the Governor, for the information of 
the Institution. 

The Secretary called the attention of the Meeting to a report of the 
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal4  in which an application was 
directed to be made to the Supreme Government for copies of the Obser-
vations made at the Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory of Born-
bay, and suggestg that a similar application should be made to the Bom-
bay Government on behalf of the Society. 

Resolved, that application be made for two copies of these papers, one 
for the Library, and one, for more careful preservation, amongst the works 
ot reference. 

21 
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• The Secretary submitted a memorandum on • the progress made during 
the year in augmenting and arranging the Museum. 

The new catalogue in a nearly finished state was laid on the table. 
It was stated that, it contained all the details usual in Catalogues of Libra-
ries in Europe, and that the old arrangement of the books had been as lit-
tle altered as possible, consistently with finding space for the books of 
those departments which had been greatly augmented during the last few 
years, and with the adopted recommendations of the special Committee. 

The Society directed that the best thanks of the Society should be com-
municated to Char/es D'Ochoa, Esq. Honorary Member of the Society, 
for his great and disinterested exertions in the arrangement of the Libra-
ry and the formation of the Catalogue. 

The following motion of which due notice was given, was then brought 
before the meeting: — 

That in consequence of the approaching departure of Colonel Dickin- 
I 	son, one of the Vice Presidents of the Society, it be taken into considera-

tion at the meeting how the Society can best mark its sense of Colonel 
Dickinson's zeal and diligence in forwarding the interests of the4Society. 

It was proposed by Dr. James Burnes, K. H. Vice President, and sec-
onded by the Rev. G. Pigott :— 

That the Society cannot allow Colonel Dickinson to vacate his place 
as Vice President, without tendering to him its best thanks for the great 
attention, which during a long period of years he has devoted to its inter-
ests, and for the many useful suggestions he has at different times offered 
for the advancement of its objects. 

Resolved unanimously that the Secretary be directed to forward a 
copy of the above resolution to Colonel Dickinson. 

The accounts of the Society were laid on the table. 
The Society then prodeeded to the election of Office-Bearers for the. 

ensuing year., 	 t 

The Office-Bearers elected were as follows. 
1 

PRESIDENT. 
	 •gy 

The Honorable G. W. ANDERSON. 

VICE PRESIDENTS. 

The Right Rev. LORD BISHOP of Bombay. 
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The Honorable J. H. CRAWFORD. 

JAMES BURNES, K. K. F. R. S. 
The Honorable Sir ERSKINE PERRY, Knight. 

Committee of Management. 

s 
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C. MOREHEAD, ESQ. M. D. 
The Rev. G. PIGOTT. 

W. HOWARD', Esq. 
J. HARKNESS, Esq. 
G. BCIST, Esq. L. L. D. 

J. L. PHILIPS. 

JAMES BIRD, Esq. F. R. G. S. 

I 

	
Col. G. R. JERVIS. 

The Rev. J. M. MITCHELL. 

S. S. DICKINSON, Esq. 

J. G. 1VIALcomixsoN, F. R. S. Esq. Secretary. 

MESSRS. FORBES, & Cu. Treasurers. 

At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society held in the Library rooms on Wednesday the 13th December, 
1843. 	* 

The Hon'ble G. W. Anderson President, in the Chair. 

Read a letter from Lieutenant Colonel Dickinson, acknowledging re-
ceipt of copy of the .resolution of the monthly meeting of the 10th No-
vember relative to his retirement from the office of Vice President. 

Read a letter from Dr. F. Tanman Junior, dated Berlin, July 6th 
1843, acknowledging the receipt of a box of Geological Specimens for-
warded to him, and requesting to be supplied with a series of Zeolites from 
Poona, also offering to forward another collection .of rare minerals for 
the Society's Nusuem. 

Read a letter from W. Escombe Esq. Secretary to Government, 
presenting 2 copies of the Alif Laila to the Library, by Government. 

Read a letter from H, Torrens, Esq. 'Secretary to the, Asiatic So-
ciety of Bengal, acknowledging the receipt of a copy of the Vendidad, and • 
of a box of GeolVcal Specimens, and presenting to the Library a series 
of oriental works, ordered by the Society through Messrs. Thacker 
and Co. Also a letter from these Gentlemen mentioning their, having 
received the' books free of charge. 

Skins of two species of bears, and a collection of skins, skulls, and 
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Horns of various mountain sheep and antelopes, were • presented by 
Dr. Elliot, late of the Indore contingent, through the Secretary. 

A note from J. G. ?vIalcolmson, Esq. *as read by the acting Secre. 
tary, referring to a very fine silicified palm• tree, and the lower jaw of a 
Mastodon discovered in February at Peermocha near. Broacb, and pre+ 
sented to the Society. They were found in ;a marine tertiary sand 
stone conglomerate which extends over a considerable part of the Broach 
and Rajpeepla districts. 

The following works were presented by Manockjee Cursetjee Esq. 
Memoires des Antiques du nord, and Ultimi progressi. geegraphia. 

The thanks of the meeting were directed to be communicated to the 
respective donors. 	• 	 - 

The meeting then adjourned to Wednesday the 10th January, 1844. 
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ART. I.—On the ruined city of Bijapiir, its Persian 
inscriptions, and translations of the latter into English. 
BY JAMES °BIRD, Esq. 

PART II. 

As the interesting ruins of Bijapfir in the Dekhan, have affirirded 
matter for two papers already published, * it would be now unnecessary 
to revert to this subject, had there been nothing left to either add or cor-
rect. No sketches of the buildings, however, nor any copy of the Per-
sian inscriptions to be met with, having accompanied the former accounts, 
the necessity for further detail still exists; whilst the Brahminical re-
mains, within the citadel, which have almost escaped observation, and the 
Haly-Kanara inscriptions, until now undeciphered, being subjects of cu-
riosity, naturally lead us to inquire into the condition of this part of the 
country, preceding the foundation of the A dil Shahy state : which, as the 
most powerful of the five Mahomedan kingdoms of the Dekhan, existed 
from about A. D. 1500 to 1685, and had4lts origin, in the .distracted af-
fairs of the prior Mahomedan dynasty of Bider, during the turbulent. 
reign of Mahomed Shah Bhamany. 

* The one is, by Captain Sydenham, in the 13th volume of the Asiatic Re-
searches, p. 432, Quarto Edition ; and the other is, by Captain Sykes, in the 
Bombay Literary Transactions. The latter professes to be only notes regard-
ing the principal building's, and a traditionary account of their origin. 

22 
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. The capital called Bijapfir, or Vijayapa* meaning the city of vic-
tory, was subsequently named Bid*, or Vidyapur, the city of learn- 
ing. 	It stands in the midst of an extensive arid plain, in Lat. 17.9' 
north, between the Bima and Krishna rivers ; and, though now contain-
ing but few inhabitants, is visited and admired by many, attracted there 
by curiosity to view its extensive ruins and stately mausoleums. 

It is nearly south-east from Poona, at the distance of two hundred 
miles, and is about one hundred and thirty from Satara. 1he road from 
either leads through a very uninteresting country, offering little or noth-
ing that is worthy the attention of a traveller, and fatiguing the eye with the 
continued succession of trap rocks and barren heaths; while here and there 
narrow valleys and patches of scanty cultivation, barely supply food for 
the inhabitants, if not plentifully watered by the rainy season. The Sat-
ara valley is the most rich and fertile in the whole tract, and presents a 
pleasant diversity of tree and verdure in the plain, to relieve the barren-
ness of the surrounding mountains. Soon after leaving this, the country 
expands into undulating heaths, covered by stunted grads ; and on the 
banks of the numerous water courses, descending from the distant hilly 
ranges on the right and left, the appearance of walled villages occasional-
ly relieves the dreary sameness of the landscape. 

The traveller, in approaching Bijapfir from the westward, makes his 
last halting place at the village of Tikota, which is thirteen miles dis-
tant from the Mekka or western gate of the city wall. There is a 
large Mahomedan building said to be the sepulchre of Malik Sandal; 
who was, as appears, an officer at the Courts of Ibrahim and Mahomed 
Adil Shah, the fifth and sixth kings of Bijapfir. 

About ten miles beyond Tikota the first appearance of ruins com-
mences, in the form of a broken down wall, or out-work, which is all that 
at present is remaining of the defences belonging to the village of Torgha, 
now called Torwah ; and which was constructed, by Ibrahim Adil Shah 
the 2nd, when, about the tventy-fourth year of his reign, Hej. 1011, 
A. D. 1604; he removed the seat of Government from the citadel of 
tijapfir to this place. The astrologers having pronounced it would 
prove unlucky for him to remain longer at the former, he re-
moved the Court at their suggestion to Torgha, and caused palaces and 
mosques to be built there, giving it the name Naorispiir, or the novel 

* I have adopted Sir William Jones's system of orthography. 
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city. This event is placed by others, somewhat earlier, being Hej. 
1006, A. D. 1597, * or the eighteenth year of his reign ; but it seems 
probable that both dates are correct, and announce two different events ; 
this referring to the commencement of the new city, and the other to the 
removal of the Court, on its completion. The new capital having been 
plundered, by Malik Amber of Ahmednagar, in Hej. 1031, t A. D. 
1621,1 it was soon afterwards abandoned for the former residence of the 
Court; and .when Aurungzeb took Bijapur, in A. D. 1686, it is de-
scribed by the journalist of Aurungzeb's transactions in the Dekhan "as 
quite depopulated, its ruined palaces only remaining, with a thick wall 
surrounding it, whose stately gateways were falling to decay. " § 

In viewing Bijapiir, from the neighbourhood of these ruins, and at 
a distance of three miles from the outer wall on the westward, we hail 
the first appearance of it as strikingly beautiful and magnificent. When 
I first saw it there happened to be light haze overhanging the City; but 
as this gradually unrolled itself from the buildings, before the morning 
breeze, leaving*the large dome of Sultan Mahomed's tomb partly expos-
ed, at a time too when innumerable slender minarets, buildings, trees 
and enclosures, burst into view, I here beheld a true picture of whati the 
finest oriental cities have at all times been, and could scarcely persitade 
myself that this was not even then fully inhabited. Continuing to pass on 
however, through heaps of mouldering ruins, the illusive idea of popula-
tion soon vanishes; and though palaces, mosques, caravanserais, and 
streets of fallen houses, point out where it once existed, scarcely a single 
inhabitant is to be met with, until after having passed these remains of the 
suburbs, we terminate our journey of three miles, at the Mekka gate. 
Here, as in other parts of the East, the huts of slaves and traders were 
to be found in contact with the magnificent dwellings of the great and no-
ble ; but the extensive enclosures surrounding the palaces of the rich, di-
versified as they were by trees, gardens, and summer houses, with the nu-
merous bazars, now pointed out by the greets on either hand, and the 

* In the Hind6stant history of Bijapur, Hej. 1009 is the date given foie  
this. 	• • 

In the Hindustani history the date of this is Hej.1033. 

# The words commemorative of this event are a.100 lJup)); arae ULii  
this new City was made a desert by Malik*, giving the numerals Hej. 1031. 

§ Scott's Ferishta's Dekhan. Vol. ii. p. 73. 
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public edifices of mosques and tombs, possessing all the magnitude and 
beauty of architecture that was in keeping with the spirit of the times, 
render this one of the most interesting of cities. 

Arriving at the outer wall we enter the enclosed town, or Pet-
tab, by the Mekka gate ; •and find that between this and the ditch of 
the citadel or inner fort, there is a wide space occupied by mosques, 
tombs, gardens, and tamarind tree3; leaving a sufficient open space, 
however, for a large encampment of horse and foot, when required in 
the event of a siege. 

After this general description of a once celebrated city, it now re-
mains for me to give some detailed account of the most remarkable of its 
edifices. I may here limit my observations to two heads; the one il-
lustrative of the buildings in the citadel and enclosed town, the other 
of those in the suburbs and city on the westward. 

THE CITADEL AND ENCLOSED TOWN. 

The wall of the enclosed town, which is many miles in circumference, 
is flanked by numerous semicircular towers; and was, at one time, 
strengthened by a ditch and covert way, now in many parts destroyed 

. 	and admitting cultivated fields to closely approach the curtain. It is 
strongly built of stone and lime with a parapet nine feet in height and 
three in thickness ; and was completed by Ali A_dil Shah the 1st, in the 
era of the Hej. 974, A. D. 1566, or two years after he and his Ma-
homedan confederates had overturned the neighbouring Hindu prin-
cipality of Vijayanagar, sometimes called Bijanagar. 

The citadel, which is within this enclosure, and is placed more 
particularly to the west side of its irregular square, is defended by a 
rampart, round towers, and fause bray, having also a wet ditch about 
one hundred and twenty, feet in breadth. 	The ditch, which was kept 
completely flooded in formei times, is now nearly dry on the north side; 
oq the south, it is of considerable depth, and contains small fish; but 
there are no alligator's as mentioned by Tavernier. It,  would appear that 
the water of the ditch on the north side has been at elf times deficient, 
there being a double wall and second wet ditch at that part. The only 
entrance to the fortification is on the east face, by two gateways ; * the 

" There is another gateway, on the north-west side, leading, through the 
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• inner one of which has a do• or made of wooden planks clamped by fro* 
plates, which are rivetted on the other side, by strong pegs of the same 
metal. 

Having here passed into the citadel we come immediately.  to four 
pillars of polished black basalt, ' three of which are situated on the 
right and one on the left hand side. They belonged to a Hindu tem-
ple, as would appear, and were made an offering, Captain Sydenham 
says, by the widow of Rama Raja, to Sultan Ali Adil Shah the 1st, 
when the Bijanagar kingdom was ruined by the Mahomedan confeder-
acy, 

 
at the battle of Telicotta, as before noticed. But, in the ab-

sence of well authenticated information on this point, I may be permitted 
to doubt the truth of this report; and, as similar pillars are to be met with 
among the Brahminical remains near by, it seems probable, that if not 
carried away from Bijanagar to be a vain glorious boast of victory and 
a triumph of the Mahomedan faith, they were formerly part of the Hin-
du temple now standing in ruins on either hand; and through which the 
present gateway was carried, on the first foundation of the citadel by 
Yilsaf Adil Shah, who according to Ferishta and others built the fcrt.t 

Two other rows of pillars are to be seen a few paces further o to 
the right, and three similar ones to the left, which are the onl re- 

; 

maining parts of the Hindu temple just alluded to. Though not uniform 
in shape, the pillars consist generally of a plain base, a rudely carved 
shaft with a square projection in the middle, and an overhanging capi-
tal. Many of them are inscribed at the base, to commemorate grants, of 
land given to the temple by the Rajput families of Chalikya and 

inner wall on that quarter, to a Hindfi temple, yet kept in repair, and which 
may have ween dedicated in former times to the ladies of the Harem who 
were of that persuasion. 

• plot black marble, as stated by Captain Sydenham. 

f The building of the Fort is placed by Vie author of the Busatin-us-Su-
latin in Hej. 919, A. D. 3513 ; being three years after YuscAdil Shahs 
death,--according to Ferishta, whose historical records hear, generally, Aftvwji, 
mark of fidelityerAid truth. The death of Yusaf Adil Shah, the first king of 
Bijapur, is differently fixed in various histories. The Tab.kati Akbary places 
it in Hej. 913, A. D. 1507;.the Tarikhi Mir Ibrahim Asad Khany in Hej. 
927, A. D. 1519 ; and Ferishta in Hej. 916, A. D. 1510. The Chronogram gi- 
ven by the Tarikhi Asad Khany is 	l.:4 4.,A.04.1.1 and furnishes the 

numerals for its date ; but as this history appears to be the same with the 
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Xadava, * who were the reigning Hindu Princes, in this part of the 
country, previous to the first Mahomedan invasion of the Dekhan, about 
the beginning of the 14th century. The oldest Of the grants, which is 
written 'in Sanscrit, and in the Haly Kanara character, announces the ap-
propriation of a gift of land to this temple of the deity Narasinha,f by 
Chaltikya Mula Devara, in the Shalivahan period 1114, or A. D. 
1192. t There is a similar gift to the same deity, written in the name 
of Shankrapa Danda Nayk, the military prime minister of Xadava Nara-
yana, a Chakrawarty Raja, during the forty-sixth year of that prince's 
reign, or in the 1162 year of the Shalivahan period, A. D. 1240, being 
forty-eight years later than the former. 

The whole style of sculpture is here very similar to that of the Ellora 
excavations ; and if not told by the inscriptions that this temple was a 
Vishnava one, we might conjecture that such had been its dedication, by 
simply forming an opinion from the subjects that have been represented on 
the square projections of the pillars. Among the mythological devices 
there is one of a cross legged figure sitting with the hands joined, as if 
employed in devotion, whilst on the right and left there are two standing 
figures in attendance. It is intended, probably, to represent an ascetic, in 
the act of worship ; but a Brahmin who was with me conjectured it to be a 
Jain deity. There is a representation, also, of Ganesha on another pil-
lar ; and of Krishna killing the serpent Kalya, as related in the Bhagavata. 
The image of the elephant is also sculptured; and though diminutive 
like all the others, it is so far interesting that it shews how here, as in the 
excavations of the Dekhan, it held a conspicuous place in the mythology 
of the people, who, some centuries back, professed the Hindit religion in 
these parts. 

Tarfklii Haft KlIrsy, which was written in the reign of Ali Adil Shah the 
2nd, it is not entitled to so much credit as Ferishta who wrote nearer the time, 
and with the best authorities before him. 

* The Chalfillya and Yadavae:iibes are two of the thirty-six races of Rah& 
tryps, or Ilfi,j§uts, enumerated in the Prithvi Rai Rayasa ; which is a history 

Prithvi Rai the last Hindu king of Delhi, and was written by the bard 
Chandra, about the date of these inscriptions. Some acedunt of this work 
will be found in the September number of the Calcutta Oriental Magazine, 
where the origin of the mountain Abfi, in Khatyalivar, is detailed at length. 

f Vishnu in his fourth avatar when he descended as a man-lion. 
t This is the year in which Prithvi Rai, called Pithao Ray by the Mahar 

medans, fell in the battle at Tahnesar, fighting at the head of the whole assem-
bled Itajput Princes of India to oppose the invasion of Mahomed Ghory. 
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Proceeding' onwards frorrl the temple we come to a yet more extensivq, 
Hindi building, which is situated to the left. This is an Agrahar, or 
Brahminical College, Which the Mahomedans converted into a mosque, by 
placing therein a Mambar, or pulpit, and writing the confession of faith 
over the Mehrib, or arch of the altar, on the westward. It possesses a 
large enclosed space in front, which is entered by a vestibule ; whose 
portico, being extended into wings, occupies the complete length of the 
Agrahar. Qn entering the area we find that the building consists of two 
stories, and that the lower presents a front of ten tall columns, each of a 
single stone, placed six or seven feet distant from the other, and deepen-
ing backwards at right angles in rows of six columns each. The style 
of the architecture is that which is common to the oldest Hindi  build-
ings in the Dekhan, and exhibits massy pieces of quartz stone-rock, • 
passing from one pillar to another, in order to fcrm the roof ; these be-
ing laid along each other, in a similar manner, for the walls, without hav-
ing been originally joined together by lime or any other cementing sub-
stance.t There are also one or two pillars of black basalt, which do 
not appear to have belonged to the original building; as all the others are 
of the quartz rock, which must have been brought from some dista ce, 
there being no appearance of this mineralogical formation in the irn e-
diate neighbourhood.t A smaller, though in other respects similar Agra- 

" It might be classed without much impropriety as a species of sandstone. 

t This is the Cyclopeian mode of building, and is very similar to the style 
of the temples in Kashmir as described by Ferishta. 

The author of a modern history of Bijap6r quotes the authority 
of the Tarikhi Mulhakat to show that this building was originally a mosque, 
and constructed by the Mahomedans. According to his account Aiz-ad-
din Ab8r Jah, one of the nobles of Ala-ad din Khiljy, king of Delhi, was go-
vernor of the place in Hej. 801 ; and in 807. A. D. 1307, he erected a wooden 
mosque at the request of the Hindu minister of Raja Ram Deo of Devagarh. 
His son Karim-ad-din Abur Jah, in Hej. 7111 A. D. 1316, caused a stone 
mosque to be constructed, and his name is accordingly mention*Kjay06•44

ib 
 

lowing inscriptionn the Balbud character, on one of the pillars. A curious 
admixture of corrupt Arabic with Sanscrit occurs in the inscription ; and is a 
remarkable specimen of what must be considered the Mahratta language at 
that time. 

The account of the building given on the authority of the above history, 
appears apocryphal. 
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laar is to be met with on the north-east of what his called the Adawlat 
Khanah; and both would indicate that there must have been a considera-
ble Hindi' town here previous to the time it was fortified by the first 
king of Bijapiir. In answer to the numerous inquiries I made on this 
subject, I could only receive the unsatisfactory information that they 
were founded by a Hindi' raja, named Bijan Rai, whose capital was 
Mangalbira, * and in whose time, it is said, a Barj or round tower now 
standing was built. It is also traditionally related, that soon after this 
time, Pir Mabrit Khandayat, t the leader of a body of Mahomedan fa-
kirs, having come here expelled the Brahmins from the Agrahars, and 
propagated the faith of Islam, previous to any regular invasion of the 
Dekhan by an army ;—and that when Yusaf Adil Shah founded Bija-
plir, this town was called Bijan Huliy. t The tomb of the Pies son, 

417r. IF 

kaR tIKEITitit 44113710 	1,114A alq<1 V-114n4vIrliffii-44ki 

"ti 	41e1-441MTliklulttrf4r1IFfaitir4ZIWTKftit fifFif3Z71-,9ltrilee#11 

aRifiiikkNiffgtiTtki T'llIf4Wit-t(49'ff41"tRim i 	t -1141Ergre4filmwslk- 
t71. zirr-647rvA 

In, the fortunate year of the Shake, or Shalivahan period 1292, and A. D. 
1320 in the Raodra year of the Cycle, the hero and victorious ruler nem. 
ed Malik Karim-ad-din, who like the sun is all powerful, erected the upper 
part of the mosque. Revoiya a carpenter of the village of Salltiodage, con-
structed the mosque ; and agreed to receive as the price of his labour a saleable 
freehold estate of twenty Chewer of land of twenty cubits, which was fixed 
and given. May it greatly prosper. 

Mangalbira, or Mangalivira, is a hill-fort near the Maun river which 
flows into the Biota, and is about fifteen miles S.S.E. of Panderpfir. 

t The Kshetryas, or Rajpfits of Orissa, who are .the feudal lords of the 
soil, and hold it on condition of service, are called Khandayats ; (see A. It 
Vol. xv. p. 222,) and if any such occurrence, as above related, ever took place, 
it may havqeen caused by a body of converted Rajpfits, driven southward 

"`•,.,i-(the'prbgiess of the IMahomedan arms on the north. 

t Meaning the village of Bijun, and I am disposed to dilltk that this was 
inscribed by order of Malik Kafur, who was the general of Alla-ad-din 
Khiljy, the first Mahomedan conqueror of the Dekhan. The style of the 
architecture is more Hindfi than Mahomedan, though this certainly might 
arise from the circumstance of a HinclL workman having constructed tie 
building. 
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which is within the open area of the largest A grahar, is built of lime and 
stone, and is covered with Arabic sentences from the Koran, now much 
defaced. His own burial place is to the eastward; at some distance, and 
his descendants, who yet reside there, possess some rights in the village of 
Tinie Rally, not far from Bijapitr. 

The Mahomedan buildings in the citadel are completely in a state of 
ruin, if we except a small mosque called the Mekka Musjid, which was 
built by the let Ali Adil Shah. It is also named from having a repre-
sentation of that celebrated place on its Kaba, and is a small chaste build-
ing, consisting of twelve arches, supported by an equal number of finely 
cut stone pillars, disposed in a square. Behind this, and to the north, 
stood the A daolat Khanah, where the kings usually received the con-
gratulations of the multitude and the petitions of the poor. It consisted 
of two stories, with wide verandas, elevated on large wooden pillars, and 
was standing when I first visited Bijapfir ; but, in consequence of the 
building falling quickly to decay, the Raja of Sattara has lately taken 
down the whole ; and the only remaining parts now to be seen, are the 
ruined fountain in the garden, and the terrace where people were usually 
allowed to present themselves. This building was erected by the Ist Ali 
Adil Shah. 

On the right of it, and adjoining, was the Sona Mahal, or gilded pa- 
lace, which was burnt down. 	A little to the westward, and in front, 
we observe the Ananda Mahal, or Harem, which fronts the south. It 
consists of three stories, each story having a middle hall and smaller a-
partments, at either end, communicating with it through narrow arches, 
which may be shut up by curtains when necessary. It had formerly two 
wings, towards the north, similarly built; and all parts of the building 
communicated by means of narrow staircases. The whole.  is crowned 
by a board terrace, and a wall nine or ten feet in height, surmounted by 
many small minarets to give the buildings a finished appearance. 

To the west of this place is the Dhobi igahal ; and to the south the 
Sejadah Mahal, or Sath Khandi. • The walls were formUidamiereilt. 
with fresco pairibtlipgs, and portraits of people belonging to the Court, 
most of which are now defaced. I observed, however, an elegant por- 

It was named the Sejadah Mahal from being a place of retirement for the 
princesses to pay their devotions ; and took the appellation of Seth Khandi 
ffom being seven stories high. 

23 
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. 	t 	 • 	• 	, 	• 
trait of a Mahomedan priest, whose features were Turkish, a0d coin- , 
plexion very fair. There is also a drawing of Mahomed, 4" tle sixth • 
king, in company with his favorite dancing girl Rhamba. • He is seated ' 
on a cushion, near which are laid his Sehtar, t a basket of flowers, and 
a Persian book. The expression of his countenance is that of good na-
titre, and much kindness of disposition ; virtues for which he is let cele-
brated among the people, and has been frequently praised. by historians. ' 
• The only other thing that formerly attracted notice, ate the citadel, 

was the stone representation of Rama Raja's head. It was on the right 
of the gate at entering ; but, having been, removed from thence by the 
Rajaof Sattara, was lately thrown into the ditch. 

The Pettah, or enclosed city, was formerly divided into numerous 
quarters ; each being distinguished by the appellation of the different 
bazars, or market places, in its immediate neighbourhood. Some of the 
divisions/et known are the Khizanah, Jamaa Masjid, Chauk, Karinja 
and Padshapur bazars ; there being many others of inferior note that 
have lost their titles, or are little remembered. 	• 

Proceeding directly eastward, abing a broad and bandsOrkes.'• street, 
leading from the entrance of the citadel, we come immediatel/tol  -a,row 
of small arches on the right. These were once used as shops ; and 
having then served for the foundations of a treasury, palace, state prison, 
and other buildings, were known by the name of the Khizanah bazar. 
Somewhat further on, and on the same side is the site of the Mehtry 
Mahal ; § -concerning which an absurd story is in ,4irculation, among the • 
vulgar, and has been retailed, without examination, by others, that it was 
built by a sweeper, or Halalkhor, who had become unexpectedly the pos-
sessor of considerable wealth, in consequence of being the identical person 
who met Ibrahim Adil Shah the 1st, when, in his sickness, he had made • 
a vow, to present a certain sum 'of money to whomsoever he should first 
see on a certain morning, and which resolution was adopted, at the sug-
gestion of a crafty astrologer who insured his recovery, and intended to 

wy_eiztly,,,Oeremedy. This idle tale has no foundation but what the 

* Captain Sydenhain says Ali Adil Shah. 

f The three stringed guitar. 

: The treasury market. 

The princely palace. 
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• ignorairee of the vulgar has given' it: for the difference' of, meaning in the 
:Tersian. :and Hindustani word Meittar not being known to them,:they 
• have affixed the appellation of .a sweeper, in the latter language,. to that 
• which• rieSignited a lord, or chief,, in the other, and which. was 	ton, • 

1 . .of this building from its original foundation. It is a small butelegant 
structure, of three, stories high, haying minarets • at the corners and in: • : 
front, 4! with Ornamental carving; in. softClay stone, about its windoWs.. 

On the' left, and almost Opposite to this, four largaGothic looking • 
arches: draw l  ours attention. They formed the gateway •leading to the pit.. 
lices;Of„Milstafa Khan Ardistany, f  and Elms Khan ; the former of 
nlitim'vrits, a •distinguished nobleman et • the Bilapiir'Coure duriegthe, 
reign of its. 4th king. 	 . 

Ve.fiext come to. .the Jamie. ,Musjid; or gieat mosque, which was* 
*ditty.  Ali Adil Shah Ist; during the life of his father Ibrahim the 1st: ' 
and the following ChrOnogram,• which is near•thialtar piece, gives the 
date of the structure, • Hej. 943; A. D..1536....' 

• . 	, 
rt., .1 	(2,4;ti 

• A'gpter the mosque of the Sidtan whoie end was happy:" 
. 

. It is an extensive edifice, surrounded .on the, north, west; ;an' d 
sidesbra high wall, of nearly forty feet in.height; *hid' concealing 
the 	gives the whole a clumsy appearance frOm. Without:. The wall 
• ha a lower story of falsearChes, raised on a plain, base of six or seven 
feet iit.• 'height, and an upper one,, or narrow, arcade, opening extermilIy,:., 
aleng Which rubs a passage, communicating with the roof of the inosqiii.' 
We :enter by a door on the north side, .and.  find' ourselves. ..in an 
exteriaile'COurt- raiied about six feet . high; in the:midst of which -there" 
is a fountain; and on the right' a..raised pavement of two feet higb, front.: 

0, See the, draiving of this. 	 • . 	• 

murdered, aboUt the year A. ,;D..15,81, by Kishivar IC ban vette,' 
Orr the death of All Adil,Shaft,first, having seized the reins c 4 ,1.powl!from 
karnit Khan; (a: nobleman •frequen fly mentioned. by the -POrtuguenfairitele, . 
then Regent lea the minor Ibrabiin Adil Shah 11,) Puled the state:, 

•, 	• 	• 
. 4..Captain'Sydonliam has given a wrong., readiog and consequently wrong 
.date •of this Clironegiani.; by substituting •14 for Ly; thus furnishing the 

• • 
stunemle1 fiej.991..A, D. 1.683, and• placing-its foundation in the reign of itira- 

*Min the Il. instead of 134 943,A.D; 106. 	• " 
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tng the mosque on the east. The body of the building consists of a 
magnificent arcade, two hundred and forty feet broad, by one hundred 
and thirty eight. The pillars are all equi-distant something more 
than twenty-six feet from centre to centre, and elevated twenty-five feet. 
From them spring arches, of the usual pointed shape, common to mus-
jids, which support a flat dome resting between every four pillars. In 
the centre of the floor below, there is a clear space of 75 feet, over which 
rises the large external dome of an egg shape, and whose °span of fifty 
four feet is raised eighty feet from the pavement. On the north and 
south walls there are two handsome piazzas, that consist of seven large 
arches and run from thp body of the mosque, to about one hundred and 
eighty-six feet. 

The Mehrab, or altar on the west, is elegantly gilded, and displays 
above its centre the following inscription 

410. j+A.)-(4).0 44.ge° JUI 

"Allah, Mahomed,Abtibihir, Omar, Osman, Hydar,"--* which 
informs-us that Mahomed the sixth king, by whose orders the ornaments 
were made, was of the Sunni sect t of Islam, though all the others, ex-
cepting Ibrahim the 1st, was of the Shia persuasion. 

There are several other inscriptions among which are the following:- 

3 

" I remember that this royal altar was ornamented by orders of 
Mahomed Adil Shah." 

"L'""÷j)!) > Ls-s)}44 ),s Lld' —4' )fit 

" Place not reliance on this life because it is not steadfast, and in this 
house of inquietude nothing is at rest for any one.'' 

'4A-+'...)*. Lr  40.-13.76.. (.14.  "'=ijii) 4.,1-A 	r:11'' C.P,) LP:a 	1..PV• 

"''r)aatIt.atett is the, stage of the world now sparkling in mine eye ; and 
happy is the lot of Orly life but it is fleeting." 	•• 

* The name of Ali, the son•in-law of the Prophet. 

I The Turks are of this faith, acknowledging the three first Khalifs ; and 
the Persians are of the other, acknowledging Ali and the twelve Imams. 
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" Yakoti Dal:only * was the servant of the mosque and the slave of 
Mahomed Shah, whose shadow may. God continue to support. IN. 1045 
A. D. 1635." 

The aggregate height of the dome, from the ground to its apex, may 
be about on hundred and twenty feet. The floor below, which is 
cluinamed, t is divided by black lines into numerous square portions, 
or musallas, made agreeably to the order of Aurangzeb, when he took 
Bijatqr and carried away the velvet carpets, along with a large golden 
chain, and other valuables, belonging to the mosque. 

After leaving the Jamaa 111u#id and going northwards, we come 
to the mausoleum of Mahomed, the sixth king. It is" chiefly remarka-
ble for its dome being of equal extent to that of St. Paul's of London, but 
being composed of brick and lime, and built out of all proportion to the 
other parts of the edifice, it ceases to be an object of much wonder, and 
can bear no comparison in point of beauty with the other. 

The tomb itself, a heavy looking building of a quadrangqlar 
form, has an octagonal minaret at each corner, ascending from beljbw, 
and is built on a terrace of six hundred feet square and two high. 
Each face of it presents three elevated false arches, of a Gothic appear-
ance, rising from the pavement, and supporting several feet of plain 
lime work and plaster above; whilst the whole is surmounted by an or-
namental cornice of grey basalt, and a balustrade, six feet high, terminat-
ing in small cupolas. The base of the middle arch is of grey ba-
salt, and the two others of stone-work and plaster. The minarets at the 
corners consist of eight octagonal rooms, or stories, twelve feet broad ; 
which lead into each other by means of winding stair cases, which are 
terminated above by cupolas, communicatnig with the terraced roof 
of the building. Each of these stories has seven small arched windows, 

• 
opening outwardly and looking into the court below ; while the eighth one 
admits a passage for the circular stair case. From taMso, We 

6 

" The appellation fora tribe of Abyssinians known in India. 

t This, except to those in India, requires explanation. The fine carbonate 
of lime, called Chfina or Chunam in this country, is of such a nature as to 
Fake a polish little inferior to the smoothness of marble; and is generally 
used for the floor of buildings. 
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*enter the large dome and arrive on a broad ledge surrounding its interior 
edge. It is large enough to admit of a carriage being wheeled round 
it, and rests on supports, that inclining inwards in curves, resemble half 
arches. The cupolas and dome communicate with each other by numer-
ous niches ; and the echo of the voice on the wall being thus broken, is 
rendered less distinctly audible than it otherwise would be. The whole 
height of the tomb may be a hundred and fifty feet. There is a com-
manding view of the town and surrounding country from its.terraced toof; 
where may be seen the broad expanse of barren heath and falling ruin, 
stretching in melancholy grandeur before us. 

We enter the body of the building by a lofty door-way on the soutkside, 
where the first thing fixing our attention is the grave of the king. It 
is covered with cloth, and placed in the centre of the structure, under a 
wooden canopy on a terrace. To the left of it, facing the spectator, are 
the graves of his youngest wife and the son of Ali Adil Shah, II. Those 
of his favorite dancing girl Rhumba, his daughter the Begam, and his 
eldest wife • who performed the pilgrimage to Mekka, are situated in 
succession on the right. On the inner side of the door-way, where we 
enter, there are several inscriptions, written in Toghra letters, to com-
memorate the year of the Sultan's death. The first is, . 

vy. , Aiwa viti.44 .4 	4.14.x."2  

"Sultan Mahomed a dweller in Paradise, " which words give the nu-
merals, Hej. 1067 A. D. 1656. 

The second, 
• Az 4  s 	'•0 

• This is the lady spoken of by the traveller Bernier; in his notice of 131ja-
p6r. Bernier, who was in India from A. D. 1655 to 1667, says " Visiapoor 
( BijapOr ) however, is verging towards dissolution.' The Moghal has made 
himself master of Periods, the key of the kingdom Bider, a strong and hand-
some town, and other important. places. The death of the king, (Mahomed 
Shah) without male issue, mugt operate unfavorably on the future doucerns of 
thegeoblefry. The throne is filled by a young man, (" Alf Adil Shah") edu-
cated and adopted as her son by the Queen, sister of the olOng of Golconda, 
who, by the by, has been ill requited for her kindness. She recently return-
ed from Mekka, and experienced a cold and insulting reception ; the young 
monarch pretending that her conduct on board the Dutch vessel, which con-
veyed her to Mekka, was unbecoming of her sex and rank. Brock's translation 
of Bernier, II. p. 221. 
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" The end of Mahomed was commendable," giving the numerals, HI! 
1067 A. D. 1656. 

The third, 

v 
	

4,03-ge 	r Li! ja.) 

"King Mahomed was in the house of peace. " This gives the nume-
als, Hej. 1068. A . D. 1657, thus differing by one year from the other. 
uch an occufrence, however, is thought of little importance among the 
rientals when the words of a ehronagram appear appropriate. The 
rue year of his death was A . D. 1657. 

Opposite the east and west sides of the mausoleum, there are two 
uined fountains ; and at the end of a platform, on the west, there is a 
mall bat'handsome mosque which remains in tolerable repair. The wall 
f the extensive enclosure belonging to the tomb, has become a mass of 
ubbish, and the Nahar Khanah, or gateway on the southern face, where 
he large drum was formerly beaten, is the only part of it now left en-
ire. The dwellings in this neighbourhood were known by the name of 
adshap6r bazar. 

Returning westerly we come again to the fort diteh, where stands the 
alace of the Asari Sharif, so named from its containing a few hkirs 
f Mahomed's beard, called the relicts of the Prophet. It is a large 
nd heavy looking building of brick and lime ; whose magnificent veran-

dab, thirty-three feet broad and one hundred and twenty long; has an 
elevated roof supported by four massy wooden pillars. We enter by a 
door on the south ; and on our left find a stone stair case leading to 
the upper part of the palace ; and to a hall of the same dimensions as 
the verandah, where are two large folding doors at the south and north 
ends.. Having passed the latter, we come to a small closet, on the 
right, where the relicts of the Prophet are deposited ; but which are 
only shewn once a year for the gratification of the faithful. These 
were formerly exhibited to the multitude from a small balcony which 
extends along part of the upper story. • The building is accomwodated 
ith a fine reservoir of water, twenty-five yards long, sixty broad, and 
ix deep, supplied from a distance, by several of the square towers 

led Ganj. 
This palace, which was built by Mahomed Adil Shah, contains a li-

rary of Korans and religious books, copied in the best style of oriental 
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avriting, but no works of history. 41 It formerly Communicated with the 
citadel .by means of a bridge, of which nothing now remains excepting 
the pillars,' t and succeeded to the honor of holding the precious re-
licts of the Prophet, after another such building, within the citadel, had 
been burnt down. 

Following the edge of the ditch, to the south west, we come to a 
missy square tower called the Chatr Ganj ; which is one of fourteen 
such that were built by the unfortunate Afzal Khan, whomet his death 
at' the hands of Sivajl, the founder of the Mahratta. empire. 	These, 
which are contrivances for giving impetus to the water of an aqueduct, 
were built; 'it would appear, in the time of Mahomed Shah for the pur-
pose of supplying the city. The following inscription, on the one first 
mentioned, must be read, with some interest, by all who have curiosity to 
know the condition of one so intimately associated with the first Mah-
ratta leader, as was Afzal Khan. The inscription on the originalis 

• written in Toghra character. 

61.,1c.) Vf 	tt.f, 	 c.S1 )44 
utl-LA) 1/45.)5•;_r" cif 	ge.)14 	314,:)14 
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tom- cvl~ 1 /4,81.).1,4 it 1 	J.; r ,M,,,o as y'r 	oe l t1 t 

3.5,-;1,J 	1 +.0 yT 06I ( b (91+) "3 ri 	f 	r 1. t+4 4 
L° 64,611 / t& 
pi 	61:1,1! 

" Be it known to the executors of ornamental arts, the architects of 
important works, and to celebrated living workmen, that. Alzal Khan 
Mahomed Shahy, a ,nobleman of good fortune, the present Comma-

. At the request of Lient.(Col. Briggs, the. late Resident at SaBara, Mir 
Kheirat' Ali; commonly called Mdshtak, the learned Persian Secretary of the 
Residency, made out* catalogue of the whole ; but no historical works were 
discovered. 

t See the sketch of this for which, as for most of the others I am indebted 
to the kindness of Mrs. Robertion, and Lieut. Ash of the Artillery. 

; This happened in the month of October, 1659. 
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der-in-Chief, the first in rank of Dekhan lords, the religious deg  
stroyer of infidelity, on whom descends God's favor,:whom heaven pfo-
nounces to be the most accomplished and excellent, and whose name like 
God's praise, is resounded from every quarter, saying it is excellence, did 
after much labour, and by order of Mahomed Shah Ghazy, (the exalted 
in dignity, whose court is like Sfilymans, (Solomon's) and whose glory is 
as the sun,) render this aqueduct conspicuous, (calling it by the name of 
Mahomed Niclda,) for the convenience of God's people, so that whosoever 
should have a thirsty lip might' have his heart filled and satisfied at this 
water, whilst his tongue would be moist in praying that this sovereignty 
of the king, the asylum of the universe, may abide for ever ; Hej : 1063, 
A. D. 1652. 

The unfinished tomb of Ali Adil Shah, II. is to be seen westward of 
the Asari Sherif, and on the north of the citadel. It is a noble ruin 
of seven large Gothic looking arches, constructed on a terrace fifteen 
feet high and more than two hundred square. Had not the death of the 
Silken put a stop to its progress, and prevented the addition of an up-
per story, in conformity with the original design, it would have surpassed 
every other building at Bijapfir, both in magnificence and beauty. 

There are several other tombs and buildings within the circuit aithe 
enclosed town, none of which deserve more than a passing notice. 
Those most conspicuous are the two tombs standing together on the 
S. W. of the citadel. They are those of a celebrated Fakir, named 
Sidi Rehan, and of his pupil Khawas Khan ; who, after the death of 
Ali Adil Shah, II. was appointed regent and guardian to his infant son 
Sekander. His tomb is to the southward of his preceptor's. In a di-
rection S.E. from these, we come to the tombs of one of Aurangzeb's 
wives, and that of Kishwar Khan, • whose father, Asad Khan, plays a 
conspicuous figure in the early Portuguese transactions, as related by 
themselves. The former of these buildings, which is within an exten-
sive square enclosure, had formerly a terrace, paved with white marble 
and railed with panelled work done in red porphyry ; but the whole of 
the former has been taken away, and only one small piece orthe latter • • 
was remaining when I first visited the place. The mausoleum of Ali 

• Kishwar Khan, who was taken and put to death by one of the Nizam 
Shahy kings, founded the fort of Dharflr in the time of the 1st Ali Adil 
'Shah. 

24 
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Adil Shah I. lies a little to the southward of these, and near to the ram-
part of the.outer wall. It is a low mean looking building, and, but for 
him who lies within, would not require a notice. 

Besides these are also several round towers, which, according to the 
inscriptions on them, were built at different times by people belonging 
to the court. Of these the Uperi, or Hydar Burj, was built by 
Chanda Khan, Hej. 951, A. D. 1573, and is only remarkable for giving 
support to an extraordinary long gun that lies there. 	• 

• Besides the aqueducts, which supply the town with water brought 
from Torwah, there are several large wells, of which the Taj and Chand 
Baorees are those best known. The former was the work of Senid-U1-
milk, the vizier of &titan Mahomed ; and the other was executed by 
Chand 13ib1, the heroic wife of Ali Adil Shah 1st, who has been de-
servedly immortalized by Ferishta for her celebrated defence of Ah-
mednagar. 

It only now remains for me, as connected with this part of my sub-
ject, to notice that the famed piece of ordnance, called the Mizai Naidan, is 
resting on a round tower of the outer wall on the westward, and that 
this bastion is known by the name of the Bitrji Shirza, or the lion bas-
tion, from being ornamented with two lions' heads represented in stone. 
The following inscription, which is on the right hand side ascending the 
steps that lead to it, has recorded the date of this building:— 

. .4..)4+6 	A3..)40,51a 101,5 	aLl 4.4 L,Ws 010..tr—iu 	4 )t,0))  

	

Slso 	81.41 46.4.F14°  JA.wa 

	

40+1.d 	 eh!! 

414,t-Pty 	" 4,e 	 „Ivy 4.4 aa 
9 • I 4.4. 

" During the reign of the victorious king surnamed Ali Adil Shah, to 
whom by the favor of Mfirtaza (Ali) God granted a distinguished vic-
tory, this bastion was, in )fife course of five months, made firm as the 
strong Mountain through the fortunate endeavours of Mujly Shah ; at 
which time an angel, in delight, gave the date of the year; saying that the 
Shirza bastion was without an equal." The last words give Hej. 1079, 
A. D. 1668. 

The large gun of this bastion has been often the subject of panegyric;. 
but has been no less frequently than erroneously described. It is 
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• 
• smooth and polished externally ; and on being struck emits a sound likt 

that of a bell. It is composed apparently of the same kind of alloy 
as is employed in manufacturing gongs * and hookah bottoms, but with 
some variation, probably in the proportion of the metals. The muzzle 
is wrought into a representation of the nose, eyes, ears, and extended 
jaws of some ravenous animal, probably that one called Shirza, $ which 
appears to hold, in Mahomedan imagination, an equally fabulous exis-
tence as the' Htinta. The proportions of this piece of ordnance are as 
follows:— 

Diameter at the breech, feet 4 10 inches. 
Ditto 	muzzle...... 5 2 ditto. 
Ditto 	 bore......... 2 4+ ditto. 
Length 	 ........ 	 14 3 	ditto. 

Diameter of the touch-hole...... 	nearly. 

The horrors said to have followed the firing of this gun in the time 
of Aurangzeb, the traditonary tale of which kept possession of the imagi-
nation of the Bijapfirifts for upwards of a century, were falsified by the 
teat of sober experience on the 5th of January 1829, when this gun hav-
ing been charged by the Raja of Sattara's orders, with eighty pounds of 
coarse powder, was fired without any remarkable event following. 

The people, on learning the Raja's intentions to try the experiment, 
left the city in alarm; but were soon relieved from their unnecessary 
terror by the report of the explosion ; which though loud came not near 
their exaggerated ideas. Even had the powder been better than was 
used on this occasion, the effect would have been nothing wonderful. 

It has been erroneously stated, by former writers, that Aurangzeb cast 
this piece of ordnance when he captured Bijapitr : and on the faith of 
the journalist of his transactions in the Dekhan, translated by Scott, t 
it has been asserted, but without being authenticated by other native writ- 
ers, that he caused an inscription, in the name of Mahomed AdilShah, to 

• 
be erased, substituting another in its stead. The purport of the former 

• 
* This has boat ascertained by Dr. Thomson. See Annals of Philosophy for 

September 1813 p. 208' to be an alloy of 80.427 parts of copper to 19.573 parts 
of tin. The instrument which is of tamborine shape, is used to announce the 
divisions of time by being struck with a mallet. 

. 	t Shirza signifies a lion or any other ravenous creature. 

I Scott's Dekhan, vol. 11. p. 72. 
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cia.s to say that he obtained it from Nizam Shah by conquest, but it 
would appear, from the Busatin-Us-sulatin, that it was obtained through 
fraud and not by force ; and that, on the 10th of Moharram, in the year 
one thousand and forty-two of the Hej. * Agha Rizwan " delivered up 
the fort of Pfirinda to the king Mahomed Ghazy : at which time 
Morary Marah`ta, who had obtained command of that fort, brought the 
Maidan from thence to Bijapur." It had been cast by Rainy Khan, 
a Turk in the service of the Nizam Shahy kings of Ahmednagar, and 
was obtained from them in the manner above related ; which fact is ren-
dered sufficiently evident by the inscriptions now on the gun. 

These are :— 

MIA* 31, 	311 ai 131 

" There is no god but God, and none besides him." 

.461 	.s Lb.) 	r 	31.4,51! 814• rat; jwi,41 

Abul-ghazi Nizam Shah, king, servant of the race of the Apostle 
( Mohammed), and of the house of God. 956." 

etem.21. .4.94 4.14=4  (.40  

" Fecit Mohammed Ben Hasan Rumi." 

sLY w06 3116Y s_s 	._rirtsdic ELt 

,5t,5 j e ,)I &GI 

sz•-;.) 4:)144.° 4-002 	J4i1 14' 	JAZ t-03  
.iv .44 jcib al.. auo 3111 v...4 *I" 4.* vs 

* This date corresponds with the 19th July, 0. S. A. D. 1632. It 
has been placed by Grant Duff in A. D. 1636, but the complicated me. 
thod of reckoning followed by Mahomedan historians, in dating their facts 
from the personal era of the prince, and then adapting them to the years of the 
Hejirah, has occasioned great confusion and inaccuracy in their details ; and 
most of owl, English writers, yet further reducing the dates to the years of the 
Christian era, and only specifying generally the beginniac of the Hejirah 
years corresponding to ours, have perpetuated the evil of anachronisms which 
are but too apparent in our Indian histories. In a future note, under the 
head of Aurangzeb's transactions before Bijap6r, I will endeavour to clear 
up the-history of this time. , 	. 

t This is an old Fort, on the eastern bank of the river Sena, about 70 or 80 
miles from Ahmednagar. 
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Shah Alumgir Mazy, the asylum of religion, who granted Clit 
claims of the just, toot possession of a kingly country and conquered 
Rijapir. For the date of the conquest good fortune came and said 
" he subdued the master of the field." • 

In the thirtieth year of his exalted reign, corresponding to the one 
thousand and ninety-seventh year of the Hejirah. 

The '80th year of his reign t corresponds to Hej. 1097, A. D. 1685. 
The last words give the numerals Hej. 1096 A. D. 1684-5, being one 

year less than the true date of the capture. The inscription is written 
in Toghra character. 

BUILDINGS OF THE SUBURBS. 

The ruins on the west of the city wall stretch from thence as far as the 
village of Torgha ; and part of them was called Naorispir, as already • 
mentioned. The communication between these and the interior is chief-
ly through two entrances on that side ; one named the Mekka, and the 
othei• the Shahpur gate. The latter, situated north-wards from the 

* Instead of reading eia.tt.,o, 	(Maliki Maiden) it is sometimes read 

olaido Flo (Mulki Maidan) with the word 	understood, which 

would materially change the sense of this passage. I prefer the former read-
ing of the text. 

f The 29th year of Aurangzeb's jalus, or reign, reckoning from the vic-
tory over his brother Dara Sheko, and adapted to the years of the llejirah, 

• terminated the 17th November 0. S. A. D. 1685; and Napar had submit-
ted about three weeks before; so that the inscription, having been subsequent-
ly executed, is dated the 30th year, or Hej. 1097, which commenced on the 18th 
of November 1685. If it be assumed that Aurangzeb dated his personal era, 
without adapting it to the years of the Hejirah, and from the period of his vic-
tory over Dara and subsequent ascension toothe throne at Methora, events 
that happened on the 8th and 15th of June 1656, (see Catrou, who wrote from 
the evidence of an eye witness M. Manouchid then indeed the 30th Tear of his 
reign had commenced, when he took Bijapfir, but may not be reconciled 
to be the year of the Hej. 1097, as such would fall within the year Hej. 1096, 
or the latter part of A. D. 1685. Nor may these contradictions be obviated by 
dating the commencement of the reign, from Hej. 1068, when he was again 
browned at Delhi A. D. 1657, and the whole is an evident error arising from 
the loose mode of reckoning the year of the Macs and those of the Hejirah. 
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&her, leads through a still well inhabited bazar, which was first peopled 
by the orders of Ali Adil Shah 1st, when in Hej.. 965 A. D. 1556 he 
was crowned there. The other principal ones, leading from within, are 
the Bahmany, Alawal, and Fattah Darwazeh. The last, which is on the 
south side, and on the road to the village of Monguly, is that by which 
Aurangzeb entered Bijapfir. It therefore received its present name, 
the gate of conquest. 

The suburbs were divided formerly into different Ptiralics, or quarters. 
Those now known are the Shah Pfirah, near the gate of that name; the 
Yakut 136rah close by, and the Zohrah to the southward of both, some• 
times named Ibrahim Thirah, from being in the neighbourhood of the 
Ibrahim Roza, or mausoleum of Ibrahim Adil Shah II. This tomb is 
decidedly the most chaste in design, and classical in execution of all 
the works which the Bijapfir sovereigns have left behind them ; and is 
distant about three hundred yards from the Mekka gate. On the north 
side, where we enter by an elevated gateway, the exterior of the inclosure 
'presents a handsome front of eleven small hollow arches, and in its interior 
side there are numerouS small cells intended as a caravanserai or place of 
lodging for travellers. 

The building itself is situated on an elevated platform, on the west 
of which there is a mosque. It has a tasteful colonnade of seven arches, 
on each of its four sides, forming a verandah of 15 feet broad round the 
whole interior; to this there is a slightly elevated pavement and second 
verandah, the roof of which is beautifully carved, and the work displayed 
to advantage by being finished with a handsome cornice. The dome 
Trising above the whole, surmounted by a brass crescent, is in much better 
taste and proportion to the rest of the building, than in any of the others 
before described ; and is in keeping with the four slender minarets at the 
corners, which consist of four stories including the cupola. The whole 
body of the mausolemn is elaborately carved in Toghra letters, embodying 
extracts from the Koran ; an& which were formerly gilded and enamelled, 
as were an the other inscriptions in the city. Ibrahim Adil Shah II. and 
fifth of the dynasty, lies interred here, along with his Life Taji Sultan, 
otherwise named Taj Jehan Begam, who was the daughter of Saiyad 
Abd-ur Rehman, and mother of Mahomed Adil Shah, the sixth of his 
race. It would appear from the following inscription, written in Tog-
hra character, over the northern door, that it was originally intended for 
the mausoleum of this lady. 
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16+4,1-ritA0./ 1'JJJ IL? 	e.)1+4  a."14  

u..1„ 

!yiks Lgti4 eh!' t*.AbLo 	j?Zt?. 	 .313 Lao 3,31,3 ko 

Heaven stood astonished at the elevation of this building, and it 
might be said that when its head rose from the earth, another heaven 
was produced. The garden of Paradise has borrowed its beauty 
from this garden, and every pillar here is graceful as the cypress tree 
in the garden of purity. An Angel from heaven above announced 
the date of the structure by saying, " This building, which makes 
the heart glad, is the memorial of Taji Sultan." The last words 
give the numerals Hej. 1036 A. D. 1626. 

The next inscription, which is over the southern door, is her eulogium. 

4.1.• 	EG.Ltirws 40.131 	 4./.0(4, 	3,Ntq ) 
0.1 1,-) 6,5 0..i4 
	 akj.ido eyo.n. 

	

0-14 adit (Ale Wes! 	 r 
In pomp like Vbaida, • and in nzagnXeence like Bilkis t site 

was the ornament of the throne and crown of chastity, and when she 
passed to the capital of Paradise from this terrestrial abode, which is 
but dust, when I asked an old man the date thereof he answered me 
saying, 44  Taji Sultan is among the people of Paradise." The words 
give Hej. 1043 A. D. 1633. 

The following is on the same door :— 

	

ef t,).1.t4gatiLwj J aa.o 4.‘,1.4 
	 az")) 4:"?.1 rLieb 	a4. 

ai L.* uty. 	a.:+1 al:, as 	 Unt 

	

eir 4.3-tg rk), 4.:4; V1.3 	
• 
eusb 6.0.-SA 

Malik Sandal, by expending one hundred and fifty ,thousand 
huns,t with roitte hundred more, caused this tomb to be finished after 

• The wife of the frimous Khalifl Harun-oor-Rashid. 

t The eastern name for the queen of Sheba. 

A hun is equal to three and a half rupees. 
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great exertion. It was erected, according to order, for Taji Sultan, 
at whose purity even Eden was astonished. 

• 
The mosque, which is on the same terrace with the tomb, is about one 

hundred and five feet long and sixty-six deep ; presenting a front, on 
the east, of sown.  tasteful arches. In the open space between it and 
the tomb, there is a ruined fountain and reservoir. 

In former times the mambar or pulpit, was surmounted by an orna-
mental representation of a mosque, regarding which an anecdote of Au-
rangzeb is mentioned, very characteristic of his extreme punctilio in 
matters of religion. The ornament was not thought orthodox ; and hav-
ing been removed by his order accordingly, part of it is now laid near the 
steps as you ascend from the area, or court, to the platform of the mosque. 

The only remaining building in the suburbs to be noticed is the Id-
gah. It was built by Aurangzeb. 

ART. II - Continuation of Ehrenberg's Paper on the Coral 
Banks of the Red' Sea, from page 341. 

Summary of our discoveries respecting Coral Animals as masses 
°frock. 

(1.) The coral banks of the Red Sea are always found in shallow 
water : there, especially in the neighborhood of land, and in proportion as 
they approach land, both their number and extent increase. We met 
them in deep water only where evident signs of volcanic activity were 
seen in their neighborhood. 

(2.) These coral reefs are never shaped like rings or funnels ; they 
are always tabular, often elongated like tape, or in rows running parallel 
with the coast, with which (they are evidently connected in a geological 
point of view. 

(3.) The coasts of the Red Sea consist, on the Atabian side, some-
times of marl and gypsum, as near Hamam Firaun in the north, and near 
El Gisan in the south; sometimes of sandstone, as near Nakhus ; or of the 
sandstone conglomerate of quartz and felspar with -dolomite-cement, as 
near Ras Mohammed; seldom of lava as near El Wassem, in the south or 
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• Gumfude; .they often also con• sist of a tertier modern white and soft limo. 
stone; in horizontal strata, with diminutive, scarcely visible, fragment; of 
fossil shells; which as inclined plains, often 15 to 20 miles broad, of con-
siderable elevation, form the declivity, towards the sea, of the lofty por-
phyry, sienite, and silicious schistus mountains, that run through the length 
of Arabia, and very rarely approach the sea itself. The greater number 
of the flat islands, as well as of those which rise 300 feet above the surface 
of the sea, consist of a tertier modern very white limestone, which often 
resembles baked sand. Others again have high mountains, which consist 
of the abovementioned dolomitish conglomerate and of gypsum —not of 
marl and bergmehl, (Tiran,) or of lava, (Ketumbul,) and correspond with 
the mineral of the neighbouring coast, as is clearly proved by specimens 
I have brought with me. (*) 

(4.) All coral banks, which could be examined, had for their basis a 
modern limestone in horizontal strata, which no where owes its existence 
to the sticking together and hardening of corals, or distinct fragments of 
them; for nothing of the kind is seen in them, but it consists almost wholly, 
of nearly microscopic, small, much dissolved organized .fragments, or ce-
mented sand, and sometimes appears to be evidently formed at an earlier' 
period than the colonization of corals took place. This limestone may 
stand sometimes in the same relation to the corals as mould to the forest ; 
but where it forms rocks, rising 100 to 300 feet, above the surface of the 
sea, without containing a single vestige of corals, either enclosed or lying 
upon it, there it is probable that it is older than the formation of corals. 

(5.) Living as well as dead coral stocks form no where, in the Red 
Sea, high layers and rising one upon another; they give only the simple 
coating of most submarine rocks. The height of the coral stocks was 
often only 1 to 2 feet; no where, as far as could be ascertained, more than 
1+ fathom according to the magnitude of the several masses of rock. 
Thus it appears that the magnitude, generally ascribed to coral stocks 
by Ruoy and Gaimard, of 2.5 to 30 feet exceeds those of the Red Sea by 
double. • 

•• 
(*) The grains of the dolomitish conglomerate, of which, together with 

gypsum, consists the elevated island Tiran, which forms also mountains on the 
neighbouring coast, near Sherm el Sheik, not far from Ras Mohammed, are in 
the latter place covered with a thin black coating of manganese, wherefore the 
volour of the mountain near Ras Mohammed is black. is this the spot which 
Burkhard considered volcanic ? Moreover the mineral contains iron ore. 

25 
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• ;According to Forster there are a few coral stocks in the South Sea, • 
which rise 3 fathoms above the surface of the water ; this may serve as a 
scale for the possible height of such layers in the Southern Ocean. 

Just as one forest does not continue to grow upon the other, even 
when the first trees die, and are left to themselves, or disappear in sand, 
as is the case with primeval forests, and as the vegetable earth is little 
when compared to the forest, just so appeared to me the natural relations 
of corals and their soil. 	 • 

(6.) Only rocky soil was covered with a thick coating of corals, and 
we found no corals in sand, except a few paltry ones which were washed 
upon it by the waves. Magazines of live corals, which I had established 
on the sandy coast near Tor, died in a couple of days. 

It is true we often found thin layers of a white sand, upon the coral 
reefs, between the several coral blocks ; but the corals which were lying 
upon them loose were not many. It is likely they were broken off, either 
by the decay of their basis, or by the motion of the waves, or they were 
developed upon dead fragments. This sand is not stirred by the waves, 
and appears .to be a slight precipitate of the sea water, after much agita-
tion of great storms : it is perfectly harmless, because it is inconsiderable, 
and cannot easily be stirred up by the waves on account of the surround-
ing corals. Many fungi, Holothuri, and seafishes, are found in these 
places. 

(7.) We noticed 110 different species of coral animals in the Red 
Sea; the number of all the various species, which are hitherto discovered 
there, amounts to 120, consequently nearly a third of all living coral ani-
mals of the earth which are accurately known *. 

" (a) Respecting these various forms I have given, in a former treatise, on 
the coral animals, more accurate communications, and there I have endeavor. 
ed to elicit, and to confirm, by the most particular examinations, the more 
general results communicated in the present paper. The whole family of the 
proper coral animals (with one &outh,) which were gradually divided into 158 
different species, and had been mixed up with totally heterogeneous animals 
and plants'I reduced to 86 species, after a minute examination and comparison 
of their structure and developement ; they might perhaps bertocluced to less, 
if some species were made sub.species. Still I thought it more important to 
distinguish the families, where they represented a distinctly developed whole, 
than to endeavor to prove and show thoroughly the oneness of the principle 
of division. In a historical point of view, every where nature is not develop-
ed by the reason of man, but human reason is enlarged and unfolded by na-.  
ture, whose foundation is deeper and stronger than all its systems. Thus i t 
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(8.) Accurate observation of the peculiar structure of the severe.' 
forms of coral animals, makes it evident that all those, that princip;lly 

appeared to me more correct, and more advantageous for science, not to sketch 
a logical scheme, and arrange under it the natural objects, whose groups, in 
that case, would fall asunder without any bond, in a later necessary alteration 
of that scheme, and would offer no firm basis for future investigation ; but to 
form small groups of families, according to logical principles, which were 
arranged from several minutely examined forms, and which might afford a fir-
mer basis for future systematic experiments. Thus the systematic view, which 
is given by me in their individual parts, is most accurate and to be depended 
upon ; and the above divisions are mere characters taken a potiori of gradually 
larger and more comprehensive groups. They might be altered, in the pro-
gress of science, without the material, which they contain in themselves, fall-
ing to the ground being unsupported, as is the case if the Actinia are placed 
near the Echinoderma, and the Tethya, Spongi, et cetera near the corals, or 
the Cellepora and Millepora are united. 

(b.) The segregation of limestone from coral animals is, where it forms 
something like regular leaves, small sticks, et cetera, a support of the muscu-
lar system with its sinews, and a separation of its vessels, just as in all other 
animals. Thus are the bones of men and mammalia, the broad shells of the 
inultimuscular Bivalva and the Columella, together with the spiral shell of the 
unimuscular univalve, which is connected with it. Sometimes, but very rare-
ly, it is a secretion of the system of the skin, as the scales of fish, without 
having any direct connection with muscles and sinews. 'The inner Lamella, 
which, in the cross-cut of the Actinia, form the rays, are evident long muscles 
with long fibres, which, in their position and relation to the body, perfectly 
correspond to the stone lamella of the stone corals, which are covered with 
thin fibrous skins, and consequently appear to give the supports of such 
musculous skins. The axis of the Tsidea and Gorgonina stands in the same 
relation with the cover of the univalve snails, which, as Oken already observed, 
seems to contain the germs of the other half of the bivalve shells. In bivalves 
I am inclined to consider every simple thorough going muscle as two directly 
opposed to each other, which meet on account of their common vessels in the 
centre of the animal. 1 shall not further enter upon this field of speculation, 
which must be more cultivated, by farther direct observations of the particu-
lars of the vessels ; but 1 thought that, by placing together these resemblanCes, 
I could lead to some causal relations of the phenomena in the segregation of 
limestone, which it would be desirable still more accurately to examine and 
correct. Of course I cannot presume to predict, whether a mdte intimate 
knowledge of tri: process of the separation of limestone, may be more easily 
obtained by a more minute observation of it in mammalia, or whether the 
coral animals might not be preferable for this putpose. But as the greatest 
success may be expected, where necessarily the most intense attention is 

. directed towards the, minutest parts, l am inclined to believe that the coral 
animals, or shells, will solve the riddle sooner than the larger mammalia, which 
bewilder the observer. 
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fbrm masses of stone, are quite incapable of erecting strong walls, in or-
der to defend themselves against the breakers, as Fqrster imagined. The 
coral animals do not live in stone pipes, and do not build like termite) [?] 
or wasps, a common house, or nest, (*) in order to protect themselves. 

They are also not like oysters defended by stone covers; all genuine 
and influential stone corals have outwardly the soft animal body, and the 
dendritical or spherical stone-scaffold forms the inner bones, or the lower 
foot. In order, therefore, to erect walls for coral basins, a few species of 
the coral animals would be obliged to expose their homogeneous naked 
body to the whole force of the breakers; and, as it were, to sacrifice them-
selves for the rest. The homogeneous soft quality of the body leads us 
rather to infer, that the pernicious influences will also produce, in all, ho-
mogeneous effects. It is true the organ corals, on account of their stone 
-epidermis, live as it were in stone cases ; but even these are not fond 
of great breakers, and are also more delicate and brittle than many others 
of inconsiderable size. 

(9.) Conflicting opinions are found among travellers, • that accord-
ing to some, coral animals shun the breakers, according to others delight 
in them, or that certain forms are fond of them ; and it is according to 
our observations that in general, living coral animals do not shun but 
love the breakers. In very calm basins we found more Tange, (sea 
weed,) than coral, but less beautiful and in less numerous forms than on 
lofty rocks and reefs ; in protected sandy places we met with more sea 
weed : (their forms were similar to the Zostera and Thucagrostis of the 
European seas, but often peculiar, viz. the species of Barhania, not un-
like the Halophila of the South Sea, and Schizotheca Hemprichi,a 
form quite peculiar to the Red Sea, with a large case divided into many 
parts containing generally four seeds; and with leaves resembling those 
of the Thucagrostis. Delile's singular Zostera brillata of the Red 
Sea is included in the Barhania). 

• We saw the largest and mtst leautiful corals always on the outer edge 
of the &al reefs, but they were rarely branchy, mostly Daedalina. 

	

(*) 	It is true, Ellis, the first accurate observer, defendsehimself against 
Baster, by asserting that he has not imagined nests but skins; but the one 
comparison, as well as the other, does not apply to coral animals in general. It 
appears, in fact, that Ellis imagined the coral stock to be a Convolut of Serpula 
pipes, an arbitrary aggregate of many individual animals, among which also., 
oyster banks are to be reckoned. But the coral stock is something alto. 
gether difff£erent•from these%things. 
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. Close to 'the perpendicular outer edge, which is• quite flooded by'breakers', 
we found branchy forms in greatest perfection; at a short distance from 
the outer edge, the specimens were much smaller. • 

Rocks that rise perpendicular, from the bottom, above the surface of 
the sea, on which the surge beats violently, have no coating of corals ; but, 
however perpendicular they may rise from a great• depth, all those that do 
not reach the surface of the water, and consequently allow the waves to 
break over tlIbm, are covered with corals. This latter circumstance no 
doubt must much diminish the intensity of the agitated water; but this 
appears by no means to inconvenience the coral animals, which seem . on 
the contrary to like it, as it prevents the stagnation of decayed matter. • 

(10.)  The coral animals are by no means soft, while in the water, 
or when young, and grow hard so they get older, or when exposed to the 
air ; though there are some forms which are always soft, and never grow 
hard, and there are others which, on account of a certain inner formation 
of bone, are always hard and have never been soft, except in embryo: 
These two classes of coral animals resemble each other very much in their 
outward form, so that inexperienced people continually confound them. 
Still all hard corals, with the exception of the organ-coral, (a single ge us 
of 86 genera, containing 3 of the whole 386 species,) have a soft coati g, 
Which alone properly speaking constitutes the animal itself, or at leas its 
essential part. This soft, very thin, and jelly like animal body, which 
forms the coating of the , stone corals, often extends itself to a great 
length, ,and shews• feelers like threads and fringes, capable of withdrawing 
themselves, though sometimes these are wanting altogether. Further, this 
soft animal, which is variously organized,• is capable of withdrawing itself 
into the starlike cavities of its inner scaffolding of bones, and may outward= 
ly lie ,so close as to appear like a very thin, scarcely perceptible, slimy 
coating of the. stone. Other forms are altogether without any Stone ker-
nel, but possess still greater capability of contracting and expanding 
themselves, so as• often to excite admiratiors; and may, in regard- to this 
strange and wonderful phenomenon, be called metamorphosisa, although 
not in the strict eense of this word; consequently all accounts of the me-
tamorphoses 'of corals are only erroneous or fabulous. 

(IL) • Living corals of the Red Sea do not exist at great depth. Al-
ready, in a depth of 6 fathoms, we found often not a single coral, though 
•the less deep border of the island, or reefs close by, contained a great 
Many. Also the pearl fishers of Yemen and Massava assured . me, that 
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to 	depth of 9 fathoms, there were no corals, in fact.  nothing but sand. 
We could not enter into more particular inquiries.. It is true Ellis tells 
us that the Greenlandisk Umbellularia .Encrinus was caught in a depth 
of 236 fathoms, and where it is probable that it did not live alone. Re-
peated observations must show whether these whale-fishing accounts of 
Captain Adrian were not somewhat inaccurate. 

(12.) The opinion of a natural dying off of whole generations of 
coral animals, at certain periods, in order to serve as a basis for fresh-
developing generations?  agrees no less with their physiological condition, 
and our experience, than the belief that they continue to grow when cov-
ered with sand, and that their growing one upon another is Without the 
death of those that lie below. The latter is sometimes' the case, but only 
with moss animals, and Sertularina. 

(13.) It is evident that, perhaps with the exception of a few sands, 
the surface of the islands of the Red Sea is rather in a state of decay 
than of growth. We found no where, in the Red Sea, coral walls 
accumulated by the surge and resembling the Aands in their existence, as 
said to be so common in the Indian Ocean. 

(14. The coral animals, which encircle, like a garland, the submarine 
foot of the islands, appear to spread over them where wind and waves gra-
dually diminish the smaller islands ; and thus hinder their further decay, 
where such has taken place a little below the surface of the water. Thus the 
coral banks of the Red Sea rise not from the bottom till a little below the 
surface of the water, as generally believed of the coral reefs of the Indian 
Ocean; and all coral banks appear to have been small fiat 'islands, whose 
upper parts were partly decayed, partly blown away, and at last flooded, 
till on account of corals gradually covering them in a single layer, like 
plants in sands, they preserved an almost equal height. If the foundation 
of these islands had been a hard granite or gneiss, in place of a soft modern 
limestone, which may often be called nothing else but sand cemented, and 
raised by volcanic agency, I hive no doubt but that, in similar formations, 
they would, instead of forming submarinecoral banks, have continued lofty 
rocks, which the farther such extend into the sea becony more isolated, 
<as I had a short time ago an opportunity of observing to my surprise in 
the Norwegian rocks, which in their appearance wonderfully 'resemble 
those coral banks). Add to this the tabular shape of the coral tanks of 
the Red Sea evidently appears to be the result of the horizontal stratifis 
cation of their soft foundation, (the Norwegian rocks, which are not stra- 
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. tified, but bard and indented, are merely rounded); on the other hand th6 
numerous small funnel-like volcanoes of the South Sea appear, according 
to many existing observations, which agree in the main, to be the founda-
tion of those coral rocks, and to have contributed to their circular shape. 

If every gale of 'wind filled with sand the middle part of the circular 
coral reefs of the South Sea, most favorable to corals, the coral animals 
would die, like a forest overwhelmed with sand ; but, from what I have 
observed, it does not appear consistent with the nature of coral animals to 
suppose that these middle parts are filled up by more than one layer of 
corals. 

The'corals never seemed to like places where sea water has been ren-
dered muddy by loose sand; they always preferred places where the wa-
ter was clear and transparent.. And as far as I am aware there are no 
direct observations made, proving the existence of evidently preserved 
strata of corals being cemented and standing one on another, which, in 
undisturbed growth, at a former period have covered either a plain, or 
filled up a hollow place, and afterwards become accessible, by being raised 
through volcanic activity. 

Thus it appears that the corals do not produce new islands but pre-
serve them in a wonderful manner; and that they are ornaments to those 
already in existence, exhorting to caution, exciting admiration, affording 
instruction, and giving proof of much life and activity in the sea. 

The sea may collect, in immense heaps, at its bottom, the earthy remains 
of sea animals, shells, pricks of sea urchins, serpula-pipes, coral stones, 
and small fragments of them, forming out of them sand and masses of 
rock, which are raised here and there by volcanic activity; while live corals 
may also comparatively speaking, occupy the first rank among animals 
which secrete limestone, and, in regard to this process, may be worthy of 
very particular attention, as they no doubt exercise to a very high degree, 
by indirect operation, that influence on the surface of the earth which 
excites our wonder and admiration in the 6E:inflation of limestone. But 
according to what laws it is possible, that such small organize bodies, 
containing but .very little limestone-earth, (according to Vogel about 
0,02 percent.) should secrete such immense masses of carbonate of lime 
is a question not yet solved by the efforts which have been hitherto 
made. 
• Repeated researches in those regions may develope whether the low 
edges of craters, formerly higher than the numerous groups of small vol. 
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dives in the South Sea, would not, without the covering of live corals, 
have been long ago entirely swept away by the sea; and whether the 
proper activity of volcanoes would occasionally not have filled up the 
middle basins, and, by after decay, rendered them fit for vegetative and 
animal life, but oftener left them, for ages, unfilled up, and quite at the 
disposal of corals to build upon. 

On the additional knowledge of great organic life in the smallest 
space' obtained by the improvement of the Microscope. 

Already, in former lectures, I have endeavored to illustrate the orga-
nization of Infusoria as the smallest animals, and have expressed my con-
viction that these small moveable bodies, scarcely visible to the naked eye, 
or quite invisible, and which, up to the present time, people were inclin-
ed to consider as gradually decreasing in structure, though capable of or-
ganization, are in themselves nothing but matter either organized in the 
molt simple manner, or altogether exempt from organization. These 
small bodies, I say, are distinctly and without any exception, very much 
complicated and organized. 

These relations of organic life, proved to exist not only in Rotatoria, 
but also in all the principal forms of those that are designated, by Otto 
Frederic Mueller, Animalcula Infusoria, made it even necessary to 
divide these Infusoria, by thorough going physiological characters, into 
two distinct and separate classes, and in quite a different manner from what 
has been attempted by some Naturalists. I did not like to place a class 
of Infusoria in juxta position of a class of Rotatoria, but rather prefer-
red to retain the term Infusoria in both lists of forms, distinguished by 
me on account of the similarity of their manner of living, both being observ- 
ed in infusions. 	It is true the term Infusoria does ,not now appear to 
be suitable for either, but it is no doubt a convenient term for the whole, 
as Mueller found it, and nature pointed out. 

The characters by which libth classes of animals, formed of Mueller's 
Infusoria,'have been organically distinguished, consisted according to my 
former observations of the following relations to each oti&r: — 

Rotatoria. 	 Polygastrica. 

	

(Mueller's Trichoda, Vorti- 	(Mueller's Trichoda, Vorti- 
cella, Brachiona,,$.c.) 	 cella, Kolpoda, Monada, ($.c.) 

1. 	Particular whirl organs, with- 	1. No particular whirl organs, 
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out the whirl facfilty in the rest of 
the body, or the simple rim of the 
mouth. 

2. Simple gut with, or without, 
a stomach; always with a mouth, 
and a peculiar backside, sometimes 
with false guts, mostly with evident 
chewing apparatus, and teeth. 

3. One to four red points on 
the forepart rather more or less. 

4. Propagation only by dis-
tinctly large but not numerous eggs, 
with shells without self-division, 

and altogether exempt from the whirl 
faculty of the whole body, or ot a 
few not farther distinguished spots, 
or of the simple rim of the mouth. 

2. A gut divided into many 
stomach-like cells, without a peculiar 
backside, (i. e. many stomachs in the 
mouth without a gut,) or a gut cover-
ed with many stomachs, in the shape 
of bunches of grapes, with a mouth, 
and a peculiar backside, without any 
chewing apparatus. 

3. Points rare, often wanting al. 
together. 

4. Propagation by inner, very 
small, and numerous grains, (eggs?) 
and (sometimes threefold) self-divi-
sion ; viz. spontaneous length and 
cross division, and formation of blos-
soms. 

A complete, according to 	5. No distinct Gynandrismus, 
organic nature, possible and most still evident periodical formation of 
probable, Gynandrismus. 	grains, in the inner part of all indi,  

viduals; (eggs ? ) and their secretion 
(bringing forth) Anandrismus. 

The above mentioned observations have made it, undoubtedly, most 
probable, that the organization of animal bodies, and in the direction of the 
smallest space, within the limits of human comprehensiveness, dwindles 
by no means quickly down to inorganic matter, as it has been hitherto 
generally thought ; but demonstrates a very clear and distinct character, 
even in such small animal forms, which, wi account of their diminutive-  a 

ness, are perfectly invisible to the naked eye. I indulge theohope that 
a more recentAbservation, in which I have been eminently successful, 
will be particularly interesting at the present time, as it opens up a new 
circle of organs in the smallest animal forms, while it confirms the results 
which have been formerly come to. 

. 	Mr. Chevallier's microscope, which is very excellent, and which I have 
26 
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hitherto used, afforded me, at 8 inches visual range, and without inconve-
nience, only a magnitude 245 times in diameter, which might be increased 
by elongation of the tube however; but it is inconvenient and renders ob-
servation fatiguing at an equal visual range -of 380 times, or in measuring 
the.objects in their true horizontal situation, i, e. at a longer visual ,range 
to the linear magnitude of 800 times. It then occurred to me that still 
stronger and more convenient magnitudes would lead to a more accurate 
knowledge of the physiology of the smallest organic bodies. I tried 
whether I could use, for these observations, the microscope of Mr. Ploessle 
of Vienna; which was lately purchased here by the Academy, and, which 
is somewhat clearer than that of Chevallier's, and far excels it M. magnify,. 
ing power; but I found an invincible difficulty in the minute, almost evan-
escing, focal distance of the lens of the objects in its greatest magnitude, 
and in which I was particularly interested, Neither by small pieces of glass, 
nor• of mica, could I make an imprint of very small objects; and it was 
quite impossible to observe through it Infusoria in water; because the 
lens, which touched the water drop, necessarily a little Convex, attracted 
the water to the rim of its enclosure, and too flat uncovered small surfaces 
of water evaporated too rapidly. In consequence I made no fresh dis-
coveries with the improved microscope of Ploessle which proves very 
useful in observing other objects. 

At last on my repeatedly expressed desire of making such observa-
tions, and probably also at the request of other friends of this cause, the 
mechanic work-shop here of Mr. Pistor, well known by its scientific ac-
curacy, offered under the personal direction of its Head, to make achro. 
;vatic microscopes, on Selligue's principle of combining several object 
lenses, which is the same upon which the microscopes of Chevallier and 
Ploessle are made ; and Mr. Shick, by his highly distinguished technical 
skill, succeeded, after accurate and attentive experiments, in producing .a 
microscope, the first of its kind, according to certain rules of combining 

• lenses calculated upon the refgactory power of glass. I found this mi4 
croscope of such excellence, that I was obliged to confess that, among all 
-with which I was acquainted, this was the most suitable fec.  the purpose of 
examining the smallest organic parts. In it regard was paid to a sug-
gestion of mine that it would be necessary to make it of a convenient size, 
neither too small nor too large, with a local distance of at least near i  line, 
in its greatest magnifying power, (in order to be able to apply both pres- • 
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• sure and water upon the smallest bodies). The construction of thtifi--
strument being convenient and light, and for this Onion not very expensive, 
several* oculars, without an extension of the tabus, allowed a magnitude of 
little less than 1000 times in diameter at a visual distance of 8 inches.; 
Which, -by the application of a Still more pOwerful ocular glass; or tabus, or 
both together, might be more than doubled and extended so' far, that- the 
light, verging to obscurity, might still permit one to distinguish' the 'att. 
umbrations 'Of small bodies. The terminus of 'twilight; in -  ptic appeat-
'ewes; With the present apparatus, does not appeartwexceed by much -a 
linear magnitude of '8000 times, rat least 'not to reach -the double, whilst 
the terminus of light lies between 1000 — 2000 linear magnitude: • 

At the eame time Mr. Shirk' made a more powerful ocular glass- to 
fit my microscope-of Chevallier; which,' at the Visual' distance of 8 inches; 
and without extracting the tubas, increased its magnifying power to 525 
times in diameter; but with extracted tubas and equal visual distance, to 
800 times when measured in' the level of the objects, the linear Magni- 
tude of the-Microscope 'exceeded a 'theusand times. 	• 

The result of several experiments, made with this hew optic power,' n 
the smallest organized bodies, was as I 	good reason to hope qukte 
astonishing. By looking through this improved microscope, I discoveked 
immediately, in the Infusoria which happened to lie near me, distinct in-

'dented organs' of mastication, as in the mouth of the Kolpoda Camillus of 
Miller, which is one of the most common small Polygastrica. This dis-
covery was the mare interesting as it formerly appeared that the Poly-
gastrica possessed a' certain greater simplicity in their organic formation 
'than the Rotatoria, and the' powerof the' system Of nourishment, indicated 
'y evident warts and teeth, Was not a small argument for the more in-
tensive organic formation -of the Rotatoria, than of the Polygastrica. 
This notion has not Only been removed by the discovery of -teeth in Kol-
poda, but • in this respect the case is quite reversed, as there are-nOw 
Polygastrica which possess several teethnsnd consequenfirin One respect 0 
more developed organs of mastication than the Rotatoria. °While -the 
'greatest number of teeth,, observed- in the Rotatoria is only 12, Kolpoda 
Cucullus has evidently 16 teeth, which' are placed in the form of a hollow 
cone, growing narrower'invertedly, or like a net, and form the entrance of 
the mouth. It may also be compared to an open Mossperistom. Thus also 
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it, this respect, the above-mentioned 'character, which has been given Co 
the whole class of these animals, is to be altered., 

t. AA the same time I found another result which was in similar respects 
interesting. I. .clearly discovered, even in very small Monades, as I have 
already mentioned in former communications, regular red spots which are 
never wanting in the, forepart of many Infusoriai  which, are we have 
reason to believe eyes,' The smallest Monades, which I have hitherto 
examined, had in their diameter a length of 1.92 of a Parisiaeline. With 
the aid of the news  discovery of ,magnifying power, I immediately dis-
covered, two species in a new class of Polygaetrica, of which the larger is 
only 501 lines in diameters but the less not more than 1500,,  and ,conse-
quently belongs to the smallest of all Monades, which can .be observed, but 
which still evidently show the mark of such eyes. (#), 

•  

ART. 	The Ristory of the Kuihora family of Sindh, 
scended from ,41bbas, ,the,uncle of Mahomed the, prophet, 
and commonly called Abbasides. By the late Captain linics 
McMullen. Presented by the Secretary. , 

INTRODUCTORY NOTIC*, • 

The posthumous papers of the late Captain McMurdo, riitberto pub-
lished, will be found in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of 

" Other discoveries hare been made quite recently. A large number of Poly-
gastric& Infusoria have a mouth armed with 20 teeth. In Paramecium Aurar 
ha, and also in many other species, I have discovered two large starlike and cork 
tractile organs in the inner part of the body, which again lead to a new circle 
of organs in Polygastrica Infusoriu and in many Itotatoria ; also in Ilydatins I 
observe two inner rows of small finlike, tremulous organs, Which were hitherto 
quite unknown; againI discovered, by stronger magnifying power, in Euglena 
Viridis and some other forms, a long proboscis (almost as long as the whole 

• length of the body)ewhich before I never could observe, because the magnify-
ing power, which was then at mfdisposal, Was not sufficient to make it appear. 
A more det?.iled account of theft relations of organie life have been laid befdre 
the Academy, and forms a third paper, on the knowledge of organic life in the 
smallest space, with plates, which has been considered worthy by the Acade-
my to be inserted in the next volume of their publications. 

Thus it appears that these fresh discoveries confirm the opinion that the li-
mit or the strongest organic life, in the direction of the smallest space, is both 
to be looked for, and to be admitted in much narrower spaces than could be • 
hitherto observed by the human eye. 
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• G.:lest Britain and Ireland, and in the Bombay Geographical Transapg 
tions. Among the many subjects of interest, to which the 'energetic 
mind of this enterprising and intelligent officer was early directed, none 
appear to have occupied more of its attention than the ancient and mod-
ern history of Sindh; embracing theoresources and productions 'of the 
country, with the state of the river Indus. About the year 1812, and 
soon • after our author had heen appointed A gent for Kach affairs, he 
began to colleZt all the Persian books procurable on the history of Sindh 
while several tracts,• on the paryanahs and towns of this province, and 
the different tribes of inhabitants, were expressly written for his informa-
tion. Most'of these Persian books and tracts, after Captain McMurdo's 
death, came into the possession of Mr. Norris, late. chief Secretary at 
Bombay, who presented them to• the present Editor : and as no authen4 
tic information, on the state of ancient Sindh, beyond what these contain, 
seems to be now procurable, it may be useful to enumerate the several 
works from which may be. collected the history of Sindh. Captain Mc-
Murdo Was sanguine, in his anticipations, that if the libraries and records 
of the families at Bhakkar were open to research, a considerable addition 
might be thereby made to our stock of knowledge on this subject. 14 
good reason, for such expectations being ever realized, seems to exist': 
for, since the conquest of the country by the English, Captain Postans 
and others have vainly endeavoured to recover the last authorities, if in-
deed such were ever in existence. Those which have come down to us 
were chiefly compiled in the reign of Akbar; and among them, that most 
esteented, is the Tarikhi-Sindh by Mir Maastim, a native of Bhaikar,' 
and the well known able associate of Nizam-ad-din Ahmad .71akhshi ; 
who compiled the excellent ,general history of India, called the Tabkat-
i-Akbari.. On the subject of the ancient history of the province,, and its 
early conquest by the Mahomedan.r, (A. D. 7I2,) Mir .Maastint bor-
rowed from a book called the Chach Namah, written by Ali-bin-Ham& 
the son of Abibikr of Kufa in Arabia; and those following him have 
imitated his example, without adding to our information, Besidg this his-
tory, used by Captain McMurdo in compiling his account of Sindh, there 
was another, quoted frequently, to which it seems he had been much 
indebted, namely the history called Thofat-al-Ihrant. 	It was missing 
at his death.and not found among his books; but since the conquest of 
Sindh, and consequent plunder of Hyderabad, the Editor has been fortu- 
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tate enough to obtain an excellent topy.of this history, which appear; to • 
have belonged to the library of the Amirs. 	Should leisure admit, he 
intends-at no distant time to present, in the pages of this journal, the an-
cient history of the country, during the period it was connected with, or 
ruled by, Bactriatii, Parthians,' And Indo-Scythians, connecting such 
With the age of the first Mahomedan invasion ; where he will have re-
course for information to the Persian works novi mentioned, and to the 
papers of Captain McMurdo. 	 , „ 

The portion of Sindhian history'here given to the public is modern, 
and appears to have been in a great measure compiled from a bool 

Waheiati Sindh, being an account of the family of Kalhora, who rul-
ed the country previous to the rise of the Amirs of the Talpura family. 
It was written by a Fakir and relates the actions of Miyan Nahomed 
Metrad Yab Khan, otherwise entitled Sirbiland Khan, who and hi3 
other brothers, then struggling for power, were sons of the Kalhora, other-
wise entitled Khilda Yar Khan, II. Its narrative commences with the 
year of Hejirah 1166, and month of Zelhijah, being the end of Septem-
ber and beginning of October A. D. 1753, at which time Sindh was in-
vaded by Ahmad Shah Abdalli, king of Afghanistan : an account of 
which will be found in Mr. Elphinstone's Kabul. Any infortnation on 
the site of Man3iira or statistics of Sindh, by officers now in the province, 
will be gratefully acknowledged by the the Asiatic 'Sodiety. 

JAMES BIRD, SeC. 

Before pursuing the general history of Sindh, from 'the period when 
Kkiida-Yar-Khan assumed the government of the province, it becomes 
necessary to trace the annals of the family from its origin; as it cannot 
but be interesting to know the events, which gradually led to the ag-
grandizement of the Kalhatts. It is to be regretted, that on this sub-
ject, the early thomedan writers have not left historical materials, suf-
ficient to gratify curiosity ; but the following pages contain all the inci-
dents connected with the founders of the family, that I have been able to 
discover. 	 Po 

A descendant of Abbas, named Miyan-Odhanna, appears to have re-
sided in Mekran, where he was held in great estimation for his virtuous 
and religious life ; and, in a manner not uncommon in the annals of the 
Afahomedan faith, attracted numerous followers ; some of whom front 
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igflorance, and others perhaps from less innocent motives, represented 
him in the light of a superior being. The adherents of the Miyan in. 
creasing, became in due time, a distinct body of men under the appella-
tion of Odhanna; and were perhaps proprietors of land in Mehran. 
The temporal authority of the Miyaa was handed down from father to 
son as an inheritance, which, in proportion as the branches of the family 
increased, became less valuable, and more open to litigation. 	It, is ac- 
cordingly ascertained that, in the fifth generation from Miyan-Odhanna, 
a descendant named Gor Thall, separating from the original stock, pass-
ed to the eastward, accompanied by a horde of followers, and establish-
ed himself in Kahirabela, * upon the ruins of the Gujar tribe whom he 
expelled. 

Gor Thall was succeeded in his rights and privileges, whatever they 
might have been, by his son .$hill, whose memory is still preserved in 
the fort of Birlas, and a celebrated mausoleum called the Moti Mahbi-
rah ; both of which are works of considerable extent, and from which 
we .may presume that this chieftain was vested with the civil government 
of a tract of country adjoining Kahirabela. On the death of Gor, the 
succession was disputed ,by several brothers. , Jhunia,,.who is connec 
ed with tie subject of this memoir, having attached to his person a n t 
merous train of followers, resigned his claim; and penetrating still further 

Kambatha, 
east fixed his abode at the village of Kambatha where his 
holy descent and the celebrity of his ancestors procured him 

a reception among the Odyah f tribe. . Here Jhunia married the 
daughter of a Samma, named. Dhera Pallah, who was the independent 
chieftain of Debal-Kangira, a connexion which probably added to the in-
fluence of the holy man, and by which be had a son named Ilfahonted, 
from whom the sovereigns of the Kalhora dynasty derive their direct 
descent. 	 -. 

Named, who succeeded to the fortunes of his father and family, 
A, H. 600. 	lived in the year 600 of the •Hejirah, and the time when 
A. D. 1204. Nasir-ad-din Kabachi governed in the north of Sindh, ... 
and would seem,tp have acquired a greater degree of influence and repu- 

• At present the capital of a Nekran chieftain styled Jam. Gujar Rajputs 
are still known in Kach and Sindh; and there is besides a description of Gujar 
among Mahoutedans in Kach. 	 1 

l ,This tribe is still known in Sindh. They resided in the Sammawathee 
Parganah. 
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ration, than had yet been enjoyed by his family. Several tributary chibf-
tains, noticed in the history of this period as powerful zemindars of the 
country, gave their daughters in marriage to Mahomed, who was thus 
introduced to the Court of .MUltan, where he was held in high respect, 
and received grants of land with a* immunities in the Merelit par- 
ganah, • adjoining that of Lahiri. 	Here he fixed his Jhzinia ad- 
herents in a town which he named Jhinabela, but ultimately died and 
was interred at Kambatha. Mahomed left eighteen sons by different 
wives, all of whom had numerous progeny ; and from the branches nam-
ed Daud and Lashar, the two powerful tribes of Datid Ptitra and 
Lashar have their origin. 

From this period the members of the Jhunia family appear to have 
sunk into comparative obscurity, and it was not until the ninth genera- 

A. H. 965. 	
tion that it was revived in the person of Adam Shah, 

A. 1). 1558. 	about the year 915 fi  of the Hejirah, from which date the 
A. D. 1557. fortune of the Kalhoras, rose by progressive steps, and in 
two hundred' years elevated them from the prayer carpet to the throne. 

Adam Shah found himself by inheritance the leader of a numerous 
Miyan Adam sect of holy mendicants, established by his ancestors, and 
Shah. 	matured, in particular, by a religious fanatic named Mi- 
ran Mahomed Mehdi, t to whose patriarchal chair the subject of these 
pages was heir by a maternal claim. This sect resided in the Chanditha 
" West of 	parganah, where in Adam Shah's time they were joined 
Bhakkar• 	by the neighbouring tribes, who, enrolling themselves un- 
der the holy banners, surrendered, for the common benefit, a tract of 
land which they had before wrested from the Chandoi zemindars. a  In 
a few years the sect was so much extended that it became necessary to 
adopt some means of maintenance more adequate to their wants than the 
precarious and limited contributions of the charitable, or of the chiefs in 
the vicinity ; and the first step to independence was the gift of the Chan- 

• 

" This cccupies a tract of country to the east of the Indus, where the Sul- 
lej and Attack unite. 	 •4)  

t 1st Miyan Mahomed, 2d Miyan Ibrahim, 3d .Miyan Shah Mahomed, 4th Miyan 
Rana, 5th Miyan Tahir, 6th Miyan Khan, 7th Miyan Sahib, 8th Miyan Gogar, 
9th Miyan Shah.. 

# See account of the Mehdieia ; Bombay Transactions, Vol. 11, page 28. • 
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deka parganah to these mendicants ,by. the Alan Khanan,* when he, 
sought the Shah's blessing. 

The Saints probably were sensible of the comforts attending worldly 
A. H. 1000. acquirements, and they devoted all their energies to ex-
A. D. 1592. tending their landed property. Whether with foresight of 
the future greatness of the family, or perhps by a natural consequence of 
the effect of religion on uncultivated minds, the natives of Sindh, of all 
classes and descriptions, as if by common impulse, flocked to the beggars' 
standard, contributing their money, lands, er goods, to the wealth and 
importancq of the general body. These advances to power were made 
at the expense of the surrounding Zemindars ; who, naturally inimical to 
the further progress of such neighbours, excited the jealousy of the gov-
ernor of flifultan, and with the aid of his troops, the fakirs, as yet not 
hardened to warfare, were dispersed ; and the venerable Miyan-Adam-
Shah put to death. 

The Shah appears to have been confined in Multan for some time, and 
his adherents, like a proscribed race, sought refuge in, remote parts of 
the country where they were unknown. When the Jfiyan was execut-
ed however, a friend in the capital conveyed his body to Sakhar * 
*Near Bhttkkar. where agreeably tq his last request it was committed Ito 

the dust. The same friend, proceeding to the retirement 
of his family, drew them from privacy and established Miyans Ibrahim 

Miyan Ibrahim And Daud, the two sons of the deceased, in the chair 
and Daud. 	of their father, whilst the re-assured fakirs rapidly as. 

sembled in their former dwellings, It is highly probable that the reno-
vation of the sect was allowed by the government of the country, because 
the principal agent in the transaction was a civil officer of Multan ; the 
chieftain of which perhaps regretted the death of Adam-Shah, although 
the peace of the province and the existence of the government might 
have been subverted, unless some such severe example had been made. 

,Daud was succeeded by his son Miyan-al-yas, who died universally re- 
gretted; and his brother lAyan Shah-Ali,commonly can-

Miyan-al-Yas. ed 
Sahib Mahonzed, ascended the temporaf throne of 

the family. Cnsder this leader the fakirs not only increased in numbers, 
but, by his prudence and judgment, their resources were multiplied in 
proportion. The Miyan encouraged his followers to cultivate the sur- 

* The Commander-in-chief of the Delhi army in the time of .8kbar Shah. 
27 
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• 
Qrpunding lands, and took a warm interest in every thing regarding this • 
branch of Government. 	He was aware that landed property would 
tend much to preserve the influence which his flock already possessed in 
the country ; whilst it would secure them the means of subsistence, un- 
der circumstances of adverse fortune. 	In pursuance of this policy a 
body of stout fakirs, having attacked the Zemindars of the Abra # and 
Song j tribes, deprived them of their rights, and having driven them 
from the country divided the land amongst themselves. y  The acquisi-
tion was followed by the cutting of the canal, known by the name of the 
Larkhana Nalla, a work executed by the industry of the sect who laid 
both banks under rich cultivation. 

The Abra Chiefs, who were Mahomedans, having in vain endeavour-
ed to recover their inheritance, had recourse to the Moghal governor of 
Bhakhar, who once more punished the fakirs and slew their leader: On 
this occasion, however, many actions were fought, in which the religious 
fanatics were sometimes successful ; and, although ultimately defeated, 
they were inured to war and hardships, the benefit of which they after-
wards experienced. 

Miyan Shah Ali was slain, and succeeded by his son Nasir Mahomed, 
in the year 1068 of the Hejirah, under whom the sect 

Nasir Maho- 
med. 	 assumed the character of a military hevey ; and the 
A. H. 1068. 	famine and pestilence, which raged about this period 
A. D. 1668. 

in the province, perhaps facilitated the encroachments 
which they continued to make as opportunity offered. 	The Zemindars 
again appealed to the Subandar of Bhakkar, who marching a force into 
the C'handuka district, compelled Miyan Nasir and his adherents to seek 
refuge in the sandy desert ; where, being in want of every necessary of 
life, he ventured from his retirement and dwelt on the borders of the in-
habited country. The Moghal government continued to threaten and 
overawe the fakirs. 	As the territory subject to the medicants yielded 

6 
*A tribe originally inhabiting Sindh. It forms a member of the great Samma 

family. some of ttie Abras became Mahomedans, whilst others adhered to the 
Hindu religion, and are met with in Kach. The district of **rasa in the lat-
ter country derives its name from the chief Abras. 

t This tribe I believe to be extinct. I have however met with individuals 
styling themselves Song. It was numerous before the Mahomedan conquest 
and a tract of country took its name from them. The Song are,  perhaps thi 
'have of the ancients. 
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.no public revenue, the government was of course averse to their re-esta- • 
blishment, and this dislike being in union with that of the Bhum.ias iri 
general, a respectable army was detached to oppose the re-establishment 
of the fakirs. 

A negotiation was opened, and Miyan Nasir was, induced to place 
his person in the power of the royal governor; who sent him prisoner 
to the Court of Alamgir, whilst the unfortunate fakirs, deprived of 
their Chief, were attacked, and after some resistance dispersed to places 
of concealment and security. In the mean time the Kalhora was a 
prisoner in Hindustan; in which state it is probable he would have spent 
the remainder of his life, had not fortune favored his escape ; and which 
having effected he reached the residence of his family in safety. Nasir 
again led MS followers into Sindh, and succeeded in establishing them as 
before; but having placed the former capital Tehri at the disposal of 

* Sometimes 
one of his trusty men, he founded the town of Khari in a 

written Bhow. strong natural position, in the Bhowar* district, where he in 
anir. 	person fixed his abode. 

From this time, he successfully opposed the troops of B hahhar, un-
der the Subandar in person; but the ambitious and aspiring disposition 
of the Miyan brought upon him the jealousy of all his neighbours; whose

) 
intrigues for his overthrow were, however, generally defeated by his fore- 

- 

sight and prudence. Whilst he continued, in this manner, by force 
to extend his territorial possessions, he farmed the parganah of Lakha-
wat from the governor of Sehwan, which being followed by other ac-
quisitions of a similar nature, the patriarchal authority began to assume 
the appearance of an organized government. 

Miyan Nasir enjoyed the satisfaction of having founded, on a firm ba-
sis, the fortunes of his family; and after five or six years departed this 
life at an advanced age. 

Miytin Din Mahomed the son of Nasir succeeded his father; but 

Miyah Din advantage of the change being taken by the Zemindars of 
Mahorned. 	Bhowanir, whose capital Fattahpir, had been occupied 
by the KaMorasiothe new chieftain found himself involved in a P̀war be-
fore he was well seated in authority. The governor of Sewi led his 
troops to dislodge the fakirs, but after repeated defeat and disgrace, was 
superceded in command by an Amir named Sheikh Jehan, who was 
sent from India expressly to extirpate a sect, against which complaints 
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were constantly submitted, to the givat annoyance of the royal Conk 
Sheikh Akan, though aided by the Szibandar.of Bhakkar, was still 
more unfortunate than his predecessor; for having advanced indiscreetly, 
his camp was surprised in the night, and his troops being dispersed, were 
pursued by the Kalhoras, who slew the Sheikh, and harassed the has-
ty retreat of Allah- Yar- Khan the governor of Bhakkar.  . This action 
occurred at the village of Kurela. 

Not long subsequent to the foregoing event, a sudden and unexpect-
ed irruption was made by the force of Kabz Khan Barrohi, who gain-
ing considerable advantages over the Kalhoras, the latter sought and 
effected an accommodation, and the Barrohis retired to Kelat. The 
Bhowanir tribe, in whose country the Kalhoras were settled, always 
uneasy under the yoke, and encouraged by the late disaster, rose in arms 
but were suppressed. The relict of their independence was subverted, 
and their lands entirely occupied by Din Mahomed, who was preparing 
to decide a quarrel with the Afghan governor of Shikarpur, when he 
was arrested by intelligence of the approach of prince Moaz-ad-din from 
Multan tozevenge the death and defeat of Sheikh Jehan. 

The Ealhoia, who was not wanting in foresight, deputed his brother 
with a respectable mission to make his peace with the prince. This 
embassy was completely successful, and Moaz-ad-din commenced his re-
treat, 'when a headstrong and ignorant fakir, supposing the forbear-
ance of the prince to proceed from feat, made an irruption into the Ma-
tilla and Ouch districts, some villages of which he destroyed. This 
act, which was unauthorized by the Miyin, brought upon the whole sect 
the vengeance of the Moghals ; who, countermarching, passed without 
opposition into their territory, and laid the capital Khari and other prin-
cipal towns in ruins. Din Mahomed had retired with his followers 
before the prince's arrival; and during the six months, which the latter 
spent in the neighbourhood, found means to procure a pardon, and sur-
rendered himself in the royl camp. 

Although the Kalhora had submitted his person and cause to the 
mercy of Moaz-ad-din, his followers, led by his broiler Miyin-Yar-
Mahomed, persisted in opposing the royal arms. A force was detach-
ed against them, which was defeated in a desperate and bloody conflict 
on the banks of the river Roj.. The royalists on this occasion lost 

" This is perhaps some obscure stream. 
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Aaja Gaj Sing, by caste a Bhattid, and Baja Sureij Mal of /Taiping 
two officers of high rank and estimation. The prince, probably con-
tented with having laid waste the country, or perhaps unwilling to risk 
the reputation of his arms with so successful an enemy, retired with his 
court to Multan, where he placed Miyan-Din-Mahomed in confinement, 
and ultimately put him to death. 

Yar-Mahomed, unable to regain the lost territories of his family, led 
Mfyin Yar • his adherents towards Kelat ; where the Barrohis at first 
Mahomed. 	received them as enemies, and a battle ensued, in which 
the flower of both armies were slain ; but an accommodation having been 
at length effected, the two sons of the Afirin were given in pledge for the 
peaceable behaviour of the emigrants, who were in return afforded an 

A. H. 11A 	asylum. This arrangement took place in the year of the 
A. P. 1699 	1-lejirah 1111. 

In A. H. 1113 Mlydn-Yar-Mahomed was invited by the Surye * 
A. H. 1113 	chieftains to attempt the re-establishment of the family, 
A. 1). 1701 	an offer which was accepted by the Miycin, who having per-
suaded the Barrohis to second his efforts, joined his friends in the Bho-
wanir districts, with a reinforcement of that tribe. A camp was forrn-
ed at.the town of Kakhan, where the Xalhora with the heavy part /of 
tie equipment remained, until the' Sullies conquered Murgpur and Fat-
tahpur from the Afghans, when Yar Mahomed advanced to that quar-
ter, whence he dismissed his Barrohi adherents. It is said, that the 
rapidity with 'which the natives of Sindh, (who are in general disciples 
of the KaMoras) assembled round his standard, was truly surprising. 
Successes followed each other with such rapidity, that the Miyan, in a few 
months, was in possession of Shikarpwr, (afterwards called Khudabad,) 
the capital of a vast tract of country in which he fixed his residence. 

In the mean time the Suryes dispersed throughout the northern dis-
tricts, several of which they forced the Afghans to resign; and their 
successes soon attracted the attention of .11oaz.acl-din who still govern-
ed in Multan. The governor of Sewi, in particular, represented the 
progress of the oSuryes as extremely dangerous to that prince's authority 
and detrimental to the revenues of the province. The prince proposed 

Surye is the name of those Sindhians who resided in the district of Sirra, 
and who were most fervent in their attachment to the Kallioras, whose con-
sequent misfortunes and banishment they shared. 
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tot march by a route which led through the Afghan territory, but being 
opposed by that tribe, he turned his arms from the original object, and 
having slain the Afghan governor, established his authority in Sewi. 

Miycin-Yar-Mithomed, sensible of the folly of resisting so powerful 
an opponent, prudently deputed officers to the prince, and thus having 
made known the submission of their master, and his desire to become 
attached to the imperial government, the latter after some hesitation re-
solved by a regular Firmin to confer on the Kalhora the Subandari of 
the districts which were known by the name of the Deras,* and the 
capital of which was Shikarpfir alias Khudabad. In order to be in. 
vested, it was considered necessary that Yar-Mahomed should proceed 
to court, and he had actually commenced his journey when he was met 
by the royal officers, who presented the Firmdn (with the distinguish-
ed title of Khuda Yar Khan) on the part of the Moghal government. 

We have hitherto seen this family alternately rising and falling to the 
two extremes of fortune ; one day possessing extensive territorial wealth 
and reputation, and the next reduced to the necessity of seeking the pro-
tection and. aid, of the neighbouring chieftains. Although Miydn Nasir 
and his successor had bravely struggled to secure independence and pow-
er, their views were constantly thwarted from the circumstances of their 
object not only being unauthorized by the supreme government of the 
country, but directly adverse to its interests. The period had how-
ever now arrived, when the Kalhoras were enrolled among the royal 
officers, and in virtue of that situation their authority became legiti-
mate ; and henceforward therefore they will be found to rise rapidly both 
in dignity and stability. 

Khuda Yar Khan, uneasy at being surrounded by Moghal officers 
commanding in separate districts, privately revolved in his mind a plan 
to extend his authority. The Dera of Sewi was held by an officer 
named Gfhazi-Khan f , who was by no means a favorite of the supreme 
government, but which was perhaps not in a condition to enforce impli-
cit obedience. The Kalhora deputed a .73aluehi to Multan, where he 
procured a Pirmfin for Sewi, which district he occupied ter consider- 

" This word 1 believe signifies a district town or even a house or tent in 
Sindh ; it seems generally to mean a town or district. Derah or Dera is a word 
common all over Afghanistan. 

t The capital of his district is sometimes named the Dera of Gliazi-Khan. • 
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Ale difficulty. The two young'Sahib-Zadahs, who had been left,  th 
hostage at Kelat, now joined their father at Kkhdabad, whence one of 
them was ordered to assume the management of Sewi. 

The property of the government and the popularity of the Kalhora 
A. 11. 1123. 	chiefs continued to increase. About the year of the Hejirah 
A. D. 1711. 1123, when Nawab Shako. Khan quitted the province 
of Sindh, Khtida- Yar- Khan farmed the parganah of Ripe& and other-
wise extend& his rule by his success against the Daud Putras ; a tribe, 
the origin and progress of which, had been similar to that of the Kal-
horas, to which it was at the time not inferior in any respect. A lapse 
of nine years now occurred without producing any event of importance 
in the annals of the family. The faqir enjoyed a happy and beneficial 
tranquillity, which was only partially disturbed by a war with the Jho-
hia tribe of Zemindars, and which having been brought to a successful 
conclusion, Khlida-Yar- Khan departed this life after a reign of eigh-
teen years, distinguished no less for activity and prudence than by the 
signal success with which those were ultimately crowned. 

On the death of their father his two sons Ntir Mahomed and Dal& 
Khan struggled for the succession. In the life time of Khuda- Yar- K14n 
these Sahib Zadahs had imbibed a jealousy of each other, which 'as 
f'bunded and matured by the imprudence of the parent evincing an affec- 
tion for one of them in particular. 	This unnatural contest continued 
for three years, when Daud Khan threw himself on the mercy of his 
brother, who secured to him an ample and honorable provision. 

Ntir Mahomed was not unmindful of the necessity of having his claim 
acknowledged by the Emperor, and succeeded so effectually, that, before 
the termination of the civil strife, he had procured from Mahomed Shah 
the title of Khida- Yar-Khan, and renewal of all the sannads held by his 
father. Some lands and villages had been illegally occupied by the Datid 
Ptitras, and this tribe refusing to surrender the territory alluded to, the 
Kalhora, under the authority of Mahomed Shah, attacked and subdued 
them. The lands were divided into four parts, two of which went to 
the original Jcteirdar, one to the Datid ptitras, whilst the 4th and va-
luable division, bordering on his own districts, was retained by the Kal-
hora. 

In the year 1139, Khzida- Far- Khan detached a force once more against 
.the Dal& Ptitras, and succeeded in shutting up the families and proper- 
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'Ly of that tribe in Derbela ; to which place he laid siege and would 'fi-
nally have reduced the garrison to surrender, had not the Saiyads of the 
country interfered and concluded an adjustment of the dispute, by which 
the district of Nhar, which had before been occupied by the Dazed  Pu-
eras was transferred to the Kalhora. The cession of the tract in ques-
tion, opened a free passage into the province of Mikan, through many 
parganahs over which Kh2ida-Yar-Khan, in the two succeeding years, 
established his authority. , Sehwan and its dependencies sad about the 
'same time been included in the Jagir through the kindness of the Em-
peror Mahomed Shah, who was peculiarly favorable to the interests of 
this enterprizing family. 

The western frontier was proportionally extended, and a variety of 
Chieftains and Zemindars reduced, the names of whom, and that of their 
possessions, as they are obscure and almost unknown in the general his- 
tory of Sindh, I have considered it proper to omit. 	As sufficiently de- 
scriptive of the high place assumed by Khlida-Yar-Khan, it may be ob-
served, that about the year now spoken of, with exception of Bhahhar, 
his control• embraced the countries from the borders of Milton to 
those of Thatta. In an eastern direction, it was bounded by the desert, 
whilst it extended over the Ralziehi mountains westward; bordering on 
the dominion of the Kelat Barrohis, whose jealously being excited led 
to a war, in which much blood was shed. 

Some acts of violence on the part of Mir Abdillah Khan Barrohi, 
(who according to a historian, entitled himself the eagle of the moun-
tains,) probably committed in revenge for the attacks of the Kalhoras on 
Ballichistan, which was originally subject to Kelat, induced Khlida- 
Yar-Khan to take the field in person. 	The first fruit of the expedi- 
tion. was the conquest of Kirta ; a strong fort whence the Kalhora de-
tached his troops into the Kelat territory, defeating those of that nation 
and slaying Kahar Barrohi, a relation of the chieftain. The same year 
peace was concluded, in whiqli it was stipulated that the two Sahib Zz-
dahs, sons of Khisda- Voir- Khan, should be allied to daughters of the 
Barrohi family, a circumstance which shews the ascendfucy of the Kal-
horas. 

The ensuing year was distinguished by the bad faith of the Barrohis, 
who, unmindful of their recent engagements, made a sudden and de-
structive irruption into the neighbourhood of Faridabad. Rhoda- Yore 
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khan moved to Larkhana, whence he detached a select body of Sindlie- 
• ans under officers of mutation, to oppose Abdeillah Khan)  who had en- 
camped his forces at the village of Chanderi. 	An action was here 
fought, in which the Barrohis were utterly routed, and their chieftain 
Slain. An adjustment was ultimately effected, and guaranteed by the 

' marriages of the Sahib Zadaks with ladies of the Barrohi family. 
In the year 1149 A. H. the fortress of Bhakkar and its dependencies 

were delivered over to Khgcla- Yar-Khan, who the following year was 
regularly invested with the government of the Sibah of . Thatta ; which 
capital, as has already been related, was surrendered to the Kalhora by 
Nawab Sadik Kin Khan. 

The Kalhora dynasty has thus been traced from the prayer carpet 
tl 

A. H. 1151. and head of a sect of mendicant itinerants to the sove-
A. D. 1738. reignty of Sindh. They were indebted for the rapid success 
which latterly marked their career, to the weakness of the Delhi govern-
ment; which, under Mahomed Shah, was totally incapable of aiding, or 
supporting its officers in the distant provinces, of which perhaps Sindh 
was the most fickle. Rumours were at this time prevalent that Nadir 
Shah had in view the conquest of India ; and it seems not improbable 
that, from the partiality expressed by Makomect Shah for Khicda-Y4r-
khan, he had in view the attachment to his person of a family, which, 
from the paramount influence it possessed throughout Sindh, was better 
calculated to consolidate and employ resources in his defence, than his 
Indian officers, to whom the people were strangers.both in language and 
manners. Such were the chief springs of the Kalliora fortunes, al-
though-  much must doubtless be attributed to the veneration in which the 
the family was held on account of its holy descent. These religious 
opinions tending to awe the public mind, in conjunction,  with worldly 
power, produced a singular and evident effect on the government and gen-
eral features of the province. 

' This new era of the Sindhian annals, as it may with propriety be styled, 
occurred at the moment when Nadir Shah threatened the eastern Ma-
ghal empire, about the time when the mighty storm, which, after low-
ering for two or three years, at length poured with resistless fury on 
the unfortunate throne of Delhi.' The accession of the conqueror, to 
the throne of Persia, whose vast resources and ambitious mind,  had for 

*some years been a subject of uneasiness to all the surrounding govern- 

2S 
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Silents, having attracted from the first the attention of Khtida-Yar-Khali; 
• he had assiduously courted the favor of Nadir Shah by regular and flat-
A. H. 1151. tering correspondence. On the investing and subsequent 
A. D. 1738* reduction of Kandahar, it was reported that a body of 
.Persian troops would enter Sindh, on the projected invasion of Hindtis-
tan; to meet any exigence that might occur, and for the security of his. 
frontier, the Kalhora remained in Larhhana, whilst he intrusted the 
newly acquired Stibah of Thatta to the management of his son Maho-
nted Mtirad Yab Khan, who assumed his charge late in this year. 

In the Delta of the Indus, and near the sea shore, two Chieftains still 
enjoyed independence; namely the Jam of Karalla, a branch of the 
Bamma family, and Rana Ajmal of Dharaja, by caste a Najamra and 
descendant of a family, which bad preserved its inheritance through the 
many vicissitudes to which the province of Sindh had been subject for 
several centuries.• These Chieftains had the command of the principal 
branches of the river Indus, in which their vessels exercised unlimited 
authority, and levied revenues arising from the trade passing up the 
streams. Whether the desire of adding to the revenue of the province, 
or, as is' affirmed by some authors, to punish some acts of aggression 
which had been committed by .the boats on the river, led to the attack 
of these Chieftains, is not very clear; but the Sahib Zadahs had 
hardly reached Thatta when they declared war with the Kakralla and 
Dharaja Chiefs. 

The honour of his arms was . at first tarnished by defeat ; and the 
fleet of the enemy, sailing up the river, burnt and laid waste both shores 
as high as Thalia and Nasirptir. On the Sindhian army preparing to 
penetrate into the Delta the expedition was suddenly postponed, and Mti-
rad-Yoh-Khan recalled to aid the arrangements of his father. Nadir 
Shalt was now making rapid strides to conquest, while engaged in the 
expedition which placed the empire of India at his disposal. When 
Khitda.  -Yar-Khan heard of tte cession by Mahorned Shah of all the 
countries to the west of the river Attoch, including the Deras or division 
of Shiharpzcr, Bhakhar, Sewistan, Nasirptir, the Sul4ah of Thatta, 
and all which in fact composed the Kalhoras dominion, he was over-
whelmed with terror ; and, baying despatched his family and property to 
Tehlar, deserted bis country, and took refuge in Amerhot (a fortress situ- 
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ailed in the desert,) although the conqueror is said to have encourage 1 
him to visit his preseqce by kind assurances of honour and protection. 

Nadir Shah appeared before Amerkot, and compelled the fugitive to 
surrender his person. He was carried prisoner to Larkhana, where 
the Shah was pleased to reinstate him in his dominions, on consideration 
of his paying a fine of one crore of rupees. His Majesty however de-
prived the Kalhoras of Shikarptir and Sewi; the former of which he 
restored to the Data Putras, and the latter to the Afghans, whose 
possession it originally was ; and having in this manner settled the affairs 
of Sindh,.Nadir Shah commenced his return from Larkhana on the 
11th Moharam 1153 A. H. carrying in his train the two Sahib Zaclahs 
Mahonted Murad Yab Khan, and Ghulam Shah Khan, as hostages 
for an annual tribute of twenty laks of rupees, which he imposed on the 
Shah Kul; 	province ; and in return for which acknowledgement, he 
Khan. 	bestowed on the Kalhora the title of Shah Kuli Khan. 

During the' stay of Nadir Shah on the frontier, the Persians had 
dispersed throughout the country; and, by their lawless and disorderly 
conduct, encouraged many of the mountainous tribes to commit excesses 
on the fertile and populous plains. To check this disposition and 44 
punish the banditti, engaged the primary attention of Shah-Kuli-Khan; 
who, appointing Sultan Samuttia to the government of Thatta, instruct, 
ed that officer to inflict a salutary chastisement, in the first place, on 
the Shore tribe of Baluchis of Miyani, who had been foremost in the 
disturbances. Success attended the arms of Sultan Samuttia, who now 
directed them against the various troublesome tribes residing in the W an-
gah parganah, • subject to Kachgaum situated east from the capital. 

An army of Thamas Kuli Khan approached the boarders of Sindh, 
A. H. 1156. ostensibly to punish the Dad Putras ; but the Kalhora 
A. D. 1743. taking the alarm retired to a place of security, having pre-
viously recalled his officers from their respective districts. A cdnsidera-
ble interval now elapsed, during which 4here existed no government in 
the province, so that a system of anarchy and confusion spread through 
the country tchits utter ruin. Shah Kuli Khan was at length once more 
induced to confide in the royal officers; and proceeding to the camp, 
was permitted to resume his authority, on leaving his third son Attar 
Khan an hostage. 

These tribes are Tantachi, Togachi, Jhara, Sula, Ktsta, and .4sozo Sumrah. 
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• The Officer commanding in Thattt led a force to the southward, and 
A. H. 1157. attacked Jam Hothi the chief of Kakralla, who, being 
A, D. 1744. slain, was succeeded by his relation Jam Mohar a protegli 
of the Kalhora family. The following year Shah Kuli Khan, in per- 
A. H. 1158 	son, conquered the fort of Sanchi which was situated in 
A. D. 1745. the division called little Kach, and, on the route to the 
larger province of that name. The latter government, taking offence 
A. 11. 1159. at this attack, carried on a predatory warfare 'until it was 
A. D. 1746. chastised in 1159 A. H. 

The conduct of Rana Ajmal of Dharaja, during the confusion con►  
sequent to Nadir Shah's invasion, had been such as to draw upon him 
the wrath of the superior Government, but the Kalhora, in person re-
siding in the northern frontier, had hitherto been unable to detach a force 
A. H. 1160. sufficient to call him to an account. In A. H. 1160, 
A. D. 1747. however, the Rana, encouraged by the impunity which had 
hitherto attended his conduct, instigated some of the mountain banditti to 
join in an irruption which he made to the gates of Thatta; the govern. 
ment of which suffered a disgraceful defeat, under the walls of the capi-
tal. An act ,so bold and insolent called for immediate notice, and Shah 
Kuli Khan, having accordingly removed the authorities of Thatta, di-
rected his son Khuda Dad Khan to proceed with a select force to sub-
due the Dharaja chieftains. 

The Sahib Zadhas besieged Dharaja, which was naturally a place of 
some strength, and defended by skilful officers on the part of Ajmal, 
who had in person embarked with his fleet. The capital having, at 
length, been reduced, the Rana was persuaded to land for the purpose' of 
negotiation, when he was treacherously slain by a Jokia Baluchi, em-
ployed for the puiose, and the Kalhora authority established through-
out his districts. . 

The heath of Nadir Shah and the conquest of Kandahar by Ahmad- . 
A. H. 1161. Shah-Saddozi, ewho founded the government of the Dura4 
A. D. 1748. nies, rendered the province of Sindh tributary to Kanda-
har. Ahinad Shah bestowed on the Kalhora the new title of Shah No• 
waz Khan which superseded that given by Nadir Shah. 

In 1162 Hej: the Sahib Zadhas, Ghulam Shah Khan and Attar 
A. H. 1162. Khan returned from Persia; and the following year ves-
A. D. 1749. eels were dispatched to bring home the other son Murad ° 
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tab Khan, who had proceeded from Persia to Mekka, where he erns 

A. H. 1164. 	barked fnd joined his family in A. Il• 1164. During the 
A. ll, 1751. absence of the Sahib Zadhas, in Persia, a brother named 
Khuda Dad Khan, who had been the executive officer under his father 
Khuda Yar .Khan, now however assumed an active part in the govern-
ment; and was intrusted, by his parent, with the exclusive charge of the 
public business ; which exciting the jealousy of the Sahib Zadhas, Khu-
da Dad Khatz, quitted Sindh and retired to India. 

The king of Kandahar, who in Hej: 1167 had failed inran attempt 
to subdue the empire of Hindustan, advanced at the close of that expedi- 
A. H. 1167. 	tion to Sevistan, for the purpose of enforcing the pay- 
A. 1).1754: 	ment of the Sindh tribute, which had been but partially 
realized during the recent employment of his army. Shah Nowaz 
Khan fled, and found an asylum in Jesihnir where he departed this life. 

Mahomed Murad Yab Khan, fearful that his father might pledge his 
person as an hostage, as he had before done, fled to Anzerkot; where, 
on the demise of Shah Nowaz Khan he was declared, by the Chief of 
the Suryes, to be the legal successor to the government. Previous to 
this event, the Kalhora vakeels had been sent to the royal camp; anfl„ 
by unqualified submission, had satisfied his Majesty, This instance iof 
disrespect, however, induced the King to retract what he had promised, 
and to send a force into Sindh, for the purpose of overturning the self-
created sovereign Murad Yab Khan, who afraid to leave his asylum in 
the desert, saw the country occupied by Kandahar officers ; and as the 
last and only resource deputed persons to the camp, where having made 
known the. submission of the Kalhora and his acknowledgement of de-
pendence, His Majesty, happy perhaps to bring affairs to a conclusion, 
Mural Yab carried away Sahib Zadha Attar Khan in hostage, and 
Khan entitled confirmed Murad Yab .Khan in the rank and power of Sirbuland 	 ,  
Khan. 	his father, with the title of Sirbuland Khan. 	• 

This Chieftain fixed a camp on a *await spot, near Nasirpur, 
where he founded the city of Muradabad. The first act of his gov-
ernment was tch attack Jam Hajaji, the existing chieftain of Kakralla, 
who defended himself bravely; but, overcome by numbers, was com-
pelled to cede the greater part of his possessions, a strong hold of which 
called Kach was fortified by Sirbiland Khan as a safe retreat in cases 
of danger. 
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• Sirbiland Khan had now been ttpwards of three years chief of de 
Kalh,oras, when be evinced a disposition to oppress his subjects, and 
slight the Surye officers. 	But perceiving at length, that his conduct 
had lost him the affection of his people, and fearful lest the King should 
send an army against him, he formed the resolution of quitting the coun-
try ; as a primary step to which he embarked his treasure and valuables 
for Muscat, whither he prepared to follow, as soon as he should have 
completed the plunder of the country. In defiance of his rtcent engage 
ments with the Jam of Kakralla, he attacked the territories which he had 
two years before guaranteed; a proceeding that drew upon him the ill 
will of the Surye chieftains, who had been agents in making the arrange-
ments with the Jam. These officers induced .Miyan'Ghulam Shah to 
13 Zilhija 	dethrone his brother, who was accordingly seized together 
117 	H. 
29th0 

A.  
August, with his family, and his authority assumed by the for- 

1757. 	mer. 
Ghulam Shah was raised to the sovereignty whilst in the south of 

Miyan Ghu- Sindh, and was compelled, for some time to confine him- 
lam Shah. 	self to that quarter, in consequence of the opposition of his 
brother Ahmad Yar ,Khan, who in Khudabad refused to acknowledge 
his authority. In the mean time Attar Khan, a brother older than 
Ghulam Shah, who was then a hostage at Kandahar, hearing of the 
confinement of Murad Yab Khan, applied for and procured a &man, 
from the King, appointing him to the government of Sindh; which pro-
vince he entered with a body of Afghan allies, and was joined by some 
levies under his brother Ahmad Yar Khan. The officers and chief-
tain could not be induced to oppose the royal seal, and' Ghulam Shah 
being deserted by them retired to the desert; where the further de- 
A. H.1171. 	fection of his adherents, and the escape of the dethroned 
A. D. 1758. Murad Yab Khan compelled him to prosecute his journey 
to Jhottptir. 

Attar Khan now assumed the government, and, contrary to the ei- 
Mahomed 	pectations of the people, confined his brother Murad. Yab 
Attar Khan. Khan in Khudabad. In return for its.wport, the Af-
ghan Court had been largely promised by Attar Khan, and a system of 
plunder and extortion now ensued to satisfy their demands. A few 
months however had scarcely elapsed, before the province was suddenly 
invaded by Ghulam Shah, who advancing from India left his son Sat-' 
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Araz Khan and the heavy baggage 'in Debalpur, and attacked his broth 
er's forces in the env,irons of Lohri. During his abode in India, he 
had solicited and obtained aid from the Rajput Rajas; and although his 
A. H.1171. 	numbers were inconsiderable, his attack was so successful, 
A. D.1758. 	that the two brothers fled to Kandahar, leavinghim in 
full possession of Sindh without another struggle. 

Early in the year 1172 H : Attar Khan and Ahmad Yar Khan 
Miyan Ghu- ' having laid their complaint before the King succeeded in 
lam rShah. 	procuring a new firmitn for the province, and Ahmad 
A. 0.1799. 	Shah, in order to insure proper respect to his authority, 
A. H. 11,72 	furnished the elder brother with a contingent of troops, 
with which he invaded Sindb, leaving Ahmad Yar Khan in Kandahar. 
Ghulam' Shah,, dubious of the result of the contest, retired to the fort 
of Kach, in the Kahralla districts, from the Jam of which he met with 
a kind and hospitable reception. 	The fort of Kach has been already 
mentioned as a place of great strength, chiefly arising from the nature of 
the country. Hither the population of Ounenga bunder had been trans-
ported and a new seaport formed under the name of Shahghar. In this 
retreat the family of. Ghulam Shah remained under the protection f 
Jam 1140 	

t 
, whilst the former led his adherents to oppose the Afgha s; i 

 

Who, under the command of his brother, had advanced to Chachgauns 
plundering and devastating the province. The dispute was about to be 
decided by the sword, when a negotiation was entered on, which placed 
Ghulam Shah in possession of one-third of the country; the rest being 
secured to the other brother. Shahghar and 'Thatta to the borders of 
1Vasirpur fell to Ghulam Shah's share, whilst Attar Khan occupied the 
rest of Sindh. 

Ahmad Yar Khan, who had been left at Kandahar, perceiving the 
turn which affairs were taking, obtained by bribes and promises a firmim 
in his own name for the government of Sindh; and leaving his 	at 
court marched against Attar Khan. The vary and politic Ghulam Shah 
no sooner learnt the supercession of Attar Khan, than be pr2ceeded to 
dislodge him. ,Thus threatened on both sides, Attar Khan fled to the 
baud Putra tribe, whilst the force of Ghulam Shah, by a decisive and 
bold advance to the capital, deterred Ahmad Yar Khan from further 
progress. 	 . 
• ,The country once more under the control of a chief, who was a fa- 
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lorite of the natives, found time to fecover from the effects of the late 
intestine disturbances, and civil war in its most hideous form, which had 
ravaged Sindh for two years. During this period, three competitors 
struggled for supremacy; and to aid their views, had recourse to the 
ruinous alternative of introducing lawless and powerful allies. From 
the Afghan troops, the natives of ' Sindh suffered every evil which an 
avaricious and disorderly army could inflict, and it is said that so far 
from acting like allies, they treated the province with moreseverity than 
would an enemy. 

The Kosha tribes, who inhabited the division of Sewistan, had been 
very troublesome duHng the late contest; and' from the position which 
they occupied, in the pass from Kandahar, had been of essential service 
to Attar Khan. Ghulam Shah, as the first act of his government, 
inflicted on them an es,emplary punishment. Their villages were reduc-
ed to ashes, their strong holds carried by assault, and their garrisons, 
with the families of the tribe, put to the sword. 

Bahadir Khan the chief of the Data Putras, had hospitably re-
ceived Attar Khan Kalhora, and as the former prided himself on his 
prowess in arms, and was highly esteemed by the tribe, for his military 
talents, it was not a difficult task to induce him to espouse the cause of 
his fugitive guest. The preparations of the Dalai Putras were hoW-
ever not as yet matured, when .their territory was invaded by Ghulam 
Shah, who attacked and slew Bahadtir Khan, in a desperate battle ; in 

A. H.1773. 	which the troops of the latter being totally routed, Attar 
A. 9.1759. 	Khan fled the country, and this single action terminated 

the war. 
In the year 1174 H. the Jam of Kahralla was dispossessed of his 

A. H. 1174. 	lands and authority, in consequence, as it is reported, of 
A. D. 1760. his conduct during the absence of Ghulam Shah in the 
north; and was accused of having attempted forcibly to re-occupy those 
parganahs which had been ceded to the Kalhoras on a former occasion. 
But there ,does nct appear any sufficient grounds for such treatment of 
a family which had adhered to the interests of this Keslitora, when he 
was surrounded by enemies. The Jam fled to Each, and his son Hir-
duriee having been included among the officers of Ghulam Shah, the 
Kaknalla lands henceforth became dependent on the Kalhora 

Afiyan Ghulam Shah, although actually in possession of the govern-* 
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A. H.1175. ment of Sindh, was sensible of the flaw by which his see 
A. D.1761. 	thority was exposed to constant question and danger. 
He had been long intriguing at Kandahar to procure a firman which 
would legitimize what he was conscious was as yet only an usurpation ; 
and the negotiation of his ambassadors were this year crowned with suc-
cess. The firman, so anxiously expected, was transmitted to him with 
the honorary title of Sluthwardi Khan, and accompanied by a present of 
an elephant. • 

This year was distinguished by a successful attack on the Dead 

A. H. int Plante; after which Miyan Ghulam Shah invaded, the 
A. D. 4762. 	independent province of Kach. This expedition origin- 
ated in the wanton spirit of plunder and rapine so common to Asiatic 
governments. Rao Laka (or Lackpat), who was at this time the chief 
Jhareja of the Kach aristocracy, had succeeded in releasing his person 
and authority from a disgraceful thraldom, in which they had been held 
by a rich and powerful civil officer named Pfinja. On this dissolution 
of his power the latter fled to the court of Gitulam Shah and was insti-
gated by him to attack his sovereign. 

The army of Sindh, which consisted of about 15,000 men, having 
conquered the frontier fort of Sindhri, crossed the salt Run without dif-
ficulty, and entered the Kach territory. Rao Lackpat had directed 
his federal chieftains to assemble at the pass of Jharra,s in the moun-
tains of which the women and children of the country were secured. 

A battle was fought at this spot and is spoken of with wonder at this 
present day. The Sindhians surprised and attacked the Jharejas ear-
ly in the morning; and a thick fog obscuring the light of day until noon 
both armies were intermixed with each other fighting, sword in hand, for 
a period of six hours. 	The Kach soldiers, according to an ancient 
custom of the .Rajptus determined on death, murdered the whole of their 
families; and rushing among their enemies commenced a promiscuous 
slaughter of friend and foe. When they  fog dispersed, the contending 
parties withdrew from the field, but such was their consternation, at the 
events of the Aorning, that each made a precipitate retreat.' 

The Battle of Jharra is said to have cost the Kach nation  2000 

• Twenty miles N. E. of Lackpat. 

t In February and March the fogs are often so thick as to involve the day 
• in total darkness. 

29 
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lives, including the families slain. Scarcely a soldier of the army rco-
tamed unwounded, and it is a common saying, expressive of the immense 
slaughter, that stones a pound in weight were moved from the side of 
the hill by the streams of blood. In 1812 there were three men alive 
in Kach who had fought at Jharra, and I have conversed with an aged 
man who received seven sabre wounds in this action. 	His description 
of the confusion, in which the armies were placed by the fog, was truly 
terrible. The Sindhians lost 7,000 killed and wounded. • 

The following year Niyan Ghulam Shah again invaded Kach, and 
penetrated, without opposition, to within a few miles of the ,capital; 
when he compelled the Rao to resign his claim to the seaports of Basta 
and Lachpat, which are situated on a branch of the Indus and on the 
borders of Sindh. 

Niyan Mtirad Yab Khan the elder Kalhora, who had been dethroned 
by Ghulam Shah, had died shortly after the first expulsion of Attar 
Khan. He had left seVeral sons who were, about this time, cruelly 
put to death by their uncle; in consequence, it is said, of the traits which 
they evinced of an aspiring disposition. The fact is not recorded in the 
history of the times, but it is well known and generally believed in the 
country. Ghulam Shah was however a favourite of fortune and his 
undertakings were generally successful. He had already received the 

A. 11. 1179. title of Shahwardi Khan, to which that of Samsam-ad. 
A. D. 1765. 	dozolat was now added. His mind was also at this time 
eased by a reconciliation with Attar Khan, who, failing in all his attempts 
on the government, threw himself on his brother's mercy, by whom, be 

A. H. 1181. 	was kindly received and provided with a suitable Jagir, 
A. D. 1767. 	under condition of remaining at all times in person at 

court. 
The government of the Deras, or villages, which had been conferred 

A. H. DIM by Nadir Shah on the Afghans, was transferred to Ghu-
A: 0.1769.  lam Shah, and 1183 re-transferred to a Kandahar cap 
cer. The Kalhora, who had been employed in the north, arranging his 
recent acephsitions, now returned and took up tis abodg n Hyderabad, 
the foundations of which he had laid the preceding year. 

The Rao of Kach courted the friendship of Ghulam Shah, by offer-
ing the daughter of one of his Bahiyad in marriage. ,The Jharejas of 
Kach practice female infanticide, but daughters are occasionally preserv- . 
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'd. 	The Rajputs have a custom bf giving their daughters in marriteb 
to Hindus or Mahoniedans, if by the connexion, their inheritance can be 
preserved from danger. This is the only cause for which it is lawful to 
form such an alliance. It is common to adopt daughters of any caste for 
the purpose of being so disposed of, but this is done privately and the im-
position though known is not notorious. 'The lady given to Ghulam Shah 
is said to have been of this description. The alliance was accepted, 
which as thl proposal had been voluntary gave rise to many reciprocal 
attentions. Lackpat and Basta Bander which had before been conquered, 
were on this occasion restored to Kach. Ghilam Shah survived this 
connexion bat a short time; he died at Hyderabad in the beginning of 

A. H. 1186. 1186 H. after two days illness, attributed, by Mahome.. 
A. 0. 1772.  dan superstition, to the wrath of the Saints, whose graves 
had been disturbed, in founding the new capital. 

Sahib Zadah Sarafraz Khan, was placed in possession of his father's 
Buy" sm.,. dignity by the universal voice of the country, and the se- 
fraz Khan. 	lection was approved by the Kandahar government. The 
first year was employed in settling the affairs of the province and arrang-
ing the northern districts, which were at this time again transferred to 
the Kalhora authority. These measures having been concluded, he 
Sindhian army was led to Kach, through which it passed into Wagar 
on the borders of Gujarat. Having received the submission of the 
Chief .7harejas, Sarafraz Khan marched from Wagar through the 
Chowan territory, and thence crossing the desert by tie route of Parkar 
returned to Sindh in the 1188 Hej. 

The Baluchi tribe of Talpura had long filled the most distinguished 
offices of the government, and they had, at different periods of the Kal-
hora fortunes, essentially aided in supporting them by their arms and 
counsel; and had acquired a degree of influence and power, which, under 
a chieftain of less vigor and talent than Ghtdam Shah, would have 
been considered as extremely dangerous to the public peace. Mir By-
ram Khan, the leading person of the Talpuras, had possessll the confi-
dence of Ghttlyi Shah, a circumstance which procured him many enemies, 
among such as fancied themselves better deserving of favour from an im-
mediate connexion with, or from ancient attachment to the reigning fami-
ly. On the accession of Sarafraz Khan, these were not wanting in their 

• endeavours to excite in his mind a jealousy of the views of Mir Dynan, 
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*Ilich feeling was, perhaps, sharpened by the respect in which the Mir 
was held by the province in general, and which combined with the devo-
ed attachment of his tribe, placed him on a footing little beneath that of 
his sovereign. 

Sarafraz Khan, on his return from the Kach expedition, caused the 
suspected nobleman and his son Mir Sobhdar Khan to be privately put 
to death. Whether this severity arose from the discovery of treason-
able proceedings, on the part of the sufferers, or whether it was the re-
sult of an unfounded jealousy, is not well ascertained; but it is certain 
that the Talpuras .had assumed a very high and alarming control in 
public affairs. This act of the government, although unattended at the 
moment by any extraordinary commotion in the country, nevertheless 
created a deep impression on the minds of the military tribes, (of which 
the Talpura was among the most powerful) and led the way to those 
revolutions, which, at no very distant period, placed the family of Mir 
Byram on the,throne of Sindh, and sank that of Kalhora in poverty 
and distress. 

So early as 1758 A. D. the East India Company bad established fac-
tories at Thatta and Shah Bander, where their mercantile speculations 
were encouraged by Miyan Ghulans Shah, with whom a friendly inti-
macy subsisted, productive of reciprocal advantage. The state of the 
society and government of Sindh, however, have constantly been unfa-
vourable to the success of trade. The changes in the government have 
been so frequent that the merchant has never felt himself secure; a cir-
cumstance which, operating in conjunction with the hazard of transport-
ing goods through various barbarous tribes; unrestricted by civilized 
control, has always obstructed this natural channel. Sarafraz Khan 
did not extend the same encouragement to the British factories as had 
been done by his father, and continued from time to time to obstruct 
their views and injure their interests, until it became necessary to with- 
draw them entirely. 	• a 

Three years subsequent to this period, Sarafraz Khan was deposed 
by the Baluchi*, who placed his brother Miyan Mama Khan on the 
moaned. His incapacity rendered a further change necessary; and Se. 
dils Ali Khan, a nephew of Miyan Ghilana Shah, was selected. The 
object of their choice upon trial did not suit their views, and the Ba. 
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tuchi chiefs once more indulged their caprice by elevating Milan Glftt 
lam Nabiy Khan a brother of the late Ghiilam Shah. • 

The period was, however, now arrived when the blood of Mir By-
A. H.1187. ram Talpura was to be revenged on the Kalhora family. 
A. 1). 1773. The deceased had a son named Mir Bejar, who at the 
time of his father's death was absent on a pilgrimage to Mekha ; and 
Ghulam Nabiy had been a short time seated in his authority when this 
officer landed in his native country, and assembling his tribe public-
ly announced his design of opposing the government. Ghtilam Nabiy 
hoping, by' a sudden and decisive battle, to check the spirit of defection 
which spread rapidly through the military tribes, attacked the Talpuras 
but was slain in the action. 

In the meanwhile Milan Abdul Nabiy, a brother of the deceased, 
shut himself up in the fort of Hyderabad, where he cruelly put to death 
Attar Khan, Sarafraz Khan, and Mir Mahamed Khan Kalhoras, who 
had at different times, held the sovereign authority. His object in thus 
embruing his hands in the blood of his nearest relatives, it is difficult to 
discover. It eould hardly have been jealousy, because the victims were 
already prisoners ; and as such could not be dangerous to his projects. 
Indeed this atrocious conduct would appear to have been the effect of a 
naturally cruel and blood-thirsty disposition. 

Mir B0r laid siege to Hyderabad, but, finding his means inadequate 
to its reduction, he opened a negotiation which terminated in Abdul 
Nobly being elected sovereign of Sindh, whilst Mir BOr was confirm,  
ed in the offices of Minister, which had been so long held by his family. 
This arrangement placed the active administration of affairs in the hands 
of the .Mir, (with which his ambition was probably satisfied,)•iiithout in-
curring the odium and danger attending a total exclusion of the. Kalhora 
dynasty,. which was' still an object of veneration among the people. 

During the government of Abdul Nabiy the province was invaded by 
A. H. 1195. an army from Kandahar, went to enforce a sannad which 
A. D. 1781. had been issued by the king, placing Izat Yap Khan, a 
nephew of Abdiei Nabiy on the throne. Mir Bejar defeated the Afghans 
in a battle near Shihtaptir, and the pretender having fled, the victor re-
turned to the capita), where he continued successfully to guide the reins 
of authority. 

• The infatuated Kalhora, himself uneasy under the tutelage in which 
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We, was held, notwithstanding the extinples.which had so recently - passed 
before him resolved to cut off his Minister by assassination. Various 
attempts are said to have been made and failed; but he was at length 
successful, through the friendship of the Raja of Ihodpur. Two 
Rajputs visited Hyderabad, and under a pretence of business were admit-
ted by Mir Bejar to a private conference, when they stabbed him to the 
heart. The assassins were shot from the roof of the room, perforated 
for the purpose, none having courage to face them sword In hand. It 
is by no means uncommon for .Rajputs to devote themselves to death 
with a view of serving their master, and, among the Rathores of Mar-
war, in particular, there is little difficulty in finding agents of this descrip-
tion ; but it must be remarked that it proceeds entirely from devotion to 
their chieftain, and the person who would assassinate at his simple com-
mand, would spurn any attempt to bribe him to the office. In 1814, 
there was an instance,  of two Rathore Jemedars thus sacrificing them-
selves at the request of the Rao of Kach. 

Abdul Nabiy attained his object, but, with a timidity characteristic 
of the abettor of such a deed, fled with precipitation to the court of Ke-
lat, leaving his authority to be usurped by Abdullak Khan the son of the 
deceased; who, with his natural cousin Mir Fattah Khan, assumed the 
sovereign control of the province. 

In the year of the Hej. 1196 the cause of the exiled Abdul Nabiy 
A. H. 1196. was espoused by Nasir Khan Barrohi, who appropriated 
A. D 1782. a select body of his troops under a relation named Mir 
Zorak, to reinstate the Kalhora. The attempt having failed, the Tal-
piras flocked to the standard of Abdullah, and defeated the Barrohis 
in a bloody contest in which Zorak lost his •life. Abdul Nabiy des-
pairing of further aid from Kelat, once more crossed the mountains of 
Baluchistan and fled to the court of Jhodpir, where he met with a 
warm reception. The Raja.'retained the prince at court, whilst he de-
tached an army to pave the. way to the overthrow of the Talpurds. 
The Rajputs were however defeated by the former, in a battle said to 
have been seldom equalled in the fury with which it was maintained ; 
and the wretched Kalhora thus disappointed on all sides, repaired to the 
eamp of the King of Kandahar. 

Here he persuaded some of the courtiers to lay his prayer before his 
Majesty, who at length nominated Maddad Khan, a general of distinc-• 
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tibn, to command a formidable force' on this service.* On approalit 
ing the Sindhian frontier, the Afghans were reinforced by a detachment of 
Barrohis from Kelat, and Abdullah Khan, having laid the country 
waste, sent the women and children into Kach, and took refuge in person 
in the great desert. The Afghans finding neither friend to greet nor foe 
to oppose them in Sindh, called upon the Talpuras to acknowledge Ab-
dal Nabiy and resume their respective ranks and situations at his court; 
a proposal which was readily acquiesced in by Abdullah; and the ori-, 
ginal system of government was once more established. 

The calm was momentary, for Abdul Nabiy again raised the flame 
of civil discord by unjustly and cruelly putting to death Abdullah 
Khan Talpura, a few days after the latter had renewed his allegiance. 
Mir Fatiah. Ali the son of Mir Sobhdar, and grandson of Byram 
Khan was unanimously elected chief of the TalpAras, and by a series 
of gallant exertions drove the Kalhora from the throne which he him-
self occupied. Over anxious however to remove those who had a more 
legal claim to the masnad, his conduct alarmed his nephews, Mir Sobh-
dar and Mir Jharra the sons of Fatter. Khan.' These princes 
privately fled from Hyderabad, the former to Lohri and the latter o 
Badban, where they both finally established chieftainships, and/ where 
they still remain powerful federals of the Sindhian government. 

One more effort was made by the deposed Kalhora to recover his 
lost kingdom.t Aided by a powerful army from Kandahar and Kelat, 
he entered.the province where he was joined by a considerable body of 
partizans. According to custom, the Talpuras having secured their 
families in Kach, laid waste the frontier and avoided an action until 
having succeeded in purchasing the neutrality of the auxiliaries, Mir Fat-
tah Ali attacked the troops of Abchil Nabiy, who being defeated with 
immense slaughter, fled to Sewistan. 

About the same period Zeman Shah ascended the throne of Kanda-
har, and led an army towards Sindh to enforce payment of the tribute 
which had been irregularly discharged since the separation of Jharra 
and Sohrab. „The advance of the King was checked by a deputation 
from the three Tqpira chiefs, (who had caused Sindh to be deserted 

* This expedition is mentioned in Elphinstone's Cabul 11. p. 359. 

. t This expedition is the one probably mentioned by Elphinstone ; Cabal 11 
p. 369. 
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tad taken refuge in the desert,)apologizing,in the most humble terms Mt 
their past neglect, and promising•more regularity ip future. Fattah Ali 
had• a warm friend in:  the Wash., who persuaded his master to desist 
from the expedition, and afterwards procured a firrnan for the gov-
ernment of the province in the name of the Talpiras, an event which fi-
nally put an end to the dynasty of the' Kalhora sovereigns. The 
wretched Abdul Nabiy wandered from place to place until be fixed his 
residence finally at Jhodpur, in Marwar, where his family still hold a 
distinguished rank. 

It is only necessary to add, that, when no longer threatened from 
foreign war, the Talpuras became jealous of each other. A strong par-
ty supporting the cause of Mir e Ghulam Hussain the son of Abdullah 
Khan, who was ultimately placed in the government under the protec-
tion of Mir Fattah Ali, who in concert with his brothers Mir Ghulant 

Karrim Ali, and Murad Ali continued to manage the affairs, whilst 
the independence of Jharra and ,Sohrab, in their respective territories 
was regularly guaranteed. 

The preceding pages record one continued struggle for greatness dur-
ing a period of three centuries, and the object so ardently desired had 
scarcely been attained, when the same powerful hand which raised the 
mendicant Kalhoras to the throne, in the short space of ten years hurled 
them headlong to their original obscurity; destined to stand a memora-
ble proof of the changeable nature of worldly affairs, and the futility of 
human exertion. 

It is remarkable that the nation of Sikhs originated much in the same 
manner and struggled at the same period of time as the Kalhoras) but 
in the issue with bettter success. 

ART. /V.--1. Observations on the Sindh Musquitoe. By J. H. 
• CARTER, Esq., of the Bemnbay Medical Service. 

I send the Society a driwing of a species of musquitoe, which is very 
common in Lower Sindh and is generally termed by the Europeans 
a sand-fly. Its bite is equally poisonous with that of the common mus-
quitoe, though the swelling that follows it is not so extensive. 

It differs from the common musquitoe in not being more than one. 
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third of its size, and is almost colaurless bordering upon white. 	Tlib 
body and wings are covered with tufts of hair. The proboscis larger at 
its extremity-than at its base, but not suddenly dilated, as in the common 
musquitoe, and the external or horny sheath is formed of four separate por-
tions of equal size and length, concave externally and pointed in an obtuse 
angle at their extremities, and within them is inclosed a single stylette. 
The palpi like those of the common musquitoe are longer than the proboe 
scis, and befit downwards at their extremities. 

OF THE Pnonoscis, ALIMENTARY, AND GENERATIVE ORGANS OP 
THR MuscturroE, Count Pirlcus.—Linn. 

4( 	Distinguishing marks 61 the two sexes. 

Before entering on the description of the internal organs of ,the muse 
quitoe, it may be as well to notice the principal external pointi of differ- 
ence that exist between the male and female of the species. 	These are 
the following 

Body of the male much more slender than that of the female. An-
tennaa, though of the same length, much longer and more plumose than 
those of the female, and contain double the number of joints. Palpi iri 
the male very largely developed; compared with those of the female, first 
joint extending nearly to the extremity of the proboscis. Two hook-like 
processes or claws inclined downwards from the upper part of the last 
segment in the male, which do not exist in the female, where they are 
replaced by two processes one on each side of the anus. 

Of the Proboscis. 

This is a most complicated organ, compounded of all the parts of the 
mouth except one pair of palpi. 	The following is the order in which 
the different parts are placed in relation to each other. 	Externally is 
the proboscidian sheath; within this, a tran§parent horny sheath, and again 
within the latter three setts, one of which is spear-pointed, anti the other 
two saw-pointed'at their free extremities. 

The proboscidian sheath, which incloses all the other parts, is a mem-
braneous, cylindrical tube, arising from the inferior part of the head ; it is 
about half the length of the whole animal, is covered externally with 

• hairs and scales, and is open superiorly, by a longitudinal fissure, which 

30 
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tends throughout its whole length, Towards its free extremity 
becomes contracted, and terminates in a bilobate portion, consisting of ' 
two hollow pouches, round externally and covered with hairs, and smooth 
internally where they are in contact with each other. 

The internal sheath is not quite so long as the last: It is formed of 
a stiff, horny, transparent, cylindrical tube ; is in continuation posteriorly 
with the pharynx, and is firmly fixed above to a rostrated process which 
projects forward from the anterior part of the liead, just below the tu- 
bercles of the antenna. 	From this point also it is reinforced by two 
distinct portions, one on each side, which soon become incorporated with 
it. 	Its free extremity bears a great resemblance to the point of a pen, 
and is extremely sharp and delicate. 	Posteriorly it is continued back 
through the head to the pharynx, where it dilates into a horny hollow 
bulb, and then becomes contracted again to its original calibre before 
joining it. 	On its inferior aspect, it is also open longitudinally, by a 
fissure, which extends from the pharynx to its free extremity. Within 
its  are inclosed three seta. 

One, of these is spear-pointed and is fixed posteriorly on the median 
line between the proboscis and internal sheath, which it immediately en-
ters and is continued to its extremity. 

Below it lie the two saw-pointed setae in close approximation. They 
are fixed posteriorly, one on each side the spear-pointed setae, close to the 
inner edge of the palpi, and soon approaching each other enter the horny 
sheath, and in like manner are continued to its extremity, when their serrat-
ed edges are turned towards• each other. 

The pair of palpi are placed immediately above the base of the probo-
scidian sheath, at the base, and on the outer side of the saw-pointed seta. 

The following appear to be the analogies of the different elements of 
the proboscis :-- 

The proboscidian sheath is a prolongation of the under lip or labium.. 
The central spear-pointed setasonay be compared to the mandibles united, 
and the two saw-pointed setae and the pair of palpi annexed to them to 
Masella3, and their palpi? 	The palpi of the labium way be considered 
to be incorporated with the proboscidian sheath. 

During the act of puncturing the skin in search of food, the pro- 

* The internal sheath is an elongation of the upper lip or labium. 
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tOscidian sheath is retractecl,,and drawn towards the breast, so as to tut',  
'cover the penetrating, instruments. This takes place simultaneously with 
their insertion, and the juices are probably conveyed into the pharynx, 
and principally through the internal horny sheath. 

In the male, the proboscis is very imperfectly developed, and from 
never having found any food in the stomach, it is probable that they bite 
less frequently, and are therefore far less troublesome than the female. 

Alimentary Organs. 

The pharynx, which is continued backwards from the horny sheath 
to the cesophagus, is short and narrow, and just before it joins the oeso-
phagus, receives the ducts of three glandular bodies. 
. The (esophagus is large at its commencement, becomes gradually nar-

rower towards the stomach, where it ends in a short, dilated portion, 
which after being slightly contracted, swells out again into a pear-shaped 
stomach with its large end posteriorly. The pylorus is contracted and 
narrow. The ileum short and straight, and ends in the colon, which is 
dilated at its ccecal extremity, and in its substance contains several cor-
diform glandular bodies attached to each other by small vessels having r 
cellular appearance internally. The colon is then continued straight to the 
rectum where it becomes contracted again to form the anus. 

Generative Organs. 

In the Female. The ovaries consist of two delicate transparent sacs 
one on each side the rectum and contain round transparent ovales. The 
oviducts are short, and both terminate together close to the anus. 

In the Male. The generative organs consist of three pairs of glan-
dular bodies ; one pair of which are long and. ovoid, and are placed 
close to the posterior end of the stomach ; from each of them a'  elicate 
duct is continued back to two other glands, which contain a granular 
matter, placed side by side on the median t!ine close to the anus. On 
each side of the latter are two other glands, containing a greepish yellow 
granular matter,,they unite and terminate in the rectum close to the anus, 
at the same point as the latter, to which they are attached. 

Biliary Vessels. 

The biliary vessels are six\in number ; they enter the duodenal end 

0. 
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'are convoluted round the large ena of the ileum close to the pylorus, and 
of the stomach. 

Explanation 

Fig. 1 Musquitoe magnified 8 
times. Female. 

2 Male. 
a Antenna. 
b Palpi. 
c Hook-like processes of 

the tail. 
Fig, 3 Diagram of the elements 

of the proboscis mag-
nified 16 times. 

a Neck. 
b Head. 
c Antenna. 
d (Esophagus. 
s Internal sheath or la- 

bium. , 
f Proboscidian sheath or 

labium. 
g Spear-pointed setae. 

h h Saw-pointed setae. 
c Palpi. 
k Dilated portion of inter-

nal sheath. 
Fig. 4 Magnified view of the ex-

tremity of the probo-
scis. 

a a Bilobate portion. 
b Longitudinal fissure.°  

Fig. 5 Magnified view \of the ex-
tremity of the internal 
sheath. 

a Pen-pointed extremity. 
6 Longitudinal fissure. 

Fig. 6 Alimentiry canal.  

of the plate. 

a Internal sheath. 
b Dilated portion. 
c Longitudinal fissure. 
d Pharynx. 

e e e (Esophagus. 
fff Salivary glands. 

g Stomach. 
h h h Biliary Caeca. 

Fig. 6 i Ileum. 
k Colon and rectum. 
1 Anua. 

m m Processes at the oval ex- 
tremity of the female. 

n Ovaries and their ducts. 
Fig. 7 Glandular bodies found 

in the - ceecal end of 
the colon. 

Fig. 8 Male organs of genera- 
tion. 

a a Testicles. 
6 b Their ducts leading to 

vesicular seminales. 
c c Vesicular seminales;  
d d Two glandular vesicles 

containing a greenish 
yellow granular secre-
tion. 

Fig. 9 Magnified view of the 
free extremities of the 
elemetis of the pro- 
boscis exposed. 	. 

a Superior surface. 
b Inferior surface. 
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ART. 	Note on a Specimen of Iron lire from the vicinity, 
of Malwan. By BALL. G. SHASTREE, Esq. 

The accompanying is a specimen of the ore from which iron is ex-
tracted in the vicinity of Malwan. Though the laterite, in which this ore 
occurs, almost everywhere overlaps the basalt and other rocks, in the 
Southern Konkan the ore is generally found only in detached masses, on 
the tops of hills, not far from ground, its presence being indicated by 
the appearance of small ferruginous fragments on the surface. The fol-
lowing description of its tuinerological and chemical properties has been 
supplied to me by Bhaft Daji; the assistant to the Chemical Professor in 
the Elphinstone Native Education Institution, who examined it at my re-
quest. 

-" It is masiive, compact, externally brown or reddish brown, internal-, 
ly , steel-grey, glimmering. 	Brittle,. streak yellowish brown, fragments 
splintery, sharp, fracture fiat conchoidal. 	Spec. gra. 3.32. 	Before 
the blowpipe, it yields a dark blue shining enamel, attracted by the mag- 
net. 	Its constituents have been found to be water, the black oxide 
and peroxide of iron, alumina, silica, a trace of manganese and mag-
nesia. 

" A considerable portion of this mineral contains a shining steel grey 
lamellar powder, which is most difficult of solution both in nitric and 
muriatic acids. 	It is supposed to be the black oxide, which is regarded 
by many chemists as a distinct oxide—a mixture of the oxide and per-
oxide of iron in various proportions." 

Though the process employed at Malwan, for extracting the 'metal 
from the ore, is nearly the same as that adopted elsewhere in India, and 
described in Mr. Prinsep's Gleanings of Silence (vol. 1st p. 230 and vol. 
3d p. 328, 330), the following details on the subject, literally translated 
from the letteortpf a friend residing on the spot, may be interesting for 
the sake of comparison. 

" Equal measures of this ore and that of charcoal, reduced to fine 
powder, are intimately mixed by means of water, and smelted in a furnace 
which is represented in the following diagram. 

435 
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" It is round and about three feetin height; its diameter at the bog , 
tom is nearly a footand 
a half, and at the top, 
about a foot. c is a 

t" circular opening three 
inches from the bot-
tom and about 9 inches 
in diamaxt, through 

.1. 	which the half melted 
mass of iroi is taken 
out. d and is are two 
apertures for the in-
sertion of the pipe of 
the bellows.,  , f the 

place where the bellowsman sits about two feet from the ground. 
" The furnace is loaded with about 10 paylies, or about 80 That of 

charcoal. A seer or about 2 lbs. in weight, of the mixed powder is now 
thrown in together with charcoal sufficient 'to reduce the ore. 	The 
opening c is closed up by a stone and clay, and the materials in the fur.' 
nace ignited. 	The bellows, consist of single skins of goats worked by 
the hands. 

" When 'the powder is formed into a mass, (which may be seen from 
above), the furnace is again loaded with about 2 lbs. of the powder. The• 
half melted mass is taken out, through the openings, by means of a Paori 
or shovel, and is beaten by heavy hammers on an anvil. 	The iron,  
is then ready for sale. 	If a large quantity of iron is to be prepared, 
fresh quantities of powdered ore are successively added to the melted 
mass, and allowed to be incorporated with it, until a mass of about 20 lbs.• 
in weight is obtained." 

A process somewhat different from the preceding is more frequently 
employed. It is as follows 

" The ore is exposed to sunshine for a week or two to deprive it of 
moisture. 	It is then carried to the place of manufacture and roasted, 
which renders it brittle and capable of being easily reduced to powder, 
in which no pieces larger than a pea are allowed to remain. 

" The next operation is to put in about 2 paylies or 16 lbs. of fine 
charcoal powder, at the bottom of the oven described above. Upon this • 
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Ire put cinders, and wood charcoal' is thrown in up to the brim. 	Ilfb 
bellowsman begins his task, and when the ignited mass, in the inside of 
the furnace, subsides a little, about half a seer by measure, or 1 lb. in 
weight, of the powdered ore is thrown in with about two paylies or 16

) 
 

lbs. of charcoal. When again the fire has subsided about 9 inches, the 
same quantity of ore and charcoal is thrown in. This is continued from 
6 to 9 o'clock in the morning. No more powder is now employed, 
but the bell&smen continue blowing for about 3 hours more. By this 
time a mass of iron is formed at the bottom of the oven, from which it 
is taken out through a hole made for this purpose, by means of a large 
pair of pincers, and placed on an anvil, on which it is beaten by heavy 
hammers. 

" Thus a piece of good iron about 10 seers in weight is obtained. It 
is called by the natives Madage. A similar quantity is made in the af-
ternoon. One piece is sold for about 8 annas, one half of which is giv-
en to the bellowsman. 

" The manufacture of iron is the exclusive trade of a class of natives 
called Dhtiwar. The agricultural classes are also acquainted with the 
process ; but if they want to prepare any iron, they have recourse tq a 
Dhawar. For if any person were to attempt to manufacture it at his 
house, he would be liable to be deprived of his caste. 

44  The smelting of iron is carried on at Masarii, Kholala, Vayangaon, 
and several other villages. 	There are generally 4 smelting furnaces in 
each village. As the operations of these require an immense expendi-
ture of fuel, the principal men of the villages do not allow the Dluiwars 
to settle in large numbers in their vicinity. No great quantity is there-
fore produced in any one of them. The charcoal used is from soft wood ; 
that of Khair (the Mimosa Catechu) is hard, and is said to produce no iron 
if employed. As iron bars and blocks have found their way here, the 
quantity of the metal now manufactured in this district cannot b% worth 
more than about a thousand Rupees anupally ; being one-half of what 
was produced under the former Government. 	 0 

5th Felon* 1844. 
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ART. VI.— A brief account of the minor Bauddha Caves of 
Beira and Bajah, in the neighbourhood of Karli. Com-
municated in a letter, from Mr. N. D. WESTEROAARD, to 
JAMES BIRD, Esq., with translations, by the latter, of in-
scriptions found at both. 
Some account of a cave at the village at Bajah, between Karli and r 

Lohgarh, was sometime ago communicated by a member of this Society, 
Manockjee Cursetjee, Esq., and was accompanied by fac-similes of the 
inscriptions : but hitherto the more perfect excavations, at Beira, have 
not been noticed, and their existence seems scarcely known to Europe-
ans. A rough sketch of the Beira cave, drawn from memory, accom-
panies this brief account of it,'which I am enabled to give on the author-
ity of Mr. Westergaard ; but while, in the absence of more extended 
information, this may satisfy the curiosity of some in such matters, a 
fuller and more perfect account would still be of interest to the mem-

ibers of the Society. 
' Mr. Westergaard writes--I have just returned from a visit to the 

caves in the neighbourhood of Karli, and I am led to suppose that the 
minor caves, at Birsa and Bajah, might possibly have escaped your no-
tice. I take the liberty to send you a short description, with copies of 
the few inscriptions there ; hoping that you will not refuse this small 
contribution to your most important and interesting work on the Caves 
of Western India. The caves at Birsa, (or as it is called, in the map 
of the Poona Collectorate, Beira,) are situated about six miles S. W. 
from Wargam. The plan of the temple resembles Karli, but is neither 
of so great extent nor so well executed, and appears more modern. It 
contains a Dehgop ;* and its roof, which is ribbed, and supported by 

Thi3 is a stone spire, of an hemispherical form, placed at tke extreme end 
of the arched Bauddha caves ; and is a type of the corporeal frame of the five 
elements, or the Dhyani Buddlth s, being the same as the Anusidthana Santa 
of Kapila's philosophy, or vehicle of the subtle person or spirit. 

That, at the cave of Karli, is named, in the inscription oq,itt, Sansar-ratha ; 
or the worldly vehicle, and establishes a fact that it is meant as a type of a 
first cause, producing effects in the versatile world. It is in fact considered 
an aggregation of the elements, effected by the presidence of spirit ; and 
viewed as a type of elemental creation, presents an analogy to the mundane 
egg, from which, according to the doctrines of antiquity, sprung the first born. 
of the world. 
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twenty-six octagonal pillar.s,'about °ten feet high, seems to have be 
covered with paintings, which are now, however, so indistinct, that 
nothing can be made out of them. There are four pillars, about twenty-
frie feet high, in front, surmounted by a group of horses, bulls, and . 
elephants. The first pillar supports a horse and a bull, with a male 
and female rider ; the next three elephants and one horse, two of the 
elephants having a male and female rider ; the third three horses and 
one elephant,.a male and female rider being placed on two of the horses ; 
and the fourth pillar is surmounted by two horses bearing a male and 
female rider. The hall of instruction, which is of an oval shape, has a 
vaulted roof, and is situated close to the temple. It contains eleven 
small cells ; and over the door of one of them there is an indistinct and 
partly defaced inscription, which will be immediately noticed. 

The caves of Bajah are situated three miles S. E. from the village 
of Karli. The principal temple contains a Dehgop but no sculptures, 

• and has its roof supported by twenty-seven plain pillars. Outside there 
is a group, executed in bas relief, now much defaced. On both sides 
of the chapel the hill has been excavated into two stories, corresponding 
with the height of the temple, and containing the usual halls of in- 
struction, with cells. 	But the most curious of the sculptures 	a 
collection of fourteen ,Dehgops, five of which are inside and the others 
outside the cave. On the first of the latter there is an inscription. 

Mr. Westergaard, in his interesting correspondence with me, entered 
into an elaborate examination of the probably correct reading of the in-
scriptions at both caves ; and while I felt myself under the necessity of 
dissenting, in part, from his observations, I was infinitely obliged to 
him, as they enabled me to give a more accurate reading and translation 
in my second letter. Mr. Westergaard's objections to the reading, first .0  
sent, applied chiefly to the vowel points employed, to the substitution of 
aspirated for unaspirated consonants, and to the use of cerebral for den-
tal letters. To these I replied, that the Prakrit of the cave inscrip-
tions, which contains a large admixture of Pali and Sanskrit words, is 
employed by the Jainas for the composition of their scriptures, and ad-

o• mks of the 'Changes  objected to, while its grammatical structure ap-
piloachq nearer the Magadhi or Pali than the Sanskrit, and may be 
more correctly interpreted after the' model of the former, than through 
a Sanskritized medium. I have since obtained a copy of the Bajah in- 
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ONption by Monsieur D'Ochoa, which enables me to correct some 
points doubtful in Mr. Westergaard's copies. 

The cave inscriptions, generally, embody religious and historical in-
formation, and strongly confirm, what the general principles of the 
Bauddha religion in various countries teach us, that this widely diffused 
system had its origin in physical and metaphysical opinions, on the 
subject of a first cause, made applicable to explain the phenomena of 
the world and of human nature ; and was intimately connected, at its 
rise, with the worship of the heavenly bodies, and the Sabean idolatry. 
Hence it is that the inscription on the obelisk at Karli is declaratory of 
its dedication to the sun; while many of those from the caves of Junir are 
more fully declaratory of the different deifications, celestial and human, 
which were objects of worship among the Bauddhas ; hence also the ex-
planation of a fact, that the coins of the Afghanistan and Panjab topes, 
which have been accurately named Mithraic, present the same mystical 
symbols as precede the cave inscriptions, and are indicatory of the respect 
paid to the planetary bodies, and to fire. The group of horses, bulls, 
and elephants, on the four pillars in front of the arched cave at Beira, 
(Birsa) resembles what we find on the Indo-Mithraic coins of the North ; 
and is evidence, were no other proofs procurable, that such belongs to 
the worship of the sun : for as Proclus de Sacrifi ciis observes :—
" Animalia sunt Solaria velut leones ;" and of the latter there are numer-
ous sculptures in the Bauddha caves of Western India, accompanied by 
figures of the deer, tiger, &c. 

The first inscription, from the Beira cave, described as executed over 
the door of a small cell, reads, 

qlffrqi9Ilifi4ITIMITrifirtfflWriff• 

Nasika tapasino sa sathaputasa puvanaka snaha : 

and may be translated, 

"By an ascetic of Nasika resembling the purified Saint (Budd ha,) 
the primesCal heavenly great one." 

Here Sattha, the Pali name for Buddha, is spelt with the aspirated 
dental tha, and without the usual ta, which constitutes the correct mo-
dern spelling of Sattha ; which is a Prakrit corruption of the Sanskrit 
word 4tir Shreshtha, meaning preeminent, or most excellent, and the same • 
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, 	tith Seth, an appellation gixen, by the Jainas and Parsees of Gujazit, 
• 

to great and good men of rank and consideration. 
• The second inscription, from the same caves, said to be over a well, 

reads, 	 • 

+teem 4Ittoiliqaiqito-mtn41,•ATTVIRTRIVITTirtIVItillt4rtar. 

Mahatya palakaya manavaya maharatanaya samidhinakaya dayadhama 
upada manahsa vatya kaya. 

And may be translated, 

",A righteous gift of a small offering to the moving power, (body) 
the intellectual principle, the cherishing material body, the offspring 
of Mann, the precious jewel, the supreme heavenly one here." 

Mr. Westergaard proposed to read, Makatuya palikaya which per-
haps might be rendered, " for the preservation of a quantity of water," 
but I prefer the original reading, as the cherishing principle of creation, 
alluded to in,the inscription is doubtless water ; under which form, and 
which symbol, the female divinity Adi Prajna, or Adi Dkarma, cha-
rasterised by the lotus or yoni, is represented among the Bauddhas. 
The esoteric meaning of the inscription has reference to Prajna, w'ho, 
as the active power of nature, is manifested, in Nepal, as Jal-sa-rup, or 
a form of water ; and is represented, at the caves of Ajanta and Ellora, 
as a female, seated on the lotus, over whose head are descending streams 
of water. 

Regarding the caves at Bajab, Mr. Westergaard observes, that the 
first of the inscriptions there, is on the first of the nine Dehgopas, out-
side the cave, and which have been already described. It reads, 

treV ffilisWfifff9T 

palannt. vasibhutasatana 

And•may be translated, 	 • 

" The restiiqg places of the preserver dwelling in the elements." 

; Allusive, as would appear, to the influence of the sun, and his course 
amid the signs of the nine planets, of which Rau and Ketu, or the 
nodes, form two ; and are always inserted in Bauddha astrological 

• ,diagrams, or systems of sidereal astrology, called in Ceylon Baliah ; 

• 
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Which is the worship of the planetary powers, similar in, man ,  
respects to the Syrian idolatry of worshipping and propitiating the 
Salim, or host of heaven, which protected and influenced mankind 
in health and sickness.* This part of the Bauddha system is connected 
with a belief in the efficacy of amulets and charms for averting the evil 
influence of the stars : and it is usual for both Bauddhas and Jainas to 
address their prayers to the Dasa-Dik-Pals, or ten regents of the 
heavenly quarters. One of the Bauddha astrological diagrftms, shewing 
the mode of prognosticating from the signs of the planets, may be seen at 
page 114 of Sangermano's description of the Burmese Empire : and a 
similar diagram exists in the temple of Kargone, on the road to Malwa. 
In illustration of the above inscription, and its connexion with the 
Bauddha religion, I may briefly notice, that the late Dr. Bramley brought 
from Nepal two coins, on the obverse of which there is a seated image, 
accompanied by the inscription, Sama gana, the Supreme Quirister, and 
on the reverse the representation of a lion, or symbol of the sun, called 
Siho nana, the wise lion. 

The next inscription from the Bajah caves is said to be over a well, 
and reads, 

Z1TRITZIATIIVirltililiqliffIVAn4411,11q: 

Maharatha sakasakaputasa tanamdatusa dayadhamapada. 

And may be translated, 
- - 

" The righteous gift of a symbol and vehicle• of the purified  Saha 
Saha, (Shakra or Indrat) the resting place of the giver." 

Saks in Sunskrit is the usual appellation for Salivahana, as Sakya is 
that for Buddha, being a title implying sovereignty : but in the present 
inscription Saka-saka is evidently intended for Sahra, the Sanskrit 
name for Indra, or the god of the firmament, who is named in Pali. 
Sakko. Two copies of the alvve inscription are here given ; and while 
Mr. Westergaard's would give the reading Maha .Raja, I prefer that in 
Mr. D'Ochoa's—Maha rather as being more consistent with the sense 
of the passage, and implying that water, over which it is inscribed, is the 
great vehicle of Indra ; who, in the inscription from the Khandagiri 

" See Mr. Upham's account of the Bali Ceylon, chap. x. 

ATV Shakra, a name for Indra, the ruler of Swerga or Paradise. 
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• Ack, (Prinsep's Journal 18a7, pate 1080,) is styled Mctha-meghp! 
vahana, or the great one borne on the clouds. This last title, accord-
ing to the Tantra portion of the Kahgyur, or Bauddha scriptures of 
Tibet, (Prinsep's Journal vol I. p. 389) is also given to a Buddha, in 
subjection to whom the Nagas,! or serpents, are assigned the charge of 
the rains. 

Not many years since surprise was expressed that figures common to 
the Bauddhail and Brahmans should have been found in the Indra Sabha 
at Ellora ; but with our present extended knowledge of the principles 
of both religions, and the testimony of Bauddha inscriptions that the 
latter system, like that of the Brahmans, admitted the worship tf: Indra 
and the elements, we can easily account for the ultimate approximation, 
(as exhibited in the caves of Ellora,) of systems originally distinct. 

The last inscription which is given by Mr. D'Ochoas' plate, and not 
inserted in Mr. Westergaard's, is not quite so distinct as the others, and 
I am therefore doubtfurof its real meaning. It may perhaps be read, 

Raddhasavahanya satasattainsugata danam ; 

And translated, 

44 A gift to the vehicle of Raddha (the perfect one) the Sugata 
( Buddha) eternally gone." 

ART. VII. --- Meteorological Observations. By DR. BUIsT. 

Dr. MALCOLMSON, Secretary to the Bombay Branch of the Roy-
al Asiatic Society. 

Sta,—I have the honor to enclose a paper of miscellaneous remarks 
on observations, now in progress at the Observatory, which seemlikely 

• to establish several laws in reference to atrwspheric pressure, which have 
hitherto been mistaken or overlooked. 

The first of4hese erroneous impressions is, in reference to‘ithe period 
of gxtreme pressure ; which seems to be at least an hour earlier than is 
generallyftupposed. The second, that the Barometer does not, as usu-
ally imagined, attain its extreme point of maximum, and then, after a 
pause of definite duration, return on its path ; but oscillates to and Rio 
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?or the space of nearly an hour bel'ofe it begins steadily to return fro& 
the point of maximum or minimum range. 

It seems likely to be made out, by further observations, that those os-
cillations follow a definite law, connected with the various seasons of the 
year. 

The observations extend over much too limited a period to permit me 
to lay down any general law, established by them beyond controversy, 
and as yet they are to be esteemed provisional only, and ate little calcu-
lated for publication : and I have taken the liberty of troubling you with 
them now, because the uncertainty of my tenure of office, at the Obser-
vatory, may by and bye 'preclude me from having access to its records. 

I have the honor to be, Sir, 
Your most obedient Servant, 

GEO. Burst. 

There are few points on which the opinions of mariners are more con-
, Ilicting than on the subject of the absolute value of indications, which 
Meteorological instruments give, relative to atmospheric changes in the 
more tranquil portions of the tropical ocean, rarely visited by storms 
more violent than the gales attending the change of the monsoon, and 
which are more or less prevalent throughout the rainy season. Amongst 
the navigators chiefly voyaging to the north of the line, and betwixt the 
coasts of Africa and India, the Barometer itself is very little heeded. 
The most striking illustration of indifference to this subject is to be found 
in the fact, that while the ships of the Royal Navy are provided with 
Meteorological instruments, almost as invariably as with an anchor or ca-
ble, a compass or charts,—and no really well found merchantman ever 
goes to sea without them, — the Indian Navy, mustering thirty armed 
vessels in all, of which one-half are steamers, are (unless in the ease of 
those which have been built and fitted up at home) almost totally desti-
tute of Meteorological instruments of any description : and those which 
have been provided with Battmeters from the Company's stores had, 
'considering their quality, almost as well be without them. 

The reasons assigned for the general disregard of Vara, marine Bare.. 
meter in these seas are, that its indications are not trustworthy.—
hat it hardly seems to stir on the approach of a storm, unless this 

amounts to an actual hurricane. 	The Sympiesometer is put aside for 
purely the opposite reasons that it is too sensitive ; that it keeps the 
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rdariner in a constant state of ealarml—,and that when it sinks most ra.p 
idly no such result as that which was apprehended, ever ensues. The 
neglect with which this valuable instrument has been treated by the Com-
mittee of the Royal Society, on Physics including Meteorology; and who 
have excluded it from the list of instruments directed to be kept at all 
Magnetic Observatories, has unhappily given countenance to the disregard 
with which the Sympiesometer is treated within the tropics; but I shall, 
I trust, be able to show that there is a strong probability that by its use, 
the best established, striking, and inexplicable facts in Meteorology,—, 
the hour of the occurrence of the maxima and minima of atmospheric 
pressure, indicated by the semi-diurnal fluctuations of the Barometer, 
will receive, as to matter of time, a very material modification. 

It is .stated by the Baron Humboldt,* on the authority of Mr. Hors-
burgh,t that during the rains the indications of the atmospheric tides are 
occasionally interrupted altogether ; and, that, though manifest on the 
open sea, they vanish all along the coast. Our experience at the Obser, 
vatory is so completely at variance with this, that throughout the mon-
soon during the past two years, when hourly observations have been most 
carefully conducted, we have found the 'atmospheric tides at all times as 
distinct and regular in their appearance, and nearly as considerable in 
their range, as during the steadiest weather in the fair season. 	At , 
'Poonah during the rains, I carried on a series of hourly observations for 
three weeks continually, during part of August and September 1841, and 
found the tides in a great measure independent of the weather. 

The hours of maxima are betwixt 9 and 10 A. M. and r. in., and of 
minima betwixt 3 and 5 A. and r. at., and amongst the desiderata es-
pecially pointed to by Humboldt is the determination of the precise mo-
ment when the mercury reaches its maximum elevation, the length of 
time when it remains there, and the instant at which it begins to descend. 
In furtherance of this enquiry, a series of observations, commencing 10 
minutes before 9 and terminating 10 minutes after Da A. M. and r. 
in like manner in reference to the hours of maxima and minima, has just 
been commencellt  from which the unexpected fact has been eli'cited, that 
the Barometer, instead of attaining a definite point, and then, after a pe-
riod of mpose, returning on its path, oscillates for the space of nearlAan 

" Personal Narrative, vol. VI., Part II., p. 706—English Edition, 1826. 
t Nicholson's Journal, Vol. XIII., p. 20. 

a 

ed. 
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gopr backwards and forwards. Tliesb oscillations, in all likelihood, folio* 
some definite law, which it will at all events requirl the observations of 
a twelve-month to demonstrate. .The subjoined curves give the results 

. of the last eight days' observations, corrected for temperature, capillari-
ty, &c., and read to thousandths of an inch. The remarkable fact to 
which I propose directing attention, refers to the indications of the Sym-
piesometer, which, in steady weather, invariably rates its maxima awl mi-
nima at least an hour before the Barometer. To say that this arises from 
the superior sensitiveness of the instrument, is to conceal a most impor-
tant fact under unmeaning common place. Of course it is from this the 
manifestation arises, but then the manifestation itself proves that the 
periods of greatest and least pressure, as assumed from barometric ob-
servations only, have been set down an hour too late by meteorologists : 
that instead of the former being from two to three hours, they are from 
three to four hours before noon and midnight ; and instead of the latter 
occurring from four to five hours, they happen within three or four hours 
after these periods respectively. Both of these statements are of course to 
be received with this much of caution=that as yet they are based on a very 
limited number of observations, though these, as far as they go, are in a 
great measure free from anomalies. I have now commenced,  a series of 
observations on the Sympiesometer, conducted with similar frequency to 
to those on the Barometer ; so that while throughout the day and night 
we shall have hourly observations without interruption, we shall for 8 
hours out of the 24, have readings of both instruments taken with the 
utmost care every ten minutes. 

Should the results of these be as hitherto, not only will an important 
fact be added to our stock of information on a subject which has of late 
been matter of special attention,—through the means of an instrument 
hitherto too little consulted on the more rigorous portions of research,— 
but the system of observation now commenced, may probably evolve in 
some definite and systematic $prm, the amount of interval generally inter-
vening betwixt the pressure of the air as indicated by the mercurial co-
lumn and the same thing as made manifest by the oil P  the Sympieso-
meter. 

Ito revert to the subjeot with which these observations opened :—the 
distrust, from opposite causes, manifested by mariners, in the eastern 
seas, in the two instruments under consideration, arises, in the first place, 
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from the extreme imperfection of the Barometers supplied on board of 
ships. Many seldom read, even by help of a vernier, lower than hun-
dredths of an inch,—and that often so inaccurately that the vernier itself 
will hardly give precisely the same readings at° any two points of the 
scale: they are destitute of all means of pointing out the neutral or zero 
point in the cistern, as well as for making corrections on account of 
expansion. 	Beyond the tropics these imperfections are compara- 
tively little 'felt : there the casual range amounts to betwixt two. and 
three inches, here it is seldom one-tenth of this ; here, again, our 
daily range often exceeds a tenth, there, it rarely gets beyond a hun-
dredth ; here, our daylight range is about double, there, it is scarce-
ly half that nearest the hours of darkness. The Barometer here, if 
properly constructed, may equally subserve the requirements of.the ma-
riner when its signs are understood, though these signs be different, en-
tirely from those which it elsewhere gives out. So with the Sympieso-
meter : it occasions alarm from the very circumstance of its sensitiveness 
which ought to be considered its great recommendation. It is occasion-
ally employed in place of the Barometer, and is always compared or 
contrasted with it—not with the view of attaining any sound result, but 
to show how little is to be got out of it, because the language it employs 
and the tones in which it speaks, are different from those of its mercurial 
neighbour. When the Barometer whispers, the Sympiesometer shouts 
or screams ; when the former is silent, the latter whispers: but what of 
that, if we know how to interpret them—if we avoid mistaking vivacity 
for folly, and take the indications in the shape they are given, and for as 
much as they are worth. 

• If these errors be avoided in coming to the conclusions desired to be 
attained, the two may form an invaluable combination, ',hen a little care-
ful observation shall have shewn us the precise value of the indications of 
the one when converted into corresponding expression of the othei. 

With a view to assist in carrying out These latter ends to some prac-
tical available purpose, amongst the shipping of our port, I some time 
since addressed ,ene of the best of. our meteorological instrument makers 
on the subject Mr. Adie, of Edinburgh, by whom I have been very 
extensively supplied since my arrival here ; and found that the very finest 
marine Barometers, free of all the defects above adverted to, with the 
means of obtaining all the requisite corrections for the most delicate oli- 

o 	32 
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s'ervations, and with scales reading, to'thousandths of, an inch, could be 
had in numbers betwixt five and six guineas—Syrnpiesometers of similar 
quality being procurable for like price. 

ART. VIII.—Bibliothacal notices of important book collections 
in India and the East: By'Tnn SECRETARY. Ng. I. MIYAN 

MAHOMED: PANAH'S ARABIC AND PERSIAN LIBRARY AT KACH-
BH17J. 

While much has been done to illustrate the civil and natural history 
of this great and extensive country, much yet remains for individuals to 
effect in bringing, into one well digested summary of information, the scat-
tered subjects of knowledge we now possess, relative to the Antiquities, 
Geography, PalmOgraihy, Philology, religious and civil History of this 
and the neighbouring countries of Asia. We can scarcely indeed fail 
to observe that, wherever in the East we may be located by circumstan-
9es, abundant subjects of interest present themselves for investigation; 
and that the traveller, least learned 'in antiquities or langdages, can, by 
copying inscriptions or obtaining lists of book-collections, supply abund-- 
ant materials for the exertions of others. 	It is generally believed,and 
not without foundation, that while large and important collections of 
books on Sanskrit, Arabic, and Persian literature, have been carried to 
Europe, many now existing collections, in India and the East, pass unheed-
ed by resident Europeans, or are barely knoWn. A rare and valuable 
collection of Arabic authors, particularly those relating to the crusades, 
is said to be kept in the mosque of Omar at Jerusalem ; extensive Ebro-

'tries of books, on the subject of the Jaina faith, have been described by 
Colonel Tod, as existing at Jessalmir and Anhalwara Patten ; and like 
important libraries, relatiVe to the Bauddha religion, are to be found in 
Tibet, Ceylon, and China. 

In devoting part of this Journal, to the head of Bibliothacal no-
tices; we trust the Society may be favored with as many evtmuuications 
on the subject of Indian book-collections in Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Per-
sian, as may be in the power of gentlemen, variously distributed over 
the country, to give. Such will supply the Orientalists of Europe with 
desiderata long looked for, and may prove of utility to officers in the 
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service, who devote their leisure the to the illugration. of yet obscub 
points in the religious opinions and history of India. .Should we 
be supplied with descriptive catalogues from various parts of the country, 
we will be happy to make knoWn the labours, of our. Correspondents on. 
such subjects ; and in the absence of better information, we now insert a 
list of the books composing the Arabic and Persian library of the deceas-
ed Miyan Mahomed Panah, which was kindly supplied many years ago 
by Captain Postans, and is well worthy the attention of ihoie wishing to 
have copies of such bOoks. 

THEOLOGY. 

A. 	Commentaries on the Xurciii, ehiiflY Arcibie. 

No. 1 .4.; u US 4:.13.  

Tafsir Kashaf, in two volumes. Author's natne is not mentioned, 
but this is a Persian translation and commentary On the most esteemed of 
Arabic commentaries on the Kuran, namely the Kashaf, which was writ-
ten at Mekka sometime about A. D. 1143: and the author of which was 
Imam Abul-Kasim, the son of Omar-al-Zamakhshary. 

No. 2 ..14 	1/40,«?, 4...441;6 
Marginal notes on the Kashaf by Saiyad Yemani, in one volume. 

No. 3 ale. ay. 4.i 	84:4 	1.,41 
Marginal notes as above ; one volume. 

No. 4 	ao..:Lfs.ri 
Hashiya Kashaf 4utd-ad-din Tuftazani, one Volume.. 

The author of this well ktrov;ii comionentarp Was' siad:Li.-cii1C; the SOH 
of 	 'wile' died A: D. 1569. 

No. 5 (4 jtezt 	 • 
Tafsir Baliciiby, four vols.—The lichf of revelation,' being a Persian . 

translation of, and commentary on the litiran;iccei4itig to.  the Sunny 
faith'. The allot; Of this work was 	Alin' Said Baiza.Wy, 
Kazy of Shidz, who died A.' 1292. 

• No..6 ale.•• 	4.94°1-  **4.13  . • 
Tufsir Mudarik, in three vols.—This is an esteemed Arabic commentary 

• on' tU 	various sutliois. 	 • 
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No.• 7 e  )2.s ticpWs 	 • 

(A commentary on the truths of the world above, as explained in the 
Kuran. 	 • 

No. 8 44 •41.41:,..01,5,44., L45:0 )1.711 .rej5  
A commentary on the lights of revelation, and the secrets of dreams, 

in four vols. the author's name not mentioned. 

No. 9 a4 ..t, 	4.14j+-. 	 6 

A commentary by Jalal-ad-din Kohnah ; one vol. This; as would 9-,  
pear, is the commentary on the Kashaf, written in Egypt by the celebra- 
ted Shaikh Jalal-ad-din-as-Saiyuti. 

No. 10 44 
Another commentary with additions on other subjects. 

No. 11 al, 4..(.2 	44. 

Another commentary not described, 

No. 12 	ato, 	6),....r? 
Another commentary, and not described. 

No. 13 44 4-c) r c.$).,te tai ja,,Ai 

Tafsir Naishapuri, one volume not described. 

No. 14 41.1.4-ge, j .ye 	Val I 

Another commentary as above. 
No. 15 4.1- 	utiA, ..u&-.0 1.1; 

The Kuran of the mosque in fine writing; five volumes. 
No. 16 &.) ti a, t 	ow to 1;9 44%%t; 

.Fhe translation of the above into Persian ; the first half completed. 

No.17 4.14..1 tot 
Tafsir Hussainy. A Persian translation of, and commentary on the 

Koran, according to the Shiah ctpy. 
There are. other nineteen volumes of various commentaries, which 

• • being of no great note need not be described. 

B. 	On the science of reading the Kuran. 	14-) (40r.; 

In this division there are ten small volumes and treatises of various 
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lands on the science of reading the Kuran, performing the necessary pro0 
trations, and pronourkcing the Khutbah, or oration and prayer delivehd 
every Friday for the reigning king. • 

• 
C. 	Traditions. v4...s. 6-1. 

No. 18 al, 4-4,41:$ 	(.43 	)64 es. 
Sahih-al-pahary. This book, next to the Kuran, is considered an 

authority in spiritual and temporal matters ; and embodies the traditions, 
relative to the revelations, actions, and sayings of the prophet Mahomed. 
It also enumerates the miracles, and relates anecdotes of the ancient pro-
phets. One volume is complete, and of the other there is only one half. 
The author of this celebrated work was Abi Abdallah-bin-Ismail-al-Bo-
khary, who died A. D. 869. 

No. 19 04.3 	j, 
Sahih Muslim, in two volumes, being the first half of the work. 

This is a collection of traditions, by Muslim-bin- Hijay Naishapury," who 
died A. D. 874. 

No. 20 4•4?. L,J t.s r tW •-sy. 	ijr•L' 

Mushkat Sherif complete. This is a commentary on the Masabih, of 
Abu Mahomed-ibu-Masaud-al-Baghavi, who died A. D. 1122. Besides 
the traditions relative to the prophet Mahomed, it embodies portions of 
ancient history. The author was Shaikh Wali-ad-din Abdallah, the son 

Abdal Hamid of Tabriz. 

No. 21 ale) 	 ijapa 

About one half of the four volumes of the above work. 

No. 22 at.1  lut LA. 	 _ • 

The Misabih of Abu Mahomed-ibn-Masaud-al-Baghavy. • 
No. 23 40: .14:1  al 144  

Shamail Nabuwi, in 	
• two volumes. These contain the memoirs of 

Mahomed. 
.04 

No. 2 Cv. tit).);$ 
KaP-al flakailt, or the treasurers of truths. This may be proba-

bly the same work as the Kanz-al-Amil of Stewart's Oriental catalogue, 
• and if so contains anecdotes of the ancient Arab tribes, and the descrip- 
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don of several places in Arabia. 	Moeller, in his' oriental catalogue o 
the Duke of Sax-Gotha's library, at number 133, describes a book called 
Illifatih-al-Kanuz or the Keys of .the Treasurers, which 'appears to be 
a commentary on the work described under the present number. 

No. 25 4 tA-1,  tirfegijI 

	

Hisni Hussin„ 'or the impregnable fortress, In 	Volumes. This is 
rather a book of prayer than traditions. 

No. 26 Que 	 &L.'  XI. 

The Chahel Pais, or the forty proverbs and aphoriams of the pro-
phet Mahotted. 

No. 27  - AI a e) a4nNjr:i-1*. 	uti.014) 
A Persian translation of the above work. 

No. 28 A  ...C.?. w 1 I w t,a  ,:t?, sp.P.,"1•1 	Gt4:- 
The Chehet Hadis, and Burhan-al- Ghafilin, or the forty traditions 

and guide to the thoughtless in one volume. 	The last is probably the 
same work as the Tanbih-al- Ghafilin,' or warning to the thoughtless, of 
which the author is Abu Leis Samarkandy. 	• 

No. 29 	(464 	ticj  I-3  
The keys of the Genii, or a commentary on the kasabili; author's 

name not mentioned. 

No. go eit+ilit c 	 t. 54. 
This is usually known by the name of Minhcy Al Tatabin, a work 

on scholastic theology, relative to o religiont datierg, written` by Muhye-ad-
din Al Nawavi, with explanation of the names of plates and words oc-

ucurring in the book, by his • son and commentator called Siraj-ad-din 
Omar, who wrote between 743-758 liej or A. 1). 1342-1356. 

`No. 31 4,a 0.1ea;a0/1 tr.” ) C-4  

A Persian commentary on the Artsni Hussin, already described:. 
No, 32 c*.a.-140...2. 	t 

A Persian translation of the last work. 
No. 33 4.t..?. 

Gharaib-al-Ilahayiator extraordinary storiesywhick appears to be the 
sate work as that called Majmaa-alGharalb, or the collections of woad- 
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o 
ers, which contains the traditimarrhisctory of Balkh and the SassanX 
des, with the first conquests of the Mahomedans in Khorasan. 	0  

No. 34 &.) Is 4-1-.13,4) 1.!•& St 
Lubab-al-Akbhar, being a collection of traditions, containing moralo 

and religious advice to kings. 

No. 35 4.1.e. 4.1) 	y►  a.i.%4 	4 t, Ig.gai  -I to I+ 

The first, work in this collection has been already described, being as 
would appear, the same with the Gharaib-al-Ilakayat. The author 
was Hussain-bin-Asad, who dedicated it to Mahomed Taher, the. IV of 
the Taherites of Khorasan, who lost the throne about Hej. 259 A. D. 
872: and at a period when the history of Balkh and the Sassanides 
must have been well known to the inhabitants of these countries. 

In the above division there are fifty two other works of the same 
kind which we need not now describe. 

II. 	JURISPRUDENCE. 6-4  1-6) a ro rj 
No. 36 itch:ri 44.0c4.1. 144 tr101441.  1.4•1.31 

Adab-al-Mutaalamin, or the duties of the learned,. known) as- the 
work of Mahomed Ohazzali, a celebrated 'Mahomedan • dodo) of law. 
This is the same work described by Moeller' in folio, No. 171; in 'the 
Duke of Saxe-Gotha's library ; and again, by De Lacy, in the national li- 
brary of France, (see Chrestoniathie Arabe Teme„III p.,1.33).„ 	• 

No..37 41-7....C-ir W at 144.. 

Hedayah, complete in one vol. This work which is-generally used 
in the English.Mahomedan law courts of -India, was written by Shaikh' 
Burhan-ad-din Ali of Marghinan, in Transoxiana, about the year A. D. 
1135. It is a digest of the most approved werks on Mahomedan Ju-
risprudence,. 

No. 38 rtyt,... j )1.  ae.. cp. 

Bahar-al-Dakaiyak, the first and third volumes of the work: This 
is a well known sommentary on the work of .Hanifah, commonly called 
Sanz-al-Dakalk, or the treasure of subtleties. 

NO., 	454: c44$4t his  tjAt 4 j4 1:11s1 	4.0,4 

Maadam-al-Hakaik, or the mine of truths., This is another 
s

com- 
mentary on,the ,Kanz-al-Pakni4, similar to, the above, 
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No. 40 4.111; 0 J31,51 slit  4+0 V., UP 	 • 

'Fatawah Abdallah, wanting the beginning. . This is the work of 
Mahomed Abu Abdallah Badr-ad-din-Zerkashi, written in Hej. 873, A. 
D. 1468. 

No. 41 ic. 	(us, 

Fatawah-Alamgir, the judicial ordinances of Aurangzeb: 

No. 42 ti",  u.A.4:1 •Liii I  a.,  It& Lc, 

Fatawah Khulasah-al-Fikh, the ordinances, or an abridgement of law; 
of which there is only the first half. 

No. 43 v)) c.j.4 40.1_,.%-ii 

Majmaa-al-Bahr4in, pr the junction of two seas, being the same as 
the Kitab-al-Bahrain No. 119 of Moeller's catalogue. It is a commen-
tary on the work of Ahmad-bin-Mahomed Kaduri, who died A. D. 1049. 
The work of the latter is called Adab-al-Kazi, or the duties of a =gis- 

t trate. 

No. 441"'A e tyz.,tid I A' • 
A commentary on the smaller body of traditions contained in the work 

of .Ialal-ad-din As Saiyuti. It is the same as No. 71 of Moeller's 
catalogue. 

No. 45 e„,4?, 

Kanz-al-Dakaik, a copious digest of the Mahomedan law, according 
to the doctrine of Imam Abu Hanifah, one of the great law doctors of 
Mekka, who died A. D. 767. The author of this work was Imam Ab-
dal-Barkat Ata Allah-bin-Ahmad Hafiz-ad-din-Nessafy, who died A. D. 
1310. 

No. 46 61-1. 44 	U.24-74 	 ►  
Majmui Khani, a treatise on the duties of prayer, purification, and 

alms, illustrated by quotations from the Kuran. The'author was Kamal 
who wrote during the reign of the Emperor Akbar. 

NO. 47 ci.ltiLit 	 t 
Rauzat-al-Faik. This is a law book, according to the doctrine of the 

Imam Shafai, written, at Damascus by Kazi Zakaria about A. IS. 1271. 

No. 48 cpti.r2, e.). 61140 
Mahamati Hariri, a work containing oratorical and moral discourses 
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By Abu Mahomed Kasim, the son bf .6.1i-bin-Osman Hariti of Bassord, 
who died A. D. 1121. 

No. 49 a? 	 • 
• 

Sharah Kafaiah. —This is a commentary on the Hedayah,—written. 
by Imam-ad-din, the son of Amir 

No. 50 ' 1,00  Cjot 

Sharah ifuahib. — This appears to be improperly included among 
the law books, as it is a commentary on a work which comprises a his-
tory of the first forty years of the prophet Mahomed's life, previous to 
his assuming the prophetic character. 

• No. 51 cso-; L 6 ksb 47>d* 

A book of law agreeably to the doctrines of Shtfai, one of the four 
learned doctors of Mekka. 

No. 52 Ls 

Kadury. — This is the work called Adab-al-Kati, or the duties of a 
Magistrate, which has been mentioned under a former number. 

No. 53 ? Laii143.4=3  

Tohfat-al-Nasayah.—Another commentary on the work of Kaduri. 
No. 54 

Sharah Sirajiah. — This is a treatise on the law of succession and 
inheritance : by the author Siraj-ad-din Sejawandi. 

No. 55 (..)4 1..r; 
Majmuai Faraiz, or a compendium of law regarding inheritances. 

No. 56 t+.4.33  
Tauzih. — This work is an illustration of the fundamental principles°  

of the common law derived from the Kuran, and generally called .4std, or 
the roots.—Besides the books described in this class there are ninety 
three other works on the subject of law. • 

III.---WPIikPHYSICS AND RHETORIC. 44 j L (IP4 4•:" tif 

•No. 57 L., .eurkl:" 

The Talkhis. — A celebrated work on Metaphysics and Rhetoric, by 

• 
• 

33 
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.Yalal-ad-din ratib Damashki, Et native of Kazwin in Persia, who dies 
A. D. 1338.—It is a commentary on the Miftak-al-Aftim, or the key to 
the sciences, written about A. D. 1228. 

No. 58 ‘1,11,4(  

The Matuwal. — This is a diffuse commentary on the Talkhis, 
the work described under last number. 

No. 59 t.1,12,3 4+A.t 
Rashiah Aratuwal.—Marginal notes on the above work. 

No. 60 4..014—mi'.. *c.741  
Sharon. Talkhis.— A commentary on the Talkhis. 

No. 61 jilt#3 8+1.6. ft-::m I ,14.0 

The marginal notes of Abdal Hakim on the Matuwal. 

No. 62 44C-mj  CeitP, l J4) 

Hadayah-al-Hikmat ; or the guide to Philosophy, by Ibn A sir, and 
containing essays on Logic, Metaphysics, and other branches of know-
ledge. 

No. 63 ,w+.3%. J Iv..1.4.‹. 

Hikmat-al-Ain, or the fountain of wisdom, an esteemed treatise on 
general Philosophy, written by Najam-ad-din Kazwini, who was the 
friend of the celebrated Nasir-ad-din Tusy, who lived about A. D. 1277. 

No. 64 t.,÷L, / I 

Sharak Hikmat-al-Ain, a commentary on the above work : author's 
name not given. 

‘'IV. MEDICINE, AND NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. Vs.. .la '.) 'r"1  (614  LA: 64.5.  

No. 65 	(;) 

.21lizani Tib, or the balancq of nature, containing treatises on heat, 
cold, drought, moisture, and pregnancy. 

No.66 44einityzam-''' 	 t' e. 
Mukktasir-al-Tib.—This is not described, but is probably an abridge: 

fs, 
ment of the work of Jalinus or Galen. 
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• No. 67 eAl.1014-,  I 44• .• 2=3  • 

Tohfat-al-Mominin, the complete science of medicine, compiled, eom 
Arabic and Sanskrit, by Mahomed Momin of Delim. 

• 
N. 68 Wt1.6 l_r; 

Korabidin, or a dispensatory : author's name not mentioned. 

No. 69 at11,6-1  t 	t+ 
Jarnaa-al-Pawaid, or a compendium of Physic. 

No. 70 v.  11,4•Lease Litt 

Kifaiyat Mansuri: being an exposition of the disorders to which 
the human frame, and particularly that of females is liable, with an essay on 
the management and care of children : by the author Mahomed Mansur of 
Delhi ; written about A. D. 1300. 

No. 71 .*. La 0, 	3„÷-,:), eq. 3 (4I„; 

Korabadin wa Zakhirah Khwarism Shahi.— A dispensatory and 
the Royal Treasury of Khwarism.—This is an esteemed general treatise 
on medicine, embracing the means of preserving health, and acquiring a 
knowledge of diseases. — It treats of fevers, local complaints,) surgical 
operations, eruptions of the skin, poisons, and medicines.— T1e author 
was Ismail the sou of Hussain, the son of Mahomed Jurjani, who wrote 
A. D. 1110. 

No. 72 

Kanunchah Arabi; the canons of medicine. — This work is under-
cribed in the list sent me by Captain Postans ; but it is probably the 
same as the Kanun-fi-al-Tib, or the canons of medicine, by Abu Ali 
Hussain, the son of Abdallah-bin-Sina, generally called Avicenna, who 
was born at Bokhara A. D. 980, and died at Hamadan A. D. 1037. 

No. 73 (9 	111 • I)  

Rahat-al-Insan. — A general treatise on medicine, containing prayers 
and charms for averting sickness. 

No..711 v. 4.? 	Li & I 

• lkktiarati Bodice -- This work contains a list of medicines, simple 
and compound, and describes their various uses, — It was written by 
Ali-bin-Hussain of Baghdad. 

• 

• 
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• No. 75 e L I s j44—° • 
Majmuak-al-Senaye, or the repository of arts I  describing the man-

ner of making artificial gems, colours, fireworks, dying cloths and silks, 
&c. 
	 • 

No.. 76 Lsk 
Tajirrabat Shahi.— This is probably the work of Mahomed Mehdi 

on practical medicine, written A. D. 1756. 
There are fifteen other works in this class, of which we omit the des-

cription. 

V. ETHICS AND SUFYISM. SJ1 ti Y143  el°  

No. 77 y 4.1.01. 

Chehel Kitab, or the whole duty of a Sufy student, in forty chap-
ters, by the author, Shaik Mahomed. 

No. 78 a+3.6.., t_rs . 
Sharak Ghausiah. — Essays on the world, futurity, and approxima- 

tion to the Divinity, according to the Sufy doctrines : by the author, 
Abdul Kadir 

No. 79 .4.10.51*.o.,s 4.4 

Kimia-i-Saadat, a general System of Ethics, by the author of the 
Ahiya. The author was the celebrated Imam Mahomed Ghazali, of Tus 
or Meshid, in Khorasan. This was one of the favorite books of the 
Emperor Akbar. 

No. 80 Cr* Lt.,  I 1, 

Nishat-al-Ishk.— An exposition of the Sufy doctrines and regula- 
1 tions, by the author Abdallah Ansari. 

No. 81 45.61:. .56 ail.)  
.Risalah Adil Shaki.—This work is not described, but must be, from 

its name, the production of olf,-) of the kings of Bijapur, or was written 
under their, reign. 

In this class, books of prayer, fundamental principles of faith, and 
poetical works on Sufyism, have been ignorantly blended into one list :.in 
which fifty or sixty works are enumerated, that need not be described. 

Vt. GRAMMAR, LOGIC, AND PHILOLOGY. 42-,14.3 &hi's° 	44742 
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No. 82 ai.P..1.; r j2. 4:5: a t)  tt 	 • 

Jarbarrdi Sharahi Kafia.--A commentary on the celebrated A ratio 
work on Syntax, by the author Jamal-Ad-din. 

No. 83 (0100 at  ,+.c° • 	 • 

Mujmuai Manta, or a compendium of Logic ; the author's name 
not mentioned. 

NO.. 84 ‘.470../  At A j G 4•6,:j3  
A translation of the Kafiah, by Mir Saiyad Sharif. 

No. 85 air; U. tia4 

Sharah Shafiah, a very celebrated and scarce treatise on Arabic 
Grammar, by Nizam-ad-din Bin Hussain. 

No. 86 &Ia.:,  Lu t .34.0 

Mizani Manta, or the balance of logic. 

No. 87 a if 
The celebrated Arabic treatise on Grammar called the Kafiah. 

No. 88 Le jzt 

Hashiah Sharahi Mulla, or marginal notes on Jamis, ommen-
tary on the Kafiah. 

No. 89 X0 c."2,  

Sharahi Mulla. Jamis commentary on the Kafiah. 

No.90 ),14.11a+0 
Abd-al- Ghafur' s marginal notes on Jamis commentary. 

No. 91 ai-9.* is t_ra &O. !, 
Wafiah Sharak Kafiah. A celebrated commentary on the Kafiah by. 
Jamal-ad-din Amru Osman, the son of Amru, the son of A bubikr, the 
son of Yunis Almisri, of Egypt, commonly called Ibn Hajib, wim died 
A. D.1243. 

No. 92 6,1:11.) 1 y.41  • 
Talizib-atefantik, or the quintessence of Logic, a celebrated treatise • 

oft thiLsubject by San-ad-din, the son of Masaud-bin-Omar Tuftazani, 
and author of a commentary on the Kuran, already described. 

No. 93 t Iyo 	 • 
Surah-al-Logh,at. an abridgement, with explanations in Persian, of 
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the Sehah-al-Loghat, which was trartslated, by Golius, into Latin. Tha 
is ti most useful dictionary of the language, by the author Abul Fazl Ma-
honied, the son of Omar, the son of Haled-al-Koraishi. 

No. 94 c 6-4't  

Seliali-al-Loghat, a very ancient dictionary of the Arabic language, 
and translated into Latin as just mentioned. 

No. 95 ei .6.4.11-1  ke 443  t..71  
Nisab-al-Sibyan, or an introduction to the study of the Arabic 

language, for the use of the young. 

No. 96 .s off) 1i 
Farhang Rashidi, a most usefuliPersian Dictionary, giving the cor-

rect pronunciation of each word. It was dedicated to the Emperor 
Shah Jahan, by the author Abdal Rashidi, the son of Abdal Ghafur-al 
Husseni. 

There are forty other works [under thus head, which cannot be now 
described, as they would occupy too much time and space. 

, 	kvb, Lido)" r.„9-7" ss.  Le4 ISS 

VII. ASTROLOGY, GENOMACY, AND ASTRONOMY.• 

No. 97 8 .144) a wail' 
lifalakhas-dar-Hayat, or an abridged treatise on Astronomy. 

No. 98 d.-0).),5 )  t YI ‘64s— 

Kashf-al-Asrar deer Raml, or the.disclosure of secrets by Geomancy. 

No. 99 	plc)  6 y 

Kitab dar Ilmi Astarlab,4 or a book on the science of the Sphere. 

No. 100 4./.0.1 c Cii‘o 

Miftah-al-Raml, or a key to Geomancy. 

No. 101 ...06IJSS )4j y (SS 

Kitab d'ar Zikri Afiak. A book on the history of 
,
heavens. 

There are three other works belonging to -this class, not here enuv 
merated. 
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VIII. 	 1,3 Lois-
No. 102 4,._,Eg1 I 

Jazb-al-Kalub; a history of the city of Medina, and of Mahomed's 
Tomb, &c. by the author, Abdal Hak. 

No. 103 Li )14-Lai jt.„..11 

Habib-as;Sair. The history of Mirkhond, the first half complete. 

No. 104 44,, J 64. ; Io..1:9.43 

Haft Thlim. A geographical and biographical treatise, by Amin 
Ahmad Razi ; in two volumes. 

No. 105 Li.4-11 aLS, 

Rauzat-as-Saffa.— This is the most esteemed history in the Per-
sian language, and if complete is invaluable. 

No. 106 4,+; wo..43 

Kissas Al Anbia. — An account of the creation of the world, and a 
history of the prophets preceding Mahomed: Author Ibraham-bin-Is- 
mael. 

No. 107 op...) III 12, 

Nafahat-al-Ans.— The celebrated abridgement of the Arabic Tab- 
kat-al-Sufieh, or lives of the Sufy Shaikhs, by the poet Jami. 

No.108 44.1 	11 ti 0,40 

Mutlaa-al-Anwar. — Anecdotes of the prophet Mahomed, describ-
ing his mode of life, by the author Abdul Hak, who appears to have been 
a cotemporary of Ferishta. It is on the authority of this work Ferish-
ta asserts, in his introduction to the general history of India, that the, 
Afghans are descended from a race of Copts. 

No. 109 1 ..%441 I 
Rauzat-al-Shohada, or the garden of martyrs, describing the mur-

der of Hussain, and the battle of Kerbela. 
Besides the4ove works there are twenty in this class which have 

"hot been described ; ninety four different works of poetry and fables, and 
several" books translated into the language of Sindh and the Panjab. In 
fine it is one of the most complete extant libraries on this side of 

° India. 
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• 

A RT. IX.—Extracts from the Pro'ceedings of the Society; 

At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, held in the Lib;ary Rooms on the 10th January, 1844. 
The Hon'ble G. W. Anderson, President, in the Chair. 

It was proposed by the Hon'ble the President, seconded by Dr. James 
Burnes, K. H. F. R. S. Vice President, and the Secretary, and was car-
ried unanimously,—That the name of Sir Jasper Nicolls, (. C. B. one 
of the founders of the Society, be placed on the list of Honorary Members. 

* Dr. James Burnes, K. H. Vice President, read a paper, illustrated by 
drawings, on the anatomy of the Sindh mosquitoe, by J. H. Charter, 
Esq., Assistant-Surgeon, a Member of the Society. 

A paper on the tenets of the Armenians, by R. IL Murphy, Esq., 
was also read. 

Dr. Burnes, K. H. Vice President, presented a brass image, holding 
a club and bearing an inscription on its breast, which had been found at 
Babylon by Mr. Assistant Apothecary J. Anderson, of the Euphrates 
Flotilla, A number of engraved gems, found at the same place, and 
transmitted by Mr. Anderson, were presented at the same time. 

The Transactions of the Agri-Horticultural Society of Western India, 
from 1839 to 1842, were presented by that Society. 

An extract of a letter from Mr. Westergaard, Honorary Member of 
the Society, dated Tehran the 15th November, was read, stating that he 
had been able, with the aid of a fine telescope, to make a copy of the 
Nakhshi Rustam inscription never before copied ; and of which a fac-
simile had been sent to Major Rawlinson. The Secretary was directed 
to forward to Mr. Westergaard's address, at Copenhagen, a copy of the 

'Yacna and Visparad, as requested by him. 
An‘extract of a letter from E. Blyth, Esq., of Calcutta, stating he had 

sent a sktill of the Gangetic Gariala, for comparison with that of the 
Indus, was read : and several fossil specimens, recently discovered at 
Perim Islartd in the Gulf of Cambay, were presented. 

The meeting adjourned to Wednesday the 14th Febrvary, 1844. 
O 

At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch of the RoyalcAsiatic 
Society, held in the Library Rooms on Wednesday the 14th February, 
1844. 

The Hon. G. W. Anderson, President, in the Chair. 
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• A letter was read, from Atessrs.• Longman and Co., stating that tM 
copper plates of the three volumes of the Society's Transactions are in 
their possession, and mentioning the . terms on which they are prepared 
to reprint the same Transactions, in 3 volumes atro. with a 4th volume of. 
plates. It was thereon resolved — that the Secretary be authorized to 
enter into an engagement with Messrs. Longman and Co. for having 
the Transactions reprinted, in the form, and on theterms specified, provid-
ed subscriptions for one hundred copies, at 20 Rupees each copy, can be 
obtained : and that a subscription paper be accordingly circulated to 
every member of the Society. 
' A paper containing observations on the Geological composition of 
the hills and alluvial soil from Hydrabad to the South of the Indus, by 
Assistant Surgeon J. H. Carter, was also read : along with a further no-
tice and drawing of the Sindh mosquitoe. 

• A paper on the Iron Ore in the vicinity of Malwan, accompanied by 
specimens, presented by Ball G. Shastree, Esq., was also read. 

Specimens of the wood of the Frankiucenseand Gum-arabic trees, were 
presented by Dr. J. P. Malcolmson of Aden: also of the plant which 
produces Dragon's blood, brought from the mountains of Africa, situated 
twenty miles inland from the coast, where the Government (Steamer 
Memnon was lost. This interesting plant appears to belong to a new 
genus, allied to the Dracecnor of the Cape-de-Verde Islands. Flowers 
and fruit of this plant, and of the Olibanum or Frankincense, would be 
important acquisitions to science. 

The following works were presented to the Society viz. 
By Charles D'Ochoa, Esq. Honorary Member, Orationes et Epistola3 

Isocrates, Greek and Latin, Paris, 1521. 
Raynard de Lally, Paris, 1758. 	 • 
Copy of the printed report of the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, and 

three copies of the proceedings of the Board of Education for 1844, were, 
presented by Government. 	 • 

Letters from the Trustees of the British Museum, and the University-
keeper of the Rpial Library, Berlin, acknowledging the receipt of the 

stVq.ndidad and Yagna, were read. 
The•President announced his resignation of the Chair of the Society, 

in consequence of his being about to return to England ; and expressed 
• his gratification at having been elected to the honorable position Be 

• 34 
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had occupied, and announced his creasiiness to further the objects of the 
SoCiety in England, or in whatever way he might be best able to do so. 

It was thereon proposed, by Major General D. Barr, and seconded 
by James Burnes, K. IL Vice President,—That a special meeting for 
considering in what manner the Society can best express their sense of 
the late President's valuable services, should be fixed, by public advertise-
ment, for Friday the 16th Instant. 

The meeting then adjourned to Wednesday the lath March 1844. 

At a special meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society held, in the Library Rooms, on Friday the 16th February, 1844. 

PRESENT. 

JAMES BURNES, K. H., F. R. S., Vice President in the Chair. 
The Honorable Sir ERSKINE PERRY, Knight. 

Members. 

The Hon. L. R. REID. 	 The Rev. G. Coox. 
J. P. WILLOUGHBY, Esq. 	 M. CURSETJEE, Esq. 
Lieut. Col. P. M. MELVILLE. 	G. BursT, Esq., LL. D. 
Maj. Gen. D. BARR. 	 F. SHEPPEE, Esq. 
W. Howagn, Esq. 	 P. W. LEGEYT, Esq. 
W. H. HARRISON, Esq. 	 W. ESCHMBE, Esq. 
A. SPENS, Esq. 	 H. FAWCETT, Esq. 
JAMES BIRD, Esq., F. R. G. S. 

The Rev. GEORGE PIGOTT, Acting Secretary. 

The minutes calling the meeting having been read over, it was pro-
posed by James Bird, Esq., seconded by James Burnes, K. H. Vice Pre-
sident: 

That the Society record their high sense of the obligations they are 
under to th6 late President, the Honorable G. W. Anderson, for the zeal 
and devotion manifested by him, on all occasionsk  in prthioting the best. 
interests of the Society ; and especially for the ability and courteu with 
which he has presided over their meetings since his elevation to the 
choir. 
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® Resolved — That the Acting Stcretery communicate this resolutio?i 
to the Hon'ble Mr. Anderson. 

• 
At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic* 

Society, held in the Library Rooms on Wednesday the 13th March 1844. 
The minutes of last meeting having been read and approved, the fol-

lowing Gentlemen, Cursetjee D. Pestonjee, Esq., E. M. Suart, Esq., of 
the Civil Service, and Lieut. W. S. Suart, Engineers, proposed at the last 
meeting, were balloted for and duly elected members of the Society. 
, 	Captain J. P. Saunders, I. N. was then proposed by Captain H. B. 
Lynch, K. L. S., I. N., and seconded by J. F. Morier, Esq., M. D. A 
Thompson, Esq., M. D., H. M. 14th Light Dragoons, was proposed by 
the Vice President Dr. Burnes, and seconded by James Bird, Esq. 

It was directed that in the next circular, calling a meeting of the So-
ciety, notice be given that a President will be elected in succession to the 
Honorable G. W. Anderson. 

A letter from Major General Vans Kennedy, accompanying a stone 
with an Inscription in the Hamaiyaric, or Ethiopic character, frofn Aden, 
was read. 

* The Secretary laid on the table the concluding portion of the. Rev. 
Mr. Menge's translation of Ehrenberg's treatise on the Coral Rocks of 
the Red Sea. 

A letter from the Honorable G. W. Anderson, in answer to one 
from the Society thanking him for the offer of his services in England, 
was received and read. 

The meeting then adjourned to Wednesday the 10th April next. 

• 
At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic 

Society, held in the Library Rooms, Wednesday the 10th April 1t144. 
The Vice President, James Burnes, 	D., K. II., in the eclair. 
The minutes of last meeting were read and approved. 
A Thompsn, Esq., M. D., and Captain J. P. Saunders'I. N., hay- 

fulag been balloted for, were duly elected members of the Society. 
Captain H. James, 18th Regt. N. I., was proposed as a member 

by James Burnes, K. H., Vice President, seconded by C. Morehead, 
* Esq., M. D. 
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Dr. Osborne was proposed as ,a &ember of the Society by J. F. Mo
•
- 

rig., Esq., M. D., seconded by the Rev. G. Pigott. 
The following Resolutions being then proposed, at the meeting, by the 

Chairman, were seconded by James Bird, Esq, and carried unanimously. 
1st. That the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society; enter on 

their records an expression of deep and heartfelt regret for the loss of 
their Secretary, the late J. G. Malcolmson, Esq., M. D., F. R. S. G. 
S., a gentleman whose high integrity of character, generosity', warmth of 
heart, zeal in the promotion of science, and wide and varied acquire-
ments, obtained for him the esteem and respect of all who knew him, and 
especially of the members of this Society, with whom he was in continual 
and gratifying intercourse. 

2nd. That, with the view of perpetuating a record of these feelings 
towards the memory of that eminent individual, the Society accord 
yearly a gold medal, to be designated " The Malcolmson Medal," to 
the author of the best Paper presented to the Society on the Natural 
History and Literature of India, — points on which the late lamented Se-
cretary evinced the deepest interest. 

3rd. That a fund be raised by subscription for the above purpose, 
among the members of the Society. 

The Society then proceeded to the election of a President,. 
The amendment notified, proposing that the election be made by 

printed circular, having been rejected — 
It was proposed by Dr. Bird, seconded by Colonel J. H. Dunsterville, 

and carried unanimously,—That the Honorable J. H. Crawford, be re-
quested to accept the Office of President. 

Proposed by James Burnes, K. H., Seconded by the Rev. George Pi-
‘gott 'and carried unanimously, —That Colonel G. R. Jervis be requested 

to accept the Office of Vice President of the Society. 
Proposed by James Burnes K. H., seconded by A. B. Orlebar Esq. and 

carried unanimously, —That Di,. Bird be elected Secretary to the Society. 
Proposed by the Rev. G. Pigott, seconded by James Bird, Esq,—,  

That A. B. Orlebar, Esq, be elected Secretary for the Voseum. 
Read a letter from the Curators of the Dublin Geological Societe' 

tendering an exchange of published proceedings, and announcing tgie des-
patch of a box of fossils of the carboniferous limestone and other Irish 
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Formations, and requesting to.be fatoured with such Indian duplicates a's 
the Society may be able to spare. 

Resolved — That the exchange of. proceedings be sanctioned, and the 
thanks of the Society be returned for the fossil? despatched, and that the. 
Secretary for the Museum be authorized to forward such duplicates as are 
available. 

Read a letter from G. Buist, Esq., LL. D., in charge of the Magnetic 
Observatory; Colaba, forwarding, by direction of the Government, litho-
graphed copies of the Meteorological and Magnetic Observations made 
under his direction, and suggesting that it would be advisable that one of 
the two copies granted by Government should in future be forwarded as 
issued monthly, and the other retained in the Observatory to the end of 
the year. 

Resolved— That the thanks of the Society be returned to Govern-
ment, and the suggestion of Dr. Buist adopted. 

Read a letter, forwarded by the Secretary of the Board of Education, 
announcing the sanction of Government to the exchange of rooms now 
occupied by the Board of Education for those in which the Museum is kept. 

Read a letter from R. Kirk Esq, forwarding a box containing /varieties 
of Madrepore lava, from the Islands of Jibal-Tor, and other mineralogical 
specimens from the coasts of the Red Sea. 

Resolved That the thanks of the Society be returned to Dr. Kirk, 
for the above specimens. 

Read letters from Professor Lassen, and Dr. Pertz, Principal Li-
brarian, King's Library, Berlin, thankfully acknowledging the receipt of 
the copies of the Vandidad forwarded by the Society. 

The Society direct that notice be given in the next circular, calling 
the monthly meeting, of the change of the day of meeting, from. Wedo 
nesday to Thursday. 

Dr. Buist read and presented some observations by one of the assis-
tants of the Observatory to the late Secretary, on the springs of Vizra-
bhoy. 

The thankf the Society were voted for the above, and Ihe meeting 
wadjourned to Wednesday the 8th May next. 

...0 

At a monthly meeting of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
. Society, held in the Library Rooms, on Wednesday the 8th May 1844. 
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The Hon. J. H. Crawford, President, in the Chair. 	 S 
 

The minutes of the last meeting having been read and adopted, Cap-
tain H. James, 18% Regt. N. I. and Assistant Surgeon S. Osborne, were 
balloted for and duly elected members of the Society. 

The following resolution, of which due notice was given, was pro-
posed by Dr. Burnes, K. H., Vice President 

That the day of the monthly meeting of the Society be changed from 
Wednesday to Thursday ; and being seconded by Dr. G. Buist, was un-
animously agreed to. 

Read a letter from Assistant Surgeon Malcolmson at Aden, present-
ing, on the part of Lieut. Cruttendon, I. N., specimens of limestone 
from Ras Asser, where the Memnon was lost. 

Read a letter from the Secretary to the Asiatic Society, Bengal, acknow-
ledging the receipt of the Vandidad Sade, and offering the Society's services 
in any way calculated to forward the views, literary or scientific, of the 
Bombay Asiatic Society. The letter also announced that the Asiatic 
Society of Calcutta had been pleased to present to the Bombay Society 
the following works :—The Mahabarata, in Sanscrit, 4 Vols. large paper. 
Harywansa, 1 Vol. Ryl. 4°, Raja Tarangini, large paper, and the Nais-
hada Charitra, 4°. 

Read a letter from Colonel G. R. Jervis, acknowledging the receipt of 
the Secretary's communication that he had been elected Vice President 
of the Society, and expressing his high sense of the honor and his grati-
fication in accepting the office. 

The Society instructed the Secretary to forward to the Chief Engi-
neer a copy of the letter from the Secretary of the Board of Education, 
relative to the exchange of rooms in the Town Hall, as sanctioned by 

.Government, and to ascertain what would be necessary for carrying into 
effect the removal of the Society's Museum to the rooms now occupied 
by the`Board of Education. 

* The Secretary then presented and read a paper entitled, " a brief ac-
count of the Minor Caves of Beira and Bajah, in the neighbourhood of 
Earli," given to him in a letter from Mr. N. L. Westward, accom-
panied by copies of the inscriptions, which the Secretary had rendered in.' 
to English. On the motion of Dr. Burnes, it was resolved to eieturn 
thanks to the Secretary for the communication now presented, and that 
it be published in the forthcoming number of the Society's Journal. 	• 
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• The thanks oftherametinkviere alsovoted to Lieut. Ctuttenden for 
the Geological specimens forwarded, atid to the Calcutta Society for %he 
generous offer of their services, and the valuable books presented. 

The meeting then adjourned to Thursday the 13th June, next. 
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INDEX of Vol. I. 	 0 

Bijapuipaccount of, 367 ; — Sanskrit 
inscriptions at, 368. 

Bird James Esquire's translation of 
Cufic inscriptions from Southern 
Arabia, 239 ;— observations by, on 
Bactrian and Mithraic Coins, 293;—
account by of the ruined city of Bij-
apur, and translations of the Persian 
inscriptions there, 368; — transla-
tions by of the cave inscriptions, at 
Beira and Bajah, 438 ;— introducto-
ry notice by, on the History of Sindh 
402 ;—bibliothrecal notices by, of the 
Arabic and Persian library at Kach 
Bhuj. 

Bombay Presidency, botany or, 320. 
Buist Dr. observations by on tie comet 

of 1843,253 ;—comparison by of dif-
ferent Barometers, 288;—note by on 
Geological specimens from Aden, 
345 ;—note by, on Persian Gulf Spe-
cimens, 345 ;—observations by, on 
an Eclipse of the sun, 337 ; com-
parison by, of the Barometer and 
Sypiesometer as useful meteorolo-
gical instruments, 447. 

Burr Mr. on the geology of Aden, 83,9 
Basatin as Sulatin or the gardens of 

kings—a History of Bijapur,a3d the 
cotemporary kingdoms of the De-
kiRin, 371. 

• A. 

Adansonia digitata, and other trees 
destroyed. by a species of Lamia, 
136. 

Aden on the geology of, prevailing 
rock a dark brown lava, 83. 

Agniculas, a race of Rajputs, rege-
nerated from the sacrificial fire of 
Vasishta Muni—the Paramaras a 
branch of, 260. 

Aja, probably the same as the Azos of 
the Greek, lndo-Scythic coins, men-
tioned in the Nagpur inscription, 
257. 

Allore the capital of Sindh, at the pe-
riod of the Mahomedan invasion, 
203. 

Anderson the Hon'ble G. W., elected 
President of the Bombay Branch 
Royal Asiatic Society,returns home, 
464. 

Arabic and Persian Library, at Kach 
Bhnj, notices of, 449. 

Asoka inscription at Girnar, copy of 
by Capt. L. G. Jacob, and Mr. N. 
L. Westergaard, 237. 

B. 

BallGangadhar Shastree,translation by 
of a copper-plate grant of land found 
at Khfirepfitan in the Konkan, 209 ; 
jo31'tt6" iivanslatigil of an inscription 
found at Nagpur, 249 note on the 
Ilar...-ae at Malwan, 435. 

Bhoja Raja the father of Udayaditya 
named in the Nagpur inscription, 
263 ;—lived about A. D. 965: 

0 

C. 

Carter Assistant Surgeon, of the Bom-
bay Medical service ; observations 
by on the Sindh mosquitoe, 430. 

Caves Bauddha, at Beira and Baja:a, 
438. 
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Chalukya Rajputs mentioned in ins-, 
griptiong from the Xonkan A.•D. 
1008, p. 221 ; recorded on a Tablet 
at Bijapur, 372. 	 • 

Chach Namah—a Persian history of 
Sindh, 403. 

Chandragupta of the Bhilsa monu-
ment, mentioned in the Vishnu Pu-
rana, 295. 

Citadel of Bijapur, descriptiollof, 370. 
Coins Bactrian and MIthraic, obser-

vations on, 292. 
Roman, a large collection of, 
found in India, 294. 

Crawford the Hon'ble J. H. Esq., 
elected President of the Bombay 
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 
466. 

Cotton cultivation, Bombay Presiden-
cy, Royle on, 46. 

D. 

• 
.5 

• 
	• 

continuation and conclusion of, with 
a ibmmary of his discoveries„ 390. 

• F.  

Fletcher the Rem. Mr. communication 
'by, from Couttos Decade N II—book 
Ill—Chap. X—on the island of Sal-
sette, Bassein, Canari Pagoda, and 
E/ephanta, 34. 

Fulljarnes Lieut. infoitnation by re-
garding the strata of Perim island, 
15 ;—discovers Fossil bones of Main. 
malia in Katiawar, 30. 

G.  

Geological specimens collection of, 
from Gujarat, 191 ;—Geology eco-
nomic of India, 246. 

Giraud Dr. chemical examination by 
of the rock salt of the Punjab, 303. 

Great gun at Bijapur, dimensions of 
and inscriptions on noticed:  385. 

Dehgop of the Bauddha caves, a type 
of the five Dhyani Buddhas, 488. 

Dickinson Lt. Col. Vice-Prasident of 
the Society, resigns and receives a 
vote of thanks, 364. 

Dinar the Roman designation for a 
silver coin, adopted into Sanskrit, 
295. 

E. 

Eastwick Lieutenant E. B's. transla-
tion of the Kissah-i-Sanjan, or a his- 

• tory of the arrival of the Parsees in 
lila, 167, 291; note by, on Allore 
and Robri, 203. 

Ehrenberg's researches on the coral is-
lands and banks of the Red Sea, 
translated from German by the Rev. 
C. Menge, 72 ;—on the general im-

, pressions concerning the life of co-
ral banks, and the metamorphoses 
of corals,.72, 83 ;—nature and for-

emation of coral banks, 129 ;—conti 
nuation of observations on, 322;- 

H. 

Hindus aboriginal language of, 103. 

Ibrahim A dil Shah's tomb at Bijapur, 
388. 

I ndra, or Sakkoo, worshipped by the 
Bauddhas. 442. 

I nfnioria discoveries regarding, by 
Ehrenberg, 398. 

Inscriptions from a Mahal at Girnar, 
translated, 94. 

from Palitana, 56. 
	copies of ditto, 96. 
	copies of from Girnar, 

148. 
from the Nagpur Tablet, 

	

tranalliad, 148. ••• , 	
,from a copper-plate gaV 
of land found inglaski.an-
kan, 200. 

	Arabic in the Cufic cha-, 
racier, translated, 239. 
• 

   
  



	from a stone at Nagpur 
• relating to the Parama-

ras, 260. 
Bauddha, from the caves 

at Beira and Bajah,440. 
---" 	Persian from Bijapur,377, 

389. 
iron ores from Malwan, and district 

of Rutnagherry Dr. 'Royle's report 
onf 139 ;=Err. Gibson's report on 
ditto, 139 ;—chemical properties of, 
435 ;—mode of smelting them, 436. 

J.  

Jaime worship the Dasa-Dik-Pals, or 
regents of the heavenly quarters, 
442;— libraries of their books at 
Pattan and Jessalmir, 448. 

Jamaa Masjid, or great mosque, at Bi-
japur, 377. 

Jervis Lt. Col. G. R. elected a Vice- 
President of the Society, 446. 

Jharra, battle of between the Kach 
Jharejas and Sindhians, 423. 

Jurisprudence Mahomedan books on, 
453. 

K.  

Kalhora family of Sindh, History of, 
404-439. 

Kamptee, near Nagpur, Fossil plants 
in the sandstone rocks at, 249. 

Kra Deva, or Kraka Deva, an appel-
lation for the sun—on the Bactrian 
coins, and in the cave inscriptions, 
299. 

L.  
Libraries important ones in the East, 

c notions of, 44k2  

M. 
0 

McMurdo the late Captain James's 
a  History of the Kalhora family of 

Sindh, 402. 

. . 
. •473 

•Malcohnson J. G. Esq, on the des-* 
traction of the Adansonla digita%a 
at Colaba, 236;—on the Fossil plants 

in the sandstone rocks at Kamptee, 
249. • 

Malcolmson Dr. J. P. of the Bombay 
medical service, on the occurrence 
of Quicksilver in the Lava rocks at 
Ade041. 

Mahome 	Shah's tomb at Bija- 
pur, 379. 

Marathas, venacular literature of, the 
Reverend Dr. Stevenson's easy on, 
1 ; — works written in the Prakrit; 

authors of chiefly Vaishnavas ;—
oldest Prakrit writer named Nama 
Deva, 3. 

IVILhtry Mahal at Bijapur, 376. 
Wnge the Rev. Mr. translations, 

from the German, of Ehrenberg's 
treatise on the Coral Islands and 
banks of the Red Sea, 73, 129, 322, 
390. 

Meteorological observations, Bombay 
Observatory, 90, 145, 200, 254, 354. 
443. 

Mitchell the Rev. Mr. translation by, 
of the 1st Sarga of the Raghuvansa, 
308. 

Murphy R. X. Esquire's Memoran-
dum on Mahratta literature pre-
sented, 363. 

N. 

Nagpur, climate of, I66;—Sanskrit  
inscription from, 148. 	t, 

Nicholson Dr. on the Island of Perim, 
161 

1 II 

0. 	0 

Orlebar Professor's remarks on a col-
lection of minerals from Gujarat, 
196 ;—• note by on the Ram Ghat, 
119. 

a 	 Index. 

   
  



P. 

Palitana inscriptions from, communis 
cated by Captain Le Carand Jacob, 

• 56, translations of by Mr. Orlebar, 
and Ball Ganghadhar Shastri, 59. 

Paramaras a race of Rajputs, claiming 
descent from the Taksha. tribe 
261. 

Panjab—rock salt of exi6ined, 303. 
Parsees history of their arrival and 

settlement in India, 167. 
Perim the Island of, Dr. Nicholson on, 

10 ; — fossil bones in, discovered by 
Baron Heugel, 13 ; information re-
garding the strata of, by Lieut. Full-
james, 15; description of its geologi-
cal formation, by Dr. Nicholson, le 

Prakrit, the language of the cave in-
scriptions, 424. 

• 

Talpura family of Sindh, origin of 
425. 

Tarikbi Mulhakat, a Persian history 
of Bijapur, 373. 

Tamnan's Dr Fr. junior address to 
scientific gentlemen in the East In-
dies, proposing the mutual •ex-
change of European mineral collec-
tions for those made in India, 89. 

Theology Mahomedan, books on, 449. 
Thofat-al-Ikram, a History of Sindh, 

403. 
Todas, tribe of on .the Nilgiri hills, 

collection of words fiom their lan-
guage, 155 ; — remote connexion 
with the Semitic languages, 156. 

SO 	IP V. 

Valabhipur in Gujerat, era na 
ter, 296. 

Venus Scythian, or Nanaia, Statues . 
of set up, at Bactria, by Artaxerxes 

• 

•• 	 • • 474 • • • 

Q.  

Quatermere M. M. Etienner. elect-
ed an Honorary Member of the 
Bombay Branch R. A. S. 363. 

• 
R.  

Raghuvansa a Sanskrit poem by Kali- 
dasa, 1st Sarga of translated, 308. 

Robertson Lieutenant Colonel H. D. 
on the climate of Karrack, 224. 

Roman coins found in different parts 
of India, 294. 

• 
S.  

Sindh Musquitoe, observations on 438. 
Shilara kings of Ceylon, the ancestors 

of the Yadava Rajas in the Konkan, 
221. 	• 

Society Bombay Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic, proceedings of from Janu-
ary to September 1841 — 85 86: ex-
tracts from the proceedings of a ape-
flat meeting, 234,— extracts from 
the proceedings of relative to a M11- 

• seuqi of Economic Geology for le 
dia, 243 ;--z- ditto extracts debit the 
proceedings of from July to De-
cember 1843, 357; proceedings of 
from January to May, 1844. 

Society of Antiquaries Royal North-
ern, circular from, 128, 

Stevenson the Reverend Dr en Mara, 
tha vernacular literature, 1 ; dowry 
of Kashivan, an extrItel from. the 
Rig-Veda, translated by, 52;..—es-
say on the language of the aborigi-
nal Hindus, 103; — list of words be-
longing to the Northern and South-
ern families of languages, .113 ;—
translation of a Sanskrit inscription 
from Nagpur 148; — collection of 
words from the Toda language, 
155. 

Suburbs of Bijapur, 387. 
Sympiesometer and Barometer compa-

rative use of in Meteorology, 446. 
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